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PROJECT TITLE University of Washington – 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan

PROPOSED ACTION

The Proposed Action is a Campus Master Plan for the University of Washington’s Seattle campus. Through its master planning process, the University of Washington has identified a total of 86 potential development sites with a development capacity of approximately 12 million gsf of net new building space. However, during the 10-year planning horizon for the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the University would develop a total of 6.0 million gsf to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space. Therefore, only a portion of the 86 potential development sites would be developed over the planning horizon.

Consistent with the 1998 City-University-Community Agreement, the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes the following:

- Goals and policies to guide campus conservation and development over the planning horizon, which is expected to be the 10-year period between 2018-2028;
• Proposed activities include construction of approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new building space consisting of 86 potentially developable sites; proposed activities may include demolitions, remodeling, renovations and new construction;

• Identification of areas reserved for proposed new open space;

• Modification of the University’s Transportation Management Plan (TMP) to provide -
  - additional opportunities for improvements to modes of travel to and from the University;
  - pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular changes;
  - maintaining the current 12,300 parking cap (replacement parking would be calibrated with demand as development is planned);
  - replace the vehicle trip cap to a 15 percent single-occupancy vehicle goal by 2028.

• Analysis of potential street, alley and aerial vacations; and,

• Applicable development standards (e.g. boundaries, height limits, square footages, etc.)

EIS ALTERNATIVES

For the purposes of environmental review, five action alternatives and a no action alternative are analyzed in this Draft EIS, including: **No Action Alternative**; **Alternative 1** – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases; **Alternative 2** – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits; **Alternative 3** – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density; **Alternative 4** – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus
Density; and, **Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations.**

**No Action Alternative**

Under the No Action Alternative, no physical improvements that are proposed as part of the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*, including the addition of 6.0 million gsf of new building development, potential improvements to open space, vehicle/pedestrian/bicycle circulation and parking would occur.

It is estimated that the approximately 211,000 gsf of remaining campus building capacity under the *2003 CMP-Seattle* would be developed.

**Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases**

Alternative 1 would include a level of development and campus improvements to sufficiently meet the forecasted growth in student, faculty, and staff over the 10-year planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. This alternative would include six million gsf of new building development on the campus, broken down by sector as follows:

- 3.0 million gsf on West Campus;
- 1.35 million gsf on South Campus;
- 0.9 million gsf on Central Campus; and
- 0.75 million gsf on East Campus.

Alternative 1 also includes an amendment to increase the building heights in areas of the campus. The amendment would change the current limit on West Campus from a current range of 37 to 105 feet to a new range of 30 to 240 feet. The limit on South Campus would remain the same at 30 to 240 feet, but the area in the 240-foot height range would increase. On Central Campus, the range of 50 to 160 feet would be maintained. The height range on East Campus would also remain the same as currently allowed at 30 to 160 feet.
feet, but the height in the E1 parking lot would be increased to a range of 65 to 130 feet. Overall, 86 potential development sites in the University of Washington Seattle Campus have been identified.

Under Alternative 1, existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be preserved and areas would be reserved for up to 7.1 acres of potential open space. In addition, vehicle/pedestrian/bicycle circulation improvements including street and aerial vacations, and various parking improvements would occur under Alternative 1.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**

Alternative 2 is intended to provide a level and distribution of preferred campus development allocation under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan with no changes to the building heights. Without the building height changes proposed under Alternative 1; however, the illustrative allocation of campus development in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan cannot be achieved. Without the height increases proposed under Alternative 1 the following development area is assumed by sector:

- 2.4 million gsf on West Campus;
- 1.35 million gsf on South Campus;
- 0.9 million gsf on Central Campus; and
- 1.35 million gsf on East Campus.

Under Alternative 2, the 0.6 million gsf of development that could not be accommodated in West Campus would instead be moved to East Campus.

Existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be preserved and areas would be reserved for up to 2.9 acres of potential open space.
Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density

Alternative 3 represents campus development with more density in the West and South Campus sectors than assumed under Alternative 1. This density under Alternative 3 would be consistent with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing density to be transferred between campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6 million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 3 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan illustrative allocation of building development presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the West and South Campus Sectors, as follows:

- West Campus: 3.2 million gsf
- South Campus: 1.65 million gsf
- Central Campus: 0.9 million gsf
- East Campus: 0.25 million gsf

Increases in the proposed building heights are as described under Alternative 1.

Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Alternative 4 represents a focus of development in the West, Central and East Campus sectors, with increased density in the Central and East Campus sectors when compared with Alternative 1. This increased density in the Central and East Campus sectors would be consistent with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing density to be transferred between campus sectors while maintaining the overall six (6) million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 4 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan illustrative allocation of building development presented in
Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the West and East Campus sectors, as follows:

- West Campus: 3.0 million gsf
- South Campus: 0.2 million gsf
- Central Campus: 1.1 million gsf
- East Campus: 1.7 million gsf

The proposed increase in building heights in the West, South and East Campus sectors, as assumed under Alternative 1, are assumed under Alternative 4.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5 the identified street vacation would not occur. The vacation identified under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and under Alternatives 1 through 4 includes:

- **Street Vacation** – Portion of NE Northlake Place east of 8th Avenue NE.

The street vacation is designed to improve circulation and open space and is not intended to increase the amount of building development capacity of the campus. Therefore, the assumed amount of building area under Alternative 5 is 6.0 million gsf, as under Alternatives 1 through 4.

**LEAD AGENCY**

University of Washington, Capital Planning & Development

**SEPA RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL**

Jan Arntz
University of Washington
Capital Planning & Development
Box 352205
Seattle, WA 98125-2205
PURPOSE OF THIS EIS

The SEPA environmental review process is designed to be used along with other decision-making factors to provide a comprehensive review of the proposal (WAC 197-11-055). The purpose of SEPA is to ensure that environmental values are given appropriate deliberation, along with other considerations.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site specific analysis; instead the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (WAC 197-11-422). As SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington is responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance.

FINAL ACTION

The decision by the Board of Regents, after consideration of environmental impacts and mitigation, to approve the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and associated Final EIS.

PERMITS AND APPROVALS

Preliminary investigation indicates that the following permits and/or approvals could be
required or requested for the Proposed Actions. Additional permits/approvals may be identified during the review process associated with specific development projects.

University of Washington

- **Board of Regents**
  - Approval of the Final 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and associated Final EIS
  - Adoption of the Final 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan
  - Adoption of the Shoreline Public Access Plan

Agencies with Jurisdiction

- **State of Washington**
  - Dept. of Labor and Industries
  - Dept. of Ecology, Construction Stormwater General Permit

- **Puget Sound Clean Air Agency**
  - Demolition and Asbestos Notification

- **City of Seattle**
  - City Council approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan
  - Approval of the Shoreline Public Access Plan
  - Subsequent approval\(^1\) of street, alley and aerial vacations, consistent with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan
  - Master Use Permit
  - Grading Permit
  - Shoring Permit
  - Building Permits
  - Electrical Permits
  - Mechanical Permits
  - Occupancy Permits
  - Comprehensive Drainage Control Plain, Inspection and Maintenance Schedule
  - Construction Stormwater Control Plan Approvals

\(^1\) Approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is not contingent upon the approval of the street, alley and aerial vacations that are described in the plan. These vacations may be petitioned during the planning horizon of this plan and they are not actions that are imminent or necessary to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
- **Seattle Department of Transportation**
  - Street Use Permits (i.e., construction staging, construction operations, etc.)
  - Street Improvements (i.e., sidewalks, curbcuts, etc.)

- **Seattle-King County Department of Health**
  - Plumbing Permits

**FINAL EIS AUTHORS AND PRINCIPAL CONTRIBUTORS**

The 2018 *Seattle Campus Master Plan* Final EIS has been prepared under the direction of the University Capital Planning & Development and analyses were provided by the following consulting firms:

Final EIS Project Manager, Primary Author, Earth, Air Quality, Energy and Natural Resources, Environmental Health, Land Use and Relationship to Plans/Policies, Population and Housing, Light, Glare and Shadows, Aesthetics, Recreation and Open Space, Cultural Resources, Historic Resources, Public Services, Utilities and Construction.
EA Engineering, Science and Technology, Inc., PBC.
2200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 707
Seattle, WA 98121

**Cultural Resources**
Historic Research Associates, Inc.
1904 3rd Avenue, Suite 240
Seattle, WA 98101

**Population and Housing**
ECONorthwest
1218 Third Avenue, Suite 1709
Seattle, WA 98101

**Wetlands and Plants and Animals**
Raedeke Associates
2111 N Northgate Way, Suite 219
Seattle, WA 98133
Transportation
The Transpo Group
12131 113th Ave NE, Suite 203
Kirkland, WA 98034

PREVIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTS
Per WAC 191-11-635, this Final EIS incorporates by reference the following environmental document:

- University of Washington Master Plan
  Seattle Campus EIS (2003)

LOCATION OF BACKGROUND
INFORMATION
Background material and supporting documents are located at the office of:

University of Washington
Capital Planning & Development
University Facilities Building
Box 352205
Seattle, WA 98195-2205
(206) 543-5200

DATE OF FINAL EIS
ISSUANCE
July 5, 2017

AVAILABILITY OF THE
DRAFT AND FINAL EIS
The Draft and Final EIS have been distributed to agencies, organizations and individuals noted on the Distribution List contained in Appendix A to this document. Copies of the Draft and Final EIS are also available for review at the University Capital Planning & Development (University Facilities Building), on the University’s Online Public Information Center (https://cpo.uw.edu/projects/sepa), and at the following University and Seattle Public Libraries:

University of Washington
- Suzzallo Library
- Health Sciences Library
Seattle Public Libraries

- Downtown Central Library (1000 Fourth Avenue)
- University District Branch (5009 Roosevelt Way NE)
- Montlake Branch (2300 24th Avenue E)
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SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a summary of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (Final EIS) for the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Chapter 1 briefly describes the Proposed Action and the EIS Alternatives (Alternative 1, Alternative 2, Alternative 3, Alternative 4, and the No Action Alternative), and contains a comprehensive overview of environmental impacts identified for the alternatives. Please see Chapter 2 of this Final EIS for a more detailed description of the Proposed Action and alternatives and Chapter 3 for a detailed description of the affected environment, environmental impacts, mitigation measures, and significant unavoidable adverse impacts. Information added or changed subsequent to issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease identification of the added or changed information.

1.2 PROJECT SUMMARY

The Proposed Action is a new master plan for the University of Washington’s Seattle campus. As described in detail in Chapter 3 of this Final EIS (Historic Resources), the University has an approximately 125-year tradition of campus master planning at the Seattle campus. Each of the previous master plans that have been prepared for the University over this timeframe have influenced campus decision-making in terms of the siting of buildings, location of open space, and provision of circulation systems.

More recent master planning efforts have been directed by a City-University Agreement that was adopted in 1983 by the University of Washington Board of Regents and the Seattle City Council and subsequently updated; the Agreement is the GMA development regulation applicable to University development on campus. The Agreement also specifies that the master plan and EIS include boundaries surrounding the University identified as Primary and Secondary Impact Zones. The Agreement further indicates that the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones will be used to assess and monitor the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts resulting from all proposed University development.

In 2003, the University of Washington Master Plan Seattle Campus (CMP Seattle 2003) was adopted. The CMP Seattle 2003 includes guidelines and policies for developing up to three
Consistent with the City-University Agreement, the University of Washington is proposing a new master plan to accommodate both the increase in the number of students, faculty and staff, as well as the continued growth in the areas of research and service on the Seattle campus through approximately 2028 (reflecting a 10-year planning horizon; although the master plan will remain in effect until all the authorized development is used). The Campus Master Plan guides development on the Seattle campus, and will include guidelines and policies for new development. An aim of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is to maintain and enhance the mission of the University, its multiple important roles in undergraduate and professional education, and its dedication to research and public service. The scope of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes defining future planned open spaces, circulation patterns, building sites and campus physical capacity to accommodate growth necessary to fulfill the University’s mission.

### 1.3 MISSION STATEMENT AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The following presents the overall mission statement of the University of Washington and the guiding principles of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

**Mission Statement**

The primary mission of the University of Washington is the preservation, advancement, and dissemination of knowledge.

**Guiding Principles**

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the University of Washington is proposing a new master plan to accommodate both the anticipated increased growth in the number of students, faculty and staff, as well as the continued growth in the areas of research and service over the 10-year planning horizon (through approximately 2028; although the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would remain in effect until all the proposed development authorized is used). The University of Washington has identified the following Guiding Principles for the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
• Flexible Framework – Create a lasting and flexible planning framework to guide development of University projects during the identification of a potential development site and implementation of development guidelines and standards in support of the University of Washington’s education, research and service missions.

• Learning-Based Academic and Research – Support and catalyze academic and teaching research partnerships with allied industries, contribute to a highly livable innovation district, and stimulate job growth and economic development.

• Sustainable Development – Implement University of Washington’s commitment to sustainable land use through the preservation and utilization of its existing property and the balance of development, open space, and public use.

• Connectivity – Extend the University of Washington’s commitment to better connect the University internally and with its broader context.

• Stewardship of Historic and Cultural Resources – Continue responsible and proactive stewardship of University of Washington’s campus assets through preservation of its historic, cultural, and ecological resources and managed strategy of property development.

• City-University Agreement – Prepare a Master Plan consistent with the City-University Agreement, including addressing the following areas:
  - MIO Boundary.
  - Non-Institutional Zones.
  - Height and location of Existing Facilities.
  - Existing and Proposed Open Space.
  - General Land Use and Location of Proposed Development.
  - Institutional Zone/Development Standards.
  - Existing and proposed Circulation Network.
  - Transportation Management Plan.
  - Alt. Proposals for Physical Development.
  - Proposed Development Timetable.
  - Proposed Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations.

The Guiding Principles form the basis for the Master Plan Frameworks, which are described in detail in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. These principles are broad guidelines that are reflected in the various Master Plan Frameworks, including: Public Realm, Circulation and Parking, Built Environment, Sustainability, Innovation, and Utilities. Refer to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan for detail on the frameworks.

1.4 PROPOSED ACTION

The long-range growth potential of the Seattle Campus was a fundamental starting point for the master planning process. Through this process, a total of 86 potential development sites were identified with a development potential of approximately 12 million gsf of net new development. However, during the 10-year planning horizon of the Campus Master Plan, the
University would only build a total of six (6) million net new gsf (assuming funding is available) to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space; thus, only a portion of the identified 86 potential development sites would be developed. Identification of specific sites and phasing to accommodate the six million net new gsf would be determined through the University’s annual capital planning and budgeting process.

The Proposed Action is a new Campus Master Plan for the University of Washington’s Seattle Campus. Consistent with the current City-University Agreement, the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is intended to accommodate both the increase in the number of students, faculty and staff, as well as accommodate the evolving nature of instruction and continued growth in the areas of research and service. Among other items, the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions for the following:

- **Guiding Principles** – Principals to guide campus conservation and development during the plan planning horizon, which is expected to be the 10-year period between 2018 and 2028, or until the six (6) million gsf of campus development capacity is used. See the list of Guiding Principles provided earlier in this chapter.

- **Maximum Building Heights** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies 10 building height zones that range from 30 feet along the shoreline to 240 feet in portions of the West and South Campus sectors (see Figure 2-6). The proposed maximum building heights for Central Campus maintain the existing CMP 2003 Seattle heights, while the proposed maximum heights in portions of the South, West and East Campus sectors are increased to support diversity of functions.

- **Potential Development Sites** - The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies 86 potential development sites throughout campus (see Figure 2-7). Nineteen (19) potential development sites are located in West Campus, 20 potential development sites are located in South Campus, 18 potential development sites are located in Central Campus, and 29 potential development sites are located in East Campus. Full development of all potential development sites would result in a total of approximately 12 million gsf of net new building development capacity on the Seattle Campus, with approximately 3.8 million gsf of building capacity in West Campus, approximately 2.2 million gsf of building capacity in South Campus; approximately 1.7 million gsf of building capacity in Central Campus; and, approximately 4.3 million gsf of building capacity in East Campus (refer to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan for a complete listing of the potential development sites).

- **Proposed Building Development** – As indicated above, the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies a total of 86 potential development sites with a total

---

3 Three of the identified Potential Development Sites in Central campus (Sites C5, C6 and C15) are currently approved as projects and their square footage has been accounted for in the 2003 CMP total development capacity.

4 Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. new building development minus demolished space).
development capacity of approximately 12 million gsf of net building area. To meet the anticipated growth for building space during the assumed 10-year planning horizon of the Campus Master Plan, the University would need to build a total of six (6) million net new gsf, and only a portion of the identified 86 potential development sites would be developed. Identification of specific sites and phasing to accommodate the six million net new gsf would be determined through the University’s annual capital planning and budgeting process. As SEPA lead agency, the University of Washington is responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for future projects as they are proposed.

- **Open Space Opportunities** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes the identification of areas reserved for potential new open spaces during the 10-year planning horizon (10-year Conceptual Plan), including:

  - **West Campus Green** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions to allow for a new approximately 4.2-acre West Campus Green that would tie into the existing approximately 2.4-acre City of Seattle Portage Bay Park, and would connect the West Campus sector and the University District to the waterfront.

  - **South Campus Green** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions to allow for a new 2.9-acre open space located between the existing Magnuson Health Sciences Center pedestrian bridge over NE Pacific Street and Portage Bay. Associated with the redevelopment strategy for the South Campus Sector, the Green would enhance the existing pedestrian bridge and visually and spatially connect South and Central Campus Areas to the waterfront. The Green Corridor would also connect with the Burke-Gilman Trail on the north and the Continuous Waterfront Trail on the south.

  - **Continuous Waterfront Trail** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions to allow for an approximately 2.5-mile Continuous Waterfront Trail following the University’s shoreline (Portage Bay, Ship Canal and Union Bay) and connecting the Portage Bay/ potential West Campus Green on the west to the Union bay natural area on the east. The trail would provide numerous connections to the waterfront and other open spaces, including Sakuma Viewpoint, proposed South Campus Event Lawn, Hospital Glade, Waterfront Activity Center, and the Union Bay Natural Area.

- **Transportation System Improvements** - The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes the identification of future potential transportation system improvements including

---

5 Refer to Chapter 4 (Key Topic Areas) Section 4.11 for a discussion on the University of Washington’s commitment to development of the West Campus Green, South Campus Green and Continuous Waterfront Trail.
- Additional opportunities for improvements to modes of travel to and from the University;
- Pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular circulation improvements;
- Maintaining the current 12,300 parking space cap (replacement parking would be calibrated with demand as development is planned) and,
- Maintaining an AM and PM single occupant vehicle cap.

- **Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations** – The *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* identifies one potential City of Seattle street vacation during the 10-year planning horizon\(^6\).

The following vacation may occur during the 10-year planning horizon of the Master Plan.

- **Street Vacation** – Portion of NE Northlake Place east of 8\(^{th}\) Avenue NE. This vacation is identified to allow for improved layout of Potential Development Sites.

The vacation is potential; the vacation is not imminent and development under the Master Plan could occur without the vacation (refer to the Alternative 5 analysis presented in Chapter 3 of the Final EIS for analysis of campus development without the identified vacation). The Master Plan indicates that the vacation is intended to create a better campus design and improve open spaces and improve circulation conditions. The vacation is not intended to increase development capacity. The potential future vacation is included in the Master Plan for disclosure and is intended to identify the range of alternatives that may be pursued during the life of the plan; no petitions or applications are pending.

### 1.5 EIS ALTERNATIVES

For the purposes of environmental review, five action alternatives and a no action alternative are analyzed in this EIS, including **Alternative 1** – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increase; **Alternative 2** – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits; **Alternative 3** – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density; **Alternative 4** – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density; **Alternative 5** – No Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations; and the No Action Alternative. A full description of these alternatives is provided in Chapter 2.

---

\(^6\) Although not part of the 10-year Conceptual Plan (or considered under the EIS Alternatives) a pedestrian connection over a portion of NE Montlake Boulevard to accommodate an East Campus Connector is included in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* to illustrate the long-term vision for that area.
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, physical improvements proposed as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (as analyzed under Alternatives 1 through 5) would not be undertaken, despite an assumed demand for increased instructional, research, and public service needs. The addition of six million gsf of new on-campus development would not occur under the No Action Alternative. It is anticipated that the remaining campus building capacity under the 2003 Seattle CMP would be developed and would accommodate three percent of anticipated building space demand for the 10-year planning horizon of the Seattle Campus Master Plan. This alternative would not meet the University’s Guiding Principles.

Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1 would include a level of development and campus improvements to sufficiently meet the forecasted growth in student, faculty, and staff over the 10-year planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. This alternative would include six million gsf of new building development on the campus, broken down by sector as follows:

- 3.0 million gsf on West Campus;
- 1.35 million gsf on South Campus;
- 0.9 million gsf on Central Campus; and
- 0.75 million gsf on East Campus.

Alternative 1 also includes an amendment to the building heights on the campus. The amendment would change the current limit on West Campus from a current range of 30 to 105 feet to a new range of 30 to 240 feet. The limit on South Campus would remain the same at 30 to 240 feet, but the area in the 240-foot height range would increase. On Central Campus, the range of 50 to 160 feet would be maintained. The allowable height range on East Campus would also remain the same as currently allowed at 30 to 160 feet, but the height allowable in the E1 parking lot would be increased to a range of 65 to 130 feet. Overall, 86 potential development sites in the University of Washington Seattle Campus have been identified.

Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits

Alternative 2 is intended to provide a level and distribution of campus development allocation under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan with no changes to the building heights. Without
the building height changes under Alternative 1, the illustrative allocation of campus
development in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan cannot be achieved. Without the
height increases under Alternative 1 the 86 identified potential development sites would
provide the following development area by sector:

- 2.4 million gsf on West Campus;
- 1.35 million gsf on South Campus;
- 0.9 million gsf on Central Campus; and
- 1.35 million gsf on East Campus.

Under Alternative 2, 0.6 million gsf of development not accommodated in West Campus
would instead be moved to East Campus.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Alternative 3 represents campus development with more density in the West and South
Campus sectors than assumed under Alternative 1. This density under Alternative 3 would
be consistent with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing
density to be transferred between campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6 million gsf
of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 3 reflects
the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan illustrative allocation of building development
presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the West and South Campus
Sectors, as follows:

- West Campus: 3.2 million gsf
- South Campus: 1.65 million gsf
- Central Campus: 0.9 million gsf
- East Campus: 0.25 million gsf

Increases in the proposed building height limits are as described under Alternative 1.

**Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**

Alternative 4 represents campus development with a focus in the West and South Campus
sectors, and more density than assumed under Alternative 1 in the Central and East Campus
sectors. This increased density in the Central and East Campus sectors would be consistent
with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing density to be
transferred between campus sectors while maintaining the overall six (6) million gsf of net
new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 4 reflects the 2018
Seattle Campus Master Plan illustrative allocation of building development presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the West and East Campus sectors, as follows:

- West Campus: 3.0 million gsf
- South Campus: 0.2 million gsf
- Central Campus: 1.1 million gsf
- East Campus: 1.7 million gsf

The proposed increase in building heights in the West, South and East Campus sectors, as assumed under Alternative 1, are assumed under Alternative 4.

Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations

The No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations Alternative is provided pursuant of the City of Seattle policy when potential or proposed vacations are included as part of a Proposed Action. The following vacation assumed under Alternatives 1 - 4 would not occur under Alternative 5:

- Street Vacation – Portion of NE Northlake Place east of 8th Avenue NE; and

Alternative 5 would provide 6 million gsf of assumed building area, as this vacation is not intended to increase the amount of building development capacity on the campus, but serve to improve circulation and open space conditions. Under Alternative 5, the identified street vacation would not occur. This alternative would generally meet the University’s Guiding Principles, although overall campus connectivity would not be as efficient under Alternative 1.

1.6 IMPACTS, MITIGATION MEASURES AND SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

The following highlights the impacts, mitigation measures, and significant unavoidable adverse impacts that would potentially result from the alternatives analyzed in this EIS. Table 1-1 provides a summary of the potential impacts that would be anticipated under the EIS Alternatives. This summary is not intended to be a substitute for the complete discussion of each element that is contained in Chapter 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.1 – EARTH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of 211,000 gsf of building space would result in approximately 53,000 cubic yards of excavation.</td>
<td>Development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space would result in approximately 1.5 million cubic yards of excavation, with most excavation in West and South Campus.</td>
<td>Development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space would result in approximately 1.5 million cubic yards of excavation, with most excavation in West, South and East Campus.</td>
<td>Development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space would result in approximately 1.5 million cubic yards of excavation, with most excavation in West and South Campus.</td>
<td>Development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space would result in approximately 1.5 million cubic yards of excavation, with most excavation in West, Central and East Campus.</td>
<td>Proposed vacations would not require substantial amounts of excavation; as such, impacts would be similar to those described under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction impacts would include short-term potential for erosion; highest potential for erosion in West and South Campus.</td>
<td>Construction impacts would include short-term potential for erosion; highest potential for erosion in West, South and East Campus.</td>
<td>Construction impacts would include short-term potential for erosion; highest potential for erosion in West and South Campus.</td>
<td>Construction impacts would include short-term potential for erosion; highest potential for erosion in West and South Campus.</td>
<td>Construction impacts would include short-term potential for erosion; highest potential for erosion in West, Central and East Campus.</td>
<td>Proposed vacations would not require substantial amounts of excavation or associated erosion; as such, impacts would be similar to those described under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for development to occur in proximity to SMC 25.09 environmentally</td>
<td>Focus of development in West and South Campus with low potential to encounter ECA$^7$.</td>
<td>Focus of development in West, South and East Campus with higher potential to encounter ECA$^7$ (primarily in East</td>
<td>Focus of development in West and South Campus with low potential to encounter ECA$^7$.</td>
<td>Focus of development in West, Central and East Campus with higher potential to encounter ECA$^7$.</td>
<td>Potential for development to occur in proximity to ECA$^7$ same as Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^7$ City of Seattle mapping of Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill and Peat Settlement Prone Area is parcel based and site-specific evaluation in these areas would be conducted prior to any project development.
### 3.2 – AIR QUALITY

- **No Action Alternative**
  - Critical areas (ECA) less than Alternatives 1-5.

- **Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases**
  - Short-term construction air quality increases in particulates and emissions related to 211,000 gsf of building space; approximately 3 percent of Alternatives 1-5.
  - Overall lifespan and annual greenhouse gas emissions would be 220,596 MTCO2e and 3,530 MTCO2e, respectively.

- **Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**
  - Short-term construction air quality increases in particulates and emissions related to 6.0 million gsf of building space with focus of construction in West and South Campus.
  - Similar to Alternative 1.

- **Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**
  - Short-term construction air quality increases in particulates and emissions related to 6.0 million gsf of building space with focus of construction in West, South and East Campus.
  - Similar to Alternative 1.

- **Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**
  - Short-term construction air quality increases in particulates and emissions related to 6.0 million gsf of building space with focus of construction in West, Central and East Campus.
  - Similar to Alternative 1.

- **Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**
  - Similar short-term construction air quality increases in particulates and emissions as under Alternatives 1-4.

- **Short-term construction air quality increases in particulates and emissions related to 6.0 million gsf of building space with focus of construction in West, East, and South Campus.**

- **Short-term construction air quality increases in particulates and emissions related to 6.0 million gsf of building space with focus of construction in West, South and East Campus.**

- **Similar short-term construction air quality increases in particulates and emissions as under Alternatives 1-4.**

### 3.3 – WETLANDS AND PLANTS/ANIMALS

- **Wetland Resources**
  - No direct wetland impacts (filling) anticipated.
  - No direct impacts to wetlands or wetland buffers would occur.
  - No direct impacts to wetlands or wetland buffers would occur.
  - No direct impacts to wetlands or wetland buffers would occur.
  - Impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wetland Resources</strong></td>
<td>• Indirect impacts to wetlands (erosion or sedimentation) related to development of 211,000 gsf of building space. Overall, potential for impacts less than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td><strong>Wetland Resources</strong></td>
<td>• Potential indirect impacts from development in proximity to wetlands. East Campus contains majority of wetland resources – focus of development in West and South Campus with low potential for development in proximity to wetlands.</td>
<td><strong>Wetland Resources</strong></td>
<td>• Potential indirect impacts from development in proximity to wetlands. East Campus contains majority of wetland resources – focus of development in West and South Campus with low potential for development in proximity to wetlands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Development of 211,000 gsf of building space could result in removal of lawns, trees and shrubs, but at a substantially lower level than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Development of 6.0 million gsf of building space could result in removal of lawns, trees and shrubs; replanting would occur in certain areas.</td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Plants</strong></td>
<td>• Potential for impacts would be as described under Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*University of Washington*
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animals</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Potential for loss of animal habitat related to construction of 211,000 gsf of building space; potential for animal habitat impact less than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td>• Potential for loss of animal habitat related to construction of 6.0 million gsf of building space. Majority of development would occur in area currently developed and potential to impact animal habitat would be low.</td>
<td>• Potential impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Potential impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Potential impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1. Alternative 4 includes more development in East Campus, but this would occur largely in already developed areas.</td>
<td>• Potential impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animals - Fisheries</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals - Fisheries</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals - Fisheries</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals - Fisheries</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals - Fisheries</strong></td>
<td><strong>Animals - Fisheries</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Construction associated with 211,000 gsf could result in short-term water quality or sedimentation to area fisheries habitat; potential for fisheries impact less than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td>• Construction of 6.0 million gsf of building space could have short-term impacts on water quality and sedimentation, potentially impacting fish habitat; focus of development in West and South Campus with area in proximity to fisheries habitat.</td>
<td>• Construction of 6.0 million gsf of building space could have short-term impacts on water quality and sedimentation, potentially impacting fish habitat; focus of development in West, South and East Campus with more area in proximity to fisheries habitat than Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Construction of 6.0 million gsf of building space could have short-term impacts on water quality and sedimentation, potentially impacting fish habitat; focus of development in West and South Campus with area in proximity to fisheries habitat</td>
<td>• Construction of 6.0 million gsf of building space could have short-term impacts on water quality and sedimentation, potentially impacting fish habitat; focus of development in West, Central and East Campus with less area in proximity to fisheries habitat than Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals – Fisheries</td>
<td>• No in-water or over-water improvements are assumed, and no in-water fisheries impacts anticipated.</td>
<td>Animals - Fisheries</td>
<td>Animals - Fisheries</td>
<td>Animals - Fisheries</td>
<td>Animals - Fisheries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threatened and Endangered Species</td>
<td>• No direct impacts to Endangered Species anticipated.</td>
<td>Threatened and Endangered Species</td>
<td>• No direct impacts to Endangered Species anticipated.</td>
<td>Threatened and Endangered Species</td>
<td>• No direct impacts to Endangered Species anticipated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 – ENERGY RESOURCES</td>
<td>• Development of 211,000 gsf would represent one percent increase in energy demand.</td>
<td>• Development of 6.0 million gsf would represent 24 percent increase in energy demand; focus of new development in West and South Campus.</td>
<td>• Development of 6.0 million gsf would represent 24 percent increase in energy demand; focus of new development in West, South and East Campus.</td>
<td>• Development of 6.0 million gsf would represent 24 percent increase in energy demand; focus of new development in West, Central and East Campus.</td>
<td>• Energy demand would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Existing electrical system sufficient to serve new development.</td>
<td>• Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Electrical system demands same as under Alternative 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development; development above 2.0 million gsf would require improvements to existing system.</td>
<td>• Fossil fuel fed steam heat and emergency back-up power systems adequate to serve 211,000 gsf of new development.</td>
<td>• Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Fossil fuel system demands same as under Alternative 1-4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5 – ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

- **Hazardous Materials**
  - Development would result in some increases in hazardous materials, but amounts of materials would be lower than under Alternatives 1-5.

  - **Hazardous Materials**
    - New development would include uses of research chemicals and hazardous materials, but impacts to environmental health would not increase significantly as materials would be managed in accordance with all applicable rules and regulations.

  - **Hazardous Materials**
    - Potential impacts would be similar to those under Alternative 1. New sources of hazardous materials on the campus would be managed under all applicable rules and regulations.

  - **Hazardous Materials**
    - Potential impacts would be similar to those under Alternative 1, but greater development in South Campus could result in a greater increase in hazardous materials.

  - **Hazardous Materials**
    - Potential impacts would be similar to those under Alternative 1, but less development in South Campus could result in a smaller increase in hazardous materials.

  - **Hazardous Materials**
    - Impacts would be similar to those analyzed in Alternatives 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hazardous Materials</strong> • Development could encounter existing hazardous building materials such as asbestos and lead-based paint, as well as contaminated soils, but potential would be lower than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td><strong>Hazardous Materials</strong> • Development could encounter existing hazardous building materials such as asbestos and lead-based paint, as well as contaminated soils.</td>
<td><strong>Hazardous Materials</strong> • Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Hazardous Materials</strong> • Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Hazardous Materials</strong> • Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Hazardous Materials</strong> • Similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noise</strong> • Development would result in some increases in noise, but impacts would be lower than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td><strong>Noise</strong> • Short-term impacts would occur during construction. Long-term impacts would occur from building operation, but the campus is in a developed area and these impacts are not anticipated to be significant.</td>
<td><strong>Noise</strong> • Potential noise impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Noise</strong> • Potential noise impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Noise</strong> • Potential noise impacts would be similar to those described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Noise</strong> • Impacts would be similar to those analyzed in Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong></td>
<td>Development would result in some increases in vibration, but impacts would be lower than under the action alternatives.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Construction activities would generate vibration on development sites, resulting in short-term impacts. Impacts to sensitive research uses would require project-specific coordination to prevent impacts. Future new buildings could contain uses sensitive to vibrations, and would require planning with sensitive research uses.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Vibration conditions would be similar to those described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Vibration conditions would be similar to those described under Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Impacts would be similar to those analyzed in Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong></td>
<td>Construction activities near Link light rail facilities has the potential to affect Sound Transit monitoring of light rail effects to sensitive vibration uses, but potential would be lower than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Construction activities near Link light rail facilities has the potential to affect Sound Transit monitoring of light rail effects to sensitive vibration uses.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Same as Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong></td>
<td>Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td><strong>Vibration</strong> Potential for impacts would be similar to under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.6 – LAND USE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Development of 211,000 gsf of new building space would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>Development of 6.0 million gsf of building space, demolition of up to 1,500,000 gsf of existing building space, 9-acres of land reserved for open space, and increased building heights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>Similar amounts of overall new building space and demolition as under Alternative 1, with lower building heights and less area reserved for open space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>Similar to Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>Similar to Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
<td>Similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development could occur on any of the remaining development sites under the 2003 CMP, the majority of which are currently developed.</strong></td>
<td>Development could occur on any of the remaining development sites under the 2003 CMP, the majority of which are currently developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of development in West and South Campus results in increased building density and heights in proximity to the University District</td>
<td>Development would densify existing land use character, primarily in West and South Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of development in West, South and East Campus results in increased building density in proximity to University District (West Campus),</td>
<td>Development would densify existing land use character, primarily in West, South and East Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of development in West and South Campus results in increased building density and heights in proximity to University District (West Campus)</td>
<td>Development would densify existing land use character, primarily in West and South Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of development in West, Central and East Campus results in increased building density and heights in proximity to University District (West Campus),</td>
<td>Development would densify existing land use character, primarily in West, Central and East Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed vacations would not increase building development and increase in density same as under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
<td>Development conditions would be similar to those under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td>Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>(West Campus) and the Montlake neighborhood (South Campus).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.7– POPULATION

**Population**

- Development under the 2003 CMP could generate a population increase of 422 new people.

**Population**

- By 2028 the total campus population could increase by 13,324 people (to 80,479 people in total) including: 8,675 new students, 1,410 new staff, and 3,239 new faculty. The bulk of the new population would be concentrated in the West Campus (6,600 people), followed by the South Campus (3,000 people), Central Campus (2,000 people).

**Population**

- Total campus population growth (student, staff and faculty) would be the same as Alternative 1. The majority of new population would be accommodated in the West Campus (5,330 people), followed by the South Campus (3,000 people) and East Campus (3,000 people).

**Population**

- Total campus population growth (student, staff and faculty) would be the same as Alternative 1. The majority of new population would be accommodated in the West Campus (7,105 people) and South Campus (3,660 people).

**Population**

- The same amount of development and associated campus population increases would occur as under Alternatives 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and East Campus (1,665 people).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3.8 – HOUSING**

- **Housing**
  - No new campus student housing is assumed to be developed beyond that currently under construction, and the private housing market would fulfill a portion of the increased housing demand.

- **Housing**
  - With the proposed 1,000 additional student beds, the University would have capacity to house approx. 22% of projected student population, representing an increase over the current ratio (21%) and meeting the University’s goal of 22%.

- **Housing**
  - Housing conditions would be the same as under Alternative 1.

- **Housing**
  - Housing conditions would be the same as under Alternative 1.

- **Housing**
  - Housing conditions would be the same as under Alternative 1.

- **Housing**
  - The same housing conditions would occur as under Alternatives 1-4.

- **Housing**
  - Some increased housing demand could occur, however, this would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.

- **Housing**
  - The private housing market in the campus vicinity and region would continue to be a source of housing and would likely experience increased demand from students, faculty and staff.

- **Housing**
  - Same as under Alternative 1.

- **Housing**
  - Same as under Alternative 1.

- **Housing**
  - Same as under Alternative 1.

- **Housing**
  - Same as under Alternatives 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• No demolition of off-campus housing anticipated.</td>
<td>• No demolition of off-campus housing would occur, and campus growth would fall within the growth assumed by the City of Seattle for the U District in the U District Urban Design Final EIS.</td>
<td>• Same as under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Future implementation of regional transit improvements will likely influence student residential location, and could result in a lower percentage of new students located in the Primary Impact Zone than under current conditions</td>
<td>• Future implementation of regional transit improvements will likely influence student residential location, and could result in a lower percentage of new students located in the Primary Impact Zone than under current conditions.</td>
<td>• Same as under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Same as under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.9 – LIGHT, GLARE and SHADOWS

**Light**
- Development 211,000 gsf of building space would be less than under Alternatives 1-5.
- Increases in light levels could occur, but would

**Light**
- Light impacts resulting from new development would be similar to Alternative 1, except that lighting levels and the number of new

**Light**
- Light impacts resulting from new development would be similar to Alternative 1, except that lighting levels and the number of new

**Light**
- Light impacts resulting from new development would be similar to Alternative 1, except that lighting levels and the number of new

**Light**
- Light impacts resulting from new development would be similar to those that would occur under Alternatives 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Glare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>be substantially lower as compared to Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>lighting and increased mobile lighting sources from car headlights. New light sources would be lowest in the East Campus and highest in the West Campus. Some localized light spillage could occur, including to areas adjacent to campus boundaries. Existing surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage would be reduced by new building development on many of these sites.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>sources would be fewer in the West Campus and greater in the East Campus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>sources would be greater in the West Campus and South Campus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>sources would be less in the West Campus and South Campus, and greater in the Central Campus and East Campus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
<td>Glare impacts would be similar to those that would occur under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Glare
- Development would be less than under Alternatives 1-5. Increases in glare levels could occur, but would be substantially lower as compared to Alternatives 1-5.
- New sources of glare would be generated from vehicles traveling through and adjacent to campus, and from sunlight reflecting off new building surfaces. Future development would likely be similar to recent campus.
- Future development would introduce new sources of glare similar to those described for Alternative 1 with the potential for glare being greater in the East Campus and less in the West Campus.
- Future development would introduce new sources of glare similar to those described for Alternative 1 with the potential for glare being greater the West Campus and South Campus, and less in the East Campus.
- Future development would introduce new sources of glare similar to those described for Alternative 1 with the potential for glare being greater in the West Campus and East Campus, and less in the East Campus.
- Glare impacts would be similar to those that would occur under Alternatives 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shadows</strong></td>
<td>Development would be less than under Alternatives 1-5. Increases in shadows could occur, but would be substantially lower as compared to Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td><strong>Shadows</strong></td>
<td>Future development and associated landscaping would generate shadow impacts similar to Alternative 1, except that the potential for shadows would be greater in the East Campus and less in the West Campus.</td>
<td><strong>Shadows</strong></td>
<td>Future development and associated landscaping would generate shadow impacts similar to Alternative 1, except that the potential for shadows would be greater in the West Campus and South Campus, and less in the East Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shadows</strong></td>
<td>Development and associated landscaping would generate shadows over adjacent portions of the campus and surrounding streets. Due to the developed nature of the campus and surrounding areas, the potential for shadow impacts associated with future development would be low. Shadows in West Campus would not be anticipated to cast to Portage Bay Park or off-campus open space. Shadows associated with new buildings in South Campus would extend north to the Physics Astronomy Building</td>
<td><strong>Shadows</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Shadows</strong></td>
<td>Future development and associated landscaping would generate shadow impacts similar to Alternative 1, except that the potential for shadows would be greater in the West Campus and South Campus, and less in the East Campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Sundial and University Greenhouses, primarily during the afternoon or evening in winter. Shadows would not cast to the Sundial and Greenhouses during other times and seasons.</td>
<td>Due to the lower level of development compared to Alternatives 1-5, the potential for aesthetic impacts would be substantially lower and aesthetic conditions would remain similar to existing conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>The aesthetic character of the campus would change to a denser environment with taller buildings. Changes would be concentrated in the West and South Campus. A substantial amount of building demolition would be required to accommodate compact, high density development in the South Campus. This would free up additional campus areas for use as open space.</td>
<td>The aesthetic character of the campus would change to reflect increased development density and the use of more building development sites with larger footprints than Alternative 1. Building heights would be similar to existing buildings on and around the campus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>The aesthetic character of the campus would change to reflect increased development density and the use of more building development sites with larger footprints than Alternative 1. Building heights would be similar to existing buildings on and around the campus.</td>
<td>The aesthetic character of the campus would change to a denser environment with taller buildings, similar to Alternative 1 in the West, South and Central Campus, but with fewer aesthetic changes in the East Campus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>The aesthetic character of the campus would change to a denser environment with taller buildings, similar to Alternative 1 in the West, South and Central Campus, but with fewer aesthetic changes in the East Campus.</td>
<td>The aesthetic character of the campus would change to a denser environment with taller buildings, with changes concentrated in the West, Central and East Campus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>Without street, alley or aerial vacations, the aesthetic character of certain campus areas would be different than under Alternatives 1-4, and would reflect less open space and more limited view corridors.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3.10 – AESTHETICS**

- The aesthetic character of the campus would change to a denser environment with taller buildings. Changes would be concentrated in the West and South Campus. A substantial amount of building demolition would be required to accommodate compact, high density development in the South Campus. This would free up additional campus areas for use as open space.

- The aesthetic character of the campus would change to reflect increased development density and the use of more building development sites with larger footprints than Alternative 1. Building heights would be similar to existing buildings on and around the campus.

- The aesthetic character of the campus would change to a denser environment with taller buildings, similar to Alternative 1 in the West, South and Central Campus, but with fewer aesthetic changes in the East Campus.

- The aesthetic character of the campus would change to a denser environment with taller buildings, with changes concentrated in the West, Central and East Campus.

- Without street, alley or aerial vacations, the aesthetic character of certain campus areas would be different than under Alternatives 1-4, and would reflect less open space and more limited view corridors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Views</td>
<td>Views would be modified to reflect increased density and building heights. New development would be intended to minimize visual impacts and preserve existing view corridors. New view corridors would also be provided as part of the planned West Campus Green and South Campus Green Corridor.</td>
<td>Views would be modified to reflect increased density with lower building heights than Alternative 1. Existing view corridors would be preserved. Development would occur on the planned West Campus Green area which would result in minimal views in that area.</td>
<td>Views would be modified to reflect increased density and building heights. Views would be similar to Alternative 1 in the West, South and Central Campus, but with fewer changes in views in the East Campus.</td>
<td>Views would be similar to Alternative 1 in the West, Central and East Campus and reflect increased density and building heights, but with fewer changes in views in the South Campus. No new view corridor would be provided as part of a planned South Campus Green Corridor.</td>
<td>Views would be similar to Alternatives 1-4. However, without street or aerial vacations new campus view corridors would be more limited (West Campus Green) or would not be provided (East Campus Land Bridge).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.11 – RECREATION and OPEN SPACE

- No substantial new recreation or open space improvements would be provided.
- Up to 7.1 acres would be reserved for new open space areas, including the 4.2-acre West Campus Green, 2.9-acre South Campus Green Corridor.
- Less area reserved for open space (total of 2.9 acres) than under Alternative 1 due to the use of more building development sites with larger footprints. The 4.2-acre West Campus Green would not be provided.
- Similar recreation and open space areas would be provided as Alternative 1.
- Recreation and open space opportunities would be provided similar to Alternative 1.
- The identified street vacation would not affect the amount of open space, and conditions would be as under Alternatives 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.12 – CULTURAL RESOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Development of 211,000 gsf of development on campus would represent 4 percent of that under Alternative 1-5, and the potential for development to encounter cultural resources.

- Demand for off-campus recreation and open space facilities could be greater than under Alternative 1 due to less open space provided on campus. Primary demand would be for areas in the vicinity of West, South and East Campus.

- Demand for recreation and open space would be similar to Alternative 1. Primary demand would be for facilities in the vicinity of West, Central and East Campus.

- Recreation and open space facility demand would be similar to that would occur under Alternatives 1-4.
### 3.13 – HISTORIC RESOURCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th><strong>No Action</strong></th>
<th><strong>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</strong></th>
<th><strong>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</strong></th>
<th><strong>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</strong></th>
<th><strong>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</strong></th>
<th><strong>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>resources would be lower than under Alternative 1-5.</td>
<td>• The sector of campus with the most area with high and medium sensitivity level for encountering cultural resources is East Campus – other campus sectors have isolated areas of high or medium sensitivity. Focus of development in West and South Campus, with 0.75 million gsf of building space in East Campus.</td>
<td>• Focus of development in South and East Campus; the 1.35 million gsf of building space in East Campus results in higher potential for encountering cultural resources than under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Focus of development in West and South Campus; the 0.25 million gsf of building space in East Campus results in lower potential for encountering cultural resources than under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Focus of development in West, Central and East Campus; the 1.7 million gsf of building space in East Campus results in higher potential for encountering cultural resources than under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Because construction associated with street and aerial vacations would not entail a substantial amount of excavation beyond that anticipated under Alternatives 1-4, the potential for impacts to cultural resources would generally be similar to Alternative 1-4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potential for indirect impacts to recognized historic structures less than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td>Focus of development in West and South Campus has limited potential to indirectly impact recognized historic structures; West Campus construction could occur in proximity to “Ye College Inn”. A portion of Central Campus construction of 0.9 million gsf of building space could occur in proximity to historic structures.</td>
<td>Focus of development in West, South and East Campus has limited potential to indirectly impact recognized historic structures; West Campus construction could occur in proximity to “Ye College Inn” as under Alternative 1, with higher potential for construction to occur in proximity to “Canoe House than under Alternative 1. A portion of Central Campus construction of 0.9 million gsf of building space could occur in proximity to historic structures, similar to Alternative 1.</td>
<td>Focus of development in the West and South Campus would have a similar potential for indirect impacts to recognized historic structures as Alternative 1; slightly higher potential for indirect impacts to “Ye College Inn” in West Campus than under Alternative 1. Potential for indirect impacts to recognized historic structures in Central Campus would be the same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td>Potential for indirect impacts to recognized historic structures would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources potentially eligible for listing as part of an in-process</td>
<td>Up to 13 potentially eligible resources (identified under an in-</td>
<td>The potential to replace potentially eligible resources</td>
<td>The potential to replace potentially eligible resources</td>
<td>Up to 9 potentially eligible resources would be replaced by</td>
<td>Potential to replace potentially eligible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Potential for indirect impacts (dust, vibration) could occur from construction.
- Focus of development in West and South Campus has limited potential to indirectly impact recognized historic structures; West Campus construction could occur in proximity to “Ye College Inn”. A portion of Central Campus construction of 0.9 million gsf of building space could occur in proximity to historic structures.
- The potential to replace potentially eligible resources.
### 3.14 – PUBLIC SERVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Fire and Emergency Services</strong></th>
<th><strong>Police Services</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Action Alternative</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historic asset survey could be impacted, but at a lower potential than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process historic asset survey) would be replaced by new building development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire and Emergency Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased demand for fire and emergency services would occur, including for fire dept. review for permits and inspection services. Service calls could increase by approximately 35%; however, increased calls could be much less with incorporation of fire suppression systems into new buildings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>would be the same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire and Emergency Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire and emergency services calls could increase as described for Alternative 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>would be the same as Alternative 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire and Emergency Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire and emergency services calls could increase as described for Alternative 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new building development, fewer potentially eligible resources than Alternative 1-3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire and Emergency Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire and emergency services calls could increase as described for Alternative 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resources would be as under Alternatives 1-4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due to the lower level of development that would occur, it is anticipated that impacts to police services would be lower in comparison to Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased demand for campus security and police services would occur. The largest increase in demand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar to Alternative 1, campus security and police services demands could increase. The largest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar to Alternative 1, campus security and police services demands could increase. The largest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar to Alternative 1, campus security and police services demands could increase. The largest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increases in police services demand would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>services would be substantially lower in comparison to Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td>would primarily occur in the West Campus and South Campus, however, calls could occur throughout the campus and would not be limited to one specific area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.15 – UTILITIES

#### Water Supply
- The potential for water supply impacts would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5; water demand would increase by approximately 1%.
- **Water Supply**
  - Water demand could increase by 72 million gallons – a 36% increase over 2015 levels. The water distribution system is considered adequately sized to meet this future demand. New development would include measures to reduce water usage.
- **Water Supply**
  - Increased demands on the water supply and distribution system would be similar to Alternative 1.
- **Water Supply**
  - Increased demands on the water supply and distribution system would be similar to Alternative 1.
- **Water Supply**
  - Increased demands on the water supply and distribution system would be similar to Alternative 1.
- **Water Supply**
  - Increased demands on the water supply and distribution system would occur similar to Alternatives 1-4.

#### Sanitary Sewer
- The potential for sanitary sewer impacts would be substantially less than under
- **Sanitary Sewer**
  - Sewer system demand could increase by 66 million gallons annually – a 36% over 2015
- **Sanitary Sewer**
  - Increased sewer system demands would
- **Sanitary Sewer**
  - Increased sewer system demands would
- **Sanitary Sewer**
  - Increased sewer system demands would
- **Sanitary Sewer**
  - Increased sewer system demands would
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternatives 1-5; sewer demand would increase by approximately 1%.</td>
<td>levels. Existing systems are considered adequately sized to meet this future demand, although specific improvements could be needed, and combined systems would be converted to separate sewer and stormwater systems as feasible.</td>
<td>occur as described for Alternative 1.</td>
<td>occur at levels similar to Alternative 1.</td>
<td>occur at levels similar to Alternative 1.</td>
<td>occur similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stormwater Drainage**
- Stormwater drainage impacts would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.

- The amount of impervious surfaces on campus would increase by 2%. Existing drainage systems are anticipated to have adequate capacity to accommodate increased stormwater runoff resulting from this small increase in impervious surfaces.

- Impervious surfaces and the amount of stormwater runoff would be greater than Alternative 1. As with Alternative 1, existing systems are anticipated to be adequate to handle increased stormwater runoff.

- Stormwater runoff conditions would be similar to Alternative 1.

- Stormwater runoff conditions would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.

**Solid Waste**
- Solid waste impacts would be substantially

- Solid waste generation rates would be consistent with current

- Solid waste generation would be similar to Alternative 1.

- Solid waste generation would be similar to Alternative 1.

- Solid waste generation would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.

- Solid waste generation would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Construction Impacts</strong></th>
<th><strong>Construction Impacts</strong></th>
<th><strong>Construction Impacts</strong></th>
<th><strong>Construction Impacts</strong></th>
<th><strong>Construction Impacts</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction could include temporary closures of pathways, streets, relocation or removal of parking, and increased truck traffic. TMP strategies would minimize impacts.</td>
<td>Construction could include temporary closures of pathways, streets, relocation or removal of parking, and increased truck traffic. Increased construction impacts would be anticipated due to the increased development on campus. TMP strategies would minimize impacts.</td>
<td>Similar overall construction impacts as Alternative 1, but less construction would occur in the West Campus and more would occur in the East Campus.</td>
<td>Similar overall construction impacts as Alternative 1, but less construction would occur in the East Campus and more would occur in the West and South Campus.</td>
<td>Similar overall construction impacts as Alternative 1, but less construction would occur in the South Campus and more would occur in the Central and East Campus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.16 – TRANSPORTATION

**No Action Alternative**

- Less than under Alternatives 1-5.

**No Action Alternative**

- Trends, and 60% or more of campus waste would be recycled. The amount of solid waste transferred to a landfill could be less on a proportional basis than the proportional increase in campus building area.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trip Generation</strong></td>
<td>• Development under the No Action Alternative (assuming approx. 211,000 net new gsf) would result in approximately 165 net new daily UW trips, including 50 in the AM peak hour and 55 in the PM peak hour.</td>
<td>• Overall trip generation would be the same as Alternative 1; however less would be generated by the West Campus and more would be generated by the East Campus.</td>
<td>• Overall trip generation would be the same as Alternative 1; however more would be generated by the West and South Campus.</td>
<td>• Overall trip generation would be the same as Alternative 1; however more would be generated by the Central and East Campus.</td>
<td>• Similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traffic Operations</strong></td>
<td>• Approximately 7 intersections would operate poorly (LOS E or F) with the No Action Alternative.</td>
<td>• Approximately 15 intersections would operate poorly (LOS E or F) with Alternative 1. Three corridors would operate at a worse LOS than under the No Action Alternative.</td>
<td>• Approximately 16 intersections would operate poorly (LOS E or F) with Alternative 3. Four corridors would operate at a worse LOS than under the No Action Alternative.</td>
<td>• Approximately 15 intersections would operate poorly (LOS E or F) with Alternative 4. Four corridors would operate at a worse LOS than under the No Action Alternative.</td>
<td>• Similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedestrian Operations</strong></td>
<td>• The No Action Alternative would result in approximately 315 net new pedestrian trips. Impacts on the</td>
<td>• Alternative 1 would result in approximately 5,320 net new pedestrian trips. Pedestrian enhancements under Alt. 1 would greatly</td>
<td>• Net new pedestrian trips would be the same as Alt. 1 but added demand would be lower in West Campus and greater in East Campus.</td>
<td>• Net new pedestrian trips would be the same as Alt. 1 but added demand would be lower in East Campus and greater in West and South</td>
<td>• Net new pedestrian trips would be the same as Alt. 1 but added demand would be lower in South Campus and greater in Central and East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**University of Washington**

**2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan Final EIS**

**Summary**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pedestrian system would be minimal.</td>
<td>Pedestrian enhancements under would improve circulation but would be less in the South Campus than Alt. 1.</td>
<td>Campus. Pedestrian enhancements under would improve circulation but would be less in the East Campus than Alt. 1.</td>
<td>Campus. Pedestrian enhancements under would improve circulation but would be less in the South Campus than Alt. 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bicycle Operations</strong></td>
<td>• The No Action Alternative would result in approximately 95 net new bicycle trips. Impacts on the bicycle system would be minimal.</td>
<td>• Alternative 1 would result in approximately 1,840 net new bicycle trips. Improved circulation, particularly in the West, South and East Campus would improve bicycle travel.</td>
<td>• Net new bicycle trips would be the same as Alt 1 but demand would lower in West Campus and higher in East Campus. Enhanced circulation would improve bicycle travel.</td>
<td>• Net new bicycle trips would be the same as Alt 1 but demand would higher in West and South Campus. Enhanced circulation would improve bicycle travel.</td>
<td>• Similar to Alternatives 1-4, but without the street vacation and pedestrian/bicycle connections in the West Campus would not be provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transit Operations</strong></td>
<td>• The No Action Alternative would result in approximately 490 net new transit trips. Impacts on the transit system would be minimal.</td>
<td>• Alternative 1 would result in approximately 10,060 net new transit trips. Planned improvements to transit, including a new light rail station and Rapid Ride on adjacent corridors would enhance transit access.</td>
<td>• Net new transit trips would be the same as Alt 1 but demand would lower near West Campus and higher near East Campus. Planned improvements would enhance transit access.</td>
<td>• Net new transit trips would be the same as Alt 1 but demand would higher near West and South Campus. Planned improvements would enhance transit access.</td>
<td>• Similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parking</strong></td>
<td><strong>Parking</strong></td>
<td><strong>Parking</strong></td>
<td><strong>Parking</strong></td>
<td><strong>Parking</strong></td>
<td><strong>Parking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Parking demand would increase by less than 50 vehicles and would be offset by an increase in parking supply. Utilization would be less than existing conditions. Parking in the Secondary Impact Zone would continue similar to existing conditions.</td>
<td>- Parking demand would increase by approximately 1,660 vehicles and would be accommodated by the existing parking supply with no impacts on the CUA parking cap. Parking in the Secondary Impact Zone would continue similar to existing conditions.</td>
<td>- Parking demand would be the same as Alt 1 but with lower demand in West Campus and higher demand in East Campus. Parking in the Secondary Impact Zone would continue similar to existing conditions.</td>
<td>- Parking demand would be the same as Alt 1 but with lower demand in East Campus and higher demand in West and South Campus. Parking in the Secondary Impact Zone would continue similar to existing conditions.</td>
<td>- Parking demand would be the same as Alt 1 but with lower demand in West Campus and higher demand in South, Central and East Campus. Parking in the Secondary Impact Zone would continue similar to existing conditions.</td>
<td>- Parking demand would be the same as Alt 1 but with lower demand in West Campus and higher demand in East Campus. Parking in the Secondary Impact Zone would continue similar to existing conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trip and Parking Caps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Trip and Parking Caps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Trip and Parking Caps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Trip and Parking Caps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Trip and Parking Caps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Trip and Parking Caps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The No Action Alternative would continue to meet the trip and parking cap identified in the City-University Agreement (CUA).</td>
<td>- Assuming a conservative 20 percent SOV mode split (the 2018 Seattle CMP includes a TMP goal of a 15 percent SOV mode split by 2028), Alternative 1 would exceed the CUA trip cap during AM peak periods (estimated 2025). However, this does not factor in the benefits of increased light rail</td>
<td>- Similar to Alternative 1.</td>
<td>- Similar to Alternative 1.</td>
<td>- Similar to Alternative 1.</td>
<td>- Similar to Alternative 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>access and transit opportunities. The University would continue to maintain compliance with trip caps consistent with UW history and implemented with the TMP, which includes a 15 percent SOV mode split goal by 2028.</td>
<td>Construction Activities • Approximately 211,000 gsf of building development with 53,000 cubic yards of excavation would occur. Construction-related impacts would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td>Construction Activities • Similar overall construction activities as Alternative 1, but less would occur in the West Campus and more would occur in the East Campus.</td>
<td>Construction Activities • Increased construction activities in the West and South Campus and similar or lower construction activities in the Central and East Campus when compared with Alternative 1.</td>
<td>Construction Activities • Increased construction activities in the Central and East Campus and similar or lower construction activities in the West and South Campus when compared with Alternative 1.</td>
<td>Construction Activities • Construction activities would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.17 – CONSTRUCTION

**Construction Activities**
- Approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new building space would be constructed. Up to 3.0 million gsf of building space could be demolished. Grading would total approximately 1.5 million cubic yards
- Similar overall construction activities as Alternative 1, but less would occur in the West Campus and more would occur in the East Campus.
- Increased construction activities in the West and South Campus and similar or lower construction activities in the Central and East Campus when compared with Alternative 1.
- Increased construction activities in the Central and East Campus and similar or lower construction activities in the West and South Campus when compared with Alternative 1.
- Construction activities would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.

**Air Quality**
- Construction-related emissions would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.
- Construction activities would result in localized short-term increases in particulates and increased emissions in the West Campus due to more development sites utilized and increased emissions in the
- Increased emissions in the West and South Campus and similar or lower emissions in the
- Increased emissions in the Central and East Campus and similar or lower emissions in the
- Increased emissions in the Central and East Campus and similar or lower emissions in the
- Construction-related emissions would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>GHG</th>
<th>Noise</th>
<th>Vibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Action</strong></td>
<td>• Construction-related GHG emissions would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td>• Construction-related noise increases would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td>• Construction-related vibration would be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</strong></td>
<td>• Development would generate GHG emissions associated with construction activities. Construction-related GHG emissions would be approximately 4% of lifespan GHG emissions under Alternative 1.</td>
<td>• Localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of individual construction sites and could impact teaching/research activities or disturb student housing uses or adjacent off-campus land uses.</td>
<td>• Construction activities would generate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</strong></td>
<td>• Similar overall GHG emissions as Alternative 1 but less emissions in the West Campus and more emissions in the East Campus.</td>
<td>• Increased noise in the West Campus due to more development sites utilized and increased noise in the East Campus due to additional development.</td>
<td>• Increased vibration in the West Campus due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</strong></td>
<td>• Increased GHG emissions in the West and South Campus and similar or lower GHG emissions in the Central and East Campus.</td>
<td>• Increased noise in the West and South Campus and similar or lower noise levels in the Central and East Campus.</td>
<td>• Increased construction-related vibration in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</strong></td>
<td>• Increased GHG emission in the Central and East Campus and similar or lower emissions in the West and South Campus.</td>
<td>• Increased noise in the Central and East Campus and similar or lower noise levels in the West and South Campus.</td>
<td>• Increased construction-related vibration in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</strong></td>
<td>• Construction-related GHG emissions would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
<td>• Construction-related noise increases would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.</td>
<td>• Construction-related vibration would be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.</td>
<td>vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment in the West, South and Central Campus. Project-specific coordination would be required to determine potential vibration issues.</td>
<td>to more development sites utilized and in the East Campus due to additional development.</td>
<td>West and South Campus and similar or lower amounts of vibration in the Central and East Campus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vegetation**
- Construction-related vegetation disturbance would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.

**Vegetation**
- Construction activities could result in temporary disturbance to existing lawns, trees and shrubs. Existing significant landscape open spaces would be preserved and area reserved for new planned open space.

**Vegetation**
- Increased temporary vegetation disturbance in the West Campus due to more development sites utilized and in the East Campus due to additional development.

**Vegetation**
- Similar temporary vegetation disturbance as Alternative 1.

**Vegetation**
- Similar temporary vegetation disturbance as Alternative 1.

**Vegetation**
- Temporary vegetation disturbance would be similar to Alternatives 1-4.

**Transportation**
- Construction-related transportation impacts would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5.

**Transportation**
- Construction impacts could include temporary closures of pathways and streets, removal of parking, increased truck traffic or other temporary

**Transportation**
- Similar construction-related transportation impacts to Alternative 1.

**Transportation**
- Similar construction-related transportation impacts to Alternative 1.

**Transportation**
- Similar construction-related transportation impacts to Alternative 1.

**Transportation**
- Similar construction-related transportation impacts to Alternative 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 – CMP Illustrative Allocation with Requested Height Increases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disruptions. TMP strategies, outreach and coordination would minimize impacts and specific mitigation would be addressed as part of individual projects.
SUMMARY OF MITIGATION MEASURES AND SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

Earth

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- All earthwork and site preparation on the University of Washington Seattle Campus would be conducted in compliance with relevant Grading Code criteria of the Seattle Municipal Code (Sections 22.170 and 22.802).

- All earthwork and site preparation activities on the University of Washington Seattle campus would be conducted in compliance with applicable Stormwater Code criteria of the Seattle Municipal Code and manual (SMC 22.800-808).

- Any development located within a City of Seattle mapped Environmentally Critical Area is subject to SMC 25.09, including Liquefaction-Prone Areas (SMC 25.09.100); Peat Settlement-Prone Areas (SMC 25.09.110); Steep Slope Areas (SMC 25.09.180); and, Abandoned Landfills (SMC 25.09.220); a soils report evaluating site conditions and recommendations for safe construction would be provided for specific development projects.

- Liquefaction prone areas within 1,000 feet of a methane-producing landfill area would comply with applicable provisions of the Seattle Building Code.

- The following Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control (TESC) measures would be implemented, as appropriate for the individual sites, as part of code compliance to reduce the risk of construction-related erosion:
  - The ground surface in the construction area would be sloped and sealed to reduce water infiltration, to promote rapid runoff, and to prevent water ponding.
  - To prevent soil disturbance, the size or type of construction equipment may have to be limited.
  - No soil would be left uncompacted and exposed to moisture. A smooth-drum vibratory roller, or equivalent, would be used to seal the ground surface.
- Work areas and soil stockpiles would be covered with plastic. Bales of straw and/or geotextile silt fences would be used as appropriate to control soil erosion.

- During periods of wet weather, excavation and fill placement would be observed on a full-time basis by a geotechnical engineer (or engineer's representative) experienced in wet weather earthwork to determine that unsuitable materials are removed and that suitable compaction and site drainage is achieved.

- Excavation slopes would be protected from infiltration and erosion by directing water away from excavations and covering slopes with impermeable membranes, such as plastic sheeting.

- Excavated materials, stockpiles, and equipment would be placed away from the top edge of excavations a distance equal to at least the depth of the excavation.

- To prevent an accumulation of dust and/or mud on campus during construction activities, the tires of construction equipment and trucks could be washed before they leave construction sites and streets could be swept as necessary.

- Site specific geotechnical recommendations would be provided as individual projects are proposed. Typical measures that could be implemented as part of code compliance, based on the specific conditions at the individual sites, include:

  - Excavations greater than four feet in height would be adequately sloped or braced to prevent localized sloughing and spalling.

  - Temporary shoring would be implemented during construction and would consist of a conventional soldier pile and lagging system.

  - All soil excavated from the site would be tested for contamination. All soil would be disposed of consistent with applicable University of Washington, State and local regulations.

  - Soldier piles and/or other slope stability techniques could be used as necessary in areas of unstable soils.

  - Structures could be designed with structural systems capable of supporting code-required floor loading and resisting lateral forces generated by earthquakes and wind.
• Whenever possible, construction could be scheduled to minimize overlapping of excavation periods for projects planned for construction in the same biennium.

• As individual projects are proposed, coordination with educational or research uses in the immediate vicinity that could be sensitive to vibration during construction would be conducted to determine appropriate measures to minimize the potential for disruption (see Section 3.5 – Environmental Health for additional discussion and mitigation).

**Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

With implementation of the identified mitigation measures, significant earth related impacts are not anticipated.

**Air Quality**

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes sustainability framework goals to create a more sustainable campus environment. These goals would, in part, guide future campus development and would indirectly relate to the overall air quality and GHG environment. In addition to compliance with applicable regulations related to construction and operations (including EPA, PSCAA and City of Seattle regulations), the following potential measures are intended to further reduce the potential for air quality and GHG impacts.

**Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low Potential)**

**Air Quality - Construction**

During construction, applicable best management practices (BMPs) to control dust, vehicle and equipment emissions would be implemented. The University of Washington would coordinate with adjacent sensitive users to temporarily duct and protect air intakes to minimize the potential for the intake of fugitive dust and exhaust fumes.

- Building construction and demolition would be conducted in compliance with Seattle Municipal Code Section 15.22.060B which provides criteria related to suppression of dust-generating activities.

- Where appropriate, temporary asphalt roadways would be provided on Potential Development Sites to reduce the amount of dust and dirt that would be generated.

- As applicable, a Construction Management Plan would be prepared for each individual construction project to establish parking areas, construction staging areas, truck haul routes, and provisions for maintaining pedestrian and vehicle routes. These measures
are intended to, among other things, minimize traffic delays and associated vehicle idling.

- As applicable, control measures in the Washington Associated General Contractors Guide to Handling Fugitive Dust from Construction Projects would be used, including:
  - using only equipment and trucks that are maintained in optimal operational condition;
  - requiring all off-road equipment to have emission reduction equipment (e.g., require participation in Puget Sound Region Diesel Solutions, a program designed to reduce air pollution from diesel, by project sponsors and contractors);
  - implementing restrictions on construction truck and other vehicle idling (e.g., limit idling to a maximum of 5 minutes);
  - spraying exposed soil with water or other suppressant to reduce emissions of PM and deposition of particulate matter;
  - covering all trucks transporting materials, wetting materials in trucks, or providing adequate freeboard (space from the top of the material to the top of the truck bed), to reduce PM emissions and deposition during transport;
  - providing wheel washers to remove particulate matter that would otherwise be carried off-site by vehicles in order to decrease deposition of particulate matter on area roadways; and
  - covering dirt, gravel, and debris piles as needed to reduce dust and wind-blown debris.

**Air Quality - Operations**

- Implementation of the proposed Transportation Management Plan would reduce vehicle trips and associated vehicle emissions.

- Research fume hoods would be provided within University laboratory areas and would be regulated and inspected by the University's Environmental Health and Safety Department.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions**

- Implementation of the proposed Transportation Management Plan would reduce vehicle trips and associated GHG emissions.

- The University of Washington would embrace sustainability as an objective for all development on campus, including LEED provisions. Key measures that could be explored include:
- installation of high performance glazing with low-E coatings to further reduce heat gain;
- considering use of reflective roof surface treatments to reduce 'heat island effect' on building roofs;
- planting of drought resistant and tolerant planting in landscaped areas to minimize irrigation requirements;
- maximizing use of outside air for heating, ventilating, and air conditioning;
- installation of efficient light fixtures, including occupancy and daylight sensors, as well as nighttime sweep controls;
- use of low flow plumbing fixtures, which could result in a 30 percent reduction of water consumption;
- use of low VOC emitting materials for finishes, adhesives primers and sealants;
- incorporation of recycled content and rapidly renewable materials into project designs, including: concrete, steel and fibrous materials (bamboo, straw, jute, etc.);
- salvage of demolished material and construction waste for recycling; and
- Commitment to the Seattle 2030 District pilot program to reduce energy and water consumption, as well as CO2 emissions from auto and freight traffic.

**Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

With implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse impacts on air quality would be anticipated under all of the Alternatives. Climate change and other issues associated with GHG emissions is a global issue, and it is not possible to discern the impacts of the GHG emissions from a single campus master plan.

**Wetlands and Plants/Animals**

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes goals and objectives to create a more sustainable environment and retain existing, significant campus open spaces, landscapes and natural features to the extent feasible. No development would occur within wetlands or associated buffer areas. In addition to compliance with applicable regulations related to construction and operations, the following potential measures are intended to further reduce the potential for wetland, plant or animal impacts.
Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- All development would comply with federal, state and local regulatory standards (including SMC 25.09.020 regulations related to wetlands) for development and mitigation BMPs could include: site disturbance controls, construction staging, erosion and spill control, drainage control (water quantity and quality), vegetation retention and re-vegetation plans, and BMP training and monitoring.

- Plant and animal mitigation opportunities include impact avoidance (e.g., working when fish species are not particularly sensitive to disturbance or avoiding identified terrestrial habitats), stormwater drainage control, site and construction best management practices (BMP), site design (including vegetation retention and landscaping), and habitat enhancement or restoration, as feasible. Planned development would be sensitive to the existing shoreline.

- Stormwater controls would be applied during construction activities and over the long term. These controls and BMPs would control on-site erosion and transport of sediment and pollutants off site, by minimizing disturbance, stabilizing unworked materials, applying vegetative or mulch controls, and implementing other controls to reduce and treat contaminants in drainage water.

- Vegetation controls could continue to include an Integrated Pest Management Plan and a revegetation plan that emphasizes the propagation of native scrub-shrub and mixed coniferous species along shoreline areas. The development of new campus vistas or pedestrian viewpoints could be designed to not compromise opportunities to revegetate shoreline areas.

- Shoreline areas could be enhanced or restored through the retention or placement of shoreline-associated large woody debris for cover and forage production.

- Interpretative or education materials could be developed or made available to foster an appreciation of campus wetlands to help limit unnecessary disturbance or destruction of native vegetation or wildlife.

Additional Measure Applicable to Medium and High Campus Areas

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located on development sites that are within or proximate to the shoreline jurisdictional area could require additional analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).
Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

No significant unavoidable adverse impacts to wetland resources, plants or animals are anticipated under all of the Alternatives. Potential development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan could include some clearing of native vegetation and construction of impervious surfaces which would increase stormwater runoff and change site recharge patterns. Some additional sediment deposition and water quality impacts could also occur. Impacts to vegetation and animals/habitat would also occur due to increased construction activity and human activities on the campus. With implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse impacts would be anticipated.

Energy

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes goals and objectives to create a more sustainable environment. These policies would guide future campus development and would indirectly relate to the overall energy demand. In addition to compliance with applicable regulations related to construction and operations, the following potential measures are intended to further reduce the potential for energy demand impacts.

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low Potential)

- Centralized utilities such as the Central Power Plant and West Campus Utility Plant allow for the most efficient management of the related energy resource.

- New facilities would comply with applicable energy codes, including the Seattle Energy Code (SWC 22.700).

- Because the University of Washington must operate and maintain the facilities on a long-term basis, the economics of energy management and conservation are a primary design consideration. A standard of practicality must also be applied that assures that the building designs can be maintained properly. Sophisticated monitoring systems are available to assure efficient operations.

- Projects receiving separate service from SCL would be subject to SCL General Service Energy Efficiency Standards for new service.

- As plans for development of facilities are developed, the University Design Team could contact SCL and Puget Sound Energy customer services to confirm specific requirements for service.
• Aggressive energy conservation measures could continue to be studied and implemented on campus.

• Adopt Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards for all new development to increase building sustainability in all state funded projects.

• Given the existing limited capacity of the SCL substation and distribution system to serve future growth on the campus and in the vicinity, the University of Washington would coordinate with SCL and monitor electrical demand and capacity as development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proceeds. Options for providing increased capacity include:
  - Provision for expansion of the existing SCL substation serving the campus
  - Provision of an additional substation on or in the vicinity of campus.
  - Upgrades to the existing East and West Receiving Stations.
  - Serving additional buildings from the SCL grid where deemed appropriate.

• The University of Washington would monitor chiller capacity as development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proceeds. Options for providing increased capacity include:
  - Provision of additional capacity at the Central Power Plant.
  - Provision of a single new chilled water plant.
  - Provision of multiple new “regional” chilled water plants.
  - Inclusion of local chillers installed in each building as constructed.

• The University of Washington would monitor emergency and standby power capacity as development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proceeds. Options for providing increased capacity include:
  - Provision of additional capacity at the Central Power Plant.
  - Provision of a new emergency/standby power plant.
  - Inclusion of local generation facilities at individual projects.

**Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

Overall campus building area development during the 10-year planning horizon would increase the consumption of electricity, fossil fuel, and natural gas and fuel. With implementation identified mitigation measures (including coordinating with SCL to identify provisions for increased electrical capacity in the area), significant energy demand impacts are not anticipated.
Environmental Health

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

Hazardous Materials

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan should verify the presence, use and/or potential generation of hazardous materials on the project site prior to development.

- Prior to any demolition, asbestos, lead-based paint and other similar hazardous materials that may be encountered during demolition would be removed by a qualified abatement contractor in accordance with State and Federal regulations.

- Contaminated soil would be excavated and removed from the site, as practicable, to an appropriately permitted disposal or treatment facility consistent with Federal, State and local regulations.

Noise

- Construction activities would comply with the City of Seattle Noise Ordinance (SMC 25.08.425) which allows for temporary increases in the maximum permissible sound levels based on equipment type.

- The University of Washington also has additional conditions/considerations that project-specific campus contractors meet the following noise control criteria:

  - The sound pressure level of construction noise inside adjacent buildings and/or rooms cannot exceed 60 dBA (with windows closed) between the hours of 8 AM and 5 PM on week days. Barriers can be erected between construction activities and such interior areas, or equipment noise attenuators can be provided.

  - The use of electric equipment and machinery is preferred. If noise levels on any equipment or device cannot reasonably be reduced to criteria levels, either that equipment or device will not be allowed on the job or use times will have to be scheduled subject to approval.

  - The sound pressure level of each piece of equipment cannot be greater than 85 dBA at a distance of 50 feet. Rubber-tired equipment is to be used whenever possible instead of equipment with metal tracks. Mufflers for stationary engines are to be used in the hospital areas. Construction traffic should be routed through nearest campus exit.

  - Air compressors are to be equipped with silencing packages.
- Jack hammers and roto hammers may be used where no other alternative is available; core drilling and saw cutting equipment is preferred.
- Specific scheduling of construction-related noise activities is required at the University of Washington Medical Center.

**Vibration**

- Potential future development projects under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* should verify the existence of vibration-sensitive uses located in proximity to the development site and if necessary, work to provide mitigation in the project design.

**Additional Measures Applicable to Medium and High Potential Campus Areas**

**Hazardous Materials**

- Hazardous materials generated and used on campus would continue to be managed in accordance with existing policies/standards established by the University’s Environmental Health and Safety Department, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards/regulations.

- Existing facilities that handle hazardous materials (i.e. Magnuson Health Sciences Center, UW Medical Center, etc.) could be improved under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* to meet future needs and standards.

**Noise**

- Potential future development projects under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* that are located in areas that are proximate to noise-sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent noise-sensitive users to determine potential noise-related issues associated with development on those sites and could require additional noise analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).

**Vibration**

- Potential future development projects under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* that are located in areas that are proximate to vibration-sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites and could require additional mitigation measures (if necessary).

- The University will work with Sound Transit prior to on campus construction to resolve how monitoring should occur for sensitive surrounding receptors during construction,
add new buildings to the agreements as appropriate, and eliminate or minimize light rail operational effects.

**Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

During construction activities, some temporary noise and vibration impacts would occur. It is also anticipated that an increase in hazardous materials and waste would occur on campus with the potential development of additional research and medical use facilities. However, with the implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse environmental health impacts are anticipated.

**Land Use**

**Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)**

- Areas reserved for potential new open spaces, including the West Campus Green under Alternatives 1, 3, 4, and 5, would help to offset the proposed increase in land use density and building heights on the campus.

- Increases in height and density under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* would be minimized through the implementation of the University’s proposed general policies, development programs, design guidelines, and development standards for the campus (including those standards identified within the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*).

- New opportunities for potential open space areas, including the potential new West Campus Green, would be provided by the potential street vacations.

**Additional Measure Applicable to Medium Potential Campus Areas**

- Potential future development projects under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* that are located on development sites that are proximate to off-campus residential land uses would be considered as part of the University’s Design Review process and could require additional mitigation measures (if necessary).

**Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

Under Alternatives 1 through 5 intensification in land uses on the campus would occur as a result of the increased density and building heights that would be provided under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. The greatest potential for increases in development would occur in the West and South Campus sectors under Alternative 1 and 3, in the West, South and East Campus sectors under Alternative 2, and in the West, Central and East Campus under
Alternative 4; development under Alternative 5 would feature a similar distribution of development as Alternatives 1 through 4. With implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse land use impacts would be anticipated under the EIS Alternatives.

**Population**

**Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)**

No direct population-related mitigations measures would be necessary. Mitigation associated with indirect population impacts identified above are discussed under their respective sections.

**Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

No significant unavoidable adverse impacts to population are anticipated.

**Housing**

**Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)**

For on-campus housing, the University of Washington has committed to adding 1,000 beds to accommodate a larger share of students and decrease demand for housing off-campus in surrounding neighborhoods. For off-campus housing, it is difficult to know with precision what the exact number of housing units needed to meet future demand is likely to be based on the 2018 Campus Master Plan. As stated previously, housing choice is a complex decision driven by factors such as whether people are relocating to the region to work or study or simply shifting jobs or schools while remaining in their residence. Furthermore, how and where the demand will materialize is unclear, what this analysis does indicate is that the population associated with UW is widely disbursed throughout Seattle and to a large extent beyond its borders and the extension of light rail north from the existing station has the ability to extend the reach of housing markets to the campus.

As demonstrated in the previous analysis, any positive new demand for housing generated by anticipated population growth has already been planned for at the regional, city and neighborhood level through a prescribed long-range planning process. To this end, impacts of associated actions to accommodate future population and housing growth have been identified along with appropriate mitigations measures through efforts such as Sound Transit’s LINK light rail system, King County Metro Connects, U District rezone, and City of Seattle’s Mandatory Housing Affordability program.
Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

No significant unavoidable adverse impacts to housing are anticipated.

Light, Glare and Shadows

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- The University of Washington’s existing design review processes (architectural, landscaping and environmental review) would continue to be used to review all building projects on campus.

- Exterior light fixtures would continue to be shielded and sited to focus lighting and direct light away from adjacent off-campus land uses.

- The design of potential future development would consider the use of the least reflective glazing available to minimize the effects of reflective solar glare.

Additional Measure Applicable to High Potential Campus Areas

- Potential future development on the N5 parking area under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would require project-specific coordination with the adjacent Observatory to determine potential light-related issues and could require additional analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).

Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Potential future development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would result in an increase in light, glare, and shadows on campus associated with new buildings and associated campus landscaping. With the implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse impacts would be anticipated.

Aesthetics/Views

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- Potential future development projects would be consistent with the development guidelines and development standards identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
• The University of Washington’s existing design review processes (architectural, landscaping and environmental review) would continue to review all building projects on campus and consider views as part of individual projects.

**Additional Measures Applicable to Medium and High Potential Campus Areas**

• Potential future development projects under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* that are located proximate to existing identified primary view corridors and vistas would require project-specific coordination to determine potential aesthetic/view-related issues associated with development on those sites, and could require additional aesthetics/view analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).

**Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

Development under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* would result in changes to the aesthetic character of the campus, including increased density and building heights in the West Campus, South Campus, and East Campus sectors. With the implementation of general policies, development programs, and development standards in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*, the changes to aesthetic character could be interpreted as positive changes and significant aesthetic impacts would not be anticipated.

**Recreation and Open Space**

**Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)**

• The *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* includes substantial areas that would be reserved for potential open space features, including the planned West Campus Green, South Campus Green Corridor, East Campus Land Bridge, and Continuous Waterfront Trail.

• Additional maintenance staff and acquisition of equipment for existing recreational facilities could be needed to effectively address the increase in use of active and passive recreational resources.

**Additional Measures Applicable to Medium and High Potential Campus Areas**

• Replacement tennis courts to replace any courts displaced by development in East Campus would be considered.

**Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

With proposed mitigation measures, significant unavoidable adverse impacts to recreational and open space resources are not expected to occur.
Cultural Resources

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

Inadvertent Discovery of Archaeological Resources

- In the event that archaeological deposits are inadvertently discovered during construction of a potential development site, ground-disturbing activities would be halted immediately, and University of Washington would be notified. The University would then contact DAHP and the interested Tribes, as appropriate, and as described in the recommended inadvertent discovery plan.

Discovery of Human Remains

- Any human remains that are discovered during construction at a potential development site would be treated with dignity and respect.
  - If ground-disturbing activities encounter human skeletal remains during the course of construction, then all activity that may cause further disturbance to those remains must cease, and the area of the find must be secured and protected from further disturbance. In addition, the finding of human skeletal remains must be reported to the county coroner and local law enforcement in the most expeditious manner possible. The remains should not be touched, moved, or further disturbed.
  - The county coroner will assume jurisdiction over the human skeletal remains, and make a determination of whether those remains are forensic or non-forensic. If the county coroner determines the remains are non-forensic, they will report that finding to the DAHP. DAHP will then take jurisdiction over those remains and report them to the appropriate cemeteries and affected tribes. The State Physical Anthropologist will make a determination of whether the remains are Indian or non-Indian, and report that finding to any appropriate cemeteries and the affected tribes. The DAHP will then handle all consultation with the affected parties as to the future preservation, excavation, and disposition of the remains.

Additional Measures Applicable to Medium and High Potential Areas

- If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium Potential to contain cultural resources, the project should follow pertinent cultural resources regulations and project specific desktop analysis accompanied by a project site visit by a Secretary of Interior Qualified archaeologist and an inadvertent discovery plan prepared. The
A project site visit should be geared toward assessing and documenting obvious signs of landscape modification. An archaeological inventory may be needed if no obvious signs of landscape modification are observed.

- Noticing and coordination with Native American tribes would take place on projects conducted by the University of Washington as the lead agency under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and/or Governor’s Executive Order 05-05.

### Additional Measure Applicable to High Potential Areas

- If a project is proposed in an area identified as having High Potential to contain cultural resources, the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations (as identified for low and medium potential areas) and additionally include archaeological inventory work consisting of a survey.

### Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Campus development under EIS Alternatives 1 through 5 would occur within the context of a campus with potential cultural resources. With implementation of the identified mitigation measures, no significant adverse impacts to cultural resources are anticipated.

### Historic Resources

#### Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- The University of Washington’s existing site selection and internal design review processes (architectural, landscape, environmental review, and Board or Regents) would continue to review and authorize major building projects in terms of siting, scale, and the use of compatible materials relative to recognized historic structures.

- The University of Washington would continue to follow the Historic Resources Addendum (HRA) process for all proposed projects that include exterior alterations to buildings over 50 years old, or are located adjacent to buildings or features over 50 years old. The HRA is intended to insure that important elements of the campus, its historic character and value, environmental considerations and landscape context are valued.

- The University of Washington would follow the Historic Resources Addendum (HRA) process for all proposed projects located on sites identified as being potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
• In the event that potential development could impact a potentially eligible building/structure, the University would first consider options for preserving the building in place. If this does not meet the University’s mission, the University would consider preserving the most significant elements of the building’s façade or a DAHP Level II recordation would be conducted which consists of preparing a complete history of the building, collecting archival-quality historic and contemporary photographs and architectural drawings (if available), and sharing this data with local archives, libraries and/or historical societies.

• The potential for indirect impacts to on-campus and identified off-campus historic resources associated with construction noise, dust, and pedestrian/bicycle circulation distribution would be mitigated by the following the measures identified in Sections 3.2 (Air Quality), 3.6 (Environmental Health) and 3.16 (Transportation).

Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Campus development under EIS Alternatives 1 through 5 would occur within the context of a campus with historic buildings and spaces. With implementation of the identified mitigation measures, no significant adverse impacts are anticipated.

Public Services

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low Potential)

• All potential future development under 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be constructed in accordance with applicable City of Seattle Fire Code requirements and would include fire alarms and fire suppression systems in accordance with applicable standards.

• During the construction process for potential future development, the SFD would be notified of any major utility shutdowns or campus street closures/detours.

• In the case of an emergency, during the construction process for potential future development, the UWPD could provide police escort services for fire and emergency service vehicles.

• The University of Washington would review the designs of specific development projects for potential life/safety and personnel security issues.

• The UWPD would increase its law enforcement staff capacity and expand operations, as necessary, to meet the increased security needs associated with development and increased population under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Potential future development and the associated increase in campus population under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would result in an increase in demand for fire and emergency services and police services on the University of Washington campus. With the implementation of mitigation measures identified above, significant unavoidable impacts to public services would not be anticipated.

Utilities

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes goals and objectives to create a more sustainable environment. These policies would guide future campus development and would indirectly relate to the overall utilities demand. In addition to compliance with applicable regulations related to construction and operations, the following potential measures are intended to further reduce the potential for energy demand impacts.

Measures Applicable to All Campus Sectors (Low and High Potential)

Water

- Use of low- or no-flow fixtures and other water saving devices would be utilized as feasible.

- Collection and re-use of stormwater for non-potable uses (i.e. irrigation, toilet flushing, etc.) would be utilized as feasible to reduce public water supply demand.

- Drip watering or low precipitation systems would be utilized as feasible for irrigation, and types of ground cover that requires less irrigation could continue to be utilized.

Sanitary Sewer

- The University of Washington would coordinate with Seattle Public Utilities regarding capacity constraints associated with the lift station at Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Boat Street.

Stormwater

- The City of Seattle Stormwater Manual is written for projects implemented by disparate property owners with no relationship to other properties or projects. The University of Washington campus is unique to this Manual in that the campus is developed and maintained by one owner with a clear mission of stewardship, and considering the campus as a whole is an effective way to meet the requirements of the City’s Stormwater Code than strictly applying the “parcel” requirements in the Manual. Examples of this include:
- Assessing the existing pervious and hard surface coverage of the entire campus and keeping that in balance with the requirements of the Manual.

- Implementing basin-sized regional water quality facilities.

- Monitoring UW storm outfalls to verify compliance with the Stormwater Code for protecting receiving waters.

The University and City could begin a dialogue on how the Stormwater Manual requirements can be best implemented with a campus versus a “parcel” paradigm as described below.

- **Conveyance** - Given the overall negligible increase in hard surface (two percent of less) for all campus sectors under the 2018 Seattle CMP, the existing pipe distributive network would not require upsizing with the exception of the Central Campus Sector areas currently served by combined sewer. As the storm drainage is separated from the combined system, existing storm infrastructure would be evaluated for capacity to accept the increased runoff.

In general, some pipe infrastructure may need to be replaced due to normal wear and tear during the course of this timeline. Both the UW and SPU have maintenance and replacement programs to address pipe aging.

- **Flow Control Strategy** - Campus stormwater runoff is conveyed through various systems to Portage Bay and Union Bay with the exception of some areas connecting to remnant combined sewers. According to Section 2.3 of the Seattle Stormwater Manual, Portage Bay and Union Bay are defined as Designated Receiving Waters with the capacity to receive drainage discharges without flow control facilities. Therefore, storm detention is not required for the development of the campus discharging to separated storm drainage systems. Combined sewers, however, are considered capacity constrained and require new flow control facilities prior to discharging to a combined sewer for projects exceeding 10,000 SF of new or replaced hard surface. Because combined sewers on campus will be phased out, it is not anticipated that flow control will be needed.

- **Water Quality Strategy** - According to Section 5.4.2.4 of the Seattle Stormwater Manual, stormwater collected from pollutant generating surfaces that drain to Lake Union and Lake Washington require Basic Treatment. Basic Treatment requires a drainage control facility designed to reduce concentrations of total suspended solids in drainage water. All new campus
projects with greater than 5,000 SF of new or replaced pollutant generating hard surfaces (PGHS) or ¾ acres of new pollutant generating pervious surfaces (PHPS) require basic water quality treatment. Water quality treatment is not required for stormwater runoff to combined sewers. Water quality facilities can be implemented on a project-by-project basis or given the flexibility of the campus and the control of property UW has near the storm outfalls to Portage Bay and Union Bay, basin-sized regional water quality systems for certain stormwater outfalls is feasible (see Appendix C for further details on potential water quality strategies).

- Onsite stormwater management strategies would be implemented on a project-by-project basis as development occurs under the 2018 Seattle CMP (see Appendix C for further details on potential onsite stormwater management strategies).

Solid Waste

- University efforts to encourage the recycling of solid waste materials would continue to be implemented in the construction and operation of new facilities. The University Facilities Services Department would to implement recycling programs on the campus, including paper recycling, paper towel composting, food waste composting, electronic media recycling, Husky Football Recycling Outreach, waste collection solar kiosks, and special event recycling programs.

Measures Applicable to High Potential Campus Sectors

Sewer and Stormwater

- As potential development sites in Central Campus sector currently containing combined sewer/stormwater piping systems are proposed for development, the combined systems would be converted to separate sewer and stormwater systems, as feasible.

Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

With implementation of the identified mitigation measures, no significant unavoidable adverse utility impacts are anticipated.

Transportation

Mitigation Measures

Development under the 2018 Seattle CMP would accommodate up to 6 million net new gross square feet of new development. As part of this development, improvements such as new
and wider sidewalks and bikeways, bicycle lockers, and loading areas are anticipated, as well as replacing parking. The following table summarizes improvements by campus sector and travel mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedestrian</th>
<th>South Campus</th>
<th>East Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>East Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mid-block connections south of Gould Hall</td>
<td>• Improved bicycle parking facilities</td>
<td>• Improved pedestrian network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Walkways adjacent to West Campus Green</td>
<td>• Connection between Central Campus and waterfront along East Campus lawn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements along NE Campus Parkway</td>
<td>• Connection along Continuous Waterfront Trail and Waterfront green</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mid-block connector east from West Campus Green</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>South Campus</th>
<th>East Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Connection between West Campus Park and Burke-Gilman Trail</td>
<td>• Expanded transit stops</td>
<td>• No proposed improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improved bicycle parking facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transit</th>
<th>South Campus</th>
<th>East Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Expanded transit stops</td>
<td>• New or consolidated signal for garage access along NE Pacific Street</td>
<td>• No proposed improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Removal of University of Washington NE San Juan Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New University of Washington roadway connections between NE Columbia Road/NE Pacific Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Enhanced access for Marine Sciences from NE Columbia Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transportation Management Plan**

The University has successfully maintained traffic levels that fall well below the agreed-upon traffic and parking caps, which hold University of Washington traffic and parking impacts at and below 1990 levels. The University has accomplished this, despite a campus population that has grown by more than 35 percent since 1990, by successfully reducing the percentage 
of student, faculty, and staff commuters who choose to drive alone as their commute mode. Implementation of the University’s transportation management plan (TMP), within which the U-Pass program exists, has been the means through which all primary and supporting strategies have been implemented. The Transportation Management Plan is included as a chapter within the CMP and describes updated strategies that the University will apply to meet these two goals:

- Limit the proportion of drive-alone trips of students, staff and faculty, to and from the campus to be no higher than 19% and to achieve a goal of 15% by 2028.
- To reinforce the University’s commitment to limiting auto travel, the University will continue to cap the number of parking stalls available to commuters within the Major Institution Overlay boundary to 12,300. This parking cap has remained unchanged since 1984.

The TMP describes monitoring including annual surveys to assess these goals. As noted in the TMP within the CMP, strategies to meet these goals are described within 8 programmatic areas.

1. U-Pass Program
2. Transit
3. Shared-Use Transportation
4. Parking Management
5. Bicycle
6. Pedestrian
7. Marketing and Education
8. Institutional Policies

A history of the caps and how they are calculated is included in the Appendix B Methods and Assumptions of the TDR. As described in Chapter 3 of the TDR, the University has been successful at meeting the TMP goals and has not exceeded these goals even though the University has grown. It is notable that the University is committing to a drive alone goal of 15% by 2028, which is lower than the 20% drive alone rate conservatively assumed for this analysis. If this is achieved, impacts associated with the proposed campus development would be less than described.

The University will continue to mitigate transportation impacts through implementation of their TMP to ensure that 1990 trip and parking caps are not exceeded, despite ongoing growth. Specific strategies will continue to be refined annually, subsequent to the annual transportation survey and publication of the CMP annual monitoring reports. The TMP also includes ongoing coordination with agency partners through a quarterly transit stakeholders committee meeting.
The Link light rail University of Washington Station at Husky Stadium is already resulting in substantial changes in the way commuters and visitors access campus. Additionally, anticipated extensions of Link light rail to Northgate in 2021 and to Lynnwood, Redmond, and Federal Way in 2024 will improve the opportunities and access to transit for University students, faculty, staff, and visitors.

**Pedestrian Operations**

Facilities for pedestrians will be adequate to meet the needs of a growing Campus. Potential impacts may occur at bus transit stops which may require expansion to meet a comfortable waiting space. Space is available to make these adjustments within the University right of way.

**Transit Operations**

Increased anticipated transit service including extensions of light rail and new RapidRide will encourage transit use for students, faculty, and staff. Impacts to transit for all development alternatives and as noted, transit service may be slowed in some corridors due to background and campus increased transit travel. Potential mitigation includes accommodating all door boarding to reduce delays caused by boarding. This can be done with off-board fare payment that is part of RapidRide systems. Additionally, improvements in transit speed and reliability including strategies like queue jumps and exclusive bus lanes can further enhance transit operations.

**Intersection Operations**

Improving overall intersection operations through Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) consistent with the City ITS Next Generation plan could enhance and improve overall traffic operations, particularly during peak periods. The University supports implementation of City ITS system enhancements in the University District. Other specific mitigation measures were considered for the signal-controlled intersections anticipated to operate at LOS E or F and experience a 5 second or greater increase in delay with any of the development alternatives:

29. Montlake Boulevard NE/Mary Gates Memorial Drive NE (signalized)

32. 11th Avenue NE/NE 43rd Street (signalized)

67. 15th Avenue NE/NE Pacific Street (signalized)

With limitations in right-of-way at current signal-controlled intersections, potential mitigation measures could include modifications to signal timing, such as phasing, offsets, and cycle length. While such modifications could decrease delay at these intersections, they would not decrease the delay to at or near forecasted the No Action Alternative conditions.
Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Development of the University of Washington to a Campus Master Plan (CMP) maximum with 6 million net new gross square footage by the year 2028 is anticipated to result in increases of trips in all travel modes—pedestrian, bicycle, transit, vehicle, and freight. While the University has been extremely successful at reducing overall single driver travel through their Transportation Management Plan (TMP), overall, the level of growth identified in this 10-year planning horizon (2018–2028) could have significant impacts on pedestrian conflicts. Specifically, such conflicts could occur at new Link light rail stations and local arterial crossings, for parking within the University District (U District), and with overcrowding on transit. In addition to the University of Washington, local agency partners like the City of Seattle, King County Metro, and Sound Transit have plans to increase transportation facilities and services. These plans include expanding the Burke-Gilman Trail, completing pedestrian and bicycle networks, and expanding the frequency, capacity, and travel time of transit. The University will be working to enhance connectivity and circulation with each development. Lastly, the University of Washington, through their City-University Agreement (CUA), continues to annually monitor parking and trips. The University also conducts annual surveys of mode splits.

With access to light rail at the University of Washington Station that opened in March 2016, the campus is already seeing a significant (roughly 13 percent) increase in transit ridership. With the opening of another light rail station serving the U District, scheduled for 2021, access to expanded RapidRide and new regional trail connections across Montlake will give students, faculty, staff, and visitors more reliable transportation alternatives to driving alone. Also, with planned construction of affordable and multifamily housing nearby, drive alone trips may continue to decline as students, faculty, and staff will have more choices for living near campus.

Construction Impacts

The following measures would be available for development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Mitigation measures that are identified below in italics are also included in their respective environmental element discussions as well (i.e., Section 3.1, Earth; Section 3.2, Air Quality; Section 3.3, Wetlands, Plants and Animals; and, Section 3.5, Environmental Health).

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

Construction Activities

- All earthwork and site preparation on the University of Washington Seattle Campus would be conducted in compliance with relevant Grading Code criteria of the Seattle Municipal Code (Sections 22.170 and 22.802).
All earthwork and site preparation activities on the University of Washington Seattle campus would be conducted in compliance with applicable Stormwater Code criteria of the Seattle Municipal Code and manual (SMC 22.800-808).

Any development located within a City of Seattle mapped Environmentally Critical Area is subject to SMC 25.09, including Liquefaction-Prone Areas (SMC 25.09.100); Peat Settlement-Prone Areas (SMC 25.09.110); Steep Slope Areas (SMC 25.09.180); and, Abandoned Landfills (SMC 25.09.220); a soils report evaluating site conditions and recommendations for safe construction would be provided for specific development projects.

Liquefaction prone areas within 1,000 feet of a methane-producing landfill area would comply with applicable provisions of the Seattle Building Code.

The following Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control (TESC) measures would be implemented, as appropriate for the individual site, as part of code compliance to reduce the risk of construction-related erosion:

- The ground surface in the construction area would be sloped and sealed to reduce water infiltration, to promote rapid runoff, and to prevent water ponding.
- To prevent soil disturbance, the size or type of construction equipment may have to be limited.
- No soil would be left uncompacted and exposed to moisture. A smooth-drum vibratory roller, or equivalent, would be used to seal the ground surface.
- Work areas and soil stockpiles would be covered with plastic. Bales of straw and/or geotextile silt fences would be used as appropriate to control soil erosion.
- During periods of wet weather, excavation and fill placement would be observed on a full-time basis by a geotechnical engineer (or engineer's representative) experienced in wet weather earthwork to determine that unsuitable materials are removed and that suitable compaction and site drainage is achieved.
- Excavation slopes would be protected from infiltration and erosion by directing water away from excavations and covering slopes with impermeable membranes, such as plastic sheeting.
- Excavated materials, stockpiles, and equipment would be placed away from the top edge of excavations a distance equal to at least the depth of the excavation.

- To prevent an accumulation of dust and/or mud on campus during construction activities, the tires of construction equipment and trucks could be washed before they leave construction sites and streets could be swept as necessary.

- Site specific geotechnical recommendations would be provided as individual projects are proposed. Typical measures that could be implemented as part of code compliance, based on the specific conditions at the individual sites, include:
  - Excavations greater than four feet in height would be adequately sloped or braced to prevent localized sloughing and spalling.
  - Temporary shoring would be implemented during construction and would consist of a conventional soldier pile and lagging system.
  - All soil excavated from the site would be tested for contamination. All soil would be disposed of consistent with applicable University of Washington, State and local regulations.
  - Soldier piles and/or other slope stability techniques could be used as necessary in areas of unstable soils.
  - Structures could be designed with structural systems capable of supporting code-required floor loading and resisting lateral forces generated by earthquakes and wind.

- Whenever possible, construction could be scheduled to minimize overlapping of excavation periods for projects planned for construction in the same biennium.

- As individual projects are proposed, coordination with educational or research uses in the immediate vicinity that could be sensitive to vibration during construction would be conducted to determine appropriate measures to minimize the potential for disruption (see Section 3.5 – Environmental Health for additional discussion and mitigation).

**Air Quality and GHG Emissions**

- During construction, applicable best management practices (BMPs) to control dust, vehicle and equipment emissions would be implemented. The University of Washington would coordinate with adjacent sensitive users to temporarily duct and
protect air intakes to minimize the potential for the intake of fugitive dust and exhaust fumes.

- Building construction and demolition would be conducted in compliance with Seattle Municipal Code Section 15.22.060B which provides criteria related to suppression of dust-generating activities.

- Where appropriate, temporary asphalt roadways would be provided on Potential Development Sites to reduce the amount of dust and dirt that would be generated.

- As applicable, a Construction Management Plan would be prepared for each individual construction project to establish parking areas, construction staging areas, truck haul routes, and provisions for maintaining pedestrian and vehicle routes. These measures are intended to, among other things, minimize traffic delays and associated vehicle idling.

- As applicable, control measures in the Washington Associated General Contractors Guide to Handling Fugitive Dust form Construction Projects would be used, including:

  - Use only equipment and trucks that are maintained in optimal operational condition;
  - Require all off-road equipment to have emission reduction equipment (e.g., require participation in Puget Sound Region Diesel Solutions, a program designed to reduce air pollution from diesel, by project sponsors and contractors);
  - Implement restrictions on construction truck and other vehicle idling (e.g., limit idling to a maximum of 5 minutes);
  - Spray exposed soil with water or other suppressant to reduce emissions of PM and deposition of particulate matter;
  - Cover all trucks transporting materials, wetting materials in trucks, or providing adequate freeboard (space from the top of the material to the top of the truck bed), to reduce PM emissions and deposition during transport;
  - Provide wheel washers to remove particulate matter that would otherwise be carried off-site by vehicles in order to decrease deposition of particulate matter on area roadways; and
  - Cover dirt, gravel, and debris piles as needed to reduce dust and wind-blown debris.
Noise

- Construction activities would comply with the City of Seattle Noise Ordinance (SMC 25.08.425) which allows for temporary increases in the maximum permissible sound levels based on equipment type.

- The University of Washington also has additional conditions/considerations that project-specific campus contractors meet the following noise control criteria:
  - The sound pressure level of construction noise inside adjacent buildings and/or rooms cannot exceed 60 dBA (with windows closed) between the hours of 8 AM and 5 PM on week days. Barriers can be erected between construction activities and such interior areas, or equipment noise attenuators can be provided.
  - The use of electric equipment and machinery is preferred. If noise levels on any equipment or device cannot reasonably be reduced to criteria levels, either that equipment or device will not be allowed on the job or use times will have to be scheduled subject to approval.
  - The sound pressure level of each piece of equipment cannot be greater than 85 dBA at a distance of 50 feet. Rubber-tired equipment is to be used whenever possible instead of equipment with metal tracks. Mufflers for stationary engines are to be used in the hospital areas. Construction traffic should be routed through nearest campus exit.
  - Air compressors are to be equipped with silencing packages
  - Jack hammers and roto hammers may be used where no other alternative is available; core drilling and saw cutting equipment is preferred.
  - Specific scheduling of construction-related noise activities is required at the University of Washington Medical Center.

Vibration

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan should verify the existence of vibration-sensitive uses located in proximity to the development site and if necessary, work to provide mitigation in the project design.

Transportation

- Potential impacts associated with construction-related transportation disruptions would be mitigated by the implementation of the TMP, including outreach and project coordination.
Additional Measure Applicable to Medium and High Campus Areas

Construction Activities

- Construction activities conducted in portions of the campus identified as containing earth-related environmentally critical areas (primarily in the East Campus) identified by the City of Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) could comply with applicable development standards for: liquefaction-prone areas (SMC 25.09.100); peat settlement-prone areas (SMC 25.09.110); steep slope areas (SMC 25.09.180); and, abandoned landfills (SMC 25.09.220)

Noise

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located in areas that are proximate to noise-sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent noise-sensitive users to determine potential noise-related issues associated with development on those sites and could require additional noise analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).

Vibration

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located in areas that are proximate to vibration-sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites and could require additional mitigation measures (if necessary).

- The University will work with Sound Transit prior to on campus construction to resolve how monitoring should occur for sensitive surrounding receptors during construction, add new buildings to the agreements as appropriate, and eliminate or minimize light rail operational effects.

Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

During construction activities, some temporary construction-related impacts would occur, including short-term, localized construction activities, dust, emissions, noise, vibration and vegetation removal. However, with the implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse impacts would be anticipated.
CHAPTER 2

Description of Proposed Action and Alternatives
CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This chapter of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) provides a discussion of the planning activities conducted in support of the proposed University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, information on the campus and surrounding area, and a description of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan EIS Alternatives (Alternatives 1 through 5). A description of the No Action Alternative is also provided in this chapter. A detailed description of the affected environment, environmental impacts, mitigation measures and significant unavoidable adverse impacts is provided in Chapter 3 of this Final EIS. Information added or changed subsequent to issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease identification of the added or changed information.

Based on comments received from the public and agencies on the Draft 2018 Seattle CMP and Draft EIS, certain revisions to the 2018 Seattle CMP have been made that relate to the EIS Alternatives, including:

- Removal of potential vacation of NE Boat Street.
- Removal of East Campus Connector (previously referred to as Land Bridge) and associated potential aerial vacation.
- Building height reductions in portions of West, South and East Campus:
  - West; area west of University Bridge reduced from 200’ to 130’, and area along the western edge of 15th Ave. NE, north of NE 41st Street, reduced from 240’ to 80’.
  - South; portion of 240’ height along NE Pacific Street reduced to 200’.
  - East; eastern portion of Laurel Village reduced from 65’ to 30’.
- Site E58 (formerly E85) reconfigured to preserve UW Climbing Rock.
- Additional guidance and standards for building modulation and upper level setback in key transition zones.

2.1 PROJECT LOCATION

The University of Washington has three campuses – the original campus in Seattle, a Tacoma campus and a Bothell campus. This master plan is for the University of Washington’s Seattle campus, which is located in northeast Seattle (see Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1
Vicinity Map
The Seattle campus encompasses an area of approximately 639 acres\(^1\). As shown in Figure 2-2, the north-south boundaries of the campus extend approximately one mile, essentially from NE 45\(^{th}\) Street on the north to Portage Bay and Lake Washington Ship Canal on the south. The University’s east-west boundaries extend approximately 1.5 miles, from 6\(^{th}\) Avenue NE on the west (between the University Bridge and the I-5 Ship Canal Bridge) to Union Bay and 35\(^{th}\) Avenue NE to the east.

### 2.2 PROJECT SUMMARY

The Proposed Action is a new master plan for the University of Washington’s Seattle campus. As described in detail in Chapter 3 of this Final EIS (Historic and Cultural Resources), the University has an approximately 125-year tradition of campus master planning at the Seattle campus. Each of the previous master plans that have been prepared for the University over this timeframe have influenced campus decision-making in terms of the siting of buildings, location of open space, and provision of circulation systems.

More recent master planning efforts have been directed by a City-University Agreement that was adopted in 1983 by the University of Washington Board of Regents and the Seattle City Council and subsequently superseded by the 1998 Agreement (the 1998 Agreement was based on the 1983 Agreement); the Agreement is the GMA development regulation applicable to University development on campus. The Agreement also specifies that the master plan and EIS include boundaries surrounding the University identified as Primary and Secondary Impact Zones. The Agreement further indicates that the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones will be used to assess and monitor the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts resulting from all proposed University development (see Figure 2-3).

In 2003, the University of Washington Master Plan Seattle Campus (CMP Seattle 2003) was adopted. The CMP Seattle 2003 includes guidelines and policies for developing up to three (3) million gross square feet (gsf) on the Seattle campus\(^2\). While a 10-year planning period was used in its formulation, the CMP Seattle 2003 remains in effect until the development of the approved three million gsf is complete. As of 2015, approximately 2.8 million gsf of development has been developed under the CMP Seattle 2003\(^3\).

---

1 The boundaries of the University of Washington Seattle campus contain approximately 639 acres, which includes properties owned by the University of Washington, public rights-of-way and properties not owned by the University. The University of Washington owns approximately 579 acres within the campus boundaries; the balance is owned by the City of Seattle (streets rights-of-way and one property) and four other private property ownerships.

2 The CMP Seattle 2003 identifies 68 development sites with approximately 8.2 million gsf of development capacity on the Seattle campus of which up to three million gsf was approved to be developed.

3 The University of Washington will rely on the CMP Seattle 2003 until all of the proposed development is used.
Figure 2-3
Surrounding Area Impact Zones Map
Consistent with the City-University Agreement, the University of Washington is proposing a new master plan to accommodate both the increase in the number of students, faculty and staff, as well as the continued growth in the areas of research and service on the Seattle campus through approximately 2028 (reflecting a 10-year planning horizon; although the master plan will remain in effect until all the authorized development is used). The Campus Master Plan guides development on the Seattle campus, and will include guidelines and policies for new development. An aim of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is to maintain and enhance the mission of the University, its multiple important roles in undergraduate and professional education, and its dedication to research and public service. The scope of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes defining future planned open spaces, circulation patterns, building sites and campus physical capacity to accommodate growth necessary to fulfill the University’s mission.

2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW AND PURPOSE

Consistent with the provisions of the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) (RCW 43.21C and WAC 197-11-050) and the City-University Agreement, the University of Washington is serving as the lead agency under SEPA (WAC 478-324-010 through -230).

In October 2015, the University of Washington began the formal environmental review process for the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. As lead agency under SEPA, the University of Washington initiated the process by gathering public and agency input regarding specific topics and issues that should be analyzed as part of this EIS.

On October 5, 2015, the University of Washington issued a Determination of Significance and initiated the scoping process for this EIS. From October 5 through October 26, the University conducted the scoping comment period during which the public, public agencies and tribes were encouraged to provide input regarding the scope of the EIS. During the scoping period, 15 comment letters and emails were received. The University also held two public scoping meetings on October 14 and 15, during which three members of the public provided input.

Based in part on the input received during the scoping period, the scope of the EIS was defined by the University of Washington. The EIS scope was identified in the Executive Summary of Public EIS Scoping Process. The following environmental elements were identified for analysis in the EIS:

- Earth
- Air Quality
- Water Resources
- Plants and Animals
- Energy and Natural Resources
- Housing
- Light, Glare and Shadows
- Aesthetics
- Recreation
- Historic Resources

\[^{4}\text{Conditions associated with construction and operations of development under the EIS Alternatives are analyzed.}\]
The Draft EIS was issued on October 5, 2016 with the public comment period ending on
November 21, 2016. A public meeting was held on October 26, 2016.

This EIS is intended to address the probable significant adverse impacts that could occur as a
result of approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan by the University of Washington
Board of Regents and the City of Seattle. A range of alternatives are analyzed in this EIS (see
Section 2.8 later in this chapter) that are intended, in part, to: 1) encompass a range of
focuses for campus development that can reasonably accommodate the projected building
space needs; 2) meet the identified master plan goals and objectives; and 3) allow for the
evaluation of conditions if certain identified 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan guiding
principles and frameworks were not met (i.e., building height increases). The alternatives
function to provide representative levels and locations of campus development for analysis
in this EIS. Although the location (i.e., the specific potential development sites) and timing of
campus development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan cannot be specifically
defined, Alternative 1 matches the distribution of building development in the 2018 Seattle
Campus Master Plan.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-
project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action
that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or
programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead,
the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for detail); the EIS
includes detailed information and analysis through the use of sensitivity maps, transportation
modeling, building massing simulations, etc.

As the SEPA lead agency, the University of Washington is responsible for ensuring SEPA
compliance.

2.4 BACKGROUND

The following overview of the University of Washington includes a brief historical perspective
of the campus; a description of enrollment/staffing; and, an overview of the master planning
process.

History of the University of Washington Campus

The University of Washington was established by the State Legislature in 1861, as the first
public university in the state. The campus was originally sited on a ten-acre parcel of land in
what is now downtown Seattle. In 1895, the campus was moved to its present site, and
Denny Hall, originally known as the Administration Building, was completed that year. The
Observatory was also constructed nearby. A drill hall, gymnasium, dressing rooms, and two dormitories followed within the next four years. Meanwhile, the University Regents sought some type of campus plan to guide the location of future buildings. In 1898, engineering professor A.H. Fuller developed a plan known as the Oval Plan, which included only the northern portion of the university site. Remaining buildings from the 1890s include two early dormitories, later named Lewis and Clark Halls, in addition to Denny Hall and the Observatory. All four of these buildings are located in the north campus area.

In 1903, the Board of Regents hired the Olmsted Brothers, renowned landscape architects, to prepare a design for a general campus plan. However, this 1904 Olmsted Plan was never realized, and the present campus plan descends from the subsequent 1906 Olmsted Beaux-Arts design for the Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (AYP). Similar to other expositions that occurred around the turn of that century, the 1909 AYP was inspired by Chicago’s Columbia Exposition of 1893, which influenced town planning and architectural design. The focus of Seattle’s Exposition was to “showcase Seattle as an ambitious port city, an up-and-coming commercial center of the Pacific coast and a gateway to Alaska.

Following AYP, the grounds reverted back to the University in 1909, providing the central axis of Rainier Vista and an emphasis on landscaping. Structures that were retained after the fair closed included Cunningham Hall, Architecture Hall, the Engineering Annex, the Forestry Building, Frosh Pond/Drumheller Fountain, and the statue of George Washington.

Henry Suzzallo was the University of Washington’s fifteenth president with a tenure lasting eleven years (1915-1926). He worked closely with architect Carl Gould in the physical planning of the campus and its buildings. The Regents Plan of 1915, adopted during Suzzallo’s first year as president, became the University’s guiding planning document. It reaffirmed the Olmsted’s AYP grounds while adapting a symmetry and formality in the design for the upper campus. The Regents Plan proposed grouping Liberal Arts programs on the upper campus, administrative and library facilities at its core on the Central Quadrangle, and the Science programs along Rainier Vista and the southern portion of Stevens Way. The plan placed Suzzallo Library clearly beside the intersecting axis from Liberal Arts Quadrangle and Rainier Vista, and the main axis of the Science Quadrangle. Major athletic facilities were later located along the eastern edge of the campus near Lake Washington. This plan served as the basis for subsequent construction, and set the Collegiate Gothic character for architectural design.

Following the Second World War, enrollment increased at the University of Washington with the influx of students who benefited from “G.I. Bill” college loans for war veterans. From a low of 5,200 during the war to 14,600 by 1950 and over 18,000 in 1960, these increases resulted in a great demand for inexpensive housing near the University. Single family homes...
were converted to boarding houses, and apartment buildings. In addition, dormitories were developed to further meet the need.

The increased enrollment also caused the University to expand beyond its original campus boundaries, especially in the light industrial and commercial district along the Portage Bay and Lake Union waterfront to the south and southwest of the main campus. The early residential and commercial neighborhood south of NE 45th Street and west of University Way NE also experienced the effects of expansion as the University began purchasing land in anticipation of future growth outlined in the revised campus plan of 1948. This plan recommended acquisitions in the area south of NE 41st Street to Portage Bay and west of 15th Avenue NE to the University Bridge. The plan also called for the development of the long-proposed formal west entry to the campus. Dedicated in 1950 and completed in 1953, NE Campus Parkway cut across the center of five blocks bounded by NE 41st Street on the north and NE 40th Street on the south and provided improved vehicle connections between the campus and the University Bridge.

Planning for the Magnuson medical complex began directly after World War II on the site of the former golf course and training facilities. In 1949, the University opened the Health Sciences Building, the first of the sprawling medical complex. In 1959, the University Hospital was opened. The complex was renamed the Magnuson Health Sciences Center in 1978.

Buildings on the campus constructed after World War II were designed in a variety of Modern styles that emphasized new materials and expressive structural qualities. In the 1950s, a University Architectural Commission was established and a University architect appointed. Collegiate Gothic was replaced by modern architecture as the preferred style for new buildings. The 1962 General Development Plan was prepared by the University architect, with input from consultants including alumnus Paul Thiry.

While development in the southern campus was still sparse, the Northern Pacific Rail Road (NPRR), owners of the segment of line within the campus, continued heavy use of the line until 1963. The NPRR merged with two other railroad companies, Burlington and The Great Northern, in 1970. The new company, the Burlington Northern Railroad, abandoned the line that would become the Burke-Gilman Trail in 1971.

University of Washington Programs, Enrollment and Staffing

The University of Washington is a fully accredited, publicly-funded regional institution of higher education. The University's academic program is divided into 14 schools and colleges (containing approximately 125 academic departments and degree programs), which include:
The University’s Libraries system is one of the largest research libraries in North America, with over five million annual users. The Libraries system is comprised of Suzzallo, Odegaard and Allen Libraries, together with branch libraries.

As of 2014, the Seattle campus full-time equivalent (FTE) population was 67,155, consisting of the following:

- Total student enrollment – 43,724
- Total Staff – 16,324
- Total Faculty – 7,107

The University of Washington is the oldest state institution of higher education on the West Coast, the largest university in the Pacific Northwest, and is consistently ranked as one of the top public universities in the nation. The University of Washington research budget consistently ranks among the top five in both public and private universities in the United States, and the University is one of the largest recipients of federal research funding. In addition, the University serves as a hub for cultural resources and events, and a recreational center for the community and the region.

**University of Washington Master Planning Process**

The following provides an overview of the University of Washington’s existing and current master planning processes:

**Existing Master Planning**

- In 1983, a City-University Agreement was adopted by the University of Washington Board of Regents and the Seattle City Council that set out the process for the University to prepare a comprehensive master plan and EIS for future campus development. The Agreement specified that the master plan and EIS include boundaries surrounding the campus and Primary and Secondary Impact zones. Consistent with the 1983 Agreement, the University of Washington adopted the General Physical Development Plan in 1992.
• In 1998, a new City-University Agreement was adopted; the Agreement superseded the 1983 Agreement and is the GMA development regulation applicable to University development on campus. The 1998 Agreement recognized that a substantial amount of growth was projected and that a new master plan would be prepared.

Consistent with the 1998 City-University Agreement, the University of Washington initiated a master planning process, including visioning, establishment of goals and objectives and community outreach. In 2003, the University of Washington Master Plan Seattle Campus (CMP Seattle 2003) was adopted. The CMP Seattle 2003 includes guidelines and policies for developing up to three (3) million gross square feet (gsf) on the Seattle campus. While a 10-year planning period was used in its formulation, the CMP Seattle 2003 remains in effect until the development of the authorized three million gsf is complete. As of 2015, approximately 2.8 million gsf of development has been developed under the CMP Seattle 2003. Approximately 211,000 gsf of development capacity remains under the CMP Seattle 2003.

Along with authorizing development capacity, the CMP Seattle 2003 established building heights. As indicated in Figure 2-4, current building heights under the CMP Seattle 2003 are as follows:
- West Campus – 37 feet to 105 feet;
- South Campus – 37 feet to 240 feet;
- Central Campus – 50 feet to 160 feet; and,
- East Campus – 37 feet to 160 feet.

Current Master Planning

Since 2003, development on the University of Washington Seattle Campus has occurred under the CMP Seattle 2003. The University of Washington is now proposing a new master plan, the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, to account for projected growth on the Seattle campus, including enrollment growth, increased teaching and research demands, and needs of the University community. In preparation for the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, primary planning studies included:

• South Campus Study: Phase II/Space Analysis (April 2015);
• West Campus Development Framework (April 2015); and
• Campus Landscape Framework (June 2015).

---

5 The CMP Seattle 2003 identifies 68 development sites with approximately 8.2 million gsf of development capacity of which up to three million gsf would be developed.

6 The University of Washington will rely on the CMP Seattle 2003 until all of the development capacity is used.

7 Subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS, the Population Health Facility project was approved by the University of Washington Regents and will utilize the majority of the remaining capacity.
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Figure 2-4
Campus Master Plan Existing Building Height Map
The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, which is published in conjunction with this EIS, addresses the need to conserve and enhance the valued historic environment on the Seattle campus while supporting future development to ensure the University’s mission of “preservation, advancement, and dissemination of knowledge” is met. Major aspects of the plan include: planning for large areas of open space for active and passive recreation, providing transportation circulation improvements, and encouraging sustainability in the construction and operation of University facilities.

2.5 EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS

Existing Campus

The University of Washington Seattle campus extends slightly over one mile in a north-south direction and approximately 1.5 miles in an east-west direction, and encompasses approximately 639 acres within the campus boundary. Of the 639 acres of campus area, approximately 579 acres are owned by the University of Washington, approximately 60 acres are owned by other public entities (including land owned by the City of Seattle as street rights-of-way) and approximately three acres are in private ownership. Approximately 75 acres in the eastern portion of the campus consists of submerged land and unstable peat islands.

The University of Washington Seattle campus reflects a variety of built and natural environments, including buildings, roads, paved and unpaved walkways, parking areas, landscaping, natural open space, and bulkhead and natural shoreline.

Within the campus boundaries, the University of Washington has approximately 307 permanent and temporary buildings\(^8\) that total an estimated 17 million gross square feet (gsf). These buildings vary in size from approximately 300 gsf to 500,000 gsf. They also vary in age from 121 years (Denny Hall and the Observatory) to the present. The buildings on campus contain University uses including: classrooms, research, manufacturing and fabrication, medical, athletic, housing and office uses.

The University of Washington currently (2015-16 academic year) maintains 19 student housing facilities on the Seattle Campus, including 11 residence halls and 8 student apartment buildings. The majority of the housing facilities are located in West Campus and Central Campus. In total, there are approximately 9,517 beds provided within the existing student

\(^8\) The University of Washington also operates approximately 0.7 million gsf of building area outside of the campus boundaries in the Primary and Secondary Impact zones.
housing facilities on campus, including 8,362 operating capacity residence hall beds and 2,508 apartment beds.

The University of Washington campus is, in part, defined by significant landscaped open space. The existing primary significant landscapes identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan are listed below.

- Archery Range
- Burke-Gilman Trail
- Campus Parkway
- Center for Urban Horticulture
- Denny Field
- Denny Yard
- Drumheller Fountain
- Forest Resources Courtyard
- Grieg Garden
- Hansee Hall Courtyards
- Hospital Glade
- HUB Yard
- Island Grove
- Liberal Arts Quad
- Medicinal Herb Garden
- Memorial Gateway
- Memorial Way
- Parrington Lawn
- Physics Courtyard
- Portage Bay Vista
- Rainier Vista
- Red Square
- Sakuma Viewpoint
- Showboat Beach
- Sol Katz Memorial Garden
- Sylvan Theater
- Union Bay Natural Area
- Whitman Court/Woodland Walk

For descriptive and planning purposes, the campus has been divided into four (4) campus sectors (West, South, Central, and East Campus), as illustrated in Figure 2-5 and described in Table 2-1. Each of these campus sectors is described further below.

### Table 2-1
EXISTING CAMPUS SECTORS SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campus Sector</th>
<th>Acreage</th>
<th>Number of Buildings</th>
<th>Building GSF</th>
<th>Percent of Campus Building Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3,846,213</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4,178,537</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>7,153,521</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1,461,961</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>639</strong></td>
<td><strong>307</strong></td>
<td><strong>16,640,232</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2-5
Campus Sector Map

West Campus

The West Campus sector is generally bounded by NE 41st Street to the north, 15th Avenue NE to the east, NE Pacific Street to the south, and the University Bridge and Roosevelt Way NE to the west. This sector of campus has the strongest connection with the adjacent University District neighborhood and, as such, University uses reflect that relationship. University uses primarily include classrooms and administrative uses, as well as several recently constructed student housing buildings. Instructional and administrative uses are generally located south of NE Pacific Street and along 15th Avenue NE and University Way NE. Student housing uses are generally located west of University Way NE and north of NE Pacific Street.

South Campus

The South Campus sector is bounded by NE Pacific Street to the north, Montlake Boulevard NE to the east, Portage Bay to the south, and 15th Avenue NE to the west. This sector is generally characterized by development associated with the University of Washington Medical Center and the Magnuson Health Sciences Center; instructional uses, including William H. Foege Hall, Hitchcock Hall and the Ocean Sciences Building, are also located near 15th Avenue NE. To the south of Columbia Road, the sector also includes administrative and research uses, as well as shoreline open space and piers associated with the University’s Oceanography and Marine Sciences programs.

Central Campus

The Central Campus sector represents the original core and surrounding perimeter of the University of Washington campus, and is generally bounded by NE 45th Street to the north, Montlake Boulevard NE to the east, NE Pacific Street to the south, and 15th Avenue NE to the west. The sector is comprised of numerous significant buildings, including instructional and research buildings (i.e., Denny Hall, Architecture Hall, Bagley Hall, Parrington Hall, etc.); administrative buildings (i.e., Gerberding Hall, the UW Club); student housing (i.e., McMahon Hall, Hansee Hall, etc.); and student support uses (i.e., Suzzallo Library, Odegaard Library, the HUB, etc.). It is also characterized by several important open spaces, including: the Liberal Arts Quadrangle, Denny Yard, Memorial Way, Rainier Vista, the HUB Yard, Parrington Lawn, and the Central Plaza (Red Square).

East Campus

The East Campus sector is generally bounded by NE 45th Street to the north, Union Bay to the east, the Lake Washington Ship Canal to the south, and Montlake Boulevard NE to the west. The character of East Campus is primarily defined by athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking and open space/natural areas. Development is primarily located in the south portion of the sector, along Montlake Boulevard NE, and includes Husky Stadium, Alaska...
Airlines Arena, the Sound Transit University of Washington Station, the Intermural Activities Building, the golf driving range, and several sports fields; the existing E1 parking area also comprises a large portion of the area along Montlake Boulevard NE. Instructional and research uses are located along the eastern boundary of the area, as well as student housing (Laurel Village) and the Union Bay Natural Area.

**Surrounding Area**

The University of Washington campus is situated in a designated Urban Center, the University Community Urban Center. Urban Centers are unique areas of concentrated employment and housing with direct access to high-capacity transit, and a wide range of supportive uses. The area surrounding the campus contains a variety of single-family and multifamily residential, as well as commercial, educational, service and semi-industrial uses. The University of Washington is a dominant land use in the area.

The land use pattern of the area surrounding the University of Washington campus is reflective of both natural and built features. The primary natural features in the area are Union Bay, Portage Bay and the Lake Washington Ship Canal that form the southern and eastern boundaries of the campus. These waterways also separate the University of Washington campus, the University District and the Laurelhurst neighborhood from the communities to the south (Montlake, Broadmoor and Capitol Hill neighborhoods). The neighborhoods to the north of the Ship Canal and Portage Bay (University of Washington, University District and Laurelhurst) are connected to the neighborhoods to the south (Montlake, Broadmoor and Capitol Hill) by the Montlake Bridge and University Bridge.

Prominent built features that influence the land use character of the area consist primarily of transportation routes, including Interstate 5 (I-5) and State Route 520. Interstate 5, the major north/south vehicular travel corridor west of Lake Washington, effectively separates the communities in the vicinity of the University of Washington on the east side of I-5 from the communities of Wallingford, Fremont and Green Lake on the west side of I-5. State Route 520, a major east/west vehicle travel corridor across Lake Washington, provides an additional separation between the areas immediately north and south of the Ship Canal and Portage Bay. The Sound Transit U District Light Rail Station on Brooklyn Avenue NE between NE 43rd Avenue and NE 45th Avenue is currently under construction with opening anticipated in 2021. The Station is also anticipated to influence the land use character of the area.

**Area Adjacent to West Campus**

The area adjacent to the West Campus sector is generally characterized by retail/commercial uses within the University District neighborhood, including retail shops/restaurants, offices, churches, multifamily residences, and hotels. Due to its proximity to the University of
Washington campus and the amount of street-level retail, the area maintains an active streetscape environment, particularly during the daytime hours. Buildings in the area generally range from one to four stories in height, with several high-rise structures such as the 22-story UW Tower, the 14-story Hotel Deca, and several multifamily residential structures ranging from 7 to 11 stories.

**Area Adjacent to South Campus**

Immediately to the south of the South Campus sector is the Lake Washington Ship Canal and Portage Bay. Further to the south are SR 520 and the Montlake Bridge, and Montlak, Broadmoor, and Madison Park neighborhoods, which are primarily comprised of low density single family residences. Several parks are located in this area, including the Washington Park Arboretum, Montlake Park and Playground, Interlaken Park, Louisa Boren Park and Volunteer Park; the Broadmoor Golf Club is also located in the area.

**Area Adjacent to Central Campus**

The area to the north of the Central Campus sector, is primarily comprised of residential uses, including multifamily apartment buildings, fraternity and sorority houses, and single family residences (many of which are rented to University of Washington students). Several churches are also located within this area, including the University Presbyterian Church, the University Congregational United Church of Christ, the University Christian Church, and the Prince of Peace Catholic Newman Center. Buildings in this area are generally two to four stories in height. To the north/northeast of the Central Campus sector is the University Village shopping center which includes retail and restaurant uses and structured parking; additional commercial uses (retail, hotels, offices, etc.) are also located surrounding the shopping center. Buildings are generally two to five stories in height in this area.

**Area Adjacent to East Campus**

The area to the east of the East Campus sector includes Lake Washington/Union Bay and the Laurelhurst neighborhood. The Laurelhurst neighborhood generally consists of low density single family residences and park uses (Laurelhurst Park and Laurelhurst Community Center). Buildings in this area are generally two to three stories in height.

**Primary and Secondary Impact Zones**

Primary and secondary impact zones are identified in the City-University Agreement and the Agreement indicates that these zones are to be utilized to assess and monitor direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts from all University development (refer to Figure 2-3 for a map...
illustrating the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones). The University of Washington campus is centrally located within the Primary Impact Zone. Other existing land uses within the Primary Impact Zone include retail/commercial uses, multifamily residential uses (generally associated with the University District area), and I-5 in the western portion of the Primary Impact Zone (adjacent to the West Campus sector and west of 15\textsuperscript{th} Avenue NE). The northern portion (adjacent to Central Campus and north of NE 45\textsuperscript{th} Street) is generally comprised of residential uses (multifamily apartment buildings, fraternity/sorority houses and single family residences) and commercial uses (University Village area). The eastern portion (adjacent to the East Campus sector) consists of Lake Washington/Union Bay and the Laurelhurst neighborhood. The southern portion of the Primary Impact Zone (south of the Montlake Cut) generally consists of the Montlake neighborhood and SR-520.

Existing land uses in the western portion of the Secondary Impact Zone (west of I-5) are generally comprised of single family/multifamily residential uses, with some retail/commercial and industrial uses adjacent to Lake Union. The northern portion (generally north of NE 55\textsuperscript{th} Street) consists of single family/multifamily residential uses, retail/commercial uses and Ravenna Park. The eastern portion (generally east of 35\textsuperscript{th} Avenue NE) is comprised of the Laurelhurst neighborhood (including Children’s Hospital, and retail/commercial uses along Sand Point Way NE). The southern portion of the Secondary Impact Zone (generally south of Portage Bay and SR-520) is comprised of single family/multifamily residential uses, Montlake Park, the Washington Park Arboretum and retail/commercial uses (primarily near Eastlake Avenue).

2.6 MISSION STATEMENT AND PROJECT GUIDING PRINCIPLES (OBJECTIVES)

The following presents the overall mission statement of the University of Washington and the guiding principles of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Mission Statement

The primary mission of the University of Washington is the preservation, advancement, and dissemination of knowledge.

Guiding Principles

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the University of Washington is proposing a new master plan to accommodate both the anticipated increased growth in the number of students, faculty and staff, as well as the continued growth in the areas of research and service over the 10-year planning horizon (through approximately 2028; although the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would remain in effect until all the proposed development authorized is
The University of Washington has identified the following Guiding Principles for the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

- **Flexible Framework** – Create a lasting and flexible planning framework to guide development of University projects during the identification of a potential development site and implementation of development guidelines and standards in support of the University of Washington’s education, research and service missions.

- **Learning-Based Academic and Research** – Support and catalyze academic and teaching research partnerships with allied industries, contribute to a highly livable innovation district, and stimulate job growth and economic development.

- **Sustainable Development** – Implement University of Washington’s commitment to sustainable land use through the preservation and utilization of its existing property and the balance of development, open space, and public use.

- **Connectivity** – Extend the University of Washington’s commitment to better connect the University internally and with its broader context.

- **Stewardship of Historic and Cultural Resources** – Continue responsible and proactive stewardship of University of Washington’s campus assets through preservation of its historic, cultural, and ecological resources and managed strategy of property development.

- **City-University Agreement** – Prepare a Master Plan consistent with the City-University Agreement, including addressing the following areas:
  - MIO Boundary.
  - Non-Institutional Zones.
  - Height and location of Existing Facilities.
  - Existing and Proposed Open Space.
  - General Land Use and Location of Proposed Development.
  - Institutional Zone/Development Standards.
  - Existing and proposed Circulation Network.
  - Transportation Management Plan.
  - Alt. Proposals for Physical Development.
  - Proposed Development Timetable.
  - Proposed Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations.

The Guiding Principles form the basis for the Master Plan Frameworks, which are described in detail in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. These principles are broad guidelines that are reflected in the various Master Plan Frameworks, including: Public Realm, Circulation and Parking, Built Environment, Sustainability, Innovation, and Utilities. Refer to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan for detail on the frameworks.
2.7 PROPOSED ACTION(S)

Introduction

As described earlier in this chapter, consistent with the City-University Agreement, the University of Washington is proposing the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to guide development on the Seattle campus. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is being formulated to maintain and enhance the mission of the University, its multiple important roles in undergraduate and professional education, and its dedication to research and public service.

To accommodate both the increase in the number of students, faculty and staff, as well as the continued growth in the areas of research and service, it has been determined that an additional six (6) million gsf of net new development\(^9\) will be required during the 10-year planning horizon.

The long-range growth potential of the Seattle Campus was a fundamental starting point for the master planning process. Through this process, a total of 86 potential development sites were identified with a development potential of approximately 12 million gsf of net new development. However, during the 10-year planning horizon of the Campus Master Plan, the University would only build a total of six (6) million net new gsf (assuming funding is available) to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space; thus, only a portion of the identified 86 potential development sites would be developed. Identification of specific sites and phasing to accommodate the six million net new gsf would be determined through the University’s annual capital planning and budgeting process.

In summary, the Proposed Action is a new Campus Master Plan for the University of Washington’s Seattle Campus. Consistent with the current City-University Agreement, the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is intended to accommodate both the increase in the number of students, faculty and staff, as well as accommodate the evolving nature of instruction and continued growth in the areas of research and service. Among other items, the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions for the following:

- **Guiding Principles** – Principals to guide campus conservation and development during the plan planning horizon, which is expected to be the 10-year period between 2018 and 2028, or until the six (6) million gsf of campus development capacity is used. See the list of Guiding Principles provided earlier in this chapter.

---

\(^9\) Net increase over existing gsf (i.e., net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).
• **Maximum Building Heights** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies 10 building height zones that range from 30 feet along the shoreline to 240 feet in portions of the West and South Campus sectors (see Figure 2-6). The proposed maximum building heights for Central Campus maintain the existing CMP 2003 Seattle heights, while the proposed maximum heights in portions of the South, West and East Campus sectors are increased to support diversity of functions.

• **Potential Development Sites** - The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies 86 potential development sites throughout campus (see Figure 2-7). Nineteen (19) potential development sites are located in West Campus, 20 potential development sites are located in South Campus, 18 potential development sites are located in Central Campus, and 29 potential development sites are located in East Campus. Full development of all potential development sites would result in a total of approximately 12 million gsf of net new building development capacity\(^{11}\) on the Seattle Campus, with approximately 3.8 million gsf of building capacity in West Campus, approximately 2.2 million gsf of building capacity in South Campus; approximately 1.7 million gsf of building capacity in Central Campus; and, approximately 4.3 million gsf of building capacity in East Campus (refer to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan for a complete listing of the potential development sites).

• **Proposed Building Development** – As indicated above, the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies a total of 86 potential development sites with a total development capacity of approximately 12 million gsf of net building area. To meet the anticipated growth for building space during the assumed 10-year planning horizon of the Campus Master Plan, the University would need to build a total of six (6) million net new gsf, and only a portion of the identified 86 potential development sites would be developed. Identification of specific sites and phasing to accommodate the six million net new gsf would be determined through the University’s annual capital planning and budgeting process. As SEPA lead agency, the University of Washington is responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for future projects as they are proposed.

• **Open Space Opportunities** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes the identification of areas reserved for potential new open spaces during the 10-year planning horizon, including\(^{12}\):

---

\(^{10}\) Three of the identified Potential Development Sites in Central campus (Sites C5, C6 and C15) are currently approved as projects and their square footage has been accounted for in the 2003 CMP total development capacity.

\(^{11}\) Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. new building development minus demolished space).

\(^{12}\) Although not part of the 10-year Conceptual Plan (or considered under the EIS Alternatives) an East Campus Connector (previously referred to as Land Bridge) is included in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to illustrate the long-term vision for that area. The connector across Montlake Boulevard NE would connect the HUB to the existing E1 parking lot. The connector would enhance connection between the Central and East Campus Areas and the Union Bay Natural Area. The connector is envisioned as a pedestrian pathway connecting active ground floor uses in the Central and East Campus sectors.
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Figure 2-6
Campus Master Plan Proposed Building Height Map
Note: This map represents a conceptual plan for development and areas reserved for planned open space. It is intended for EIS analysis purposes and is not intended to represent specific project locations.
- **West Campus Green**\(^{13}\) – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions to allow for a new approximately 4.2-acre West Campus Green that would tie into the existing approximately 2.4-acre City of Seattle Portage Bay Park, and would connect the West Campus sector and the University District to the waterfront.

**South Campus Green** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions to allow for a new 2.9-acre open space located between the existing Magnuson Health Sciences Center pedestrian bridge over NE Pacific Street and Portage Bay. Associated with the redevelopment strategy for the South Campus Sector, the Green would enhance the existing pedestrian bridge and visually and spatially connect South and Central Campus Areas to the waterfront. The Green Corridor would also connect with the Burke-Gilman Trail on the north and the Continuous Waterfront Trail on the south.

- **Continuous Waterfront Trail** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions to allow for an approximately 2.5-mile Continuous Waterfront Trail following the University’s shoreline (Portage Bay, Ship Canal and Union Bay) and connecting the Portage Bay/potential West Campus Green on the west to the Union bay natural area on the east. The trail would provide numerous connections to the waterfront and other open spaces, including Sakuma Viewpoint, proposed South Campus Event Lawn, Hospital Glade, Waterfront Activity Center, and the Union Bay Natural Area.

- **Transportation System Improvements** - The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes the identification of future potential transportation system improvements including

  - Additional opportunities for improvements to modes of travel to and from the University;
  - Pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular circulation improvements;
  - Maintaining the current 12,300 parking space cap (replacement parking would be calibrated with demand as development is planned) and,
  - Maintaining an AM and PM single occupant vehicle cap.

- **Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies one potential City of Seattle street vacation during the 10-year planning horizon\(^{14}\).

  The following vacation may occur during the 10-year planning horizon of the Master Plan.

\(^{13}\) Refer to Chapter 4 (Key Topic Areas) Section 4.11 for a discussion on the University of Washington’s commitment to development of the West Campus Green, South Campus Green and Continuous Waterfront Trail.

\(^{14}\) Although not part of the 10-year Conceptual Plan (or considered under the EIS Alternatives) an aerial vacation over a portion of NE Montlake Boulevard to accommodate an East Campus Connector is included in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to illustrate the long-term vision for that area.
Street Vacation – Portion of NE Northlake Place east of 8th Avenue NE. This vacation is identified to allow for improved layout of Potential Development Sites.

The vacation is potential; the vacation is not imminent and development under the Master Plan could occur without the vacation (refer to the Alternative 5 analysis presented in Chapter 3 of the Final EIS for analysis of campus development without the identified vacation). The Master Plan indicates that the vacation is intended to create a better campus design and improve open spaces and improve circulation conditions. The vacation is not intended to increase development capacity. The potential future vacation is included in the Master Plan for disclosure and is intended to identify the range of alternatives that may be pursued during the life of the plan; no petitions or applications are pending.

At such time as a specific vacation is proposed, a vacation petition package would be prepared. The petition package would identify opportunities for public participation with regard to the vacation, traffic/circulation analysis, utilities analysis, project-specific design, landscape plans, and identification of public benefits that could be derived from the proposed vacation. Once finalized, the petition package to vacate the street would be submitted to the City of Seattle, consistent with City of Seattle ordinances and procedural guidelines. No Master Plan amendment would be required unless a vacation proposal is made which is outside the range of alternatives discussed in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and in this EIS.

- **Planning and Design Guidance** – Chapter 6 of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan contains a description of project review processes, design guidance, and sector-by-sector description for each area of campus. Information in Chapter 6 reflects non-binding voluntary criteria that reinforces the design intent for the campus. A list of the project review and design guidance categories is provided below.

- Demolitions
- Development Process
- Design & Env. Review Process
- Historic Preservation
- Off-Campus Leasing
- Active Edges
- Gateways
- Green Factor
- Modulation
- Parking Location
- Priority Pedestrian Connections
- Service/Emergency Access

- **Development Standards** - Chapter 7 of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan outlines the development standards that guide proposed development within the campus boundaries. The City-University Agreement requires that all University of Washington development within the Major Institution Overlay boundary follow the standards listed below. For a detailed discussion on each of the proposed standards, refer to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

---

15 SEPA compliance for street vacation petition consistent with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is provided by this EIS.
Development Standards, see Section 3.6 Land Use – Relationship to Plans and Policies) of this Final EIS.

- Active Edges
- Applicable City Code
- Green Factor
- Ground Level Setbacks
- Light and Glare
- Mid-block Corridors
- Odors
- Parking
- Podium Height
- Public Realm Allowance
- Shorelines
- Significant Open Spaces
- Signs and Banners
- Structure Height Limits
- Telecommunications Equipment
- Temporary Facilities
- Tower Separation
- Trees
- Upper Level Setbacks
- View Corridors

2.8 EIS ALTERNATIVES

EIS Alternatives Summary

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies a total of 86 potential development sites with a total development capacity of approximately 12 million gsf of net building area. To meet the anticipated growth for building space during the 10-year planning horizon of the Campus Master Plan, the University would need to build a total of six (6) million net new gsf and only a portion of the identified 86 potential development sites would be developed. Identification of specific sites and phasing to accommodate the six (6) million net new gsf would be determined through the University’s annual capital planning and budgeting process. As SEPA lead agency, the University of Washington is responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for future projects as they are proposed.

As background, previous University of Washington’s master plans prior to 2003 attempted to define specific projects and timelines; however, this approach resulted in a mismatch between master plan assumptions and actual development proposals, requiring the need for numerous plan amendments. To address the inefficiencies associated with this approach, the CMP Seattle 2003 did not match specific projects to specific sites on a specific timeline. This Campus Master Plan continues this approach.

In order to conduct a comprehensive environmental review, five development alternatives (the Action Alternatives) and a No Action Alternative have been developed for analysis in this EIS. The No Action Alternative is intended to reflect conditions on the Seattle campus if no new master plan were to be approved, and improvements to address increased campus student, faculty and staff populations were not implemented.

Alternative 1 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan assumptions regarding the illustrative allocation of future development that would occur pursuant to the 10-year
conceptual plan, and would be consistent with the guiding principles and frameworks defined by the University of Washington for the campus. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proposes increases in the building height limits in portions of the West, South and East Campus sectors, and these height increases are assumed under Alternative 1. Although the timing and location (specific potential development sites) of campus development cannot be specifically defined, Alternative 1 matches the 10-year conceptual plan of building development in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Alternative 2 is intended to reflect a level of campus development generally reflected under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan with retention of the existing building height limits (i.e., building height limits under the 2003 CMP). This alternative does not match the guiding principles and some of the frameworks for the campus set out in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Alternative 3 and 4 represent campus development distribution reflecting increased density beyond that assumed under Alternative 1 in certain campus sectors consistent with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan for allowing increased density to be allocated in certain campus sectors while maintaining the overall amount of net new development for the campus.

Alternative 5 is intended to highlight conditions with campus development without the potential street vacation identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and Alternatives 1-4.

None of the alternatives involve changes to the University’s existing MIO boundary. See Table 2-3 for a summary of the range of development assumption under the EIS Alternatives.

The EIS Alternatives are formulated to create an envelope of potential development scenarios (without having specific building plans) and allow for the analysis of probable significant environmental impacts under SEPA. As indicated above, the alternatives analyzed in this EIS include:

- **No Action Alternative**;
- **Alternative 1** – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases;
- **Alternative 2** – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits;
- **Alternative 3** – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density;
- **Alternative 4** – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density; and,
- **Alternative 5** – No Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations.

Alternatives 1, 3, 4 and 5 reflect implementation of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan overall frameworks for campus development and improvements to meet anticipated
increased demands associated with growth in student, faculty and staff populations over the 10-year planning horizon of the master plan. Alternative 2 reflects development to meet anticipated demand but without the requested allowed height increases, which would not meet certain 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan frameworks (including Public Realm and Built Environment Frameworks). The No Action Alternative reflects conditions with no master plan. The overall development assumptions under the EIS Alternatives 1 through 5 are summarized in Table 2-2 and include: 1) campus population growth; 2) total potential development sites; 3) total development capacity associated with 86 sites; 4) assumed level of 6 million gsf of building development (10-year Conceptual Plan); 5) identified open space opportunities; 6) street, alley and aerial vacations; 7) maintaining parking cap; and, 8) building height limit increases.\textsuperscript{16}

**No Action Alternative**

Under the No Action Alternative it is assumed that the demand for increased instructional, research and public service needs in the state of Washington would continue. However, this Alternative would not result in the physical improvements that are proposed as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (as analyzed under Alternatives 1 through 5), including the addition of six (6) million net new gsf of on-campus building development; potential improvements to open space, vehicle/pedestrian/bicycle circulation and parking improvements would also not occur. It is anticipated that the approximately 211,000 gsf of remaining campus building capacity under the 2003 Seattle CMP\textsuperscript{17} would be developed, which would accommodate approximately four (4) percent of anticipated demand for building space over the 10-year planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

This alternative would not meet the University’s Guiding Principles.

**Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases**

Alternative 1 represents a level of development and improvements on the University of Washington campus deemed sufficient to meet the forecasted growth in student, faculty and staff over the 10-year planning horizon of the master plan, including six (6) million gsf of net new building development. Alternative 1 reflects the Guiding Principles and Planning Frameworks of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including the Built Environment Framework proposed building heights. Alternative 1 also matches the illustrative allocation of building development in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan during the 10-year planning.

\textsuperscript{16} Height increases proposed for the West, South and East campus areas; Master Plan conditions without the height increase in West Campus analyzed under Alternative 2.

\textsuperscript{17} Subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS, the Population Health Facility project was approved by the University of Washington Regents and will utilize the majority of the remaining capacity.
### TABLE 2-2
SUMMARY OF EIS ALTERNATIVES ASSUMPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1 CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases</th>
<th>Alternative 2 Campus Development with Existing Height Limits</th>
<th>Alternative 3 Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 4 Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density</th>
<th>Alternative 5 No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-year Population Growth</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>13,324</td>
<td>13,324</td>
<td>13,324</td>
<td>13,324</td>
<td>13,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Dev. Sites</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Dev. Capacity (gsf)</td>
<td>211,000&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>12 million</td>
<td>12 million</td>
<td>12 million</td>
<td>12 million</td>
<td>12 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumed Dev. (gsf)</td>
<td>211,000&lt;sup&gt;14&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6 million</td>
<td>6 million</td>
<td>6 million</td>
<td>6 million</td>
<td>6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0 West</td>
<td>2.4 West</td>
<td>3.2 West</td>
<td>3.0 West</td>
<td>(Same as Alts. 1 and 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.35 South</td>
<td>1.35 South</td>
<td>1.65 South</td>
<td>0.2 South</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9 Central</td>
<td>0.9 Central</td>
<td>0.9 Central</td>
<td>1.1 Central</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75 East</td>
<td>1.35 East</td>
<td>0.25 East</td>
<td>0.75 East</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Open Space Opportunities (acres)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>2.9-7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street/Aerial Vacations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain Parking Cap</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Height Limit Increase</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<sup>18</sup> In net new building space
<sup>19</sup> Remaining building capacity under CMP Seattle 2003.
horizon, and reflects development of the six (6) million gsf of net new development throughout the campus as follows:

- **West Campus**: 3.02 million gsf
- **South Campus**: 1.356 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 0.96 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 0.75 million gsf

Under Alternative 1, the building heights on the campus would be amended as follows:

- **West Campus** - from the current 37 to 105 feet\(^{21}\) to a range from 30 feet to 240 feet\(^{22}\).
- **South Campus** – the current 37 foot to 240 foot range would be maintained, with the area in 240 foot height increased;
- **Central Campus** – the current 50 foot to 160 foot range would be maintained\(^{23}\); and
- **East Campus** – the current 37 foot to 160 foot\(^{24}\) range would be maintained, with the height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 65-feet to 130-feet.

The increase in building height is intended to allow for a level of building development on the Seattle campus sufficient to meet forecasted population growth, allow for area reserved for proposed open space improvements (including the planned West Campus Green and other open spaces), allow for view corridors, allow for pedestrian-scaled streetscape, and allow for building heights reflecting potential future development in the University District.

**Figure 2-8** illustrates Alternative 1 development with proposed building height increases.

As illustrated in **Figure 2-7**, a total of 86 potential development sites have been identified on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a development capacity of approximately 12 million gsf of net new development\(^{25}\). This amount of development is based on the proposed height limits and assumed building footprint associated with each site; new construction that is located below-grade or new construction replacing an equivalent amount of building demolition is not included in the development total.

---

\(^{20}\) Net increase over existing gsf (i.e., net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).

\(^{21}\) Maximum building height limit of 37 feet along the shoreline to 105 feet in the area north of NE 40th Street.

\(^{22}\) Maximum limit of 30 feet along the shoreline to 200-240 feet in the area north of NE Pacific Street.

\(^{23}\) The height limit in the area of Central Campus located north of NE 45th Street would increase from 50 feet to 65 feet.

\(^{24}\) The current 160-foot height is primarily limited to Husky Stadium.

\(^{25}\) I.e., development of all 86 potential sites to the maximum extent identified would total the 12 million gsf of net new building space.
Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Although approximately 12 million gsf of net new building development capacity is available in the 86 potential development sites, the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies an increase of six (6) million net new gsf beyond existing development\textsuperscript{26} will be required to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space during the 10-year planning horizon of the master plan. As illustrated in Figure 2-8, under Alternative 1 the majority of new building development would occur in the West Campus and South Campus sectors, with more limited development in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors.

Under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Master Plan would be preserved and up to 7.1 acres would be reserved for potential new primary open spaces. New open spaces would include:

- West Campus Green, an approximately 4.2-acre area in West Campus;
- South Campus Green, an approximately 2.9-acre area in South Campus; and,
- Additional plazas and landscaped area associated with certain individual development projects would be created.

The existing parking cap of 12,300 parking spaces would remain unchanged, all new parking would be provided to replace spaces lost due to construction remaining within the 12,300 space cap. As development is planned, the University of Washington would annually monitor the need for parking replacement and identify the appropriate locations.

The following provides Alternative 1 development assumptions for each campus sector.

**West Campus**

**New Building Development**

Approximately 3.0 million gsf of net new development, representing 50 percent of the total six million gsf of net new development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for development, would be provided by the West Campus sector under Alternative 1. Development of 3.0 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 79 percent of the approximately 3.8 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for West Campus. Up to approximately 693,000 gsf of existing building space could be demolished.

Consistent with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, Alternative 1 assumes that the maximum building height limits would be increased in West Campus from the current range of 30 to 105 feet to the proposed range of 30 to 240 feet; the assumed maximum building height assumed would be highest north of NE Pacific Street, and would step down to the south toward Portage Bay. As illustrated in Figure 2-8, the increase in maximum building

---

\textsuperscript{26} Existing development consists of existing buildings plus the approximately 211,000 gsf of building area capacity remaining under the 2003 CMP.
height limit in West Campus is intended to allow for the 3.0 million gsf of net new
development to be accommodated by compact higher density development balanced with
public open spaces. This building height increase is also intended to allow for development
on fewer potential development sites allowing for the accommodation of room for planned
open space improvements like the West Campus Green and other public spaces, staggered
towers to allow view corridors and light access, and podiums (up to 45 feet) with towers set
back above to provide pedestrian-scaled streetscapes.

Open Space

The primary open space opportunity identified for West Campus in the 2018 Seattle Campus
Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 is the West Campus Green, an approximately
4.2-acre open space that would tie into the existing 2.4-acre City of Seattle Portage Bay Park.
This open space would connect the West Campus sector and the University District to the
waterfront.

The Continuous Waterfront Trail identified to follow the University’s shoreline would connect
the Portage Bay/West Campus Green in West Campus to the Union Bay Natural Area in East
Campus.

Transportation

Circulation and Parking – Circulation and parking improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle
Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 for West Campus includes the
following vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Removal of UW NE Cowlitz Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Extensions of 11th and 12th Avenues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bicycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Connection between West Campus Green and Burke-Gilman Trail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improved bike parking facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedestrian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Mid-block connections south of Gould Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Walkways adjacent to West Campus Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements along 11th and 12th Avenues NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mid-block connector east from West Campus Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations – The street, alley and aerial vacation identified in the 2018
Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 for West Campus include:
- **Street Vacation** – Portion of NE Northlake Place east of 8th Avenue NE. This vacation would allow for improved layout of Potential Development Sites.

**South Campus**

**New Building Development**

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of net new development, representing approximately 23 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for development, would be provided by the South Campus sector under Alternative 1. Development of 1.35 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 61 percent of the approximately 2.2 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for South Campus. An approximately 2.9-acre area would be reserved for the potential South Campus Green Corridor open space.

Because South Campus is a highly developed area (including the University of Washington Medical Center and Magnuson Health Sciences Center) a substantial amount of demolition of existing buildings would be required. Up to approximately 1.75 million gsf of existing building space could be demolished.

**Open Space**

The primary open space opportunity identified for South Campus in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 is the South Campus Green, an approximately 2.9-acre open space located between the existing Magnuson Health Sciences Center pedestrian bridge over NE Pacific Street and Portage Bay. The South Campus Green is intended to enhance the existing pedestrian bridge, and visually and spatially connect the South and Central Campus sectors to the waterfront. The Green would also connect with the Burke-Gilman Trail on the north and the proposed Continuous Waterfront Trail on the south.

**Transportation**

**Circulation and Parking** – Circulation and parking improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 for South Campus includes the following vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Removal of UW NE San Juan Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• New UW roadway connection between NE Columbia/NE Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enhanced access for Marine Sciences from NE Columbia Road</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bicycle
- Improved bike parking facilities

Pedestrian
- Connection between Central Campus & waterfront along South Campus Green
- Connection along Continuous Waterfront Trail

Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations – There are no street, alley or aerial vacations identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan for South Campus and Alternative 1 assumes no vacations.

Central Campus

New Building Development

Approximately 0.9 million gsf of net new development, representing approximately 15 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided by Central Campus under Alternative 1. Development of 0.9 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 53 percent of the approximately 1.7 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for Central Campus. Up to approximately 500,000 gsf of existing building space could be demolished in Central Campus.

Open Space

Central Campus represents the historic core of the University of Washington, and contains many of the most important open spaces on campus. The primary open space concept identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 is the preservation and incorporation of primary open spaces in Central Campus such as Memorial Way, Rainier Vista, Liberal Arts Quad, Parrington Lawn, Denny Yard, Denny Field, HUB Lawn and Grieg Garden.

Transportation

Circulation and Parking – Circulation and parking improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 for Central Campus include the following vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Pedestrian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Improved bike parking facilities</td>
<td>• Connection between Central Campus &amp; waterfront along South Campus Lawn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations – There are no street, alley or aerial vacations identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan for Central Campus and Alternative 1 assumes no vacations.

East Campus

New Building Development

Approximately 0.75 million gsf of net new development, representing approximately 13 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the East Campus sector under Alternative 1. Development of 0.75 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 17 percent of the approximately 4.3 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for East Campus. Given the relatively undeveloped nature of East Campus, and the relatively small amount of development assumed, approximately 27,000 gsf of building demolition in East Campus is anticipated under Alternative 1.

Open Space

The primary open space opportunity identified for East Campus in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 is the Continuous Waterfront Trail identified to follow the University’s shoreline would connect the Portage Bay Park/West Campus Green in West Campus to the Union Bay Natural Area in East Campus.

Transportation

Circulation and Parking – Circulation and parking improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 for East Campus include the following vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicular</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• New roadway linking Montlake Boulevard NE with Walla Walla Road</td>
<td>• Improved bike parking facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations – There are no street, alley or aerial vacations identified for the East Campus in the 10-year Conceptual Plan under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. This alternative would meet the University’s Guiding Principles.

Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits

Alternative 2 is intended to reflect a level and distribution of campus development reflected under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan with retention of the existing building heights (i.e., building heights under the CMP Seattle 2003). As discussed below, without the requested increase in building height, the illustrative allocation of campus development presented in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1 cannot be achieved.

Under Alternative 2 the existing CMP Seattle 2003 building heights would be retained as follows:

- **West Campus** – retention of the current 37 to 105 feet range;
- **South Campus** – retention of the current 37 foot to 240 foot range;
- **Central Campus** – retention of the current 50 foot to 160 foot range; and,
- **East Campus** – retention of the current 37 foot to 160 foot range.

Without the requested increase in building heights, the identified potential development sites would not provide the capacity to achieve the illustrative allocation of building development identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and evaluated under Alternative 1. For example, without the increased building height in the West Campus sector, the overall development capacity in that Sector would total 2.4 million gsf of net new development compared to the approximately 3.8 million gsf of net new development capacity identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Therefore, allocation of 3.0 million gsf evaluated under Alternative 1 cannot be achieved and the 0.6 million gsf of net new development not accommodated in the West Campus sector would be transferred to East Campus under Alternative 2. The allocation of campus development under Alternative 2 is as follows (see **Figure 2-9**):

- **West Campus**: 2.4 million gsf
- **South Campus**: 1.35 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 0.9 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 1.35 million gsf
Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Under Alternative 2 it is assumed that the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be preserved, as assumed under Alternative 1. Without the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proposed increase in building heights assumed under Alternative 1, however, area reserved for certain potential new primary open spaces would not be accommodated, including the approximately 4.2-acres reserved for the West Campus Green. Under Alternative 2, a total of 2.9 acres would be assumed to be reserved for planned open space across all campus sectors compared to 7.1 acres assumed under Alternative 1. Potential new open spaces assumed under Alternative 2 include:

- South Campus Green, an approximately 2.9-acre area in South Campus; and,
- Additional plazas and landscaped area associated with certain individual development projects.

Alternative 2 is presented in this EIS to allow for an analysis of environmental conditions without the proposed increase in building heights, and to allow for a comparison with the environmental conditions with the proposed increase in building heights presented in Alternative 1. Alternative 2 would not meet certain 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan frameworks (including Public Realm and Built Environment Frameworks) and would not meet the University’s Guiding Principles.

The following provides Alternative 2 development assumptions for each campus sector.

**West Campus**

**New Building Development**

Approximately 2.4 million gsf of net new development, representing 40 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of net new development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the West Campus sector under Alternative 2. Development of 2.4 million gsf of net new development would require development of 17 potential development sites (representing 100 percent of the approximately 2.4 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for the West Campus Sector with retention of existing building height) compared to development of 14 potential development sites to achieve three (3) million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1 with proposed building height increase. Approximately 693,000 gsf of existing building space is assumed to be demolished to achieve the 2.4 million gsf of net new development.

**Figure 2-9** illustrates how the 2.4 million gsf of net new building development in West Campus could be accomplished without the proposed increase in building heights. As indicated in **Figure 2-9**, providing 2.4 million gsf of net new development under the current 30 to 105 foot building height limits would require development of more potential development sites than...
with the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan building height increases assumed under Alternative 1, resulting in the corresponding loss of potential for the creation of the West Campus Green and other public open spaces. The potential for view corridors and pedestrian-scaled streetscape would also be less than with the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan height increases assumed under Alternative 1.

**Open Space**

In order to achieve the 2.4 million gsf of net new development in West Campus under existing building height, the area reserved for the primary open space opportunity in West Campus assumed under Alternative 1 (the approximately 4.2-acre West Campus Green) would be developed as buildings and would not be reserved for open space. The ability of this open space to connect the West Campus sector and the University District to the waterfront would not be available under Alternative 2.

As under Alternative 1, the Continuous Waterfront Trail identified to follow the University’s shoreline would connect the Portage Bay Park/West Campus Green in West Campus to the Union Bay Natural Area in East Campus is assumed.

**Transportation**

**Circulation and Parking** – Circulation and parking improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 2 for West Campus would be similar to those assumed under Alternative 1 and include the following vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Removal of UW NE Cowlitz Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Extensions of 11th and 12th Avenues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bicycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Connection between West Campus Park and Burke-Gilman Trail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improved bike parking facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedestrian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Mid-block connections south of Gould Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements along NE Campus Pkwy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements along 11th and 12th Avenues NE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Street, Alley and Aerial Vacations** – The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identified street vacation and assumed under Alternative 2 for West Campus includes:
- **Street Vacation** – Portion of NE Northlake Place east of 8th Avenue NE. This vacation would allow for improved layout of Potential Development Sites.

### South Campus

#### New Building Development

As under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 assumes the development of 1.35 million gsf of net new development would be provided by the South Campus sector, representing approximately 23 percent of the total 6 million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space. Development of 1.35 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 61 percent of the approximately 2.2 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for South Campus. An approximately 2.9-acre area would be reserved for the potential South Campus Green open space.

As indicated in Figure 2-9, providing 1.35 million gsf of net new development under the current building height limits would require development of the same number of potential development sites as assumed under Alternative 1. However, achieving the 1.35 million gsf of net new development while retaining the current allowed building heights in South Campus under Alternative 2 would provide little to no ability for building modulation or building setbacks, and less potential to provide pedestrian-scaled streetscapes.

#### Open Space

As identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and assumed under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 assumes reservation of 2.9 acres of the South Campus Green and the establishment of the Continuous Waterfront Trail.

#### Transportation

South Campus vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian improvements under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, no street, alley or aerial vacations are assumed for South Campus under Alternative 2.

### Central Campus

The amount of net new development and building heights in Central Campus assumed under Alternative 2 are the same as assumed under Alternative 1. New building development, open space and transportation features under Alternative 2 are therefore the same as described under Alternative 1.
East Campus

New Building Development

As indicated earlier, the building area assumed under Alternative 1 that cannot be accommodated in West Campus with retention of current building heights under Alternative 2 is assumed to be transferred to East Campus.

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of net new development, representing approximately 23 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of net new development anticipated to be needed to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the East Campus sector under Alternative 2. Development of 1.35 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 31 percent of the approximately 4.3 million gsf of net new building space capacity identified for East Campus with current building heights. As under Alternative 1, approximately 27,000 gsf of building demolition in East Campus would be anticipated under Alternative 2.

Open Space

The primary open space opportunity identified for East Campus in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 2 is the Continuous Waterfront Trail identified to follow the University’s shoreline would connect the Portage Bay Park/West Campus Green in West Campus to the Union Bay Natural Area in East Campus.

Transportation

East Campus vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian improvements and aerial vacation under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1.

This alternative would not achieve certain 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan frameworks (including Public Realm and Built Environment Frameworks) and would not meet the University’s Guiding Principles.

Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density

Alternative 3 represents campus development with more density in the West and South Campus sectors than assumed under Alternative 1. This density under Alternative 3 would be consistent with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing density to be transferred between campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6 million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 3 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan illustrative allocation of building development
presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the West and South Campus Sectors, as follows:

- **West Campus**: 3.2 million gsf
- **South Campus**: 1.65 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 0.9 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 0.25 million gsf

The proposed increase in building heights in the West, South and East Campus sectors, as assumed under Alternative 1, are assumed under Alternative 3.

As illustrated in **Figure 2-10**, under Alternative 3 the majority of new building development would occur in the West Campus and South Campus sectors, with more limited development in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors.

Similar to that assumed under Alternative 1, under Alternative 3 the existing significant landscaped open spaces identified in the **2018 Seattle Master Plan** would be preserved and up to 7.1 acres would be reserved for potential new primary open spaces. Plans for new open spaces would include:

- West Campus Green, an approximately 4.2-acre area in West Campus;
- South Campus Green, an approximately 2.9-acre area in South Campus; and,
- Additional plazas and landscaped area associated with certain individual development projects.

The following provides Alternative 3 development assumptions for each campus sector.

**West Campus**

**New Building Development**

Approximately 3.2 million gsf of net new development, representing 53 percent of the total six million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the West Campus sector under Alternative 3. Development of 3.2 million gsf of net new development would require development of 84 percent of the approximately 3.8 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for West Campus. Approximately **693,000** gsf of existing building space is assumed to be demolished.

As under Alternative 1, the assumed increase in building height would permit the 3.2 million gsf of net new development to be accommodated by compact higher density development balanced with areas reserved for public open spaces. This building height increase is also intended to allow for development on fewer potential development sites allowing room for potential open space improvements like the West Campus Green and other public spaces,
Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
staggered towers to allow view corridors and light access, and podiums (up to 45 feet) with towers set back above to provide pedestrian-scaled streetscapes.

Open Space

The primary open space opportunity identified for West Campus in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 3 is the West Campus Green, an approximately 4.2-acre open space that would tie into the existing 2.4-acre City of Seattle Portage Bay Park. This open space would also act to connect the West Campus sector, and the University District, to the waterfront.

The Continuous Waterfront Trail identified to follow the University’s shoreline would connect the Portage Bay/West Campus Green in West Campus to the Union Bay Natural Area in East Campus.

Transportation

West Campus vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian improvements and street vacations assumed under Alternative 3 would be the same as those assumed under Alternative 1.

South Campus

New Building Development

Approximately 1.65 million gsf of net development, representing approximately 28 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the South Campus sector under Alternative 3. Development of 1.65 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 75 percent of the approximately 2.2 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for South Campus. An approximately 2.9-acre area would be reserved for the potential South Campus Green Corridor open space.

Because South Campus is a highly developed area (including the University of Washington Medical Center and Magnuson Health Sciences Center) a substantial amount of demolition of existing buildings would be required. Up to approximately 1.87 million gsf of existing building space could be demolished.

Open Space

As under Alternative, the approximately 2.9-acre area located between the existing Magnuson Health Sciences Center pedestrian bridge over NE Pacific Street and Portage Bay would be retained for the South Campus Green. The South Campus Green is intended to
enhance the existing pedestrian bridge, and visually and spatially connect South and Central Campus sectors to the waterfront. The Green would also connect with the Burke-Gilman Trail on the north and the proposed Continuous Waterfront Trail on the south.

**Transportation**

South Campus vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian improvements assumed under Alternative 3 would be the same as those assumed under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, no street, alley or aerial vacations are assumed for South Campus under Alternative 3.

**Central Campus**

Given that the amount of new building development and building heights in Central Campus assumed under Alternative 3 are the same as assumed under Alternative 1, new building development, open space and transportation features under Alternative 3 would be as described under Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

**New Building Development**

Compared to Alternative 1, substantially less building development is assumed for East Campus under Alternative 3.

Approximately 0.25 million gsf of net new development, representing approximately 4 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the East Campus sector under Alternative 3. Development of 0.25 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 6 percent of the approximately 4.3 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for East Campus. Up to approximately 27,000 gsf of building demolition in East Campus would be anticipated under Alternative 3.

**Open Space**

As under Alternative 1, the primary open space opportunity identified for East Campus in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 3 is the Continuous Waterfront Trail identified to follow the University’s shoreline would connect the Portage Bay Park/West Campus Green in West Campus to the Union Bay Natural Area in East Campus.

**Transportation**

Vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian circulation improvements for East Campus under Alternative 3 would be assumed under Alternative 1.
This alternative would meet the University’s Guiding Principles.

**Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**

Alternative 4 represents a focus of development in the West and East Campus sectors, with more density than assumed under Alternative 1 in the Central and East Campus sectors. This increased density in the Central and East Campus sectors would be consistent with provisions identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* allowing density to be transferred between campus sectors while maintaining the overall six (6) million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 4 reflects the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* illustrative allocation of building development presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the West and East Campus sectors, as follows:

- **West Campus**: 3.0 million gsf
- **South Campus**: 0.2 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 1.1 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 1.7 million gsf

The proposed increase in building heights in the West, South and East Campus sectors, as assumed under Alternative 1, are assumed under Alternative 4.

As illustrated in Figure 2-11, under Alternative 4 the majority of new building development would occur in the West Campus, Central Campus and East Campus sectors, with more limited development in the South Campus sector.

Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 4 the existing significant landscaped open spaces identified in the *2018 Seattle Master Plan* would be preserved and up to 7.1 acres would be reserved for potential new primary open spaces. Plans for new open spaces would include:

- West Campus Green, an approximately 4.2-acre area in West Campus;
- South Campus Green, an approximately 2.9-acre area in South Campus; and,
- Additional plazas and landscaped area associated with certain individual development projects.

The following provides Alternative 4 development assumptions for each campus sector.
Alternative 4 — Conceptual Campus Plan and Massing

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
West Campus

New Building Development

As under Alternative 1, approximately 3.0 million gsf of net new development, representing 50 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of net new development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the West Campus sector under Alternative 1. Development of three (3) million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 79 percent of the approximately 3.8 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for West Campus. Up to approximately 693,000 gsf of existing building space could be demolished.

Consistent with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, Alternative 4 assumes that the maximum building height limits would be increased in West Campus from the current range of 30 to 105 feet to the proposed range of 30 to 240 feet.

Open Space

As under Alternative 1, the primary open space opportunity assumed under Alternative 4 in West Campus sector is the West Campus Green, an approximately 4.2-acre open space that would tie into the existing 2.4-acre City of Seattle Portage Bay Park. This open space would also act to connect the West Campus sector and the University District to the waterfront.

The Continuous Waterfront Trail identified to follow the University’s shoreline would connect the Portage Bay Park/West Campus Green in West Campus to the Union Bay Natural Area in East Campus.

Transportation

West Campus vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian improvements and street vacations assumed under Alternative 4 are assumed to be the same as those under Alternative 1.

South Campus

New Building Development

Compared to Alternative 1, substantially less building development is assumed for South Campus under Alternative 4.

Approximately 0.2 million gsf of net new development, representing approximately 3 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of net new development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the South Campus
sector under Alternative 4. Development of 0.2 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 9 percent of the approximately 2.2 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for South Campus. As under Alternative 1, an approximately 2.9-acre area would be reserved for the planned South Campus Green Corridor open space.

Because South Campus is a highly developed area (including the University of Washington Medical Center and Magnuson Health Sciences Center) a substantial amount of demolition of existing buildings would be required. With the relatively low level of assumed building development, up to approximately 168,000 gsf of existing building space could be demolished.

Open Space

The primary open space opportunity identified for South Campus in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 4 is the approximately 2.9-acre South Campus Green. The South Campus Green is intended to enhance the existing pedestrian bridge, and visually and spatially connect South and Central Campus sectors to the waterfront. The Green would also connect with the Burke-Gilman Trail on the north and the proposed Continuous Waterfront Trail on the south.

Transportation

South Campus vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian improvements assumed under Alternative 4 would be the same as assumed under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, no street, alley or aerial vacations are assumed for South Campus under Alternative 4.

Central Campus

New Building Development

Alternative 4 reflects an approximately 20 percent increase in development density in Central Campus compared to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan illustrative allocation reflected in Alternative 1.

Approximately 1.1 million gsf of net new development, representing approximately 18 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided by Central Campus Area under Alternative 1. Development of 1.1 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 65 percent of the approximately 1.7 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for Central Campus. Up to approximately 500,000 gsf of existing building space could be demolished in Central Campus.
Open Space

Central Campus represents the historic core of the University of Washington, and contains many of the most important open spaces on campus. As under Alternative 1, a primary open space concept identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 4 is the preservation and incorporation of primary open spaces in Central Campus (e.g., Memorial Way, Rainier Vista, Liberal Arts Quad, Parrington Lawn, Denny Yard, Denny Field, HUB Lawn and Grieg Garden).

Transportation

Central Campus vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian improvements under Alternative 4 would be the same as those assumed under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, no street, alley or aerial vacations are assumed in Central Campus under Alternative 4.

East Campus

New Building Development

Alternative 4 reflects an approximately 40 percent increase in development density in East Campus compared to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan illustrative allocation reflected in Alternative 1.

Approximately 1.7 million gsf of net new development, representing approximately 28 percent of the total six (6) million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the anticipated growth in demand for development, would be provided by the East Campus sector under Alternative 1. Development of 1.7 million gsf of net new development would require development of approximately 40 percent of the approximately 4.3 million gsf of net new development capacity identified for East Campus. Given the focus of new East Campus development in the E1 parking lot, no demolition in the East Campus is assumed.

Open Space

As under Alternative 1, the primary open space opportunity identified for East Campus in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 4 is the Continuous Waterfront Trail identified to follow the University’s shoreline would connect the Portage Bay Park/West Campus Green in West Campus to the Union Bay Natural Area in East Campus.

Transportation

Vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian circulation improvements for East Campus under Alternative 4 would be as assumed under Alternative 1.
This alternative would meet the University’s Guiding Principles.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the identified street vacation in the 10-year conceptual plan and assumed under Alternatives 1-4 would not occur. As noted earlier in this Chapter, the identified vacation is intended to improve circulation conditions under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and no potential development sites are dependent on the identified vacation. The vacation identified under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* is:

- **Street Vacation** – Portion of NE Northlake Place east of 8th Avenue NE.

Under Alternative 5, the identified street of aerial vacations would not occur, and the existing street system associated with the identified vacation would remain (see Figure 2-12). The *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* features that would not occur under Alternative 3 include:

- The vacation of a portion of NE Northlake Place east of 8th Avenue NE would not occur and while the resultant layout of development sites would not be optimal, the overall development capacity would not change.

Because the proposed street vacation is not intended to increase the amount of building development capacity of the campus, the assumed amount of building area under Alternative 5 is six (6) million gsf, as under Alternatives 1 through 4.

This alternative would generally meet the University’s Guiding Principles, although overall campus connectivity would not be as efficient under Alternative 1.

**Cumulative Effects**

The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires that cumulative effects be considered in an EIS (WAC 197-11-792). Although SEPA does not specifically define the term cumulative effects, the term is defined under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) as “the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other reasonably foreseeable future actions. Cumulative effects can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time (40 CFR 1508.7). The *City-University Agreement* also requires study of cumulative effects on the Primary and Secondary Impact zones.
Figure 2-12

Alternative 5 — Conceptual Campus Plan and Massing

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
This Final EIS includes discussion of the cumulative effects to which the EIS Alternatives could contribute. The primary foreseeable action in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus is new development under the University District upzone.

2.9 BENEFITS AND DISADVANTAGES OF DEFERRING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSAL

The benefits of deferring approval of the Proposed Action and implementation of development of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan include the deferral of:

- Temporary construction-related impacts associated with vibration, noise, air pollution and traffic.

- No expenditure of funds to create new open spaces.

The disadvantages of deferring the approval of the Proposed Action and development of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan include:

- Inability to develop new instructional, research, office and housing facilities to meet the growth in students, faculty and staff forecast for the University of Washington.

- Inability to provide new facilities to support the research and service mission of the University of Washington.

- Inability to provide substantial open spaces and park features to serve the University and broader communities.

- Continued cost associated with maintaining aging facilities.

- Missed opportunities to provide an innovation district.

- Continued decline of campus from over-use of existing facilities.

- Inability to assist in facilitating the vision of the University District Urban Village.

- Inability to support the vision or infrastructure investment of light rail.

Deferral would not meet the University’s Guiding Principles and Master Plan Frameworks.
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Affected Environment, Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
CHAPTER 3
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT, SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS, MITIGATION MEASURES AND SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

This chapter describes the affected environment, impacts of the alternatives, mitigation measures and any significant unavoidable adverse impacts on the environment that are anticipated with construction and operation of development under the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan through the 10-year planning horizon, as assumed under the EIS alternatives. Information added or changed subsequent to issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease identification of the added or changed information.

3.1 EARTH

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing geologic and geologic-related critical area conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity, and evaluates the potential impacts that could occur as a result of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

3.1.1 Affected Environment

Campus Background

The University of Washington campus can generally be characterized as consisting of two primary topographic settings, the hill and slope area of the campus west of Montlake Boulevard NE and the “flats” east of Montlake Boulevard NE. The Central, South and West Campus sectors are generally located on the south and west slopes of a hill that rises approximately 230 feet above the shores of Union Bay and Portage Bay. This topography is typical in the system of gently sloping, elongated hills that dominate the land forms of the central Puget Sound area. Soils in most of the Central, West and South Campus sectors are primarily composed of glacial till.

The “flats” of East Campus were originally made up of stream and lake deposits. After construction of the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks and Lake Washington Ship Canal was completed in 1916, the level of Lake Washington was lowered by approximately eight (8) feet (at high water), and much of the delta area became marsh. In 1926, the City of Seattle began to use this area as a land fill. Filling spread onto the marsh, reaching its greatest extent in 1964. Major filling operations ceased in the mid-1960s, but a series of surface covering, grading and seeding operations altered the landscape until 1971, when all but
minimal maintenance activities ended. Currently, the delta is mantled almost entirely with construction fill, rubble, and solid waste with natural vegetation above.

The previous landfill use in the East Campus sector has resulted in the generation of methane gas from the decomposition of landfill debris. Methane is also produced at East Campus naturally because the landfill is constructed over a peat bog. A quarterly landfill gas monitoring program was conducted in East Campus between 2005 – 2011; the frequency of monitoring was reduced to semi-annually starting in 2012.

Since its origin, the University of Washington campus has been little modified by natural soil deposition. Small-scale slumping and small creeping landslides have had minor effects on the steeper northeast and east-central slopes of campus. The steepest slopes on campus generally occur in the northeast corner of Central Campus, generally between Whitman Court on the west, Pend Oreille Road on the south, Burke-Gilman Trail on the east, and NE 45th Street on the north. Steep slopes are also located along the Lake Washington Ship Canal in the South and East Campus sectors.

Groundwater depths vary across the campus, with groundwater encountered at relatively shallow depths in East Campus (approximately 3 to 10 feet below ground surface), and with groundwater typically encountered at greater depths in the Central, West and South Campus sectors.

Because of differential subsidence and settlement issues, much of East Campus (primarily the area east of Canal Road and west of the Center for Urban Horticulture) results in very expensive building construction techniques and currently remains in a natural state. The goal is for potential future structures in this area of campus to be designed to avoid accumulation of methane gas within enclosed spaces, and withstand subsidence and strong ground motions associated with earthquakes.

City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas

City of Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) Chapter 25.09 provides regulations for environmentally critical areas, including critical areas related to geologic and soil conditions. Geologic and soils related critical areas designations include: Liquefaction-prone Area; Landslide-prone Area; Peat Settlement-prone Area; Seismic Hazard Area; Volcanic Hazard Area; Steep Slope Area; and, Abandoned Landfills. The University of Washington campus contains geologic hazard areas, as defined in the City of Seattle Municipal Code, including Landslide-Prone Area, Steep Slope Area, Liquefaction-Prone Area, and Peat Settlement-Prone Area, as well as area within 1,000 feet of methane-producing landfill. As indicated in the discussion and figures below, the majority of the geologic and soils related critical areas are located in the East Campus sector.
The following provides a brief definition of the City of Seattle designated geologic and soils critical areas applicable to the University of Washington campus. The University of Washington follows existing critical areas regulations to avoid adverse environmental impacts.

- **Steep Slope Area** – Defined as slopes with an average incline of 40 percent or steeper with an elevation change of at least 10 feet. An extensive area of Steep Slope Critical Area is located in Central Campus sector, primarily associated with the Kincaid Ravine in the northern portion of Central Campus, and the area in the vicinity of Pend Oreille Road. Steep Slope Critical Areas are also located along the Burke-Gilman Trail, east of the Graves Building in East Campus, and near the Montlake Cut (see Figure 3.1-1 for Steep Slope Area as contained on the advisory City mapping system).

- **Liquefaction-Prone Area** – Defined as area typically underlain by cohesionless soils of low density. The Liquefaction-Prone Area on the University of Washington campus is primarily located on the East Campus sector and encompasses much of this campus sector (see Figure 3.1-2, which shows the general area of Liquefaction-Prone area as contained on the advisory City mapping system).

- **Abandoned Landfill Area** – Refers to abandoned solid waste landfills identified by the Seattle-King County Health Department. Identified Abandoned Landfill Area on the University of Washington campus is located in the East Campus sector, primarily east of Walla Walla Road (identified landfill area extends to approximately 100 feet west of Walla Walla Rd.) and south of NE 45th Street to Union Bay. The abandoned landfill in this area is known to generate methane gas, and the Environmentally Critical Area includes the area within 1,000 feet of this landfill (see Figure 3.1-3 Abandoned Landfill Area as contained on the advisory City mapping system).

- **Peat-Settlement-Prone Area** – The Peat-Settlement Area refers to areas typically containing unconsolidated, organic rich saturated soils. The Peat-Settlement Area on the University of Washington campus encompasses the East, Central and South campus areas; however, peat soils are primarily located in the East Campus sector. (See Figure 3.1-4 for City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas mapping for Peat-Settlement Prone Area).

The following provides a discussion on City of Seattle identified earth environmentally critical areas as they relate to the campus sectors.

---

1 The advisory City mapping system includes a mapping unit for Steep Slope Critical Area, but the mapping system may not show all of this critical area – the area is best depicted by surveys that show the topography.

2 City of Seattle mapping of Liquefaaction-prone Area, Abandoned Landfill and Peat-Settlement-Prone area is parcel based and may over-state the extent of these critical areas on an individual site.
Figure 3.1-1  Steep Slope Area Map
Note: The City of Seattle’s mapping of Liquefaction-Prone areas, Abandoned Landfill areas and Peat Settlement-Prone Areas is parcel based and may over state the extent of these critical areas on an individual site; site specific review would be required for new development.
Note: The City of Seattle’s mapping of Liquefaction-Prone areas, Abandoned Landfill areas and Peat Settlement-Prone Areas is parcel based and may overstate the extent of these critical areas on an individual site; site specific review would be required for new development.
Note: The City of Seattle’s mapping of Liquefaction-Prone areas, Abandoned Landfill areas and Peat Settlement-Prone Areas is parcel based and may overstate the extent of these critical areas on an individual site; site specific review would be required for new development.
West Campus

- **Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the West Campus sector is generally limited to the area west of the University Bridge along the southern edge of the Burke-Gilman Trail (north of Benjamin Hall and the Creative Communications Building), along the northern edge of NE Northlake Place (south of Benjamin Hall and the Creative Communications Building), and along north of NE Northlake Way (under the University Bridge).

- **Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat-Settlement Area** – The West Campus sector does not contain any identified Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill or Peat-Settlement Area.

South Campus

- **Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the South Campus sector is limited to the shoreline area north of the Ship Canal, generally from the Montlake Bridge on the east to approximately Ferry Place to the west.

- **Liquefaction and Abandoned Landfill Area** – The South Campus sector does not contain any identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Area.

- **Peat-Settlement Area** – The entire South Campus is identified as Peat-Settlement Area. However, the presence of peat soils is generally limited to the East Campus sector. Peat soils are not anticipated to be encountered in the South Campus sector.

Central Campus

- **Steep Slope Area** – The Central Campus sector contains the majority of the identified Steep Slope Area on the University of Washington campus. Identified Steep Slope Area in the Central Campus sector is located in the Kincaid ravine in the northeast portion of Central Campus, along the Burke-Gilman Trail (generally between NE 45th on the north to the Power Plant on the south), south of Pend Oreille Road in the vicinity of Padelford Parking Garage, west of Meany Hall, and north and south of the Burke-Gilman Trail south of Kincaid Hall.

- **Liquefaction Area** – Identified Liquefaction Area in the Central Campus sector is limited to the eastern edge of Central Campus, primarily the area east of the Burke-Gilman Trail and north of Fluke Hall.

---

3 City of Seattle mapping of Liquefaction-prone Area, Abandoned Landfill and Peat-Settlement-Prone area is parcel based and may over-state the extent of these critical areas in Central Campus; site specific review would be required for new development.
• **Abandoned Landfill Area** – The Central Campus sector does not contain any identified Abandoned Landfill Area. The approximate eastern 30 percent of Central Campus (approximately E Stevens Way NE on the west\(^4\), NE 45\(^{th}\) on the north, Montlake Boulevard NE on the east, and Manson Road on the south) is identified as Abandoned Landfill Area Buffer.

• **Peat-Settlement Area** – The entire Central Campus is identified as Peat-Settlement Area. However, the presence of peat soils is generally limited to the East Campus. Peat soils are not anticipated to be encountered in Central Campus

### East Campus

• **Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the East Campus sector is limited to isolated areas north and south of Husky Stadium, the vicinity of the Graves Building, the vicinity of the Golf Driving Range, and within the natural open space area.

• **Liquefaction Area** – Identified Liquefaction Area on the University of Washington campus is primarily restricted to the East Campus sector and encompasses the majority of East campus north of Alaska Airlines Arena\(^5\).

• **Abandoned Landfill Area** - Identified Abandoned Landfill Area on the University of Washington campus is located in the East Campus sector, primarily east of Walla Walla Road (identified landfill area extends to approximately 100 feet west of Walla Walla Rd.) and south of NE 45\(^{th}\) Street to Union Bay. A 1,000 foot buffer from the Abandoned Landfill Area is also identified, and this buffer extends east to Central Campus and off-campus to the north and east\(^5\).

• **Peat-Settlement Area** – The Peat-Settlement Area on the University of Washington campus encompasses the East, Central and South campus sectors; however, peat soils are primarily located in East Campus. Peat Settlement Area is identified over the majority of the East Campus sector\(^5\).

### Surrounding Primary and Secondary Zone Area

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS.

---

\(^4\) A portion of the area west of E Stevens Way NE is identified as Abandoned Landfill Area Buffer.

\(^5\) City of Seattle mapping of Liquefaction-prone Area, Abandoned Landfill and Peat-Settlement-Prone area is parcel based and may over-state the extent of these critical areas in East Campus; site specific review would be required for new development.
City of Seattle earth-related critical areas identified within the **Primary Impact Zone** include: Abandoned Landfill Area buffer identified immediately north of the Central and East Campus sectors, and immediately east of the East Campus sector; Known Slide Area identified north of Central Campus; Peat Settlement Area identified immediately north and east of the East Campus sector, and immediately south of the Ship Canal in the Montlake neighborhood; and identified Steep Slope Area north of Central Campus associated with Ravenna ravine, and immediately east of East Campus in the Laurelhurst neighborhood.

City of Seattle earth related critical areas identified in the **Secondary Impact Zone** include: Abandoned Landfill Area identified on Foster Island at the southern edge of Union Bay, and Abandoned Landfill Area buffer immediately east of East Campus; Known Slide Area associated with Ravenna Park north of Central Campus, in the Laurelhurst neighborhood east of East Campus, south of SR520 in the Montlake neighborhood, in the Eastlake neighborhood south and west of Portage Bay, and along NE Pacific Street west of I-5 in the Wallingford neighborhood; Peat Settlement Area associated with the Arboretum south of Union Bay; and, Steep Slope Area at Ravenna Park, distributed throughout the Ravenna neighborhood north of campus, distributed throughout the Laurelhurst neighborhood east of campus, distributed throughout the Arboretum south of Union Bay, and distributed throughout the Montlake neighborhood south of SR-520.

### 3.1.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies potential effects that the existing earth environment on the campus may have on development under the EIS Alternatives, and discusses how development under the EIS Alternatives would relate to the earth environment during construction and under long-term operations.

#### No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, earth-related impacts would primarily be related to the approximately 211,000 net new gsf of building development that would be constructed under the current 2003 Seattle CMP. The approximately 211,000 gsf of building development would result in approximately 53,000 cubic yards of excavation, and the potential for earth related impacts on the University of Washington campus would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1, 2 and 3. In addition, because the remaining development under the 2003 Seattle CMP would likely not be located in the East Campus sector, the potential for construction to encounter earth related conditions associated with peat settlement, abandoned landfill or liquefaction is low.
Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1, which matches the preferred allocation of building development in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, reflects 6.0 million gsf of building area throughout the campus with a focus of this development in the West and South Campus sectors. Depending on the building sites, this level of development could require the excavation of up to approximately 1,500,000 cubic yards of earth over the 10-year planning horizon\(^6\) for the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. The anticipated excavation amounts by campus area under Alternative 1 are estimated as follows:

- **West Campus** – approximately 750,000 cubic yards
- **South Campus** – approximately 337,500 cubic yards
- **Central Campus** – approximately 225,000 cubic yards
- **East Campus** – approximately 187,500 cubic yards

A portion of the excavated material, approximately 20 percent, could be reused on campus as backfill on individual sites. It is anticipated that the remaining approximately 80 percent would be transported to undetermined approved off-campus disposal sites. In addition, fill material for site preparation and landscaping could be imported to the campus during development of the potential development sites.

Construction-related earth impacts could result in erosion. Compliance with existing regulations and codes would minimize potential impacts.

As indicated earlier, the University of Washington contains areas identified as environmentally critical areas in SMC 25.09, including critical areas related to geologic and soils conditions. Because the East Campus sector contains the majority of the campus area identified as critical areas related to soils, the potential to encounter identified earth-related critical areas is greatest in the East Campus sector. The University of Washington follows existing critical areas requirements and potential impacts would be mitigated through compliance with codes and regulations.

### West Campus

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, Alternative 1 assumes that West Campus would contain 3.0 million gsf of net new development with proposed maximum building height increases, and the area reserved for the potential West Campus Green and other open spaces. As indicated above, the 3.0 million gsf of net new development in West Campus would result in approximately 750,000 cubic yards of excavation, which would relate to the

---

\(^6\) Estimated excavation volumes based on an average cubic yards excavated of 0.25 cubic yards per square foot included in the 2003 CMP Seattle.
construction associated with development of approximately 16 Potential Development Sites and approximately 5 acres of potential open spaces.

Construction-related earth impacts include short-term localized erosion. Compliance with existing regulations and codes would minimize potential impacts in West Campus.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Area** – Seattle Municipal Code identified steep slope areas in the West Campus sector are limited to areas south of the Burke-Gilman Trail and south of the Benjamin Hall and Creative Communications buildings. Given the isolated nature of steep slope area in West Campus, the potential for earth impacts related to steep slopes in this sector is low.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – The West Campus sector does not contain any Seattle Municipal Code identified Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill, or Peat Settlement areas, and therefore, earth related impacts related to encountering identified Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill, or Peat Settlement areas in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1 are not anticipated.

**South Campus**

Alternative 1 assumes that the South Campus would contain 1.35 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 337,500 cubic yards of excavation related to the construction associated with building development and approximately 3 acres of potential open spaces.

Construction-related earth impacts include short-term localized erosion. Compliance with existing regulations and codes would minimize potential impacts in South Campus.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the South Campus is limited to the southeast edge of this sector, along the Ship Canal immediately west of the Montlake Bridge. Potential development in this area would be limited to a portion of the potential Continuous Waterfront Trail, and the potential for earth impacts related to steep slopes in the South Campus is considered low.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – The South Campus Sector does not contain any identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Areas, and the potential to for earth related impacts to related to identified liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill in the South Campus is low.
As indicated earlier in this section, the East, Central and South Campus sectors are identified as Peat Settlement Area\(^7\). Given campus topography and soil conditions, Peat Settlement conditions are assumed to be primarily in the East Campus sector and development in the South campus under Alternative 1 would not be anticipated to encounter peat settlement issues.

**Central Campus**

Alternative 1 assumes that the Central Campus sector would contain 0.9 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 225,000 cubic yards of excavation related to the construction associated with building development.

Construction-related earth impacts include short-term localized erosion. Compliance with existing regulations and codes would minimize potential impacts in Central Campus.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Areas** – Identified Steep Slope Areas on the campus are primarily located in the Central Campus sector, and are primarily associated with Kincaid Ravine in the northern portion of Central Campus, along the Burke-Gilman Trail (primarily between the Trail and Montlake Boulevard, and between the Trail and NE Pacific), and along 15\(^{th}\) Avenue NE. Given the isolated nature of steep slopes to small portion of Central Campus, the potential for development under Alternative 1 to encounter steep slopes is low. Development located in proximity to steep slopes would consider slopes in the design process, and all development would be conducted in compliance with City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas Regulations related to slopes.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – Abandoned Landfill Area Buffer is identified on the approximately eastern third of the Central Campus sector, and liquefaction Zone Area is identified on the eastern edge of Central Campus. Given the topography and soil conditions in these areas west of Montlake Boulevard NE, it is assumed that liquefaction and abandoned landfill (including presence of methane gasses) conditions would not be encountered during construction assumed under Alternative 1. Any development located within identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Buffer Areas would be conducted in compliance with applicable City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas Regulations.

As indicated earlier in this section, the East, Central and South Campus Sectors are identified as Peat Settlement Areas\(^7\). Given campus topography and soil conditions, Peat Settlement conditions are assumed to be primarily applicable to the East Campus sector.

\(^7\) City of Seattle mapping of Liquefaction-prone Area, Abandoned Landfill and Peat-Settlement-Prone area is parcel based and may over-state the extent of these critical areas in East Campus; site specific review would be required for new development.
and development in Central Campus under Alternative 1 would not be anticipated to encounter peat settlement issues.

**East Campus**

Alternative 1 assumes that the East Campus would contain 0.75 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 187,500 cubic yards of excavation associated with building development and approximately 1 acre of potential open space over the planning horizon.

Construction-related earth impacts include short-term localized erosion. Compliance with existing regulations and codes would minimize potential impacts in East Campus.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in East Campus is located north and south of Husky Stadium, in the vicinity of the Graves Building, in the vicinity of the Golf Driving Range, and within the natural open space area. Given the isolated nature of the identified steep slopes and the limited amount of development under Alternative 1 in East Campus, the potential to encounter steep slopes in East Campus under Alternative 1 is low.

**Liquefaction Area** – The identified Liquefaction Area on the University of Washington campus is restricted to the East Campus sector. Given that Alternative 1 assumes the majority of campus development would occur in the West and South Campus sectors, with limited development in the Central and East Campus sectors, the potential for earth impacts related to liquefaction is low. Any proposed development in the East Campus sector would be required to prepare soils engineering studies consistent with Seattle Municipal Code (25.09.100), and other applicable requirements, in order to determine the physical properties of soils and the liquefaction potential (see Section 3.1.3 for mitigation measures related to liquefaction).

**Abandoned Landfill Area** – The identified Abandoned Landfill Area on the University of Washington campus is primarily restricted to a portion of the East Campus sector. Alternative 1 assumes the development of 0.75 million gsf of development in East Campus. Alternative 1 assumed development in East Campus that is located within the identified Abandoned Landfill Area would be subject to Seattle-King County Health Department requirements related to the prevention of damage from methane gas buildup, ground subsidence, and seismic events consistent with SMC 25.09.220(A).

Additionally, according to SMC 25.09.220(B), areas within 1,000 feet of methane-producing landfills may be susceptible to accumulations of hazardous levels of methane gas in

---

8 City of Seattle mapping of Liquefaction-prone Area, Abandoned Landfill and Peat-Settlement-Prone area is parcel based and may over-state the extent of these critical areas in East Campus; site specific review would be required for new development.
enclosed spaces and may be required to include methane barriers or other appropriate ventilation measures. East Campus development within the buffer may require methane barriers or other ventilation measures.\(^9\)

**Peat Settlement Area**\(^8\) - Other than the West Campus sector, the entire University of Washington campus is included within the identified Peat-Settlement Area. However, given campus topography and soil conditions, only the East Campus sector has the potential to contain peat settlement issues. Accordingly, all Potential Development Sites in East Campus would be subject to development standards for peat-settlement-prone areas specified in SMC 25.09.110, including limitations on increased total impervious surface and identification of construction methods to limit modifications to the groundwater regime.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zones**

Development under Alternative 1 would contribute to the amount of overall construction and associated earthwork in the area. Construction-related earth impacts associated with campus development could include short-term localized erosion.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development under Alternative 1), a greater amount of earthwork would occur in these campus sectors, and would occur in proximity to portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to the West and South Campus sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus) and portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus). The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to the West and South Campus does not contain any identified Abandoned Landfill, Known Slide, Peat Settlement or Steep Slope areas.

Although less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1, assumed development in these sectors would occur in proximity to Abandoned Landfill buffer area, and identified Steep Slope area identified immediately east of East Campus and in the Ravenna Ravine immediately north of Central Campus.

Given the distance of land uses and identified earth-related critical areas in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 1, construction activities associated with Alternative 1 development would not be anticipated to occur in proximity to identified Abandoned Landfill, Known Slide, Peat Settlement or Steep Slope areas in the Secondary Impact Zone.

\(^{9}\) Although the 1,000 foot Abandoned Landfill Buffer extends to the Central Campus sector to the west, given that Central Campus is located on a glacial till hill area, methane gas and other earth conditions associated with the landfill are not anticipated to be encountered in Central Campus.
Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize the potential for impacts in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**

Alternative 2 reflects accommodation of the requested 6 million gsf of building area with the existing 2003 Seattle CMP height limits. Without the Alternative 1 proposed height increases, the development capacity of the West Campus sector is limited and additional development sites would be required to approach the 3.0 million gsf of net new development in West Campus identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and analyzed under Alternative 1. Given the developed nature of West Campus, the opportunity for additional development sites in this sector is limited, and Alternative 2 assumes additional development sites in the area reserved for the potential West Campus Green under Alternative 1. The development capacity in the West Campus sector without the requested height increases is 2.4 million gsf of net new development. The approximately 0.6 million gsf of the net new development not accommodated by the West Campus sector development capacity is shifted to East Campus under Alternative 2. The anticipated excavation amounts by campus area under Alternative 2 are estimated as follows:

- **West Campus** – approximately 600,000 cubic yards
- **South Campus** – approximately 337,500 cubic yards
- **Central Campus** – approximately 225,000 cubic yards
- **East Campus** – approximately 337,500 cubic yards

Compared to anticipated excavation amounts under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 includes less excavation in West Campus (600,000 cubic yards compared to 750,000 cubic yards under Alternative 1), the same amount of excavation in the South Campus, the same amount of excavation in Central Campus, and substantially more excavation in East Campus (337,500 cubic yards compared to 187,000 cubic yards under Alternative 1).

As under Alternative 1, construction-related earth impacts could include short-term localized erosion. Compliance with existing regulations and codes would minimize potential impacts.

Below is discussion on earth conditions and critical areas requirements as they relate to the campus sectors.
West Campus

To accommodate 2.4 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus sector, approximately 600,000 cubic yards of excavation would be required. Excavation would primarily relate to construction associated with potential development sites and only limited potential open space improvements. The total amount of excavation would be less than under Alternative 1. The excavation activities would be primarily associated with building construction as opposed to the construction of both buildings and the potential open space identified under Alternative 1. As a result, the potential construction earth-related impacts (erosion) are anticipated to be less than under Alternative 1 in West Campus.

Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas

**Steep Slope Area** – Identified steep slope areas in the West Campus sector are limited to areas south of the Burke-Gilman Trail, Benjamin Hall, and the Creative Communications buildings.

The additional potential development sites under Alternative 2 would be located in the area assumed to be reserved for the potential West Campus Green under Alternative 1. Because the area containing the additional development sites does not contain identified steep slope area, the potential for earth impacts related to steep slopes under Alternative 2 would be low as described for Alternative 1.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – The West Campus sector does not contain any identified Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill, or Peat Settlement areas and there is no potential for earth-related impacts related to encountering identified Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill, or Peat Settlement areas in the West Campus sector under Alternative 2.

South Campus

As under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 assumes that the South Campus sector would contain 1.35 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 337,500 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon, which would relate to the construction associated with building development and approximately 3 acres of potential open spaces. Given the same amount of grading activities, the potential construction earth-related impacts (erosion) are anticipated to be similar under Alternative 2 in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.
Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas

**Steep Slope Area** – SMC identified Steep Slope Area in the South Campus sector is limited to the southeast edge of this sector, along the Ship Canal immediately west of the Montlake Bridge. Potential development in this area would be limited to a portion of the potential Continuous Waterfront Trail and, as under Alternative 1, the potential for earth impacts related to steep slopes in the South Campus is considered low.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – The South Campus sector does not contain any identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Areas, and there is no potential to for earth related impacts to related to identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill areas in South Campus.

As indicated earlier in this section, the East, Central and South Campus sectors are identified as Peat Settlement Area. Given campus topography and soil conditions, Peat Settlement conditions are assumed to be primarily applicable to East Campus and development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would not be anticipated to encounter peat settlement issues.

**Central Campus**

As under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 assumes that the Central Campus sector would contain 0.9 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 225,000 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon, which would relate to the construction associated with building development. As a result, the potential for construction earth-related impacts in Central Campus (erosion) is anticipated to be the same under Alternative 2 as that described under Alternative 1.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Areas** – Identified Steep Slope Areas on the campus are primarily located in the Central Campus sector, and are primarily associated with Kincaid Ravine in the northern portion of Central Campus, along the Burke-Gilman Trail (primarily between the Trail and Montlake Boulevard, and between the Trail and NE Pacific), and along 15th Avenue NE. As under Alternative 1, given the isolated nature of steep slopes to a portion of Central Campus, the potential for development under Alternative 2 to encounter steep slopes is low. Development located in proximity to steep slopes would consider slopes in the design process, and all development would be conducted in compliance with City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas Regulations (SMC 25.09) related to slopes.
**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – Abandoned Landfill Area Buffer is identified on the approximately eastern third of the Central Campus sector, and Liquefaction Zone Area is identified on the eastern edge of the sector. Given the topography and soil conditions in these areas west of Montlake Boulevard NE, it is assumed that liquefaction and abandoned landfill (including presence of methane gasses) conditions would not be encountered during construction in the sector assumed under Alternative 2. Any development located within identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Buffer Areas would be conducted in compliance with applicable City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas Regulations (SMC 25.09).

As indicated earlier in this section, the East, Central and South Campus sectors are identified as Peat Settlement Area. Given campus topography and soil conditions, Peat Settlement conditions are assumed to be primarily applicable to East Campus and development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would not be anticipated to encounter peat settlement conditions.

**East Campus**

Alternative 2 assumes that East Campus would contain 1.35 million gsf of net new development (compared to 0.75 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 337,500 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 187,000 under Alternative 1). As a result, the potential for construction earth-related impacts (erosion) could be greater under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1 in East Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in East Campus.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the East Campus sector is located north and south of Husky Stadium, in the vicinity of the Graves Building, in the vicinity of the Golf Driving Range, and within the natural open space area. Given the isolated nature of the identified steep slopes and the limited amount of development under Alternative 2 in East Campus, the potential to encounter steep slopes in East Campus under Alternative 2 is low.

**Liquefaction Area** - Identified Liquefaction Area on the University of Washington campus is restricted to the East Campus sector. Given that Alternative 2 assumes approximately 1.35 gsf of net new development (0.6 million gsf more than assumed under Alternative 1)
the potential to encounter earth conditions associated with liquefaction is greater under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1. Any proposed development in East Campus would be required to prepare soils engineering studies consistent with SMC 25.09.100, and other applicable requirements, to determine the physical properties of soils and the liquefaction potential (see Section 3.1.3 for mitigation measures related to liquefaction).

**Abandoned Landfill Area** - The identified Abandoned Landfill Area on the University of Washington campus is primarily restricted to a portion of the East Campus sector. Compared to the 0.75 million gsf of net new development assumed for East Campus under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 assumes development of 1.35 million gsf of net new development in East Campus and the potential to encounter earth conditions associated with abandoned landfill area would be greater under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1. Alternative 2 assumed development in the northwest portion of the East Campus sector that is located within the identified Abandoned Landfill Area would be subject to Seattle-King County Health Department requirements related to the prevention of damage from methane gas buildup, ground subsidence, and seismic events (consistent with SMC 25.09.220(A)).

Additionally, according to SMC 25.09.220(B), areas within 1,000 feet of methane-producing landfills may be susceptible to accumulations of hazardous levels of methane gas in enclosed spaces and may be required to include methane barriers or other appropriate ventilation measures. East Campus development within the buffer may require methane barriers or other ventilation measures.

**Peat Settlement Area** - Other than the West Campus sector, the entire University of Washington campus is included within the identified Peat-Settlement Area. However, given campus topography and soil conditions, only the East Campus sector has the potential to contain peat settlement issues. Accordingly, all potential development sites in the East Campus sector would be subject to development standards for peat-settlement-prone areas specified in SMC 25.09.110, including limitations on increased total impervious surface and identification of construction methods to limit modifications to the groundwater regime. Alternative 2 assumes development in the East Campus sector would total 1.35 million gsf, and this level of campus development would be subject to Peat Settlement regulations. Alternative 2 assumes 0.6 million more gsf of net new development in East Campus than under Alternative 1, and the potential to encounter earth conditions associated with peat settlement would be greater under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zones**

As under Alternative 1, development under Alternative 2 would contribute to the amount of overall construction in the area. Construction-related earth impacts associated with campus development could include short-term localized erosion.
With campus development more evenly distributed throughout campus under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1, earthwork activities in the West, South and East Campus sectors have a greater potential to occur in proximity to portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to the West, South and East Campus sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus), and a portion of the Laurelhurst neighborhood east of the East Campus sector. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to the West and South Campus does not contain any identified Abandoned Landfill, Known Slide, Peat Settlement or Steep Slope areas. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to the East Campus contains Abandoned Landfill buffer area and Steep Slope area.

Although a lower level development is assumed to occur in Central Campus sector compared to other campus sectors under Alternative 2 (same amount of development assumed in Central Campus as under Alternative 1), assumed development in this sector would occur in proximity to the identified Steep Slope Area in the Ravenna Ravine immediately north of Central Campus, across NE 45th Street.

As under Alternative 1, given the distance of land uses and identified soils-related critical areas in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 2, construction activities associated with Alternative 2 development would not be anticipated to occur in proximity to identified Abandoned Landfill, Known Slide, Peat Settlement or Steep Slope areas in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize the potential for impacts in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

### Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density

Alternative 3 represents campus development with more density in the West and South Campus sectors than assumed under Alternative 1. Alternative 3 is intended to reflect conditions with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing increased density in campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6 million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 3 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan preferred allocation of building development presented in Alternative 1 with increased development in the West and South Campus Sectors. The anticipated excavation amounts by campus area under Alternative 3 are estimated as follows:

- **West Campus** – approximately 800,000 cubic yards
- **South Campus** – approximately 412,500 cubic yards
• Central Campus – approximately 225,000 cubic yards
• East Campus – approximately 62,500 cubic yards

Compared to anticipated excavation amounts under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 includes more excavation in the West Campus sector (800,000 cubic yards compared to 750,000 cubic yards under Alternative 1), more excavation in the South Campus (412,000 cubic yards compared to 337,000 cubic yards under Alternative 1), the same amount of excavation in Central Campus, and substantially less excavation in East Campus (62,500 cubic yards compared to 187,000 cubic yards under Alternative 1).

As under Alternative 1, construction-related earth impacts could include short-term localized erosion. Compliance with existing regulations and codes would minimize potential impacts.

Below is discussion on earth conditions (including SMC Critical Areas Regulations) as they relate to the campus sectors.

West Campus

Alternative 3 assumes that the West Campus sector would contain 3.2 million gsf of net new development (compared to 3.0 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 800,000 yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 750,000 under Alternative 1). The potential construction earth-related impacts (erosion) are anticipated to be somewhat greater under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1 in West Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in West Campus.

Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas

Steep Slope Area – Identified Steep Slope Area in the West Campus sector is limited to areas south of the Burke-Gilman Trail, Benjamin Hall, and Creative Communications buildings.

Alternative 3 includes 0.2 million gsf of additional net building development compared to Alternative 1, and the potential for encountering steep slope conditions would be greater than under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, given the isolated nature of steep slope area in the West Campus sector, the potential for earth impacts related to steep slopes in West Campus is low. All development on the University of Washington campus would be conducted consistent with applicable regulations, including Seattle Municipal Code Chapter 25.09.
**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – The West Campus sector does not contain any identified Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill, or Peat Settlement areas and there is no potential for earth-related impacts related to encountering identified Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill, or Peat Settlement areas in the West Campus sector under Alternative 3.

**South Campus**

Alternative 3 assumes that the South Campus sector would contain 1.65 million gsf of net new development (compared to 1.35 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 412,500 yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 337,500 under Alternative 1). The potential construction earth-related impacts (erosion) are anticipated to be greater under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1 in South Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in South Campus.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Area** – SMC identified Steep Slope Area in the South Campus sector is limited to the southeast edge of this sector, along the Ship Canal immediately west of the Montlake Bridge. Potential development in this area under Alternative 3 is assumed to be limited to a portion of the Continuous Waterfront Trail and, as under Alternative 1, the potential for earth impacts related to steep slopes in South Campus is considered low.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – The South Campus sector does not contain any identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Areas, and there is no potential to for earth-related impacts to identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill areas in South Campus.

As indicated earlier in this section, the East, Central and South Campus sectors are identified as Peat Settlement Area. Given campus topography and soil conditions, Peat Settlement conditions are assumed to be primarily applicable to the East Campus and development in the South Campus under Alternative 3 would not be anticipated to encounter peat settlement conditions.

**Central Campus**

As under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 assumes that Central Campus would contain 0.9 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 225,000 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon. Potential construction earth-related impacts (erosion) are anticipated to be the same in Central Campus under Alternative 3 as are assumed under Alternative 1.
Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas

**Steep Slope Areas** – Identified Steep Slope Areas on the campus are primarily located in the Central Campus sector, and are primarily associated with Kincaid Ravine in the northern portion of Central Campus, along the Burke-Gilman Trail (primarily between the Trail and Montlake Boulevard, and between the Trail and NE Pacific), and along 15th Avenue NE. As under Alternative 1, given the isolated nature of steep slopes in Central Campus, the potential for development under Alternative 3 to encounter steep slopes is low. Development located in proximity to steep slopes would consider slopes in the design process, and all development would be conducted in compliance with City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas Regulations (SMC 25.09) related to slopes.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – Abandoned Landfill Area Buffer is identified on the approximately eastern third of the Central Campus sector, and Liquefaction Zone Area is identified on the eastern edge of Central Campus. Given the topography and soil conditions in these areas west of Montlake Boulevard NE, it is assumed that liquefaction and abandoned landfill (including presence of methane gasses) conditions would not be encountered during construction assumed under Alternative 3. However, any development located within identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Buffer Areas would be conducted in compliance with applicable City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas Regulations (SMC 25.09).

As indicated earlier in this section, the East, Central and South Campus Sectors are identified as Peat Settlement Area. Given campus topography and soil conditions, Peat Settlement conditions are assumed to be primarily applicable to the East Campus and development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 3 would not be anticipated to encounter peat settlement issues.

**East Campus**

Alternative 3 assumes that the East Campus sector would contain 0.25 million gsf of net new development (compared to 0.75 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 62,500 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 187,000 under Alternative 1). The potential for construction earth-related impacts (erosion) could be lower in the East Campus sector under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in East Campus.

City of Seattle mapping of Liquefaction-prone Area, Abandoned Landfill and Peat-Settlement-Prone area is parcel based and may over-state the extent of these critical areas in Central Campus; site specific review would be required for new development.
Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas

**Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the East Campus sector is located north and south of Husky Stadium, in the vicinity of the Graves Building and the Golf Driving Range, and within the natural open space area. Given the isolated nature of the identified steep slopes and the limited amount of development in the East Campus under Alternative 3, the potential to encounter steep slopes in the East Campus under Alternative 3 is low. Any development located in or proximate to steep slope areas would be designed consistent with City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas regulations (SMC 25.09).

**Liquefaction Area** – Identified Liquefaction Area on the University of Washington campus is restricted to the East Campus sector. Given that Alternative 3 assumes approximately 0.25 gsf of net new development in the sector (compared to 0.75 million gsf assumed under Alternative 1) the potential to encounter earth conditions associated with liquefaction in the East Campus is lower under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1.

**Abandoned Landfill Area** – Identified Abandoned Landfill Area on the University of Washington campus is primarily restricted to a portion of the East Campus sector. Compared to the 0.75 million gsf of net new development assumed for East Campus under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 assumes development of 0.25 million gsf of net new development in East Campus and the potential to encounter abandoned landfill area would be lower under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1.

**Peat Settlement Area** – Other than West Campus, the entire University of Washington campus is included within the identified Peat-Settlement Area. Given campus topography and soil conditions, the East Campus sector has the greatest potential to contain peat settlement conditions. Accordingly, all potential development sites in East Campus would be subject to development standards for peat-settlement-prone areas specified in SMC 25.09.110, including limitations on increased total impervious surface and identification of construction methods to limit modifications to the groundwater regime. Alternative 3 assumes development in the East Campus sector would total 0.25 million gsf (compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), and the potential to encounter earth conditions associated with peat settlement would be less under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1.

Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Conditions in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would be generally as described under Alternative 1. Compared to Alternative 1 conditions in the Primary Impact Zone, conditions in the Secondary Impact Zone would be generally as described under Alternative 1.

---
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more development would occur in the West Campus and South Campus sectors under Alternative 3, with a corresponding increase in the potential for earthwork activities. Earthwork activities in the West and South Campus sectors to occur in proximity to the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to West Campus and Central Campus. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to the West and South Campus sectors does not contain any identified Abandoned Landfill, Known Slide, Peat Settlement or Steep Slope areas.

Although less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3 than assumed under Alternative 1, assumed development in these sectors would occur in proximity to Abandoned Landfill buffer area and identified Steep Slope area immediately east of East Campus, and the identified Steep Slope area in the Ravenna Ravine immediately north of Central Campus.

Given the distance of identified soils-related critical areas in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 3, construction activities associated with Alternative 3 development would not be anticipated to occur in proximity to identified Abandoned Landfill, Known Slide, Peat Settlement or Steep Slope areas in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize the potential for impacts in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**

Alternative 4 represents campus development with a focus in the West and East Campus sectors, with more density in the Central and East Campus sectors than assumed under Alternative 1. Alternative 4 is intended to reflect conditions with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing increased density in campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6 million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 4 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan preferred allocation of building development presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the Central and East Campus sectors. The anticipated excavation amounts by campus area under Alternative 4 are estimated as follows:

- **West Campus** – approximately 750,000 cubic yards
- **South Campus** – approximately 50,000 cubic yards
- **Central Campus** – approximately 275,000 cubic yards
- **East Campus** – approximately 425,000 cubic yards
Compared to anticipated excavation amounts under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 includes
the same amount of excavation in West Campus, substantially less excavation in the South
Campus (50,000 cubic yards compared to 337,000 cubic yards under Alternative 1), more
excavation in Central Campus (275,000 cubic yards compared to 225,000 under Alternative
1), and substantially more excavation in East Campus (425,000 cubic yards compared to
187,000 cubic yards under Alternative 1).

As under Alternative 1, construction-related earth impacts could include short-term
localized erosion. Compliance with existing regulations and codes would minimize potential
impacts.

Below is discussion on earth conditions (including SMC Critical Areas Regulations) as they
relate to the campus sectors.

**West Campus**

As under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 assumes that the West Campus sector would contain
3.0 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 750,000 cubic
yards of excavation over the planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. The
potential construction earth-related impacts (erosion) are anticipated to be the same under
Alternative 4 as are assumed under Alternative 1 in the West Campus sector.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the West Campus sector is limited to
isolated areas south of the Burke-Gilman Trail, Benjamin Hall, and the Creative
Communications buildings. Alternative 4 includes the same amount of development as
under Alternative 1, and the potential for encountering steep slope conditions would be the
same under Alternative 4 as under Alternative 1.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – The West Campus sector does
not contain any identified Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill, or Peat Settlement areas and
there is no potential for earth related-impacts related to encountering identified
Liquefaction, Abandoned Landfill, or Peat Settlement areas in the West Campus sector
under Alternative 4.

**South Campus**

Alternative 4 assumes that the South Campus would contain 0.2 million gsf of net new
development (compared to 1.35 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1),
with a resulting amount of up to 50,000 yards of excavation over the planning horizon
(compared to 337,500 under Alternative 1). Potential construction earth-related impacts
(erosion) in South campus are anticipated to be less under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the South Campus sector is limited to the southeast edge of this sector, along the Ship Canal immediately west of the Montlake Bridge. Potential development in this area would be limited to a portion of the potential Continuous Waterfront Trail and, as under Alternative 1, the potential for earth impacts related to steep slopes in the South Campus sector is considered low.

**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – The South Campus sector does not contain any identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Areas, and there is no potential for earth-related impacts related to identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill areas in South Campus.

As indicated earlier in this section, the East, Central and South Campus sectors are identified as Peat Settlement Area. Given campus topography and soil conditions, Peat Settlement conditions are assumed to be primarily applicable to the East Campus and development in the South Campus under Alternative 4 would not be anticipated to encounter peat settlement issues.

**Central Campus**

Alternative 4 assumes that the Central Campus sector would contain 1.1 million gsf of net new development (compared with 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 275,000 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon. The potential construction earth-related impacts (erosion) under Alternative 4 are anticipated to be greater than under Alternative 1 in Central Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Areas** – As under Alternative 1, given the isolated nature of steep slopes in Central Campus, the potential for development under Alternative 4 to encounter steep slopes is low. Development located in proximity to steep slopes would consider slopes in the design process, and all development would be conducted in compliance with City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas Regulations (SMC 25.09) related to slopes.
**Liquefaction/Abandoned Landfill/Peat Settlement Areas** – Abandoned Landfill Area Buffer is identified on the approximately eastern third of the Central Campus sector, and Liquefaction Zone Area is identified on the eastern edge of the sector. Given the topography and soil conditions in these areas west of Montlake Boulevard NE, it is assumed that liquefaction and abandoned landfill (including presence of methane gasses) conditions would not be encountered during construction assumed under Alternative 4. However, any development located within identified Liquefaction or Abandoned Landfill Buffer Areas would be conducted in compliance with applicable City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas Regulations (SMC 25.09).

As indicated earlier in this section, the East, Central and South Campus sectors are identified as Peat Settlement Area. Given campus topography and soil conditions, Peat Settlement conditions are assumed to be primarily applicable to the East Campus and development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 4 would not be anticipated to encounter peat settlement conditions.

**East Campus**

Alternative 4 assumes that the East Campus sector would contain 1.7 million gsf of net new development (compared to 0.75 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 425,000 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 187,000 under Alternative 1). The potential construction earth-related impacts (erosion) are anticipated to be greater under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1 in East Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in East Campus.

**Relationship to Identified City of Seattle Environmentally Critical Areas**

**Steep Slope Area** – Identified Steep Slope Area in the East Campus sector is located north and south of Husky Stadium, in the vicinity of the Graves Building and the Golf Driving Range, and within the natural open space area. Given the isolated nature of the identified steep slopes in the East Campus sector, the potential to encounter steep slopes in the East Campus under Alternative 4 is low. Any development located in or proximate to steep slope areas would be conducted consistent with City of Seattle Environmental Critical Areas regulations (SMC 25.09).

---
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**Liquefaction Area** - The identified Liquefaction Area on the University of Washington campus is restricted to the East Campus sector. Alternative 4 assumes approximately 1.7 gsf of net new development (compared to 0.75 million gsf assumed under Alternative 1) and the potential to encounter earth conditions associated with liquefaction is greater under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1. Any proposed development in the East Campus would be required to prepare soils engineering studies consistent with Seattle Municipal Code 25.09.100, and other applicable requirements, to determine the physical properties of soils and the liquefaction potential (see Section 3.1.3 for mitigation measures related to liquefaction).

**Abandoned Landfill Area** - The identified Abandoned Landfill Area on the University of Washington campus is primarily restricted to a portion of the East Campus sector. Compared to the 0.75 million gsf of net new development assumed for East Campus under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 assumes development of 1.7 million gsf of net new development in East Campus and the potential to encounter earth conditions associated with abandoned landfill area would be greater under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1. Alternative 4 assumes development in the northwest portion of the East Campus that are located within the identified Abandoned Landfill Area would be subject to Seattle-King County Health Department requirements related to the prevention of damage from methane gas buildup, ground subsidence and seismic events (consistent with SMC 25.09.220(A)).

Additionally, according to SMC 25.09.220(B), areas within 1,000 feet of methane-producing landfills may be susceptible to accumulations of hazardous levels of methane gas in enclosed spaces and may be required to include methane barriers or other appropriate ventilation measures. East Campus development within the buffer may require methane barriers or other ventilation measures, consistent with applicable regulations.

**Peat Settlement Area** - Other than the West Campus sector, the entire University of Washington campus is included within the identified Peat-Settlement Area. Given campus topography and soil conditions, only the East Campus sector has the potential to contain peat settlement issues. Accordingly, all potential development sites in the East Campus sector would be subject to development standards for peat-settlement-prone areas specified in SMC 25.09.110, including limitations on increased total impervious surface and identification of construction methods to limit modifications to the groundwater regime. Alternative 4 assumes development in the East Campus sector would total 1.7 million gsf, and this level of campus development would be subject to Peat Settlement regulations. Alternative 4 assumes a greater amount of development in East Campus than under Alternative 1, and the potential to encounter earth conditions associated with peat settlement would be greater under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1.

---
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Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Under Alternative 4, conditions in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would be generally as described under Alternative 1. Compared to Alternative 1 conditions in the Primary Impact Zone, more development would occur in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors, with a corresponding increase in earthwork activities. Earthwork activities in the Central and East Campus sectors could occur in proximity to the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to Central and East Campus. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to the East Campus contains identified Abandoned Landfill buffer area and identified Steep Slope area. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to the Central Campus sector contains identified Steep Slope in the Ravenna Ravine.

Given the distance of land uses and identified soils related critical areas in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 4, construction activities associated with Alternative 4 development would not be anticipated to occur in proximity to identified Abandoned Landfill, Known Slide, Peat Settlement or Steep Slope areas in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize the potential for impacts in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1, 2, 3 and 4; although the assumed street vacation would not occur. The proposed vacation of NE Northlake Place in West Campus would not occur. Because substantial amounts of excavation would not be required for campus improvements associated with the street vacation in West Campus earth conditions under Alternative 5 would be similar to Alternatives 1, 2, 3 and 4 for all campus sectors.

Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts

Development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would contribute to the amount of overall construction in the area and, in combination with future new development in the area, would contribute to indirect construction-related earth impacts including short-term, localized traffic congestion, noise, dust, erosion and increased street maintenance requirements associated with the removal of dirt tracked onto area streets (see Section 3.2 Air Quality, Section 3.5 Environmental Health, and Section 3.15 Transportation). To the extent that increased campus population and development increase the pressure for supporting development in the area (primarily in the University District), campus growth
could contribute to earth-related impacts in the area. Any development outside of the MIO boundary would comply with City of Seattle code requirements.

The No Action Alternative could result in more pressure for new construction in the surrounding area (primarily in the University District) to meet a portion of the building development necessary to accommodate increased campus population, thus, potentially transferring a portion of the earth-related impacts from the University of Washington campus to surrounding areas.

Potential changes in the zoning and development capacity of the University District could result in increased development and construction in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus. Although the level, timing, and specific location(s) of future development in the University District is not defined, it is possible that some level of concurrent development and associated earthwork activities, would occur over a concurrent timeframe and in proximity to development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, especially given the proposed focus of development in West Campus under Alternatives 1 through 5. There would be the potential for indirect cumulative earth-related impacts (i.e., truck traffic, noise, dust, etc.) associated with concurrent construction activities on the University of Washington campus and in the University District.

All construction activities in the area, both on the University of the Washington campus and in the campus vicinity, would be required to follow applicable regulations, and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental
conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.1-5), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For example, areas of campus designated by the City of Seattle as geologic environmental critical areas are identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive earth conditions, while areas of campus located at a distance from geologic critical areas are identified as having a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive earth conditions.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### 3.1.3 Mitigation Measures

#### Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- All earthwork and site preparation on the University of Washington Seattle Campus would be conducted in compliance with relevant [Grading Code](#) criteria of the Seattle Municipal Code (Sections 22.170 and 22.802).

- All earthwork and site preparation activities on the University of Washington Seattle campus would be conducted in compliance with applicable Stormwater Code criteria of the Seattle Municipal Code and manual (SMC 22.800-808).

- Any development located within a City of Seattle mapped Environmentally Critical Area is subject to SMC 25.09, including Liquefaction-Prone Areas (SMC 25.09.100); Peat Settlement-Prone Areas (SMC 25.09.110); Steep Slope Areas (SMC 25.09.180); and, Abandoned Landfills (SMC 25.09.220); a soils report evaluating site conditions and recommendations for safe construction would be provided for specific development projects.

- Liquefaction prone areas within 1,000 feet of a methane-producing landfill area would comply with applicable provisions of the Seattle Building Code.
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The following Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control (TESC) measures would be implemented, as appropriate for the individual sites, as part of code compliance to reduce the risk of construction-related erosion:

- The ground surface in the construction area would be sloped and sealed to reduce water infiltration, to promote rapid runoff, and to prevent water ponding.
- To prevent soil disturbance, the size or type of construction equipment may have to be limited.
- No soil would be left uncompacted and exposed to moisture. A smooth-drum vibratory roller, or equivalent, would be used to seal the ground surface.
- Work areas and soil stockpiles would be covered with plastic. Bales of straw and/or geotextile silt fences would be used as appropriate to control soil erosion.
- During periods of wet weather, excavation and fill placement would be observed on a full-time basis by a geotechnical engineer (or engineer's representative) experienced in wet weather earthwork to determine that unsuitable materials are removed and that suitable compaction and site drainage is achieved.
- Excavation slopes would be protected from infiltration and erosion by directing water away from excavations and covering slopes with impermeable membranes, such as plastic sheeting.
- Excavated materials, stockpiles, and equipment would be placed away from the top edge of excavations a distance equal to at least the depth of the excavation.
- To prevent an accumulation of dust and/or mud on campus during construction activities, the tires of construction equipment and trucks could be washed before they leave construction sites and streets could be swept as necessary.

Site specific geotechnical recommendations would be provided as individual projects are proposed. Typical measures that could be implemented as part of code compliance, based on the specific conditions at the individual sites, include:

- Excavations greater than four feet in height would be adequately sloped or braced to prevent localized sloughing and spalling.
- Temporary shoring would be implemented during construction and would consist of a conventional soldier pile and lagging system.

- All soil excavated from the site would be tested for contamination. All soil would be disposed of consistent with applicable University of Washington, State and local regulations.

- Soldier piles and/or other slope stability techniques could be used as necessary in areas of unstable soils.

- Structures could be designed with structural systems capable of supporting code-required floor loading and resisting lateral forces generated by earthquakes and wind.

  • Whenever possible, construction could be scheduled to minimize overlapping of excavation periods for projects planned for construction in the same biennium.

  • As individual projects are proposed, coordination with educational or research uses in the immediate vicinity that could be sensitive to vibration during construction would be conducted to determine appropriate measures to minimize the potential for disruption (see Section 3.5 – Environmental Health for additional discussion and mitigation).

3.1.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

With implementation of the identified mitigation measures, significant earth related impacts are not anticipated.
3.2 AIR QUALITY AND GREENHOUSE GAS

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing air quality conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity and evaluates the potential impacts that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.2.1 Affected Environment

Climate

The Puget Sound region has a winter-wet, summer-dry climate. Winters are moderate in temperature with few cold periods below 32 degrees Fahrenheit, and summers are relatively cool with short spells between 85 degrees and 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Annual precipitation, concentrated in the winter months, averages 35 inches. Winds generally range south to southwest in the winter, and west to northwest in warmer periods.

In winter, inversions with very stable atmospheric conditions occur for periods of one to several days. Climate affects air quality in regards to wind conditions and temperatures; both factors influence ambient concentrations of pollutants. Due to low solar heating of the land in winter, temperature inversions may occur, accompanied by stagnant atmospheric conditions. In most cases, these pollutant-trapping inversions have an upper ‘lid’ at altitudes between 1,000 and 6,000 feet, and break up by early afternoon daily. In cases where the inversions do not break up on a daily basis, stagnated atmospheric conditions can result in the degradation of air quality. During such stagnated atmospheric conditions, the local air quality authorities (identified below) can issue impaired air quality burn bans that limit the use of wood burning devices.

Air Quality

Air Quality Regulatory Overview

Air quality is generally assessed in terms of whether concentrations of air pollutants are higher or lower than ambient air quality standards set to protect human health and welfare. Ambient air quality standards are set for what are referred to as “criteria” pollutants (e.g., carbon monoxide - CO, particulate matter, nitrogen dioxide - NO₂, and sulfur dioxide - SO₂). Three agencies have jurisdiction over the ambient air quality in the campus area: the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology), and the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency (PSCAA). These agencies establish regulations that govern both the concentrations of pollutants in the outdoor air and rates of
contaminant emissions from air pollution sources. Although their regulations are similar in stringency, each agency has established its own standards. Unless the state or local jurisdiction has adopted more stringent standards, EPA standards apply. These standards have been set at levels that EPA and Ecology have determined will protect human health with a margin of safety, including the health of sensitive individuals like the elderly, the chronically ill, and the very young.

Ecology and PSCAA maintain a network of air quality monitoring stations throughout the Puget Sound area. In general, these stations are located where there may be air quality problems, and so are usually in or near urban areas or close to specific large air pollution sources. Other stations located in more remote areas provide indications of regional or background air pollution levels. Based on monitoring information for criteria air pollutants collected over a period of years, Ecology and EPA designate regions as being "attainment" or "nonattainment" areas for particular pollutants. Attainment status is, therefore, a measure of whether air quality in an area complies with the federal health-based ambient air quality standards for criteria pollutants. Once a nonattainment area achieves compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQSs), the area is considered an air quality "maintenance" area. The campus area is considered an air quality maintenance area for CO, and there has not been a violation of the CO standards in the area in many years.

**Existing Air Quality Overview**

Existing sources of air pollution in the area include a variety of institutional and commercial sources, along with and dominated by local traffic sources. With typical vehicular traffic, the air pollutant of concern is CO. Other pollutants include ozone precursors (hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides – NOx), coarse and fine particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), and SO2. The amounts of particulate matter generated by well-maintained individual vehicles are minimal compared with other sources (e.g., a wood-burning stove), and concentrations of SO2 and NOx are usually not high except near large industrial facilities. Existing air quality in the area is generally considered good.

Following is a description of existing sources of air pollution for each of the campus sectors.

**West Campus**

Vehicular traffic currently has the greatest influence on air quality in West Campus. Major roadways in and around West Campus that carry pollutant-emitting traffic include: NE Pacific Street and NE Campus Parkway, which pass through the sector; the University Bridge, which passes over a portion of the sector; and the I-5 Ship Canal Bridge and 15th Avenue NE, which form the western and eastern edges of the sector respectively (see Figure 2-2 in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS).
South Campus

Vehicular traffic currently has the greatest influence on air quality in South Campus. Major roadways in and around South Campus that carry pollutant-emitting traffic include: 15th Avenue NE, which forms the western edge of the sector; NE Pacific Avenue, which forms the northern edge of the sector; and Montlake Boulevard NE, which forms the eastern edge of the sector (see Figure 2-2 in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS).

Central Campus

Vehicular traffic currently has the greatest influence on air quality in Central Campus. Major roadways in and around Central Campus that carry pollutant-emitting traffic include: University Way NE and Stevens Parkway, which pass through the sector; and 15th Avenue NE, NE 45th Avenue, Montlake Boulevard NE, and NE Pacific Avenue, which form the edges of the sector (see Figure 2-2 in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS).

East Campus

Vehicular traffic currently has the greatest influence on air quality in East Campus. Major roadways in and around East Campus that carry pollutant-emitting traffic include: Montlake Boulevard NE, which forms the western edge of the sector; and 45th Avenue NE, which forms the northern edge of the sector (see Figure 2-2 in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS).

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Earth’s Natural Climate and Human Influence on Climate

The global climate is continuously changing, as evidenced by repeated episodes of warming and cooling documented in the geologic record. The rate of change has typically been incremental, with warming or cooling trends occurring over the course of thousands of years. The past 10,000 years have been marked by a period of incremental warming, as glaciers have steadily retreated across the globe. Scientists have observed, however, an unprecedented increase in the rate of warming in the past 150 years. This recent warming has coincided with the global Industrial Revolution, which resulted in widespread deforestation to accommodate development and agriculture, and an increase in the use of fossil fuels which has released substantial amounts of greenhouse gases (GHGs) into the atmosphere.

GHGs, such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide, trap heat in the atmosphere and are emitted by both natural processes and human activities. The accumulation of GHG in the atmosphere affects the earth’s temperature. While research has shown that earth’s
climate has natural warming and cooling cycles, evidence indicates that human activity has elevated the concentration of GHG in the atmosphere beyond the level of naturally occurring concentrations resulting in more heat being held within the atmosphere. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), an international group of scientists from 130 governments has concluded that it is “very likely” (a probability listed at more than 90 percent) that human activities and fossil fuels explain most of the warming over the past 50 years.1

The IPCC predicts that under current human GHG emission trends, the following results could be realized within the next 100 years:2

- global temperature increases between 1.1 – 6.4 degrees Celsius;
- potential sea level rise between 18 to 59 centimeters or 7 to 22 inches;
- reduction in snow cover and sea ice;
- potential for more intense and frequent heat waves, tropical cycles and heavy precipitation; and
- impacts to biodiversity, drinking water, and food supplies.

The Climate Impacts Group (CIG), a Washington-state based interdisciplinary research group which collaborates with federal, state, local, tribal, and private agencies, organizations, and businesses, studies impacts of natural climate variability and global climate change on the Pacific Northwest. CIG research and modeling indicates the following possible impacts of human-based climate change in the Pacific Northwest:3

- changes in water resources such as decreased snowpack; earlier snowmelt; decreased water for irrigation, fish and summertime hydropower production; increased conflict over water; and increased urban demand for water;
- changes in salmon migration and reproduction;
- changes in forest growth and species diversity and increases in forest fires; and
- changes along the coast such as increased coastal erosion and beach loss due to rising sea levels; increased landslides due to increased winter rainfall, permanent inundation in some areas; and increased coastal flooding due to sea level rise and increased winter streamflow.

Regulatory Context for Global Climate Change

There are no specific emission reduction requirements or targets applicable to potential future campus development, nor are there any generally accepted emission level "impact"
thresholds with which to assess potential localized or global impacts related to GHG emissions. Instead, there are State and local policies and programs intended to consider and reduce GHG emissions over time, as described below. The University of Washington is also considered a leader in global climate change and performs critical research on the issue.

**Western Regional Climate Action Initiative**

On February 26, 2007, the Governors of Arizona, California, New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington signed the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) to develop regional strategies to address climate change. WCI is identifying, evaluating, and implementing collective and cooperative ways to reduce GHGs in the region. Subsequent to this original agreement, the Governors of Utah and Montana, as well as the Premiers of British Columbia and Manitoba joined the Initiative. The WCI objectives include setting an overall regional reduction goal for GHG emissions, developing a design to achieve the goal and participating in The Climate Registry, a multi-state registry to enable tracking, management, and crediting for entities that reduce their GHG emissions.

On September 23, 2008, the WCI released their final design recommendations for a regional cap-and-trade program. This program would cover GHG emissions from electricity generation, industrial and commercial fossil fuel combustion, industrial process emissions, gas and diesel consumption for transportation, and residential fuel use. The first phase of the program began January 1, 2012, and regulates electricity emissions and some industrial emission sources not present on the campus. Thus, this program is not applicable to the proposed 2018 Campus Master Plan, per se.

**State of Washington**

In February of 2007, Executive Order No. 07-02 established goals for Washington regarding reductions in climate pollution, increases in jobs, and reductions in expenditures on imported fuel (Washington, Office of the Governor, 2007). The goals for reducing GHG emissions were as follows: to reach 1990 levels by 2020 and to reduce emissions 25 percent below 1990 levels by 2035 and 50 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. This order was intended to address climate change, grow the clean energy economy, and move Washington toward energy independence. The Washington Legislature in 2007 passed SB 6001, which among other things, adopted the Executive Order No. 07-02 goals into statute.

In 2008, the Washington Legislature built on SB 6001 by passing the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Bill (E2SHB 2815). While SB 6001 set targets to reduce emissions, the E2SHB 2815 made those state-wide requirements (RCW 70.235.020) and directed the state to submit a comprehensive GHG reduction plan to the Legislature by December 1, 2008. As part of the plan, the Department of Ecology was mandated to develop a system for reporting and
monitoring GHG emissions within the state and a design for a regional multi-sector, market-based system to reduce statewide GHG emissions, consistent with the requirements in RCW 70.235.020.

In 2008, Ecology issued a memorandum stating that climate change and GHG emissions should be included in all State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) analyses and committed to providing further clarification and analysis tools (Manning, 2008). Ecology direction on SEPA and GHG emissions indicates that SEPA cannot be relied upon exclusively or even primarily for achieving GHG reductions, and that the state is pursuing many actions to reduce GHGs.

In 2009, Executive Order 09-05 ordered Washington State agencies to reduce climate-changing GHG emissions, to increase transportation and fuel-conservation options for Washington residents, and protect the State's water supplies and coastal areas. This Executive Order directs state agencies to develop a regional emissions reduction program; develop emission reduction strategies and industry emissions benchmarks to make sure 2020 reduction targets are met; work on low-carbon fuel standards or alternative requirements to reduce carbon emissions from the transportation sector; address rising sea levels and the risks to water supplies; and increase transit options (e.g., buses, light rail, and ride-share programs) and give Washington residents more choices for reducing the effect of transportation emissions.

On December 1, 2010, Ecology adopted Chapter 173-441 WAC – *Reporting of Emission of Greenhouse Gases*. This rule aligns the State's GHG reporting requirements with EPA regulations, and requires facilities and transportation fuel suppliers that directly emit 10,000 metric tons carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO\textsubscript{2}e) or more per year, to report their GHG emissions to Ecology. Requirements for reporting began on January 1, 2012.

**City of Seattle**

The Seattle City Council adopted Comprehensive Plan goals and policies in 2007 related to achieving reductions in GHG emissions. To carry out these goals and policies, assessment of GHG emissions from proposed development is required. Under this assessment, developers for projects that trigger environmental review are required to identify the climate change impact of their proposals as shown by calculating the GHG emissions. In April 2011, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 123575, which amended the City's *Comprehensive Plan* (Section E on Environment) to provide that a forthcoming Climate Action Plan would identify strategies for reducing GHG emissions and would include methods for reducing Vehicle Miles Traveled. The Office of Sustainability & Environment has since developed a new Climate Action Plan to meet the goal of carbon neutrality by 2050; the plan was adopted by the Seattle City Council on June 17, 2013.
The University of Washington is a signatory on the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment. The University is also one of the founding partners of the Seattle Climate Partnerships and has prepared an initial quantitative estimate of the University’s GHG emissions profile. In October 2007, the University of Washington also released the “2005 Inventory of Greenhouse Gas Emissions Ascribable to the University of Washington,” which provided a quantitative estimate of the total GHG emissions produced on the University of Washington Campus. In 2008, the University of Washington also established the Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability Office to support the University’s Campus Sustainability Fund, coordinate University initiatives such as the Climate Action Plan, and promote campus projects that encourage resource conservation.

### Existing Greenhouse Gas Emissions

In order to provide a context for GHG emissions associated with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, it is useful to consider the existing estimated overall emissions on the University of Washington campus. For the purposes of discussion of climate change impacts in this EIS, the SEPA Greenhouse Gas Emissions Worksheet formulated by King County (see Appendix B for the completed worksheet) was used to estimate the emissions that are currently generated by existing development on campus. Table 3.2-1 summarizes the existing lifespan and annual emissions generated by existing campus development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campus</th>
<th>Square Feet (thousands of sq. ft.)</th>
<th>Lifespan Emissions (MTCO₂e)⁶</th>
<th>Anticipated Lifespan</th>
<th>Estimated Annual Emissions (MTCO₂e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>3,846.2</td>
<td>4,021,126</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>64,338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>4,178.5</td>
<td>4,368,539</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>69,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>7,153.5</td>
<td>7,478,843</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>119,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>1,462.0</td>
<td>1,528,492</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>24,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 2015 Existing Campus</td>
<td>16,640.2</td>
<td>17,397,035</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>278,353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: any inconsistencies in this table are due to rounding.

⁴ The King County worksheet was utilized rather than the Washington State Department of Ecology form because the King County Worksheet calculation characteristics most closely reflect those of the Proposed Action.

⁵ It should be noted that the calculation of existing GHG emissions on-campus represent a conservative estimate of emissions as the King County worksheet includes emissions associated with the construction of buildings and these emissions would have already occurred as part of the previous development of the existing campus buildings.

⁶ MTCO₂e is defined as Metric Ton Carbon Dioxide Equivalent which is a standard measure of amount of CO₂ emissions reduced or sequestered.
In order to provide context for GHG emissions associated with development under the EIS Alternatives, following is a description of existing GHG emissions from each of the campus sectors.

**West Campus**

As shown in Table 3.2-1, the estimated current lifespan emissions in West Campus are 4,021,126 MTCO$_2e$ and annual emission are 64,338 MTCO$_2e$.

**South Campus**

As shown in Table 3.2-1, the estimated current lifespan emissions in South Campus are 4,368,539 MTCO$_2e$ and annual emission are 69,897 MTCO$_2e$.

**Central Campus**

The Central Campus sector currently generates the most GHG emissions of the campus sectors. As shown in Table 3.2-1, the estimated current lifespan emissions in Central Campus are 7,478,843 MTCO$_2e$ and annual emission are 69,897 MTCO$_2e$. These emissions are the highest of any of the sectors due to the amount of existing development in this sector.

**East Campus**

The East Campus sector currently generates the least GHG emissions of the campus sectors. As shown in Table 3.2-1, the estimated current lifespan emissions in East Campus are 1,528,492 MTCO$_2e$ and annual emission are 24,456 MTCO$_2e$. These emissions are the lowest of any of the sectors due to the amount of existing development in this area.

**Surrounding Primary & Secondary Zone Area**

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement. These zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

The major sources of air quality pollutants and GHG emissions within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones include: commercial and residential development, and major roadways. Within the **Primary Impact Zone**, these sources include: commercial and residential development in the University District, Wallingford, Laurelhurst and Montlake neighborhoods; commercial development at University Village; and emissions from traffic on I-5, SR-520, NE 50$^{th}$ Street, NE 45$^{th}$ Street, NE Pacific Street, Roosevelt Way NE, 11$^{th}$ Avenue NE, University Way NE, 25$^{th}$ Avenue NE, and Montlake Boulevard NE. Within the **Secondary Impact Zone**, all of the same sources of air quality pollutants and GHG emissions...
are present, except University Village. Additional roadway sources in this zone include: Eastlake Avenue E, 24th Avenue NE, NE 35th Street, Sandpoint Way NE, NE 65th Street and NE Ravenna Boulevard

### 3.2.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies how development under the EIS Alternatives would relate to air quality and GHG emissions during construction and long-term operations.

#### No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, air quality and GHG emissions would primarily be related to the approximately 211,000 gsf of building development remaining under the current CMP Seattle 2003. The approximately 211,000 gsf of building development would represent approximately three percent of the amount of development on campus assumed under Alternatives 1 - 5, and the potential for air quality and GHG-related impacts on the University of Washington campus would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1 - 5. For example, the amount of estimated lifespan and annual emissions related to the development that would occur under the No Action Alternative would be 220,596 MTCO$_2$e and 3,530 MTCO$_2$e, respectively; compared to 6,272,882 MTCO$_2$e and 100,366 MTCO$_2$e under Alternatives 1 - 5. GHG emissions from building development under the No Action Alternative have not been estimated by campus sector because building development has not been allocated by sector under this alternative.

However, to the extent that the No Action Alternative could result in more pressure for new construction in the surrounding area (primarily in the University District) to meet a portion of the development necessary to accommodate increased campus population, the No Action Alternative could result in increased air quality and GHG-related impacts on surrounding areas.

#### Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1, which matches the preferred distribution of building development in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, includes approximately 6.0 million net new gsf of development throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and East Campus sectors. Development on the campus under Alternative 1 would result in air quality and GHG impacts as described below.
Air Quality

General Construction

The development of 6.0 million gsf of building development on the University of Washington Seattle campus would result in localized short-term increases in particulates (dust) and equipment emissions (carbon monoxide) in the vicinity of construction sites. Key construction activities causing potential impacts include: removal of existing pavement and/or buildings, excavation, grading, stockpiling of soils, soil compaction, and operation of diesel-powered trucks and equipment (i.e., generators and compressors) on the individual potential development sites.

Demolition of existing structures would require the removal and disposal of building materials, some of which could contain asbestos. If this proves to be the case, demolition contractors would be required to comply with EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and disposal of any asbestos-containing materials.

Construction would require the use of heavy trucks, excavators, graders, cranes, pile drivers, and a range of smaller equipment such as generators, pumps, and compressors. Emissions from existing transportation sources (primarily vehicular traffic) around the development areas would very likely outweigh any emissions resulting from construction equipment. Pollution control agencies are nonetheless now urging that emissions from diesel equipment be minimized to the extent practicable to reduce potential health risks. Construction contractors would minimize emissions from diesel-powered construction equipment to the extent practicable by taking steps such as those discussed in Section 3.2.3.

With appropriate code and regulation compliance, construction-related diesel emissions would not be likely to substantially affect air quality in the vicinity of any potential development site.

Although some construction could cause odors, particularly during paving operations that involve the using tar and asphalt, any odors related to construction would be short-term and localized (and in some areas located within a busy traffic area where such odors would likely go unnoticed). Construction contractor(s) would be required to comply with PSCAA regulations that prohibit the emission of any air contaminant in sufficient quantities and of such characteristics and duration as is, or is likely to be, injurious to human health, plant or animal life, or property, or which unreasonably interferes with enjoyment of life and property.

With implementation of the controls required for the various aspects of construction activities and consistent use of best management practices (BMPs) to minimize emissions,
construction activities under Alternative 1 would not be expected to significantly affect air quality.

**Construction Traffic**

During construction, on-campus activity and periodic traffic delays on adjacent streets could contribute to slightly greater vehicle emissions. Under Alternative 1, West Campus and South Campus sectors would have a higher potential to incur increased activity and traffic delays, and associated increases in vehicle emissions, compared to the Central and East Campus sectors.

**Operations**

Overall campus population growth during the planning horizon would increase the consumption of electricity, fossil fuel, and natural gas in the central power plant which would contribute to cumulative air quality impacts. Emissions from the plant would be managed to comply with the standards and methodology associated with the University’s Air Quality Operation Permit issued by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.

Operation of certain uses on the campus could result in direct exhaust emissions from enclosed/interior truck loading areas, research and medical operations, and other exhaust venting sources. Exhaust vents would likely be located either near ground level or at elevated positions on building (including on the roof). Research fume hoods are also provided within University laboratory areas and are regulated and inspected by the University’s Environmental Health and Safety Department. Emissions from any vents near ground level could have the greatest potential to be perceived by pedestrians and users of nearby buildings. While such emissions could, at times, be noticeable, these emissions would be unlikely to result in air quality impacts. Any emissions would be subject to applicable requirements of the University of Washington and the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions**

Climate change is a global problem and it is not possible to discern the impact that GHG emissions from a single campus master plan may have on global climate change.

Neither the EPA, State of Washington, nor City of Seattle currently have regulations in place to provide guidance on analysis of the impacts of climate change and associated GHG emissions. For the purposes of discussion of the climate change impacts of the Proposed Action for this EIS, the *SEPA Greenhouse Gas Emissions Worksheet* formulated by King
County was used to estimate the emissions footprint of the Proposed Action for the lifecycle of the development, specifically:

- the extraction, processing, transportation, construction and disposal of materials and landscape disturbance (embodied emissions);
- energy demands created by the development after it is completed (energy emissions); and
- transportation demands created by the development after it is completed (transportation emissions) (see Appendix B of the Draft EIS for the completed worksheet).

It is estimated that assumed development under Alternative 1 would generate GHG emissions associated with construction activities (including demolition), production/extraction of construction materials, energy consumption from construction and operation, and vehicle emissions from associated vehicle trips. Table 3.2-2 shows the anticipated lifespan GHG emissions and estimated annual GHG emissions associated with development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan under Alternative 1 (6,272,882 MTCO₂e and 100,366 MTCO₂e, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Square Feet (thousands of sq. ft.)</th>
<th>Lifespan Emissions (MTCO₂e)</th>
<th>Anticipated Lifespan</th>
<th>Estimated Annual Emissions (MTCO₂e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>3,136,441</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>1,411,398</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>940,932</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>784,110</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1 Total</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>6,272,882</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: any inconsistencies in this table are due to rounding.

Following is a discussion of air quality and GHG impacts under Alternative 1 by campus sector.

---

7 The King County worksheet was used rather than the Washington State Department of Ecology form because the King County Worksheet calculation characteristics most closely reflect those of the Proposed Action

8 MTCO₂e is defined as Metric Ton Carbon Dioxide Equivalent which is a standard measure of amount of CO₂ emissions reduced or sequestered.
West Campus

**Air Quality** - One of the focus areas of Alternative 1 development is in West Campus (3.0 million gsf of building area). As a result, existing uses sensitive to dust and equipment emissions generated during construction in this sector could be affected in the short-term, including student housing and academic uses. Demolition activities in West Campus would require adherence to applicable EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and disposal of any asbestos-containing material. Significant air quality impacts associated with demolition would not be anticipated.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-2, assumed new development under Alternative 1 is estimated to generate an additional 3,136,441 MTCO$_2$e of lifespan and 50,183 MTCO$_2$e of annual GHG emissions in West Campus (beyond the 4,021,126 MTCO$_2$e lifespan and 64,338 MTCO$_2$e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions, and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). The additional GHG emissions from new development in West Campus would be the greatest of all of the campus sectors, given the amount of new development assumed in this area under Alternative 1.

South Campus

**Air Quality** – The South Campus sector is another one of the focus areas of Alternative 1 development (1.35 million gsf of building area). As a result, existing uses sensitive to dust and equipment emissions generated during construction in this area could be affected in the short-term, including medical and dental uses. Demolition activities in the South Campus would require adherence to applicable EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and disposal of any asbestos-containing material. Significant air quality impacts associated with demolition would not be anticipated.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** – As shown in Table 3.2-2, assumed new development under Alternative 1 is estimated to generate an additional 1,411,398 MTCO$_2$e of lifespan and 22,582 MTCO$_2$e of annual GHG emissions in South Campus (beyond the 4,368,539 MTCO$_2$e lifespan and 69,897 MTCO$_2$e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative).

Central Campus

**Air Quality** - Dust and equipment emissions associated with construction under Alternative 1 in Central Campus would have the potential to impact academic and student housing uses. However, given the lower amount of construction assumed for Central Campus (0.9 million gsf of building area) the potential for air quality impacts would be less than in the West and South Campus sectors.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions - As shown in Table 3.2-2, assumed new development under Alternative 1 is estimated to generate an additional 940,932 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 15,055 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in Central Campus (beyond the 7,478,843 MTCO₂e lifespan and 119,661 MTCO₂e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative).

East Campus

Air Quality - Given the relatively limited amount of construction assumed for East Campus under Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf of building area) and relative lack of existing sensitive uses (i.e., limited academic and housing uses), the potential for air quality impacts during construction in East Campus would be low.

With implementation of the controls required for the various aspects of construction activities (i.e., EPA, PSCAA and University of Washington Environmental Health and Safety requirements and standards) and consistent use of best management practices to minimize emissions, construction under Alternative 1 would not be expected to significantly affect air quality.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions - As shown in Table 3.2-2, assumed new development under Alternative 1 is estimated to generate an additional 784,110 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 12,546 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in East Campus (beyond the 1,528,492 MTCO₂e lifespan and 24,456 MTCO₂e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). Additional GHG emissions from East Campus would be the least of all the campus sectors, given the amount of new development assumed in this area under Alternative 1.

Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Alternative 1 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential air quality impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to dust, equipment emissions, and localized traffic congestion. During operation, potential air quality impacts on land uses would largely be due to localized traffic congestion.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development under Alternative 1), more air quality emissions would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).
Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less air quality emissions that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including air quality regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 1, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 1 development would not be anticipated to result in air quality impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West, South and East Campus sectors, and a lesser level of development in the Central Campus sector. Existing building height limits would be retained under this alternative.

**Air Quality**

As under Alternative 1, the development of 6.0 million gsf of building development on the University of Washington Seattle campus under Alternative 2 would result in localized short-term increases in particulates (dust) and equipment emissions (CO) in the vicinity of construction sites. On-campus activity and periodic traffic delays on adjacent streets could contribute to slightly greater vehicle emissions during construction. With implementation of the controls required for the various aspects of construction activities and consistent use of BMPs to minimize emissions, construction under Alternative 2 would not be expected to significantly affect air quality.

Overall campus population growth during the planning horizon (10 years) under Alternative 2 would increase the consumption of electricity, fossil fuel, and natural gas in the central power plant which would contribute to cumulative air quality impacts, as described under Alternative 1. Emissions from the plant would be managed to comply with standards and methodology associated with the University’s Air Quality Operation Permit issued by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.

Similar to under Alternative 1, operation of certain uses on the campus under Alternative 2 could result in direct exhaust emissions from enclosed/interior truck loading areas, research and medical operations, and other exhaust venting sources. Any emissions would be subject to applicable requirements of the University of Washington and the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

As described for Alternative 1, climate change is a global problem and it is not possible to discern the impact that GHG emissions from a single campus master plan may have on global climate change. The total amount of estimated annual and lifetime GHG emissions from Alternative 2 would be the same as for Alternative 1 (6,272,882 MTCO₂e and 100,366 MTCO₂e, respectively) because the same amount of total building area (approximately 6.0 million gsf) is assumed throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus (see Table 3.2-3).

Table 3.2-3
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS – ALTERNATIVE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campus</th>
<th>Square Feet (thousands of sq. ft.)</th>
<th>Lifespan Emissions (MTCO₂e)⁹</th>
<th>Anticipated Lifespan</th>
<th>Estimated Annual Emissions (MTCO₂e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>2,509,153</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>40,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>1,411,398</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>22,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>940,932</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>15,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>1,411,398</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>22,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2 Total</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>6,272,882</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>100,366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: any inconsistencies in this table are due to rounding.

Following is a discussion of air quality and GHG impacts under Alternative 2 by campus sector.

West Campus

Air Quality - Given that one of the focus areas of Alternative 2 development and associated construction is the West Campus sector, existing uses sensitive to dust and equipment emissions in this sector (primarily student housing and academic uses) could be affected in the short-term.

Assumed development of 2.4 million gsf of net new building space in West Campus under Alternative 2 is slightly less than under Alternative 1 and resultant air quality conditions during construction would be slightly less as well. To accommodate 2.4 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus sector without the proposed allowable building height increases, 3 additional potential development sites would be required with more limited open space improvements than assumed under Alternative 1. Given that more potential development sites would be developed under Alternative 2 without the proposed

⁹ MTCO₂e is defined as Metric Ton Carbon Dioxide Equivalent which is a standard measure of amount of CO₂ emissions reduced or sequestered.
allowable building height increases, the potential for air quality impacts associated with demolition and site preparation would be slightly greater than Alternative 1 with the maximum height increases.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-3, assumed new development under Alternative 2 is estimated to generate an additional 2,509,153 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e of lifespan and 40,146 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e of annual GHG emissions in West Campus (beyond the 4,021,126 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e lifespan and 64,338 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual the GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). Alternative 2 would generate slightly less additional GHG emissions in West Campus than Alternative 1 because of the amount of new development assumed to occur in this area. However, new development in West Campus would generate more additional GHG emissions than any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 2.

**South Campus**

**Air Quality** – Air quality emissions under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1, because the assumed level of development is the same (1.35 million gsf). A substantial amount of demolition of existing buildings could occur. As under Alternative 1, demolition activities at South Campus would require adherence to applicable EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and disposal of any asbestos-containing material.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-3, assumed new development under Alternative 2 is estimated to generate an additional 1,411,398 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e of lifespan and 22,582 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e of annual GHG emissions in South Campus (beyond the 4,368,539 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e lifespan and 69,897 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). Given that assumed new building development in South Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 is estimated to generate the same amount of additional GHG emissions in South Campus as Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

**Air Quality** – Air quality emissions under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1, because the assumed level of development is the same. As under Alternative 1, dust, equipment emissions, and vehicular emissions associated with Alternative 2 construction and operation in Central Campus would have the potential to impact academic and student housing uses.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-3, assumed new development under Alternative 2 is estimated to generate an additional 940,932 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e of lifespan and 15,055 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e of annual GHG emissions in Central Campus (beyond the 7,478,843 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e...
lifespan and 119,661 MTCO$_2$e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). Given that assumed new building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 is estimated to generate the same amount of additional GHG emissions in Central Campus as Alternative 1. New development in Central Campus would generate less additional GHG emissions than any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 2.

**East Campus**

**Air Quality** - Development of approximately 1.35 million gsf of building area in East Campus would represent more development than under Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf assumed under Alternative 1), and would result in greater potential for localized increases in dust and equipment measures. However, given the relatively low number of existing sensitive uses (i.e., housing, academic, research uses) in the East Campus sector, the potential for air quality impacts during construction in East Campus is low.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-3, assumed new development under Alternative 2 is estimated to generate an additional 1,411,398 MTCO$_2$e of lifespan and 22,582 MTCO$_2$e of annual GHG emissions in East Campus (beyond the 1,528,492 MTCO$_2$e lifespan and 24,456 annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). Given that assumed new building development in East Campus is greater than under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 is estimated to generate more additional GHG emissions in East Campus than Alternative 1.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential air quality impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to dust, equipment emissions, and localized traffic congestion. During operation, potential air quality impacts on land uses would largely be due to localized traffic congestion.

With the focus of development in the West, South and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), more construction activities would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to East Campus).
Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including air quality regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 2 development would not be anticipated to result in air quality impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle Campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

**Air Quality**

As under Alternative 1, the development of 6.0 million gsf of building development on the University of Washington Seattle campus under Alternative 3 would result in localized short-term increases in particulates (dust) and equipment emissions (CO) in the vicinity of construction sites. On-campus activity and periodic traffic delays on adjacent streets could contribute to slightly greater vehicle emissions during construction. With implementation of the controls required for the various aspects of construction activities and consistent use of BMPs to minimize emissions, construction under Alternative 3 would not be expected to significantly affect air quality.

Overall campus population growth during the planning horizon under Alternative 3 would increase the consumption of electricity, fossil fuel, and natural gas in the central power plant which would contribute to cumulative air quality impacts, as described under Alternative 1. Emissions from the plant would be managed to comply with standards and methodology associated with the University’s Air Quality Operation Permit issued by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.

Similar to under Alternative 1, operation of certain uses on the campus under Alternative 3 could result in direct exhaust emissions from enclosed/interior truck loading areas, research and medical operations, and other exhaust venting sources. Any emissions would be subject to applicable requirements of the University of Washington and the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions**

As indicated for Alternative 1, climate change is a global problem and it is not possible to discern the impact that GHG emissions from a single campus master plan may have on
global climate change. The total amount of estimated annual and lifetime GHG emissions from Alternative 3 (6,272,882 MTCO$_2$e and 100,366 MTCO$_2$e, respectively) would be the same as for Alternative 1 because the same total amount of building area (approximately 6.0 million gsf) is assumed throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus (see **Table 3.2-4**).

**Table 3.2-4**  
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS – ALTERNATIVE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Square Feet (thousands of sq. ft.)</th>
<th>Lifespan Emissions (MTCO$_2$e)$^{10}$</th>
<th>Anticipated Lifespan</th>
<th>Estimated Annual Emissions (MTCO$_2$e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>3,200</td>
<td>3,345,537</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>53,529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>1,725,043</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>27,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>940,932</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>15,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>261,370</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>4,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 3 Total</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>6,272,882</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>100,366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: any inconsistencies in this table are due to rounding.

Following is a discussion of air quality and GHG impacts under Alternative 3 by campus sector.

**West Campus**

**Air Quality** – Given that one of the focus areas of Alternative 3 is development in the West Campus sector, existing uses sensitive to dust and equipment emissions in this area (primarily student housing and academic uses) could be affected in the short-term.

Assumed development of 3.2 million gsf of net new building space under Alternative 3 is slightly more than under Alternative 1 and resultant air quality conditions during construction would be slightly more as well.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-4, assumed new development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate an additional 3,345,537 MTCO$_2$e of lifespan and 53,529 MTCO$_2$e of annual GHG emissions in West Campus (beyond the 4,021,126 MTCO$_2$e lifespan and 64,338 MTCO$_2$e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). New development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate slightly more additional GHG emissions in West Campus than Alternative 1 because slightly more new development is assumed to occur in this area. New development in West Campus would

---

$^{10}$ MTCO$_2$e is defined as Metric Ton Carbon Dioxide Equivalent which is a standard measure of amount of CO2 emissions reduced or sequestered.
generate more additional GHG emissions than new development in any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 3.

**South Campus**

**Air Quality** – Assumed South Campus development under Alternative 3 would be slightly more than under Alternative 1 (1.65 million gsf compared to 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 1). A substantial amount of demolition of existing buildings could occur. As under Alternative 1, demolition activities at South Campus would require adherence to applicable EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and disposal of any asbestos-containing material.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-4, assumed new development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate an additional 1,725,043 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 27,601 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in South Campus (beyond the 4,368,539 MTCO₂e lifespan and 69,897 MTCO₂e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). New development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate slightly more additional GHG emissions in South Campus than Alternative 1 because of the amount of new development assumed to occur in this area.

**Central Campus**

**Air Quality** – As under Alternative 1, given that only 0.9 million gsf of net new development is assumed for Central Campus under Alternative 3, the amount of air quality emissions in South Campus would be less than compared to other campus sectors and would generally reflect current conditions.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-4, assumed new development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate an additional 940,932 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 15,055 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in Central Campus (beyond the 7,478,843 MTCO₂e lifespan and 119,661 MTCO₂e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). New development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate the same additional GHG emissions in Central Campus as Alternative 1 because the same amount of new development is assumed to occur in this area.

**East Campus**

**Air Quality** – Development of approximately 0.25 million gsf of building area in East Campus would result in the potential for localized increases in dust and equipment measures. However, given the relatively low number of existing sensitive uses (i.e., housing, academic, research) and much less development in the East Campus sector than in the other sectors
under Alternative 3, the potential for air quality impacts during construction in East Campus is low.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-4, assumed new development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate an additional 261,370 MTCO$_2$e of lifespan and 4,182 MTCO$_2$e of annual GHG emissions in East Campus (beyond the 1,528,492 MTCO$_2$e lifespan and 24,456 MTCO$_2$e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). Given that assumed new building development in East Campus is less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 is estimated to generate less additional GHG emissions in East Campus than Alternative 1. New development in East Campus would generate much less additional GHG emissions than any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 3.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential air quality impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to dust, equipment emissions, and localized traffic congestion. During operation, potential air quality impacts would largely be due to localized traffic congestion.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), more construction and operational activities would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to the these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less air quality emissions that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including air quality regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 3, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 3 development would not be anticipated to result in air quality impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.
Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

Air Quality

As under Alternative 1, the development of 6.0 million gsf of building development on the University of Washington Seattle campus under Alternative 4 would result in localized short-term increases in particulates (dust) and equipment emissions (CO) in the vicinity of construction sites. On-campus activity and periodic traffic delays on adjacent streets could contribute to slightly greater vehicle emissions during construction. With implementation of the controls required for the various aspects of construction activities and consistent use of BMPs to minimize emissions, construction under Alternative 4 is not expected to significantly affect air quality.

Overall campus population growth during the planning horizon under Alternative 4 would increase the consumption of electricity, fossil fuel, and natural gas in the central power plant which would contribute to cumulative air quality impacts, as described under Alternative 1. Emissions from the plant would be managed to comply with standards and methodology associated with the University’s approved Air Quality Operation Permit by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.

Similar to under Alternative 1, operation of certain uses on the campus under Alternative 4 could result in direct exhaust emissions from enclosed/interior truck loading areas, research and medical operations, and other exhaust venting sources. Any emissions would be subject to applicable requirements of the University of Washington and the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

As indicated for Alternative 1, climate change is a global problem and it is not possible to discern the impact that GHG emissions from a single campus master plan may have on global climate change. The total amount of estimated annual and lifetime GHG emissions (6,272,882 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e and 100,366 MTCO\textsubscript{2}e, respectively) from Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 1 because the same amount total of building area (approximately 6.0 million gsf) is assumed throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus (see Table 3.2-5).
### Table 3.2-5
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS – ALTERNATIVE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Square Feet (thousands of sq. ft.)</th>
<th>Lifespan Emissions (MTCO₂e)¹¹</th>
<th>Anticipated Lifespan</th>
<th>Estimated Annual Emissions (MTCO₂e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>3,136,441</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>50,183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>209,096</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>3,346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,150,028</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>18,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>1,777,317</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>28,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 4 Total</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>6,272,882</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>100,366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: any inconsistencies in this table are due to rounding.

Following is a discussion of air quality and GHG impacts under Alternative 4 by campus sector.

**West Campus**

*Air Quality* – Given that one of the focus areas of Alternative 4 is development in the West Campus sector, existing uses sensitive to dust and equipment emissions in this area (primarily student housing and academic uses) could be affected in the short-term.

Assumed development of 3.0 million gsf of net new building space under Alternative 4 is the same as under Alternative 1 and resultant air quality conditions during construction would be the same as well.

*Greenhouse Gas Emissions* - As shown in Table 3.2-5, assumed new development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate an additional 3,136,441 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 50,183 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in West Campus (beyond the 4,021,126 MTCO₂e lifespan and 64,338 MTCO₂e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). New development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate the same additional GHG emissions in West Campus as Alternative 1 because the same amount of new development is assumed to occur in this area. New development in West Campus would generate more additional GHG emissions than any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 4.

**South Campus**

*Air Quality* – Given that only 0.2 million gsf of net new development is assumed for South Campus under Alternative 4 (compared to 1.35 million gsf of net new development under

¹¹ MTCO₂e is defined as Metric Ton Carbon Dioxide Equivalent which is a standard measure of amount of CO₂ emissions reduced or sequestered.
Alternative 1) the amount of exhaust emissions in South Campus would be less than under Alternative 1 and would generally reflect current conditions.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-5, assumed new development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate an additional 209,096 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 3,346 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in South Campus (beyond the 4,368,539 MTCO₂e lifespan and 69,897 MTCO₂e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). New development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate much less additional GHG emissions in South Campus than under Alternative 1 because of the amount of new development assumed to occur in this area. New development in South Campus would generate less additional GHG emissions than any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 4.

**Central Campus**

**Air Quality** – As under Alternative 1, dust, equipment emissions and vehicular emissions associated with Alternative 4 construction and operation in Central Campus would have the potential to impact academic and student housing uses. Slightly more net new development is assumed for Central Campus under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1 (1.1 million gsf under Alternative 4 compared to 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 1). As a result, the air quality emissions would be slightly more under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions** - As shown in Table 3.2-5, assumed new development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate an additional 1,150,028 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 18,400 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in Central Campus (beyond the 7,478,843 MTCO₂e lifespan and 119,661 MTCO₂e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). New development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate slightly more additional GHG emissions in Central Campus than Alternative 1 because of the amount of new development assumed to occur in this area.

**East Campus**

**Air Quality** – Development of approximately 1.7 million gsf of building area in East Campus under Alternative 4 would be more development than assumed under Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf assumed under Alternative 1), and would result in greater potential for localized increases in dust and equipment measures. However, given the relatively low number of existing sensitive uses (housing, academic, research) in the East Campus sector, the potential for air quality impacts during construction in East Campus would be low.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions - As shown in Table 3.2-5, assumed new development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate an additional 1,777,317 MTCO$_2$e of lifespan and 28,437 MTCO$_2$e of annual GHG emissions in East Campus (beyond the 1,528,492 MTCO$_2$e lifespan and 24,456 MTCO$_2$e annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions and beyond the lifespan and annual GHG emissions in this sector under the No Action Alternative). Alternative 4 is estimated to generate more additional GHG emissions in East Campus than Alternative 1 because of the amount of new development assumed to occur in this area.

Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential air quality impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to dust, equipment emissions and localized traffic congestion. During operation, potential air quality impacts would largely be due to localized traffic congestion.

With the focus of development in the West, Central and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), construction and operational activities would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West and Central Campus), a portion of the residential neighborhood to the north of 45th Street NE (adjacent to Central Campus), and University Village and the Laurelhurst neighborhood (adjacent to the East Campus sector).

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. As a result, there would be less air quality emissions that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including air quality regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 4, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 4 development would not be anticipated to result in air quality impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1 through 4, although the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place in West Campus would not occur. Because a substantial amount of air quality or GHG emissions would not be anticipated to be generated by construction or
operations associated with the potential street vacation, air quality and GHG conditions under Alternative 5 would be similar to those identified under the other Alternatives.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

Development under Alternatives 1 – 5 would contribute to the amount of overall construction in the area and, in combination with future new development in the area, would contribute to indirect construction-related air quality impacts including short-term, dust, equipment emissions and localized traffic congestion. To the extent that increased campus population and development increase the pressure for supporting development in the area (primarily in the University District), campus growth could contribute to air quality related impacts in the area, but compliance with current air quality requirements (i.e., Puget Sound Clean Air Agency) would prevent any potential significant air quality impacts.

The No Action Alternative could result in more pressure for new construction in the surrounding area (primarily in the University District) to meet a portion of the building development necessary to accommodate increased campus population, thus, potentially transferring a portion of the air quality and GHG emission-related impacts from the University of Washington campus to surrounding areas.

Potential changes in the zoning and development capacity of the University District could result in increased development and construction in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus. Although the level, timing, and specific location(s) of future development in the University District is not defined, under a worst-case scenario some level of concurrent development and associated construction activities, could occur over a concurrent timeframe and in proximity to development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, especially given the proposed focus of development in West Campus under Alternative 1 - 5. Thus, there is a potential for cumulative air quality-related impacts associated with concurrent construction activities on the University of Washington campus and in the University District. The concurrent construction and operation of buildings on the University of Washington campus and University District would result in cumulative increases in GHG emissions; however, given the global nature of climate change, it is difficult to discern the cumulative effect of GHG emissions on both the University of Washington and University District. All construction activities in the area would be required to follow applicable regulations, and significant adverse impacts would not be anticipated.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.
The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.2-1), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For air quality and GHG emissions, the entire University of Washington campus is identified as having a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive air quality or GHG emissions conditions, or result in impacts to sensitive receivers.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate.

3.2.3 Mitigation Measures

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes sustainability framework goals to create a more sustainable campus environment. These goals would, in part, guide future campus development and would indirectly relate to the overall air quality and GHG environment. In addition to compliance with applicable regulations related to construction and operations (including EPA, PSCAA and City of Seattle regulations), the following potential measures are intended to further reduce the potential for air quality and GHG impacts.

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low Potential)

Air Quality - Construction

During construction, applicable best management practices (BMPs) to control dust, vehicle and equipment emissions would be implemented. The University of Washington would coordinate with adjacent sensitive users to temporarily duct and protect air intakes to minimize the potential for the intake of fugitive dust and exhaust fumes.
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• Building construction and demolition would be conducted in compliance with Seattle Municipal Code Section 15.22.060B which provides criteria related to suppression of dust-generating activities.

• Where appropriate, temporary asphalt roadways would be provided on Potential Development Sites to reduce the amount of dust and dirt that would be generated.

• As applicable, a Construction Management Plan would be prepared for each individual construction project to establish parking areas, construction staging areas, truck haul routes, and provisions for maintaining pedestrian and vehicle routes. These measures are intended to, among other things, minimize traffic delays and associated vehicle idling.

• As applicable, control measures in the Washington Associated General Contractors Guide to Handling Fugitive Dust from Construction Projects would be used, including:
  - using only equipment and trucks that are maintained in optimal operational condition;
  - requiring all off-road equipment to have emission reduction equipment (e.g., require participation in Puget Sound Region Diesel Solutions, a program designed to reduce air pollution from diesel, by project sponsors and contractors);
  - implementing restrictions on construction truck and other vehicle idling (e.g., limit idling to a maximum of 5 minutes);
  - spraying exposed soil with water or other suppressant to reduce emissions of PM and deposition of particulate matter;
  - covering all trucks transporting materials, wetting materials in trucks, or providing adequate freeboard (space from the top of the material to the top of the truck bed), to reduce PM emissions and deposition during transport;
  - providing wheel washers to remove particulate matter that would otherwise be carried off-site by vehicles in order to decrease deposition of particulate matter on area roadways; and
  - covering dirt, gravel, and debris piles as needed to reduce dust and wind-blown debris.

**Air Quality - Operations**

• Implementation of the proposed Transportation Management Plan would reduce vehicle trips and associated vehicle emissions.
• Research fume hoods would be provided within University laboratory areas and would be regulated and inspected by the University’s Environmental Health and Safety Department.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

• Implementation of the proposed Transportation Management Plan would reduce vehicle trips and associated GHG emissions.

• The University of Washington would embrace sustainability as an objective for all development on campus, including LEED provisions. Key measures that could be explored include:

  - installation of high performance glazing with low-E coatings to further reduce heat gain;
  - considering use of reflective roof surface treatments to reduce ‘heat island effect’ on building roofs;
  - planting of drought resistant and tolerant planting in landscaped areas to minimize irrigation requirements;
  - maximizing use of outside air for heating, ventilating, and air conditioning;
  - installation of efficient light fixtures, including occupancy and daylight sensors, as well as nighttime sweep controls;
  - use of low flow plumbing fixtures, which could result in a 30 percent reduction of water consumption;
  - use of low VOC emitting materials for finishes, adhesives primers and sealants;
  - incorporation of recycled content and rapidly renewable materials into project designs, including: concrete, steel and fibrous materials (bamboo, straw, jute, etc.);
  - salvage of demolished material and construction waste for recycling; and
  - Commitment to the Seattle 2030 District pilot program to reduce energy and water consumption, as well as CO₂ emissions from auto and freight traffic.

3.2.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

With implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse impacts on air quality would be anticipated under all of the Alternatives. Climate change and other issues associated with GHG emissions is a global
issue, and it is not possible to discern the impacts of the GHG emissions from a single campus master plan.
3.3 WETLANDS AND PLANTS/ANIMALS

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing wetland resources, plant and animal conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity, and evaluates the potential impacts that could occur as a result of development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Refer to Draft EIS Appendix C, for the Natural Resources Report. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.3.1 Affected Environment

The University of Washington campus contains upland wooded areas, wetlands, ponds, sloughs and shoreline vegetation, educational planting, recreational and lawn areas, and developed space. Existing wetlands, plant and animal conditions are described in detail below.

Wetland Resources

Overview

The University of Washington is located within the approximately 600-square mile Lake Union drainage basin. The campus is bounded on the east by Union Bay (a portion of Lake Washington) and on the south by the Lake Washington Ship Canal and Portage Bay. The drainage basin is urban in character and dominated by impervious surfaces. In general, surface water from the basin flows from the east (Lake Washington), through the Ship Canal and Lake Union, and eventually outlets to Puget Sound via the Hiram Chittendon Locks to the west.

Several established artificial water bodies are present on the campus including the University Slough, Frosh Pond and a fisheries holding pond. The University Slough was constructed to drain stormwater from East Campus. Frosh Pond, an artificial body of water with a decorative fountain (Drumheller Fountain), was created as a dominant water feature for the 1909 Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. The pond is located in Rainier Vista within the Central Campus. In the South Campus, a fisheries holding pond was developed by impounding a small inlet on Portage Bay.

Wetlands

A total of 15 wetlands have been identified and rated on the University of Washington campus, the majority of which are associated with the Union Bay Natural Area in the East Campus sector. Most of the wetlands are small (under 0.5 acres), and have a simple vegetation structure and composition, and low to moderate levels of habitat function (see
Each of the wetlands meet the criteria to be regulated as Category II, III or IV wetlands with associated buffers ranging from 60 to 110 feet, depending on habitat function score, consistent with Washington Department of Ecology’s Wetland Rating System for Western Washington.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wetland</th>
<th>Size (acres)</th>
<th>Rating Category</th>
<th>Buffer (ft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yesler Swamp</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoveler’s Pond</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Pond</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pond</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland B</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland C</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland D</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland E</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Slough</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat House</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball Field</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soccer Stadium</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland 1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland 2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Raedeke, 2016.

1 Wetland acreage estimated from aerial photo interpretation and rating based on WDOE 2004 System.

**Wetland Plant Communities**

The majority of the wetlands identified on the campus contain only one or two vegetation cover types, most commonly palustrine, scrub-shrub, broad-leaved deciduous and palustrine, forested, broad-leaved deciduous. Plant species diversity is moderate within each of the wetlands, and is dominated by native plant species that are common in wetlands in the Puget Sound region. The most diverse wetland on the campus is the Yesler Swamp in the East Campus sector near the Center for Urban Horticulture. This wetland contains several cover types including forested cover, aquatic bed, and a portion of Lake Washington.

Given their small size (most are under 0.5 acres each) and the fairly simple vegetation structure and composition, the value of many of the wetland plant communities on the campus is relatively low. The plant communities within Yesler Swamp and the University
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Slough are considered to be of moderate to high value. Yesler Swamp is considered to be the highest value wetland community on the campus.

**Wetland Fish and Wildlife Habitat**

Many species of wildlife (e.g., waterfowl and freshwater and saltwater fish) require certain types of wetland habitat to breed, nest, rear young, and acquire nutrient stores for winter and during migration.

Most of the identified wetlands on the University of Washington campus are relatively small and isolated, and contain only one cover type composed of relatively common wetland species, most of which are deciduous (or die back during the winter). Deciduous plants are generally of modest value as food producers for wildlife. With the exception of Yesler Swamp, most of the wetlands on the campus do not contain trees and have limited habitat features such as large downed logs, snags, cavities, and natural brush piles. Therefore, the overall habitat value of the smaller wetlands is considered relatively low. Yesler Swamp which is relatively large and contains several cover types, is of the highest value for wildlife habitat and may harbor more species.

**Wetland Special Habitat Features**

Wetlands can provide special habitat features that are important to a wide variety of wildlife species. These features may include edges, snags (standing dead or partially dead trees), and dead-and-down material. Edges are areas where different plant communities or successional stages meet. These areas tend to be rich in wildlife as wildlife has access to more than one environmental and vegetation type.

The wetlands on the University of Washington campus contain relatively few snags, and most of these are small to medium diameter red alder. The relatively paucity of snags in the wetlands (and elsewhere on site) is a result of the urban nature of the campus as a whole. The wetlands contain variable, modest amounts of downed logs. The most diverse wetland on campus (Yesler Swamp) provides considerable edge habitat between forest and non-forest cover. The remaining wetlands on site have limited edge habitat.

**West Campus**

No wetlands are known to be located in the West Campus sector.

**South Campus**

No wetlands are known to be located in the South Campus sector.
Central Campus

Two wetlands are located in the Central Campus sector. Wetland 1 is located within a ditch abutting the west side of the Burke-Gilman Trail. Wetland 2 is located immediately south the NE 45th Street viaduct within a shallow swale that extends up the slope from the west side of the Burke-Gilman Trail into a narrow ravine (Kincaid Ravine) that runs parallel to the viaduct. A seasonal stream flows from the ravine into the wetland and meanders eastward through the wetland to the ditch on the west side of the Burke-Gilman Trail. The ditch flows northward during periods of heavy rainfall to Wetland 1 (see Figure 3.3-1).

East Campus

Thirteen wetlands are located in the East Campus sector. Nine of these wetlands are situated in the Union Bay Natural Area and include small isolated pockets and pools, wetlands fringing Lake Washington, and a riverine wetland. The wetlands in this area generally have low vegetative diversity and a hydrologic regime controlled by runoff from surrounding uplands during storm events (see Figure 3.3-1).

Yesler Swamp, located in the Union Bay Natural Area, is a diverse area featuring forested wetland, scrub-shrub wetland, emergent wetland, aquatic bed wetland, as well as open water associated with Lake Washington. This large wetland area is considered to be a Category II wetland (see Figure 3.3-1).

The shoreline of Lake Washington supports three Category III wetlands to the west of the University Slough and east of the athletic facilities in the eastern portion of campus (see Figure 3.3-1).

Plants

The University has identified “Unique and Significant Landscapes” that are considered to be primary open spaces with cultural and historical value, and that are to be conserved. These landscapes are listed in Table 3.3-2, and described in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Table 3.3-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIQUE AND SIGNIFICANT CAMPUS LANDSCAPES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Archery Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Burke-Gilman Trail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Campus Parkway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Center for Urban Horticulture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Denny Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Denny Yard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Drumheller Fountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Forest Resources Courtyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grieg Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Medicinal Herb Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Memorial Gateway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Memorial Way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Parrington Lawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Physics Courtyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Portage Bay Vista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rainier Vista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Red Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sakuma Viewpoint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

Review of endangered, threatened, and sensitive plants in King County by the Washington Natural Heritage Program indicated that no listed species are likely to occur in the habitats on the University of Washington campus. The largely urbanized and disturbed habitats in the University of Washington campus are not likely refuges for any of the listed plant species.

West Campus

The West Campus sector is highly developed and contains limited habitat in a natural state, and no Unique or Significant Landscapes or primary open spaces. Most of the vegetation in the West Campus sector consists of lawns and ornamental trees and shrubs in a park-like urban landscape. The most notable landscape area is the International Friendship Grove, a remnant of a mixed planting of trees in the median of NE Campus Parkway.

South Campus

The South Campus sector comprises an area of limited landscaping. Sakuma Viewpoint provides public access to the waterfront and Portage Bay Vista provides an open lawn area with views of the waterfront. Vegetation in the South Campus sector primarily consists of ornamental trees, shrubs, and lawn. The most notable landscape characteristics include Sakuma Viewpoint, waterfront open space near the Fisheries Center, the Aquatic and Fishery Sciences courtyard and viewpoints/pathways along the Ship Canal.

Central Campus

The Central Campus consists primarily of buildings and open areas. Key open spaces include Denny Field, Parrington Lawn, Denny Yard, the Liberal Arts Quad, Hub Lawn, Grieg Garden, Drumheller Fountain, the Medicinal Herb Garden, Rainier Vista, and Sylvan Theater. These open areas are landscaped with both native and non-native plant species. Tree species include Western red cedar (Thuja plicata), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), several species of cherry (Prunus spp.), bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), hawthorn (Crataegus sp.) plum (Prunus spp.), and crabapple (Malus sp.). Landscaped shrubs include roses (Rosa sp.), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), and Japanese maple (Acer palmatum). Some small,
isolated patches of native trees and shrubs, such as Western red cedar, Douglas fir, and salal (*Gaultheria shallon*), can be found in a natural condition on the periphery of the Central Campus.

There are several notable landscaped areas in Central Campus. Rainier Vista is a tree-lined view corridor central to the character and form of the campus’s overall open space system. The HUB Lawn is an open tree-lined lawn area to the northwest of the HUB. Denny Yard includes clusters of large, mature trees within the lawn area. The Liberal Arts Quadrangle (“The Quad”) is a formal open space that is notable for its spring show of flowering cherry trees. The Engineering Quadrangle, which includes Drumheller Fountain, is a formal open space containing rose gardens.

**East Campus**

The East Campus sector includes upland, wetland, riparian (slough), shoreline (Lake Washington), and playfield-related vegetation. The eastern portion of the East Campus sector is located on a terrace of fill capped by soil. This fill was placed in the large cattail marsh that formed in Union Bay after construction of the Lake Washington Ship Canal in 1916 (refer to Section 3.1, Earth, for further information). The most significant landscape feature in East Campus is the Union Bay Natural Area and associated wetlands, established over the fill area.

Upland plant communities in the Union Bay Natural Area are dominated by European pasture grasses and perennial, herbaceous weeds, such as wild carrot (*Daucus carota*), thistle (*Cirsium sp.*), chicory (*Cichorium intybus*), and hairy cats ear (*Hypochaeris radicata*). Scots broom (*Cytisus scoparius*) and Himalayan blackberry (*Rubus discolor*), two aggressive exotic species, also dominate patches of the natural area. Other vegetative species occurring in the East Campus include Garry oak (*Quercus garryana*), one-seed hawthorn (*Crataegus monogyna*), and common snowberry (*Symphoricarpos albus*). Yesler Swamp is forested with black cottonwood (*Populus balsamifer* subsp. *Trichocarpa*) and willow species (*Salis spp.*).

**Animals**

**West Campus**

**Fish and Fish Habitat**

A small portion of the West Campus sector borders Portage Bay. Primary fish species inhabiting these waters include large-mouth and small-mouth bass (*Micropterus salmonids* and *M. dolomieui*), northern pikeminnow (*Ptychocheilus oregonensis*), peamouth chub (*Mylocheilus caurinus*), crappie (*Pomoxis sp.*), yellow perch (*Perca flavescens*), threespine stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*). These fish are tolerant of warmer water temperatures
in summer (typically higher than 18 degrees Celsius). Less common species include coastal cutthroat (Oncorhynchus clarki clarki), rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus kisutch), sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka, native, cultured, and introduced stocks), and steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss). The shoreline along Portage Bay is almost completely modified with vertical bulkheads, riprap, overwater structures, stormwater outfalls, and landscaping. Most of the nearshore area is comprised of mixed fine sediments and mud. Natural shoreline and associated riparian vegetation is nearly non-existent. However, riparian vegetation does exist behind modified shoreline.

Portage Bay makes up a portion of the Ship Canal, which serves as a migratory corridor for several species of salmon. Juvenile Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) spend approximately 1 – 4 weeks in the Ship Canal on their outmigration to Puget Sound, with less than 24 hours spent in Portage Bay. Within Portage Bay, juvenile Chinook tend to inhabit shallow waters (6 ft), but move into deeper waters while migrating, in order to avoid overwater structures. Coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch) and sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) spend less than one week in the Ship Canal on their outmigration, and presumably even less time in Portage Bay. Dominant predators of juvenile salmon include the largemouth bass and cutthroat trout, as well as piscivorous birds. Most adult salmon spend less than a week in the Ship Canal on their return migration, possibly because of the survival risks associated with warmer temperatures in the canal during certain times of year.

**Terrestrial Species and Habitat**

The West Campus sector generally provides limited foraging and nesting habitat for small mammals and for both resident and migratory songbirds common to the region. Wildlife in this area is primarily disturbance-tolerant or invasive species, such as European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), American robin, black-capped chickadee, mice, Eastern gray squirrel, and opossum.

**Threatened and Endangered Animal Species**

Native, introduced and transient fish species have access to shoreline areas in Portage Bay. Priority Habitats and Species data from the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife indicate that none of the commonly occurring resident species, other than salmonids, are species of concern.

Threatened terrestrial species which may be present in West Campus include the streaked horned lark (Eremophila alepstris strigata) and the yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus). According to the Endangered Species Act, a threatened species is one that is likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
South Campus

Fish and Fish Habitat

The South Campus sector borders Portage Bay and the Ship Canal (Montlake Cut). Primary fish species inhabiting these waters are the same as those in Portage Bay described for the West Campus.

Similar to West Campus, the shoreline along Portage Bay and the Ship Canal along the South Campus sector is almost completely modified with vertical bulkheads, riprap, overwater structures, stormwater outfalls, and landscaping. Most of the nearshore area is comprised of mixed fine sediments and mud. Natural shoreline and associated riparian vegetation is nearly non-existent. However, riparian vegetation does exist behind modified shoreline. Some vegetation remains from the golf course fairways that once existed in this part of campus and on the side slope of the Montlake Cut. This vegetation can contribute litter fall and insect fallout to the shoreline and in-water areas, but is minimally functional.

Outmigrating juvenile salmon reach Portage Bay and the Ship Canal via the Montlake Cut. Juvenile Chinook salmon behavior near the Montlake Cut may be influenced by its lack of shallow water habitat, which may cause salmon to hesitate before entering. Salmon migration patterns in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal are the same those described for West Campus.

Terrestrial Species and Habitat

Similar to the West Campus, the South Campus sector provides limited foraging and nesting habitat for small mammals and for both resident and migratory songbirds common to the region. Wildlife in this area is primarily disturbance-tolerant or invasive species.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

Native, introduced, and transient fish species have access to shoreline areas in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal along the South Campus. Priority Habitats and Species data from the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife indicates that none of the commonly occurring resident species, other than salmonids, are species of concern.

The same threatened terrestrial species which may be present in West Campus (i.e., streaked horned lark and yellow-billed cuckoo) may be present in South Campus.

Central Campus

Fish and Fish Habitat

No fish and fish habitat are present in the Central Campus sector.
Terrestrial Species and Habitat

Similar to the West and South Campus, the Central Campus sector provides limited foraging and nesting habitat for small mammals and for both resident and migratory songbirds common to the region. Wildlife in this area is primarily disturbance-tolerant or invasive species.

The Rainier Vista great blue heron rookery is periodically active in the Central Campus. This rookery appears to have formed after the abandonment of a rookery at Matthews Beach Park that was likely due to predation by bald eagles. The Rainier Vista rookery was active through the spring of 2013, with over 30 nest structures in the stands of trees on either side of Rainier Vista north of Stevens Way. The birds appear to have abandoned most of the nests. More recently, limited activity was observed at one or two nests, with young.

The area in the vicinity of the Rainier Vista heron colony is considered an urban setting due to the level of development around the colony on the campus and the herons’ apparent habituation to constant human activity in close proximity to the nest trees, including Stevens Way, paved trails under some trees and walkways along Rainier Vista.

Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

The same threatened terrestrial species that may be present in the West and South Campus (i.e., streaked horned lark and yellow-billed cuckoo) may be present in Central Campus.

East Campus

Fish and Fish Habitat

The East Campus sector borders Union Bay and the Ship Canal. Primary fish species inhabiting these waters are similar to those in Portage Bay described for the West Campus, and include large-mouth and small-mouth bass, northern pikeminnow, peamouth chub, crappie, yellow perch, and threespine stickleback. Less common species include coastal cutthroat, rainbow trout, sockeye salmon, and steelhead.

The shoreline in Union Bay along the East Campus has been modified by riparian and shoreline development, but the majority of the shoreline is primarily natural. Riparian vegetation provides shading, litter fall, and insect production and fallout to the shoreline area. In marsh and wetland areas, numerous small sloughs provide edge complexity, refuge, and foraging opportunities for many fish species. One slough or canal extends north to Montlake Boulevard NE at NE 45th Street. No fluvial drainage or habitat currently exists in this canal or in other parts of Union Bay bordering the campus. As described previously, the shoreline along the Ship Canal is almost completely modified with vertical bulkheads, riprap, overwater structures, stormwater outfalls, and landscaping.
Union Bay serves as both a corridor and a long-term holding area for migrating salmon, where juvenile Chinook salmon spend anywhere from less than an hour to a week or more, before entering the Montlake Cut and Ship Canal. While little is known of the outmigrating behavior of coho or sockeye in Union Bay, juvenile Chinook behavior in this area may be influenced by overwater structures and perceived predation threats, which may delay migration. Light from overwater structures may also delay migration because it serves as an attractant to juvenile salmon. Within the Ship Canal, salmon migration patterns are the same those described for South Campus and West Campus.

Terrestrial Species and Habitat

The East Campus sector contains the highest value wildlife habitat on the University of Washington campus, particularly in the Union Bay Natural Area. High quality foraging and breeding habitat for several species of birds, small mammals, reptiles, and amphibians is available in this natural area.

Birds likely to be present in East Campus include songbirds, waterfowl, shorebirds, raptors, and woodpeckers. Songbird species likely to occur in the Union Bay Natural Area include American robin (*Turdus migratorius*), red-winged blackbird (*Agelaius phoeniceous*), orange-crowned warbler (*Vermivora celata*), song sparrow (*Melospiza melody*), black-capped chickadee (*Parus atricapillus*), marsh wren (*Telmatodytes palustris*), violet-green swallow (*Tachycineta thalassina*), and common yellowthroat (*Geothlypis trichas*) (Aanerud, 1989). Many species of waterfowl, both resident and wintering, are also likely to occur in the East Campus, including wood duck (*Aix sponsa*), green-winged teal (*Anas carolinesis*), mallard (*Anas platyrhynchos*), Canada goose (*Branta Canadensis*), Northern shoveler (*Spatula clypeata*), canvasback (*Aythya valisineria*), common goldeneye (*Bucephala clangula*), American pigeon (*Mareca americana*), greater scaup (*Aythya marila*), and lesser scaup (*Aythya affinis*) (Aanerund, 1989). In addition to songbirds and waterfowl, upland game birds, such as California quail (*Lophortyx californicus*) and ring-necked pheasant (*Phasianus colchicus*), live in the Union Bay Natural Area. Because East Campus lies along the shoreline, shorebirds such as great blue heron (*Ardea Herodias*), spotted sandpiper (*Actitus macularia*), lesser yellowlegs (*Totanus flavipes*), and dunlin (*Erolia alpine*) are also known to occur here.

The uplands in the Union Bay Natural Area provide foraging and nesting habitat and are contiguous with other habitats that provide escape cover. The species likely to occur here include rodents (mice, voles and shrews) and raptors (peregrine falcon [*Falco peregrinus*], red-tailed hawk [*Buteo jamaicensis*], and bald eagle [*Haliaeetus leucocephalus*]). Other mammals likely to frequent the Union Bay Natural Area include coyote (*Canis latrans*), opossum (*Didelphis virginiana*), beaver (*Castor canadensis*), raccoon (*Procyon lotor*), and Eastern gray squirrels (*Sciurus carolinesis*).
Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

Federally listed threatened fish species that are found in Lake Washington in the vicinity of the East Campus sector include bull trout (*Salvelinus confluentus*), chinook salmon (*Oncorhynchus tshawytscha*) and steelhead/rainbow trout (anadromous/resident).

The same threatened terrestrial species which may be present in the West Campus (i.e., streaked horned lark and yellow-billed cuckoo) may be present in East Campus. In addition, bald eagle nests have periodically been found south of the Union Bay Natural Area and east of the Union Bay Natural Area. Bald eagles have been observed on the campus, particularly around Yesler Swamp and the Union Bay Natural Area. Although they were removed from the federal list of threatened and endangered species in 2007, bald eagles are still protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the Lacey Act, and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act.³

Surrounding Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Area

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

The **Primary Impact Zone** includes commercial (e.g., the University District and University Village) and residential areas, major highways (e.g., I-5 and WA 520), and water features (e.g., Portage Bay, the Ship Canal, and Union Bay). Plants and animals in much of this zone are those associated with developed, urbanized settings; more natural plant and animal habitat and wetlands are found within and adjacent to the water features. Within the Primary Impact Zone, the City of Seattle has identified wetlands in the Washington Park Arboretum and Montlake Playfield; and has identified wildlife habitat in these same areas, as well as at the Talaris Conference Center in the Laurelhurst neighborhood.

The **Secondary Impact Zone** includes commercial (e.g., in Wallingford) and residential areas, major highways (e.g., I-5 and WA 520), water features (e.g., Lake Union, Portage Bay, the Ship Canal, and Union Bay), and open space (e.g., Ravenna/Cowen Park, Cavalry Cemetery, Laurelhurst Park, Foster Island, the Arboretum, and Montlake Playfield). Similar to the Primary Impact Zone, plants and animals in much of this zone are those associated with developed, urbanized settings; more natural plant and animal habitat are found within and adjacent to the water features and in Ravenna/Cowen Park, on Foster Island, and in the Arboretum. Within the Secondary Impact Zone, City of Seattle has identified wetlands: in Ravenna/Cowen Park, to the north of Sand Point Way N at about 43rd Avenue NE, at the Talaris Conference Center, on Foster Island, in the Arboretum, along the northern edge of Ravenna/Cowen Park.

the Broadmoor neighborhood, and in Montlake Playfield; riparian corridors: along Ravenna Creek, through the Bryant and Laurelhurst neighborhoods along 40th Avenue NE, and through the Arboretum along Lake Washington Boulevard E; and wildlife habitat: in Ravenna/Cowen Park, on Foster Island, in the Arboretum, and in Montlake Playfield (special habitat features, including bald eagle nests, have been identified at the Talaris Conference Center, on Foster Island, in the Arboretum, and in the Broadmoor neighborhood).

3.3.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies how development under the EIS Alternatives would affect wetland, plants, and animals resources on the University of Washington campus.

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, water, plant, and animal impacts would be related to the construction and operation of approximately 211,000 gsfd of building space under the 2003 Seattle CMP. The approximately 211,000 gsfd of building development would result in only minor amounts of land disturbance and excavation, and the potential for indirect water resources, plant, and animal-related impacts on the University of Washington campus (i.e. increased human activity, noise, etc.) would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1 through 5. In addition, because the remaining development under the 2003 CMP would likely not be located in the East Campus, the potential for construction and operation of buildings to affect existing wetlands in that area would be low.

Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1, which matches the illustrative allocation of building development in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, includes 6.0 million gsfd of net new development throughout the campus, with a focus of this development in the West and South Campus sectors and lesser amounts of development in the Central and East Campus sectors. Development on the campus under Alternative 1 would result in the potential for wetland, plant and animal impacts as described below.

West Campus

Wetland Resources

Because there are no wetlands known to be located in the West Campus sector, no impacts to wetlands and their buffers are expected with assumed development under Alternative 1.
Plants

Construction of potential future development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. Under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be preserved and up to 9 acres reserved for potential new primary open spaces (including the West Campus Green, and Continuous Waterfront Trail).

On an overall basis, the amount of vegetated open space on the campus would increase under Alternative 1, and significant impacts to the plant communities on the University of Washington campus would not be anticipated.

Animals

Fish and Fish Habitat - Although no in-water or over-water improvements are assumed under Alternative 1, potential for impacts to fish habitat in Portage Bay adjacent to the West Campus sector relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. A limited amount of potential development in West Campus could be located in proximity to the shoreline, and has the potential to generate impacts to fish habitat. New stormwater discharges under Alternative 1 would be generated from new impervious surfaces in West Campus, including building footprints, sidewalks and other building approaches, roads, loading areas and parking. Impacts to water quality include temperature changes, changes in nutrient content, chemical contamination, petroleum contamination, sedimentation associated with erosion, and changes in dissolved oxygen and oxygen demand. With implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures (e.g., such as Salmon-Safe provisions and LID practices), it is not anticipated that fish habitat adjacent to West Campus in Portage Bay would be significantly affected by development under Alternative 1.

Terrestrial Species and Habitat - Trees, shrubs, buildings, and open space on the developed and urbanized majority of the West Campus sector provide limited habitat for disturbance-tolerant birds and small mammals such as the American crow, American robin, European starling, black-capped chickadee, and small mammals, mainly the Eastern gray squirrels. Most of the potential development sites in the West Campus include existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and landscaped areas, which generally include limited vegetative communities with relatively low habitat values. The West Campus sector provides very little natural habitat, and is characterized by isolated, landscaped urban areas. Development assumed under Alternative 1 would have minimal impacts on terrestrial species and habitat in West Campus. Because the shoreline adjacent to the West Campus is
primarily developed, any proposed new construction in this vicinity is not anticipated to result in permanent adverse impacts on waterfowl.

**Threatened and Endangered Species**

No listed plant species are likely to occur in the habitats in the West Campus sector. Threatened terrestrial animal species, which may be present in West Campus include the streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo. ESA-listed fish species, which could occur in Portage Bay adjacent to the West Campus include Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout. Development activities under Alternative 1 would be planned and implemented in a manner that would avoid or mitigate to these species impacts through compliance with federal, state, and local regulation, and no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species in the West Campus sector are anticipated under Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

**Wetland Resources**

Because no wetlands are known to be located in the South Campus sector, no impacts to wetlands and their buffers are expected with assumed development under Alternative 1.

**Plants**

Construction of potential future development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 1 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. Under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space (including the South Campus Event Lawn). The potential Continuous Waterfront Trail would also enhance existing open space areas in South Campus.

**Animals**

*Fish and Fish Habitat* - Similar to the West Campus, no in-water or over-water improvements are assumed in the South Campus. The potential for impacts to fish and fish habitat in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the South Campus sector relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. Potential development in South Campus could be located in proximity to the shoreline, and have the potential to generate impacts to fish habitat. New stormwater discharges under Alternative 1 would be generated from new impervious surfaces under Alternative 1. Impacts to water quality include temperature changes, changes in nutrient content, chemical contamination, petroleum contamination,
sedimentation associated with erosion, and changes in dissolved oxygen and oxygen demand. With implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and habitat in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to South Campus would be significantly affected by development assumed under Alternative 1.

Terrestrial Species and Habitat - As described for the West Campus, trees, shrubs, buildings, and open space on the developed and urbanized majority of the South Campus sector provide limited habitat for disturbance-tolerant birds and small mammals.

Most of the potential development sites in the South Campus sector include existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and landscaped areas, which generally include limited vegetative communities with relatively low habitat values. The South Campus sector provides very little natural habitat, and is generally characterized by isolated, landscaped urban areas. Assumed development under Alternative 1 would have minimal impacts on terrestrial species and habitat in South Campus. Because the shoreline along the South Campus sector is primarily developed, new construction in this vicinity is not anticipated to result in permanent adverse effects on waterfowl.

Threatened and Endangered Species

No listed plant species are likely to occur in the habitats in the South Campus sector. Threatened terrestrial animal species, which may be present in South Campus include the streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo. ESA-listed fish species, which could occur in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the South Campus include Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout.

In general, development activities that have the potential to impact ESA listed salmon and trout and their critical habitat include: elimination of functional riparian habitat, direct and indirect effects of new (increased) stormwater discharges, direct and indirect effects of soil erosion (sedimentation and turbidity) from development, and direct and indirect effects on water quality from development (e.g., petroleum or chemical spill, or leaching).

Under Alternative 1, development activities in the South Campus sector would be planned and implemented in a manner that would avoid or mitigate impacts through compliance with federal, state, and local regulation, and no significant impacts to threatened or endangered fish species are anticipated.
Central Campus

Wetland Resources

There are two wetlands located along the west side of the Burke Gilman Trail in the north portion of the Central Campus sector. No direct impacts to these existing wetlands or their buffers would occur with development assumed under Alternative 1.

Hydrology - The clearing of vegetation, grading and construction of impervious surfaces, underground utilities and stormwater management facilities in the vicinity of wetlands under Alternative 1 would modify the surface hydrologic conditions. These changes, if unmitigated, could alter the hydrologic conditions within existing wetlands in the Central Campus sector, including greater annual variation in water levels of the wetlands, as well as greater and more frequent water level fluctuations in response to individual storm events. Additionally, changes in the hydrologic conditions resulting from new development on the campus could adversely affect plant and animal species richness, and diversity within wetlands.

Given that much of the area identified within potential development sites in the Central Campus sector are currently impervious surfaces, the overall increase in impervious surface under Alternative 1 compared to 2015 conditions would be approximately 9 acres (reflecting an approximately 2 percent increase on campus). The potential for changes in the hydrologic condition on the University of Washington campus to impact the wetlands in the Central Campus is low.

Construction associated with potential development in proximity to Wetlands 1 and 2 (wetland along Burke-Gilman Trail) would have the potential to result in indirect impacts (i.e., erosion and sedimentation) to these wetlands. The potential for impacts during construction would be limited through implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs) and temporary erosion and sedimentation control (TESC measures) and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

Habitat - Existing wetlands and their buffers would be retained under Alternative 1. Construction activities and operation of proposed new development under this Alternative would result in the potential for both short-term and long-term indirect disturbance (i.e., noise and human activity) to wildlife inhabiting the wetlands and their buffers. With the proposed retention of wetlands and associated buffers, the potential for these indirect impacts would not be considered significant.

Plants

Construction of potential future development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 1 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs;
replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. Under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in Central Campus would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space.

**Animals**

*Fish and Fish Habitat* - Because no fish or fish habitat are present in the Central Campus sector, no alteration of fish habitat is expected with development that could occur under Alternative 1. However, impacts to fish/fish habitat could result from stormwater discharge to the Ship Canal and/or Portage Bay from new impervious surfaces in Central Campus, as described for South Campus. With implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and fish habitat in the Ship Canal and Portage Bay would be significantly affected by development that could occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 1.

*Terrestrial Species and Habitat* - As described for West and South Campus, trees, shrubs, buildings, and open space on the developed and urbanized majority of the Central Campus sector provide limited habitat for disturbance-tolerant birds (including Herons) and small mammals.

Most of the potential development sites in Central Campus include existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and landscaped areas which generally include limited vegetative communities with relatively low habitat values. The Central Campus provides very little natural habitat, and isolated, landscaped urban areas. Development assumed under Alternative 1 would not be anticipated to result in significant impacts to terrestrial species and habitat in the Central Campus sector.

**Threatened and Endangered Species**

No listed plant species are likely to occur in the habitats in the Central Campus. Threatened animal species, which may be present in the Central Campus include the streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo. Development activities under Alternative 1 would be planned and implemented in a manner that would avoid or mitigate impacts through compliance with federal, state, and local regulation, and no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated.
East Campus

Wetlands Resources

There are 13 wetlands located in the East Campus in the Union Bay Natural Area, Yesler Swamp, and along the Lake Washington shoreline. Because development in East Campus sector would occur primarily in previously disturbed and developed area (including parking lot E1), no direct impacts to these existing wetlands or their buffers would occur with development under Alternative 1.

Hydrology - The clearing of vegetation, grading and construction of impervious surfaces, underground utilities and stormwater management facilities in the vicinity of wetlands under Alternative 1 in the East Campus sector would modify the surface hydrologic conditions. These changes, if unmitigated, could alter the hydrologic conditions within the existing wetlands in East Campus. Additionally, changes in the hydrologic conditions resulting from new development on the campus could adversely affect plant and animal species richness, and diversity within wetlands. Given that the overall increase in impervious surfaces would be minimal, however, the potential for changes in the hydrologic condition impacting the wetlands in East Campus is low.

Construction associated with potential development in proximity to the wetlands in the East Campus would have the potential to result in indirect impacts (i.e., erosion and sedimentation) to these wetlands. The potential for impacts during construction would be limited through implementation of BMPs and TESC measures and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

Operation of Alternative 1 could result in indirect impacts associated with increased human activity. However, the majority of development would be directed to the West and South sectors under this Alternative. Therefore, indirect impacts related to additional activity levels would be minimal.

Habitat - Existing wetlands and their buffers would be retained under Alternative 1. Larger wetlands (i.e., Yesler Swamp) would be contained within larger buffers while the smaller, isolated wetlands and their buffers would be retained within the Union Bay Natural Area. Linkage of these areas would help provide some limited avenues of movement for wildlife between habitat areas. Construction activities and operation of proposed new development under Alternative 1 would result in the potential for both short-term and long-term indirect disturbance (i.e., noise and human activity) to wildlife inhabiting the wetlands and their buffers. With the proposed retention of wetlands and associated buffers, and implementation of BMPs and TESC measures, the potential for indirect impacts would not be considered significant.
Plants

Because the majority of potential development sites are located within surface parking lot areas, assumed construction of future development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 1 would have little potential to plants. Under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space. The potential Continuous Waterfront Trail would also enhance existing open space areas in the East Campus areas. Considering the new landscape open space opportunities are planned on currently impervious parking lot area, the overall amount of area in plant materials on East Campus could increase from existing conditions.

Animals

Fish and Fish Habitat – No in-water or over-water improvements are assumed in the East Campus under Alternative 1. The potential for impacts to fish habitat in Union Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the East Campus sector relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. Potential development in the East Campus sector could be located in proximity to the shoreline, and have the potential for generating impacts to fish habitat. New stormwater discharges under Alternative 1 would be generated from new impervious surfaces in the East Campus, as described for the other campus sectors. With implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and fish habitat in Union Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to East Campus would be significantly affected by development under Alternative 1.

Terrestrial Species and Habitat – The urbanized portions of the East Campus sector provide limited habitat for disturbance-tolerant birds and small mammals. Bird habitat in the East Campus would not be anticipated to be displaced as a result of construction; primarily given that the majority of East Campus potential development sites are located on existing parking lot E1.

Threatened and Endangered Species

No listed plant species are likely to occur in the habitats in the East Campus sector. Threatened animal species, which may be present in the East Campus include the streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo. ESA-listed fish species that could occur in Union Bay adjacent to the East Campus include Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout.

In general, development activities that have the potential to impact ESA-listed salmon and trout and their critical habitat include: elimination of functional riparian habitat, direct and
indirect effects of new (increased) stormwater discharges, direct and indirect effects of soil erosion (sedimentation and turbidity) from development, and direct and indirect effects on water quality from development (e.g., petroleum or chemical spill, or leaching).

Under Alternative 1, development activities in the East Campus sector would primarily occur in previously disturbed urban area (including parking lot E1) and would not directly impact species habitat. Additionally, development would be planned and implemented in a manner that avoids or mitigates impacts through compliance with federal, state, and local regulations, and no significant impacts to threatened or endangered species are anticipated.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Area**

Alternative 1 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction and operation, potential impacts on wetlands, plants, and animals in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to pollutants in stormwater runoff entering water features that contain plant and animal habitat and increased human activity levels (including traffic) disturbing wildlife.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development under Alternative 1), more construction and operational activities would occur in proximity to water features and critical areas adjacent to these campus sectors in the **Primary Impact Zone**. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to the West Campus Sector contains Portage Bay; the portion in proximity to the South Campus contains Portage Bay and the Ship Canal, and environmentally critical areas identified by the City (wetlands, wildlife habitat) in Montlake Playfield and the Arboretum.

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1. Assumed development in Central Campus would occur in proximity to developed, urbanized areas; development in East Campus would occur in proximity to the Ship Canal and Union Bay and critical areas in the Arboretum (wetlands, wildlife habitat) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood (wildlife habitat) in the Primary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including stormwater regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on wetlands, plants, and animals in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of water features and critical areas in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 1, construction and operational activities associated with this alternative would not be anticipated to affect wetlands, plants, and animals in the Secondary Impact Zone. Construction activities required for Alternative 1 would not occur in close proximity to wetlands, riparian corridors, and wildlife habitat identified by the City.
Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million net new gsf of development would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors, and lesser development in the Central Campus sector. Existing building heights listed in the 2003 Seattle CMP would be retained under this Alternative.

West Campus

Wetland Resources

Because there are no wetlands known to be located in the West Campus sector, no impacts to wetlands and their buffers are expected with possible development under Alternative 2.

Plants

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 2 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. The existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the West Campus would be preserved and area reserved for new primary open space.

Animals

Potential for impacts to fish habitat in Portage Bay adjacent to the West Campus relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. Similar to Alternative 1, with implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and habitat in Portage Bay adjacent to the West Campus would be significantly affected by development assumed under Alternative 2.

A majority of the potential development sites in the West Campus sector would consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in the West Campus would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to the
West Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 2.

**South Campus**

**Wetland Resources**

Because there are no wetlands known to be located in the South Campus sector, no impacts to wetlands and their buffers are expected with assumed development under Alternative 2.

**Plants**

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. Under Alternative 2, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the South Campus would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space.

**Animals**

Potential for impacts to fish habitat in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the South Campus relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. Similar to Alternative 1, with implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and habitat in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the South Campus would be significantly impacted by development that could occur under Alternative 2.

A majority of the potential development sites in the South Campus sector consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in South Campus would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

**Threatened and Endangered Species**

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to the South Campus sector would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 2.
Central Campus

Wetland Resources

As with Alternative 1, all existing wetlands and associated buffers in the Central Campus sector would be retained under Alternative 2. Clearing, grading, and construction of impervious surfaces, underground utilities and stormwater management facilities in the vicinity of wetlands under Alternative 2 would modify the surface hydrologic conditions and could impact the wetlands. Construction activities could also result in short-term indirect impacts to the wetlands (e.g., from erosion and sedimentation) and operation of Alternative 2 could result in long-term indirect impacts to the wetlands. With implementation of BMPs and TESP measures during construction, and implementation of a permanent stormwater management system, significant impacts to wetlands are not expected.

Plants

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the Central Campus under Alternative 2 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. Under Alternative 2, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the Central Campus sector would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space.

Animals

A majority of the potential development sites in the Central Campus sector consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in Central Campus would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened terrestrial animal species that may be present in Central Campus (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 2.
East Campus

Wetland Resources

As with Alternative 1, all existing wetlands and associated buffers would be retained under Alternative 2. Compared to Alternative 1, Alternative 2 assumes substantially more development in the East Campus sector where the majority of the existing wetlands are located. However, because the majority of potential development sites in the East Campus sector are currently impervious surface area (primarily parking lot E1), hydrologic impacts and water quality impacts are anticipated to be similar to Alternative 1, and with the implementation of appropriate stormwater controls, BMPs, and erosion and sedimentation controls, no significant impacts to wetlands are anticipated.

Potential development under Alternative 2 could utilize development sites that are in closer proximity to identified wetlands; however, these areas are well buffered from existing wetlands by roads and large open space areas (athletic fields). Increased development in the East Campus would result in an increase in construction activities, which would result in short-term impacts to habitat areas; long-term disturbance could also occur due to an increase in human activity associated with potential development in the East Campus. The potential for impacts during construction would be limited through implementation of BMPs and TESC measures, and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

Plants

As under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the East Campus sector would be preserved under Alternative 2, and the overall amount of area available for vegetated open space on the University of Washington campus would increase. Significant impacts to plant communities under Alternative 2 would not be anticipated.

Animals

A majority of the potential development sites in the East Campus would consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. The increased development assumed for the East Campus under Alternative 2 would primarily occur on currently developed area (parking lot E1) and would not directly impact animal communities. Construction in the East Campus would result in increased potential for short-term impacts to habitat areas associated with construction activities. Increased long-term disturbance could also occur due to increase in human activity in the East Campus.
**Threatened and Endangered Species**

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to the East Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 2.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Area**

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction and operation, potential impacts on wetlands, plants, and animals in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to pollutants in stormwater runoff entering water features that contain plant and animal habitat and increased human activity levels disturbing wildlife.

With the focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), more construction and operational activities would occur in proximity to water features and environmentally critical areas adjacent to these sectors in the **Primary Impact Zone**. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone near the West Campus contains Portage Bay; the portion near South and East Campus contains Portage Bay, the Ship Canal, and Union Bay, and critical areas identified by the City in Montlake Playfield and in the Arboretum (wetlands, wildlife habitat) and in the Laurelhurst neighborhood (wildlife habitat).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2. Development in Central Campus would occur in proximity to developed, urbanized areas in the Primary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including stormwater regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on wetlands, plants, and animals in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of water features and critical areas in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 2, construction and operational activities associated with this alternative would not be anticipated to affect wetlands, plants, and animals in the Secondary Impact Zone. Construction activities required for Alternative 2 would not occur in close proximity to wetlands, riparian corridors and wildlife habitat identified by the City.
Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with an increase in assumed development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

West Campus

Wetland Resources

Because there are no wetlands known to be located in the West Campus sector, no impacts to wetlands and their buffers are expected with anticipated development under Alternative 3.

Plants

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the West Campus under Alternative 3 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. The existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the West Campus would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space.

Animals

Potential for impacts to fish habitat in Portage Bay adjacent to the West Campus relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. Similar to Alternative 1, with implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and habitat in Portage Bay adjacent to the West Campus would be significantly affected by development assumed under Alternative 3.

A majority of the potential development sites in the West Campus sector would consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in West Campus would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to the West Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and
local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 3.

**South Campus**

**Wetland Resources**

Because there are no wetlands known to be located in the South Campus sector, no impacts to wetlands and their buffers are expected with anticipated development under Alternative 3.

**Plants**

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 3 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. Under Alternative 3, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* in the South Campus would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space.

**Animals**

Potential for impacts to fish habitat in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the South Campus relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. Similar to Alternative 1, with implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and habitat in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the South Campus sector would be significantly impacted by development that could occur under Alternative 3.

A majority of the potential development sites in the South Campus sector consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in the West Campus would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

**Threatened and Endangered Species**

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to South Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 3.
Central Campus

Wetland Resources

As with Alternative 1, all existing wetlands and their associated buffers in the Central Campus sector would be retained under Alternative 3. Clearing, grading, and construction of impervious surfaces, underground utilities and stormwater management facilities in the vicinity of wetlands under Alternative 3 would modify the surface hydrologic conditions, which could impact the wetlands. Construction activities could also result in short-term indirect impacts to the wetlands (e.g., from erosion and sedimentation) and operation of Alternative 2 could result in long-term indirect impacts to the wetland. With implementation of BMPs and TESP measures during construction, and a permanent stormwater management system, significant impacts are not expected.

Plants

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the Central Campus under Alternative 3 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. Under Alternative 3, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the Central Campus would be preserved and area reserved for new primary open space.

Animals

A majority of the potential development sites in the Central Campus sector consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in the Central Campus sector would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo), which may be present in Central Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 3.
East Campus

Wetland Resources

As with Alternative 1, all existing wetlands and their associated buffers would be retained under Alternative 3. Compared to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 assumes considerably less development in the East Campus where the majority of the existing wetlands on campus are located. Because the majority of potential development sites in the East Campus are currently impervious surface area (primarily parking lot E1), hydrologic impacts and water quality impacts are anticipated to be similar to Alternative 1, and with the implementation of appropriate stormwater controls, BMPs and erosion and sedimentation controls, no significant impacts to wetlands are anticipated.

Development in the East Campus would result in an increase in construction activities which would result in short-term impacts to habitat areas; long-term disturbance could also occur due to an increase in human activity associated with potential development in the East Campus; however, these impacts would be less than under Alternative 1 due to less assumed development. The potential for impacts during construction would be limited through implementation of BMPs and TESC measures and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

Plants

As under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the East Campus would be preserved under Alternative 3, and considering that potential new landscape open space opportunities would be provided in currently impervious area, the overall amount of area available for vegetated open space on the University of Washington campus would increase. Significant impacts to plant communities under Alternative 3 would not be anticipated.

Animals

A majority of the potential development sites in the East Campus sector would consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. The increased development assumed for East Campus under Alternative 3 would primarily occur on currently developed area (parking lot E1) and would not directly impact animal communities. Construction in the East Campus would result in increased potential for short-term impacts to habitat areas associated with construction activities. Increased long-term disturbance could also occur due increase in human activity in the East Campus sector. However, this long-term disturbance would be less under Alternative 3 due to substantially less development under this alternative compared to Alternative 1.
Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to East Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 3.

Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Area

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction and operation, potential impacts on wetlands, plants, and animals in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to pollutants in stormwater runoff entering water features that contain plant and animal habitat and due to increased human activity levels disturbing wildlife.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), more construction and operational activities would occur in proximity to water features and environmentally critical areas in these sectors in the **Primary Impact Zone**. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to West Campus contains Portage Bay; the portion in proximity to South Campus contains Portage Bay and the Ship Canal, and critical areas identified by the City in Montlake Playfield and the Arboretum (wetlands, wildlife habitat).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3. Development in Central Campus would occur in proximity to developed, urbanized areas; development in the East Campus would occur in proximity to the Ship Canal and Union Bay and critical areas identified by the City in the Arboretum (wetlands, wildlife habitat) and in the Laurelhurst neighborhood (wildlife habitat) in the Primary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including stormwater regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on wetlands, plants, and animals in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of water features and critical areas in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 3, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 3 development would not be anticipated to affect wetlands, plants, and animals in the Secondary Impact Zone. Construction activities associated with Alternative 3 would not occur in close proximity to wetlands, riparian corridors and wildlife habitat identified by the City.
Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

West Campus

Wetland Resources

Because there are no wetlands known to be located in the West Campus, no impacts to wetlands and their buffers are expected with possible development under Alternative 4.

Plants

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 4 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. The existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the West Campus would be preserved and area reserved for new primary open space.

Animals

Potential for impacts to fish habitat in Portage Bay adjacent to the West Campus relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. Similar to Alternative 1, with implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and habitat in Portage Bay adjacent to the West Campus sector would be significantly affected by development assumed under Alternative 4.

A majority of the potential development sites in the West Campus would consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in West Campus would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to
West Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 4.

South Campus

Wetland Resources

Because there are no wetlands known to be located in the South Campus, no impacts to wetlands and their buffers are expected with possible development under Alternative 4.

Plants

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the South Campus under Alternative 4 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. However, these impacts to vegetation would be much less than under Alternative 1, as substantially less development is assumed under Alternative 4. As under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the South Campus sector would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space.

Animals

Potential for impacts to fish habitat in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the South Campus sector relate to sedimentation, turbidity, other changes in water quality (primarily during construction), and shoreline development or alteration. Similar to Alternative 1, with implementation of appropriate erosion and sedimentation controls, and stormwater management mitigation measures, it is not anticipated that fish and habitat in Portage Bay and the Ship Canal adjacent to the South Campus sector would be significantly impacted by development that could occur under Alternative 4.

A majority of the potential development sites in South Campus consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in the South Campus would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to the South Campus sector would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal,
state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 4.

Central Campus

Wetland Resources

As with Alternative 1, all existing wetlands and associated buffers in the Central Campus sector would be retained under Alternative 4, and the potential for impacts to wetlands in Central Campus would be as described under Alternative 1.

Plants

Similar to Alternative 1, construction of potential future development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 4 could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs; replanting would subsequently occur in certain areas. Under Alternative 4, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the Central Campus would be preserved and area reserved for potential new primary open space.

Animals

A majority of the potential development sites in the Central Campus sector consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. Potential impacts to animals and their habitat in the Central Campus sector would generally be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and are not expected to be significant.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and yellow-billed cuckoo), which may be present on the Central Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 4.

East Campus

Wetland Resources

As with Alternative 1, all existing wetlands and their associated buffers would be retained under Alternative 4. Compared to Alternative 1, Alternative 4 assumes substantially more development in the East Campus sector where the majority of the existing wetlands on campus are located. Because the majority of potential development sites in East Campus are currently impervious surface area (primarily parking lot E1), hydrologic impacts and
water quality impacts are anticipated to be similar to Alternative 1, and with the implementation of appropriate stormwater controls, BMPs and erosion and sedimentation controls, no significant impacts to wetlands are anticipated.

Potential development under Alternative 4 could utilize development sites that are in closer proximity to identified wetland; however, these areas are well buffered from existing wetlands by roads and large open space areas (athletic fields). Increased development in the East Campus sector would result in an increase in construction activities, which would result in short-term impacts to habitat areas; long-term disturbance could also occur due to an increase in human activity associated with potential development in East Campus. The potential for impacts during construction would be limited through implementation of BMPs and TESC measures and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

Plants

As under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the East Campus would be preserved under Alternative 4, and considering that new potential landscaped open space opportunities would be provided in currently impervious area, the overall amount of area available for vegetated open space on the University of Washington campus would increase. Significant impacts to plant communities under Alternative 4 would not be anticipated.

Animals

A majority of the potential development sites in the East Campus would consist of existing surface parking lots, existing buildings, and some landscaped areas. The increased development assumed for the East Campus under Alternative 4 would primarily occur on currently developed area (parking lot E1) and would not directly impact animal communities. Construction in the East Campus would result in increased potential for short-term impacts to habitat areas associated with construction activities. Increased long-term disturbance could also occur due to increased human activity in East Campus.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The potential for development to impact threatened or endangered terrestrial animal species (i.e., streaked horned lark and the yellow-billed cuckoo) and fish species (i.e., Bull trout, chinook salmon and steelhead/rainbow trout), which could occur on/adjacent to the East Campus would be similar to under Alternative 1. By complying with federal, state, and local regulations, no significant impacts to threatened or endangered animal species are anticipated under Alternative 4.
Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Area

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction and operation, potential impacts on wetlands, plants, and animals in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to pollutants in stormwater runoff entering water features that contain plant and animal habitat and increased human activity levels disturbing wildlife.

With the focus of development in the West, Central and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), more construction and operational activities would occur in proximity to developed, urbanized areas adjacent to the Central Campus, and to water features and critical areas adjacent to the West and East Campus sectors in the **Primary Impact Zone**. The portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to West Campus contains Portage Bay; the portion in proximity to East Campus contains the Ship Canal and Union Bay, and critical areas in the Arboretum (wetlands, wildlife habitat) and in the Laurelhurst neighborhood (wildlife habitat).

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. Assumed development in South Campus would occur in proximity to Portage Bay, the Ship Canal, and critical areas in the Montlake Playfield and the Arboretum (wetlands, wildlife habitat).

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including stormwater regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on wetlands, plants, and animals in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of water features and critical areas in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 4, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 4 development would not be anticipated to affect wetlands, plants, and animals in the Secondary Impact Zone. Construction activities associated with Alternative 4 would not occur in close proximity to wetlands, riparian corridors, and wildlife habitat identified by the City.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1 - 4, although the identified vacation of NE Northlake Place in West Campus would not occur. Because only minor amounts of construction activity would be associated with campus improvements associated with the street vacation in the West Campus, wetland, plant and animal resource impacts under Alternative 5 would be similar to Alternatives 1 - 4 for all of the campus sectors.
Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts

Development under Alternatives 1 - 5 would contribute to the overall amount of impervious surface and stormwater discharge in the area, as well as the overall amount of short-term (construction activity) and long-term (building operation and human activity) disturbances to wetlands, plants, and animals.

Recently approved changes in the zoning and development capacity of the University District could result in increased development and construction in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus. Although the level, timing, and specific location(s) of future development in the University District is not defined, it is possible that some level of concurrent development, and associated construction activities, would occur over a concurrent timeframe and in proximity to development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, especially given the proposed focus of development in the West Campus sectors under Alternatives 1 - 5. This could result in the potential for cumulative water resource and plants/animal-related impacts associated with concurrent construction activities on the University of Washington campus and in the University District. Given the developed urban nature of the University District neighborhood and of the University of Washington West Campus, significant impacts to wetland, plants and animals resources associated with cumulative development would not be anticipated.

Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.3-2), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined.
Figure 3.3-2
Plants, Animal and Wetland Sensitivity Map
For plants and animals, development sites located within or adjacent to the shoreline are identified as having a “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive plants and animals conditions. For wetlands, the wetland areas and associated buffers are identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive wetland conditions, and areas located in proximity to wetlands and associated buffers are identified as having a “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive wetland conditions.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

3.3.3 Mitigation Measures

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes goals and objectives to create a more sustainable environment and retain existing, significant campus open spaces, landscapes and natural features to the extent feasible. No development would occur within wetlands or associated buffer areas. In addition to compliance with applicable regulations related to construction and operations, the following potential measures are intended to further reduce the potential for wetland, plant or animal impacts.

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- All development would comply with federal, state and local regulatory standards (including SMC 25.09.020 regulations related to wetlands) for development and mitigation BMPs could include: site disturbance controls, construction staging, erosion and spill control, drainage control (water quantity and quality), vegetation retention and re-vegetation plans, and BMP training and monitoring.

- Plant and animal mitigation opportunities include impact avoidance (e.g., working when fish species are not particularly sensitive to disturbance or avoiding identified terrestrial habitats), stormwater drainage control, site and construction best management practices (BMP), site design (including vegetation retention and landscaping), and habitat enhancement or restoration, as feasible. Planned development would be sensitive to the existing shoreline.

- Stormwater controls would be applied during construction activities and over the long term. These controls and BMPs would control on-site erosion and transport of sediment and pollutants off site, by minimizing disturbance, stabilizing unworked
materials, applying vegetative or mulch controls, and implementing other controls to reduce and treat contaminants in drainage water.

- Vegetation controls could continue to include an Integrated Pest Management Plan and a revegetation plan that emphasizes the propagation of native scrub-shrub and mixed coniferous species along shoreline areas. The development of new campus vistas or pedestrian viewpoints could be designed to not compromise opportunities to revegetate shoreline areas.

- Shoreline areas could be enhanced or restored through the retention or placement of shoreline-associated large woody debris for cover and forage production.

- Interpretative or education materials could be developed or made available to foster an appreciation of campus wetlands to help limit unnecessary disturbance or destruction of native vegetation or wildlife.

### Additional Measure Applicable to Medium and High Campus Areas

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located on development sites that are within or proximate to the shoreline jurisdictional area could require additional analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).

#### 3.3.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

No significant unavoidable adverse impacts to wetland resources, plants or animals are anticipated under all of the Alternatives. Potential development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan could include some clearing of native vegetation and construction of impervious surfaces which would increase stormwater runoff and change site recharge patterns. Some additional sediment deposition and water quality impacts could also occur. Impacts to vegetation and animals/habitat would also occur due to increased construction activity and human activities on the campus. With implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse impacts would be anticipated.
3.4 ENERGY RESOURCES

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing energy conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the vicinity and evaluates the potential for impacts. Information added or changed subsequent to issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease identification of the added or changed information.

3.4.1 Affected Environment

Overview

Energy demand at the University of Washington campus is primarily met by a combination of electrical power and fossil fuel. Electrical power is primarily utilized for University building lighting, operation of office equipment/computers, operation of laboratory equipment and other uses. Fossil fuel use on the campus primarily relates to natural gas utilized to power the Central Power Plant for building heating (steam).

Based on University of Washington 2015 data, the approximate total annual energy consumption for the campus was 2,500x10^9 Btu (British thermal unit) per year (see Table 3.4-1). Between the years 2000-2015, the amount of total combined electricity and fossil fuels use on the University of Washington campus was reduced by approximately three percent, even with the construction of approximately 3.0 million gsf of net new building space, indicating the effectiveness of University measures to increase building efficiency.

Table 3.4-1
ENERGY CONSUMPTION SUMMARY YEARS 2000 - 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Central Plant Fossil Fuel Use (Btux10^9)</th>
<th>Electricity (Btux10^9)</th>
<th>Total Use (Btux10^9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1,644</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>2,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1,647</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>2,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1,535</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>2,332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1,455</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>2,284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1,484</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>2,383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1,496</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>2,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1,602</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>2,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1,591</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>2,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1,676</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>2,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1,663</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>2,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1,509</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>2,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1,574</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>2,525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1,511</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>2,509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1,564</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>2,506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1,561</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>2,543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1,412</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>2,399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington 2016
Electric Power

Seattle City Light (SCL) provides electrical power to Seattle and portions of King County. The primary energy source for SCL electricity is hydropower, along with other sources including wind-power, nuclear-power, natural gas and coal\(^1\).

The University of Washington receives power from SCL at two University-owned receiving stations: the East Receiving Station located adjacent to Central Power Plant on the east side of Central Campus; and the West Receiving Station in West Campus. Electrical power to the majority of the campus is distributed from these receiving stations via the University distribution system.

The University of Washington 13.8kV electrical distribution system distributes electricity to Central and South Campus, and to the majority of West and East Campus. However, the campus electric distribution does not presently extend west of the University Bridge or near Union Bay Place NE. SCL owns and maintains the electric distribution in these areas and electricity in these areas is provided directly by SCL; Figure 3.4-1 illustrates the electricity distribution system on campus.

The major consumption of electrical power on the University of Washington campus is for lighting and building fans (approximately 35 percent each). Operation of chillers to supply air conditioning makes up approximately two percent of consumption. Electrical power for laboratory and process equipment represents approximately 16 percent of total consumption, and electrical power for office equipment (including computers) represents approximately the remaining 12 percent of total consumption.

\(^1\) Approximately six (6) percent of SCL power comes from non-renewable sources such as natural-gas and coal. As an off-set to the SCL non-renewable sources, the University of Washington purchases approximately six (6) percent additional wind-power sources for electricity.
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Figure 3.4-1
Campus Electricity Service Provider Map
As indicated in Table 3.4-1, the total amount of electricity used on the University of Washington campus increased approximately 15 percent between the years 2000 and 2015. Considering the approximately 21 percent increase in building square footage and increased use of equipment and computers on campus during this timeframe, the amount of electricity use increase reflects University of Washington efforts to increase building and operations efficiencies.

The current peak electrical power capacity for the University of Washington campus is 66 megavolt amperes (MVA), with current peak load demand of approximately 55 MVA. Peak hours of electrical use on campus are generally from 9:30AM to 3:30PM on weekdays. The University maintains an Energy Resource Conservation Management Program that works with local public utilities to strive for energy conservation in new projects and existing buildings. The Energy Resource Conservation Management Program plans, prioritizes, implements and administers energy and natural resource conservation efforts for the campus’ infrastructure, facilities, and grounds. The Program also provides support, information and leadership in the areas of sustainability, greenhouse gas reduction and energy and resource conservation to the University community and its partners. Conservation measures that have been implemented by the University of Washington have included:

- Retrofitting lighting in existing buildings to provide increased energy efficiency.
- Lowering heating thermostats and water heating thermostats in most campus buildings.
- Raising cooling thermostats in most air conditioned buildings.
- Minimizing the production of steam and redundant systems in the Power Plant during Spring, Summer, and Fall.
- Adjusting building ventilation systems to operate at lower speeds.
- Adjusting building chillers, sterilizers and air compressors at UW Medical Center.
- Operating Husky Stadium lighting at 25 percent of capacity.
- Monitoring energy consumption, utility costs, and energy conservation information.
- Establishing an Energy Conservation Team to review conservation measures and develop projects to conserve energy.
- Continuing efforts under a long-term partnership with Seattle City Light to identify cost-effective conservation measures.

Emergency and standby power systems (i.e. power supply when the primary electrical power system is unavailable) on the University of Washington campus serve life/safety and optional standby power purposes. Emergency power is primarily generated by diesel generators located at the Central Power Plant and at the West Campus Utility Plant (WCUP). The current emergency and standby power generation capacity of the Central Power Plant
and WCUP is 22 MVA, which is considered adequate to serve existing campus demands during power outages.

Seattle City Light (SCL) has indicated that the existing SCL system is adequate to serve current demand, although the substation and distribution demand is approaching system capacity and the ability to serve additional demand is limited.

The following provides a discussion on electrical power distribution by campus sector.

West Campus

The West Campus sector currently (2015) contains approximately 3.8 million gsf of building space which equates to approximately 23 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 16.6 million gsf); accordingly, West Campus is assumed to comprise approximately 23 percent of the current electricity demand on campus.²

As illustrated in Figure 3.4-1, the majority of the West Campus sector is served by the University of Washington electrical distribution system, with isolated portions of West Campus served by the SCL system. West Campus areas currently served by SCL include the area generally north of NE Pacific Street and west of Brooklyn Avenue NE (including Stevens Court), the area immediately west of 15ᵗʰ Avenue NE and north of NE 41ˢᵗ Street (containing the Social Work/Speech and Hearing Services building), and the area west of the University Bridge.

South Campus

The South Campus sector currently contains approximately 4.2 million gsf of building space which equates to approximately 25 percent of the overall building space on campus. Accordingly, the South Campus is assumed to comprise approximately 25 percent of the current electricity demand on campus.

As illustrated in Figure 3.4-1, the majority of the South Campus sector is served by the University of Washington electrical distribution system, with an isolated portion of South Campus between Columbia Road and the waterfront served by the SCL system.

Central Campus

The Central Campus sector currently contains approximately 7.1 million gsf of building space which equates to approximately 43 percent of the overall building space on campus. Accordingly, Central Campus is assumed to comprise approximately 43 percent of the current electricity demand on campus.

² This estimate is based on building area and does not include operational conditions and land uses that could increase or reduce the electrical power demand. A high proportion of research and laboratory space could result in a greater demand for space cooling and associated electricity.
As illustrated in Figure 3.4-1, the entire Central Campus sector is served by the University of Washington electrical distribution system, with the exception of the isolated portions of Central Campus located north of NE 45th Street.

**East Campus**

The East Campus sector currently contains approximately 1.5 million gsf of building space which equates to approximately nine percent of the overall building space on campus. Accordingly, East Campus is assumed to comprise approximately nine percent of the current electricity demand on campus.

As illustrated in Figure 3.4-1, the East Campus is served by both the University of Washington and SCL systems. The University of Washington system generally serves the western half of the East Campus sector, including the athletic facilities and Parking Lot E1. The SCL system generally serves the eastern half of the East Campus sector, including the golf driving range, the Environmental Safety Storage building, Ceramic Metal Arts building, the Urban Horticultural Center, and Laurel Village.

**Fossil Fuel**

Fossil fuel (primarily natural gas and diesel fuel) consumed at the Central Power Plant is used to generate heat, steam, and emergency backup power. The steam system boilers are powered by natural gas (approximately 97 percent) and diesel fuel oil (approximately 3 percent). Puget Sound Energy provides natural gas service to the University. Steam is distributed to most buildings on the campus through utility tunnels, and is primarily used for building heat and domestic hot water.

Natural gas service is provided through a metering station in the South Campus for that area and at the Central Power Plant. From the Central Power Plant, a University-maintained system distributes gas to a number of campus buildings.

Diesel fuel oil for the Central Power Plant is provided by an approximately 1,300,000 gallon underground tank below Jefferson Road immediately southwest of the Central Power Plant. The fuel oil provides backup heating oil for the power plant and fuel for the emergency power generators. The Central Plant fuel oil tank is periodically filled by container tank trucks. An underground tank is also provided at the WCUP.

Several smaller fuel oil storage tanks are located on campus to provide fuel for emergency backup power generators for certain individual buildings and uses. The fuel storage tank sizes associated with these individual emergency backup generators generally range in capacity from approximately 75 to 40,000 gallons. All fuel storage tanks are maintained and inspected in accordance with applicable safety regulations and University requirements.
Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement. These zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones (see Figure 2-3).

Electricity service to the area within the Primary Impact Zone is provided by SCL, with no area within the Primary Impact Zone outside of the University of Washington campus boundary served by the University of Washington electrical distribution system. Fossil fuel distribution in the Primary Impact Zone is likewise not associated with the University of Washington system.

Within the Secondary Impact Zone, electricity is provided by SCL, with no area within the Secondary Impact Zone outside of the University of Washington campus boundary served by the University of Washington electrical of fossil fuel distribution systems.

3.4.2 Impacts

Development under the action alternatives (Alternatives 1-5) would result in additional demands for energy. This section of the Final EIS identifies how development under the EIS Alternatives would relate to electric power and fossil fuels.

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, energy-related conditions associated with electricity and fossil fuel would primarily be related to the approximately 211,000 gsf of building development under the current 2003 CMP-Seattle. The approximately 211,000 gsf of building development would represent approximately three percent of the amount of development on campus assumed under Alternatives 1-5, and the potential for energy-related impacts on the University of Washington campus would be substantially less than under those Alternatives. For example, the electric power demand increase under the No Action Alternative compared to 2015 conditions would be approximately one percent compared to an approximately 24 percent increase under Alternative 1-5.

Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with requested Height Increases

Under Alternative 1, which reflects the illustrative allocation of building development in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and
East Campus sectors. Development on the campus under Alternative 1 would result in additional demands for energy as discussed below.

**Electric Power**

Campus growth under Alternative 1 would increase demand for energy, including electrical power energy. The increased demand for electrical power is assumed to generally follow historic trends and would primarily be related to building lighting and ventilation (fans), and operation of laboratory and process equipment, office-type equipment such as computers, and chillers for air conditioning.

As under current conditions, it is assumed that building lighting and ventilation would represent the largest demands for electrical power (approximately 70 percent), followed by demands associated with operation of laboratory and office equipment (approximately 30 percent). Because of intermittent demand, electric power demand associated with chiller operation would be relatively minor compared to the other demands.

With the assumed development of 6.0 million gsf of new development on campus (an approximately 35 percent increase in building square footage over 2015 conditions), and based on historic trends, it is assumed that electricity demand on the campus would increase by approximately 24 percent over 2015 demand.

**Electrical power** – The overall SCL substation and distribution system serving the University District, including the University of Washington campus, has limited capacity to serve future growth in the area. Accordingly, the University of Washington and SCL are coordinating to address both short-term and long-term solutions for serving growth in electrical power demand in the area. Options for providing increased capacity include a combination of the following:

- Provision for expansion of the existing SCL substation serving the campus.
- Provision of an additional substation on or in the vicinity of campus.
- Upgrades to the existing East and West Receiving Stations.
- Serving additional buildings directly from the existing SCL grid where available.

The existing East and West Campus receiving stations have the capacity and switch gear necessary to serve a portion of the electrical loads for the development under Alternative 1. It is anticipated that the existing on campus system has the capacity to serve approximately 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of additional building area (depending on the types of facilities constructed and operational use); although the SCL distribution feeder system (i.e. lines from the SCL substation to the UW receiving stations) may require improvements to

---

3 This estimate is based on historic trends and does not include building design and operational measures that could reduce the electrical power demand. A high proportion of new research and laboratory space could require a greater demand for space cooling and associated electricity.
support this UW system capacity. Accommodating additional growth beyond 1.5 to 2.0 million square feet (up to the total 6.0 million gsf of building space identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) would require improvements to the existing system both on campus and in the area as described above.

Because much of the existing distribution system and building electrical service equipment is aged and may require replacement and expansion to serve new facilities, new circuits could be installed in conjunction with new development which would assist in upgrading the overall University of Washington system.

For the West Campus sector located west of the University Bridge and East Campus sector located near Union Bay Place NE, new electrical service could be provided directly from the SCL grid.

Although the amount of electricity required to operate chillers (for building cooling) is relatively low, accommodating all the development allocation in the 2018 CMP could require additional capacity for chilled water capacities at the Central Power Plant and WCUP, as those facilities only have the capacity to accommodate approximately 4.0 million to 6.0 million gsf of additional building space. Options for providing increased capacity, if necessary, include a combination of the following:

- Additional capacity at the Central Power Plant
- A single new chilled water plant
- Multiple new “regional” chilled water plants
- Local chillers installed in new buildings as constructed.

The current emergency power capacity of 22 MVA would be sufficient to meet back-up power requirements of all 6.0 million gsf of new new building space. Depending on if a large percentage of new buildings house technical/research uses that typically have larger emergency back-up power requirements than standard academic uses, however, accommodating the full load growth could require additional capacity. Accordingly, improvements to the emergency power capacity may be required. Options for increasing capacity include:

- Provision of additional capacity at the Central Power Plant.
- Provision of a new emergency/standby power plant.
- Provision of new “regional” emergency/standby power plants
- Inclusion of local generation facilities at individual projects.
Fossil Fuel

Increased demand for fossil fuel would primarily be related to the generation of steam for building heat and emergency backup power. Based on historic trends, it is assumed that demand for fossil fuel would remain relatively stable.

The steam generation capacity and distribution system for the campus is considered adequate to handle the addition of 6.0 million gsf of building space. The Central Power Plant has a capacity of 870 million Btu/hour (MMBtuh) and a capacity of 620 MMBtuh with its largest boiler out of service. With a current peak load of approximately 300 MMBtuh, an increase of up to approximately 175 MMBtuh with development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be accommodated by the current plant capacity. Given that the age of the existing boilers and piping systems, it is possible that replacement of current boiler(s) and pipes could be necessary at some point in the future. Replacement of these systems would likely be necessary at some point without increased development under Alternative 1, however, the increased use associated with the additional demand could increase the rate of deterioration.

The following provides a discussion on anticipated electricity and fossil fuel conditions under Alternative 1 by campus sector.

West Campus

With assumed development under Alternative 1, approximately 3.0 million gsf of net new development would be added to the West Campus sector. This sector would contain a total of approximately 6.8 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 30 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6 million gsf). Under Alternative 1, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for electricity and fossil fuel.

The types of land uses anticipated in the West Campus (and in other sectors) would be intended to provide a mix of uses similar to those currently located in this area of campus, such as instructional uses, administrative uses, student housing and student services, and innovation district type of uses. Innovation District uses are defined by the University as places that promote collaboration where experts in social work, public health, engineering, life sciences and performing arts can partner with government, education, business, and non-profit organizations. Current examples of innovation district collaborations on campus include Microsoft contributions to the Computer Science & Engineering Program, the Automobili Lamborghini Advanced Composite Structures Laboratory, the Population Health Initiative, CoMotion and StartUp Hall (see Chaper 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.5
Innovation District, for further details on the Innovation District). Innovation District type uses are not anticipated to reflect electricity demand substantially different from other University uses.

As indicated above, full development of 3.0 million gsf of new building development in West Campus would require improvements to the existing electrical system to provide adequate service to serve all of the new building area (University of Washington electrical system assumed to have capacity to serve 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of new building space). The University of Washington would coordinate with SCL regarding implementation of system improvements to increase electrical service capacity, including coordination with SCL regarding those areas of West Campus considered best for continued service from SCL and those best to be added to the University of Washington system (refer to 3.4.3 – Mitigation Measures for details).

Capacity of emergency electrical power and fossil fuel systems is anticipated to be adequate to serve West Campus development under Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of development would be included in the South Campus sector under Alternative 1. In total, this sector would contain approximately 5.55 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 25 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 1, the South Campus sector would have the third highest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for electricity and fossil fuel.

The types of new land uses in the South Campus would primarily relate to medical and research type uses, similar to current types of South Campus uses, and would reflect the type of electricity demand currently associated with these uses.

Full development of 1.35 million gsf of new building development in the South Campus sector could be accommodated by the 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of available electrical system capacity, although in combination with development in other campus sectors, improvements to increase the capacity of the University of Washington system could be required.

Capacity of emergency electrical power and fossil fuel systems is anticipated to be adequate to serve South Campus development under Alternative 1.
Central Campus

With potential development under Alternative 1, approximately 0.9 million gsf of new development would be added to the Central Campus sector. This sector would have a total of approximately 8.0 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 35 percent of the overall building space on campus.

The types of new land uses in Central Campus would primarily relate to instructional, administrative and student housing uses, as well as Innovation District type uses similar to the Computer Sciences and Engineering program and the Population Health initiative. New Central Campus type uses would reflect a type of electricity demand similar to current uses in Central Campus.

Full development of 0.9 million gsf of new building development in the Central Campus sector could be accommodated by the 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of available electrical system capacity, although in combination with development in other campus sectors, improvements to increase the capacity of the University of Washington system could be required.

Capacity of emergency electrical power and fossil fuel systems is anticipated to be adequate to serve Central Campus development under Alternative 1.

East Campus

Approximately 0.75 million gsf of new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 1. In total, this sector would contain approximately 2.25 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 10 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 1, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for electricity and fossil fuel.

The types of new uses in the East Campus would primarily relate to athletic support, academic, research, and potentially industry support type uses. The type of electricity demand associated with these uses would be similar to or greater than current uses.

Full development of 0.75 million gsf of new building development in the East Campus sector could be accommodated by the 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of available electrical system capacity, although in combination with development in other campus sectors, improvements to increase the capacity of the University of Washington system could be required. The University of Washington would coordinate with SCL regarding those areas of East Campus
considered best for continued service from SCL and those best to be added to the University of Washington system

Capacity of emergency electrical power and fossil fuel systems is anticipated to be adequate to serve East Campus development under Alternative 1.

Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development) under Alternative 1, these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated increase in demand for energy on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus). Development associated with Alternative 1 could temporarily affect electrical system connections in the immediate area.

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sector under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for energy in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 1, system connection issues associated with increased energy demand would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for energy impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, consistent with the proposed CMP allocation without height increases proposed in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan; thus the existing height limits are assumed. Without the proposed height increases, the amount of development capacity in the West Campus sector is limited and some development that
was assumed for the West Campus sector under Alternative 1 is shifted to the East Campus sector under Alternative 2. The types of new land uses for each campus sector under Alternative 2, and anticipated type of energy demand, would be similar to that described for Alternative 1.

**West Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 2, approximately 2.4 million gsf would be added to the West Campus. This sector would contain a total of approximately 6.2 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 27 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6 million gsf). Under Alternative 2, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for electricity and fossil fuels.

As under Alternative 1, full development of 2.4 million gsf of new building development in West Campus under Alternative 2 would require improvements to the existing electrical system to provide adequate service to serve all of the new building area (University of Washington electrical system assumed to have capacity to serve 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of new building space). The University of Washington would coordinate with SCL regarding implementation of system improvements to increase electrical service capacity (refer to 3.4.3 – Mitigation Measures for details).

**South Campus**

The amount of potential development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in electricity and fossil fuel demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

The amount of potential development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in electricity and fossil fuel demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of potential new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 2. In total, this sector would contain approximately 2.85 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 13 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 2, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for electricity and fossil fuel. However, the potential increase in demand...
for energy resources in the East Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development.

Full development of 1.35 million gsf of new building development in the East Campus sector could be accommodated by the 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of available electrical system capacity, although in combination with development in other campus sectors, improvements to increase the capacity of the University of Washington electrical system could be required.

Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.

With the focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for energy on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to the East Campus). Development associated with Alternative 2 could temporarily affect electrical system connections in the immediate area.

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for energy in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, connection issues associated with increased energy demand would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for utility impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle Campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1. The types of new land uses for each campus sector under Alternative 3, and anticipated type of energy demand, would be similar to that described for Alternative 1.
**West Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 3, the approximately 3.2 million gsf would be added to the West Campus. This sector would contain a total of approximately 7.0 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 31 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for energy resources. The increase in energy demand is anticipated to be greater than under Alternative 1 due to additional development density assumed in this sector under Alternative 3.

As under Alternative 1, full development of 3.2 million gsf of new building development in West Campus would require improvements to the existing electrical system to provide adequate service to serve all of the new building area (University of Washington electrical system assumed to have capacity to serve 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of new building space). The University of Washington would coordinate with SCL regarding implementation of system improvements to increase electrical service capacity (refer to **3.4.3 – Mitigation Measures** for details).

Capacity of emergency electrical power and fossil fuel systems is anticipated to be adequate to serve West Campus development under Alternative 3.

**South Campus**

Approximately 1.65 million gsf of development would be included in the South Campus sector under Alternative 3. In total, this sector would contain approximately 5.85 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 26 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the South Campus sector would have the third highest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for energy resources. However, the increase in energy demand under Alternative 3 would be greater than Alternative 1 due to additional development density assumed in this sector under Alternative 3.

Similar to under Alternative 1, full development of 1.65 million gsf of new building development in the South Campus sector could likely be accommodated by the 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of available electrical system capacity, although in combination with development in other campus sectors, improvements to increase the capacity of the University of Washington system could be required.

Capacity of emergency electrical power and fossil fuel systems is anticipated to be adequate to serve South Campus development under Alternative 3.
Central Campus

The amount of potential development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 3 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in electricity and fossil fuel demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

East Campus

Approximately 0.25 million gsf of potential new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 3. In total, this sector would contain approximately 1.75 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately eight percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for utilities. The potential increase in energy demand in the East Campus sector would be lower than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of development density assumed for this sector under Alternative 3.

Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for energy on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus). Development associated with Alternative 3 could temporarily affect electrical system connections in the immediate area.

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for energy in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 3, connection issues associated with increased energy demand would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for utility impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.
Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and East Campus sectors. Alternative 4 reflects an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1. The types of new land uses for each campus sector under Alternative 4, and anticipated type of energy demand, would be similar to that described for Alternative 1.

West Campus

The amount of potential development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 4 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in energy demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

South Campus

Approximately 0.2 million gsf of development is assumed in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. In total, this sector would contain approximately 4.4 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 20 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the South Campus sector would still have the third highest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for utilities. However, the increase in demand for energy under Alternative 4 would be less than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of potential development assumed for this sector under Alternative 4.

Central Campus

With potential development under Alternative 4, approximately 1.1 million gsf of new development would be added to the Central Campus sector. This sector would have a total of approximately 8.2 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 36 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the Central Campus sector would have the highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the highest demand for energy. The potential increase in demand for energy would also be greater than under Alternative 1 due to increased amount of development density in this sector under Alternative 4.

Full development of 1.1 million gsf of new building development in the Central Campus sector could be accommodated by the 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of available electrical system capacity, although in combination with development in other campus sectors,
improvements to increase the capacity of the University of Washington system could be required.

Capacity of emergency electrical power and fossil fuel systems is anticipated to be adequate to serve Central Campus development under Alternative 4.

**East Campus**

Approximately 1.7 million gsf of potential new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 4. In total, this sector would contain approximately 3.2 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 14 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the East Campus sector would still have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for energy resources. However, the potential increase in demand for energy in the East Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 due to the increased development density under Alternative 4.

Full development of 1.7 million gsf of new building development in the East Campus sector would likely be accommodated by the 1.5 to 2.0 million gsf of available electrical system capacity, although in combination with development in other campus sectors, improvements to increase the capacity of the University of Washington electrical system could be required.

Capacity of emergency electrical power and fossil fuel systems is anticipated to be adequate to serve East Campus sector development under Alternative 4.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.

With the focus of development in the West, Central, and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for energy on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus), the residential neighborhood north of NE 45th Street (across from the Central Campus), and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to East Campus). Development associated with Alternative 4 could temporarily affect electrical system connections in the immediate area.
Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for energy in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector compared to Alternative 1.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 4, connection issues associated with increased energy demand would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for utility impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1 - 4, although the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place in West Campus would not occur. Because the potential street vacation would not result in an increase in building area compared to Alternatives 1 - 4, energy demand conditions under Alternative 5 would be similar to those identified under Alternatives 1 - 4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

Development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would contribute to the amount of overall energy use (electricity and fuel) in the area and, in combination with future new development in the area, would contribute to the overall SCL power generation and distribution system. To the extent that increased campus population and development increase the pressure for supporting development in the area (primarily in the University District), campus growth could contribute to energy demands in the area.

The No Action Alternative could result in more pressure for new construction in the surrounding area (primarily in the University District) to meet a portion of the building development necessary to accommodate increased campus population, potentially transferring a portion of the energy demands from the University of Washington campus to surrounding areas.

Recent changes in the zoning and development capacity of the University District could result in increased development and associated electricity demand in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus. Although the level, timing and specific location(s) of future development in the University District is not defined, it is possible that some level of concurrent development, and associated energy demand, would occur over a concurrent timeframe and in proximity to development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, especially given the proposed focus of development in the West Campus under Alternative 1 through 5. The University District Urban Design EIS indicates that “the existing substation
and transmission infrastructure may be adequate to meet future needs. Further studies are required to determine whether major upgrades to the substation infrastructure will be required.” There is a potential for cumulative energy-related impacts associated with concurrent demand increases on the University of Washington campus and in the University District. Continued coordination between the University of Washington and SCL will be necessary to determine the improvements required to adequately serve development on the University of Washington campus and in the University District.

All construction activities in the area, both on the University of the Washington campus and in the campus vicinity, would be required to follow applicable regulations, and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the *2018 Campus Master Plan*.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.4-2), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined.

For energy resources (primarily electrical power), the entire University of Washington campus is identified as having a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive electrical power conditions (i.e. demand and distribution constraints); it is noted that as new development under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* progresses, the University of Washington would continue to coordinate with SCL to define improvements to the electrical system to accommodate future electricity demands associated with growth on campus and in the area, and would monitor the relationship between campus building development and
emergency power and chiller capacities. If capacity issues arise, measures to increase capacities have been identified.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

3.4.3 Mitigation Measures

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes goals and objectives to create a more sustainable environment. These policies would guide future campus development and would indirectly relate to the overall energy demand. In addition to compliance with applicable regulations related to construction and operations, the following potential measures are intended to further reduce the potential for energy demand impacts.

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low Potential)

- Centralized utilities such as the Central Power Plant and West Campus Utility Plant allow for the most efficient management of the related energy resource.

- New facilities would comply with applicable energy codes, including the Seattle Energy Code (SWC 22.700).

- Because the University of Washington must operate and maintain the facilities on a long-term basis, the economics of energy management and conservation are a primary design consideration. A standard of practicality must also be applied that assures that the building designs can be maintained properly. Sophisticated monitoring systems are available to assure efficient operations.

- Projects receiving separate service from SCL would be subject to SCL General Service Energy Efficiency Standards for new service.

- As plans for development of facilities are developed, the University Design Team could contact SCL and Puget Sound Energy customer services to confirm specific requirements for service.
Figure 3.4-2
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• Aggressive energy conservation measures could continue to be studied and implemented on campus.

• Adopt Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards for all new development to increase building sustainability in all state funded projects.

• Given the existing limited capacity of the SCL substation and distribution system to serve future growth on the campus and in the vicinity, the University of Washington would coordinate with SCL and monitor electrical demand and capacity as development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proceeds. Options for providing increased capacity include:
  - Provision for expansion of the existing SCL substation serving the campus
  - Provision of an additional substation on or in the vicinity of campus.
  - Upgrades to the existing East and West Receiving Stations.
  - Serving additional buildings from the SCL grid where deemed appropriate.

• The University of Washington would monitor chiller capacity as development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proceeds. Options for providing increased capacity include:
  - Provision of additional capacity at the Central Power Plant.
  - Provision of a single new chilled water plant.
  - Provision of multiple new “regional” chilled water plants.
  - Inclusion of local chillers installed in each building as constructed.

• The University of Washington would monitor emergency and standby power capacity as development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proceeds. Options for providing increased capacity include:
  - Provision of additional capacity at the Central Power Plant.
  - Provision of a new emergency/standby power plant.
  - Inclusion of local generation facilities at individual projects.

3.4.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Overall campus building area development during the 10-year planning horizon would increase the consumption of electricity, fossil fuel, and natural gas and fuel. With implementation identified mitigation measures (including coordinating with SCL to identify provisions for increased electrical capacity in the area), significant energy demand impacts are not anticipated.
3.5 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing environmental health conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity and evaluates the potential impacts that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Information added or changed subsequent to issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease identification of the added or changed information.

3.5.1 Affected Environment

Hazardous Materials

In its role as a major research university, the University of Washington uses some material in its laboratories and medical facilities that are considered to be hazardous due to their toxicity, flammability, radioactivity, or because of contamination with infectious agents. These materials are generated in the course of conducting research and providing patient care, and are typical for medical research and hospital facilities.

The University of Washington Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S) Department is responsible for addressing environmental health issues on campus in order to provide a safe educational environment and work place. University of Washington Administrative Policy Statement 11.2 regulates the management and disposal of hazardous wastes on campus and is in compliance with all local, state and federal environmental laws and regulations, including but not limited to Washington State Department of Ecology rules for Dangerous Waste Regulations; Washington State Department of Health (DOH) – Biomedical Waste Definitions; and the King County Board of Health Code for Biomedical Waste. Hazardous materials on campus primarily include biological/infectious waste, hazardous chemical waste, and radioactive waste. The EH&S Department maintains numerous guidelines and manuals for the handling and treatment of hazardous materials on campus, and ensures that the University is in compliance with all applicable Federal and State regulations; they also offer on-going staff training opportunities for the handling of chemicals and hazardous waste management.

The collection, treatment, and disposal of wastes from the operations using hazardous chemicals conform to the Washington State Department of Ecology and the U.S. Department of Transportation regulations. University of Washington personnel with special
training for handling laboratory wastes are responsible for the collection and packaging of materials prior to shipping them to licensed treatment and disposal facilities.

Procedures have been established and are enforced by EH&S for decontaminating medical wastes from hospitals and laboratory operations prior to removing them from the University. Pressurized steam and disinfectants are used to sterilize those wastes that are considered to be infectious prior to disposal through normal waste channels. Locations that do not have access to these mechanisms dispose of their infectious waste via the University’s contracted Infectious Waste Contractor. That company is responsible for pickup and transport of the infectious material to an approved off-site treatment facility, where it is treated and legally disposed.

Within the University, a number of research and clinical programs use radioactive materials. Research programs involving the use of small amounts of radioactive labels in tracer-type research are conducted in over 600 University laboratories. The Washington State DOH controls the uses of radioactive materials through a licensing process. The University of Washington programs are regularly inspected by EH&S and inspected annually by DOH to ensure compliance with regulations and special license conditions.

Management of radioactive waste on campus is also regulated by DOH. The primary method of disposal is through the collection and shipment of radioactive wastes to an authorized waste broker. The waste must be securely packaged at the University of Washington for transport, and is inspected and processed on campus before it is removed. Processed waste is shipped by the broker from campus to either Gainesville, Florida for destruction, or to the U.S. Ecology Low Level Radioactive Waste Site in Richland, Washington for burial.

Special attention, inspection, and maintenance are carried out to assure that no contaminated materials are accidentally introduced back in the water supply by cross connection. Backflow and cross connection prevention are an important part of the plumbing design that is included in all University research buildings. Upon installation, these devices are inspected by City of Seattle Water Department specialists, maintained by University specialists, and are subject to ongoing inspection.

In addition to hazardous materials related to laboratories and medical facilities, older campus buildings can contain hazardous materials such as asbestos, lead-based paint and other similar materials. Individual sites can also be underlain by soils contaminated by petrochemicals and/or other chemicals.

West Campus

University uses in the West Campus sector primarily include classrooms and administrative uses, as well as several recently constructed student housing buildings. Uses in this sector are expected to generate minimal amounts of hazardous wastes.
South Campus

Currently, the highest concentration of research and hospital facilities that could generate hazardous materials is located in the South Campus sector, including the Magnuson Health Sciences Center and the University of Washington Medical Center. The University has instituted procedures to safely manage these materials during their use and disposal.

Clinical programs, similar to those conducted in most major hospitals, are primarily located in the University of Washington Medical Center. These programs involve the use of radioactive materials for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. As mentioned previously, the Washington State DOH controls the use of radioactive materials through a licensing process. The University of Washington programs are regularly inspected by EH&S and inspected annually by DOH to ensure compliance with regulations and special license conditions.

Central Campus

The Central Campus sector is comprised of numerous instructional and research buildings (i.e., Denny Hall, Architecture Hall, Bagley Hall, Parrington Hall, Physics/Astronomy, and Molecular Engineering, etc.); administrative buildings (i.e., Gerberding Hall, the UW Club); student housing (i.e., McMahon Hall, Hansee Hall, etc.); student support uses (i.e., Suzzallo Library, Odegaard Library, the HUB, McMahon Hall, etc.); and utilities (Power Plant). Uses in this sector are expected to generate moderate to low amounts of hazardous wastes (primarily associated with the research and utility uses).

East Campus

The East Campus sector primarily consists of athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking and open space/natural areas. Development is largely located in the south portion of the sector, along Montlake Boulevard NE, and includes Husky Stadium, Alaska Airlines Arena, the Intermural Activities Building, Sound Transit’s University of Washington Station, as well as the north and east portion including the Center for Urban Horticulture, the golf driving range, and several sports fields; the existing E1 parking area also comprises a large portion of the area along Montlake Boulevard NE. Instructional and research uses are located along the eastern boundary of the sector, as well as student housing (Laurel Village) and the Union Bay Natural Area. Uses in this sector are expected to generate minimal amounts of hazardous wastes.

Noise

Noise Regulations

Noise is defined as any sound that is undesirable because of speech and hearing interference or annoyance. The intensity, duration, and character of sounds can have an adverse effect on personal health and welfare. While one of the more serious consequences
of noise is hearing loss, other significant effects include interference with sleep, disruption of conversation, and effect on work performance.

Sound level descriptors are ways of measuring and describing noise, including factors that account for sound duration, magnitude, frequency and pitch. Sound is measured in decibels (dB), a logarithmic ratio between pressures caused by a given sound spectrum. Environmental noise is measured as “A-weighted” sound level in decibels, symbolized as dBA. The A-weighted scale represents noise using the scale corresponding the most closely to the range and characteristics of the human ear. Equivalent sound level, shown as Leq, is a common descriptor for measuring fluctuating sounds. The Leq is the level of a constant sound that, over a given time period, contains the same amount of sound energy as the measured fluctuating sound. People commonly experience sound levels in the range of between 5 to 90 dBA. **Table 3.5-1** identifies sound levels of typical noise sources and activities. The smallest change in sound levels that is noticeable to most people is about 3 dBA.

**Table 3.5-1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise Source or Activity</th>
<th>dBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jet takeoff (at 200 feet)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Site, maximums (typical: 90 dBA)</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shout (at 5 feet)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy truck (passing by at 50 feet)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban street on a main arterial</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile interior – freeway at 200 feet</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal conversation (at 3 feet)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office, classroom (with abundant activity sounds)</td>
<td>40 to 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living room (no audio or TV in use)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom (at a late hour, insulated windows)</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast studio</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustling leaves</td>
<td>10 to 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Ambient noise is regulated by the City of Seattle under the City’s Noise Ordinance (Seattle Municipal Code, Chapter 25.08). The Noise Ordinance adopts restrictions contained in Washington State’s Maximum Environmental Noise Levels (WAC 173-60). City of Seattle maximum permissible sound levels are shown in **Table 3.5-2**.
Table 3.5-2
CITY OF SEATTLE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL SOUND LEVELS (dBA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use of Noise Source</th>
<th>Land Use of Receiving Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential Day/Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>55/45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>57/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>60/50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: City of Seattle, 2016.

While the City of Seattle’s Noise Ordinance does not directly apply to University uses within the campus boundaries, it does serve to regulate noise between on-campus uses and adjacent land uses/properties (i.e., receiving properties). The City of Seattle considers major institutions to be commercial land uses for Noise Ordinance regulation purposes. As indicated by Table 3.5-2, the allowable noise level from a commercial source received by another commercial source is 60 dBA; the allowable noise level for residential receiving properties is 57 dBA; and the allowable noise level for industrial receiving properties is 65 dBA. For residential receiving properties, there is a 10-dBA reduction (to 47 dBA) during nighttime hours (10 PM to 7 AM on weekdays, and 10 PM to 9 AM on weekends). For commercial and industrial receiving properties, there is no nighttime 10-dBA reduction.

Certain provisions of the Noise Ordinance, namely, SMC 25.08.425, regulate construction-related noise in the City of Seattle and the University of Washington follows those applicable provisions for construction noise. Seattle’s noise standards provide for temporary increases in the maximum permissible sound levels based on equipment type. During daytime hours\(^1\), sound levels from construction equipment (e.g., tractors, dozers, loader, cranes, compactors, compressors, pneumatic equipment, etc.) are allowed a 25 dBA increase in the noise standards; portable powered equipment (e.g., chainsaws, powered hand tools, etc.) are allowed a 20 dBA increase and maintenance equipment (e.g., lawn mowers, powered hand tools, snow blowers, etc.) are allowed a 15 dBA increase. In addition, the Noise Ordinance authorizes noise from impact-type equipment (e.g., pile drivers, pavement breakers, jackhammers, etc.) to temporarily exceed the sound levels associated with other construction equipment up to a maximum of Leq 99 dBA for a period of 7½ minutes. Sounds above a Leq of 99 dBA are prohibited unless a variance is obtained from the City of Seattle.

The University of Washington also considers noise impacts on sensitive campus uses such as classrooms, hospital areas, patient rooms and student housing. As part of previous projects near noise sensitive uses on the campus, the University of Washington has implemented measures to minimize impacts on sensitive uses, such as limiting the use of higher noise levels.

\(^1\) Defined by Chapter 25.08 of the Seattle Code as 7 AM – 10 PM during weekdays and 9 AM – 10 PM on weekends.
equipment, limiting construction hours, ensuring properly sized mufflers and silencers, ensuring nighttime activities do not exceed allowable levels, and scheduling some activities at night (in accordance with applicable requirements) to minimize impacts to campus operations.

**Existing Noise Conditions**

The noise environment surrounding the University of Washington campus varies considerably, from an urban noise environment surrounding the West Campus sector to the natural noise environment (i.e., waterbodies and natural areas) surrounding much of the East Campus sector.

Along major arterials surrounding the campus, maximum noise levels of 80 dB are not uncommon. The average day-night noise level on and around most major arterials is approximately 60 dB (University of Washington, 1992). Previous noise monitoring at NE 45th Street, 15th Avenue NE and along NE Campus Parkway indicated that average noise levels are 68 dBA, with peak hour levels reaching 67 dBA Leq. Noise levels were lower near Portage Bay with an Ldn of 64 dBA, and a peak hour Leq value of 62 dBA (Sound Transit, 1998).

Overall, existing noise conditions at the University campus are acceptable. Some isolated on-campus and adjoining areas, especially sensitive residential areas, experience noise impacts from periodic construction and renovation work, high traffic volumes, and temporary special campus events. Existing noise sources and affected campus areas are discussed below.

**West Campus**

An urban noise environment surrounds most of the West Campus sector. Noise in and around West Campus is primarily from vehicle traffic, as well as pedestrian activity. Existing noise conditions in the West Campus sector and surrounding University District area vary considerably, with generally higher noise levels toward the periphery of the campus along heavily traveled arterials. Elevated noise levels occur along 15th Avenue NE, Pacific Avenue NE, NE Campus Parkway, Roosevelt Way NE, the University Bridge and the I-5 corridor.

In the portion of the University District that is in and adjacent to West Campus, residential areas along I-5, Roosevelt Way NE, and NE Campus Parkway are subject to traffic-related noise.

**South Campus**

An urban noise environment is present around most of the South Campus sector. Within South Campus, the University currently experiences noise primarily from vehicle and boat traffic (e.g., along NE Pacific Street, Portage Bay, and the Ship Canal), recreation and sports programs, and periodic construction.
The Montlake neighborhood, across the Ship Canal from the South Campus sector and along the Montlake Boulevard NE corridor, experiences noise impacts during high vehicle use periods (e.g., morning and evening rush hour) and during special events (e.g. Husky football games).

Central Campus

An urban noise environment surrounds most of the Central Campus sector. Noise around Central Campus is mostly from vehicle traffic, as well as pedestrian activity.Existing noise conditions in the University District area to the west and north vary considerably, with generally higher noise levels toward the periphery of the campus along heavily traveled arterials. Elevated noise levels occur along NE 45th Street, Montlake Boulevard NE, NE Pacific Street, and 15th Avenue NE.

Aside from periodic construction projects and intermittent traffic noise on Stevens Way NE, the core University’s Central Campus has relatively low noise levels, largely limited to voice-level sounds. Traffic noise from Stevens Way NE in most areas is buffered by vegetation.

Adjacent to the northern area of Central Campus along NE 45th Street, residential buildings are subject to traffic-related noise; Central Campus is primarily insulated from noise-related disturbances.

East Campus

A natural noise environment surrounds much of the East Campus sector (i.e., waterbodies and natural areas). Vehicle traffic along Montlake Boulevard NE and University parking lots are the predominant sources of noise associated with western edge of the East Campus. Outdoor events and ingress/egress of spectators at Husky Stadium (capacity of approximately 72,500 people) and Alaska Airlines Arena at Hec Edmundson Pavilion are the most substantial sources of noise in the East Campus; events at Chaffey Field (baseball), the soccer field, and track facility also generate noise from spectators and ingress/egress, but generally at a lower level due to fewer spectators.

Residential uses in the Laurelhurst neighborhood would be sensitive to noise generated in or adjacent to East Campus, including sporting events such as Husky football games.

Vibration

Operation of heavy equipment during construction activities, such as drilling rigs, excavators, and haul trucks, can create waves that radiate along the surface and downward into the earth. As the waves travel outward from the source, they excite the particles of rock and soil through which they pass, causing them to oscillate. These surface waves can be felt as ground vibration. The waves dissipate energy with distance from the source; the amount of attenuation depends on the source, site geology and other factors. Perceptible
ground-borne vibration is generally limited to areas within a couple hundred feet of construction activities. In addition, the University of Washington and Sound Transit have an existing agreement that defines Sound Transit vibration (and magnetic field) mitigation and monitoring requirements on campus. By these agreements, Sound Transit must remain at or below thresholds which are defined as maximum, no-to-exceed, vibration or magnetic field levels caused by the Sound Transit light rail system. These agreements establish thresholds for a defined set of buildings in the vicinity of Sound Transit facilities.

The University of Washington campus contains several buildings that currently contain vibration-sensitive equipment or conduct activities/research that would be sensitive to vibration. These buildings are listed by campus sector below.

West Campus

As of the date of publication of this Final EIS, the West Campus sector includes one building that contains uses that are considered to be sensitive to vibration: Henderson Hall. It is possible that existing research equipment and/or activities within this building could be relocated to other facilities or be discontinued in their current location. It is also possible that new vibration-sensitive uses could be established in other buildings in the West Campus over the life of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

South Campus

As of the date of publication of this Final EIS, the South Campus sector includes the 12 buildings listed below that would be sensitive to vibration. This list is intended to provide a snapshot of existing vibration-sensitive research and activities in this portion of the campus. It is possible that existing research equipment and/or activities within these buildings could be relocated to other facilities or be discontinued in their current location. It is also possible that new vibration-sensitive uses could be established in other buildings in the South Campus over the life of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

- William H Foege Hall
- Center on Human Development and Disability
- Fialkow Biomedical Sciences (K-Wing)
- Fisheries Center
- Fishery Sciences Building
- Fisheries Teaching and Research Center
- Magnuson Health Sciences Center (J-Wing)
- Marine Sciences Building
- Oceanography Research Building
- Ocean Sciences Building
- UW Medical Center Cyclotron
- Hitchcock Hall
Central Campus

As of the date of publication of this Final EIS, the Central Campus sector includes the 15 buildings listed below that contain uses that are considered to be sensitive to vibration. Similar to South Campus, this list is intended to provide a snapshot of existing vibration-sensitive research and activities in this portion of the campus. It is possible that existing research equipment and/or activities within these buildings could be relocated to other facilities or be discontinued in their current location. Is it also possible that new vibration-sensitive uses could be established in other buildings in the Central Campus sector over the life of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

- Bagley Hall
- Benson Hall
- Burke Museum
- Chemistry Building
- Electrical Engineering Building
- Fluke Hall
- Johnson Hall
- Kincaid Hall
- Molecular Engineering Building
- Mechanical Engineering Building and Annex
- More Hall
- Physical Astronomy Building
- Roberts Hall
- Wilcox Hall
- Winkenwerder Hall

East Campus

As of the date of publication of this Final EIS, the East Campus sector includes no buildings that contain uses that are considered to be sensitive to vibration. It is possible that new vibration-sensitive uses could be established in buildings in the East Campus over the life of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement. These zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones (see Figure 2-3).

There are a few assumed sources of hazardous materials in the Primary and Secondary impact Zones; these include gas stations, auto repair shops, and printing establishments primarily located in the University District and University Village vicinity; Seattle Children’s Hospital in the Secondary Impact Zone (east of East Campus) is also an assumed source of hazardous waste. These hazardous materials are required to be managed in accordance with applicable local, state and federal standards/regulations/laws. The major sources of noise within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones include: commercial development and major roadways. Construction activities in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones
may result in vibration. There are no known uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones that are sensitive to vibration.

Within the **Primary Impact Zone**, noise sources include: commercial development in the University District, Wallingford, Laurelhurst, and Montlake neighborhoods, commercial development at University Village, as well as traffic traveling on the following roadways: I-5, SR-520, NE 50th Street, NE 45th Street, NE Pacific Street, Roosevelt Way NE, 11th Avenue NE, University Way NE, 25th Avenue NE, and Montlake Boulevard NE.

Within the **Secondary Impact Zone**, all of the same sources of noise are present, except University Village. Additional roadway noise sources in this zone include: Eastlake Avenue E, 24th Avenue NE, NE 35th Street, Sandpoint Way NE, NE 65th Street and NE Ravenna Boulevard.

### 3.5.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies the potential environmental health-related impacts of the **2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan** on the University of Washington campus and in the surrounding areas that could occur with development under the EIS Alternatives.

#### No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed the approximately 6.0 million gsf of new development on the campus under the **2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan** would not occur and that only the remaining development capacity under the **CMP Seattle 2003** would be developed (approximately 211,000 gsf). Some level of increased campus population would occur under the No Action Alternative through the remaining development under the **CMP Seattle 2003**, which would result in an increase in hazardous materials, noise and vibration. However, due to the lower level of development that would occur on campus when compared to Alternatives 1 – 5, it is anticipated that environmental health-related impacts would be substantially lower under the No Action Alternative.

#### Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1, which matches the preferred allocation of building development in the **2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan**, includes 6.0 million gsf of building area throughout the campus, with a focus of this development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and East Campus sectors. Development on the campus under Alternative 1 would result in potential environmental health-related impacts as described below.
Hazardous Materials

Under Alternative 1, to the extent that new development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes research and/or medical facilities, an increase in the use of research chemicals, hazardous materials, and hazardous waste would occur. However, risks to human health would not be anticipated to increase significantly with development as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing policies/standards established by the University’s Environmental Health and Safety Department, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards/regulations/laws.

Prior to any demolition or excavation associated with development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the presence of existing hazardous materials (including asbestos, lead-based paint, contaminated soils, or other similar hazardous materials) would be identified and removed/abated consistent with applicable Federal, State and local regulations.

Noise

Potential noise impacts associated with Alternative 1 would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. The increase in sound levels would depend upon the type of equipment being used, the duration of such use, and the proximity of the equipment to the property line. Sound levels within 50 feet of construction equipment often exceed the levels typically recommended for residential and institutional land uses. Table 3.5-3 provides a summary of noise levels from various types of construction equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Average Noise Level (dBA measured 50 ft. from the equipment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dump Truck (15-20 cu.yd. capacity)</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scraper</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backhoe</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Mixer</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Pump</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Compressor</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulldozer (D-8)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generator</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depending on the location of construction activity, construction noise would result in temporary annoyance and possible increased speech interference near the potential development sites. Such noise could impact teaching and research activities or disturb student housing uses that are in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas would also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses.

Operational noise associated with development under Alternative 1 would primarily be related to building operational systems (e.g., mechanical systems, etc.) and traffic noise. Increased traffic volumes from new development would result in an increase in traffic-related noise on-campus and on surrounding roadways. However, the campus and surrounding area is a highly developed urban area with existing traffic-related noise and the increase in traffic volumes associated with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is not anticipated to result in significant noise impacts.

Due to the nature of instructional, research and student housing uses on campus, as well as the proximity of adjacent off-site uses along the edges of the campus (residential and commercial uses), it is anticipated that development under Alternative 1 would result in the potential for noise impacts associated with construction and operation of new uses as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Vibration

Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites and adjacent areas. Operation of heavy construction equipment during construction, such as drilling rigs, excavators and haul trucks, would create waves that radiate along the surface and downward into the earth; the waves dissipate with distance from the source. These surface waves can be felt as ground vibration and create the potential to affect sensitive research uses that employ highly sensitive equipment.

Construction activities on potential development sites that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses (including, but not limited to, the buildings identified under Section 3.5.1 - Affected Environment above) would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. Construction activities in the West, South and Central Campus sectors that would be located in the vicinity of existing sensitive research uses would have the potential to result in vibration impacts due to their proximity to these uses. Construction activities that are near Link light rail or tunnel areas (particularly in the Central Campus), may also have the potential to effect Sound Transit’s monitoring of light rail effects to sensitive vibration or electromagnetic fields (EMF) buildings. Potential future development near these sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites.
The remaining development sites in the West, South, Central, and East Campus sectors would have a low potential to result in vibration impacts due to their distance from existing sensitive research uses. However, existing research equipment and/or activities could be relocated to other facilities or discontinued in their current location. It is also possible that new vibration-sensitive uses could be established in other buildings on campus over the life of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. As such, future development projects should verify existing surrounding uses as part of the planning process to determine if new or relocated vibration-sensitive uses are in the site vicinity.

Below is a discussion of potential environmental health-related impacts under Alternative 1 by campus sector.

**West Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – Under Alternative 1, areas within the West Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., instructional, administration, and housing) generally do not use or generate great amounts of hazardous materials/waste. To the extent that new uses under Alternative 1 were to include the use or production of hazardous materials, the University of Washington would manage hazardous materials in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as local, state and federal regulations.

**Noise** - Potential noise impacts associated with Alternative 1 development in the West Campus sector would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. Such noise could impact instructional, administration and/or student housing uses that are in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas could also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses.

Operational noise associated with development under Alternative 1 in the West Campus sector would be primarily related to building operational systems and traffic noise. Increased traffic volumes from new development would result in an increase in traffic-related noise on-campus and on surrounding roadways. However, West Campus and surrounding area is a highly developed urban area with existing traffic-related noise and the increase in traffic volumes under Alternative 1 is not anticipated to result in significant noise impacts.

Because West Campus is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 1 (3.0 million gsf of assumed development), more noise would be generated during construction and operation in this sector than in the Central and East Campus sectors.
**Vibration** - Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites in the West Campus sector and on adjacent areas. Construction activities on potential development sites that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. Construction activities in the West Campus sector that would be located in the vicinity of the existing sensitive research use would have the potential to result in vibration impacts due to their proximity to this use. Potential future development near sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites. Potential future development could also be designed to minimize vibration in areas near sensitive uses.

Because the West Campus sector is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 1, more vibration would be generated during construction activities in this sector than in the Central and East Campus sectors. Only one vibration-sensitive use has been identified in this sector at this time\(^2\). However, additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future.

**South Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** - Under Alternative 1, one of the focus areas of development would be the South Campus sector (1.35 million gsf of assumed development), which is comprised of the highest concentration of research and medical uses on campus, and is anticipated to result in an increase in hazardous materials associated with these uses. Development under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* in the South Campus sector would result in a high potential for impacts associated with this increase in hazardous materials. However, risks to human health would not be anticipated to increase substantially with development as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing University policies/standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards/regulations/laws.

**Noise** – Potential noise impacts associated with Alternative 1 development in the South Campus sector would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. Such noise could impact instructional and research uses that are in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas could also result in temporary construction noise impacts to land uses in those adjacent areas.

Operational noise associated with development under Alternative 1 in South Campus would primarily be related to building operational systems and traffic noise. Increased traffic

\(^2\) Henderson Hall is currently the only identified vibration sensitive use in the West Campus.
volumes from new development would result in an increase in traffic-related noise on-campus and on surrounding roadways. However, the South Campus sector and surrounding area are highly developed urban areas with existing traffic-related noise and the increase in traffic volumes under Alternative 1 is not anticipated to result in significant noise impacts.

Because the South Campus sector is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 1, more noise would be generated during construction and operation in this sector than in the Central and East Campus sectors.

**Vibration** - Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites in the South Campus sector and on adjacent areas. Construction activities on potential development sites that are located close to sensitive research uses (including, but not limited to, the 12 buildings identified in Section 3.5.1 - Affected Environment above) would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. Construction activities in South Campus located in the vicinity of existing sensitive research uses identified in the Affected Environment section would have the potential to result in vibration impacts due to their proximity to these uses. Potential future development near sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration-sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues and measures to limit vibration associated with development on those sites. Potential future development could also be designed to minimize vibration in areas near sensitive uses.

**Central Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** - Areas within the Central Campus sector have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts because typical uses within this sector (e.g., instructional, support, administration, and housing) generally do not use or generate great amounts of hazardous materials or waste. Isolated research and utility uses in Central Campus do generate hazardous materials and waste, and new uses in Central Campus could generate hazardous materials, however. Risks to human health would not be anticipated to increase substantially with development as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards, regulations, and laws.

**Noise** - Potential noise impacts associated with Alternative 1 development in the Central Campus would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. Such noise could impact instructional, support, administration, and housing uses that are in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas would also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses.
Operational noise associated with development under Alternative 1 in the Central Campus sector would be primarily related to building operational systems and traffic noise. Increased traffic volumes from new development would result in an increase in traffic-related noise on-campus and on surrounding roadways. However, the Central Campus sector and surrounding area are highly developed urban areas with existing traffic-related noise and the increase in traffic volumes under Alternative 1 is not anticipated to result in significant noise impacts.

Less noise would be generated during construction and operation of new development in the Central Campus under Alternative 1, compared the West and South Campus sectors, Because less development would occur in Central Campus (0.9 million gsf of assumed development).

**Vibration** - Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites in the Central Campus sector and on adjacent areas. Construction activities on potential development sites that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses (including, but not limited to, the 15 buildings identified in Affected Environment above) would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. Construction activities in the Central Campus sector that would be located in the vicinity of the existing sensitive research uses identified in Affected Environment section would have the potential to result in vibration impacts due to their proximity to existing sensitive research uses. If construction activities are near Link light rail (or tunnels), it may also have the potential to effect Sound Transit’s monitoring of light rail effects to sensitive vibration or electromagnetic fields (EMF) buildings. Potential future development near these sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration-sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues and associated measures to limit vibration impacts to the sensitive uses. Potential future development could also be designed to minimize vibration in areas near sensitive uses.

Because less construction activities would occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 1 compared to the West and South Campus sectors, less vibration would be generated in this sector.

**East Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – Under Alternative 1, areas within the East Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking, and open space/natural areas) generally do not use or generate great amounts of hazardous materials or waste. The University of Washington EH&S Department identifies and tests hazardous materials that are found on the campus and ensures that they disposed of in the proper manner. Any new uses in the East Campus sector would manage hazardous materials in accordance with
existing University policies and standards, as well as applicable local, state, and federal standards, regulations, and laws.

**Noise** - Potential noise impacts associated with Alternative 1 development in the East Campus sector would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. However, at this time, there are no noise-sensitive uses located in East Campus sector in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas would also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses (e.g., the Laurelhurst neighborhood).

Operational noise associated with development under Alternative 1 in the East Campus sector would primarily be related to building operational systems and traffic noise. Increased traffic volumes from new development would result in an increase in traffic-related noise on-campus and on surrounding roadways. However, much of the East Campus sector and surrounding area (e.g., along Montlake Boulevard NE) are highly developed urban areas with existing traffic-related noise and the increase in traffic volumes under Alternative 1 is not anticipated to result in significant noise impacts.

Because less development would occur in the East Campus sector under Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf of assumed development) than in the South and West Campus sectors, less noise would be generated during construction and operation of new development in this sector.

**Vibration** - Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites in the East Campus sector and on adjacent areas. No vibration-sensitive uses have been identified in the East Campus sector at this time. However, vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future.

Because less construction activities would occur in the East Campus sector under Alternative 1 than in the South and West Campus sectors, less vibration would be generated in this sector.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Alternative 1 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be
due to noise and vibration from construction activities; during operation, impacts would largely be due to the use of hazardous materials and noise from traffic.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development) under Alternative 1, more development and associated potential for environmental health-related impacts would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less potential for environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local, state, and federal agencies, would minimize the potential for environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 1, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 1 development would not be anticipated to result in environmental health-related impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central Campus sector. Existing building heights would be retained under this alternative.

**Hazardous Materials**

Similar to Alternative 1, to the extent that new development would include research and/or medical facilities, an increase in the use of research chemicals, hazardous materials and hazardous waste would occur as part of the development of Alternative 2. It is anticipated that development under Alternative 2 would result in an increase in hazardous materials, as under Alternative 1. Any new sources of hazardous materials on the campus would continue to be managed in accordance with existing policies and standards established by the University’s EH&S Department, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards and regulations. No significant risks to human health or hazardous materials impacts would be anticipated.
As described under Alternative 1, prior to any demolition or excavation associated with development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the presence of existing hazardous materials (including asbestos, lead-based paint, contaminated soils, or other similar hazardous materials) would be identified and removed/abated consistent with applicable Federal, State and local regulations.

**Noise**

Under Alternative 2, potential noise impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and operational noise associated with building systems and increased traffic levels. It is anticipated that these noise impacts would be similar to those described for Alternative 1 but would occur more in the East Campus sector and less in the West Campus sector than under Alternative 1 based on the assumed distribution of development under this Alternative (same level of assumed development in the South and Central sectors as under Alternative 1).

Due to the nature of instructional, research, and student housing uses on campus, as well as the proximity of adjacent off-site uses along the edges of the campus (residential and commercial uses), it is anticipated that development under Alternative 2 would have a potential for noise impacts associated with construction and operation of new uses as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, similar to that anticipated under Alternative 1.

**Vibration**

Construction activities associated with development of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan under Alternative 2 would generate vibration on potential development sites that could affect adjacent areas. Similar to Alternative 1, construction activities that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses (including, but not limited to those buildings identified under Affected Environment above) would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. As described under Alternative 1, potential future development near these sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues and mitigation associated with development on those specific sites. Potential future development in other areas in the West, South, Central and East Campus sectors would have a low potential to result in vibration impacts due to their distance from existing sensitive research uses.

Below is a discussion of potential environmental health-related impacts under Alternative 2 by campus sector.
West Campus

**Hazardous Materials** – As described for Alternative 1, areas within the West Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts with development under Alternative 2 because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., instructional, administration, and housing) generally do not use or generate great amounts of hazardous materials or waste. As under Alternative 1, to the extent that new uses under Alternative 2 were to include the use or production of hazardous materials, the University of Washington would manage hazardous materials in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as local, state, and federal regulations.

**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential noise impacts under Alternative 2 would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems, and increased traffic levels in the West Campus sector.

Assumed development of 2.4 million gsf of net new building space in West Campus under Alternative 2 is less than under Alternative 1 (3.0 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1) and the resultant noise conditions during construction would be less as well. To accommodate 2.4 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus sector without the proposed allowable building height increases, three additional potential development sites would be required with more limited open space improvements than assumed under Alternative 1. Given that more potential development sites would be developed under Alternative 2, the potential for noise impacts associated with demolition and site preparation would be similar to or greater than under Alternative 1.

**Vibration** - Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 2 would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the West Campus sector. Only one vibration sensitive building has been identified in West Campus at this time (Henderson Hall). However, additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future.

Assumed development in West Campus sector under Alternative 2 is slightly less than under Alternative 1. However, to accommodate new development in the West Campus sector without the proposed allowable building height increases, three additional potential development sites would be required with more limited open space improvements than assumed under Alternative 1. Given that more potential development sites would be developed under Alternative 2, the potential for vibration impacts associated with demolition and site preparation would be somewhat greater than under Alternative 1.

South Campus

**Hazardous Materials** – Similar to under Alternative 1, one of the focus areas of development on campus under Alternative 2 would be in the South Campus sector (1.35 million gsf of assumed development), which includes the highest concentration of research
and medical uses on campus, and is anticipated to result in an increase in hazardous materials associated with these uses. Development under Alternative 2 in the South Campus sector would result in a high potential for impacts associated with this increase in hazardous materials. However, risks to human health would not be anticipated to increase significantly with development as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards, regulations, and laws.

**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 2, potential noise impacts would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems, and increased traffic levels in the South Campus sector.

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar amounts of noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus sector as described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 2 would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the South Campus sector. These activities could impact the 12 vibration-sensitive buildings identified in Affected Environment section above, as well as other vibration sensitive buildings constructed in this area in the future.

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar amounts of vibration and associated potential impacts in the South Campus sector as described for Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – As under Alternative 1, areas within the Central Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts under Alternative 2 because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., instructional, support, administration and housing) generally do not use or generate substantial amounts of hazardous materials or waste. Isolated research and utility uses in Central Campus do generate hazardous material and waste, and new uses in Central Campus could generate hazardous materials. As under Alternative 1, risks to human health would not be anticipated to increase substantially with development, as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing University policies/standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards, regulations, and laws.

**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 2, potential noise impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems and increased traffic levels in the Central Campus sector.
Given that assumed building development in Central Campus sector is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar amounts of noise and associated potential impacts in the Central Campus sector as described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration** – Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 2, potential vibration impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development in the Central Campus sector. These activities could impact the 15 vibration-sensitive buildings identified in Affected Environment above, as well as other vibration sensitive buildings constructed in this area in the future.

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar amounts of vibration and associated potential impacts in the Central Campus sector as described for Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – As under Alternative 1, areas within the East Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts under Alternative 2 because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking and open space/natural areas) generally do not use or generate substantial amounts of hazardous materials or waste. The University of Washington EH&S Department identifies and tests hazardous materials that are found on the campus and ensures that they disposed of in the proper manner. As under Alternative 1, any new uses in the East Campus sector would manage hazardous materials in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards, regulations, and laws.

**Noise** - Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 2, potential noise impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems and increased traffic levels in the East Campus sector.

Given that more building development is assumed in East Campus under Alternative 2 compared to under Alternative 1 (1.35 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 2 would generate more noise and associated potential impacts in this sector.

**Vibration** - Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 2, potential vibration impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development in the East Campus sector. These activities could impact vibration-sensitive uses. However, no vibration-sensitive uses have been identified in the East Campus sector at this time. Additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future, which could be impacted by Alternative 2 development.
Given that more building development is assumed in East Campus under Alternative 2 compared to under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate more vibration and associated potential impacts in this sector.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to noise and vibration from construction activities; during operation, potential impacts would largely be due to the use of hazardous materials and noise from traffic.

With the focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), more development and associated potential for environmental health-related impacts would occur in proximity to residential, commercial, and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent West Campus), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to East Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2. As a result, there would be less potential for environmental health-related impacts adjacent to land uses in this portion of the Primary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local, state and federal agencies, would minimize the potential for environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 2 development would not be anticipated to result in environmental health-related impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle Campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

**Hazardous Materials**

Similar to Alternative 1, to the extent that new development would include research and/or medical facilities, an increase in the use of research chemicals, hazardous materials and
hazardous waste would occur as part of the development of Alternative 3. Under Alternative 3, it is assumed that the focus of campus development would occur in the West and South Campus sectors, with slightly more development in the South Campus sector than under Alternative 1. The South Campus sector has the highest concentration of research and medical use facilities on campus. As a result, it is anticipated that development under Alternative 3 would result in a greater increase in hazardous materials, similar to Alternative 1. Any new sources of hazardous materials on the campus would continue to be managed in accordance with existing policies and standards established by the University’s EH&S Department, as well as applicable local, state, and federal standards and regulations. No significant risks to human health or hazardous materials impacts would be anticipated.

As described under Alternative 1, prior to any demolition or excavation associated with development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the presence of existing hazardous materials (including asbestos, lead-based paint, contaminated soils, or other similar hazardous materials) would be identified and removed/abated consistent with applicable Federal, State and local regulations.

Noise

Under Alternative 3, potential noise impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and operational noise associated with building systems and increased traffic levels. It is anticipated that these noise impacts would be similar to those described for Alternative 1, and would also occur in the West and South Campus sectors due to the focus of development in these areas.

Due to the nature of instructional, research and student housing uses on campus, as well as the proximity of adjacent off-site uses along the edges of the campus (residential and commercial uses), it is anticipated that development under Alternative 3 would have a potential for noise impacts associated with construction and operation of new uses as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, similar to that anticipated under Alternative 1.

Vibration

Construction activities associated with development of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan under Alternative 3 would generate vibration on potential development sites that could affect adjacent areas. Similar to Alternative 1, construction activities that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses (including, but not limited to those buildings identified under Affected Environment above) would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. As described under Alternative 1, potential future development near these sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites. Potential future development in other areas in
the West, South, Central and East Campus sectors would have a low potential to result in vibration impacts due to their distance from existing sensitive research uses.

Below is a discussion of potential environmental health-related impacts under Alternative 3 by campus sector.

**West Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – As under Alternative 1, areas within the West Campus would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts under Alternative 3 because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., instructional, administration and housing) generally do not use or generate great amounts of hazardous materials or waste. As under Alternative 1, to the extent that new uses under Alternative 3 include the use or production of hazardous materials, the University of Washington would manage hazardous materials in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as local, state and federal regulations.

**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential noise impacts under Alternative 3 would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems and increased traffic levels in the West Campus sector.

Given that assumed building development in the West Campus under Alternative 3 is greater than under Alternative 1 (3.2 million gsf of assumed development compared to 3.0 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 3 would generate more noise and associated potential impacts in the West Campus sector than Alternative 1.

**Vibration** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 3 would be primarily associated with construction of new development in the West Campus sector. Only one vibration sensitive building has been identified in the West Campus sector at this time (Henderson Hall). Additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future, which could be impacted by Alternative 3 development.

Given that assumed building development in West Campus is more than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate somewhat more vibration and associated potential impacts in the West Campus than Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – One of the focuses of development on campus under Alternative 3 would be in the South Campus sector, which is comprised of the highest concentration of research and medical uses, and would result in an increase in hazardous materials associated with these uses. Development under Alternative 3 in the South Campus sector would result in a high potential for impacts associated with this increase in hazardous materials, slightly more than under Alternative 1 because of the level of assumed development is slightly greater (1.65 million gsf compared to 1.35 million gsf under
Alternative 1). However, risks to human health would not be anticipated to increase significantly with development as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing University policies/standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards/regulations/laws.

**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential noise impacts under Alternative 3 would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems and increased traffic levels in the South Campus sector.

Given that assumed building development in the South Campus is greater than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate somewhat more noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus sector than described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 3 would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the South Campus sector. These activities could impact the 12 vibration-sensitive buildings identified in Affected Environment above, as well as other vibration sensitive buildings in the South Campus sector in the future.

Given that assumed building development in the South Campus is slightly greater than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate slightly more vibration and associated potential impacts in the South Campus sector than described for Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, potential future development under Alternative 3 that occurs near sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration-sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues and measures to limit vibration associated with construction.

**Central Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – As under Alternative 1, areas within the Central Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts under Alternative 3, because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., instructional, support, administration and housing) generally do not use or generate substantial amounts of hazardous materials or waste. Isolated research and utility uses in Central Campus do generate hazardous material and waste, and new uses in Central Campus could generate hazardous materials. As under Alternative 1, risks to human health under Alternative 3 would not be anticipated to increase substantially with development as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards, regulations, and laws.

**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential noise impacts under Alternative 3 would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems, and increased traffic levels in the Central Campus sector.
Given that assumed building development in the Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate similar amounts of noise and associated potential impacts in the Central Campus sector as described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 3 would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the Central Campus sector. These activities could impact the 15 vibration-sensitive buildings identified in Affected Environment section above, as well as other vibration sensitive buildings constructed in the Central Campus sector in the future.

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate similar amounts of vibration and associated potential impacts in the Central Campus sector as described for Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – As under Alternative 1, areas within the East Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts under Alternative 3 because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking and open space/natural areas) generally do not use or generate great amounts of hazardous materials/waste.

**Noise** - Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 3, potential noise impacts would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems and increased traffic levels in the East Campus sector.

Given that assumed building development in East Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1 (0.25 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 3 would generate much less noise and associated potential impacts in the East Campus sector than Alternative 1.

**Vibration** - Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 3, potential vibration impacts would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the East Campus sector. These activities could impact vibration-sensitive buildings. However, no vibration-sensitive buildings have been identified in the East Campus sector at this time. Additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future.

Given that assumed building development in East Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate much less vibration and associated potential impacts in the East Campus sector than Alternative 1.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential
environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to noise and vibration from construction activities; during operation, potential impacts would largely be due to the use of hazardous materials and noise from traffic.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development) under Alternative 3, more development and potential environmental-health related impacts would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less environmental health-related impact on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local, state and federal agencies, would minimize the potential for environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 3, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 3 development would not be anticipated to result in environmental health-related impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors when compared to Alternative 1.

**Hazardous Materials**

Similar to Alternative 1, to the extent that new development would include research and/or medical facilities, an increase in the use of research chemicals, hazardous materials and hazardous waste would occur as part of the development assumed under Alternative 4. Under Alternative 4, it is assumed that the focus of campus development would occur in the West, Central, and East Campus sectors, with more development in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors than under Alternative 1. The South Campus sector has the highest concentration of research and medical use facilities on campus. As a result, it is anticipated that development under Alternative 4 would result in less increase in hazardous materials than Alternative 1, given the higher level of development assumed for that sector under
that Alternative. Any new sources of hazardous materials on the campus would continue to be managed in accordance with existing policies and standards established by the University’s EH&S Department, as well as applicable local, state, and federal standards and regulations. No significant risks to human health or hazardous materials impacts would be anticipated.

As described under Alternative 1, prior to any demolition or excavation associated with development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the presence of existing hazardous materials (including asbestos, lead-based paint, contaminated soils, or other similar hazardous materials) would be identified and removed/abated consistent with applicable Federal, State and local regulations.

Noise

Under Alternative 4, potential noise impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and operational noise associated with building systems and increased traffic levels. It is anticipated that these noise impacts would be similar to those described for Alternative 1, but would primarily occur in the West, Central, and East Campus sectors due to the focus of development in these areas.

Due to the nature of instructional, research and student housing uses on campus, as well as the proximity of adjacent off-site uses along the edges of the campus (residential and commercial uses), it is anticipated that development under Alternative 4 would have a potential for noise impacts associated with construction and operation of new uses as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, similar to that anticipated under Alternative 1.

Vibration

Construction activities associated with development of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan under Alternative 4 would generate vibration on potential development sites that could affect adjacent areas. Similar to Alternative 1, construction activities that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses (including, but not limited to those buildings identified under Affected Environment section above) would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. As described under Alternative 1, potential future development near these sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites. Alternative 4 would include considerably less development in the South Campus sector where a number of vibration-sensitive uses are located than under Alternative 1. As a result, potential vibration impacts on these uses in South Campus would be much less as well. Potential future development in other areas in the West, South, Central and East Campus sectors would have a low potential to result in vibration impacts due to their distance from existing sensitive research uses.
Below is a discussion of potential environmental health-related impacts under Alternative 4 by campus sector.

**West Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – As under Alternative 1, areas within the West Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts under Alternative 4 because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., instructional, administration and housing) generally do not use or generate great amounts of hazardous materials or waste. Any new sources of hazardous materials on the campus would continue to be managed in accordance with existing policies and standards established by the University’s EH&S Department, as well as applicable local, state, and federal standards and regulations. No significant risks to human health or hazardous materials impacts would be anticipated.

**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential noise impacts under Alternative 4 would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems, and increased traffic levels in the West Campus sector.

Given that assumed development in West Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate similar levels of noise and associated potential impacts in the West Campus sector as described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration** - Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 4, would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the West Campus sector. Only one vibration-sensitive building has been identified in the West Campus sector at this time (Henderson Hall). Additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future, which could be impacted by Alternative 4 development.

Given that assumed development in West Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate similar levels of vibration and associated potential impacts in the West Campus sector as Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – The South Campus sector is comprised of the highest concentration of research and medical uses. Development under Alternative 4 would result in an increase in hazardous materials associated with these uses; however, considerably less development is assumed in this area than under Alternative 1 (0.2 million gsf compared to 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 1). Therefore, there is much less potential for impacts from hazardous materials. Risks to human health would not be anticipated to increase significantly with development as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards, regulations, and laws.
**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential noise impacts under Alternative 4 would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems, and increased traffic levels in the South Campus sector.

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate much less noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus sector than described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 4 would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the South Campus sector. These activities could impact the 12 vibration-sensitive buildings identified in Affected Environment section above, as well as other vibration sensitive buildings developed in the South Campus sector in the future.

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate much less vibration and associated potential impacts in the South Campus sector than Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

**Hazardous Materials** – As under Alternative 1, areas within the Central Campus sector would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts under Alternative 4, because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., instructional, support, administration and housing) generally do not use or generate substantial amounts of hazardous materials or waste. Isolated research and utility uses in Central Campus do generate hazardous material and waste, and new uses in Central Campus could generate hazardous materials. As under Alternative 1, risks to human health would not be anticipated under Alternative 4 to increase substantially with development as the University of Washington would continue to manage hazardous materials on campus in accordance with existing University policies and standards, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards, regulations, and laws.

**Noise** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential noise impacts under Alternative 4 would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems, and increased traffic levels in the Central Campus sector.

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is slightly more than under Alternative 1 (1.1 million gsf compared to 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 4 would generate slightly greater noise and associated potential impacts in the Central Campus sector than described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration** – Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 4 would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the Central Campus sector. These activities could impact the 15 vibration-sensitive buildings identified in
Affected Environment above, as well as other vibration-sensitive buildings constructed in the Central Campus sector in the future.

Given that assumed building development in the Central Campus sector is slightly more than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate slightly greater vibration and associated potential impacts in this sector than Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

*Hazardous Materials* – As under Alternative 1, development within the East Campus sector under Alternative 4 would have a low potential for hazardous materials impacts because the typical uses within this sector (e.g., athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking and open space/natural areas) generally do not use or generate great amounts of hazardous materials/waste.

*Noise* - Similar to under Alternative 1, potential noise impacts under Alternative 4 would primarily be associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems and increased traffic levels in the East Campus sector.

Given that considerably greater building development is assumed in East Campus than under Alternative 1 (1.75 million gsf as compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 4 would generate more noise and associated potential impacts in this sector than described for Alternative 1.

*Vibration* - Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 4 would primarily be associated with construction of new development in the East Campus sector. These activities could impact vibration-sensitive buildings. However, no vibration-sensitive buildings have been identified in the East Campus sector at this time. Additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future.

Given that considerably greater building development is assumed in East Campus than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate much more vibration and associated potential impacts in the East Campus sector than Alternative 1.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to noise and vibration from construction activities; during operation, potential impacts would largely be due to the use of hazardous materials and noise from traffic.

With the focus of development in the West, Central, and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), development and associated potential for
environmental health-related impacts would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West and Central Campus), a portion of the residential neighborhood to the north of NE 45th Street (adjacent to Central Campus), and University Village and the Laurelhurst neighborhood (adjacent to East Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. As a result, there would be less potential environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local, state and federal agencies, would minimize the potential for environmental health-related impacts on land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 4, construction and operational activities associated with Alternative 4 development would not be anticipated to result in environmental health-related impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of development and associated increases in hazardous materials, noise and vibration would occur as under Alternatives 1 - 4; however, the assumed street vacation would not occur. It is anticipated that the environmental health impacts under Alternative 5 would be similar to those analyzed under Alternatives 1 - 4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

To the extent that construction activities associated with development of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan under Alternatives 1 – 5 would occur in the vicinity of other construction projects, it could result in a temporary cumulative increase in noise and vibration in the surrounding site area. Noise associated with increased traffic volumes from development on the campus would also result in a cumulative increase in traffic noise when combined with existing surrounding traffic. Potential changes in zoning and development capacity in the University District could result in increased development and construction in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus.

Although the level, timing, and specific location of future development in the University District is not defined, it is possible that some level of concurrent and proximate construction would occur on the University of Washington campus and in the University District, especially given the focus of development in the West Campus sector. This could result in the potential for cumulative noise conditions associated with concurrent construction activities.
Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Master Plan Update) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.5-1, 3.5-2 and 3.5-3), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined.

For example, areas of campus that contain existing vibration-sensitive uses are identified as having a “High” potential to generate vibration impacts, while areas of campus located at a distance from those vibration-sensitive uses are identified as having a “Low” potential to result in vibration impacts. For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

3.5.3 Mitigation Measures

The following measures would be available for development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
Figure 3.5-1
Hazardous Materials Sensitivity Map
Figure 3.5-2
Noise Sensitivity Map
Figure 3.5-3
Vibration Sensitivity Map
Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

Hazardous Materials

• Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan should verify the presence, use and/or potential generation of hazardous materials on the project site prior to development.

• Prior to any demolition, asbestos, lead-based paint and other similar hazardous materials that may be encountered during demolition would be removed by a qualified abatement contractor in accordance with State and Federal regulations.

• Contaminated soil would be excavated and removed from the site, as practicable, to an appropriately permitted disposal or treatment facility consistent with Federal, State and local regulations.

Noise

• Construction activities would comply with the City of Seattle Noise Ordinance (SMC 25.08.425) which allows for temporary increases in the maximum permissible sound levels based on equipment type.

• The University of Washington also has additional conditions/considerations that project-specific campus contractors meet the following noise control criteria:
  – The sound pressure level of construction noise inside adjacent buildings and/or rooms cannot exceed 60 dBA (with windows closed) between the hours of 8 AM and 5 PM on week days. Barriers can be erected between construction activities and such interior areas, or equipment noise attenuators can be provided.
  – The use of electric equipment and machinery is preferred. If noise levels on any equipment or device cannot reasonably be reduced to criteria levels, either that equipment or device will not be allowed on the job or use times will have to be scheduled subject to approval.
  – The sound pressure level of each piece of equipment cannot be greater than 85 dBA at a distance of 50 feet. Rubber-tired equipment is to be used whenever possible instead of equipment with metal tracks. Mufflers for stationary engines are to be used in the hospital areas. Construction traffic should be routed through nearest campus exit.
  – Air compressors are to be equipped with silencing packages
  – Jack hammers and roto hammers may be used where no other alternative is available; core drilling and saw cutting equipment is preferred.
Specific scheduling of construction-related noise activities is required at the University of Washington Medical Center.

Vibration

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan should verify the existence of vibration-sensitive uses located in proximity to the development site and if necessary, work to provide mitigation in the project design.

**Additional Measures Applicable to Medium and High Potential Campus Areas**

Hazardous Materials

- Hazardous materials generated and used on campus would continue to be managed in accordance with existing policies/standards established by the University’s Environmental Health and Safety Department, as well as applicable local, state and federal standards/regulations.

- Existing facilities that handle hazardous materials (i.e. Magnuson Health Sciences Center, UW Medical Center, etc.) could be improved under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to meet future needs and standards.

Noise

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located in areas that are proximate to noise-sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent noise-sensitive users to determine potential noise-related issues associated with development on those sites and could require additional noise analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).

Vibration

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located in areas that are proximate to vibration-sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites and could require additional mitigation measures (if necessary).

- The University will work with Sound Transit prior to on campus construction to resolve how monitoring should occur for sensitive surrounding receptors during construction, add new buildings to the agreements as appropriate, and eliminate or minimize light rail operational effects.
3.5.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

During construction activities, some temporary noise and vibration impacts would occur. It is also anticipated that an increase in hazardous materials and waste would occur on campus with the potential development of additional research and medical use facilities. However, with the implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse environmental health impacts are anticipated.
3.6 LEN AND SHORELINE USE

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing land use conditions on the University of Washington campus and vicinity, and evaluates the potential impacts that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.6.1 Affected Environment

Existing Campus

The University of Washington Seattle campus extends slightly over one mile in a north-south direction and slightly less than two miles in an east-west direction, and encompasses approximately 639 acres within the Major Institution Overlay boundary. Of the 639 acres of campus area, approximately 588 acres are owned by the University of Washington, 47 acres are owned by other public entities (including land owned by the City of Seattle as street right-of-way or parks) and four acres are in private ownership (see Figure 2-2 for map of the existing campus).

The University of Washington Seattle campus reflects a variety of uses, including buildings, roads, paved and unpaved walkways, parking areas, landscaping, natural open space, and bulkhead and natural shoreline. Within the campus boundaries, the University of Washington has approximately 307 permanent and temporary buildings\(^1\) that total an estimated 17 million gross square feet (gsf). These buildings vary in size from approximately 300 gsf to 500,000 gsf. They also vary in age from 121 years (Denny Hall and the Observatory) to the present. The buildings on campus generally contain academic/instructional, administrative research, medical, manufacturing, athletic, housing and/or office use.

The University of Washington currently (2015-16 academic year) maintains 19 student housing facilities on the Seattle campus, including 11 residence halls and 8 student apartment buildings. The majority of the housing facilities are located in the West Campus

---

\(^1\) The University of Washington also operates approximately 10 buildings outside of the campus boundaries but within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.
and Central Campus sectors. In total, the University has a capacity of approximately 8,362 residence hall beds and 2,508 apartment beds within the existing student housing facilities on campus.

For descriptive and planning purposes, the campus has been divided into four (4) campus sectors which are described further below.

**West Campus**

The West Campus sector is generally bounded by NE 41st Street to the north, 15th Avenue NE to the east, NE Pacific Street to the south, and the University Bridge and Roosevelt Way NE to the west. This sector of campus has the strongest connection with the adjacent University District neighborhood and, existing campus uses reflect that relationship with the adjacent area.

Existing campus uses primarily include instructional and administrative uses, as well as several recently constructed student housing buildings (Elm Hall, Poplar Hall, Alder Hall, Lander Hall, etc.). Instructional and administrative uses are generally located south of NE Pacific Street and along 15th Avenue NE and University Way NE. Student housing uses are generally located west of University Way NE and north of NE Pacific Street.

**South Campus**

The South Campus sector is bounded by NE Pacific Street to the north, Montlake Boulevard to the east, Portage Bay to the south, and 15th Avenue NE to the west. This sector is generally characterized by existing development associated with the University of Washington Medical Center and the Magnuson Health Sciences Center; instructional uses, including William H. Foege Hall, Hitchcock Hall and the Ocean Sciences Building are also located near 15th Avenue NE. To the south of Columbia Road, the sector also includes administrative and research uses, as well as shoreline open space and piers associated with Oceanography and Marine Sciences uses. The Jensen Motor Boat Company (a private business not owned or associated with the University) is also located immediately west of the Marine Sciences Building in the South Campus.

**Central Campus**

The Central Campus sector represents the original core and surrounding central perimeter of the University of Washington campus, and is generally bounded by NE 45th Street to the north, Montlake Boulevard to the east, NE Pacific Street to the
south, and 15th Avenue NE to the west. The sector is comprised of numerous campus core buildings, including instructional/research (i.e., Denny Hall, Architecture Hall, Bagley Hall, Parrington Hall, etc.), administrative (i.e., Gerberding Hall, the UW Club, student housing (i.e., McMahon Hall, Hansee Hall, etc.), and student support uses (i.e., Suzzallo Library, Odegaard Library, the HUB, etc.). It is also characterized by several important open spaces, including the Liberal Arts Quadrangle, Denny Yard, Memorial Way, Rainier Vista, the HUB Yard, Parrington Lawn, and the Central Plaza (Red Square).

East Campus

The East Campus sector is generally bounded by NE 45th Street to the north, Union Bay to the east, the Lake Washington Ship Canal to the south, and Montlake Boulevard to the west. Blakely Village and the Plant Services building are also located in the East Campus, north of NE 45th Street. The existing character of the East Campus is primarily defined by athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking and open space/natural areas. Development is primarily located in the south portion of the sector, along Montlake Boulevard, and includes Husky Stadium, Alaska Airlines Arena at Hec Edmundson Pavilion, the Intermural Activities Building, the golf driving range, and several sports fields; the existing E1 parking area also comprises a large portion of the sector along Montlake Boulevard. Instructional/research uses are located along the eastern and northern boundaries of the sector, as well as student housing (Laurel Village and Blakely Village) and the Union Bay Natural Area.

Surrounding Area

The University of Washington campus is situated in a City-designated Urban Center (University District); urban centers are areas of concentrated employment and housing with direct access to high-capacity transit, and a wide range of supportive uses. The area surrounding the campus contains a variety of single-family and multifamily residential, commercial, educational, service and semi-industrial uses. The University of Washington is a dominant land use in the area (see Figure 3.6-1 for map of existing surrounding land uses).

The land use pattern of the area surrounding the University of Washington campus is reflective of both natural and built features. The primary natural features in the area are Union Bay, Portage Bay and the Lake Washington Ship Canal that form the southern and eastern boundaries of the campus. These waterways also separate the University of Washington campus, the University District and the Laurelhurst neighborhood from the neighborhoods to the south (Mountlake, Broadmoor and Capitol Hill neighborhoods). The neighborhoods to the north of the Ship Canal and Portage Bay (University of Washington, University District, and Laurelhurst) are connected to the neighborhoods to the south by the Montlake Bridge and University Bridge.
Figure 3.6-1
Existing Surrounding Land Use Map
Prominent built features that influence the land use character of the area consist primarily of transportation routes, including Interstate 5 (I-5) and State Route 520. I-5, the major north/south vehicular travel corridor west of Lake Washington, effectively separates the communities in the vicinity of the University of Washington on the east side of I-5 from the communities of Wallingford, Fremont and Green Lake on the west side of I-5. State Route 520, a major east/west vehicle travel corridor across Lake Washington, provides an additional separation between the areas immediately north and south of the Ship Canal and Portage Bay. In addition, the Sound Transit U District Light Rail station on Brooklyn Avenue NE between NE 43rd Avenue and NE 45th Avenue is currently under construction and is anticipated to open in 2021.

West Campus

The area adjacent to the West Campus sector is generally characterized by retail/commercial uses within the University District neighborhood, including retail shops/restaurants, offices, churches, multifamily residences, and hotels. Due to its proximity to the University of Washington campus and the amount of street-level retail, the area maintains an active streetscape environment, particularly during the daytime hours. Buildings in the area generally range from one to four stories in height, with several high-rise structures such as the 22-story UW Tower, the 14-story Hotel Deca, and several multifamily residential structures ranging from 7 to 11 stories. Further to the west is I-5.

South Campus

Immediately to the south of the South Campus sector is the Montlake Bridge, Lake Washington Ship Canal and Portage Bay. Further to the south are Interstate 520 and the Montlake, Broadmoor and Madison Park neighborhoods, which are primarily comprised of low density single family residences. Several parks are located in this area, including the Washington Park Arboretum, Montlake Park and Playground, Interlaken Park, Louisa Boren Park, and Volunteer Park; the Broadmoor Golf Club is also located in the area. Industrial uses are also located to the southwest of the campus, along NE Northlake Way.
Central Campus

The area to the north of the Central Campus sector is primarily comprised of residential uses, including multifamily apartment buildings, fraternity/sorority houses and single family residences (many of which are rented to University of Washington students). Several churches are also located within the area, including the University Presbyterian Church, the University Congregational United Church of Christ, the University Christian Church, and the Prince of Peace Catholic Newman Center. Buildings in this area are generally two to four-stories in height.

East Campus

The area to the east of the East Campus sector includes Lake Washington/Union Bay and the Laurelhurst residential neighborhood. The Laurelhurst neighborhood generally consists of low density single family residences and park uses (Laurelhurst Park and Laurelhurst Community Center). Buildings in this area are generally two to three-stories in height. Commercial uses are also located near Sand Point Way NE, as well as Children’s Hospital. To the north of the East Campus sector, the area is the generally characterized by commercial/retail uses in the University Village shopping center which includes retail/restaurant uses and structured parking; additional commercial uses (retail, hotels, offices, etc.) are also located surrounding the shopping center. Buildings are generally two to five-stories in height in this area.

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Primary and secondary impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and the Agreement indicates that these zones are to be utilized to assess and monitor direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of all University development.

The University of Washington campus is centrally located within the **Primary Impact Zone**. Other existing land uses within the Primary Impact Zone include retail/commercial uses, multifamily residential uses (generally associated with the University District area) and I-5 in the western portion of the Primary Impact Zone (adjacent to the West Campus sector and west of 15th Avenue NE). The northern portion (adjacent to the Central Campus and north of NE 45th Street) is generally comprised of residential uses (multifamily apartment buildings, fraternity/sorority houses and single family residences) and commercial uses (University Village area). The eastern portion (adjacent to the East Campus sector) consists of Lake Washington/Union Bay and the Laurelhurst neighborhood. The southern portion of
the Primary Impact Zone (south of the Montlake Cut) generally consists of the Montlake neighborhood and SR-520.

Existing land uses in the western portion of the Secondary Impact Zone (west of I-5) are generally comprised of single family/multifamily residential uses, with some retail/commercial and industrial uses adjacent to Lake Union. The northern portion (generally north of NE 55th Street) consists of single family/multifamily residential uses, retail/commercial uses and Ravenna Park. The eastern portion (generally east of 35th Avenue NE) is comprised of the Laurelhurst residential neighborhood, Children’s Hospital, and retail/commercial uses along Sand Point Way NE. The southern portion of the Secondary Impact Zone (generally south of Portage Bay and SR-520) is comprised of single family/multifamily residential uses, Montlake Park, the Washington Park Arboretum and retail/commercial uses (primarily near Eastlake Avenue E).

**Existing Land Use Designations**

**University Campus**

The City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan was originally adopted in 1994 with the most recent update to the plan occurring in October 2016. The Comprehensive Plan identifies the University of Washington campus as a Major Institution and as part of the University Community Urban Center, which also includes the adjacent University District and Ravenna neighborhoods.

The University of Washington campus is located within the Major Institution Overlay (MIO) zoning area. As provided in City-University Agreement, and Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) 23.69.006, development within the MIO is governed by the *CMP-Seattle 2003* until a new campus master plan is adopted. All University of Washington development occurring within MIO boundaries must follow the development standards identified in the *CMP-Seattle 2003* until a new master plan is adopted, including: provisions addressing architectural and landscape review, building height, building setbacks, light and glare, signage, telecommunications, parking, open space, and environmental issues.

**Surrounding Area**

Until the zoning changes approved in March 2017, the University District area to the west of campus contained a mixture of commercial and residential zoning, including Neighborhood Commercial 3-85 (NC3 – 85-foot maximum height), Neighborhood Commercial 3-65 (NC3 – 65-foot maximum height), Commercial 1-65 (C1 – 65-foot maximum height), Residential Multifamily-Midrise (MR – a multifamily residential designation), and, Residential Multifamily-Lowrise 3 (LR3 – a multifamily residential designation). It should be noted that the City of Seattle recently approved changes to the Comprehensive Plan and zoning for the University District area which allows for increased building heights and building density,
particularly within the areas adjacent to the University of Washington campus and the future light rail station. The recently approved zoning in the University District includes a mixture of Seattle Mixed – U District, Neighborhood Commercial, and Multifamily Residential. See Figure 3.6-2 for a map of existing zoning in the area (including previous University District zoning) and Figure 3.6-2A for a map of the recently approved zoning in the University District.

Maximum building heights in the University District now range from 65 feet to 320 feet. The new zoning for the University District also applies development standards to help new buildings fit into the University District context, implement new affordable housing and open space requirements, and create new incentives for childcare, historic preservation and other improvement (see Figure 3.6-2 and Figure 3.6-2A for a map of the existing zoning in the vicinity of campus).

In support of the zoning changes, the 2015 University District Urban Design EIS evaluated a range of increases in maximum building heights in the area from up to 125-160 feet (Alternative 1) to 240-320 feet (Alternative 2). The University District EIS indicates that “the study area is expected to experience new growth and development, but the overall mix of uses is not expected to significantly change from the existing mixed-use pattern.”

The area to the north of campus and west of 25th Avenue NE is generally zoned as Lowrise 3 (LR3 – a multifamily residential designation), with a portion of area adjacent to Ravenna Avenue NE zoned as Lowrise 1 (LR1 – a multifamily residential designation). Further to the north, this area is zoned as Single Family 5,000 (SF 5,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size). The area of the north of campus and east of 25th Avenue NE is generally zoned for commercial uses to coincide with the University Village shopping center, including Commercial 1-65 (C1 – 65-foot maximum height), Commercial 1-40 (C1 – 40-foot maximum height) Commercial 2-65 (C2 – 65-foot maximum height), Neighborhood Commercial 2 – 40 (NC2 – 40-foot maximum height), and Neighborhood Commercial 2 – 30 (NC2 – 30-foot maximum height). Residential Single Family 5,000 (SF 5,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size) zoned areas are generally located to the north of the commercial zoning.

The area to the east of campus is primarily zoned for residential use, including Single Family 5,000 (SF 5,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size), Single Family 7,200 (SF 7,200 sq. ft. minimum lot size) and Single Family 9,600 (SF 9,600 sq. ft. minimum lot size). Neighborhood Commercial zoning (NC2-30) and Lowrise 3 zoning (LR3) are also located along Sand Point Way NE. Children’s Hospital is also located in this area and is zoned as Major Institution Overlay (MIO).
Figure 3.6-2
Existing Zoning Map

Note: This figure is not to scale.
Figure 3.6-2A
Recently Approved U District Zoning
The area to the south of campus is primarily zoned as Single Family 5,000 (SF 5,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size) and Single Family 7,200 (SF 7,200 sq. ft. minimum lot size) coinciding with the residential character of the Montlake, Broadmoor and Madison Park residential neighborhoods. Industrial zoning (Industrial Commercial-45 [IC-45-foot maximum height]) is also located to the southwest of the campus, along NE Northlake Way.

### 3.6.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies the potential impacts on existing land uses on the University of Washington campus and in the surrounding areas that could occur with development under the EIS Alternatives. Direct impacts relate to changes in type, character or pattern of land use, and the density of development on the campus. Indirect land use impacts would relate to peripheral development and/or change in overall land use character of the area.

Overall, implementation of development contemplated in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would result in an intensification of uses on campus, replacement of some buildings, and reservation of space for new primary open space areas. The overall mix and types of land uses on campus would not change under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies 86 potentially developable sites on campus. Collectively, the 86 potentially developable sites contain a total of approximately 12 million gsf of net new building area; however, the University anticipates that the development of only 6.0 million gsf of building area will be necessary to meet the building space needs over the 10-year planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Because future funding levels and program needs are fluid and cannot be exactly defined for master planning purposes, the individual sites that would be developed over the life of the master plan cannot be identified. Development could occur on any of the 86 development sites, but not all of the sites would be developed. Figure 3.6-3 illustrates building development considering all 86 development sites identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and illustrates potential building massing that could occur in the U-District under the recently approved upzone to show how development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would relate to increased building heights in the U-District (potentially up to 320 feet). For the purposes of environmental review, alternatives with differing focuses of assumed development are analyzed in this EIS.

### No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that the approximately 6.0 million gsf of potential future development on the campus under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not occur and that only the remaining development capacity under the CMP Seattle 2003 would be developed (approximately 211,000 gsf). This development would accommodate approximately four (4) percent of anticipated demand for building space over
Note: This figure represents a conceptual massing of potential development sites and areas reserved for planned open space. It is intended for EIS analysis purposes and is not intended to represent specific projects.
the 10-year planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Some level of increased campus population would occur under the No Action Alternative through the remaining development under the CMP Seattle 2003, but the increase in campus population and associated activity levels would be substantially lower than under Alternatives 1-5. Due to the lower level of development and associated campus population that would occur on campus when compared to Alternatives 1-5, it is anticipated that the potential for land use impacts would be substantially lower under the No Action Alternative.

Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1 reflects the illustrative allocation of building development during the 10-year planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and includes development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space throughout the campus with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors and more limited development in the Central and East Campus sectors. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies 86 potential development sites on the campus. Since future funding levels and program needs are fluid, however, the individual sites to be developed have not been determined. Hence, development could occur on any of the sites, but not all of the sites would be developed. Development under Alternative 1 is assumed to be as follows:

- West Campus: 3.02 million gsf
- South Campus: 1.35 million gsf
- Central Campus: 0.9 million gsf
- East Campus: 0.75 million gsf

Table 3.6-1 summarizes the existing development on the University of Washington campus and how development under Alternative 1 would alter the distribution land uses and building space on the campus. As shown in Table 3.6-1, new development under Alternative 1 would shift the distribution of land use and building space on the campus. The amount of total campus building area in the West Campus would increase by approximately seven percent, while the East Campus sector would increase by approximately one percent. In addition, while the overall amount of building area would increase in the Central Campus and South Campus sectors, the percentage of total campus building area within these areas would decrease or remain the same under Alternative 1 (seven percent decrease in the Central Campus and no decrease in South Campus).

---

2 Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).
Table 3.6-1
DEVELOPMENT BY CAMPUS AREA – ALTERNATIVE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Existing Campus Development</th>
<th>Existing Percent of Total</th>
<th>Alt. 1 - Net New Development</th>
<th>Total Campus Development</th>
<th>Percent of Total with Alt. 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>3.8 million gsf</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>3.0 million gsf</td>
<td>6.8 million gsf</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>4.2 million gsf</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>1.35 million gsf</td>
<td>5.55 million gsf</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>7.1 million gsf</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>0.9 million gsf</td>
<td>8.0 million gsf</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>1.5 million gsf</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0.75 million gsf</td>
<td>2.25 million gsf</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Campus</td>
<td>16.6 million gsf</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>6.0 million gsf</td>
<td>22.6 million gsf</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Consistent with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, Alternative 1 assumes that the maximum building heights on the campus would change as follows:

- **West Campus** – from the current 37 to 105 feet\(^3\) to a range from 30 feet to 240 feet\(^4\).
- **South Campus** – the current 37 foot to 240 foot range would be maintained, with the area in 240 foot height increased;
- **Central Campus** – the current 50 foot to 160 foot range would be maintained\(^5\); and
- **East Campus** – the current 30 foot to 160 foot\(^6\) range would be maintained, with the allowable height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 65-feet to 130-feet.

The increase in building height is intended to allow for a level of building development sufficient to meet forecasted population growth, allow the opportunity to reserve areas for potential new open space improvements (including the planned West Campus Green and

---

\(^3\) Maximum building height limit of 37 feet along the shoreline to 105 feet in the area north of NE 40th Street.

\(^4\) Maximum limit of 30 feet along the shoreline to 240 feet in the area north of NE Pacific Street.

\(^5\) The height limit in the area of Central Campus located north of NE 45th Street would increase from 50 feet to 65 feet.

\(^6\) The current 160-foot allowable height is primarily limited to Husky Stadium.
other open spaces), and allow for building heights in the West Campus sector to reflect potential future development in the University District.

**West Campus**

Approximately 3.0 million gsf of net new building space, representing approximately 50 percent of the total 6.0 million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space over the planning horizon, would be provided in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1. Development of 3.0 million gsf of net new building space would require development of approximately 79 percent of the approximately 3.8 million gsf of net new building space capacity identified for the West Campus sector. Up to approximately 693,000 gsf of existing building space in the West Campus could be demolished.

The increase in the maximum building height limit in the West Campus sector is intended to allow for the 3.0 million gsf of net new building space to be accommodated through compact higher density development balanced with public spaces. Development of approximately 3.0 million gsf in West Campus would increase the density and amount of building space in this area of campus by approximately 44 percent. The increase in building height would result in development on fewer potential development sites, which would allow opportunities to reserve space for the potential new West Campus Green and other public/open spaces. Development standards like tower spacing, podium specifications, and setbacks would allow view corridors, light, and pedestrian-scaled streetscapes.

Land uses within the West Campus sector would be intended to provide a mix of uses similar to those that are currently located in this area of campus, such as instructional uses, research partnership uses, administrative uses, student support uses and student housing. Innovation District uses could also be located within the West Campus and are defined by the University as places that promote collaboration and experiential learning where experts in social work, public health, engineering, life sciences and performing arts can partner with government, education, business, and non-profit organizations. Current examples of innovation district collaborations on campus include Microsoft contributions to the Computer Science & Engineering Program, the Automobili Lamborghini Advanced Composite Structures Laboratory, the Population Health Initiative, CoMotion and StartUp Hall (see Chaper 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.5 Innovation District, for further details on the Innovation District).

These land uses would not represent a change in the types of land uses or land use patterns for the area as this area of the campus currently contains a similar mix of uses (see Section 3.7-1, Existing Conditions, for further details). The increase in density and building heights in the West Campus would change the land use character of the area and result in an increase in activity levels associated with additional population in the area. However, this area of campus and surrounding vicinity is already a highly urbanized area and currently
experiences high levels of activity to the presence of existing University uses and surrounding commercial/retail uses. In addition to building-related land uses, Alternative 1 would allow opportunities to reserve space for potential new open space areas within the West Campus sector, primarily in the form of a new park adjacent to Brooklyn Avenue NE and Portage Bay (West Campus Green). The planned West Campus Green could serve as a gathering place and recreation area for the existing and additional campus population, as well as the surrounding community.

The increase in building heights under Alternative 1 would allow for taller building heights compared to the majority of the existing buildings in West Campus and surrounding University District area. While the West Campus sector and surrounding University District is currently a highly developed urban area, the majority of the land uses are one- to six-stories in height. These increased building heights would represent a change in the existing character of land use to a taller and denser urban environment and would be similar to some of the tallest buildings within the University District area (i.e. the UW Tower, Hotel Deca, multifamily residential buildings, etc.). The tallest building heights would be located north of NE Pacific Street and adjacent to the University District area; building heights would get progressively lower to the south approaching the shoreline. Although the increased heights would represent an increase in building heights when compared to the current land uses, they are compatible with potential future development that is identified for the University District as part of the City of Seattle’s University District Urban Design Framework Plan and recently approved zoning, which includes building heights up to 320 feet. It is anticipated that potential future development under Alternative 1 would be compatible with the City of Seattle’s vision for the University District neighborhood surrounding the campus.

Due to the proximity to existing off-campus uses within the University District, potential development sites on the perimeter of the West Campus that would be adjacent to off-site uses would represent a potential to indirectly impact these adjacent land uses; potential development sites that are not adjacent to off-site uses would have a lower potential to impact adjacent land uses. Development standards, such as upper-level setbacks and public realm allowances, are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan for the overall campus, as well as specifically for the West Campus sector, and would minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area (please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards).

**South Campus**

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of net new building space, representing approximately 23 percent of the total 6.0 million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space over the planning horizon, would be
provided in the South Campus sector under Alternative 1. Development of 1.35 million gsf of net new building space would require development of approximately 61 percent of the approximately 2.2 million gsf of net new building space capacity identified for South Campus. Because the South Campus sector is a highly developed area (including the UW Medical Center and Magnuson Health Sciences Center) a substantial amount of building demolition would be required. Up to approximately 1.75 million gsf of existing building space in South Campus could be demolished.

The types of proposed land uses in the South Campus sector would primarily include health sciences/medical center uses and instructional uses, which would be similar to the existing land use character of the area which is defined by the Magnuson Health Sciences Center and University of Washington Medical Center. Increased density in the South Campus sector would result in an increase in activity levels associated with additional uses and population in the area; however, this area of campus is already a highly developed with health science, medical and instructional uses and currently experiences high levels of activity. In addition, the South Campus is separated from nearby land uses to the south by the Montlake Cut which provides a buffer between the campus and off-campus uses.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proposes increases in maximum building height within the South Campus to accommodate the increased density within the area. The existing maximum building heights in the South Campus range from 37 to 240 feet, with the majority of the area designated for 65 to 105 feet. Under Alternative 1, maximum building heights would range from 30 feet to 240 feet and would include increased areas up to 105 feet, 200 feet and 240 feet when compared to the existing conditions. Development in this area of campus is already a dense cluster of health sciences/medical buildings ranging from 5 to 13-stories tall with limited accessibility between the north edge of the area (along NE Pacific Street) and the waterfront. Potential future development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would remove and redevelop many of the existing buildings to provide denser and taller building development which would allow the opportunity for areas to be reserved for potential open space and new connections through the South Campus sector such as the South Campus Green Corridor.

The South Campus sector is not located directly adjacent to any off-campus land uses and, as a result, potential future development within this area would have a low potential for indirect land use impacts. Development standards in the South Campus sector, including building setbacks and building modulation, would be provided as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards). Implementation of these development standards would minimize potential land use

---

7 The 30-foot maximum building heights would be located within the shoreline jurisdictional area. All other areas of the South Campus would have a maximum building height of 105 to 240 feet.
impacts associated with increased density and increased building heights in the South Campus.

Potential development in the South Campus would occur in the vicinity of the existing Jensen Motor Boat Company (a private business not owned by the University). Development under Alternative 1 would continue the existing type of University uses in the area and existing vehicular access to this business would be maintained. During temporary construction activity, roadway delays could periodically occur, but University policies related to construction traffic would maintain access to Jensen Motor Boat Company. Increased density in the South Campus would result in an increase in activity levels in the vicinity of Jensen Motor Boat Company; however, this area is currently highly developed and experiences high levels of activity.

Central Campus

Approximately 0.9 million gsf of net new building space, representing approximately 15 percent of the total 6.0 million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 1. Development of 0.9 million gsf of net new building space would require development of approximately 53 percent of the approximately 1.7 million gsf of net new building space capacity identified for Central Campus. Up to approximately 500,000 gsf of existing building space in the Central Campus could be demolished.

Within the Central Campus sector, proposed land uses would be similar to the existing land uses and would primarily include instruction and instructional support uses. New land uses would not represent a change in the types of land uses or land use patterns for the area as it currently contains a similar mix of primarily instructional uses (see Section 3.7-1, Existing Conditions, for further details). The increase in density would result in an increase in activity levels associated with additional development and population in the area; however, this area of campus is already a highly developed area and currently experiences high levels of activity from existing University uses. Existing off-campus land uses to the north of the campus are primarily residential uses (including fraternity and sorority houses) and would generally have similar or lower activity levels than the existing campus.

Maximum building heights in the Central Campus sector would remain as under the current CMP and would be primarily 105 feet for the Central Campus with 160-foot height limits in the northeast corner of Central Campus and 65-foot height limits near Rainier Vista. As a result, it is anticipated that building heights under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be generally similar to existing development in the Central Campus.

Due to the proximity to existing off-campus uses, potential development sites along the north and west boundary of Central Campus would be adjacent to off-campus uses and would have a potential to generate indirect land use impacts; potential development sites
that are not adjacent to off-campus uses would have a lower potential. Development standards in the Central Campus are provided to ensure consistency and compatibility with the Central Campus and would minimize potential land use impacts associated with increased density and increased building heights in the Central Campus (please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards.

East Campus

Approximately 0.75 million gsf of net new building space, representing approximately 13 percent of the total 6.0 million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the East Campus under Alternative 1. Development of 0.75 million gsf of net new building space would require development of approximately 17 percent of the approximately 4.3 million gsf of net new building space capacity identified for the East Campus sector. Given the relatively undeveloped nature of East Campus, and the relatively small amount of development assumed, approximately 27,000 gsf of building demolition in the East Campus sector would be anticipated under Alternative 1.

Proposed land uses within the East Campus sector would be intended to provide a mix of uses, such as instructional uses, administrative uses, and student support uses. These new uses could replace existing surface parking areas and recreational facilities (i.e., tennis courts, etc.); existing recreational uses near the shoreline of Union Bay would be retained (including the existing soccer facility, track facility and intermural fields). The change in land use would result in increased building density within the area and increased activity levels associated with new development. These activity levels would be generally similar to off-campus land uses to the north (i.e., University Village and commercial uses), but would represent an increase compared with off-campus land uses to the east (i.e. residential uses).

Building heights in this area of campus would increase under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan from the existing 65 to 80 feet range, to 30 to 130 feet. Along Montlake Boulevard NE, 130-foot maximum building heights would be allowed, while 65-foot to 85-foot building heights would be located within the internal portions of the East Campus sector. At the Laurel Village area on the eastern edge of East Campus, maximum allowable building height of 30-feet to 65-feet would be allowed; the eastern edge of Laurel Village would have a 30-foot allowable building height to provide an appropriate transition to the single family zoning beyond the campus boundary. While taller building heights would be allowed, development would occur on a more limited basis within the East Campus sector under Alternative 1 compared to other sectors. Potential development of approximately 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1 would represent a slight increase in density and activity levels in the area, particularly when compared to the West Campus and South Campus sectors.
Potential development sites along the north and east boundary of the East Campus would be adjacent to off-campus uses and would have the potential for indirect land use impacts due to their proximity to off-campus land uses; potential development sites that are not adjacent to off-campus uses would have a lower potential for impacts. Development standards in the East Campus sector, such as upper-level building setbacks and public realm allowances, would be intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area and the implementation of development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential land use impacts associated with increased density and increased building heights in the East Campus (please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards).

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Within the Primary Impact Zone identified in the City-University Agreement, it is anticipated that potential land use impacts under Alternative 1 would be as described for adjacent off-campus land uses above for each of the campus sectors and primarily include changes in land use character associated with increased density and building heights (primarily to portions of the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to the West Campus and South Campus where the majority of potential development would occur under Alternative 1), as well as increased activity levels associated with development within the campus sectors.

Due to the distance between the Secondary Impact Zone and the campus, potential impacts to the Secondary Impact Zone would be primarily related to indirect impacts from increased density and activity levels within and adjacent to the campus (i.e., increased traffic, noise, air emissions, etc.).

Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits

Alternative 2 reflects accommodation of the requested 6 million gsf of building area developed generally consistent with the CMP proposed allocation without the height increases proposed in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumed under Alternative 1; thus, the existing CMP height limits are assumed. Without the proposed height increases, the development capacity of the West Campus is limited and additional development sites would be required to approach the 3.0 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and analyzed under Alternative 1. Given the developed nature of the West Campus, the opportunity for additional development sites in this sector is limited, and therefore, Alternative 2 assumes additional development sites in the area reserved for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1. Even with the additional development sites, the development capacity in the West campus without the requested height increases is only 2.4 million gsf of net new development (compared to 3.0 million gsf in the West Campus...
under Alternative 1) and the proposed CMP allocation for West Campus reflected in Alternative 1 cannot be achieved under Alternative 2. The approximately 0.6 million gsf of the net new development not accommodated by the West Campus development capacity is shifted to the East Campus under Alternative 2. The assumed building development by campus sector under Alternative 2 is as follows:

- **West Campus**: 2.4\(^8\) million gsf
- **South Campus**: 1.35 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 0.9 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 1.35 million gsf

Table 3.6-2 summarizes the existing development on the University of Washington campus and how development under Alternative 2 would alter the distribution land uses and building space on the campus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campus Area</th>
<th>Existing Campus Development</th>
<th>Existing Percent of Total</th>
<th>Alt. 2 - Net New Development</th>
<th>Total Campus Development</th>
<th>Percent of Total with Alt. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>3.8 million gsf</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>2.4 million gsf</td>
<td>6.2 million gsf</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>4.2 million gsf</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>1.35 million gsf</td>
<td>5.55 million gsf</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>7.1 million gsf</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>0.9 million gsf</td>
<td>8.0 million gsf</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>1.5 million gsf</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>1.35 million gsf</td>
<td>2.85 million gsf</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Campus</strong></td>
<td><strong>16.6 million gsf</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.0 million gsf</strong></td>
<td><strong>22.6 million gsf</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Sasaki Architects, Inc., 2016.*

As shown in Table 3.6-2, new development under Alternative 2 would have the most effect on the West Campus and East Campus, and would shift the distribution of land use and building space on the campus. The amount of total campus building area in the West Campus would increase by approximately five percent, while the East Campus would increase by approximately nine percent. In addition, while the overall amount of building area would increase in the Central Campus and South Campus, the percentage of total campus building area within these areas would decrease under Alternative 2 (11 percent decrease in the Central Campus and three percent decrease in the South Campus).

---

8 Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).
West Campus

Under Alternative 2, development in the West Campus would be less than under Alternative 1 (approximately 2.4 million gsf compared with 3.0 million gsf) and the maximum building heights for the campus would remain (currently ranging from 37 to 105 feet). Because there would be no increase in maximum building heights, the development of 2.4 million gsf in the West Campus would actually require the use of more development sites within the West Campus and would result in building development within area that was planned for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1; thus, this planned open space intended, in part, to connect the West Campus sector and the University District to the waterfront would not be provided under Alternative 2. Approximately 693,000 gsf of existing building space is assumed to be demolished to achieve the 2.4 million gsf of net new development.

As under Alternative 1, potential future development along the perimeter of the West Campus, adjacent to off-campus uses would have the potential for indirect land use impacts due to increased density within the West Campus. The amount of density assumed for the West Campus and the maximum building heights for the area would be lower under Alternative 2 which would result a lower potential for land use impacts when compared with Alternative 1. However, given the assumed building height under Alternative 2 the ability to implement the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan development standards, such as upper-level building setbacks and a public realm allowance, and still provide the assumed building gsf, would be constrained. Development standards would be provided to minimize potential land use impacts associated with development in the West Campus (see the discussion above for Alternative 1 for further details on potential land use impacts within the West Campus).

South Campus

Development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would include the same amount of development as Alternative 1 (approximately 1.35 million gsf of net new building space). However, assumed development under Alternative 2 would be consistent with existing maximum building heights in the sector (65 feet to 105 feet; with a small area of 240 feet) and would result in shorter buildings than under Alternative 1, which allows larger amounts of area up to 105 feet, 200 feet and 240 feet tall. As a result, potential building development under Alternative 2 would be similar in character and building heights to the existing conditions in the South Campus sector.

Similar land uses would be provided under Alternative 2, including health sciences, medical and instructional uses. The level of development in the South Campus would represent an increase in density and activity levels within the sector that would be similar to Alternative 1.
As described under Alternative 1, the South Campus sector is not located adjacent to any off-campus land uses (the Montlake Cut and Portage Bay provide a buffer between campus uses and land uses to the south) and potential future development within this area would have a lower potential to indirectly impact adjacent land uses. Conditions at Jensen Motor Boat Company would be similar to those under Alternative 1. Compared to Alternative 1, the ability to utilize development standards in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and provide the assumed amount of building area would be constrained.

Central Campus

Development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would include the same level of potential development as Alternative 1 (approximately 0.9 million gsf). No increases in maximum building heights are included for the Central Campus under Alternative 1 or Alternative 2. Potential development in the Central Campus would also include the same amount of density and building heights, and therefore, potential land use impacts would be the same under Alternative 2 as described under Alternative 1.

East Campus

Under Alternative 2, lower building heights in the West Campus when compared with Alternative 1 would result in the need to develop additional areas of the East Campus sector in order to achieve 6 million gsf for the overall campus as identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Increased development in the East Campus would include approximately 1.35 million gsf of building space (compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), which would represent approximately 23 percent of the total development anticipated to be needed to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space. Development of 1.35 million gsf of net new building space would require development of approximately 31 percent of the approximately 4.3 million gsf of net new building space capacity identified for the East Campus. Up to approximately 27,000 gsf of existing building space in the East Campus could be demolished.

New development in the East Campus under Alternative 2 would be intended to provide a range of mixed uses and replace primarily existing surface parking with new uses. Development of approximately 1.35 million gsf in the East Campus would change the character of the area from its current low intensity uses (surface parking) to new campus building development and would represent a shift of campus instructional and support uses and building development beyond Montlake Boulevard in East Campus. The new land uses and increased density in the East Campus sector would also result in an associated increase in population (students, faculty and staff) and activity levels which would represent a shift in character from the primarily existing parking uses.
Building heights in the East Campus would be consistent with the existing maximum building heights for the area (predominantly 65 to 80 feet\(^9\)). While potential development under Alternative 2 would be consistent with existing building maximum building heights, it would represent a substantial shift in the land use character of the area, particularly when compared to the existing conditions (primarily surface parking) due to the increased amount of building density within the East Campus sector.

It is anticipated that Alternative 2 would have a greater potential for land use impacts in East Campus compared to Alternative 1 due to the increased level of development that would occur (1.35 million gsf versus 0.75 million gsf). Development standards would be provided under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including upper-level building setbacks and a public realm allowance, and would minimize potential land use and building height impacts associated with development in the East Campus (please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards).

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Potential land use impacts for the **Primary Impact Zone** under Alternative 2 would be as described above for adjacent off-campus land uses for each of the campus sectors and primarily include changes in land use character associated with increased development density (primarily in the West Campus, South Campus, and East Campus), as well as increased activity levels associated with development within the campus sectors. Compared to Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would reflect a shift in new building development from West Campus to East Campus, increasing the potential for indirect land use impacts to the portion of the Primary Impact Zone in proximity to East Campus. The lower maximum building heights allowed compared to Alternative 1 would reduce the potential to view new on-campus buildings from certain portions of the Primary Impact Zone (particularly within the West Campus), with a resulting potential perception of less building intensity on the campus. However, this would be off-set by increased building development density that would be located in the East Campus which would result in the potential perception of more building intensity within that area of the campus.

Due to the distance between the **Secondary Impact Zone** and the campus, potential impacts to the Secondary Impact Zone would be primarily related to indirect impacts from increased density and activity levels within and adjacent to the campus (i.e., increased traffic, noise, air emissions, etc.).

---

\(^9\) The lone exceptions to these maximum heights is the site of the existing Husky Stadium (up to a 160-foot maximum) and the Dempsey Indoor Center (up to a 107-foot maximum).
**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Alternative 3 reflects development of the 6.0 million gsf of net new building space consistent with the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* but assumes that an increased amount of density would be provided in the West Campus and South Campus, as follows:

- West Campus: 3.2\(^{10}\) million gsf
- South Campus: 1.65 million gsf
- Central Campus: 0.9 million gsf
- East Campus: 0.25 million gsf

*Table 3.6-3* summarizes the existing development on the University of Washington campus and how development under Alternative 3 would alter the distribution land uses and building space on the campus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campus Area</th>
<th>Existing Campus Development</th>
<th>Existing Percent of Total</th>
<th>Alt. 3 - Net New Development</th>
<th>Total Campus Development</th>
<th>Percent of Total with Alt. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>3.8 million gsf</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>3.2 million gsf</td>
<td>7.0 million gsf</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>4.2 million gsf</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>1.65 million gsf</td>
<td>5.85 million gsf</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>7.1 million gsf</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>0.9 million gsf</td>
<td>8.0 million gsf</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>1.5 million gsf</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0.25 million gsf</td>
<td>1.75 million gsf</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Campus</td>
<td>16.6 million gsf</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>6.0 million gsf</td>
<td>22.6 million gsf</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Sasaki Architects, Inc., 2016.*

As shown in *Table 3.7-3*, new development under Alternative 3 would have the most effect on the West Campus and South Campus, and would shift the distribution of land use and building space on the campus. The amount of total campus building area in the West Campus would increase by approximately 11 percent, while the South Campus would increase by approximately one percent. In addition, while the overall amount of building area would increase in the Central Campus and East Campus, the percentage of total

---

\(^{10}\) Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).
campus building area within these areas would decrease under Alternative 3 (eight percent decrease in the Central Campus and one percent decrease in the East Campus).

**West Campus**

Under Alternative 3, development in the West Campus would feature a similar type and layout of land uses with the same maximum building heights compared to Alternative 1; however, Alternative 3 would include an increased amount of density within the West Campus than under Alternative 1 (approximately 3.2 million gsf compared with 3.0 million gsf). Approximately 693,000 gsf of existing building space is assumed to be demolished. As under Alternative 1, potential future development along the perimeter of the West Campus, adjacent to off-campus uses would have the potential for indirect land use impacts due to increased density and building heights within the West Campus and associated increases in activity levels within the area. The potential for land use impacts would be slightly higher under Alternative 3 due to the increased amount of density when compared with Alternative 1. Development standards, such as upper-level building setbacks and a public realm allowance, would be provided to minimize potential land use impacts associated with development in the West Campus (see the discussion above for Alternative 1 for further details on potential land use impacts within the West Campus). Please also refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards.

**South Campus**

Development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 3 would also feature a similar type and layout of land uses as Alternative 1 with the same maximum building heights, but would represent an increase in development density when compared with Alternative 1 (approximately 1.65 million gsf versus 1.35 million gsf of net new building space). Up to approximately 1.87 million gsf of existing building space in the South Campus could be demolished. Alternative 3 would have a greater potential for land use impacts than Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development density that would be provided and the associated increases in activity levels. However, as described under Alternative 1, the South Campus sector is not located directly adjacent to any off-campus land uses, and the Montlake Cut and Portage Bay provide a buffer between campus uses and land uses to the south. No land use impacts to the Jensen Motor Boat Company would occur, similar to that described under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, development standards would be provided under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* to minimize potential land use impacts associated with development in the South Campus (please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards).
Central Campus

Development in the Central Campus under Alternative 3 would include the same level of potential development as Alternative 1 (approximately 0.9 million gsf) and no increases in maximum building heights are included for the Central Campus. Potential development in the Central Campus would include the same amount of density and building heights as Alternative 1, and therefore potential land use impacts would be the same as under Alternative 1.

East Campus

Under Alternative 3, development in the East Campus would include a similar mix of land uses as Alternative 1, but would provide a reduced amount of development within this campus sector. Approximately 0.25 million gsf would be provided under Alternative 3, compared with 0.75 million under Alternative 1. The reduced development density in the East Campus would result in a smaller increase in associated activity levels and would have a lower potential for land use impacts in the East Campus sector compared to Alternative 1. Development standards would be provided under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to minimize potential land use impacts associated with development in the East Campus (please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards).

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Within the Primary Impact Zone, it is anticipated that potential land uses impacts under Alternative 3 would be as described above for each of the campus sectors and primarily include changes in land use character associated with increased density and building heights (primarily in the West Campus and South Campus where the majority of potential development would occur), as well as increased activity levels associated with development within the campus sectors.

Due to the distance between the Secondary Impact Zone and the campus, potential land use impacts to the Secondary Impact Zone would be primarily related to indirect impacts from increased density and activity levels within and adjacent to the campus (i.e., increased traffic, noise, air emissions, etc.).

Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Alternative 4 reflects development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space consistent with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, but an increased amount of density would be provided in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors when compared with Alternative 1:
• **West Campus**: 3.0\(^{11}\) million gsf
• **South Campus**: 0.2 million gsf
• **Central Campus**: 1.1 million gsf
• **East Campus**: 1.7 million gsf

Table 3.6-4 summarizes the existing development on the University of Washington campus and how development under Alternative 4 would alter the distribution land uses and building space on the campus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.6-4</th>
<th>Development by Campus Area – Alternative 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing Campus Development</td>
<td>Existing Percent of Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td>3.8 million gsf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Campus</td>
<td>4.2 million gsf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Campus</td>
<td>7.1 million gsf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Campus</td>
<td>1.5 million gsf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Campus</td>
<td>16.6 million gsf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


As shown in Table 3.7-4, Alternative 4 would have the greatest land use effect on the West Campus and East Campus, while also resulting in the largest increase in density within the Central Campus of any of the EIS Alternatives. The amount of total campus building area in the West Campus would increase by approximately 10 percent, while the East Campus would increase by approximately five percent. While the overall amount of building area would also increase in the Central Campus and South Campus, the percentage of total campus building area within these areas would decrease under Alternative 4 (six percent decrease in the Central Campus and five percent decrease in the South Campus).

**West Campus**

Under Alternative 4, development in the West Campus sector would feature a similar type and layout of land uses, the same maximum building heights and the same amount of

---

\(^{11}\) Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).
density as Alternative 1 (3.0 million gsf). As a result, it is anticipated that potential for land use impacts would be similar to Alternative 1. Development standards would be provided to minimize potential land use impacts associated with development in West Campus (see the discussion above for Alternative 1 for further details on potential land use impacts within the West Campus). Please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards.

South Campus

Development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4 would also feature a similar type, layout of land uses and maximum building heights as in Alternative 1, but would represent a substantial decrease in development density (approximately 0.2 million gsf under Alternative 4 versus 1.35 million gsf of net new building space under Alternative 1). It is anticipated that Alternative 4 would have a lower potential for land use impacts in South Campus than Alternative 1 due to the decreased amount of development density that would be provided and the associated lower activity levels that would result from development. As under Alternative 1, development standards would be provided under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to minimize potential land use impacts associated with development in the South Campus.

Central Campus

Under Alternative 4, development in the Central Campus sector would also feature a similar type and layout of land uses as in Alternative 1 with the same maximum building heights, but would represent an increase in development density when compared with Alternative 1 (approximately 1.1 million gsf versus 0.9 million gsf of net new building space). Up to approximately 500,000 gsf of existing building space could be demolished in Central Campus. As under Alternative 1, potential future development along the perimeter of the Central Campus, adjacent to off-campus uses, would have the potential for indirect land use impacts due to increased density and associated increases in activity levels within the sector. The potential for land use impacts would be slightly higher under Alternative 4 due to the increased amount of density when compared with Alternative 1. Development standards would be provided to minimize potential land use impacts associated with development in the Central Campus sector (see the discussion above for Alternative 1 for further details on potential land use impacts within the Central Campus). Please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards.

East Campus

Development in the East Campus under Alternative 4 would include a similar mix of land uses as in Alternative 1, but would provide an increased amount of development within this campus sector (1.7 million gsf versus 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1). The increased
development density in the East Campus under Alternative 4 would result in a potential increase in indirect land use impacts near adjacent off-campus land uses and associated increases in activity levels within the sector when compared with Alternative 1. The separation provided between assumed development in East Campus under Alternative 4 and the Laurelhurst neighborhood to the east by the retained natural area, would act to buffer this off-campus area from East Campus development on Parking Lot E1. Development standards would be provided under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to minimize potential land use impacts associated with development in the East Campus (please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for further details on development standards).

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Potential land uses impacts in the Primary Impact Zone under Alternative 4 would be as described above for each of the campus sectors and primarily include changes in land use character associated with increased density and building heights (primarily in the West Campus, East Campus and Central Campus where the majority of potential development would occur under Alternative 4), as well as increased activity levels associated with development within the campus sectors.

Due to the distance between the Secondary Impact Zone and the campus, potential impacts to the Secondary Impact Zone would be primarily related to indirect impacts from increased density and activity levels within and adjacent to the campus (i.e., increased traffic, noise, air emissions, etc.).

Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations

Under the No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacation Alternative, the potential vacation under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not occur. The potential vacation of a section of NE Northlake Place would not occur and the existing roadway system would remain.

Since the proposed street vacation is not intended to increase the amount of building development on campus, the assumed amount of building development under Alternative 5 would be the same as Alternatives 1 through 4 (6.0 million gsf). As a result, it would be anticipated that land use impacts associated with potential future building development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be similar to those analyzed for Alternatives 1 through 4.

Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts

2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan development under Alternatives 1 through 5 is intended to accommodate the increase in the number of students, faculty and staff, as well as allow for the continued growth in the areas of research and service over the 10-year planning
horizon. The scale of campus development under Alternatives 1 through 5 could further continue the existing and planned trend toward more intensive development in the University District, consistent with current and evolving goals and policies of the University District Urban Design Framework, as well as the Urban Center strategy associated with the City’s Comprehensive Plan. The University District Urban Design EIS indicates that “the study area is expected to experience new growth and development, but the overall mix of uses is not expected to significantly change from the existing mixed-use pattern.” In addition, increases in campus population would further increase pedestrian activity on the streets surrounding the campus, particularly in the University District and University-Village areas.

Development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would contribute to cumulative employment and population growth in the area surrounding the University of Washington campus, particularly contributing to the planned increase in the intensity of land uses in the University District. In addition, surrounding businesses (particularly in the University District and University Village) could experience an increase in demand for goods and services as a result of increased campus population. To the extent that increased campus population and development under Alternatives 1 through 5 increase demand for business uses in the campus vicinity (retail uses, restaurants etc.), campus growth could influence timing associated with redevelopment of properties in the campus vicinity.

Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that building development on the campus would not occur and that the University of Washington would not be able to accommodate the anticipated increase in student, faculty and staff population over the 10-year planning horizon. Because the University of Washington Seattle Campus would not be able to accommodate the anticipated educational and research demands over the planning horizon, it is possible that the pressure to convert existing and planned commercial uses in the campus vicinity (particularly in the University District) to instructional and University support uses could increase in comparison to Alternatives 1 through 5. Off-campus development pressure, and contribution to cumulative growth in the vicinity, could be greater under the No Action Alternative than under Alternatives 1 through 5.

Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for
details. As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan and would complete a SEPA threshold analysis/determination for individual projects.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.6-4), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined.

For example, areas of campus that are located adjacent to off-campus residential land uses are identified as having a “Medium” potential to generate land use impacts, while areas of campus located at a distance from the campus boundary are identified as having a “Low” potential to result in land use impacts.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### 3.6.3 Mitigation Measures

The following measures would minimize potential land use impacts that could occur with the implementation of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

**Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)**

- Areas reserved for potential new open spaces, including the West Campus Green under Alternatives 1, Alternative 3, 4, and Alternative 5, would help to offset the proposed increase in land use density and building heights on the campus.

- Potential impacts associated with increases in height and density under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be minimized through the implementation of the University’s proposed general policies, development programs, design guidelines and development standards for the campus (including those standards identified within the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan).
• New opportunities for potential open space areas, including the potential new West Campus Green, would be provided by the potential street vacations.

**Additional Measure Applicable to Medium Potential Campus Areas**

• Potential future development projects under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* that are located on development sites that are proximate to off-campus residential land uses would be considered as part of the University’s Design Review process and could require additional mitigation measures (if necessary).

**3.6.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

Under Alternatives 1 through 5 intensification in land uses on the campus would occur as a result of the increased density and building heights that would be provided under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. The greatest potential for increases in development would occur in the West and South Campus sectors under Alternative 1 and 3, in the West, South and East Campus sectors under Alternative 2, and in the West, Central and East Campus under Alternative 4; development under Alternative 5 would feature a similar distribution of development as Alternatives 1 through 4. With implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse land use impacts would be anticipated under the EIS Alternatives.

**3.6.5 Relationship to Plans and Policies**

This section identifies the existing plans and policies deemed the most relevant to the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. The plans and policies analyzed in this section include the following:

• Washington State Growth Management Act;
• Washington State Shoreline Management Act;
• City of Seattle Shoreline Master Program;
• City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan;
• City of Seattle Neighborhood Plans;
• The City-University Agreement;
• City of Seattle Land Use and Zoning Code; and,
• City of Seattle Street/Alley Vacation Policies.
Summary: The Growth Management Act (GMA) was first enacted as ESHB 2929 by the 1990 Washington State Legislature and has been subsequently amended to contain a comprehensive framework for managing growth and coordinating land use planning with the provision of adequate infrastructure. Many provisions of GMA apply to the state’s largest and fastest growing jurisdictions, including King County and all of its cities; some provisions of GMA (such as requirements to identify and regulate critical areas) apply to all local jurisdictions. GMA is long and complex, and the following discussion provides a brief summary of key provisions of GMA that are relevant to the City of Seattle and the University of Washington.

Among other requirements, jurisdictions subject to GMA must prepare and adopt:

- Countywide planning policies for implementation of GMA;
- Comprehensive land use plans containing specific elements and embodying statewide goals;
- Regulations consistent with those plans;
- Capital facilities plans (including financing elements) for utilities and transportation systems; and
- Programs designating and regulating critical/sensitive areas (including agricultural and forest lands, wetlands, steep slopes and critical habitat).

The general planning goals of GMA include: directing growth to urban areas; reducing sprawl; providing efficient transportation systems; promoting a range of residential densities and housing types; encouraging affordable housing; promoting economic development throughout the state; protecting private property rights; ensuring timely and fair processing of applications; maintaining and enhancing resource-based industries; encouraging retention of open space and habitat areas; protecting the environment; involving citizens in the planning process; ensuring the siting of essential public facilities (including state educational facilities); and identifying and encouraging the preservation of lands and structures with historical and archaeological significance.

Comprehensive Plans must contain elements dealing with land use, housing, capital facilities, utilities, rural lands, and transportation. Optional elements include conservation, solar energy and recreation, as well as other areas dealing with the physical environment. Sub-area plans (i.e., neighborhood and community plans) are also authorized.

GMA requires that early and continuous public participation be provided for comprehensive land use plans and development regulations implementing such plans.

Discussion: The City of Seattle has prepared and adopted a Comprehensive Plan (most recently a major update in 2016) to guide future development and fulfill the City’s
responsibilities under GMA. The goals and objectives of the GMA have been incorporated into the City’s Comprehensive Plan. The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan (see the discussion on the City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan later in this section for further details).

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is consistent with relevant planning goals of GMA. Efficient transportation systems would be encouraged through the continued implementation of a TMP and circulation system improvements. A range of housing densities and housing types would be enhanced with additional student housing facilities. The plan would promote economic development by fostering an educated workforce and providing additional staff and faculty employment opportunities. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would encourage the retention of open space and habitat areas by providing new public open spaces and the retention of existing open space and habitat areas. The Plan also includes a detailed process to ensure that campus areas and structures with historical significance are identified and preservation is encouraged.

**Washington State Shoreline Management Act**

**Summary:** The Washington State Legislature enacted the Shoreline Management Act (SMA) in 1971 to protect the public interest associated with shorelines of the state, while at the same time, recognizing and protecting private property rights consistent with the public interest. The primary mechanism for implementing the SMA is the adoption of a Shoreline Master Program (SMP) by local governments, which must be approved and the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology). The City of Seattle has an adopted SMP and implementing code. Proposed development that is located within a City or County designated shoreline environment and meets the definition of a shoreline “substantial development,” must obtain a substantial development permit from the applicable jurisdiction.

SMA establishes two basic categories of shoreline: “shorelines of state-wide significance” which are identified in the SMA; and “shorelines” which includes all of the water areas of the state and their associated wetlands, together with the lands underlying them. Alterations to the natural condition of shorelines of state-wide significance are permitted, with priority given to residences, ports, and industrial and commercial developments which are particularly dependent on their location or use of the shorelines of the state. SMA also provides that governments should review regulations and plans relative to lands adjacent to shorelines to achieve a policy consistent with the SMA and adopted SMPs.

**Discussion:** The City of Seattle’s Shoreline Master Program (SMP) (adopted in 1983 and most recently updated in 2015) incorporates the policies of the Shoreline Management Act (SMA). The SMP was developed with the intent of regulating development and use of shorelines within the City consistent with the multiple objectives and policies of the SMA. The University campus includes approximately 12,000 linear feet of waterfront on Portage
Bay, Union Bay and the Lake Washington Ship Canal. Public access to the shoreline is defined by the public access plan identified in the 2018 Campus Master Plan, per WAC 173-26-221(4)(c) and SMC 23.60A.164, based on the underlying shoreline zones: Conservancy Preservation, Conservancy Management, and Urban Commercial. See the discussion of the SMP later in this section for further details.

## City of Seattle Shoreline Master Program

**Summary:** SMC 23.60A, commonly known as the Seattle Shoreline Master Program, implements the policies and provisions of the Shoreline Management Act and the Shoreline Goals and Policies of the Seattle Comprehensive Plan by regulating development of the shorelines of the City in order to: protect the ecosystems of the shoreline areas; encourage water dependent uses; provide for the maximum public enjoyment of the shorelines of the City; and, preserve, enhance and increase views of the water and access to the water.

The Shoreline District of the City of Seattle is divided into 11 environment classifications, including: Conservancy Management (CM), Conservancy Navigation (CN), Conservancy Preservation (CP), Conservancy Recreation (CR), Conservancy Waterway (CW), Urban Commercial (UC), Urban General (UG), Urban Harborfront (UH), Urban Industrial (UI), Urban Maritime (UM), and Urban Residential (UR).

The shoreline areas of the University of Washington are classified into three environments – Urban Commercial (UC), Conservancy Management (CM) and Conservancy Preservation (CP). The purpose of the UC environment is to provide for a mix of water-oriented uses and development. It allows limited nonwater-oriented uses and development where they would not displace water-oriented uses and, if located on waterfront lots, where they achieve another goal of the Shoreline Management Act, such as public access or protection or improvement of ecological functions. It also provides for public access and recreational enjoyment of the shoreline while protecting ecological functions.

The purpose of the CM environment is to provide water-dependent infrastructure, such as navigational locks, that provide a substantial public benefit and recreation facilities, such as marinas and parks. Development allowed in the CM environment can be managed to preserve ecological functions and typically provide public access.

The purpose of the CP environment is to preserve, protect, restore or enhance shoreline areas that have intact or mostly intact ecological functions and areas that are particularly biologically or geologically fragile. Enjoyment of these areas by the public is encouraged to the extent that sensitive or fragile ecological functions are not adversely impacted.

**Discussion:** The University campus includes approximately 12,000 linear feet of waterfront on Portage Bay, Union Bay and the Lake Washington Ship Canal. Public access is defined by the public access plan identified in the 2018 Campus Master Plan, per WAC 173-26-221(4)(c)
and SMC 23.60A.164, based on the underlying shoreline zones: Conservancy Preservation, Conservancy Management, and Urban Commercial.

Adopted in 2015, the City’s SMP provides that “nothing in [the SMP] changes the legal effect of existing Major Institution Master Plans,” including the 2003 Campus Master Plan. See SMC 23.60A.016(D). With respect to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the University has committed to comply with the Seattle Shoreline Master Program (Chapter 23.60A of the Seattle Land Use Code), which along with other locally-adopted shoreline master plans is part of Washington’s “State Master Program” for shorelines. WAC 173-26-030. It is envisioned that the version of the Shoreline Master Program in effect on the date of final approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan will comprise the shoreline regulations that apply to future campus development within shoreline environments.

The Public Access Plan contained in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is intended to qualify as a portion of the City’s public access planning, consistent with WAC 173-26-221(4)(c) and SMC 23.60A.164. The Public Access Plan is intended to be consistent with the public access standards in the City’s 2015 SMP for the specific shoreline environments found on campus and SMC 23.60A.164. The Public Access Plan will govern shoreline public access requirements for University development within the MIO if it is adopted through the process outlined in SMC 23.60A.164.k.

A final determination of consistency would between the 2015 SMP and the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be made during the shoreline permit review of specific development projects.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies uses within the UC, CM and CP environment that would be consistent with the intent of the City of Seattle SMP. Project-specific review would be conducted at the time of individual building proposals, and compliance with applicable shoreline regulations would be assured as part of the permit process.

City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan

Summary: The City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan provides the overall goals and identifies land use patterns for the city. Land use development on the University of Washington campus is directed by the provisions of the City-University Agreement. The relationship of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan with relevant goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan is provided below.

The City of Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan, Toward a Sustainable Seattle, was first adopted in 1994 to meet the requirements of GMA; the Comprehensive Plan has been amended every year since its adoption, including most recently in November 2016. The City of Seattle’s most recent Comprehensive Plan (Seattle 2035 Comprehensive Plan: Managing Growth to Become and Equitable and Sustainable City 2015-2035) includes many goals and policies that are relevant to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
The Comprehensive Plan consists of 14 major elements – growth strategy, land use, transportation, housing, capital facilities, utilities, economic development, environment, parks and open space, arts and culture, community well-being, community engagement, container port, shoreline areas, and neighborhood planning. Each element contains goals and policies that are intended to guide development of the City in the context of regional growth management for the next 20 years. While each element affects development adjacent to the University of Washington campus, the Growth Strategy Element and the Land Use Element are the most relevant to the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

The Growth Strategy Element includes the following major components:

- Urban Village Strategy;
- Distribution of Growth;
- Urban Design; and
- Annexation.

The Land Use Element includes the following major components:

- Citywide Land Use Policies;
- Land Use Categories; and
- Location-Specific Land Use Policies.

The following goals and policies from the Urban Village Element and Land Use Element are the most applicable to development on the University of Washington campus because a majority of the campus is located within the University Community Urban Center and there are Land Use goals and policies relevant to the University.

**Growth Strategy Element**

**Goal GS 1** - Keep Seattle as a city of unique, vibrant, and livable urban neighborhoods, with concentrations of development where all residents can have access to employment, transit, and retail services that can meet their daily needs.

**Policy GS 1.1** - Designate places as urban centers, urban villages, or manufacturing/industrial centers based on the functions they can perform and the densities they can support.

**Policy GS 1.2** - Encourage investments and activities in urban centers and urban villages that will enable those areas to flourish as compact mixed-use neighborhoods designed to accommodate the majority of the city’s new jobs and housing.

**Policy GS 1.5** - Encourage infill development in underused sites, particularly in urban centers and villages.
**Policy GS 1.6** - Plan for development in urban centers and urban villages in ways that will provide all Seattle households, particularly marginalized populations, with better access to services, transit, and educational and employment opportunities.

**Policy GS 1.7** - Promote levels of density, mixed-uses, and transit improvements in urban centers and villages that will support walking, biking, and use of public transportation.

**Goal GS 2** - Accommodate a majority of the city’s expected household growth in urban centers and urban villages and a majority of employment growth in urban centers.

**Policy GS 2.1** - Plan for a variety of uses and the highest densities of both housing and employment in Seattle’s urban centers, consistent with their role in the regional growth strategy.

**Policy GS 3.5** - Provide both physical and visual public access to streams, lakes, and Puget Sound.

**Policy GS 3.6** - Extend sustainable landscaping and an urban design approach to typically underdesigned sites such as surface parking lots, rooftops, and freeway edges.

**Policy GS 3.8** - Encourage the preservation and expansion of the tree canopy throughout the city for the aesthetic, health and environmental benefits trees provide, considering first the residential and mixed-use areas with the least tree canopy in order to more equitably distribute the benefits to residents.

**Policy GS 3.12** - Design streets with distinctive identities that are compatible with a citywide system that defines differences between types of streets and that allows for different design treatments to reflect a particular street’s function, right-of-way width, and adjoining uses.

**Policy GS 3.14** - Design urban villages to be walkable, using approaches such as clear street grids, pedestrian connections between major activity centers, incorporation of public open spaces, and commercial buildings with retail and active uses that flank the sidewalk.

**Policy GS 3.18** – Use varied building forms and heights to enhance attractive and walkable neighborhoods.

**Policy GS 3.19** - Use groupings of tall buildings, instead of lone towers, to enhance overall topography or to define districts.
Policy GS 3.20 - Consider taller building heights in key locations to provide visual focus and define activity centers, such as near light rail stations in urban centers and urban villages.

Policy GS 3.21 - Limit the negative impacts of tall buildings on public views and on sunlight in public streets and parks by defining upper-level building setbacks and lot coverage or by using other techniques.

Policy GS 3.25 - Promote well-defined outdoor spaces that can easily accommodate potential users and that are well integrated with adjoining buildings and spaces.

Policy GS 3.26 - Design public spaces that consider the nearby physical context and the needs of the community.

Discussion: The University of Washington is located within one of the City of Seattle’s designated urban centers (the University Community Urban Center). The University is the largest employer in this area and provides a vital and active urban environment. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would promote increased employment and residential densities, consistent with the intent of urban villages. The provision of increased building heights on the campus under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would create a more efficient use of limited land resources on campus, help further define campus as an active area and would allow for the provision of other supportive land uses, including additional open space areas within the campus. Consistent with the goal of promoting growth near transit, existing and future light rail stations are located on and adjacent to the campus, and the University would continue to be served by numerous bus routes in the vicinity of the campus.

Land Use Element

Goal LU G 1 - Achieve a development pattern consistent with the urban village strategy, concentrating most new housing and employment in urban centers and villages, while also allowing some infill development compatible with the established context in areas outside centers and villages.

Policy LU 1.2 - Promote this plan’s overall desired land use pattern through appropriate zoning that regulates the mix of uses as well as the size and density of development to focus new residential and commercial development in urban centers and urban villages, and integrate new projects outside of centers and villages into the established development context.

Policy LU 1.4 - Provide a gradual transition in building height and scale inside urban centers and urban villages where they border lower-scale residential areas.
Goal LU G 2 – Provide zoning and accompanying land use regulations that accommodate the full range of public services, institutions, and amenities needed to support a racially and economically diverse, sustainable urban community.

Goal LU G 5 - Establish development standards that guide building design to serve each zone’s function and produce the scale and character desired, while addressing public health, safety, and welfare.

Goal LU G 6 - Regulate off-street parking to address parking demand in ways that reduce reliance on automobiles, improve public health and safety, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, lower construction costs, create attractive and walkable environments, and promote economic development throughout the city.

Goal LUG12 – Provide flexibility in standard zone provisions or supplement those provisions to achieve special public purposes in areas where unique conditions exist, such as shoreline, historic and special review districts, and major institutions.

Goal LU G 13 – Encourage the benefits that major institutions offer the city and the region, including health care, educational services, and significant employment opportunities, while mitigating the adverse impacts associated with their development and geographic expansion.

Policy LU 13.1 - Designate the campuses of large hospitals, colleges, and universities as major institutions, making clear that they are defined under a separate public process in terms of their appropriate uses and development standards.

Policy LU 13.2 - Support the coordinated growth of major institutions through conceptual master plans and the creation of major institution overlay districts. Use a master plan process to identify development standards for the overlay district that are specifically tailored to the major institution and the surrounding area.

Policy LU 13.4 - Establish major institution overlays (MIO) as a designation on the Official Land Use Map and the Future Land Use Map to show areas where development is regulated by the contents of a master plan, rather than by the underlying zoning. Where appropriate, establish MIO boundaries for better integration between major institution areas and less intensive zones.

Policy LU 13.5 - Encourage community involvement in the development, monitoring, implementation, and amendment of major institution master plans, including the establishment of citizens’ advisory committees that include community and major institution representatives.

Policy LU 13.6 - Allow the MIO to modify underlying zoning provisions and development standards, including use restrictions and parking requirements, in order to
accommodate the changing needs of major institutions, provide development flexibility, and encourage a high-quality environment.  

Policy LU 13.7 - Discourage the expansion of established major institution boundaries.

Policy LU 13.13 - Establish minimum parking requirements in each MIO district to address the needs of the major institution and reduce parking demand in nearby areas. Include maximum parking limits to avoid unnecessary traffic in the surrounding areas and to limit the use of single-occupant vehicles. Allow an increase in the number of permitted spaces only when such an increase is needed to reduce parking demand on surrounding streets and when it will help to minimize traffic congestion in the area.

Policy LU 13.14 - Use a transportation-management program to reduce the number of vehicle trips to the major institution and to limit the adverse impacts of traffic and of institution-related parking on surrounding streets, especially residential streets. Strive to reduce the number of single-occupant vehicles used for trips to and from major institutions at peak times. Allow short-term or long-term parking space requirements to be modified as part of a transportation-management program.

Policy LU 13.15 - Encourage housing preservation within major institution overlay districts and limit impacts on housing in surrounding areas. Discourage conversion or demolition of housing within a major institution’s campus, allowing it only when the institution needs to expand or when the institution replaces the lost housing with new housing. Prohibit the demolition of noninstitutional housing for replacement by principal-use parking that is not necessary to meet the parking requirement. Prohibit development by a major institution outside of the MIO district boundaries when it would result in the demolition or conversion of residential buildings into nonresidential uses, unless authorized by an adopted master plan.

Policy LU 13.16 – Require a master plan whenever a major institution proposes development that could affect the livability of adjacent neighborhoods or that has the potential for significant adverse impacts on surrounding areas. Use the master plan to:

- Guide comprehensive review of potential benefits and impacts of the major institution’s proposed development;
- Establish or modify geographic boundaries for the major institution and establish clear guidelines and development standards on which the major institutions and community can rely for long-term planning and development;
- Provide the neighborhood with advance notice of the institution’s development plans;
- Allow the City to anticipate and plan for capital or programmatic actions that will be needed to accommodate development;
• Provide the basis for determining appropriate mitigating actions to avoid or reduce adverse impacts from major institution growth;
• Establish a transportation management program; and,
• Define the major institutions development program for a specified time period.

Neighborhood Planning Element – University Community Urban Center

Goal UC-G1 – A community with a wide range of neighborhood recreation facilities and open space and which meets the Comprehensive Plan’s open space goals.

Goal UC-G6 – A community that builds a unique physical identity on its historical and architectural resources, attractive streets, university campus, and special features.

Goal UC-G7 – An urban center that is home to the University of Washington, the region’s foremost educational institution, which is expanding to meet new challenges while enhancing the surrounding community.

Goal UC-G13 – A community that supports innovation, discovery, and job creation through collaboration between businesses and the University.

Policy UC-P18 - Provide better physical connections from the University District to the UW campus, with particular emphasis on the campus entrance at NE 43rd Street and, more broadly, opening the west edge of central campus along 15th Avenue NE.

Policy UC-P25 - Accommodate new university growth in a way that benefits the surrounding community.

Policy UC-P27 - Ensure that the University Community plays an active role in the UW’s Campus Master Plan on subjects of mutual interest.

Discussion: The University of Washington provides public benefit for the University District Community, the City of Seattle and the State of Washington through its educational services and as one the major employers in the University Community Urban Center. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies and coordinates planned future growth on the University Campus to meet the future enrollment demands of the University. The Plan requests modifications to the current allowable maximum height limits on the campus to allow for taller and slimmer buildings, which represent and efficient use of land, further establish the campus as an activity center, and allow for the retention of existing open spaces on the campus and reservation of space for new potential open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. The Plan does not result in the demolition of any existing housing that would not be replaced; the plan proposes an addition 1,000 student housing beds on campus. The Plan also identifies guidelines and development standards for future development of the campus and continues to build upon the existing Transportation Management Program for the campus. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes a
Transportation Management Program, including parking provisions. Community involvement has been a major element of the development of the plan through coordination with the City-University-Community Advisory Committee (CUCAC), public open houses that were held for the Campus Master Plan and EIS scoping, and public hearings that were conducted as part of the Draft Campus Master Plan and Draft EIS process.

City of Seattle Neighborhood Plans

Summary: The City’s Comprehensive Plan establishes guidelines for neighborhoods to develop their own plans to allow growth in ways that provide for a neighborhood’s unique character, needs and livability. The University of Washington campus is located within the University Community Urban Center planning area. Following an extensive community-based planning effort, the Seattle City Council adopted the University Community Urban Center Plan (UCUC Plan) in August 1998.

Over the past four years, the City of Seattle has been working with the University District community to develop the University District Urban Design Framework which is intended to provide for more diverse neighborhood character by encouraging a mix of housing types, uses, building types and heights, while allowing a greater concentration of development in the area surrounding the future light rail station. As part of the plan, increased height and density would be permitted in areas to achieve the goals of the plan. As part of the planning process, the Strategic Plan for Seattle’s University District was completed in January 2013 and the University District Urban Design Framework was completed in June 2013 to provide urban design, zoning, and land use recommendations to make the University District an attractive, environmentally-supportive, walkable, and transit-friendly neighborhood. The City also completed an EIS as part of the process to analyze the potential environmental impacts associated with a range of potential height, density and design changes in the University District. The University District Urban Design Draft EIS was issued in April 2014 and the University District Urban Design Final EIS was issued in January 2015. Based on these plans and the EIS, the City of Seattle approved amendments to the Comprehensive Plan in June 2015 that included amendments to the Future Land Use Map (revising designations in some areas and adjustments to the Urban Center boundary), and amendments to consolidate and revise several goals and policies in the University Community Urban Center section of the Neighborhood Planning Element of the Comprehensive Plan. As part of the process, the City of Seattle implemented zoning changes and development standard changes that allow for greater height and density in the areas surrounding the light rail station at NE 43rd Street and Brooklyn Avenue NE, and to help new development fit with the University District neighborhood context. The changes also implemented new affordable housing and open space requirements, as well as incentives for child care, historic preservation, and street improvements. The proposed zoning changes were approved by the Seattle City Council in March 2017.
Discussion: Implementation of development contemplated in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would result in a consolidation of uses on campus, replacement of some buildings and the reservation of space for potential new open space areas. The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan anticipates that the development of 6.0 million gsf of building area will be necessary to meet the building space needs over the planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Up to 1,000 new student housing beds would also be provided on campus. The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is intended to provide additional capacity on the University of Washington campus to accommodate anticipated demand for higher education services, provide space for new research and academic uses and partnerships, and to provide student housing opportunities.

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies increases in maximum building heights on the campus that would allow for taller development within the campus (up to 240 feet in certain areas), that are generally consistent with the zoning changes for the University District. The Plan would also promote increased employment and residential densities consistent with the intent of the University District Urban Design Framework.

1998 Agreement Between the City of Seattle and the University of Washington

Summary: An agreement between the City of Seattle and University of Washington was originally signed in 1983 and this agreement committed the University to prepare a campus master plan and EIS, and include specific guidelines for the master plan and EIS process. The 1998 City-University Agreement superseded the 1983 Agreement and was subsequently amended in 2003 and 2004 (the “City-University Agreement”). The City-University Agreement states “this Agreement is to define certain ways wherein the University, in its planning and development, may fulfill its mission in such a way as to continue to enhance the positive impacts on the City as a whole and particularly upon the surrounding communities, and at the same time minimize any adverse impacts it may have by working cooperatively with appropriate City agencies and community groups in order that problems may be identified at the earliest possible stage and that, where necessary, mitigating actions can be taken to maximize positive impacts and minimize adverse impacts upon the City and particularly the communities surrounding the University.”

The City-University Agreement contains provisions for the following:

- Formulation of a Master Plan – Guidelines for the formulation of the Master Plan are provided. This 10-year plan should include identification of boundary changes; proposed institutional and non-institutional zone designations; general location of buildings, parking and open space; development standards applicable to the campus; and, a transportation plan.
• **Procedures for Consideration, City Approval and University Adoption of the University Master Plan** – The procedures relating to public meetings (including formation of CUCAC), City and public review of the Draft Master Plan and EIS, and the City’s process for approval of the Master Plan are specified.

• **Changes to the University Master Plan** – The procedures for changing elements of an adopted Master Plan are specified.

• **University-Community Relations/City-Community Advisory Committee** – Procedures and recommendations for achieving public input into the Master Planning process are provided. Procedures for the formation and operation of a City University Community Advisory Committee (CUCAC) are defined. The role of the CUCAC in the formation and review of the Master Plan is specified.

• **Traffic and Transportation-Related Issues** – A detailed set of goals, objectives and detailed requirements for monitoring transportation programs is provided. The collection of traffic survey data along with maximum limits on total campus trips and campus parking spaces form the centerpiece of the transportation program.

**Discussion:** The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan follows the process and is consistent with the provisions of the City-University Agreement.

The inability of the University of Washington to develop the six (6) million net new gsf of development, as well as open space and circulation improvements, to meet the anticipated demand for space at the University over the 10-year planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would result in the following:

• **Loss of the ability to meet the following University of Washington CMP goals:**
  - Meet the University’s education, research and service missions;
  - Better connect with the broader community
  - Extend commitment to sustainable land use; and,
  - Contribution to job growth and economic development.

• **Identified park, open space and transportation improvements to enhance campus safety, mobility and recreational conditions identified in the Plan would not occur.**

With the projected student, faculty and staff demands and without new on-campus construction to meet increased building space demand, it is possible that the University could seek opportunities to more-intensively utilize existing campus space (e.g., more classes commencing before 8 AM, more evening classes, weekend classes, more-intensive summer programs, etc.), further utilize on-line learning opportunities, and expand the amount of off-campus leased space both within and outside the Primary and Secondary Impact zones noted in the City-University Agreement. Given the speculative nature of more-intensive utilization of existing facilities, however, it is assumed that the campus population would remain similar to 2015 conditions.
Seattle Land Use and Zoning Code

**Summary:** Master planning and land use for University development is governed by the City-University Agreement. In addition, Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) 23.69.006B states the following:

For the University of Washington, notwithstanding subsection A of this section, the 1998 agreement between the City of Seattle and the University of Washington, or its successor, shall govern relations between the City and the University of Washington, the master plan process (formulation, approval and amendment), uses on campus, uses outside the campus boundaries, off-campus land acquisition and leasing, membership responsibilities of CUCAC, transportation policies, coordinated traffic planning for special events, permit acquisition and conditioning, relationship of current and future master plans to the agreement, zoning and environmental review authority, resolution of disputes, and amendment or termination of the agreement itself. Within the Major Institution Overlay (MIO) boundaries for the University of Washington, development standards of the underlying zoning may be modified by an adopted master plan or by an amendment or replacement of the 1998 Agreement between the City of Seattle and University of Washington.

The City-University Agreement is the governing GMA development regulation. See Laurelhurst I, CPSGMHB Case No. 03-3-008, Order on Motions (Jun. 18, 2003). The Agreement is codified at SMC 23.69.006(B). See Laurelhurst II, CPSGMHB Case No. 03-3-0016, Final Decision and Order (March 3, 2004). The language in SMC 23.69.006(B) summarizes the contents of the Agreement, but it does not limit its terms. The full City-University Agreement, adopted by City ordinance and incorporated into the Code, controls the content of the Campus Master Plan, and it is not limited by the short summary in the Code. The Agreement sets out what is required to be in the Campus Master Plan, including identification of the institutional zone and development standards to be used by the University. See Ord. 121688, Att. 1, Sec. II.A.1.d. In the City-University Agreement, development standards are not limited to only those of the underlying zoning.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan will be approved per the process and standards set forth in the Agreement. Once adopted under this process, the Plan will set forth the development standards to be used by the University within the MIO boundaries. Consistent with the Agreement, the development standards in the Campus Master Plan may include development standards and other elements that differ from or are in addition to those included in the City’s Major Institutions Code. See 2003 CMP, Pg. 4.

**Discussion:** The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan follows the process and is consistent with the provisions of the City-University Agreement.
City of Seattle Land Use Code – Rezone Procedures and Criteria

**Summary:** SMC 23.34 establishes procedures and criteria for amending the City’s Official Land Use Map (rezones). To the extent that the proposed building heights in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan require amendments to the City’s official land use map, the relationship to the City of Seattle General Rezone Criteria (SMC 23.34.008) and Major Institution Overly Criteria (SMC 23.34.124) is presented below.

SMC 23.34.008 Criteria A. To be approved, a rezone shall meet the following standards:

1. In urban centers and urban villages the zoned capacity for the center or village taken as a whole shall be no less than one hundred twenty-five percent (125%) of the growth targets adopted in the Comprehensive Plan for that center or village.

2. For the area within the urban village boundary of hub urban villages and for residential urban villages taken as a whole the zoned capacity shall not be less than the densities established in the Urban Village Element of the Comprehensive Plan.

**Discussion:** The City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan was originally adopted in 1994 with the most recent update to the plan occurring in October 2015. The Comprehensive Plan identifies the University of Washington campus as a Major Institution and as part of the University Community Urban Center, which also includes the adjacent University District and Ravenna Neighborhood. The City of Seattle is also in the process of completing an update to the Comprehensive Plan. The Mayor’s Recommended Plan was released in May 2016 and the City Council is anticipated to consider the Plan in the next few months. According to the existing Comprehensive Plan, the growth targets for the University Community Urban Center are 2,700 new households and 8,000 new jobs.

In September 2015, the City Council approved amendments to the Comprehensive Plan related to the University District to: reflect community input provided throughout the University District urban design process; update and consolidate goals and policies; and update the Future Land Use Map. A draft zoning proposal for the University District was released in May 2016 which would allow greater height and density, particularly in areas surrounding light rail at NE 43rd Street and Brooklyn Avenue NE. It would also apply new development standards to help new development fit into the neighborhood context; implement new affordable housing and open space requirements; and implement incentives for historic preservation and street improvements. The zoning proposal for the University District is anticipated to be considered by the Seattle City Council over the next several months.

Overall, implementation of development contemplated in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would result in a consolidation of uses on campus, replacement of some buildings and provision of new open space areas. The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan anticipates that the development of 6.0 million gsf of building area will be necessary to meet
the building space needs over the planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Under the plan, up to 1,000 new beds to provide housing opportunities to students would also be provided on campus.

Thus, the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is intended to provide additional capacity on the University of Washington campus to accommodate anticipated campus growth and demand for higher education services, including new academic, research and partnership spaces, and to provide student housing opportunities. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not result in a reduction of the zoned capacity of the University Community Urban Center.

**Summary:** SMC 23.34.008 Criteria B. Match Between Zone Criteria and Area Characteristics. The most appropriate zone designation shall be that for which the provisions for designation of the zone type and the locational criteria for the specific zone match the characteristics of the area to be rezoned better than any other zone designation.

**Discussion:** The proposed zone changes under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan relate to increase in allowable building height; no expansion of campus MIO boundary or change in underlying zoning is proposed.

**Summary:** SMC 23.34.008 Criteria C. Zoning History and Precedential Effect. Previous and potential zoning changes both in and around the area proposed for rezone shall be examined.

**Discussion:** In 1983, a City-University Agreement was adopted by the University of Washington Board of Regents and the Seattle City Council that set out the process for the University to prepare a comprehensive master plan and EIS for future campus development. The Agreement specified that the master plan and EIS include boundaries surrounding the campus and the Primary and Secondary Impact zones. Consistent with the 1983 Agreement, the University of Washington adopted the General Physical Development Plan in 1992.

In 1998, a new City-University Agreement was adopted which superseded the 1983 Agreement. The 1998 Agreement recognized that a substantial amount of growth was projected on the campus and that a new master plan would be prepared.

Consistent with the City-University Agreement, the University of Washington initiated a master planning process, including visioning, establishment of goals and objectives and community outreach. In 2003, the University of Washington Master Plan Seattle Campus (CMP Seattle 2003) was adopted. The CMP Seattle 2003 includes guidelines and policies for developing up to three (3) million gross square feet (gsf) on the Seattle campus\(^{12}\). The CMP Seattle 2003 included increases in allowable building heights as follows:

\(^{12}\) The CMP Seattle 2003 identifies 68 development sites with approximately 8.2 million gsf of development capacity of which up to three million gsf would be developed.
• Increase from 37 feet to 80 feet at the golf driving range.
• Increase from 65 feet to 105 feet in the vicinity of University Way NE and NE Campus Parkway.

The City University Agreement allows the University to establish height limits appropriate for campus. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan addresses the need to conserve and enhance the valued historic environment on the Seattle campus while supporting future development to ensure the University’s primary mission of “preservation, advancement, and dissemination of knowledge” is met. Major aspects of the plan include: planning for large areas of open space for active and passive recreation, providing transportation circulation improvements, and encouraging sustainability in the construction and operation of University facilities. The proposed zone changes (allowable height increases) are intended to help achieve the University’s mission. See Figure 3.6-5 for an illustration of existing and proposed allowable building heights.

The primary recent off-campus zoning action in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus is the University District Urban Design project. The City of Seattle recently approved changes to the Comprehensive Plan and zoning for the University District area which allows for increased building heights and building density, particularly within the areas adjacent to the University of Washington campus and the future light rail station. Maximum building heights in the University District now range from 65 feet to 320 feet. The new zoning for the University District also applies development standards to help new building fit into the University District context, implement new affordable housing and open space requirements, and creates new incentives for childcare, historic preservation and other improvements. The University District upzone provides appropriate context for the height changes proposed in the West Campus sector under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Summary: SMC 23.34.008 Criteria D. Neighborhood Plans.

1. For the purposes of this title, the effect of a neighborhood plan, adopted or amended by the City Council after January 1, 1995, shall be as expressly established by the City Council for each such neighborhood plan.

2. Council adopted neighborhood plans that apply to the area proposed for rezone shall be taken into consideration.

3. Where a neighborhood plan adopted or amended by the City Council after January 1, 1995 establishes policies expressly adopted for the purpose of guiding future rezones, but does not provide for rezones of particular sites or areas, rezones shall be in conformance with the rezone policies of such neighborhood plan.

4. If it is intended that rezones of particular sites or areas identified in a Council adopted neighborhood plan are to be required, then the rezones shall be approved simultaneously with the approval of the pertinent parts of the neighborhood plan.
Current 2003 CMP Allowable Building Heights

Proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan Building Heights


Figure 3.6-5
Existing and Proposed Building Heights
Discussion: The University of Washington campus is located within the boundary of the University Community Urban Center Planning area (UCUC Plan). The UCUC Plan was adopted in 1998 and incorporated as part of the City’s Comprehensive Plan. The UCUC Plan does not include policies expressly adopted for the purpose of guiding future rezones.

The goals and policies from the UCUC Plan most applicable to the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan include:

Goal A-5 – Accommodate University of Washington growth in a way that benefits the community as well.

Policy A-5.1 – provide community input where appropriate into the University campus master plan process.

Goal D-1 – Increase open space to serve existing and projected need.

Goal D-5 – Improve the visual, spatial and circulatory connections between the UW and the community

The Seattle 2035 Comprehensive Plan identifies the University of Washington as being within the University Community Urban Center. The goals and policies most applicable to the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan include:

UC-G7 – An Urban Center that is home to the University of Washington, the region’s foremost educational institution, which is expanding to meet new challenges while enhancing the surrounding community.

UC-P18 – Provide better physical connections from the University District to the campus, with particular emphasis on the campus entrance at NE 43rd Street and more broadly opening the west edge of campus along 15th Avenue NE.

UC-P25 – Accommodate new University growth in a way that benefits the surrounding community.

UC-P26 – Work to connect and integrate the campus and community visually, physically, socially and functionally.

The University of Washington coordinated with the City University Community Advisory Committee (CUCAC) during the formulation of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and CUCAC played a significant role in providing community input and guidance throughout the planning process. The University attended monthly CUCAC meetings to present updates and solicit feedback during the development of the plan.

The proposed increase in allowable building heights is intended, in part, to allow for the accommodation of building development needed to meet the demand for educational services and research through compact higher density development balanced with public spaces and features to integrate the campus and community. The increase in allowable building heights would limit the number of development sites necessary to provide the
desired building space, which allows opportunities to reserve space on campus for potential new public open spaces. Open space and view corridor connections associated with the proposed allowable building height increases are discussed below.

- **West Campus** - from the current 37 to 105 feet to a range from 37 feet to 240 feet – The proposed increase in allowable height in the West Campus allows for the reservation of land for a new potential approximately 4.2-acre West Campus Green that would tie into the existing 2.4-acre Portage Bay Park, and would act to connect the West Campus Area and the University District to the waterfront. The increase in allowable building height would also allow for staggered towers creating view corridors and light access, and podiums (up to 45-feet) with towers set-back above to provide pedestrian-scaled streetscapes.

- **South Campus** – the current 37 foot to 240 foot range would be maintained, with the area in 200 foot height and 240 foot height increased – The proposed increase in allowable building height in the South Campus would allow for the reservation of space for a new potential open space located between the existing Magnuson Health Sciences Center pedestrian bridge over NE Pacific Street and Portage Bay. Associated with the redevelopment strategy for the South Campus Area, the Green Corridor concept is intended to enhance the existing pedestrian bridge and visually and spatially connect South and Central Campus Areas to the Waterfront. The Green Corridor would also connect with the Burke-Gilman Trail on the north and the Continuous Waterfront Trail on the south.

- **East Campus** – the current 37 foot to 160 foot range would be maintained, with the allowable height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 30-feet to 130-feet - The focus of allowable building height increases in East campus is the area encompassing the existing E1 Parking Lot. For the E1 parking lot area along Montlake Boulevard NE, 130-foot building heights would be allowed, while 65-foot building heights would be located further east within the internal portions of the East Campus. These changes in maximum building heights would create the opportunity for the development of new building space, while allowing for the retention of existing recreation opportunities and open spaces along the shoreline of the Union Bay Natural Area, provision of new open space opportunities and provision of view corridors. A portion of the 80-foot allowable building height at the golf driving range would be reduced to 30-feet to provide additional buffer from the canal. The area of East Campus east of Mary Gates Memorial Drive (Laurel Village) would change from the current 37 feet to 65 feet in the western portion of Laurel Village to allow for additional housing opportunities and 30 feet in the eastern portion of Laurel Village to transition to the adjacent residential neighborhoods to the east.
SMC 23.34.008 Criteria E. Zoning Principles. The following zoning principles shall be considered:

1. The impact of more intensive zones on less intensive zones or industrial and commercial zones on other zones shall be minimized by the use of transitions or buffers, if possible. A gradual transition between zoning categories, including height limits, is preferred.

2. Physical buffers may provide an effective separation between different uses and intensities of development. The following elements may be considered as buffers: Natural features such as topographic breaks, lakes, rivers, streams, ravines and shorelines; freeways, expressways, other major traffic arterials, and railroad tracks; distinct change in street layout and block orientation; and open space and greenspaces.

3. Zone Boundaries.
   a. In establishing boundaries the following elements shall be considered: (1) Physical buffers as described in subsection E2 above; (2) Platted lot lines.
   b. Boundaries between commercial and residential areas shall generally be established so that commercial uses face each other across the street on which they are located, and face away from adjacent residential areas. An exception may be made when physical buffers can provide a more effective separation between uses.

4. In general, height limits greater than forty (40) feet should be limited to urban villages. Height limits greater than forty (40) feet may be considered outside of urban villages where higher height limits would be consistent with an adopted neighborhood plan, a major institution's adopted master plan, or where the designation would be consistent with the existing built character of the area.

Discussion: The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan does not propose any change to the MIO zone boundaries. Uses on the campus would remain related to carrying out the mission of the University and would remain compatible with the characteristics of the surrounding area. Below is a discussion of the appropriateness of the proposed height limits in relation to zone transitions, development standards, and physical buffers.

• **West Campus - from the current 37 to 105 feet to a range from 37 feet to 240 feet** – the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proposes that the maximum building height limits would be increased in the West Campus from the current range of 30 to 105 feet to the proposed range of 30 to 240 feet; the assumed maximum building height assumed would be highest north of NE Pacific Street, and would step down to the south toward Portage Bay. The increase in the maximum building height limit in the West Campus is intended to allow for the desired new building space to be
accommodated by compact higher density development balanced with the reservation of space for new potential public open spaces. This building height increase would allow for development on fewer potential development sites so as to accommodate room for potential new open space improvements like the West Campus Green and other public spaces, allow staggered towers to provide view corridors and light access, and allow podiums (up to 45 feet) with towers set back above to provide pedestrian-scaled streetscapes.

The increased building heights would represent a change in the existing character of land use in West Campus to a taller and denser urban environment and would be similar in height to some of the tallest existing buildings within the University District area (i.e. the UW Tower, Hotel Deca, multifamily residential buildings, etc.). The tallest building heights would be located north of NE Pacific Street and adjacent to the University District area; building heights would get progressively lower to the south approaching the shoreline. Although the increased heights would represent an increase in building heights when compared to the current building heights in the area, they would be compatible with potential future development if height increases are implemented in the University District as building heights in the University District are allowed up to 240 feet along all edges of the 240-foot campus height area, with the exception of the 65-foot height limit along University Way NE.

The transition between the 240-foot campus height and the 65-foot University Way NE height is appropriate because effective building separation would be provided by the NE 41st Street and University Way NE rights-of-way. Further, this height transition already exists in the University District, signaling that it is acceptable in this area. Two height increases adjacent to the University District zoning in this area that were included in the Draft 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan have also been removed from the final proposal in order to ensure appropriate transitions between heights. Those height changes were an increase from 65 feet to 240 feet in the area north of NE 41st street near Eastlake Avenue NE, and an increase from 105 feet to 240 feet in the area north of NE 41st near 15th Avenue NE.

The 130-foot proposed heights along NE Pacific Street across the right-of-way from multifamily residential zoning with a 80-foot height limit and mixed-use zoning with a 240-foot height limit is also appropriate given the change in topography in this area. With the grade change, the 80-foot multifamily height limit is a similar height allowed on campus with the 130 foot height limit. Further, please refer to Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas, Section 4.2 Building Height Relationship to Surrounding Uses, for details on development restrictions near the University Bridge.
Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area. Implementation of these development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential impacts associated with increased building heights in the West Campus.

Development standards relevant to mitigation of height increases in West Campus are as follows:

- **Total allowable gross square footage** – limits the height, bulk, and scale of University development to ensure buildings allow for adequate light and air in the public realm.
- **Conditioned down building heights** – limit heights from the proposed allowable heights where appropriate to ensure adequate height transitions.
- **Ground level setbacks** – ensure adequate separation between University developments and non-University residential areas.
- **Podium height** – ensure building podiums are appropriately human-scaled at the ground level to lessen the appearance of bulk and maintain active and inviting streetscapes.
- **Public realm allowance** – ensures adequate separation between University structures.
- **Tower separation** – ensures adequate light and air between University structures.
- **Upper level setbacks** - ensures adequate light and air between University structures. In addition, a second upper level setback is required along University Way NE and NE Campus Parkway for buildings whose heights exceed 160 feet with footprints more than 20,000 square feet in size. The second upper level setback requires an additional 20 foot setback along a minimum of one façade at 90 feet in height.
- **View corridors** – including the Peace Park Vista, West Campus Plaza Vista, and Portage Bay Vista, ensure University development to higher height limits preserve important existing public views.

- **South Campus** – the current 37 foot to 240 foot range would be maintained, with the area in 200 foot height and 240 foot height increased - The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proposes building heights up to 240 feet in the north portion of the South Campus (adjacent to NE Pacific Street). While the provision of taller building heights would represent an increase over the 2003 CMP-Seattle (small portions of the South Campus are allowed up to 240 feet in the 2003 CMP-Seattle), it would also
create the opportunity for the increased building density to be accommodated by compact, high density development which would allow for the reservation of additional campus areas for use as open space, circulation and/or landscaping. This reservation of space for potential new open space, circulation and landscaping would enhance the aesthetic character of the South Campus along NE Pacific Street, which is predominantly comprised of building development in its current state. The allowance of taller buildings would also allow for the reservation of space for a view corridor and open space area within the central portion of the South Campus (the planned South Campus Green Corridor), which would enhance the aesthetic character and allow for additional views of Portage Bay.

Physical buffers between proposed development at South Campus with increased building heights and existing uses to the south include the Lake Washington Ship Canal and Portage Bay. The separation provided by these natural features would provide an effective buffer between proposed South Campus development with increased building heights and off-campus uses.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area. Implementation of these development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential impacts associated with increased building heights in the South Campus.

Development standards relevant to mitigation of height increases in South Campus are as follows:

- Total allowable gross square footage – limits the height, bulk, and scale of University development to ensure buildings allow for adequate light and air in the public realm.
- Specific development sites – encourage porosity and breaking down of the built environment along NE Pacific Street.
- Conditioned down building heights – limit heights from the proposed allowable heights where appropriate to ensure adequate height transitions.
- Podium height – ensure building podiums are appropriately human-scaled at the ground level to lessen the appearance of bulk and maintain active and inviting streetscapes.
- Public realm allowance – ensures adequate separation between University structures.
- Tower separation – ensures adequate light and air between University structures.
o Upper level setbacks - ensures adequate light and air between University structures. In addition, a second upper level setback is required along NE Pacific Street for buildings whose heights exceed 160 feet with footprints more than 20,000 square feet in size. The second upper level setback requires an additional 20 foot setback along a minimum of one façade at 120 feet in height.

o View corridors – including the Portage Bay Vista and South Campus Green vista ensure University development to higher height limits preserve important existing public views.

- **East Campus** – the current 37 foot to 160 foot range would be maintained, with the allowable height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 30-feet to 130-feet. The focus of allowable building height increases in East campus is the area encompassing the existing E1 Parking Lot. For the E1 parking lot area along Montlake Boulevard NE, 130-foot building heights would be allowed, while 65-foot building heights would be located further east within the internal portions of the East Campus adjacent to the 130-foot building height limit area. These changes in maximum building heights would create the opportunity for the development of new building space, while allowing for the retention of existing recreational opportunities and open space areas along the shoreline of the Union Bay Natural Area, reservation of space for new potential open space opportunities and provision of view corridors. The 80-foot allowable building height at the golf driving range would be reduced to 30-feet within the shoreline environment. The area of East Campus east of Mary Gates Memorial Drive (Laurel Village) would change from the current 37 feet to 65 feet in the western portion of Laurel Village to allow for additional housing opportunities and lower to 30 feet in the eastern and southern portions of Laurel Village to transition to the adjacent single family residential neighborhoods to the east that also have 30-foot height limits.

Physical buffers between proposed development at East Campus with increased building heights at parking Lot E1 and existing uses to the east would be provided by the retained Union Bay Natural Area. The major traffic arterial of NE 45th Street would provide a separation between the proposed 80-foot building height increases along Montlake Boulevard NE and NE 45th Street in the East Campus and existing uses to the north. The separation provided by these natural and roadway features would provide effective buffers between proposed development with increased building heights at East Campus and off-campus uses. In addition, the height of the two areas in East Campus north of NE 45th Street proposed for height increases from 50 to 65 feet (Blakely Village and Plant Services) would generally be consistent with the 65-foot height limit of the adjacent University Village. Although a portion of the
Plant Services area would be adjacent to a lowrise multifamily zone, the steep topography in that area renders the 65-foot height limit appropriate.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area. Implementation of these development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential impacts associated with increased building heights in the East Campus.

Development standards relevant to mitigation of height increases in East Campus are as follows:

- **Total allowable gross square footage** – limits the height, bulk, and scale of University development to ensure buildings allow for adequate light and air in the public realm.
- **Conditioned down building heights** – limit heights from the proposed allowable heights where appropriate to ensure adequate height transitions.
- **Podium height** – ensure building podiums are appropriately human-scaled at the ground level to lessen the appearance of bulk and maintain active and inviting streetscapes.
- **Public realm allowance** – ensures adequate separation between University structures.
- **Tower separation** – ensures adequate light and air between University structures.
- **Upper level setbacks** – ensures adequate light and air between University structures.

SMC 23.34.008 Criteria F. Impact Evaluation. The evaluation of a proposed rezone shall consider the possible negative and positive impacts on the area proposed for rezone and its surroundings.

1. Factors to be examined include, but are not limited to, the following: housing, particularly low-income housing; public services; environmental factors, such as noise, air and water quality, terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna, glare, odor, shadows, and energy conservation; pedestrian safety; manufacturing activity; employment activity; character of areas recognized for architectural or historic value; and shoreline view, public access and recreation.

Further discussion of each of the Criteria F – Impact Evaluation is described below.

Low Income Housing
Discussion: No existing low-income housing would be permanently displaced under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes provisions for up to 1,000 additional student housing beds on the University of Washington campus and proposed increases allowable building heights in the West and East campus would provide opportunities for increased levels of housing in the area. Please refer to Section 3.8 of this Final EIS for additional discussion of the housing impacts of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Pedestrian safety:

Discussion: The 2018 Seattle Campus Master plan includes a Circulation Framework that includes goals and plans to improve the pedestrian experience, including pedestrian safety. Implementation of the Circulation Framework along with approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would contribute to increased safety on campus. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan also includes development standards related to lighting, and ensures that campus areas will be appropriately lighted to encourage a safe environment. Please refer to Section 3.16 of this Final EIS for additional discussion on pedestrian safety.

Manufacturing activity; employment activity:

Discussion: Under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan manufacturing activity necessary to carry out the University’s academic, research, and service missions would be an allowed use on campus. Further, as all uses on campus serve the University it is not anticipated that any existing manufacturing would be displaced by approval of the Campus Master Plan.

The University is a major employer in Seattle, and implementation of the height increases as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is anticipated to allow the University to expand to meet growth demands, including job growth. A portion of the development in the West Campus sector is also proposed to be dedicated to the creation of an innovation district, which will provide space for partnerships, and provide the opportunity to further stimulate economic growth. Please refer to Section 4.X in the Key Topics Chapter for additional discussion of the innovation district concept. Overall, implementation of the 2018 Campus Master Plan, including the height increases is anticipated to have a positive impact on economic growth.

Noise, air and water quality, terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna, glare, odor, shadows, and energy conservation; character of areas recognized for architectural or historic value

Discussion:

- West Campus – from the current 37 to 105 feet to a range from 37 feet to 240 feet – The proposed increase in the allowable building height is intended to allow for the new building space anticipated to be needed through the 10-year planning horizon to be accommodated through compact higher density development balanced with reservation of space for public spaces.
This Final EIS includes analysis of conditions both with proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 1) and without the proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 2). The increased building height scenario analyzed under Alternative 1 reflects the proposed height increases in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. The Alternative 1 building height scenario would increase the potential for shadows associated with certain buildings in West Campus compared to existing conditions. However, without the proposed increase in allowable building heights, as studied in Alternative 2, the number of individual buildings in West Campus would be necessarily increased in order to provide the building space, thus resulting in greater shadowing conditions in some portions of the West Campus compared to Alternative 1. Note that without the proposed increase in allowable building height; the preferred allocation of building space for West campus cannot be achieved, requiring transfer of this needed building space to other portions of the campus and resulting in potential inefficiencies in meeting the educational and research demands. Refer to Section 3.8, Light, Glare and Shadows, of this Final EIS for detail.

Conditions associated with noise, air quality, water quality, terrestrial and aquatic fauna, glare, odor, historic and cultural resources, and energy conservation in West Campus are analyzed in this Final EIS. In general, conditions for these elements would not be substantially different with proposed allowable building height (Alternative 1) and with current allowable building heights (Alternative 2. Please refer to the Air Quality, Energy, Historic Resources, Cultural Resources, Land Use, Aesthetics and Utilities sections of this Final EIS.

Conditions associated with earthwork, recreation and open space, stormwater, and construction would result in a greater potential for impacts with the currently allowable building heights (Alternative 2) than with the proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 1); for example, approximately 4.2-acres of planned open space in West Campus provided with the increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 1) would not be provided under current building heights (Alternative 2), resulting in less recreational opportunities and more surface water runoff. Please refer to the Recreation and Open Space, Utilities and Construction Impacts sections of this Final EIS for detail.

- **South Campus** – the current 37 foot to 240 foot range would be maintained, with the area in 200 foot height and 240 foot height increased. Development in this area of campus is currently a dense cluster of health sciences/medical buildings ranging from 5 to 13-stories tall with limited accessibility between the north edge of the area (along NE Pacific Street) and the waterfront. The proposed increase in allowable building height would allow for potential future development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to remove and redevelop many of the existing buildings to
provide denser and taller buildings which would allow the opportunity for areas reserved for potential new open space and connections through the South Campus sector, such as the South Campus Green Corridor and the establishment of north/south view corridors (as proposed in the Plan).

This Final EIS includes analysis of conditions both with proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 1) and without the proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 2). The increased building height analyzed under Alternative 1 would increase the potential for shadows associated with certain buildings in South Campus compared to existing conditions. Without the proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 2), however, the footprints of certain buildings would increase in order to provide the building space, thus resulting in greater shadowing conditions in some portions of the South Campus compared to Alternative 1; refer to Section 3.8, Light, Glare and Shadows, of this Final EIS for detail.

Conditions associated with noise, air quality, water quality, terrestrial and aquatic fauna, glare, odor, historic and cultural resources, and energy conservation in South Campus are analyzed in this Final EIS. In general, conditions for these elements would not be substantially different with proposed allowable building height (Alternative 1) and with current allowable building heights (Alternative 2. Please refer to the Air Quality, Historic Resources, Cultural Resources, Land Use, and Aesthetics sections of this Final EIS.

- **East Campus** – the current 37 foot to 160 foot range would be maintained, with the allowable height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 30-feet to 130-feet. The focus of allowable building height increases in East campus is the area encompassing the existing E1 Parking Lot. For the E1 parking lot area along Montlake Boulevard NE, 130-foot building heights would be allowed, while 65-foot building heights would be located further east within the internal portions of the East Campus. These changes in maximum building heights would create the opportunity for the development of new building space, while allowing for the retention of existing recreation opportunities and open space areas along the shoreline of the Union Bay Natural Area, and the reservation of space for new open space opportunities and view corridors.

This Final EIS includes analysis of conditions both with proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 1) and without the proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 2). The increased building height analyzed under Alternative 1 would increase the potential for increased shadows associated with certain buildings in West Campus compared to existing conditions. However, without the proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 2), the number of individual buildings would be necessarily increased in order to provide the
building space, thus resulting in greater shadowing conditions in some portions of
the West Campus compared to Alternative 1; refer to Section 3.8, Light, Glare and
Shadows, of this Final EIS for detail.

Conditions associated with noise, air quality, water quality, terrestrial and aquatic
fauna, glare, odor, historic and cultural resources, and energy conservation in West
Campus are analyzed in this Final EIS. In general, conditions for these elements
would not be substantially different with proposed allowable building height
(Alternative 1) and with current allowable building heights (Alternative 2. Please
refer to the Air Quality, Historic Resources, Cultural Resources, Land Use, and
Aesthetics sections of this Final EIS.

Shoreline view, public access and recreation.

Discussion:

- **West Campus - from the current 37 to 105 feet to a range from 37 feet to 240 feet**
  - The proposed increase in the allowable building height is intended to allow for
    the new building space anticipated to be needed through the 10-year planning
    horizon to be accommodated through compact higher density development
    balanced with public spaces. The increase in building height would allow for
    development on limited number potential development sites, which would allow
    opportunities for areas to be reserved for potential new public open spaces
    (including the 4.2-acre West Campus Green). The increase in allowable building
    height would also allow for the accommodation on building space in staggered
    towers to allow for view corridors and light access, and podiums (up to three-
    stories) with towers setback above to provide pedestrian-scaled streetscapes.
    Overall, the proposed height increase would allow substantial public access to open
    spaces and the waterfront.

This Final EIS includes analysis of conditions both with proposed increase in
allowable building heights (Alternative 1) and without the proposed increase in
allowable building heights (Alternative 2). Without the proposed increase in
allowable building height (Alternative 2), the number of individual buildings in
West Campus would be increased in order to provide the building space needed
and the 4.2-acre area reserved for the for the West Campus Green under
Alternative 1 would be in building development (thus, without the increase in
allowable building height the amount of area reserved for public open space in
West Campus would be substantially reduced).

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan also proposes a Shoreline Public Access Plan
that shows increased connections to the waterfront. If the height increases
proposed were not realized, then that would impact the ability to carry out
portions of the Shoreline Public Access Plan, including the ability to reserve view corridors for shoreline views. Overall, the Shoreline Public Access Plan shows increased access to the shoreline with implementation of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including the height increases.

- **South Campus** – the current 37-foot to 240-foot range would be maintained, with the amount of area in 200-foot height and 240-foot height increased. Development in this area of campus is currently a dense cluster of health sciences/medical buildings ranging from 5 to 13-stories tall with limited accessibility between the north edge of the area (along NE Pacific Street) and the waterfront. The proposed increase in allowable building height would provide for potential future development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to remove and redevelop many of the existing buildings to provide denser and taller building development which would provide the opportunity for areas reserved for potential new open space, connections through the South Campus sector (e.g., the South Campus Green Corridor), and north/south view corridors.

This Final EIS includes analysis of conditions both with the proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 1) and without the proposed increase in allowable building heights (Alternative 2). Without the proposed increase in allowable building height (Alternative 2), the footprint of individual buildings in South Campus would be increased in order to provide the building space and the ability to provide north/south view corridors and open space would be reduced.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan also proposes a Shoreline Public Access Plan that shows increased connections to the waterfront. If the height increases proposed were not realized, then that would impact the ability to carry out portions of the Shoreline Public Access Plan including the ability to reserve view corridors for shoreline views. Overall, the Shoreline Public Access Plan shows increased access to the shoreline with implementation of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including the height increases.

- **East Campus** – the current 37-foot to 160-foot range would be maintained, with the allowable height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 30 feet to 130 feet. The focus of allowable building height increases in East campus is the area encompassing the existing E1 Parking Lot. For the E1 parking lot area along Montlake Boulevard NE, 130-foot building heights would be allowed, while 65-foot building heights would be located further east within the internal portions of the East Campus. These changes in maximum building heights would create the opportunity for the development of new building space, while allowing for the
retention of existing recreation opportunities and open space areas along the shoreline of the Union Bay Natural Area. The changes would also allow for the reservation of space for potential new open space opportunities and view corridors.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan also proposes a Shoreline Public Access Plan that shows increased connections to the waterfront. If the height increases proposed were not realized, then that would impact the ability to carry out portions of the Shoreline Public Access Plan, including the ability to reserve view corridors for shoreline views. Overall, the Shoreline Public Access Plan shows increased access to the shoreline with implementation of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including the height increases.

SMC 23.34.008 Criteria F. Impact Evaluation. The evaluation of a proposed rezone shall consider the possible negative and positive impacts on the area proposed for rezone and its surroundings.

2. Service Capacities. Development which can reasonably be anticipated based on the proposed development potential shall not exceed the service capacities which can reasonably be anticipated in the area, including: street access to the area; street capacity in the area; transit service; parking capacity; utility and sewer capacity; and shoreline navigation.

**Discussion:** The following provides a discussion on the proposed increase in allowable building heights in regards to service capacities by campus sector.

- **West Campus** - from the current 37 to 105 feet to a range of from 37 feet to 240 feet – The proposed increase in the allowable building height is intended to allow for the new building space anticipated to be needed through the 10-year planning horizon to be accommodated through compact higher density development balanced with public spaces. The proposed allowable height increase in West Campus would provide the opportunity for increased housing, educational, research and employment on the campus. These increased opportunities would increase demands on area streets, transit, parking, utilities and other area services. West Campus development with the increase in allowable height would not result in significant impacts to area services, and would not result in greater service demands than would occur under current allowable building heights (Alternative 2). Refer to Sections 3.14 – **Public Services**, 3.15 – **Utilities** and 3.16 – **Transportation** for discussion on service conditions with and without increase in allowable heights.

- **South Campus** – the current 37-foot to 240-foot range would be maintained, with the amount of area in 200-foot height and 240-foot height increased.
Development in this area of campus is currently a dense cluster of health sciences/medical buildings ranging from five to 13-stories tall with limited accessibility between the north edge of the area (along NE Pacific Street) and the waterfront. The proposed allowable height increase in South Campus would provide the opportunity for increased housing, educational, research and employment on the campus. These increased opportunities would increase demands on area streets, transit, parking, utilities and other area services. South Campus development with the increase in allowable height would not result in significant impacts to area services, and would not result in greater service demands than would occur under current allowable building heights (Alternative 2). Refer to Sections 3.14 – Public Services, 3.15 – Utilities and 3.16 – Transportation for discussion on service conditions with and without increase in allowable heights.

- **East Campus** – the current 37-foot to 160-foot range would be maintained, with the allowable height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 30 feet to 130 feet. The focus of allowable building height increases in East campus is the area encompassing the existing E1 Parking Lot. For the E1 parking lot area along Montlake Boulevard NE, 130-foot building heights would be allowed, while 65-foot building heights would be located further east within the internal portions of the East Campus. The proposed allowable height increase in East Campus would provide the opportunity for increased housing, educational, research and employment on the campus. These increased opportunities would increase demands on area streets, transit, parking, utilities and other area services. East Campus development with the increase in allowable height would not result in significant impacts to area services, and would not result in greater service demands than would occur under current allowable building heights (Alternative 2). Refer to Sections 3.14 – Public Services, 3.15 – Utilities and 3.16 – Transportation for discussion on service conditions with and without increase in allowable heights.

SMC 23.34.008 Criteria G. Changed Circumstances. Evidence of changed circumstances shall be taken into consideration in reviewing proposed rezones, but is not required to demonstrate the appropriateness of a proposed rezone. Consideration of changed circumstances shall be limited to elements or conditions included in the criteria for the relevant zone and/or overlay designations in this chapter.

**Discussion:** Since approval of the CMP Seattle 2003, development on the University of Washington campus has occurred under that Plan and all but approximately 211,000 gsf of the 3 million gsf authorized under the CMP Seattle 2003 has been developed. The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including the proposed increase in allowable building height, is intended to allow a level of new development on the campus to accommodate
projected growth demands on campus, including enrollment and job growth, and increased teaching and research demands.

SMC 23.34.008 Criteria H. Overlay Districts. If the area is located in an overlay district, the purpose and boundaries of the overlay district shall be considered.

**Discussion:** According to the City of Seattle Zoning Map, the University of Washington campus is overlain with the Major Institution Overlay designation (MIO). However, the City-University Agreement establishes a process for the formation of a master plan to guide University development. Consistent with the Agreement, the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes campus boundaries, policies, standards and a transportation management plan. The proposed request to revise allowable heights is included as a part of the master plan process and consistent with the Agreement. No changes to the campus MIO boundaries are proposed with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

SMC23.34.008 Criteria I. Critical Areas. If the area is located in or adjacent to a critical area (SMC Chapter 25.09), the effect of the rezone on the critical area shall be considered.

**Discussion:** The following provides a discussion on identified critical area in the campus sectors where increase in allowable height is proposed.

- **West Campus** – from the current 37 to 105 feet to a range of from 37 feet to 240 feet – Identified SMC 25.09 environmentally critical areas in the West Campus sector include Steep Slope Area. As indicated in Section 3.1 – Earth, the proposed increase in allowable building height in West Campus would not increase the potential to impact steep slopes compared to existing height limits.

- **South Campus** – the current 37-foot to 240-foot range would be maintained, with the amount of area in 200-foot height and 240-foot height increased. Identified SMC 25.09 environmentally critical areas in the South Campus sector include Steep Slope Area and Peat-Settlement Area. As indicated in Section 3.1 - Earth, the proposed increase in height in the South Campus would not increase the potential to impact steep slopes or peat-settlement areas compared to existing height limits.

- **East Campus** – the current 37-foot to 160-foot range would be maintained, with the allowable height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 30 feet to 130 feet. Identified SMC 25.09 environmentally critical area in the East Campus sector includes Steep Slope Area, Liquefaction Area, Abandoned Landfill Area, Peat-Settlement Area, and Wetlands. As indicated in Section 3.1 – Earth and Section 3.3 – Wetlands, Plants and Animals, the proposed increase in height in the East Campus would not increase the potential to impact steep slopes, peat-settlement, liquefaction, and wetland areas compared to existing height limits.
SMC 23.34.008J. Incentive Provisions. If the area is located in a zone with an incentive zoning suffix a rezone shall be approved only if one of the following conditions are met: 1) The rezone includes incentive zoning provisions that would authorize the provision of affordable housing equal to or greater than the amount of affordable housing authorized by the existing zone; or 2) If the rezone does not include incentive zoning provisions that would authorize the provision of affordable housing equal to or greater than the amount of affordable housing authorized by the existing zone, an adopted City housing policy or comprehensive plan provision identifies the area as not a priority area for affordable housing, or as having an adequate existing supply of affordable housing in the immediate vicinity of the area being rezoned.

**Discussion:** The University of Washington campus is not located within a zone with an incentive zoning suffix. This criteria is not relevant to the proposed height limit changes under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

SMC 23.34.124 – Designation of Major Institution Overlay (MIO) districts

SMC 23.34.124 establishes the purpose and criteria for rezones within Major Institution Overlay (MIO) districts. SMC 23.34.124 Criteria A. Public Purpose. The applicant shall submit a statement which documents the reasons the rezone is being requested, including a discussion of the public benefits resulting from the proposed expansion, the way in which the proposed expansion will serve the public purpose mission of the major institution, and the extent to which the proposed expansion may affect the livability of the surrounding neighborhood. Review and comment on the statement shall be requested from the appropriate Advisory Committee as well as relevant state and local regulatory and advisory groups. In considering rezones, the objective shall be to achieve a better relationship between residential or commercial uses and the Major Institution uses, and to reduce or eliminate major land use conflicts in the area.

**Discussion:** The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including the proposed increases in allowable building heights, is intended to allow a level of new development on the campus to accommodate projected demands on campus, including enrollment and job growth, and increased teaching and research demands. The increase in allowable building heights would limit the number of development sites necessary to provide the desired building space, which allows opportunities to reserve space on campus for potential new public open spaces.

Please refer to Chapter 5 of this Final EIS for a response to comments received regarding the proposed height limit changes from CUCAC, and relevant state and local regulatory and advisory groups.

SMC 23.34.124 Criteria C. Height Criteria. The following height criteria shall be used in the selection of appropriate height designations for: 1) proposed new Major Institution Overlay
districts; 2) proposed additions to existing MIO districts; and 3) proposed modifications to height limits within existing MIO districts;

1. Increases to height limits may be considered where it is desirable to limit MIO district boundary by expansion.
2. Height limits at the district boundary shall be compatible with those in the adjacent areas.
3. Transitional height limits shall be provided wherever feasible when the maximum permitted height within the overlay district is significantly higher than permitted in areas adjoining the major institution campus.
4. Height limits should generally not be lower than existing development to avoid creating non-conforming structures.
5. Obstruction of public scenic or landmark views to, from or across a major institution campus should be avoided where possible.

Discussion: The proposed zone changes under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan relate to an increase in allowable building height; no expansion of campus boundary or change in underlying zoning is proposed. The proposed height limits would generally not be lower than existing development, and would not create non-conforming structures, except in certain shoreline environments where structures are already considered non-conforming to the SMP. Further, overall, the proposed height increases would allow for the creation and maintenance of the view corridors designated in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and would not obstruct views to “public scenic or landmark views.” Please see the discussion above in response to rezone criteria SMC 23.34.008 for additional information on appropriateness of height transitions.

The following provides additional discussion of the criteria by campus sector:

- **West Campus** - from the current 37 to 105 feet to a range from 37 feet to 240 feet – the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proposes that the maximum building height limits would be increased in the West Campus from the current range of 30 to 105 feet to the proposed range of 30 to 240 feet; the assumed maximum building height assumed would be highest north of NE Pacific Street, and would step down to the south toward Portage Bay. The increase in the maximum building height limit in the West Campus is intended to allow for the desired new building space to be accommodated by compact higher density development balanced with the reservation of space for new potential public open spaces. This building height increase would allow for development on fewer potential development sites so as to accommodate room for potential new open space improvements like the West Campus Green and other public spaces, allow staggered towers to provide view corridors and light access, and allow podiums (up to 45 feet) with towers set back above to provide pedestrian-scaled streetscapes. Development in the West Campus
with the proposed increase in allowable building height would not obstruct public scenic or landmark views (refer to Section 3.9 - Aesthetics for detail).

The increased building heights would represent a change in the existing character of land use in West Campus to a taller and denser urban environment and would be similar in height to some of the tallest buildings within the University District area (i.e. the UW Tower, Hotel Deca, multifamily residential buildings, etc.). The tallest building heights would be located north of NE Pacific Street and adjacent to the University District area; building heights would get progressively lower to the south approaching the shoreline. Although these increased heights would represent an increase in building heights when compared to the current building heights in the area, they would be compatible with potential future development consistent with recently approved height increases in the University District.

As discussed above, development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including upper-level building setbacks and public realm allowances, and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area. Implementation of these development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential impacts associated with increased building heights in the West Campus.

- **South Campus** – the current 37 foot to 240 foot range would be maintained, with the area in 200 foot height and 240 foot height increased. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan proposes building heights from 200 feet to 240 feet in the north portion of the South Campus (adjacent to NE Pacific Street). While the provision of taller building heights would represent an increase over the 2003 CMP-Seattle (small portions of the South Campus are allowed up to 240 feet in the 2003 CMP-Seattle), it would also create the opportunity for the increased building density to be accommodated by compact, high density development which would allow for the reservation of additional campus areas for use as open space, circulation and/or landscaping. This reservation of space for potential new open space, circulation and landscaping would enhance the aesthetic character of the South Campus along NE Pacific Street, which is predominantly comprised of building development in its current state. The allowance of taller buildings would also allow for the reservation of space for a view corridor and open space area within the central portion of the South Campus (the planned South Campus Green Corridor), which would enhance the aesthetic character and allow for additional views of Portage Bay. Development in the South Campus with the proposed increase in allowable building height would not obstruct public scenic or landmark views (refer to Section 3.10 - Aesthetics for detail).
As further discussed above, development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including upper-level building setbacks and public realm allowances, and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area. Implementation of these development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential impacts associated with increased building heights in the South Campus.

- **East Campus** – the current 37 foot to 160 foot range would be maintained, with the allowable height at E1 parking lot increased from 37 feet to a range of 30-feet to 130-feet. The focus of allowable building height increases in East campus is the area encompassing the existing E1 Parking Lot. For the E1 parking lot area along Montlake Boulevard NE, 130-foot building heights would be allowed, while 65-foot building heights would be located further east within the internal portions of the East Campus. These changes in maximum building heights would create the opportunity for the development of new building space, while allowing for the retention of existing recreational opportunities and open space areas along the shoreline of the Union Bay Natural Area, reservation of space for new potential open space opportunities and provision of view corridors. The 80-foot allowable building height at the golf driving range would be reduced to 30-feet to provide additional buffer from the canal. The area of East Campus east of Mary Gates Memorial Drive (Laurel Village) would change from the current 37 feet to 65 feet in the western portion of Laurel Village to allow for additional housing opportunities and 30 feet in the eastern and southern portions of Laurel Village to transition to the adjacent residential single-family neighborhoods to the east with 30-foot height limits. Development in the East Campus with the proposed increase in allowable building height would not obstruct public scenic or landmark views (refer to Section 3.10 - Aesthetics for detail).

As further discussed above, development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, including upper-level building setbacks and public realm allowances and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area. Implementation of these development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential impacts associated with increased building heights in the East Campus.

**City of Seattle Tree Protection Ordinance**

**Summary:** SMC 25.11 contains the City Of Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance which is intended to preserve and enhance the City’s physical and aesthetic character by preventing untimely and indiscriminate removal or destruction of trees, reward tree protection efforts, protect exceptional trees and encourage the retention of trees that are six inches in diameter through design review. The City identifies exceptional trees as a tree or group of trees that...
trees that because of its unique historical, ecological or aesthetic value constitutes an important community resources and is deemed as such according to standards promulgated by the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections.

SMC section 25.11.030 establishes the activities that are exempt from the provisions of the Tree Protection Ordinance, including subsection D which states that tree removal undertaken as part of tree and vegetation management and revegetation of public parkland and open spaces by responsible public agencies or departments is exempt from the provisions.

**Discussion:** The University of Washington has developed an Urban Forest Management Plan (UFMP), which it would use to manage tree retention and removal on a campus-wide basis under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. The University states in the 2018 Seattle CMP that the UFMP is a revegetation plan that qualifies as an exemption from the City’s Tree Ordinance (SMC 25.11.030.D) for tree removal activities associated with vegetation management on campus and not associated with the development of a particular development site. In the future, the code could be amended to allow the UFMP to qualify as an exemption for tree removal associated with development activities as well. The FEIS includes a section studying the impacts of such an amendment as a non-project action associated with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (see Chapter 4 – Key Topic Areas Section 4.14 Urban Forestry Management Plan).

Through the UFMP, the University strives for a forested condition of at least 22.5% canopy cover, which is greater than the City’s goal of 20% canopy cover for institutions. In 2015, the University’s canopy cover of 20.9% exceeded the City’s goal. Through implementation of the 2018 Campus Master Plan and UFMP, the University will continue to manage trees on a campus-wide basis and work toward meeting its canopy cover goal (see Appendix B for further details on the UFMP).

**City of Seattle Street Vacation Policies**

**Summary:** The 2018 Campus Master Plan identifies potential street, alley, and aerial vacations that may occur over the 10-year planning horizon. The identified vacation is potential and is not imminent or essential to the implementation of the 2018 Campus Master Plan. The potential vacation is intended to improve circulation conditions and would not increase the amount of building development capacity of the campus. These potential vacation is included in the 2018 Campus Master Plan for disclosure purposes only; no petitions or applications are pending. No master plan amendment would be necessary when a street vacation is proposed, provided that the proposal is consistent with the range of alternatives identified.
The City of Seattle Street Vacation Policies (Clerk File 310078) provide policies to guide City Council decisions regarding the vacation of public rights-of-way. In making the decision, the Council weighs three components of the public interest, including:

1. **Public Trust Functions** – Consider the impact of the vacation upon the circulation, access, utilities, light, air, open space and views provided by the right-of-way. These are defined by these policies as the public trust function of the right-of-way and are given primary importance in evaluating vacation proposals. The policies require mitigation of adverse effects upon these public trust functions.

2. **Land Use Impacts** – Consider land use impacts of the proposed vacation. Potential development involving the vacated right-of-way must be consistent with City land use policies for the area in which the right-of-way is located.

3. **Public Benefit** – Benefits to the public from the vacation of the right-of-way will be considered. The proposal must provide a long-term benefit for the general public.

**Discussion:** Although no street vacation is specifically proposed as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the plan does identify one potential street vacation during the 10-year planning horizon. The potential street vacation is not identified to provide additional development capacity on the campus and none of the potential development sites identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan are dependent on the potential vacation. The street vacation that is identified in the Plan is intended to create better campus design, and provide enhanced pedestrian circulation and safety between campus sectors.

As outlined in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, at such time as a vacation is considered by the University, a work plan specific to that vacation would be prepared by the University. The work plan would identify opportunities for public participation, contain an analysis of traffic and circulation, include a utility analysis, specific design and environmental analysis, landscape analysis and identify possible public benefit. It is intended that the work plan for a specific vacation would accompany the petition and supporting application materials for the vacation that is submitted to the City of Seattle.

Analysis of the relationship of potential vacations with the components of public interest is provided in the discussion of specific policies below.

**Summary:** Specific policies and guidelines for street vacations relevant to the proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan include the following:

*Policy 1 – Circulation and Access.* Vacations may be approved only if they do not result in negative effects on both the current and future needs of the City’s vehicular, bicycle, or pedestrian circulation systems or on access to private property, unless the negative effects can be mitigated.

**Discussion:** The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes the potential for vacating a section of one public street. The potential street vacation would generally consist of a
relatively small segment that would not affect overall circulation of the roadway system. All above-grade and below-grade utilities associated with the street segment would be replaced or relocated as part of any potential vacation.

**Policy 2 – Utilities.** Rights-of-way which contain or are needed for future utility lines or facilities may be vacated only when the utility can be adequately protected with an easement, relocation, fee ownership or similar agreement satisfactory to the utility owner.

**Discussion:** All utilities and planned future utilities, located within vacated rights-of-way would be adequately protected by easements, relocation, or agreements satisfactory to the utility owner.

**Policy 3 – Light, Air, Open Space and Views.** When the City Council determines that the light, air, open space or view provided by a particular street or alley should be retained, the right-of-way may be vacated only if the public open space, light, air and view can be retained or substituted by dedication to the public of other comparable street right-of-way or other property such as an open space property or on future development on the vacated and abutting property.

**Discussion:** The potential street vacation of NE Northlake Place would not have a high potential to affect light, air, open space and view. The potential vacation is intended to create better campus design, and provide enhanced pedestrian circulation and safety between campus sectors.

**Policy 4 – Land Use.** A proposed vacation may be approved only when the increase in development potential that is attributable to the vacation would be consistent with the land use policies adopted by the City Council. The criteria considered for making individual vacation decisions will vary with the land use policies and regulations for the area in which the right-of-way is located. The City Council may place conditions on a vacation to mitigate negative land use effects.

**Discussion:** The potential street vacation in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is not identified to provide additional development capacity on the campus and none of the potential development sites identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan are dependent on the potential vacation. The street vacation that is identified in the Plan is intended to allow for better campus design and provide enhanced pedestrian circulation and safety between campus sectors.

**Policy 5 – Public Benefit.** A vacation petition shall include a public benefit proposal. The concept of providing a public benefit is derived from the nature of street right-of-way. Right-of-way is dedicated for use by the general public in perpetuity whether or not a public purpose can be currently identified. The City acts as a trustee for the public in its administration of rights-of-way. Case law requires that in each vacation there must be
an element of public use or benefit and a vacation cannot be granted solely for a private use or benefit.

**Discussion:** As outlined in 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, at such a time as a vacation is considered, a work plan specific to that vacation would be prepared by the University. The work plan would identify opportunities for public participation, contain an analysis of traffic and circulation, include a utility analysis, specific design and environmental analysis, landscape analysis, and identify potential public benefits.

### City of Seattle Skybridge Policies

**Summary:** Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) Section 15.64 provides the procedures and criteria for the administration and approval of applications related to pedestrian skybridges that encroach over and above a public place within the City of Seattle. It is the intent of the City Council to limit the proliferation and adverse effects of skybridges. Proposed skybridges are reviewed with regard to how well they serve the public interest and their relationship to the cityscape.

SMC Section 15.64.065(B) states that the City Council shall not grant conceptual approval to construct, maintain, and operate a proposed new skybridge unless it finds that the skybridge is in the public interest and no reasonable alternative to the skybridge exists.

**Discussion:** The University of Washington campus currently contains six skybridges: one over 15th Avenue NE; two over NE Pacific Street; and, three over Montlake Boulevard NE. The skybridges are currently permitted under Term-Permits with the City of Seattle. The skybridges serve important pedestrian circulation and safety functions for the University of Washington campus. No new skybridges are proposed under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Please also refer to the Transportation Discipline Report (Appendix D) for further details on skybridges.
3.7 POPULATION

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing population conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones, and evaluates the potential impacts that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.7.1 Affected Environment

Existing Overall Campus Population

In the Fall of 2014, the total University of Washington campus population was approximately 67,155. The campus population is generally comprised of three major groups: students, faculty, and staff. Over the past nine years, overall campus population has progressively increased. However, each group has somewhat different characteristics and factors, which are discussed below.

The University of Washington’s population of all three groups has continued to grow steadily in recent years. As to be expected, the number of staff and faculty increase is commensurate with the increase in the number of students.

![Figure 3.7-1 UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON STUDENT, STAFF, AND FACULTY POPULATION, 2006-2014](image)

Source: University of Washington, 2016

Students

Many factors influence the levels of student enrollment at the University. Changes to state and federal level financial aid programs can affect the quantity and demographic composition of students enrolling at the University. The Washington Student Achievement
Council (WSAC) provides strategic planning, oversight, advocacy, and student success and retention programs, which can also impact enrollment. In addition, partnerships with community and technical colleges can influence student enrollment and demographics.

The state operating budget includes minimum student enrollment thresholds, which the University of Washington far exceeds. In the past, the state used student enrollment as a basis for determining appropriation levels for public higher education institutions. Since the 2008 recession, however, state appropriations have instead been determined by available funding and legislative priorities, and have generally decreased despite a slight uptick in recent years.

Since 2006, there has been an overall increasing trend in student enrollment population at the University from approximately 37,878 FTE students to 43,724 FTE students in 2014. See below for a summary of the University of Washington student population since 2006.

Figure 3.7-2
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON STUDENT POPULATION, 2006-2014

Source: University of Washington, 2016

The University compiles statistics on the race and ethnicity of the student population. In Fall 2014, of the total student enrollment, approximately 47 percent were White, 19 percent were Asian, 6 percent were Hispanic, 2 percent were African American, 1 percent were Native American, less than 1 percent were Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, and 24 percent were classified as “Other.” See below for a summary on the ethnicity of the student population.
Economically, college students everywhere are at a unique point in their lives. Many students are living on their own for the first time, sometimes relying on financial support from family members or student loans. Other students live at home and commute to school. Nationally, 58 percent of students attending a four-year public institution are between the ages of 19-23, and 24 percent of students live at home with a parent while attending school. In total, 64 percent of students are claimed as dependents by their parents. Of the 36 percent of students attending a four-year public institution that are independent, half of them earn less than $20,000 a year in income. Further, 42 percent of students who are independent have a dependent of their own.

Being a student is a dynamic and inherently transitional stage of social and economic development. Accordingly, the housing needs of students are diverse and governed by their particular circumstances.

**Faculty**

University faculty are funded by the State of Washington or by external grant and contract sources (or both). The total faculty population includes faculty supported by all funding mechanisms. In accordance with the increasing student population trend, faculty population has steadily increased on campus from 2006 (approximately 6,116 FTE faculty) to 2014 (approximately 7,107 FTE faculty). See the graph below for a summary of the University of Washington faculty population.

---

1 Profile of Undergraduate Students; National Center for Education Statistics.
Staff

University of Washington staff are funded through different sources, which can be categorized as follows: State-funded University staff, University of Washington Medical Center (“UWMC”) hospital staff, Intercollegiate Athletics staff, Housing and Food Services staff, and grant-funded staff. The number of State-funded University staff is determined by State funding through the biennial budget process. UWMC hospital staff levels can fluctuate based on patient revenue, bed count, and third-party reimbursement policies. Self-sustaining units such as Intercollegiate Athletics and Housing and Food Services increase or decrease their staff based on their ability to generate revenue to fund their staffing needs. The number of staff that are funded on grants and contracts can also fluctuate based on changes in the volume of grant and contract funded research, and based on changes in the mix of research needs for staff versus equipment. Overall staffing levels increased from approximately 14,155 FTE in 2006 to approximately 16,324 FTE in 2014 (see below for summary illustration).
For analysis purposes in this Final EIS, campus population (students, faculty, and staff) have been divided amongst each of the campus sectors based on a ratio of overall persons (FTE) per square foot of existing campus development, referred to as the “assumed population” below.²

### West Campus

The West Campus sector (2015) currently contains approximately 3.8 million gross square feet (gsf) of building space, which equates to approximately 23 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 16.6 million gsf). Based on this percentage, the assumed population for West Campus is approximately 15,375 people.

### South Campus

The South Campus sector currently contains approximately 4.2 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 25 percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on this percentage, the assumed population for South Campus is approximately 16,990 people.

² The person per square foot ratio is equal to the existing campus population (67,155) divided by the total campus building square footage (16.6 million gsf).
Central Campus

The Central Campus contains approximately 7.1 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 43 percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on this percentage, the assumed population for Central Campus is approximately 28,720 people.

East Campus

The East Campus contains approximately 1.5 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately nine percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on this percentage, the assumed population for the East Campus is approximately 6,070 people.

Surrounding Area Population Demographics (Including the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones)

To meet the requirements set forth in the 2004 City University Agreement (Ordinance 121688), the University’s Master Plan and EIS must include boundaries surrounding the University and identified as Primary and Secondary Impact Zones as shown in the below map, Figure 3.7-6. The Primary and Secondary Impact Zones are comprised of Census Tracts and are the designated geographies used to assess and monitor the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts resulting from all proposed University developments. Both impact zones are referred to collectively as the “surrounding area.”

![Figure 3.7-6](Source: Census, 2016)
The Primary Impact Zone, Primary and Secondary Impact Zones, and City of Seattle population is described below based on data from the 2010 U.S. Census and the 2014 American Community Survey.

According to the 2010 Census, the total population of the City of Seattle was 608,660 people. The total population of the University of Washington campus area (generally the Primary Impact Zone as represented by Census Tracts 52, 53.01 and 53.02) was 18,867 people. The total population for the Primary Secondary Impact Zones (represented by Census Tracts 41, 42, 43.01, 43.02, 44, 45, 52, 53.01, 53.02, 61 and 62) was 58,903 people. Figure 3.7-6 above shows the location and boundaries of the relevant Census Tracts. The Primary Impact Zone represents approximately three percent of the total City of Seattle population; the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones represent approximately 10 percent of the total City of Seattle population.

The racial makeup of the University of Washington campus area does not differ significantly from the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones or the greater City of Seattle. However, there are substantial differences related to population age, median household income, and percentage of the population below the poverty level. The majority of the Primary Impact Zone population is age 21 or younger and earns less than one-third of the income of the population in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones or the greater City of Seattle. These differences are directly related to the nature of the University campus area population, which is generally comprised of large numbers of students and results in a younger population with fewer people employed, or people employed at lower wage levels (while they attend school).

Table 3.7-1 though Table 3.7-3 provides a summary of the area population by race, income level, and age, and compares those demographics for the Impact Zones to the greater City of Seattle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>21 years and under</th>
<th>22 years to 59 years</th>
<th>60 years and older</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Impact Zone</td>
<td>11,087 (59%)</td>
<td>7,124 (37%)</td>
<td>656 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary and Secondary</td>
<td>22,137</td>
<td>30,176</td>
<td>6,590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7-1

SUMMARY OF AREA POPULATION BY AGE

3 These Census Tracts, with the exception of Tracts 52, 53.01 and 53.02 generally comprise the Secondary Impact Zone.
### Table 3.7-1 Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact Zones</th>
<th>Median Household Income</th>
<th>Persons Below Poverty Level</th>
<th>Percent Below the Poverty Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City of Seattle</td>
<td>131,541 (22%)</td>
<td>379,561 (62%)</td>
<td>97,558 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(38%)</td>
<td>(51%)</td>
<td>(11%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: 5-year American Community Survey, 2010-2014.

### Table 3.7-2
SUMMARY OF AREA POPULATION BY INCOME LEVELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median Household Income</th>
<th>Persons Below Poverty Level</th>
<th>Percent Below the Poverty Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Impact Zone</td>
<td>$19,118</td>
<td>5,414</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary and Secondary</td>
<td>$64,027</td>
<td>12,412</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact Zones</td>
<td>$67,365</td>
<td>86,593</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Seattle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: 5-year American Community Survey, 2010-2014.

### Table 3.7-3
SUMMARY OF AREA POPULATION BY RACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>African-American</th>
<th>American-Indian</th>
<th>Asian</th>
<th>Native Hawaiian</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Two or More Races</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Impact Zone</td>
<td>11,524 (61%)</td>
<td>435 (2%)</td>
<td>87 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>5,263 (28%)</td>
<td>72 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>86 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>1,200 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary and Secondary</td>
<td>43,960 (75%)</td>
<td>1,199 (2%)</td>
<td>236 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>9,444 (16%)</td>
<td>137 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>824 (1%)</td>
<td>3,103 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact Zones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Seattle</td>
<td>422,870 (69%)</td>
<td>48,316 (8%)</td>
<td>4,809 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>84,215 (14%)</td>
<td>2,351 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>14,852 (2%)</td>
<td>31,247 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: 5-year American Community Survey, 2010-2014.

### 3.7.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies the potential impacts of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan on existing population on the University of Washington campus and in the surrounding areas that could occur with development under the EIS Alternatives.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is intended to identify development to accommodate the continued anticipated growth of the University of Washington. Approximately 6.0 million gross square feet (gsf) of new development would occur on the campus during the planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and the growth of the campus would include both an increase in the number of students, faculty, and staff, as well as additional student housing to accommodate some of the increase in new students. The identified population growth (students, faculty, and staff) for the campus over the planning
horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is assumed to be the same for Alternatives 1 through 5, the difference between the alternatives would be how the distribution of the development throughout the campus (i.e., West and South Campus focus under Alternative 1 versus West and East Campus focus under Alternative 4) would accommodate the increase in population.

**No Action Alternative**

Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that the approximately 6.0 million gsf of new development on the campus under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not occur and that only the remaining development capacity under the 2003 CMP-Seattle would be developed (approximately 211,000 gsf). As a result, the assumed student, faculty and staff increases under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not be accommodated under the No Action Alternative. It is assumed that the remaining 211,000 gsf of development capacity under the 2003 CMP-Seattle would generate approximately 422 FTE population growth between students, faculty, and staff.

**All Action Alternatives**

Under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, it is anticipated that the campus population (student, staff and faculty) would continue to grow, similar to current and prior trends. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan assumes a growth rate of approximately 20 percent from 2014 through 2028. Therefore, it is anticipated that by 2028, the student population would increase to approximately 52,399 (an increase of 8,675 FTE students), faculty population would increase to approximately 8,517 (an increase of 1,410 FTE people), and the staff population would increase to approximately 19,563 (an increase of FTE 3,239 people). In total, the on-campus population under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would increase to approximately 80,479 people (an increase of 13,324 over 2015 conditions).

The anticipated growth was planned according to- and falls-in-line with overarching policies, plans and investments. In Washington State, growth management planning is structured in a manner that advances coordination amongst jurisdictions. In the central Puget Sound region, this process begins with long-run forecasts of population and employment growth for the four county region. These forecasts, developed by the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC), then support small area (“Forecast Analysis Zones” or “FAZ”) forecasts of future population and jobs which in turn support both regional and local planning efforts. The population and employment forecast for the central Puget Sound projects is approximately
630,000 additional people between 2015 and 2030\textsuperscript{4}. During this period, the region also expects to add about 460,000 new jobs, including 19,000 in the state education sector\textsuperscript{5}.

According to Seattle’s comprehensive plan, \textit{Seattle 2035}, between 2015-2035, an additional 60,000 housing units and 115,000 new jobs are anticipated. This reflects Seattle’s continuing role as a regionally significant employment center. In Seattle, neighborhood-level planning also supports long-range planning. Neighborhood plans have been adopted for urban neighborhoods throughout the City including the U District. Neighborhood plans are approved by the City Council and go through the state’s environmental review process; which identifies land use and environmental impacts and mitigation measures. In addition, the U District is part of a regionally-designated Urban Growth Center\textsuperscript{6}.

As stated above, the PSRC supports local planning by developing small area forecasts of population and jobs. Local planners use these small area forecasts in a variety of ways as they perform both land use and transportation analysis. The PSRC’s most recent Land Use Baseline Forecast\textsuperscript{7} was performed prior to the development of the Draft 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and the City’s recent U District rezones. Forecast Analysis Zone 6214 encompasses the University of Washington and Forecast Analysis Zone 6215 encompasses the greater Ravenna and U District area, including the remaining the Primary Impact zone area and the Secondary Impact zone as illustrated in \textbf{Figure 3.7-7}. Below that, \textbf{Table 3.7-4} provides future population and jobs estimates from the Land Use Baseline forecast.

The employment growth anticipated in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, which is relatively modest at just over 4,600, is within the growth expectations for FAZs 6214 and 6215. Similarly, expected increases in on-campus student population and a reasonable share of the non-campus student population are also within the growth expectations for FAZs 6214 and 6215.

The increase in population on the campus would lead to an increased demand for housing, energy, recreation and open space, transportation facilities and public services. Activity levels on campus and in the adjacent area would also increase with additional population. These population-induced effects are discussed further in Section 3.8 regarding housing, as well as in Section 3.4 Energy and Natural Resources, Section 3.6 Land Use, Section 3.10 Recreation and Open Space, Section 3.14 Public Services, and Section 3.15 Transportation.

\textsuperscript{4} PSRC, Regional Macroeconomic Forecast https://www.psrc.org/regional-macroeconomic-forecast
\textsuperscript{5} State employment in education is predominantly in state higher education institutions
\textsuperscript{6} http://www.psrc.org/growth/centers/
\textsuperscript{7} http://www.psrc.org/data/forecasts/GrowProject/LandUseBaseline/
Figure 3.7-7
FORECAST ANALYSIS ZONES RELATIVE TO PRIMARY AND SECONDARY IMPACT ZONES

Source: PSRC and Census, 2017

Table 3.7-4
POPULATION, HOUSEHOLD, AND JOB FORECAST BY GEOGRAPHY, 2015 – 2030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geography/Measure</th>
<th>Forecast Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Population</td>
<td>636,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>459,764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Population</td>
<td>59,207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>117,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAZ 6214: University of Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>1,066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>2,176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAZ 6215: Ravenna / U. District</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>1,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>4,772</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PSRC Baseline Land Use Forecasts
Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increase

Alternative 1 most closely reflects the preferred distribution of building development and requested height increases under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. It includes the development of 6.0 million gsf of building area throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and East Campus sectors.

Under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, it is anticipated that the campus population (student, staff and faculty) would continue to grow, similar to current and prior trends. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan assumes a growth rate of approximately 20 percent from 2014 through 2028. It is anticipated that by 2028, the student population would increase to approximately 52,399 (an increase of 8,675 FTE students), faculty population would increase to approximately 8,517 (an increase of 1,410 FTE people), and the staff population would increase to approximately 19,563 (an increase of FTE 3,239 people). In total, the on-campus population under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would increase to approximately 80,479 people (an increase of 13,324 over 2015 conditions).

The increase in population on the campus would lead to an increased demand for housing, energy, recreation and open space, transportation facilities and public services. Activity levels on campus and in the adjacent area would also increase with additional population. These population-induced effects are discussed further in Section 3.8 regarding housing, as well as in Section 3.4 - Energy and Natural Resources, Section 3.6 - Land Use, Section 3.11 - Recreation and Open Space, Section 3.15 - Public Services and Section 3.16 - Transportation.

The following provides a discussion of the anticipated population growth by campus sector based on the assumed potential development distribution under Alternative 1. Similar to the discussion of the Affected Environment, for analysis purposes, the increase in campus population (students, faculty, and staff) associated with new development in each sector under the EIS Alternatives has been estimated based on a population per square foot ratio based on the amount of development anticipated for each campus sector.8

West Campus

With potential development under Alternative 1, the West Campus sector would contain approximately 6.8 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 30 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6 million gsf), compared

---

8 For the EIS Alternatives, the person per square foot ratio is equal to the increase in future campus population (13,324 people) divided by the increase in future campus building square footage (6.0 million gsf).
to approximately 23 percent under existing 2015 conditions. Based on the amount of potential development in West Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 22,035 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 6,660 people over 2015 conditions.

**South Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 1, the South Campus sector would contain approximately 5.55 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 25 percent of the overall building space on campus, similar to the 2015 conditions. Based on the amount of potential development in the South Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 19,990 people, representing an increase of approximately 3,000 people over 2015 conditions.

**Central Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 1, the Central Campus sector would contain approximately 8.0 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 35 percent of the overall building space on campus, compared with approximately 43 percent under 2015 conditions. Based on the amount of potential development in Central Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 30,720 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 2,000 people.

**East Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 1, the East Campus sector would contain approximately 2.25 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 10 percent of the overall building space on campus, similar to 2015 conditions. Based on the amount of development in East Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 7,735 people, representing an increase of approximately 1,665 people.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, consistent with the proposed CMP allocation but without height increases proposed in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan; instead, the existing height limits are assumed. Without the proposed height increases, the amount of development capacity in the West Campus sector is limited and some potential development that was assumed for the West Campus under Alternative 1 is shifted to East Campus under Alternative 2.
Under Alternative 2, the campus population growth (student, staff and faculty) under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be the same as Alternative 1. The majority of the additional population growth would be accommodated in the West Campus, South Campus, and East Campus sectors since those areas would contain the largest portion of the new potential development on campus under Alternative 2. Similar to Alternative 1, the increase in population on the campus would lead to increased demand for housing, energy, recreation and open space, transportation facilities and public services. Activity levels on campus and in the adjacent area would also increase with additional population. These population-induced effects are discussed further in Section 3.8 regarding housing, as well as in Section 3.4 - Energy and Natural Resources, Section 3.6 - Land Use, Section 3.11 - Recreation and Open Space, Section 3.15 - Public Services and Section 3.16 - Transportation.

The following provides a discussion of the anticipated campus population by campus sector based on the assumed potential development distribution under Alternative 2. Similar to the discussion of Alternative 1, for analysis purposes, the increase in campus population (students, faculty and staff) associated with new development in each sector under the EIS Alternatives has been estimated based on a population per square foot ratio and the amount of development anticipated for each campus sector.

**West Campus**

With potential development of 2.4 million gsf under Alternative 2, the West Campus sector would contain approximately 6.2 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 27 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6 million gsf). Based on the amount of development in West Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 20,705 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 5,330 people over the 2015 conditions.

**South Campus**

With potential development of 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 2, the South Campus sector would contain approximately 5.55 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 25 percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on the amount of development in South Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 19,990 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 3,000 people over the 2015 conditions.

**Central Campus**

With potential development of 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 2, the Central Campus sector would contain approximately 8.0 million gsf of building space, which would be the same as under Alternative 1. The increase in population would also be the same as
Alternative 1 (approximately 30,720 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 2,000 people over 2015 conditions).

East Campus

With potential development of 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 2, the East Campus sector would contain approximately 2.85 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 13 percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on the amount of development in East Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 9,070 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 3,000 people over 2015 conditions.

Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle Campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

Under Alternative 3, the campus population growth (student, staff and faculty) under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be the same as Alternative 1. The majority of the additional population growth would be accommodated in the West Campus and South Campus sectors since those areas would contain the largest portion of the new development on campus under Alternative 3. As described under Alternative 1, the increase in population on the campus associated with potential development would lead to an increased demand for housing, energy, recreation and open space, transportation facilities and public services. Activity levels on campus and in the adjacent area would also increase with additional population. These population-induced effects are discussed further in Section 3.8 regarding housing, as well as in Section 3.4 - Energy and Natural Resources, Section 3.6 - Land Use, Section 3.11 - Recreation and Open Space, Section 3.15 - Public Services and Section 3.16 - Transportation.

The following provides a discussion of the anticipated campus population by campus sector based on the assumed potential development distribution under Alternative 3. Similar to the discussion of Alternative 1, for analysis purposes, the increase in campus population (students, faculty and staff) associated with new development in each sector under the EIS Alternatives has been estimated based on a population per square foot ratio and the amount of development anticipated for each campus sector.

West Campus

With 3.2 million gsf of potential development under Alternative 3, the West Campus sector would contain approximately 7.0 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 31 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6
million gsf). Based on the amount of increased development in West Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 22,480 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 7,105 people over the 2015 conditions.

South Campus

With potential development of 1.65 million gsf under Alternative 3, the South Campus sector would contain approximately 5.85 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 26 percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on the amount of development in South Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 20,650 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 3,660 people over the 2015 conditions.

Central Campus

With potential development of 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 3, the Central Campus sector would contain approximately 8.0 million gsf of building space with development, which would be the same as under Alternative 1. The increase in population would also be the same as Alternative 1 (approximately 30,720 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 2,000 people over the 2015 conditions).

East Campus

With potential development of 0.25 million gsf under Alternative 3, the East Campus would contain approximately 1.75 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately eight percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on the amount of development in the East Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 6,625 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 555 people over the 2015 conditions.

Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

Overall campus population growth (student, staff and faculty) under Alternative 4 would be the same as Alternative 1. The majority of the additional population growth would be accommodated in the West, Central, and East Campus sectors since those areas would contain the largest portion of the new development on campus under Alternative 4. Similar to Alternative 1, the increase in population on the campus associated with potential
development would lead to an increased demand for housing, energy, recreation and open space, transportation facilities and public services. Activity levels within the West, Central and East Campus sectors, and the adjacent areas, would also increase with additional population. These population-induced effects are discussed further in Section 3.8 regarding housing, as well as in Section 3.4 - **Energy and Natural Resources**, Section 3.6 - **Land Use**, Section 3.11 - **Recreation and Open Space**, Section 3.15 - **Public Services** and Section 3.16 - **Transportation**.

The following provides a discussion of the anticipated campus population by campus sector based on the assumed potential development distribution under Alternative 4. Similar to the discussion of the Affected Environment, for analysis purposes, the increase in campus population (students, faculty and staff) associated with new development in each sector under the EIS Alternatives has been estimated based on a population per square foot ratio and the amount of development anticipated for each campus sector.

**West Campus**

With potential development of 3.0 million gsf under Alternative 4, the West Campus sector would contain approximately 6.8 million gsf of building space, which would be the same as Alternative 1. The increase in population would also be the same as Alternative 1 (approximately 22,035 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 6,660 people over 2015 conditions).

**South Campus**

With potential development of 0.2 million gsf under Alternative 4, the South Campus sector would contain approximately 4.4 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 20 percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on the amount of development in South Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 17,435 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 445 people over 2015 conditions.

**Central Campus**

With potential development of 1.1 million gsf under Alternative 4, the Central Campus sector would contain approximately 8.2 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 36 percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on the amount of increased development in Central Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 31,165 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 2,445 people over 2015 conditions.

**East Campus**
With potential development of 1.7 million gsf under Alternative 4, the East Campus sector would contain approximately 3.2 million gsf of building space, which equates to approximately 14 percent of the overall building space on campus. Based on the amount of development in East Campus, the assumed population would be approximately 9,845 people, which would represent an increase of approximately 3,775 people over 2015 conditions.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of development and associated campus population increases would occur as under Alternatives 1-4. However, the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place in the West Campus would not occur. It is anticipated that the population and housing impacts under Alternative 5 would be similar to those analyzed under Alternatives 1-4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

Under Alternatives 1 through 5, the increase in on-campus population under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would lead to indirect impacts to housing, energy, recreation and open space, transportation facilities and public services. Indirect increased demands for commercial/retail uses and services could also be generated by increases in population on-campus. These indirect population-induced effects are discussed further in Section 3.4 Energy and Natural Resources, Section 3.6 Land Use, Section 3.8 Housing, Section 3.11 Recreation and Open Space, Section 3.15 Public Services, and Section 3.16 Transportation.

To the extent that increased on-campus population creates an increased demand for housing, additional pressure to develop new housing in the surrounding off-campus areas could occur. The U District Urban Design EIS indicates that ample housing capacity for the estimated population growth would be provided in the U District as described in All Action Alternatives.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for
ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan and would complete a SEPA threshold analysis/determination for individual projects.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.7-8), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined.

For population, the entire University of Washington campus is identified as having a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive population conditions or result in impacts since the University would be able to house a greater percentage of its student population in on-campus facilities and additional housing capacity would be available in the U District area to serve additional students, faculty, staff and others in the area.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### 3.7.3 Mitigation Measures

No direct population-related mitigations measures would be necessary. Mitigation associated with indirect population impacts identified above are discussed under their respective sections.

### 3.7.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

No significant unavoidable adverse impacts to population are anticipated.
Figure 3.7-8
Population Sensitivity Map
3.8 HOUSING

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing housing conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones, and evaluates the potential impacts that could occur as a result of the *University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.8.1 Affected Environment

**Introduction**

Many factors contribute to the residential housing choices of students, faculty, and staff associated with the University of Washington and they are different for students and employees.

For students, these factors include, but are not limited to, whether they moved to the area to attend the University, if they have family to live with, if they have dependents of their own, their financial situation (as a result of parental support, grants, loans, savings, partner’s income, or work income), the frequency of travel to campus, and neighborhood amenity preferences.

For faculty and staff, the factors are often more complex than they are for students since they are not time-limited in nature. University employees are also more likely to be in later life stages of their career, where housing decisions are made jointly with other members of their household. Their income also plays a central role, as does accessibility to campus.

The University of Washington understands housing decisions impact not only individual wellbeing, but that addressing housing concerns is critical to attracting talented students and employees to fulfill its mission as a premier educational institution. Because of the different factors involved in housing choices noted above, the University treats student housing differently than faculty and staff housing.

Although the Board of Regents continues to affirm that the primary source for student housing is the off-campus private market (see below under *Existing On-Campus Student Housing Facilities* for more information), the University also relies on the private market to accommodate faculty and staff housing, but does not supplement the private market with on-campus housing. To offer support, the University offers discounts and access to counseling services for eligible employees purchasing a home (HomeTown Home Loan program), provides rental opportunities at Bridges@11th affordable to employee households making 65 percent to 85 percent of the area median income as part of the City of Seattle’s Multifamily Tax Exemption Program (MFTE), and sets competitive salaries to secure housing in the private market (see Table 3.7-9).
The analysis laid out in the next section was able to distill several key points about the housing choices of students, staff, and faculty. These include:

- Nearly 95 percent of on-campus housing is occupied by undergraduate students, the majority of which are freshmen
- For students who reside off-campus, they are more likely than staff or faculty to live near campus
- For students who do not live near campus, they are widely dispersed throughout the city and many (43 percent) live outside Seattle
- Only 5 percent of staff and faculty live in the University District (U District)
- Many staff and faculty live outside Seattle (43 percent)
- A higher share of classified staff live outside Seattle when compared to academic and professional job classifications

Existing On-Campus Student Housing Facilities

The *University of Washington Student Housing Statement of Principles* was adopted by the Board of Regents in 1978. It provides policy direction for University decision-making related to the provision of student housing. The Principles state that “the primary source for student housing continues to be the off-campus private housing market.” This principle was reaffirmed by the Regents in 1988 and again in 1997. As of 2015, approximately 80 percent of University of Washington students live off-campus. See the discussion below regarding *Existing University Student, Faculty and Staff Housing Data and Surrounding Areas* for further details on off-campus housing.

There are 11 existing residence halls located on the University of Washington campus, with the current capacity to house approximately 7,009 students (residence halls are intended for non-married students, the University has separate family housing facilities, as discussed below). Four of the residence halls are located in the north part of Central Campus, including Hansee Hall, Haggett Hall, and McMahon Hall. Seven residence halls are located in the West Campus and include Alder Hall, Elm Hall, Lander Hall, Poplar Hall, Maple Hall, Mercer Court and Terry Hall. Table 3.8-1 provides a breakdown of the total number of beds
for each residence hall and indicates that the University of Washington has a current residence hall operating capacity of 7,009 beds.

The University of Washington is also in the process of development of its North Campus Student Housing Project on Central Campus. The project proposes to demolish the 1,480 beds at McCarty and Haggett Halls and replace them with 2,133 beds with new McCarty, Madrona, Willow and Oak halls. These buildings will be complete by 2019. The proposed next phase would add an additional 700 beds in the north part of Central Campus in the New Haggett which would bring the total in that area to 4,165. In addition to the 700 beds in New Haggett, Housing and Food services believes that it will add at least an additional 1,000 beds to their overall housing inventory during the life of this Plan.

The University also provides student apartments as a housing option for full-time students who are single parents, or are married or are registered same-sex domestic partners, with or without dependent children. The University owns eight apartment buildings or complexes, with four dedicated to single students (non-married) and four dedicated for families. Table 3.8-2 summarizes the total number of beds provided by each apartment complex or building.

### Table 3.8-1

**EXISTING UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON RESIDENCE HALLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Building</th>
<th>Operating Bed Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Campus</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alder Hall</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elm Hall</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lander Hall</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple Hall</td>
<td>831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercer Court A-B</td>
<td>842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar Hall</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Hall</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central Campus</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarty Hall</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMahon Hall</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haggett Hall</td>
<td>818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansee Hall</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL RESIDENCE HALL BEDS</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,009</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: University of Washington, 2017*

### Table 3.8-2

**EXISTING UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON APARTMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Building</th>
<th>Operating Bed Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single Student Apartments</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**University of Washington**

**2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan Final EIS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Building</th>
<th>Operating Bed Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Apartments</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercer Court C-E</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Court</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>East Campus</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordheim Court</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Single Student Apartments</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,811</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family Housing Apartments</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodore Duchess</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>East Campus</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blakely Village</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurel Village</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radford Court</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Family Housing Apartments</strong></td>
<td><strong>697</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL APARTMENT BEDS</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,508</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington, 2017

As indicated in Table 3.8-2, the University of Washington has the current capacity to house 2,508 students in apartments, including 1,811 single-student (non-married) beds and 697 family housing units.

In total, considering 8,362 residence hall beds and 2,508 family and non-family apartment beds, the University of Washington has the capacity to house approximately 10,870 students on campus. The University’s Housing and Food Services Department indicates that in 2015, their student housing facilities were at full occupancy.

As part of their North Campus Student Housing Project, the University of Washington identified a goal of housing approximately 22 percent of their student population in on-campus facilities. With existing facilities, the University of Washington currently houses approximately 21 percent of the enrolled students on campus. With the completion of the North Campus Student Housing Project, the University will add 2,833 beds (which includes New McCarty, New Haggett, Madrona, Willow and Oak) for a total student housing capacity of approximately 10,870 student beds). With the further addition of 658 beds, the UW would have a total of 11,528 beds on campus, and meet its goal to house to house 22 percent of the projected student population on-campus by 2028. The University has indicated in the 2018 Campus Master Plan that it will construct an additional 1,000 beds over the life of the plan, which would exceed the number of beds needed to meet its goal.

---

The monthly cost of University housing ranges from $668 - $1,584, depending on whether it is a residence hall (without a kitchen and private bathroom), an apartment (with a kitchen and private bathroom), and whether it is private (one person) or shared (more than one person). All utilities (water, sewer, garbage, electricity, and internet) are included in the rates; expenses that are typically paid in addition to base rent in the private market by renters. Additionally, Housing and Food Services is halfway through its $880 million Housing Master Plan (HMP), which will redevelop the residential housing on campus. Rates have remained similar despite recent capital investment and premiums often charged for new buildings and amenities.

During the 2015–2016 academic year, the majority of students living on-campus were undergraduates (94.9 percent) with freshmen accounting for the highest share (68.3 percent). In this same year, white, African-American, Asian, and American Indian students were more likely to live on-campus and Hispanic Latino students were less likely.

![Figure 3.8-2](image_url)

Source: University of Washington, 2016

The majority of University of Washington housing is managed by Housing and Food Services (89 percent) with the remaining 11 percent of housing—The Commodore Duchess and Radford Court apartments—managed by Blanton Turner, a private property management company. Housing and Food Services is a self-sustaining unit of the University of Washington and the costs of its facilities is covered solely by rental income.

---

2 Undergraduate rates for the 2016-2017 academic year, graduate and family rates proposed for the 2017-2018 academic year. Proposed rates are subject to Board of Regents approval.

3 Residence Hall rates are charged quarterly, for this analysis we calculated monthly rent by using a three-month estimate for quarterly rent.

4 Housing and Food Services 2016-2017 Resource Guide.
**Existing On-Campus Student Housing Facility by Campus Sector**

**West Campus**

Existing University of Washington housing facilities in the West Campus sector include Alder Hall, Elm Hall, Lander Hall, Maple Hall, Mercer Court, Poplar Hall, Terry Hall, the Cedar Apartments, Stevens Court, and the Commodore Duchess. These existing facilities include approximately 5,548 student beds.

**South Campus**

There are currently no existing University of Washington housing facilities in the South Campus sector.

**Central Campus**

Existing University of Washington housing facilities in the Central Campus sector include, Hansee Hall, and McMahon Hall. These existing facilities include approximately 1,332 student beds. As noted above, the completion of the North Campus Student Housing Project will add an additional 2,133 student beds within the Central Campus sector with the addition of New McCarty, Madrona, Willow and Oak Halls. In the First Phase of North Campus, McCarty Hall was decommissioned and demolished. Three new buildings (listed in the figure below as “North Campus Housing”), located just north of Denny Field, are projected to open in Autumn 2018, at a total cost of $240 million.. The proposed next phase of North Campus will see Haggett Hall rebuilt in one or two buildings (as noted in the Figure...
3.8-4 below with the hash marked buildings). The new Haggett will have 700 new beds when complete.

**Figure 3.8-4**

EXISTING AND PLANNED CENTRAL CAMPUS UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON HOUSING

*Source: University of Washington, 2017*

**East Campus**

Existing University of Washington housing facilities in the East Campus sector include Nordheim Court, Blakely Village, Laurel Village, and Radford Court. These existing facilities contain approximately 1,018 student beds.

**Figure 3.8-5**

EXISTING EAST CAMPUS UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON HOUSING

*Source: University of Washington, 2017  
Note: Does not show Radford Court which is located at Sandpoint Magnuson Park*
Housing Programs for Faculty and Staff

Faculty and staff rely on the private market for housing. However, the University of Washington has limited programs in place to help with housing accessible for faculty and staff. For instance, the University participates in a public-private partnership to provide affordable and accessible housing options for its employees at the Bridges@11th multifamily development project (completed in August 2016). The Bridges@11 project is a partnership between the University of Washington and Children’s Hospital to provide workforce rental housing for employees. The project includes 184 apartments with 37 of those priced to be affordable to people making 65% to 85% of area median income as part of the City’s MFTE program.

Employees of the University of Washington and Seattle Children’s Hospital have priority access for available apartments, including the affordable apartments. Employees who are benefits-eligible faculty or staff with active 9-month or longer appointments are eligible to apply for the priority list. The project is now completely rented with 35 of the units occupied by UW and Children’s employees. This property is managed by a private company, Madrona Ridge Residential.

To assist their employees with buying a home, the UW offers the Hometown Home Loan Program. Eligible UW employees have access to homebuyer assistance resources including education and valuable discounts. The Hometown Home Loan Program is offered to UW employees through a partnership with HomeStreet Bank. This program helps employees looking to purchase a residence access to seminars and a series of discounts on loan fees, escrow, title, and related financing costs. Additional benefits are available to households with modest incomes and locating within the City of Seattle. Since bringing this program to campus in 1998, over 3,000 UW employees have taken part. Approximately 1,200 of these were first time home buyers. On average, participants saved over $1,500.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>Program-to-Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home Loans</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>3,192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Time Home Buyers</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Savings</td>
<td>$258,816</td>
<td>$4,826,641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Savings</td>
<td>$1,703</td>
<td>$1,512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down Payment Assistance</td>
<td>$64,075</td>
<td>$1,308,817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: HomeStreet Bank, 2016
The Hometown Home Loan Program has assisted households with a range of incomes. As illustrated in Figure 3.8-6 below, more than half of participants had incomes below the area median of $89,600.

![Figure 3.8-6](image.png)

**Figure 3.8-6**

**HOMETOWN HOUSE LOAN PROGRAM, INCOME SUMMARY, 1998-2016**

- 9% $20K-$39K
- 23% $40K-$59K
- 22% $60K-$79K
- 17% $80K-$99K
- 29% $100K+

*Source: HomeStreet Bank, 2016*

**Housing Locations Analysis of UW Students, Faculty, and Staff**

In choosing a residence, students, faculty, and staff must consider various factors including the cost of housing, ownership versus renting, accessibility to campus by various transportation modes, and other attributes of the available housing stock. Students are likely to weigh factors differently than faculty and staff. For example, students predominantly access the Seattle UW campus by foot, bike or transit and as a result may more heavily weigh proximity to campus over other factors. Faculty and staff are more likely to have dependent children and spouses or partners with other location or housing amenity requirements. In any event, dominant factors in residential location choice always include housing costs and accessibility.

This housing location analysis examines two distinct groups: 1) students (graduate/professional and undergraduate) and 2) employees (academic, classified/contract, and professional) using existing home zip code data. Based on this data, shares of the campus population that live in various areas surrounding the University of Washington campus have been calculated.

See Figure 3.8-7 below for a map of the geographies used in this analysis as well as the alignment of Sound Transit’s LINK Light Rail, which offers frequent and fast transit service to the University of Washington Seattle campus.

---

5 University of Washington Fall 2015 enrollment and faculty/staff data.
For University of Washington students that live in off-campus housing, approximately 30 percent of those students live within the Primary Impact Zone area (generally encompassing zip code 98105) and 5 percent of students reside within the Secondary Impact Zone (zip code 98115). Of students who live outside the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones, approximately 22 percent of students live within other areas of the City, and 43 percent live...
outside of the City of Seattle. See the tables below for a summary of existing off-campus student and employee housing locations.

### Table 3.8-4
**EXISTING OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT RESIDENTIAL LOCATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Graduate/Professional</th>
<th>Undergraduate/Non-Matric.</th>
<th>Total Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Hill/Eastlake</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremont/Green Lake</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Square</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U District</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballard</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Hill</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Lake Union</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia City/Rainier Valley</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belltown</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central District</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northgate/Lake City</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Baker</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal: Select Seattle Neighborhoods</strong></td>
<td><strong>55%</strong></td>
<td><strong>47%</strong></td>
<td><strong>50%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, Other</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Seattle</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington, 2016 (figures may not total 100% due to rounding)
Figure 3.8-8
MAP OF STUDENT DISTRIBUTION BY SELECT SEATTLE NEIGHBORHOODS

Source: University of Washington, 2016
Faculty and Staff

Based on existing faculty and staff zip code data, approximately 5 percent of faculty and staff reside within the Primary Impact Zone, while approximately 9 percent live within the Secondary Impact Zone. Of the remaining faculty and staff, 43 percent live within other areas of the City of Seattle, and 43 percent live outside of the City of Seattle. See the table below for a summary of existing faculty and staff housing data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>Contract/Classified</th>
<th>Professional</th>
<th>Total Employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Hill-Eastlake</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremont/Green Lake</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Square</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U District</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballard</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Hill</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Lake Union</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia City/Rainier Valley</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belltown</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central District</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northgate/Lake City</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Baker</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-total Select Seattle Neighborhoods</strong></td>
<td><strong>53%</strong></td>
<td><strong>32%</strong></td>
<td><strong>40%</strong></td>
<td><strong>42%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, Other</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Seattle</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington, 2016 (note: numbers may not total to 100% due to rounding)

Of all faculty employed at the UW Seattle Campus, 62 percent live within 5 miles of campus. And about 56 percent of faculty walk, bike, or take transit to campus routinely. Of staff, 36 percent live within 5 miles of campus, and 52.6 percent walk, bike, or take transit to campus.
When it comes to residential location choices, it is difficult to generalize patterns due to the multitude of factors that influences where someone chooses to live. Clearly personal
preferences weigh heavily into the decision as does the households ability to compete in the market. The UW does not have access to household income data, only salary data for individual employees, which is publicly available. Given its limitations, this table is not intended to provide a metric for affordability, but simply provides another data point for consideration.

Table 3.8-6
MEDIAN FULL TIME EQUIVALENT COMPENSATION VALUE BY TYPE AND LOCATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>Contract/Classified</th>
<th>Professional</th>
<th>Total Employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>$65,200</td>
<td>$114,600</td>
<td>$94,300</td>
<td>$74,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Hill/Eastlake</td>
<td>$60,100</td>
<td>$96,800</td>
<td>$85,700</td>
<td>$72,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremont/Green Lake</td>
<td>$103,900</td>
<td>$102,700</td>
<td>$97,600</td>
<td>$101,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Square</td>
<td>$60,100</td>
<td>$70,100</td>
<td>$97,600</td>
<td>$66,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U District</td>
<td>$93,100</td>
<td>$75,800</td>
<td>$103,000</td>
<td>$91,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballard</td>
<td>$88,300</td>
<td>$134,900</td>
<td>$97,900</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Hill</td>
<td>$49,600</td>
<td>$66,800</td>
<td>$110,300</td>
<td>$73,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Lake Union</td>
<td>$64,400</td>
<td>$94,100</td>
<td>$85,500</td>
<td>$82,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna</td>
<td>$123,200</td>
<td>$94,600</td>
<td>$104,600</td>
<td>$111,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia City/Rainier Valley</td>
<td>$82,700</td>
<td>$69,600</td>
<td>$103,800</td>
<td>$82,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belltown</td>
<td>$99,500</td>
<td>$92,200</td>
<td>$110,300</td>
<td>$109,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central District</td>
<td>$65,200</td>
<td>$89,800</td>
<td>$95,800</td>
<td>$84,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northgate/Lake City</td>
<td>$122,100</td>
<td>$82,600</td>
<td>$98,100</td>
<td>$98,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Baker</td>
<td>$88,100</td>
<td>$92,200</td>
<td>$110,300</td>
<td>$91,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-total Select Seattle Neighborhoods</strong></td>
<td><strong>$87,700</strong></td>
<td><strong>$85,800</strong></td>
<td><strong>$85,700</strong></td>
<td><strong>$85,700</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, Other</td>
<td>$110,700</td>
<td>$101,700</td>
<td>$100,300</td>
<td>$104,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Seattle</td>
<td>$92,700</td>
<td>$93,100</td>
<td>$99,300</td>
<td>$96,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$97,600</strong></td>
<td><strong>$92,200</strong></td>
<td><strong>$99,300</strong></td>
<td><strong>$85,700</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington, 2016

As is illustrated in Figure 3.8-10, generally speaking, higher income employees live north of the ship canal while more affordable neighborhoods to the South attract employees with...

---

6 Median full time equivalent compensation estimates the effective annual compensation for both full and part-time employees (at least half-time) on an annual basis by extrapolating available monthly salary or hourly compensation (depending on data in the data set). This method may overstate or understate the actual take home pay of personnel due to variations in employment duration for full time employees, total number of hours worked for part time employees, or employees that hold multiple positions.
incomes closer to the metropolitan area median, $89,600. Notable exceptions include the Belltown and Mt. Baker neighborhoods.

**Figure 3.8-10**

**DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEES BY MEDIAN INCOME LIVING IN SELECT SEATTLE NEIGHBORHOODS**

Source: University of Washington, 2016
Housing Supply Conditions by Seattle Neighborhood (Including Primary and Secondary Impact Zones)

This section provides a summary of the housing stock available in the City of Seattle. According to the 2014 American Community Survey, the City of Seattle contains approximately 311,286 housing units, of which approximately 93 percent are occupied and seven percent are vacant. Of the occupied housing units, approximately 46 percent are owner-occupied and 54 percent are renter-occupied. The median home value in 2014 for the Seattle area was approximately $437,400. For housing units that are rented, the median monthly rental price was approximately $1,131. Table 3.8-7 provides a summary of the existing housing stock in the City of Seattle, as well as the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>City of Seattle</th>
<th>Primary Impact Zone¹</th>
<th>Primary and Secondary Impact Zones²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner-Occupied Units</td>
<td>134,357</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>9,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renter-Occupied Units</td>
<td>156,465</td>
<td>4,483</td>
<td>12,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant Units</td>
<td>20,464</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>1,227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Housing Units</strong></td>
<td><strong>311,286</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,945</strong></td>
<td><strong>23,635</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Home Value</td>
<td>$437,400</td>
<td>$292,500</td>
<td>$546,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Rental Price</td>
<td>$1,131</td>
<td>$1,090</td>
<td>$1,239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


¹ Generally Census Tracts 52, 53.01 and 53.02.
² Generally Census Tracts 41, 42, 43.01, 43.02, 44, 45 52, 53.01, 53.02, 61 and 62.

According to the 2014 American Community Survey, the University of Washington Primary Impact Zone (generally represented by Census Tracts 52, 53.01 and 53.02) contains approximately 5,945 housing units, of which approximately 95 percent are occupied and five percent are vacant. Of the occupied units, approximately 19 percent are owner-occupied and 81 percent are renter-occupied. The high percentage of renter-occupied housing is indicative of the University area, which typically has a higher percentage of students seeking housing for the school year than the overall Seattle area in general. It should be noted that rental housing within the University campus area typically has a high turnover rate on an annual basis as students graduate or move on to other housing options at the end of each school year. As a result, many rental units within the University campus area typically become available for students to live in each fall at the beginning of the school year.
In addition, the median home value in the Primary Impact Zone area was approximately $292,500 and median rental prices were approximately $1,090, which is also reflective of the University area housing/rental market with lower rental rates than the overall Seattle area to attract and accommodate students.

Another popular option for student housing off-campus is the Greek system with fraternities and sororities. These privately run facilities house approximately 15 percent of incoming freshmen and account for housing roughly 3,500 students in total. Greek Houses serving the UW are located within the Primary Impact Zone and run between $1,700 and $3,100 per quarter, roughly $566 to $1,033 per month\(^7\).

The University of Washington Primary and Secondary Impact Zones (generally Census Tracts 41, 42, 43.01, 43.02, 44, 45 52, 53.01, 53.02, 61 and 62) contained approximately 23,635 housing units, of which, approximately 95 percent are occupied and five percent are vacant. Approximately 1,200 units were considered vacant and could be available for new students, staff, or faculty. Of the occupied units, approximately 46 percent are owner-occupied and 54 percent are renter-occupied. This distribution of renter-occupied units is equal to the overall City of Seattle and when considering the high rental rate of the University area itself (81 percent), it indicates the substantially higher owner-occupied rate within the Secondary Impact Zone as compared to the Primary Impact Zone. The median home values in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zone area were approximately $546,780 and median rental prices were approximately $1,239, which also indicate the higher home values and rental rates in the surrounding University area.

The U District Study Area, immediately adjacent to campus, was the location of a multi-year public engagement and planning process to prompt development, leverage investments, and enhance livability. Seattle City Council and the Mayor recently approved new zoning for the U District. Finalized in March 2017, the legislation allows greater height and density in the core of the neighborhood, applies development standards to help new buildings fit into the U District neighborhood context, implements new affordable housing and open space requirements, and creates new incentives for childcare, historic preservation, and street improvements.

\(^7\) According the UW’s Office of Fraternity & Sorority Life, April 2017
The U District Urban Design rezone anticipated growth levels of 5,000 housing units and found that assumed housing growth could be accommodated in the U District study area under all of the alternatives studied, including the no action alternative. The 5,000 housing units target was set. The U District Urban Design Final EIS also disclosed there were 9,802 housing units of development capacity available in the U District study area based on the preferred alternative. Even prior to the rezone, capacity was estimated at 6,600 units (no action alternative) and exceeded anticipated growth.

Table 3.8-8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Housing Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous Capacity</td>
<td>6,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated Growth</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updated Capacity (with rezone)</td>
<td>9,802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U District Urban Design FEIS.

---

8The U District study area was generally bounded by Ravenna Avenue NE to the north, 15th Avenue NE to the east, Portage Bay to the south, and I-5 to the west.

9To provide a conservative analysis, the subsequent discussions analyze the lower end of the development capacity (9,130 units).
Further, the City’s recently completed Comprehensive Plan, Seattle 2035, projects housing unit growth of 3,500 units between 2015-2035. (Note that this figure is planning estimate and not a regulatory cap on housing unit growth).

The below series of tables provides additional comparative analysis of Seattle neighborhoods which house a significant portion of UW students, staff, and faculty as demonstrated in Figures 3.7-9 and 3.7-10. Particularly relevant are the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones, delineated in the bottom portion of the tables and are also components of the U District. These compare the existing housing stock by key characteristics such as number of units, size, and value.

The **Figure 3.8-12** below illustrates existing housing stock by typology for Seattle neighborhoods. As to be expected, U District, including the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones, has a substantial share of units, which is split evenly between apartments and single family units.

**Figure 3.8-12**

**HOUSE STOCK BY TYPE IN THE SELECT SEATTLE NEIGHBORHOODS**

Source: CoStar; King County Assessors
### Table 3.8-9
SINGLE FAMILY HOME UNITS, MEDIAN VALUES & AVERAGE SIZE BY NEIGHBORHOOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Number of Units</th>
<th>Value/Rent</th>
<th>Average Size (gsf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Hill/Eastlake</td>
<td>2,408</td>
<td>$901,661</td>
<td>2,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremont/Green Lake</td>
<td>13,745</td>
<td>$600,000</td>
<td>1,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Square</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U District</td>
<td>7,220</td>
<td>$716,006</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballard</td>
<td>6,194</td>
<td>$580,060</td>
<td>1,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Hill</td>
<td>6,206</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
<td>1,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Lake Union</td>
<td>2,606</td>
<td>$861,026</td>
<td>1,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna</td>
<td>15,354</td>
<td>$404,650</td>
<td>1,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia City/Rainier Valley</td>
<td>11,947</td>
<td>$596,173</td>
<td>1,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belltown</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central District</td>
<td>6,346</td>
<td>$575,000</td>
<td>1,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northgate/Lake City</td>
<td>9,871</td>
<td>$439,073</td>
<td>1,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Baker</td>
<td>7,826</td>
<td>$464,249</td>
<td>1,660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Impact Zone</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$767,472</td>
<td>2,426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Impact Zone</td>
<td>1,080</td>
<td>$646,852</td>
<td>1,900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CoStar; King County Assessors

### Table 3.8-10
CONDO UNITS, MEDIAN VALUES & AVERAGE SIZE BY NEIGHBORHOOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Number of Units</th>
<th>Value/Rent</th>
<th>Average Size (gsf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>2,327</td>
<td>$432,000</td>
<td>865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Hill/Eastlake</td>
<td>3,504</td>
<td>$386,916</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremont/Green Lake</td>
<td>2,543</td>
<td>$293,000</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Square</td>
<td>1,082</td>
<td>$338,500</td>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U District</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>$360,374</td>
<td>933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballard</td>
<td>1,623</td>
<td>$339,375</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Hill</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Lake Union</td>
<td>3,296</td>
<td>$379,750</td>
<td>801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna</td>
<td>1,942</td>
<td>$239,872</td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia City/Rainier Valley</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>$147,452</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belltown</td>
<td>5,031</td>
<td>$480,000</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central District</td>
<td>2,403</td>
<td>$332,248</td>
<td>722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northgate/Lake City</td>
<td>1,320</td>
<td>$215,760</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Baker</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>$262,448</td>
<td>867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Impact Zone</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>$317,019</td>
<td>935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Impact Zone</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>$409,808</td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CoStar; King County Assessors
Table 3.8-11
APARTMENT UNITS, AVERAGE RENTS & AVERAGE SIZE BY NEIGHBORHOOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Number of Units</th>
<th>Value/Rent</th>
<th>Average Size (gsf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downtown</td>
<td>8,045</td>
<td>$2,081</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Hill/Eastlake</td>
<td>10,219</td>
<td>$1,565</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremont/Green Lake</td>
<td>9,318</td>
<td>$1,572</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Square</td>
<td>7,301</td>
<td>$1,475</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U District</td>
<td>9,819</td>
<td>$1,582</td>
<td>637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballard</td>
<td>6,969</td>
<td>$1,732</td>
<td>719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Hill</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>$999</td>
<td>726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Lake Union</td>
<td>12,420</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna</td>
<td>4,825</td>
<td>$1,597</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia City/Rainier Valley</td>
<td>3,911</td>
<td>$1,332</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belltown</td>
<td>11,350</td>
<td>$2,021</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central District</td>
<td>12,819</td>
<td>$1,589</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northgate/Lake City</td>
<td>8,097</td>
<td>$1,325</td>
<td>742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Baker</td>
<td>3,848</td>
<td>$1,172</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Impact Zone</strong></td>
<td>6,922</td>
<td>$1,689</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Impact Zone</strong></td>
<td>5,130</td>
<td>$1,389</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CoStar; King County Assessors

As is evident in the diversity of the existing housing stock, there is a variety of housing types available throughout neighborhoods accessible to the UW Seattle campus. These housing options span a continuum of sizes and costs. In particular, rental apartments in the U District are on average renting at about $1,580 a month, below the city average of $1,640. Neighborhoods in the south end (such as Beacon Hill and the Rainier Valley), and the north end (such as Northgate), offer more affordable rental options at a greater distance from campus.

Since 2012, rent in the Primary Impact Zone has been higher and continued to increase relative to the Seattle average. Meanwhile rents in the Secondary Impact Zone have increased, but remained just below the Seattle average since that time.

---

10 Based on current information from CoStar inventory of apartment rental properties.
Examining recent rental property data for the U District (zip code 98105) as well as the Primary Impact Zone and Secondary Impact Zone allows for the development of trends in the apartment inventory and its characteristics.
The current rental housing market trajectory in the vicinity of the UW Seattle campus is strong from the perspective of an increasing inventory of units. Recent growth in units and the number of units under construction are on the rise. Rents are also on the rise; which should continue to support new unit construction. Rising rents, however also have housing affordability implications. Recent rent increases may reflect one or more of the following factors: 1) the lack of new inventory following the financial market crisis and up until 2012 may have failed to keep pace with the steady growth in demand for housing from students; 2) enrollment at the UW increased during the recession as is often true during economic downturns; and 3) as new rental inventory entered the market this inventory increased average rents due to the higher premium on new construction.

### 3.8.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies the potential impacts of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan on existing housing on the University of Washington campus and in the surrounding areas that could occur with development under the EIS Alternatives.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is intended to identify development to accommodate the continued anticipated growth of the University of Washington. Approximately 6.0 million gross square feet (gsf) of new development would occur on the campus during the planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and the growth of the campus would include both an increase in the number of students, faculty, and staff, as well as additional student housing to accommodate some of the increase in new students.
identified population growth (students, faculty, and staff) and new student housing for the campus over the planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is assumed to be the same for Alternatives 1 through 5, the difference between the alternatives would be how the distribution of the development throughout the campus (i.e., West and South Campus focus under Alternative 1 versus West and East Campus focus under Alternative 4) would accommodate the increase in population.

**No Action Alternative**

Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that the approximately 6.0 million gsf of new development on the campus under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not occur and that only the remaining development capacity under the 2003 CMP-Seattle would be developed (approximately 211,000 gsf). As a result, the assumed student, faculty and staff increases under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not be accommodated under the No Action Alternative. It is assumed that the remaining 211,000 gsf of development capacity under the 2003 CMP-Seattle would generate approximately 422 FTE population growth between students, faculty, and staff.

The increase in campus population associated with the remaining development under the 2003 CMP-Seattle as part of the No Action Alternative would result in an associated increase in demand for housing; however, this increase in demand would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1-5. Under the No Action Alternative, no new campus student housing is assumed to be developed beyond the existing facilities and those facilities that are currently under construction or proposed in the future (i.e., the North Campus Student Housing Project). Existing campus student housing would be anticipated to house a portion of the potential increase in new students. Similar to Alternatives 1-5, the private housing market would also fulfill a portion of the demand for housing associated with increases in students, faculty, and staff; however, this demand for housing would be lower than Alternatives 1-5.

**All Action Alternatives**

**Housing: On-Campus Student Housing**

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies the future development of 1,000 new student beds on the University of Washington Seattle campus by the end of the planning horizon in 2028. With the existing student housing on campus, the development of the North Campus Student Housing Project including the new Haggett Hall, and 1,000 new student beds under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the University of Washington would have approximately 11,870 student beds within their student housing facilities. With a capacity of approximately 11,870 student beds, the University would be able to house approximately 22 percent of the projected student population by 2028 (approximately 52,399 students), which would represent an increase over the current conditions (current
capacity to house approximately 21 percent of students) and would meet the University’s goal of housing approximately 22 percent of its student population in on-campus facilities.

**Figure 3.8-16**

ON CAMPUS HOUSING CAPACITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UW’s Goal</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Capacity</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Action Alternatives</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington, 2016

### Housing: Off-Campus Location Impacts (Including Primary and Secondary Impact Zones)

Given the majority of students and all employees currently live and will continue to live off-campus, including some in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones, it is important to understand how new households might be accommodated. To address this issue, the analysis estimates future residential locations using two different methods:

1. **Future Residential Location Choice Estimates Based on Existing Housing Locations**

2. **Future Residential Location Choice Estimates Based on Transit Investments**

Both analyses use the same set of assumptions related to anticipated population growth of the action alternatives under the CMP.

1) **Future Residential Location Choice Estimates Based on Existing Housing Locations**

The following estimates for housing patterns of new students, faculty and staff are based on the existing distribution of students in off-campus housing and the existing housing patterns for staff and faculty. Table 3.8-12 summarizes the anticipated housing distribution for increased students, faculty, and staff under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
Table 3.8-12
ANTICIPATED OFF-CAMPUS POPULATION AND HOUSING UNITS DISTRIBUTION FOR NEW STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACULTY BASED ON EXISTING HOUSING LOCATION PATTERNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Students (with new on-campus housing)</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Impact Zone</td>
<td>2,280</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Impact Zone</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Seattle Areas</td>
<td>1,694</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside of Seattle</td>
<td>3,320</td>
<td>1,601</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,675</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,239</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,410</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1 This total assumes that 1,000 students would use new on-campus housing that is planned as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (1,000 student beds).

As noted previously, University of Washington home zip code data indicates that approximately 35 percent of current students living off-campus reside in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones. Applying this same percentage to the estimated 8,675 new students under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, and considering the proposed 1,000 new student housing beds on campus, approximately 2,661 new students\(^1\) would be anticipated to search for housing in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Students live both alone and in shared housing. Based on 2014 Census data for the area, an average of one person per bedroom is a reasonable estimate for housing units in the U District area. Given the high proportion of studio, one-bedroom, and two-bedroom dwelling units, an average two-person household is assumed. This means that assuming all new students anticipated to reside in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones were to reside in the U District, and equivalent of approximately 1,331 private rental units could be leased to students (e.g. total students divided by bedrooms per unit). This provides a conservative estimate of potential housing impacts since the U District study area is smaller than the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

In addition, under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, approximately 641 new faculty and staff would also be anticipated to search for housing in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones. This means that assuming all anticipated new staff and faculty reside in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones were to reside in the U District, approximately 321 private rental units could be leased to employees. Again, this provides a conservative estimate of potential housing impacts since the U District study area is smaller than the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

\(^1\)This total also assumes the completion of the North Campus Student Housing Project, which is under construction.
As discussed above in the Affected Environment section, there are low vacancy rates (five percent), rising rents, and new construction of housing units in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones. The housing market is dynamic and the U District has added many housing units in the recent past. As stated earlier, housing for the additional population is being planned under the U District rezone and is considered more broadly as part of the Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan growth planning.

For instance, the demand for rentals from students and employees represents approximately 33 percent of the 5,000-unit assumed housing unit target growth in the U District Urban Design Final EIS. Based on the increased density allowed in the U District, as identified in the U District Urban Design Final EIS, the number of private rental units that could be leased to students and employees represents an even smaller share of total capacity of 17 percent of the disclosed unit development capacity (9,802).

Figure 3.8-17
POTENTIAL HOUSING DEMAND AND ANTICIPATED HOUSING UNIT GROWTH IN U DISTRICT

Source: University of Washington, 2016 and U District EIS

For comparison purposes, and using the methods described above for students in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones and household occupancy, the existing University student population use approximately 7,873 housing units or 61 percent of the current rental housing stock (12,849 units) located in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.\(^\text{12}\) When factoring the amount of housing units in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones that would be used by new students under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (1,343 units) and the additional 5,000 units assumed in the U District under the U District Urban Design EIS, the assumed student population under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan

\(^{12}\text{Approximately 35\% of the existing student population (43,724) within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones (15,746) divided by two persons per household equals approximately 7,873 units utilized by existing students. These units utilized by student would equate to 77\% of the current rental housing stock (12,849 units) in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.}\)
would use approximately 52 percent\textsuperscript{13} of the rental housing stock in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones, which would be a lower percentage than the current conditions.

Figure 3.8-18
EXISTING AND POTENTIAL HOUSING MARKET SATURATION BY STUDENTS IN U DISTRICT

Source: University of Washington, 2016 and U District EIS

For comparison purposes and using the methods described above, the existing University student, faculty, and staff population utilizes approximately 11,859 housing units\textsuperscript{14} or 53 percent of the total current housing stock (22,408 units\textsuperscript{15}) located in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones. When factoring the amount of housing units in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones that would be utilized by new students, faculty and staff under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (3,161 units) and the additional 5,000 unit growth assumed in the U District under the U District Urban Design Plan EIS, the assumed student, faculty and staff population under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would use approximately 50 percent\textsuperscript{16} of the overall housing stock in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

\textsuperscript{13}Approximately 9,599 units utilized by existing and additional students (7,873 existing student units plus 1,343 additional student units) divided by 17,849 units (12,849 existing units plus 5,000 additional units) equates to 52 percent utilization by students.

\textsuperscript{14}Approximately 7,873 units utilized by existing students and 3,986 units by existing faculty and staff (14 percent of all faculty and staff [27,850]).

\textsuperscript{15}This number represents total housing units (rental and owner-occupied) since it is assumed that some faculty and staff would reside in owner-occupied housing units.

\textsuperscript{16}Approximately 13,836 units utilized by existing and additional students (11,859 existing units plus 1,977 additional units) divided by 26,308 units (22,408 existing units plus 3,900 additional units).
Impact Zones, which would be a similar or lower percentage than the current conditions. If future development in the U District were to reach the development capacity for housing units under the U District Urban Design Final EIS then, the maximum number of total housing units that could be utilized by students, faculty and staff represents 44 percent of the disclosed unit development capacity. In total, new students, faculty, and staff under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan could utilize approximately 40 percent of the 5,000 unit assumed housing growth.

Outside the Impact Zones, growth in student and employee populations will likely fuel the need for additional housing in other parts of Seattle and the region. It is worth noting that if current housing choice trends hold, more than half of the demand for housing might fall to places outside of the city.

Regardless, a substantial part of demand will likely fall in close proximity to the UW. Specifically:

- UW CMP growth can be accommodated with planning assumptions used in the U District EIS.
- There is even larger bank of zoned capacity in the U District available to accommodate future demand for housing in excess of conservative estimates of future housing growth driven by the CMP.

The development of the Sound Transit light rail system will also provide increased transit options that would allow for more convenient access between the campus and other surrounding areas such as Capitol Hill to the south and Northgate to the north. Enhanced access to these areas would provide additional housing markets that could be desirable for students, faculty, and staff at a lower cost. The potential impact of transit investments on housing choices is discussed below.

### 2) Future Residential Location Choice Estimates Based on Transit Investments

The above analysis assumes that new students, faculty and staff will make residential location choices that are similar to the choices evident in the location decisions made by current students, faculty and staff. This is a reasonable starting point for estimating new housing demands in the vicinity of the UW Seattle campus. Factors important to residential location choices include attributes of the housing stock (size, age, etc.), attributes of the neighborhood (amenities), the price of housing, and access to work and school destinations.

Looking forward, these factors are unlikely to be constant over time. First, the new housing stock developed in Seattle neighborhoods will include only a small amount of single-family detached housing. In the case of new faculty and staff, the limited stock of single-family housing may lead some of these households to seek desired housing options in neighborhoods farther from campus in the future. The price of housing will also change
over time. Predicting with precision changes in the relative prices for housing across neighborhoods in comparison to future incomes is beyond the means of this analysis. However, housing affordability implications of campus growth would be expected to be consistent with a general understanding of the dynamics of housing markets. Growth in demand for housing will drive up rents if housing supply is unchanged (what economics describe as inelastic supply). However, the supply of housing near campus will not stay constant (as evidenced by City actions to increase zoning capacity and housing affordability regulations as part of the U District rezone). Exactly how much new rental housing will be supplied by the market will be determined by many factors including the cost of land, construction costs and the rents the market will support.

Currently there are nearly 1,000 units of rental housing permitted or under construction in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones based on the records maintained by CoStar. These new units will be supplied by the market under prevailing expectations for rental rates. Should growth in campus populations place upward pressure on rents in the vicinity the supply side of the market will undoubtedly respond with more construction, mitigating the increases in rental rates. Furthermore, as described in more detail below, improved access to campus from more distant neighborhoods makes a large supply of additional lower-priced housing an option for many students. As students choose these options instead of housing close to campus the demands on nearby housing stock are lessened resulting in lower pressure on housing costs.

Access to campus will change over time as urban neighborhoods become more congested and as transportation infrastructure is improved. It is worth examining more closely transit access to campus since major transit investments have been recently completed or will be completed during the period covered by the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Sound Transit’s University of Washington Station at Husky Stadium opened in 2016, connecting the campus with Capitol Hill, Downtown Seattle and the initial Link service continuing south through the Rainier Valley to SeaTac airport. This service represents improved transit travel times to campus from many existing communities (many with apartment rents that are below those in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones – see Table 3.8-14) that would not be evident in the historic residential location choices represented by current student, faculty and staff home locations. In 2021, the Northgate Link extension will open for service and will include new Link stations in the U District, Roosevelt and Northgate and to Lynnwood in 2023. This transit connection to communities north of campus will represent a significant transit travel time improvement to campus from neighborhoods with a variety of housing options and prices.

It is estimated that 62 percent of employees will live within one mile of a Light Rail station by the year 2024. The planned expansion to Northgate, Lynnwood, and Redmond provides quick and frequent transit service to the Seattle campus. These estimates are conservative in that they assume all employees will remain in their current homes. In reality, it is
anticipated that as they naturally relocate or choose to relocate, they will in part base their decision on accessibility to campus via the Light Rail.

### Table 3.8-13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Employees</th>
<th>Living within 1 Mile from a Station</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>25,574</td>
<td>6,539</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>25,574</td>
<td>12,448</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>25,574</td>
<td>15,818</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>25,574</td>
<td>15,966</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Transpo Group, University of Washington*

The analysis that follows focuses on student populations since current students are predominantly renters and either walk, bike or take transit to campus. In this sense, students already trade-off distance to campus, access to campus by transit and housing rental prices. This allows for the development of a simple analytical model that explains shares of students by zip codes as a function of these factors. As transit access to campus is improved in the near future (and the very recent past) it is anticipated that shares of students choosing to live in neighborhoods with improved transit access will increase.

In this way, improved transit services expands the student rental housing market search area to include more distant and affordable options. For example, accessing campus from Northgate during the morning commute on a weekday currently involves a 26-minute bus trip\(^ {17}\), and would involve a similar trip for a resident of Northgate on the return side at the end of a school day. Once Northgate Link is operational, the expected transit travel time is reduced to 5 minutes during peak travel times\(^ {18}\). This means that accessing campus from Northgate will be comparable in travel time to accessing campus from within the U District itself.

An analysis that considers both housing costs and transit travel time to campus reveals that the future distribution of students by Seattle neighborhood may somewhat shift away from the immediate neighborhoods close to campus (see Appendix E for model details). The table below summarizes the off-campus housing distribution for students, faculty, and staff based on anticipated changes in transit accessibility.

While the same access improvements will influence location choices for faculty and staff, transit-housing choice relationships are less evident in the historical data. In the case of

\(^{17}\) Existing transit trip time estimates are based on the application of Google transit trip planning tools for an AM peak period trip between origins and the UW campus.

faculty and staff the model that was estimated explained little of the variability in location choices and no variables were statistically significant. This is likely due to the more dispersed residential locations of faculty and staff, lower rates of transit utilization, and lower incidence of renting versus owning a home. For this reason, no predictions of changing residential locations for faculty or staff are included in this report.

Application of the model is limited to students that are expected to locate within the City of Seattle. The future share of students with expected residences outside Seattle are assumed to be unchanged as compared with current residential locations. The analysis predicts a lower share of new students will locate in the Primary Impact Zone than is true for the current student population. Instead, some students who would have selected to live in the campus vicinity will likely choose other neighborhoods with improved transit access and other housing choices. These neighborhoods include Northgate, Roosevelt, Capitol Hill, Beacon Hill, and the Rainier Valley. Applying revised estimates of shares of students by zip code, Table 3.7-16 can be updated to reflect improved transit services that will be available to new students when they choose residential locations. An update is reflected in Table 3.8-14, below.

Table 3.8-14
ESTIMATED OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING DISTRIBUTION FOR NEW STUDENTS, BASED ON TRANSIT ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline New Students Locations</th>
<th>Transit Access Induced Change in Location</th>
<th>Updated New Student Locations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Impact Zone</td>
<td>2,280</td>
<td>-543</td>
<td>1,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Impact Zone</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Seattle Areas</td>
<td>1,694</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>2,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside of Seattle</td>
<td>3,320</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7,675(^1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington, 2016, ECONorthwest.

1 This total assumes that 1,000 students would utilize the new on-campus housing that is planned as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (1,000 student beds). Baseline locations are without transit improvements and updated locations are with transit improvements.

The table above demonstrates the potential implications of transit improvements on the residential location choices of new students. But transit improvements will likely influence the residential location choices of all students over time. Since the student population is in constant churn, the residential locations of students is also constantly changing with the changing student composition. It is therefore reasonable to apply estimates of the influence of improved access to campus on residential locations to the entire future student population. This is displayed Table 3.8-15 below.
Table 3.8-15
ESTIMATED OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING DISTRIBUTION FOR ALL STUDENTS,
BASED ON TRANSIT ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline Students Locations</th>
<th>Transit Access Induced Change in Location</th>
<th>Updated Student Locations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Impact Zone</td>
<td>15,773</td>
<td>-3,753</td>
<td>12,019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Impact Zone</td>
<td>2,635</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>3,523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Seattle Areas</td>
<td>11,715</td>
<td>2,866</td>
<td>14,580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington, 2016, ECONorthwest.

This total assumes that 1,000 additional students would utilize the new on-campus housing that is planned as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan (1,000 student beds). This is in addition to the existing inventory of on-campus housing. Baseline locations are without transit improvements and updated locations are with transit improvements.

Taken together, it is reasonable to expect that housing demand in the Primary Impact Zone may indeed be less than current patterns of student locations. Gains in student mobility through light rail will likely impact the proximity premium in the Primary Impact Zone as other housing markets gain in campus accessibility.

Housing: Off-Campus Housing Affordability Impacts

The UW is committed to support the housing needs of its students, staff, and faculty. The UW is proposing to exceed its current rate of on-campus housing as part of the CMP and will continue to support housing assistance programs for its staff moving forward. The University of Washington also recognizes the City’s work in the U District and other neighborhoods in the City to address housing affordability by rezoning to provide more development capacity to increase the overall supply of units, and adopting housing affordability requirements to provide permanently affordable units and address concerns of economic displacement.

It is anticipated that increased demand for housing, as is evident throughout Seattle, has potential to displace low-income households as, by definition, they have a more difficult time competing in what has become an increasingly competitive housing market. As noted in the City’s Director’s Report, Appendix C: U District Urban Design Displacement Report:

- In a growing city like Seattle, the primary cause of residential displacement is a housing shortage. When the number of people seeking housing exceeds the number of homes available, housing of all types gets more expensive as wealthier residents bid up the price of housing, and property owners have an incentive to target higher-income households.

• From 2010 to 2015, the number of jobs in Seattle increased almost twice as fast as the number of homes. During that same period of time, average rent for a one-bedroom apartment increased 35 percent.

• Displacement is already occurring in the U District with or without zoning changes. Direct displacement can occur from specific events, like an eviction to allow repairs, rehabilitation, or demolition. Economic displacement occurs over time as housing scarcity causes housing costs to rise.

• Under the proposed Mandatory Housing Affordability (MHA) requirements, new development would directly contribute to affordable housing. The City estimates that growth in the U District would create 620-910 affordable homes over 20 years.

As noted in the analysis above, the multi-billion dollar investment in transit by the region is, and will continue, to make the U District and UW more accessible. This accessibility can have a profound impact on the accessibility of campus to housing markets that can offer more housing options and housing options at more affordable prices.

For development on-campus, there is no identifiable impact on displacement as students living in dorms are inherently transient and demolished units will be replaced at a ratio exceeding one, resulting in a net increase in beds. The 2018 Campus Master Plan is a planning document for campus, and has therefore not proposed either demolition or construction of new residences or facilities off-campus. As a consequence, it will similarly not directly generate any physical housing displacement off campus.

As explained above, the housing demand generated by campus growth anticipated under the 2018 Campus Master Plan also falls within the assumed growth for the U District under the rezone, so it is also not expected to result in additional housing needs and displacement above what is already assumed and mitigated for through the U District rezone process. Seattle lawmakers responded to displacement concerns through the U District rezone process and developed a toolkit of incentives and resources to mitigate displacement.

The main such incentive is the City’s MHA program. This program requires developers to contribute to affordable housing as part of new development in exchange for height and development capacity increases. The required contribution can be met either by including affordable housing within new development (“performance”) or by paying into a fund to support development of affordable housing (“payment”). MHA requirements are anticipated to produce between 620 – 910 affordable homes over the next 20 years per the City’s estimates. MHA is also expected to be expanded to neighborhoods throughout Seattle. The City has released its Draft EIS of the Mandatory Housing Affordability (MHA) program where one of the main objectives includes “leverage development to create at lease 6,200 net new rent- and income-restricted housing units serving households at 60 percent of AMI in the study area over a 20-year period.” The demand for housing created by growth in the CMP will help drive the leverage needed to create those affordable units.
In addition to the affordable housing units produced through MHA, there are several other programs in Seattle aimed at preserving or producing affordable housing. These include tenant protection laws to prevent “economic eviction” and ensure due process for tenants facing eviction. Additional funding for affordable housing is also generated through the renewal and expansion of the Seattle Housing Levy.

In 2015, the renewal and expansion of the Multifamily Tax Exemption (MFTE) Program to all multifamily-zoned areas provides increased incentives for providing affordable units with 2 or more bedrooms. Lastly, the City is advocating for State legislation to create a Preservation Property Tax Exemption Program which would create a local option for a 15-year tax exemption for property owners who agree to set aside 25 percent of their units for low-income tenants.

Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increase

Alternative 1 most closely reflects the preferred distribution of building development and requested height increases under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. It includes the development of 6.0 million gsf of building area throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and East Campus sectors.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies the potential future development of approximately 1,000 new student beds on the University of Washington campus by the end of the planning horizon in 2028. With the existing student housing on campus, the development of the North Campus Student Housing Project (which is currently under construction), and approximately 1,000 new student beds under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the University of Washington would have approximately 11,870 student beds within their student housing facilities. With a capacity of approximately 11,870 student beds, the University would be able to house approximately 22 percent of the projected student population by 2028 (approximately 52,399 students), which would represent an increase over the current conditions (current capacity to house approximately 21 percent of students) and would meet the University's goal of housing approximately 22 percent of its student population in on-campus facilities.

Although no specific locations for the proposed up to 1,000 student housing beds is identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and student housing could be distributed
amongst the campus sectors, for analysis purposes, under Alternative 1, it is assumed that
the 1,000 new student beds are allocated to the campus sectors as follows.\textsuperscript{20}

**West Campus**

Under Alternative 1, no new student housing is assumed in the West Campus sector.

**South Campus**

Under Alternative 1, it is assumed that the 1,000 new student beds would all be located
within the South Campus sector. The provision of student housing in South Campus would
create a more equitable balance of housing throughout all of the campus sectors. Potential
housing facilities in the South Campus sector would be located in proximity to the Health
Sciences, Marine Sciences, and University of Washington Medical Center facilities and could
be desirable for students who frequently utilize those facilities and are interested in residing
close to those uses.

**Central Campus**

Under Alternative 1, no new student housing is assumed in the Central Campus sector.

**East Campus**

Under Alternative 1, no new student housing is assumed in the East Campus sector.

**Surrounding Areas (Including the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones)**

While new student housing on-campus would give the University of Washington the ability
to house a larger percentage of students in on-campus facilities, the private housing market
in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus (the Primary Impact Zone
represented by Census Tracts 52, 53.01 and 53.02) will continue to be a source of housing
for many students, as well as faculty and staff, and would likely experience an increased
demand from increased population growth at the University of Washington under the 2018
Seattle Campus Master Plan as described above in All Action Alternatives.

\textsuperscript{20} To provide a conservative worst-case analysis, all new student housing is assumed to located in one campus
sector under an EIS Alternative, as follows: Alternative 1 – South Campus; Alternative 2 – East Campus; Alternative
3 – West Campus; and, Alternative 4 – Central Campus.
Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, consistent with the proposed CMP allocation but without height increases proposed in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan; instead, the existing height limits are assumed. Without the proposed height increases, the amount of development capacity in the West Campus sector is limited and some potential development that was assumed for the West Campus under Alternative 1 is shifted to East Campus under Alternative 2.

Alternative 2 would include the same amount of new on-campus student housing as Alternative 1 (approximately 1,000 student beds). It is anticipated that the private housing market in area surrounding the campus would continue to provide housing opportunities for new students, faculty and staff as described under Alternative 1.

Although no specific locations for the proposed up to 1,000 student housing beds is identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and student housing could be distributed amongst the campus sectors, for analysis purposes, under Alternative 2, it is assumed that the 1,000 new student beds are allocated to the campus sectors as follows:

**West Campus**

Under Alternative 2, no new student housing is assumed in the West Campus sector.

**South Campus**

Under Alternative 2, no new student housing is assumed in the South Campus sector.

**Central Campus**

Under Alternative 2, no new student housing is assumed in the Central Campus sector.

**East Campus**

Under Alternative 2, it is assumed that the 1,000 new student beds would all be located within the East Campus sector. The provision of potential future student housing in the East Campus would shift a larger percentage of the overall campus student housing stock to the East Campus sector. Potential housing facilities in the East Campus would be located in proximity to the Intermural Activities Building, athletic facilities, new campus development and other off-campus uses (i.e. University Village), and could be desirable for students who frequently utilize those facilities and are interested in residing close to them.
Surrounding Areas (Including the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones)

Potential housing impacts in the surrounding areas are anticipated to be similar to those described under All Action Alternatives.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle Campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

Alternative 3 would include the same amount of new on-campus student housing as Alternative 1 (approximately 1,000 student beds). It is anticipated that the private housing market in the area surrounding the campus would also continue to provide housing opportunities for new students, faculty and staff as described under Alternative 1.

Although no specific locations for the proposed up to 1,000 student housing beds is identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and student housing could be distributed amongst the campus sectors, for analysis purposes, under Alternative 3, it is assumed that the 1,000 new student beds are allocated to the campus sectors as follows:

**West Campus**

It is assumed that under Alternative 3, the 1,000 new student beds would all be located within the West Campus sector. The provision of potential future student housing in the West Campus would shift a larger percentage of the overall campus student housing stock to the West Campus sector and would continue the trend of the University developing new student housing facilities in the West Campus. Potential housing facilities in the West Campus would be located in proximity to other University student housing facilities which could create centrally located student housing area on campus; other off-campus uses (i.e. commercial/retail uses in the U District) are located adjacent to the West Campus. Additional student housing in this area could be desirable for students who are interested in residing close to the U District and other student housing facilities.

**South Campus**

Under Alternative 3, no new student housing is assumed in the South Campus sector.

**Central Campus**

Under Alternative 3, no new student housing is assumed in the Central Campus sector.
East Campus

Under Alternative 3, no new student housing is assumed in the East Campus sector.

Surrounding Areas (Including the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones)

Potential housing impacts in the surrounding areas are anticipated to be similar to those described under All Action Alternatives.

Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

Alternative 4 would include the same amount of new on-campus student housing as Alternative 1 (approximately 1,000 student beds). It is anticipated that the private housing market in the area surrounding the campus would also continue to provide housing opportunities for new students, faculty and staff as described under Alternative 1.

Although no specific locations for the proposed up to 1,000 student housing beds is identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and student housing could be distributed amongst the campus sectors, for analysis purposes, under Alternative 4, it is assumed that the 1,000 new student beds are allocated to the campus sectors as follows:

West Campus

Under Alternative 4, no new student housing is assumed in the West Campus sector.

South Campus

Under Alternative 4, no new student housing is assumed in the South Campus sector.

Central Campus

Under Alternative 4, it is assumed that the 1,000 new student beds would all be located within the Central Campus sector. The provision of potential future student housing in Central Campus would shift a larger percentage of the overall campus student housing stock to the Central Campus sector and would continue the trend of the University developing new student housing facilities in Central Campus. Potential housing facilities in the Central Campus could be located in proximity to other University student housing facilities, which
could create centrally located student housing area on campus. They would also be located nearby existing academic facilities. Additional student housing in this area could be desirable for students who are interested in residing close to other student housing facilities and academic uses.

**East Campus**

Under Alternative 4, no new student housing is assumed in the East Campus sector.

**Surrounding Areas (Including the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones)**

Potential housing impacts in the surrounding areas are anticipated to be similar to those described under All Action Alternatives.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of development and associated campus population increases would occur as under Alternatives 1-4. However, the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place would not occur. It is anticipated that the population and housing impacts under Alternative 5 would be similar to those analyzed under Alternatives 1-4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

Under Alternatives 1 through 5, to the extent that increased on-campus population creates an increased demand for housing, additional pressure to develop new housing in the surrounding off-campus areas could occur. The U District Urban Design EIS indicates that ample housing capacity for the estimated population growth would be provided in the U District as described in All Action Alternatives.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018
Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.8-19), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined.

For housing, the entire University of Washington campus is identified as having a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive housing conditions or result in impacts since the University would be able to house a greater percentage of its student population in on-campus facilities and additional housing capacity would be available in the U District area to serve additional students, faculty, staff and others in the area.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### 3.8.3 Mitigation Measures

For on-campus housing, the University of Washington has committed to adding 1,000 beds to accommodate a larger share of students and decrease demand for housing off-campus in surrounding neighborhoods. For off-campus housing, it is difficult to know with precision what the exact number of housing units needed to meet future demand is likely to be based on the 2018 Campus Master Plan. As stated previously, housing choice is a complex decision driven by factors such as whether people are relocating to the region to work or study or simply shifting jobs or schools while remaining in their residence. Furthermore, how and where the demand will materialize is unclear, what this analysis does indicate is that the population associated with UW is widely disbursed throughout Seattle and to a large extent beyond its borders and the extension of light rail north from the existing station has the ability to extend the reach of housing markets to the campus.

As demonstrated in the previous analysis, any positive new demand for housing generated by anticipated population growth has already been planned for at the regional, city and neighborhood level through a prescribed long-range planning process. To this end, impacts of associated actions to accommodate future population and housing growth have been identified along with appropriate mitigations measures through efforts such as Sound
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Transit’s LINK light rail system, King County Metro Connects, U District rezone, and City of Seattle’s Mandatory Housing Affordability program.

### 3.8.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

No significant unavoidable adverse impacts to housing are anticipated.
3.9 LIGHT, GLARE and SHADOWS

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing light, glare and shadow conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity and evaluates the potential impacts that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.9.1 Affected Environment

West Campus

The University of Washington campus contains various sources of light, glare and shadows. The following describes existing sources of light, glare and shadows by campus sector.

Light

Ambient light in the vicinity of the West Campus sector is comprised of stationary and mobile sources. Stationary sources include street lighting on-campus in conjunction with streets and surface parking areas, street lighting on City streets that are located within campus boundaries, and street lighting on major arterials that surround the University campus (e.g. NE 45th Street and 15th Avenue NE). On-campus lighting includes both pedestrian-scale lamp standards and cobra-type standards. Pedestrian-scale standards are typically 12 to 15 feet in height, and illuminate a relatively small area, whereas cobra-type standards are typically 30 to 35 feet in height and function by lighting a much broader area, which can result in light spillage onto adjacent areas. Off-campus street lighting in the vicinity generally consists of cobra-type standards. Other stationary sources of ambient light include security lighting, and light that emanates from within buildings – both on-campus and proximate to campus.

Mobile sources of light primarily include light from headlights of vehicles operating on-campus, on streets that are located within campus boundaries, and on major arterials that surround the University campus.

Glare

There are no buildings in the West Campus sector that contain highly reflective surfaces that would produce substantial amounts of solar glare. Glazing on campus buildings has a relatively low level of reflectance. Vehicle headlights and glass surfaces on vehicles can, at times, temporarily produce reflective glare.
Shadows

Existing buildings comprise a major portion of the existing land uses in West Campus and are the primary source of shadows in this sector. Existing trees (primarily street trees) are also a source of shadows.

South Campus

Light

Lighting sources in the South Campus sector are similar to those described for the West Campus and include interior and exterior building lighting, street lighting on-campus in conjunction with streets and surface parking areas, street lighting on City streets that are located within campus boundaries, and street lighting on major arterials that surround the South Campus (e.g. Montlake Boulevard NE and NE Pacific Street). On-campus lighting also includes both pedestrian-scale lamp standards and cobra-type standards.

Glare

There are no buildings in the South Campus sector that contain highly reflective surfaces that would produce substantial amounts of solar glare. Glazing on campus buildings has a relatively low level of reflectance. Vehicle headlights and glass surfaces on vehicles can, at times, temporarily produce reflective solar glare.

Shadows

Existing buildings comprise a major portion of the existing land uses in South Campus and are the primary source of shadows in this sector. Existing mature trees (primarily street trees) are also a source of shadows.

Central Campus

Light

Lighting sources in the Central Campus sector include interior and exterior building lighting, street lighting on-campus in conjunction with streets and surface parking areas, street lighting on City streets that are located within campus boundaries, and street lighting on major arterials that surround the Central Campus (e.g. NE 45th Street, 15th Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street). On-campus lighting also includes both pedestrian-scale lamp standards and cobra-type standards.
As depicted in Figure 2-2, the University’s Observatory is located in the north-central area of the Central Campus sector, near NE 45th Street, adjacent to Memorial Way. The Observatory is used for research and teaching, and activities within the Observatory can be sensitive to surrounding ambient lighting. As shown in Figure 2-2, a University surface parking lot (N5) is located immediately east of the Observatory and existing trees/landscaping are located to the west along Memorial Way NE. Because of the size of existing deciduous trees that are proximate to the Observatory (immediately west, southwest and northwest), the only effective direction for celestial viewing from the Observatory for most altitudes and during much of the year is toward the east over parking lot N5. This is particularly true when viewing at relatively low altitudes above the horizon (i.e. below 65 degrees), and from mid-March to late October. At such times, the optimal field of view is roughly a 150-degree arc that extends from the northeast to the south. The present range of altitude, as viewed over parking lot is approximately 75 degrees, from roughly 15 degrees above the horizon to zenith. At altitudes above 65-75 degrees, the adjacent trees are less of a problem. Although the parking lot is lighted, staff of the Observatory exercise localized control over the level of light intensity in the parking lot in order to enhance celestial viewing.

Glare

There are no buildings in the Central Campus sector that contain highly reflective surfaces that would produce substantial amounts of solar glare. Glazing on campus buildings has a relatively low level of reflectance. Vehicle headlights and glass surfaces on vehicles can, at times, temporarily produce reflective solar glare.

Shadows

Mature vegetation (including deciduous and conifer trees) and buildings comprise a major portion of the land uses in Central Campus. These existing trees and buildings are the primary source of shadows in the Central Campus sector and periodically shade existing open space areas. Existing uses in the south portion of the Central Campus such as the Physics-Astronomy Building Sundial and the University’s Greenhouse can also be sensitive to shadows due to their functional dependence on natural sunlight.

East Campus

Light

Lighting sources in the East Campus sector include interior and exterior building lighting, street lighting on-campus in conjunction with streets and surface parking areas, street

---

1 The Observatory is a historic structure that is listed on the Washington Historic Register.
2 Tree height is approximately 45 to 55 feet, roughly 20 to 25 feet above the height of the telescope in the Observatory dome.
lighting on City streets that are located within campus boundaries, and street lighting on major arterials that surround the East Campus (e.g. NE 45th Street and Montlake Boulevard NE). On-campus lighting also includes both pedestrian-scale lamp standards and cobra-type standards.

Other stationary sources of ambient light in the East Campus sector include fixed lighting in conjunction with athletic fields (e.g. Husky Stadium, golf driving range, tennis courts, etc.). Whereas lighting associated with athletic fields is elevated to cover a broader area, it is also focused on the field, with typically relatively little spillover. For example, fixed lighting associated with Husky Stadium is at a height of approximately 160 feet and is directed toward the playing field. Such light, however, remains visible from great distances.

Glare

There are no buildings in East Campus that contain highly reflective surfaces that would produce substantial amounts of solar glare. Glazing on campus buildings has a relatively low level of reflectance. Vehicle headlights and glass surfaces on vehicles can, at times, temporarily produce reflective solar glare.

Shadows

Existing buildings and mature trees are the primary source of shadows in the East Campus sector.

Surrounding Primary and Secondary Zone Area

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Existing lighting sources in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones are similar to those described for the University of Washington campus and include interior and exterior building lighting, street lighting in conjunction with streets and surface parking areas, pedestrian-scale lamp standards and cobra-type standards. In general, lighting levels are highest surrounding commercial/retail areas surrounding the campus, including the University District, University Village, and Eastlake areas. Surrounding adjacent residential areas (Laurelhurst neighborhood, Montlake neighborhood and the residential area north of NE 45th Street) have generally lower existing lighting levels.

The primary source of existing glare in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zone is vehicle headlights and glass surfaces on vehicles. Glazing on certain existing buildings can also have some level of reflectance and associated glare.
Existing buildings and mature vegetation/trees is the primary source of shadows in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones. Taller buildings within the commercial areas of the University District, University Village, and Eastlake areas generally cast longer shadows than building within existing residential neighborhoods.

3.9.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies the potential impacts of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan on light, glare, and shadows on the University of Washington campus and in the surrounding areas that could occur with development under the EIS Alternatives.

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that the approximately 6.0 million gsf of new development on the campus under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not occur and that only the remaining development capacity under the 2003 CMP-Seattle would be developed (approximately 211,000 gsf). Some level of increased campus population would occur under the No Action Alternative through the development of the capacity remaining under the 2003 CMP-Seattle. Development of 211,000 gsf of building space could result in a potential increase in light levels. Due to the lower level of development that would occur on campus when compared to Alternatives 1-5, it is anticipated that light, glare and shadow impacts would be substantially lower under the No Action Alternative.

Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1 reflects the preferred allocation of building development and requested height increases under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. It includes the development of 6.0 million gsf of building area throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and East Campus sectors.

West Campus

Light

Under Alternative 1, potential future development identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would add new sources of light to the West Campus sector including interior/exterior building lighting associated with new campus buildings, pedestrian-scale lighting, and an increase mobile sources of lighting such as vehicle headlights. It is anticipated that the amount of light emanating from potential future buildings would be similar to those of other recently-construction buildings on the campus. Under Alternative
1, it is anticipated that the West Campus would have the greatest increase in light sources among the campus sectors since it is identified for the largest amount of assumed development. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, including certain areas adjacent to the campus boundaries (particularly along the edges of the West Campus sector adjacent to the University District). However, the amount of light spillage is not anticipated to be significant and existing mature trees and landscaping, as well as new plantings that could result from the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, would serve as a partial buffer to screen light spillage in certain locations. The addition of lighting along new or updated pedestrian pathways would be consistent with other pedestrian facilities on campus and would be intended to enhance the safety of those areas. An increase in “light sky” conditions would be visible from Portage Bay and the Eastlake neighborhood south of West Campus.

One of the major contributors of existing on-campus lighting is surface parking lot lighting. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies several of the existing surface parking lots as potential development sites in West Campus, which would result in the removal of those parking lots and associated lighting to accommodate future development. As a result, it is possible that potential future development in the West Campus sector would result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage. Removal of existing surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and the addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.

**Glare**

The primary source of glare on the University of Washington campus is associated with vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the campus. Glare caused by vehicles can be intrusive but is typically temporary as vehicles move through the campus area. The principal source of glare associated with most potential development projects is from sunlight reflected off of specular building surfaces on building façades. Factors influencing the amount of glare and the effect of glare include weather (i.e. cloud cover and sunlight), time of day, building height, width and orientation of south-facing façades, percent of south-facing façades that are glazed or consist of specular material, reflectivity of glass or specular surfaces, the color and texture of building materials, and the proximity of intervening structures and landscaping. Under Alternative 1, it is anticipated that potential increases in glare would be greatest in the West Campus among the campus sectors as it is identified for the largest amount of assumed development. All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review) which would include a review of potential factors that could influence glare such as façade design, façade materials, and glazing. It is anticipated that façade design, materials and glazing on potential future development would be similar to recent campus development and would not be highly
reflective or create a substantial source of glare. As a result, the potential for glare impacts related to development in the West Campus under Alternative 1 is anticipated to be low.

**Shadows**

Potential future development and associated landscaping in the West Campus sector would generate shadows over adjacent portions of the campus and surrounding streets. In general, the time of greatest shading would occur during periods when the sun is at a low-angle, including mid- to late afternoon in the winter and late afternoon to early evening in the summer. Under Alternative 1, the West Campus would be the most likely to experience the potential for increased shadows among the campus sectors. In particular, increased building heights in the West Campus under Alternative 1 (up to 240 feet in areas north of NE Pacific Street) would be anticipated to have the greatest potential for increased shadows on surrounding areas. However, due to the highly developed nature of the campus and surrounding areas, in most cases, areas that would be periodically shaded by potential future development are already shaded by existing buildings and mature trees. All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review) which would include a review of building orientation, building height, and associated potential shadows. Due to the developed nature of the campus and surrounding areas, the potential for shadow impacts associated with future development in the West Campus would be low.

Shadow simulations were completed for the area of the West Campus sector south of NE Campus Parkway due to the proximity of this area to public open spaces, including the City of Seattle’s Portage Bay Park and the Sakuma Viewpoint. With development under Alternative 1, shadows in this area during the Summer Solstice would extended in a westerly direction in the morning (8 AM) and would shift to the north and east as the day progresses toward the evening (4 PM). The provision of the planned West Campus Green would create additional open space around Portage Bay Park, and at no point during the day would shadows be cast over the Park. During the Winter Solstice, shadows cast in the area would be longer due to the low angle of the sun. In the morning, shadows would extend to the northwest of buildings and would transition to the north and northeast by the late afternoon (3 PM). At no point during the day would shadows be cast over Portage Bay Park (see Figure 3.9-1 for the shadow simulations under Alternative 1).

**South Campus**

**Light**

New sources of light would be generated by development in the South Campus under Alternative 1, including interior/exterior building lighting associated with new campus buildings, pedestrian-scale lighting and an increase mobile sources of lighting such as
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Figure 3.9-1
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vehicle headlights. It is anticipated that the South Campus would also have a higher increase in light sources compared to the East and Central Campus sectors as it is assumed to have a larger amount of development compared to those sectors under Alternative 1. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, and increase in “light sky” conditions would be visible from Portage Bay and portions of the Montlake residential neighborhood to the south.

Potential future development in the South Campus sector would result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage as well. Removal of existing surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and the addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.

Glare

Glare would be generated by development in the South Campus sector and would primarily be associated with vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the sector. New building development could also generate glare within the South Campus. The principal source of glare associated with most potential development projects is from sunlight reflected off of specular building surfaces on building façades. All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of potential factors that could influence glare such as façade design, façade materials, and glazing.

Shadows

Potential future development and increased building heights in the South Campus would generate additional shadows within the sector. Based on public comments on the Draft 2018 Seattle CMP and Draft EIS, certain revisions to the 2018 Seattle CMP were made including a reduction in the maximum building heights in the South Campus along a portion of the area adjacent to NE Pacific Street from a 240-foot maximum height to 200-foot maximum height; this reduction in maximum building height would result in reduced shadows when compared to the Draft 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and Draft EIS assumptions. Due to the level of development under Alternative 1, the South Campus would have a higher potential to generate shadows compared to the East and Central Campus sectors. However, there are no existing public park/open spaces adjacent to the South Campus, and shadows from future development would generally be cast on existing campus areas, some of which are already shadowed by existing development in the South Campus. Shadow simulations were also completed for the South Campus sector due to the proximity of this area to existing shadow sensitive uses in the southern portion of the
Central Campus (i.e., the Physics-Astronomy Building Sundial and University Greenhouse) that could be affected by building development in South Campus.

As indicated in Figure 3.9-2, under Alternative 1, shadows associated with new South Campus development during the Summer Solstice would extend in a westerly direction in the morning (8 AM) and would shift to the north and east as the day progresses toward the evening (4 PM). Shadows cast during this period would extend over NE Pacific Street during the evening but would not be anticipated to affect the Physics-Astronomy Building Sundial or University Greenhouse. During the Winter Solstice, shadows cast in the area would be longer due to the low angle of the sun. In the morning, shadows would extend to the northwest of buildings and would transition to the north and northeast by the late afternoon (3 PM). Shadows cast during the afternoons in the winter would extend across NE Pacific Street into the Central Campus and could cast over portions of the Physics-Astronomy Building Sundial and/or the University Greenhouse.

All potential development projects would comply with the University's design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review) which would include a review of building orientation, building height, and associated potential shadows.

Central Campus

Light

New sources of light in the Central Campus would be similar to those described for the West and South Campus but the increase in the amount of new light sources would be less due to the lower amount of development in this sector under Alternative 1. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, particularly in the north Central Campus (near NE 45th Street and the adjacent residential areas) and in the west Central Campus (near 15th Avenue NE and the adjacent University District). Potential future development in the Central Campus would occur on some existing surface parking lots and result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage. Removal of existing surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and the addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.

Parking lot N5 is located adjacent to the existing Observatory and potential future development within this area could result in impacts to the existing adjacent Observatory, due to the potential building height and increase in ambient light/light spillage that could occur with development on the site. Currently, the Observatory is able to reduce lighting intensity in the existing parking lot to improve nighttime viewing. The ability to reduce
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lighting intensity would be more difficult with potential development on the existing parking lot and would create a high potential for light impacts.

**Glare**

Glare would be generated by development in the Central Campus sector and would primarily be associated with vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the sector, as well as new building development. The principal source of building glare associated with most potential development projects is from sunlight reflected off of specular building surfaces on building façades. All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of potential factors that could influence glare such as façade design, façade materials, and glazing.

**Shadows**

Under Alternative 1, potential future development in the Central Campus would generate additional shadows within the sector. Due to the level of development assumed in this sector under Alternative 1, the Central Campus would have a lower potential to generate shadows compared to West and South Campus. Shadows from future development would not be anticipated to affect public parks/open spaces but could be cast over some existing off-campus areas (to the north and west of the Central Campus). All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of building orientation, building height and associated potential shadows.

**East Campus**

**Light**

New sources of light in the East Campus would be similar to those described for the West and South Campus, but the increase in the amount of new light sources would be lowest in East Campus among all campus sectors due to the lower amount of development under Alternative 1. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, particularly along Montlake Boulevard NE. Potential future development in East Campus would occur on some existing surface parking lots and result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage. Removal of existing surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and the addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.
New sources of glare would be generated in the East Campus sector from vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the sector, as well as new building development. The principal source of building glare associated with most potential development projects is from sunlight reflected off of specular building surfaces on building façades. The increase in glare would be lower in East Campus compared to other campus sectors due to the lower amount of development in the East Campus.

Additional shadows would be cast within the East Campus sector, but due to the level of development under Alternative 1, the East Campus would have the lowest potential to generate shadows. Shadows from future development would not be anticipated to affect public parks/open spaces but could be cast over some existing off-campus areas (primarily Montlake Boulevard NE to the west of the East Campus).

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Alternative 1 would contribute to the overall amount of development on the University of Washington Seattle campus. With the focus of development in the West Campus and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development under Alternative 1), potential development would occur in proximity to residential, commercial, and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus). Potential development would result in new light and glare sources and potential increased shadows from certain areas surrounding potential development sites.

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less potential for change in light, glare and shadows that would impact land uses in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to those sectors.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 1, light may be visible from certain areas of the Secondary Impact Zone, but would not be anticipated to result in impacts to those land uses.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height.
associated with potential development. All potential development projects would also comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of potential factors that could influence light, glare and shadows.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development Consistent with CMP and Existing Height Limits**

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus as identified in the proposed CMP allocation, but without the requested height increases. Without the proposed height increases, the development capacity in the West Campus sector is limited and additional development sites would be required to approach the 3.0 million gsf that is identified in the 2018 CMP. Given the developed nature of West Campus, the opportunity for additional development sites in this sector is limited, and Alternative 2 assumes additional development sites in the area reserved for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1. Even with the additional development sites, the development capacity in the West Campus without the requested height increases is 2.4 million gsf of net new development (compared to 3 million gsf in the West Campus under Alternative 1) and the proposed CMP allocation for West Campus reflected in Alternative 1 cannot be achieved under Alternative 2. As a result, the proposed development allocation for the West Campus sector under Alternative 1 cannot be achieved under Alternative 2 and some West Campus development capacity is shifted to East Campus.

**West Campus**

**Light**

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development would add new sources of light to the West Campus sector. However, the amount of new light sources would be less than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of development anticipated in the West Campus. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, including certain areas adjacent to the campus boundaries (i.e. the adjacent University District). However, the amount of light spillage is not anticipated to be significant since the surrounding area is already a highly developed urban area.

An increase in “light sky” conditions would be visible from Portage Bay and the Eastlake neighborhood to the south, but the increase would be less than under Alternative 1.

Development on existing surface parking lots under Alternative 2 would result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage. Removal of these surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the
development of new buildings on the parking lots and addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.

**Glare**

Potential future development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 2 could introduce new sources of glare on the campus and result in an increase in glare from vehicles and certain new building surfaces. The increase in glare under Alternative 2 would be lower than Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of anticipated development. It is anticipated that façade design, materials and glazing on potential future development projects would be similar to recent campus development and would not be highly reflective or create a substantial source of glare. As a result, the potential for glare impacts is anticipated to be low.

**Shadows**

Potential future development and associated landscaping under Alternative 2 would generate shadows over adjacent portions of the West Campus sector, surrounding streets, and adjacent areas (the University District). While new shadows would be generated by development under Alternative 2, the potential for shadows would be less than Alternative 1 due to the lower buildings heights and lower amount of assumed development density in the West Campus.

Shadow simulations were completed for the West Campus sector under Alternative 2 (see Figure 3.9-3 for the shadow simulations). During the Summer Solstice shadows would be cast to the west of potential new development and would transition to the north and east during the course of the day. No shadows would be cast over Portage Bay Park. During the Winter Solstice, shadows would be longer during the morning and evenings due to the lower angle of the sun, but would not be cast over Portage Bay Park (see Figure 3.9-3 for the shadow simulations).

**South Campus**

**Light**

Light and “light sky” conditions associated with from potential development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of development density that is assumed for the sector.

**Glare**

Glare from potential development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of development density that is assumed for the sector.
Figure 3.9-3

Alternative 2—West Campus Shadow Simulations
Shadows

Potential shadows associated with development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of development density that is assumed for the sector.

Central Campus

Light

Light from potential development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of development density that is assumed for the sector. Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development of the N5 parking area, adjacent to the existing Observatory could have a high potential for light impacts on its operation.

Glare

Glare associated with potential development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of development density that is assumed for the sector.

Shadows

Potential shadows associated with development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of development density that is assumed for the sector.

East Campus

Light

Development within the East Campus sector under Alternative 2 would create new sources of light that would be similar to those described for Alternative 1. Due to the amount of development density assumed in this sector under Alternative 2, it is anticipated that the amount of light that would be generated in the East Campus would be higher than under Alternative 1. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, particularly along Montlake Boulevard NE. Potential future development in the East Campus sector would occur on some existing surface parking lots and result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage with those former facilities. The removal of existing surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and the addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.
Glare

New sources of glare would be generated in the East Campus sector from vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the sector, as well as new building development exterior surfaces. It is anticipated that potential increases in glare would be higher under Alternative 2 compared with Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development density that is assumed in the East Campus. It is anticipated that façade design on potential future development projects would be similar to recent campus development and would not be highly reflective or create a substantial source of glare.

Shadows

Development in the East Campus would also result in an increase in shadows when compared to Alternative 1 due to the increased development density assumed within the sector. Potential development within the existing surface parking lots in the East Campus would create shadows over portions of Montlake Boulevard NE, existing athletic facilities (i.e., track facility, baseball field, and soccer fields), and campus open space areas. All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of building orientation, building height and associated potential shadows.

Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development on the University of Washington Seattle campus. With the focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), potential development would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus), and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to the East Campus). Potential development would result in new light and glare sources and potential increased shadows from certain areas surrounding potential development sites. Because of the lower building heights under Alternative 2, the potential for shadows to be cast toward land uses in the Primary Impact Zone would generally be less than under Alternative 1. With the additional building area in East Campus, the potential for increases in light, glare and shadows from the East Campus towards uses in the Primary Impact Zone would generally be greater under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1.
Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2. As a result, there would be less potential for increases in light, glare and shadows that would impact land uses adjacent to Central Campus in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, new light sources could be visible from certain areas of the Secondary Impact Zone but would not be anticipated to result impacts to land uses in those areas. New sources of glare and shadows would not be anticipated to impact the Secondary Impact Zone.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height associated with potential development. All potential development projects would also comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of potential factors that could influence light, glare and shadows.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle Campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1. The proposed increase in maximum building heights in the West, South, and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1 are also assumed under Alternative 3.

**West Campus**

**Light**

Under Alternative 3, potential future development in the West Campus sector would add new sources of light to the campus including interior/exterior building lighting associated with new campus buildings, pedestrian-scale lighting and an increase mobile sources of lighting such as vehicle headlights. The amount of new light sources would be greater than Alternative 1 due to the higher amount of development density assumed in the West Campus under Alternative 3. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, including certain areas adjacent to the campus boundaries (i.e. the adjacent University District). However, the amount of light spillage is not anticipated to be significant since the surrounding area is already a highly developed urban area. The potential for increase in “light sky” conditions that could be visible from Portage Bay and the Eastlake neighborhood south of West Campus would be greater than under Alternative 1.
Development on existing surface parking lots under Alternative 3 would result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage. Removal of these surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.

**Glare**

Under Alternative 3, potential future development in the West Campus sector could introduce new sources of glare and result in an increase in glare from vehicles and certain new building surfaces. The increase in glare under Alternative 3 would be greater than Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development density assumed in West Campus. It is anticipated that façade design, materials and glazing on potential future development projects would be similar to recent campus development and would not be highly reflective or create a substantial source of glare. As a result, the potential for glare impacts is anticipated to be low.

**Shadows**

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development and associated landscaping under Alternative 3 would generate shadows over adjacent portions of West Campus, surrounding streets and adjacent areas (the University District). The potential for shadows to be generated in the West Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 due to the greater amount of development density assumed in the West Campus under Alternative 3.

Shadow simulations were completed for the West Campus sector under Alternative 3 (see Figure 3.9-4 for the shadow simulations). During the Summer Solstice shadows would extend to the west of potential new development sites and would transition to the north and east during the course of the day. No shadows would be cast over Portage Bay Park. During the Winter Solstice, shadows would be cast similar directions as during the Summer Solstice but would be longer in the morning and evening due to the lower angle of the sun; no shadows would be cast over Portage Bay Park.

**South Campus**

**Light**

Under Alternative 3, new sources of light would be generated by development in the South Campus sector similar to Alternative 1, including interior/exterior building lighting associated with new campus buildings, pedestrian-scale lighting and an increase mobile sources of lighting such as vehicle headlights. It is anticipated that lighting levels in the South Campus would be higher than under Alternative 1 due to the assumed increased development density in the sector. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus
Figure 3.9-4
Alternative 3—West Campus Shadow Simulations

buildings could experience some localized light spillage, and additional light sources could be visible from portions of the Montlake residential neighborhood to the south. The potential for increase in “light sky” conditions that could be visible from Portage Bay and the Montlake neighborhood would be greater than under Alternative 1.

Potential future development in the South Campus sector would also result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage. Removal of existing surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and the addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.

**Glare**

Similar to Alternative 1, glare would be generated by development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 3 and would primarily be associated with vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the sector, as well as new building development. The potential for glare in the South Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 due to the assumed increased development density in the sector. All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of potential factors that could influence glare such as façade design, façade materials, and glazing.

**Shadows**

Potential future development in the South Campus sector would generate additional shadows within the sector. Due to the level of development under Alternative 3, it is anticipated that the potential for shadows in South Campus would be greater than under Alternative 1. Shadow simulations were completed for the South Campus sector due to the proximity of this area to existing shadow sensitive uses in the south portion of the Central Campus (i.e., the Physics-Astronomy Building Sundial and University Greenhouse) that could be affected by building development in the South Campus.

As indicated in Figure 3.9-5, under Alternative 3, shadows associated with potential South Campus development during the Summer Solstice would extend in a westerly direction in the morning (8 AM) and would shift to the north and east as the day progresses toward the evening (4 PM). Shadows cast during this period would be greater than Alternative 1 due to increased development and would extend over NE Pacific Street during the evening but would not be anticipated to affect the Physics-Astronomy Building Sundial or University Greenhouse. During the Winter Solstice, shadows cast in the area would be longer due to the low angle of the sun. In the morning, shadows would extend to the northwest of buildings and would transition to the north and northeast by the late afternoon (3 PM).
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Figure 3.9-5
Alternative 3—South Campus Shadow Simulations
Shadows cast during the afternoon/evening in the winter would extend across NE Pacific
Street into the Central Campus and could cast over portions of the Physics-Astronomy
Building Sundial and/or the University Greenhouse to a slightly greater extent than
Alternative 1.

All potential development projects would comply with the University's design review
process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and
environmental review), which would include a review of building orientation, building
height and associated potential shadows.

Central Campus

Light

Light from potential development in the Central Campus sector would be the same as under
Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of development density that is assumed for the
sector. Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development of the N5 parking area,
adjacent to the existing Observatory could have a high potential for light impacts to
its operation.

Glare

Glare associated with potential development in the Central Campus sector under
Alternative 3 would be the same as under Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of
development density that is assumed for the sector.

Shadows

Potential shadows associated with development in the Central Campus sector under
Alternative 3 would be the same as Alternative 1 due to the similar amount of development
density that is assumed for the sector.

East Campus

Light

Development within the East Campus sector under Alternative 3 would create new sources
of light that would be similar to those described for Alternative 1. Due to the amount of
development density in this sector under Alternative 3, it is anticipated that the amount of
light that would be generated in the East Campus would be lower than under Alternative 1.

Glare

New sources of glare would be generated in the East Campus from vehicles traveling
through and adjacent to the sector, as well as from the exterior surfaces of new buildings.
is anticipated that potential increases in glare would be lower under in East Campus Alternative 3 when compared with Alternative 1 due to the reduced amount of development density that is assumed.

**Shadows**

Development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 3 would also result in an increased potential for shadows; however, the potential for shadows would lower than Alternative 1 due to the reduced development density within the sector.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

As under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), potential development would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to the these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus). Potential development would result in new light and glare sources and potential increased shadows from certain areas surrounding potential development sites. With the additional building area in West and South Campus, the potential for increases in light, glare, and shadows from these sectors towards uses in the adjacent Primary Impact Zone areas would generally be greater under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1.

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3 compared to Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less potential for light, glare, and shadows that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 3, new light sources could be visible from certain areas of the Secondary Impact Zone but would not be anticipated to result impacts to those land uses. New sources of glare and shadows would not be anticipated to impact the Secondary Impact Zone.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height associated with potential development. All potential development projects would also comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of potential factors that could influence light, glare and shadows.
Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1. The proposed increase in maximum building heights under Alternative 1 are also assumed under Alternative 4.

West Campus

Light

Potential future development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 4 would add new sources of light to the campus including interior/exterior building lighting associated with new campus buildings, pedestrian-scale lighting and an increase mobile sources of lighting such as vehicle headlights. The amount of new light sources, and the potential for light spillage and increase in “light sky” conditions, would be the same as under Alternative 1.

Glare

Under Alternative 4, potential future development in the West Campus sector could introduce new sources of glare on the campus and result in an increase in glare from vehicles and certain new building surfaces. The increase in glare under Alternative 4 would be the same as under Alternative 1.

Shadows

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development and associated landscaping under Alternative 4 would generate shadows over adjacent portions of the West Campus sector, surrounding streets, and adjacent areas (the University District). The potential for shadows to be generated in the West Campus sector would be the same as under Alternative 1.

Shadow simulations for the West Campus sector under Alternative 4 would be the same as illustrated for Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.9-1 for the shadow simulations). At the Summer Solstice, shadows would be cast to the west of potential new building development and would transition to the north and east over the course of the day; no shadows would be cast over Portage Bay Park. During the Winter Solstice, shadows would extend in similar directions as during the Summer Solstice but would be longer in the morning and evening due to the lower angle of the sun. No shadows would be cast over Portage Bay Park.
South Campus

*Light*

Under Alternative 4, new sources of light would be generated by development in the South Campus sector, including interior/exterior building lighting associated with new campus buildings, pedestrian-scale lighting and an increase mobile sources of lighting such as vehicle headlights. It is anticipated that lighting levels, and potential for light spillage and increase in “light sky” conditions, in the South Campus sector would be less than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of development density in the sector.

*Glare*

Glare would be generated by development in the South Campus sector with development under Alternative 4 and would primarily be associated with vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the sector, as well as new building development. The potential for glare in the South Campus sector would be lower than under Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 due to the lower amount of building development density in South Campus assumed under Alternative 4.

*Shadows*

Potential development in the South Campus would generate additional shadows within the sector. Due to the level of development in the South Campus sector anticipated under Alternative 4, it is anticipated that the potential for shadows in the sector would be less than under Alternative 1.

Central Campus

*Light*

New sources of light would be generated in the Central Campus sector as part of potential development under Alternative 4. New light levels in the Central Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development in the sector. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, particularly in the north Central Campus (near NE 45th Street and the adjacent residential areas) and in the west Central Campus (near 15th Avenue NE and the adjacent University District). Potential future development in the Central Campus sector would occur on some existing surface parking lots and result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot lighting and associated light spillage. Removal of existing surface parking lots and associated lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and the addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.
Potential development in Parking lot N5 would be located adjacent to the existing Observatory and could result in impacts to the Observatory due to the potential building height and increase in ambient light/light spillage that could occur with development on the site. Currently, the Observatory is able to reduce lighting intensity in the existing parking lot to improve nighttime viewing. The ability to reduce lighting intensity would be more difficult with potential development on the existing parking lot and would create a high potential for light impacts.

**Glare**

Glare would be generated by development in the Central Campus sector and would primarily be associated with vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the sector, as well as new building development. The potential for glare would be greater under Alternative 4 compared to Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development density assumed in the Central Campus. All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of potential factors that could influence glare such as façade design, façade materials, and glazing.

**Shadows**

Under Alternative 4, potential future development in the Central Campus sector would generate additional shadows within the sector. Due to the level of development assumed under Alternative 4, Central Campus would also have a higher potential to generate shadows compared to Alternative 1. Shadows from future development would not be anticipated to affect public parks/open spaces but could be cast over some existing off-campus areas (to the north and west of the Central Campus). All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of building orientation, building height and associated potential shadows.

**East Campus**

**Light**

Potential development within the East Campus sector under Alternative 4 would create new sources of light that would be similar to those described for Alternative 1. Due to the increased amount of assumed development in this sector under Alternative 4, it is anticipated that the amount of light that would be generated in the East Campus would be higher than under Alternative 1. Areas immediately adjacent to potential new campus buildings could experience some localized light spillage, particularly along Montlake Boulevard NE and existing athletic facilities (soccer field and baseball field). Potential future development in the East Campus would occur on a majority of the existing E1 and E18...
surface parking lots and would result in a reduction in the amount of surface parking lot pole lighting and associated light spillage associated with those former facilities. The removal of existing surface parking lots and lighting would include the development of new buildings on the parking lots and the addition of new building lighting and pedestrian lighting that would be a part of new development on those sites.

**Glare**

New sources of glare would be generated in the East Campus sector from the exterior surfaces of new buildings and vehicles traveling through and adjacent to the sector. It is anticipated that potential for glare would be higher under Alternative 4 when compared with Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development density that is assumed in the East Campus. It is anticipated that façade design on potential future development projects would be similar to recent campus development and would not be highly reflective or create a substantial source of glare.

**Shadows**

Development in the East Campus sector would also result in an increased potential for shadows when compared to Alternative 1 due to the increased development density within the sector. Potential development within the existing surface parking lots in the East Campus would result in building-generated shadows over portions of Montlake Boulevard NE, existing athletic facilities (i.e., track facility, baseball field, and soccer fields) and open space areas. All potential development projects would comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of building orientation, building height and associated potential shadows.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development on the University of Washington Seattle campus. With the focus of development in the West, Central and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), potential development would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West and Central Campus), a portion of the residential neighborhood to the north of 45th Street NE (adjacent to Central Campus), and University Village and the Laurelhurst neighborhood (adjacent to the East Campus sector). Potential development would result in new light and glare sources and potential increased shadows from certain areas surrounding potential development sites. With the increased building development area in West, Central, and East Campus sectors,
there is a potential for increases in light, glare and shadows from these sectors towards uses in the adjacent Primary Impact Zone areas.

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4 compared to Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less potential for light, glare and shadows that would impact land uses adjacent to the South Campus sector in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 4, new light sources could be visible from certain areas of the Secondary Impact Zone but would not be anticipated to result impacts to land uses in those areas. New sources of glare and shadows would not be anticipated to impact the Secondary Impact Zone.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height associated with potential development. All potential development projects would also comply with the University’s design review process and design standards (i.e., architectural review, landscape review and environmental review), which would include a review of potential factors that could influence light, glare and shadows.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place would not occur. Because the vacation is not intended to increase the amount of building development on campus, the same amount of development and associated increases in light, glare and shadows would occur as under Alternatives 1 through 4. As a result, it is anticipated that the light, glare and shadow impacts under Alternative 5 would be similar to those analyzed under Alternatives 1 through 4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

To the extent that increases in light, glare and shadows would occur with development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, it could result in a cumulative increase in light, glare and shadows when combined with existing and potential future development in the surrounding campus area. However, the existing campus and surrounding areas are already highly developed urban areas and significant cumulative impacts associated with light, glare and shadows would not be anticipated.
Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington is responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan and would complete a SEPA threshold analysis/determination for individual projects.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.9-6), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For example, areas of campus that contain existing light-sensitive uses (i.e., the Observatory) are identified as having a “High” potential for light impacts, while areas of campus located at a distance from those light-sensitive uses are identified as having a “Low” potential for impacts. The southern portion of the Central Campus containing the Physics-Astronomy Sundial and the University’s Greenhouse is also identified as having a “High” potential for shadow impacts.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### 3.9.3 Mitigation Measures

The following measures would be available for development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
Figure 3.9-6
Light, Glare and Shadows Sensitivity Map
Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- The University of Washington’s existing design review processes (architectural, landscaping and environmental review) would continue to be used to review all building projects on campus.

- Exterior light fixtures would continue to be shielded and sited to focus lighting and direct light away from adjacent off-campus land uses.

- The design of potential future development would consider the use of the least reflective glazing available to minimize the effects of reflective solar glare.

Additional Measure Applicable to High Potential Campus Areas

- Potential future development on the N5 parking area under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would require project-specific coordination with the adjacent Observatory to determine potential light-related issues and could require additional analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).

- Prior to development on Sites S38, S39, S40 and S41, the University would coordinate with the Department of Physics and the Department of Biology regarding options to minimize or mitigate the impact of shadows on the daylighting needs of the Physics-Astronomy Sundial and the University’s Greenhouse, respectively.

3.9.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Potential future development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would result in an increase in light, glare, and shadows on campus associated with new buildings and associated campus landscaping. With the implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse impacts would be anticipated.
3.10 AESTHETICS/VIEWS

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing aesthetic and view conditions on the University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity and evaluates the potential impacts to aesthetics and views that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.10.1 Affected Environment

Existing Campus

The visual character of the University of Washington campus is quite varied and contains a variety of buildings types, open space areas and views. For example, the Central Campus sector is typified by older, brick buildings with formal open space areas, while the South Campus sector is characterized by larger, contemporary buildings and more informal shoreline open spaces. The campus setting and layout of buildings and open space areas provides views of Mount Rainier, the Cascade Mountains, the Olympic Mountains, Lake Washington, Union Bay, Portage Bay and the downtown Seattle skyline. A more detailed discussion of the aesthetic and visual character for each of the four campus sectors is provided below.

West Campus

Aesthetic Character

The West Campus sector is generally bounded by NE 41st Street to the north, 15th Avenue NE to the east, Portage Bay to the south, and the University Bridge/Roosevelt Way NE and 6th Avenue NE to the west. This area of campus has the strongest connection with the adjacent University District neighborhood and as such, existing campus uses reflect that relationship with the adjacent area. Existing campus uses primarily include instructional and administrative uses, as well as several recently constructed student housing buildings. Instructional and administrative uses are generally located south of NE Pacific Street and along 15th Avenue NE and University Way NE. These uses include a range of building sizes and building heights; several of the buildings are over 50 years of age (i.e., the Commodore-Duchess Apartments, Eagleson Hall, and Henderson Hall).

Student housing uses are generally located west of University Way NE and north of NE Pacific Street. Student housing buildings (Elm Hall, Poplar Hall, Alder Hall, Lander Hall, etc.)
are primarily recently constructed buildings ranging from six to seven stories in height. The southern portion of the West Campus sector also includes shoreline uses such as spaces leased for private houseboats and boat moorages, as well as a street-end boat launch; Sakuma Viewpoint is located along the shoreline as well and provides a small-scale park/open space.

Views

Existing views in the West Campus sector are primarily provided by many of the north-south streets that allow for territorial views of the surrounding area. The views, for the most part, are of Portage Bay and the north portion of Capitol Hill. Views are available along Campus Parkway NE and include territorial views of the surrounding area to the west. The Sakuma Viewpoint is also located in the area along the shoreline and provides views to the south over Portage Bay.

In addition to existing views on campus, Scenic Routes are located within the campus area as designated by the City of Seattle (Ordinances #97025 and #114057). Scenic Routes are identified by the City as roadways/rights-of-way where view protection is encouraged. Within the West Campus sector, NE Campus Parkway and 15th Avenue NE are designated as Scenic Routes by the City of Seattle. NE Campus Parkway provides views to the west to portions of downtown Seattle, while 15th Avenue NE provides views to the south of Portage Bay (primarily in the south portion of the roadway near NE Pacific Street). In addition, several designated landmark buildings are located in the site vicinity and are visible and/or have views of the West Campus sector, including: the Puget Sound Lumber/Bryant Marina Building\(^1\), Seattle Yacht Club, Montlake Community Center, the University Methodist Episcopal Church, and the Neptune Building.

\(^1\) It should be noted that the Puget Sound Lumber/Bryant Marina Building is anticipated to be demolished to accommodate the proposed Bryant Park which is part of the mitigation for the SR 520 bridge project.
South Campus

Aesthetic Character

The South Campus sector is bounded by NE Pacific Street to the north, Montlake Boulevard to the east, Portage Bay to the south, and 15th Avenue NE to the west. This area is generally characterized by existing development associated with the University of Washington Medical Center and the Magnuson Health Sciences Center; instructional uses, including William H. Foege Hall, Hitchcock Hall and the Ocean Sciences Building are also located near 15th Avenue NE. To the south of Columbia Road, the area also includes administrative and research uses, as well as shoreline open space and piers associated with Oceanography and Marine Sciences uses. Several buildings in this area are over 50 years of age, including the Magnuson Health Sciences Center and the Oceanography Building.

The medical and health facilities in this area of campus range from five to 13 stories in height and have taken the form of a continuous building structure that extends from the Portage Bay Vista to Montlake Boulevard NE. This form of development has restricted the number of pedestrian connections between NE Pacific Street and the waterfront. The area south of Columbia Road is also developed, but waterfront open space is provided south of the Surgery Pavilion and near the Portage Bay Building.

Views

The South Campus includes the existing Portage Bay Vista, which provides views to the south of Portage Bay and portions of Capitol Hill. 15th Avenue NE also provides a view to the south of a portion of Capitol Hill. Due to the presence of existing trees and development adjacent to the roadway, views to the west and east along NE Pacific Street are generally limited to the immediate surrounding area, with the exception being near the intersection with Montlake Boulevard NE where partial views of Lake Washington and Bellevue are available in the background.

Several designated City of Seattle landmark buildings are located in the site vicinity and are visible and/or have views of the South Campus, including: the Seattle Yacht Club, Montlake Community Center, and the Montlake Bridge.

Central Campus

Aesthetic Character

The core of the Central Campus sector contains most of the early campus buildings and is surrounded by a perimeter of newer development. The framework for the historic core was
based on an integration of the plan for the 1909 Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition and the 1915 Bebb and Gould Plan. Stevens Way essentially encircles the core, with extensions along Memorial Way and Rainier Vista. As such, the Central Campus sector includes several buildings that are 50 years of age or older (see Section 3.12, Historic Resources, for further details on each building), including Denny Hall (1895 – first building on campus), the Observatory (1895), Lewis Hall (1896), Clark Hall (1896), Parrington Hall (1902), and Architecture Hall (1909 – the last major building remaining from the 1909 Alaskan-Yukon-Pacific Exposition). The Central Campus sector also includes areas surrounding the perimeter of the historic core, such as along Montlake Boulevard, NE Pacific Street and 15th Avenue NE. Important buildings in the Central Campus sector perimeter include Kincaid Hall, Guthrie Hall and the Physics and Astronomy Building.

Building heights and sizes range from small, one-story structures to larger and taller buildings such as the 12-story McMahon Hall and the 8-story Physics/Astronomy Tower; however, the majority of the buildings in the Central Campus sector range from two- to five-stories in height.

Major open spaces on the Central Campus sector include Rainier Vista, Memorial Way, the Liberal Arts Quadrangle, Denny Yard, the Central Plaza/Red Square, the Campus Green/Parrington Lawn, Engineering Quadrangle, the HUB Yard, Denny Field, and the Archery Range/Penthouse Lawn. Rainier Vista is a tree-lined view corridor that provides views into campus and out towards Mount Rainier, and is vital to the character and form of the campus open space system. Memorial Way is the major ceremonial entrance for vehicle and pedestrian traffic entering the campus from NE 45th Street. The Liberal Arts Quadrangle (the Quad) is a formal open space that is framed by Collegiate Gothic buildings. The Central Plaza/Red Square is a hardscaped, urban plaza of red brick. The HUB Yard is a sunny, open tree-lined lawn area adjacent to the HUB. Denny Yard was the earliest “front yard” of the campus and consists of lawn areas framed by existing trees and buildings.

Views

From the Central Campus sector, Rainier Vista provides one of the most dramatic views on the campus with views to the south of Mount Rainier which is framed by trees lining the vista, as well as Drumheller Fountain. Red Square also affords views of the Olympic Mountains and territorial views of NE Campus Parkway and Portage Bay to the west and southwest. Partial Views of Union Bay, Lake
Washington and the Cascade Mountains are afforded from Stevens Way. The Campus Green/Parrington Lawn provides views from the campus to the University District. Both the Campus Green/Parrington Lawn and Memorial Way also afford views into the Central Campus sector from adjacent areas.

15th Avenue NE and NE 45th Street are designated as scenic routes by the City of Seattle and are located adjacent to the Central Campus sector. 15th Avenue NE provides views to the south of Portage Bay (primarily in the south portion of the roadway near NE Pacific Street) and NE 45th Street provides views of Lake Washington and the Cascade Mountains (primarily from the NE 45th Street bridge over 25th Avenue NE). Three existing City of Seattle landmark buildings are also located in the vicinity and are visible and/or have views of the Central Campus sector, including: the University Presbyterian Church, the Wilsonian Apartment building, and Sigma Kappa Mu house.

East Campus

Aesthetic Character

The East Campus sector is separated from Central Campus by Montlake Boulevard NE and connections to the campus are limited to three pedestrian bridges and campus entrance at NE 44th Place. The East Campus sector is generally bounded by NE 45th Street to the north, Union Bay to the east, the Lake Washington Ship Canal to the south, and Montlake Boulevard to the west. The existing character of the East Campus sector is primarily defined by athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking and open space/natural areas. Development with the area is primarily located in the south portion of the area, along Montlake Boulevard, and includes Husky Stadium, Alaska Airlines Arena at Hec Edmundson Pavilion, the Intermural Activities Building, the golf driving range, and several sports fields; the existing E1 parking area also comprises a large portion of the area along Montlake Boulevard. Instructional/research uses are located along the eastern boundary of the area, as well as student housing (Laurel Village). Buildings over 50 years of age in the area include Alaska Airlines Arena at Hec Edmundson Pavilion, and the Center for Urban Horticulture.

A large portion of the East Campus sector is undeveloped and comprised of the Union Bay Natural Area, which is an environmentally sensitive area along the shoreline of Union Bay. Some waterfront developments are located along the shoreline, including the Waterfront Activities Center, the Conibear Shellhouse, and the Canoe House.
Views

The East Campus sector includes views of Union Bay, Lake Washington, cities along the eastern shore of Lake Washington (i.e., Bellevue, Medina, and Kirkland), and partial views of the Cascade Mountains. Views of Lake Washington are afforded from many locations in the East Campus sector, including from Husky Stadium. Montlake Boulevard NE runs north-south along the western boundary of the area and provides limited view opportunities, primarily near the southern portion at the Montlake Bridge.

NE 45th Street is designated as scenic route by the City of Seattle and located in the vicinity of the East Campus sector. This scenic route provides views of over the East Campus sector towards Lake Washington and the Cascade Mountains (primarily from the NE 45th Street bridge over 25th Avenue NE).

Surrounding Area (including Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Area)

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

The area surrounding the University of Washington campus is reflective of both natural and built features. The primary natural features in the area are Union Bay, Portage Bay and the Lake Washington Ship Canal that form the southern and eastern boundaries of the campus. These waterways also separate the University of Washington campus, the University District and the Laurelhurst neighborhood from the communities to the south (Mountlake, Broadmoor and Capitol Hill neighborhoods).

Prominent built features that influence the aesthetic character of the area consist primarily of transportation routes, including Interstate 5 (I-5) and State Route 520 (SR-520). I-5, the major north/south vehicular travel corridor west of Lake Washington, effectively separates the communities in the vicinity of the University of Washington on the east side of I-5 from the communities of Wallingford, Fremont and Green Lake on the west side of I-5. SR-520, a major east/west vehicle travel corridor across Lake Washington, provides an additional separation between the areas immediately north and south of the Ship Canal and Portage Bay.
Below is a discussion on areas in the Primary Impact Zones as they relate to the individual campus sectors. Aesthetics Conditions in the Secondary Impact Zone are similar to those described for the Primary Impact Zone, although views to the University of Washington campus are more distant than those in the Primary Impact Zone.

West Campus

The area adjacent to the West Campus sector is generally characterized by retail/commercial uses within the University District neighborhood, including retail shops/restaurants, offices, churches, multifamily residences, and hotels. Buildings in the area generally range from one to four stories in height, with several high-rise structures such as the 22-story UW Tower, the 14-story Hotel Deca, and several multifamily residential structures ranging from 7 to 11 stories. Further to the west is Interstate 5. It should be noted that the City of Seattle recently adopted changes to the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning for the University District area which allow for increased building heights and building density, particularly within the areas adjacent to the University of Washington campus and the future light rail station. The 2015 University District Urban Design EIS evaluated a range of increases in maximum building heights in the area from up to 125-160 feet (Alternative 1) to 240-320 feet (Alternative 2). Potential future development in the University District associated with zoning changes could result in changes to the aesthetic character of the University District.

South Campus

To the immediate south of the South Campus sector is the Lake Washington Ship Canal and Portage Bay. Further to the south are Interstate 520 and the Montlake, Broadmoor and Madison Park residential neighborhoods, which are primarily comprised of low density single family residences. Several parks are located in this area, including the Washington Park Arboretum, Montlake Park and Playground, Interlaken Park, Louisa Boren Park and Volunteer Park; the Broadmoor Golf Club is also located in the area. Industrial uses are also located to the southwest of the campus, along NE Northlake Way.

Central Campus

The area to the north of the Central Campus sector is primarily comprised of residential uses, including multifamily apartment buildings, fraternity/sorority houses and single family residences (many of which are rented to University of Washington students); several
churches are also located within this area, including the University Presbyterian Church, the University Congregational United Church of Christ, the University Christian Church, and the Prince of Peace Catholic Newman Center. Buildings in this area are generally two- to four-stories in height. Retail and commercial uses in the University District are primarily located to the west of the Central Campus sector and are generally one- to four-stories in height.

### East Campus

To the north of the East Campus sector are commercial/retail uses associated with the University Village shopping center which includes retail/restaurant uses and structured parking; additional commercial uses (retail, hotels, offices, etc.) are also located surrounding the shopping center. Buildings are generally two to five-stories in height in this area. To the east of the East Campus sector is Lake Washington/Union Bay and the Laurelhurst residential neighborhood. The Laurelhurst neighborhood generally consists of low density single family residences and park uses (Laurelhurst Park and Laurelhurst Community Center). Buildings in this area are generally two to three-stories in height. Children’s Hospital and commercial uses are also located near Sand Point Way NE.

### 3.10.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies the potential impacts on existing aesthetic character and views on the University of Washington campus and in the surrounding areas that could occur with development under the EIS Alternatives.

Under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*, new development of approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area on the campus would result in increased density and building heights, particularly within the West Campus sector where maximum building heights would increase from 105 feet to 240 feet. Development standards would be included as part of the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* to ensure that new development would minimize visual impacts and be compatible with the existing aesthetic character of the campus.

Existing view corridors (i.e., Rainier Vista, Memorial Way, Parrington Lawn, Portage Bay Vista, etc.) would be preserved as part of the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. In addition, areas reserved for planned open space such as the planned West Campus Green would allow for the development of an additional view corridor along Brooklyn Avenue NE towards Portage Bay.
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that the approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new development on the campus under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not occur and that only the remaining development capacity under the CMP Seattle 2003 would be developed (approximately 211,000 gsf). Increased campus population of approximately 422 FTEs would occur under the No Action Alternative through the remaining development under the CMP Seattle 2003.

Due to the lower level of development compared to Alternatives 1, 2 and 3, impacts to aesthetics and views would be substantially lower under the No Action Alternative, and the aesthetic and view conditions on the campus would remain similar to the existing conditions.

Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increase

Under Alternative 1, which most closely reflects the illustrative allocation of building development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new building space would be developed throughout the campus with a focus of this development in the West and South Campus sectors and more limited development in the Central and East Campus sectors.

The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan contemplates increased maximum building height for the West Campus sector from the current 37 to 105 feet\(^2\) to 30 to 240 feet\(^3\) in order to allow for a level of building development in the West Campus sector sufficient to meet forecasted population growth, allow for the reservation of areas for open space improvements (including the planned West Campus Green and other open spaces), and provide for building space in staggered towers to allow for view corridors.

West Campus

Aesthetic Character

Potential future development under Alternative 1 would change the aesthetic character of the West Campus sector which is primarily comprised of low- to mid-rise buildings (one- to six-stories in height), to a denser environment with taller buildings (see Figure 3.10-1 for illustration of potential building massing under Alternative 1). Approximately 3.0 million gsf of development would occur in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1. Maximum building height in the areas outside of the shoreline jurisdiction would range from 160 feet

\(^2\) Maximum building height limit of 37 feet along the shoreline to 105 feet in the area north of NE Campus Parkway.

\(^3\) Maximum limit of 30 feet along the shoreline to 240 feet in the area north of NE Pacific Street.
Note: This illustration represents a conceptual plan and massing for development and areas reserved for planned open space. It is intended for EIS analysis purposes and
in the southern portion of the West Campus sector to 240 feet in the northern portion (within areas north of NE Pacific Street). Future development up to the maximum height limit would be similar to some of the tallest existing buildings within the University District area (i.e. the UW Tower, Hotel Deca, multifamily residential buildings, etc.).

Although these increased heights would represent an increase in building heights when compared to the majority of the current buildings in the area, they would be consistent with the vision for potential future development that is identified for the University District. As part of the City of Seattle’s University District Urban Design Framework Plan, maximum buildings heights up to 320 feet may be allowed within certain areas of the University District, including areas adjacent to the West Campus sector.

Increased building heights under Alternative 1 would allow for smaller building footprints and the use of fewer development sites to accommodate the 3.0 million gsf of development in the West Campus sector. This, in turn, would create the potential opportunity for more open space surrounding potential future building development and allow for the reservation of space for the potential new five-acre West Campus Green that would connect with Portage Bay Park. The potential new open space in the West Campus sector would enhance the aesthetic character of the area and provide new areas for recreation and gathering.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area. Implementation of these development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential aesthetic impacts associated with increased density and increased building heights in the West Campus sector.

**Views**

Potential development under Alternative 1 would modify views in the West Campus sector to reflect the increased density and building heights under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. However, pursuant to development standard provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, new development would be intended to minimize visual impacts and preserve existing view corridors within the campus.

NE Campus Parkway is identified as a primary view corridor on the campus and potential future development adjacent to NE Campus Parkway would be considered to have a high
potential for view impacts. Potential development located adjacent to the NE Campus Parkway scenic route and would have a high potential to affect the character of views along the scenic route. Territorial views to the west along NE Campus Parkway would be preserved under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Development under Alternative 1 would also create an additional north-south view corridor along Brooklyn Avenue NE and through the potential West Campus Green which would provide additional views of Portage Bay and enhance the visual character of the West Campus sector.

Existing landmarks in the vicinity of the West Campus sector (University Methodist Episcopal Church and the Neptune Building) would be located to the north of potential development sites in the West Campus sector and potential impacts to views of these landmarks are not anticipated. The view of existing landmarks to the south (i.e., Seattle Yacht Club, Montlake Bridge, and Montlake Community Center) would not change with potential development, but distant views from their respective locations would change to reflect new development and increased density and building height under Alternative 1. Views from the south would also reflect the planned West Campus Green located along Portage Bay. However, these changes in views are not anticipated to result in significant adverse impacts to the existing landmarks.

In addition, potential development along the 15th Avenue NE scenic route could also affect the character of views along the roadway. Potential development along 15th Avenue NE would be intended to activate the street level within this area and would preserve the view corridor to the south associated with the existing scenic route designation. While potential future development in this area would have a high potential to impact the view corridor, provisions are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan to maintain the views along these corridors and significant impacts would not be anticipated (refer to the Visual Simulations provided later in this Alternative 1 discussion).

South Campus

Aesthetic Character

Development under Alternative 1 as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would include approximately 1.35 million gsf of net new building space. Because the South Campus is currently a highly developed area, a substantial amount of building demolition would be required to accommodate the new building space and increased density. Potential demolition of existing buildings and development of new buildings would change the aesthetic character of the South Campus sector to reflect newer building facilities with increased open space opportunities. Potential future development under the 2018 Seattle
Campus Master Plan would allow for building heights up to 240 feet in the north portion of the South Campus sector (adjacent to NE Pacific Street). While the provision of taller building heights would represent a slight increase over the CMP Seattle 2003 (small portions of the South Campus sector are allowed up to 240 feet in the CMP Seattle 2003), it would also create the opportunity for the increased building density to be accommodated by compact, high density development which would free up additional campus areas for use as open space, circulation and/or landscaping. This provision of new open space, circulation and landscaping would enhance the aesthetic character of the South Campus sector along NE Pacific Street which is predominantly currently comprised of building development. The allowance of taller buildings would also allow for the reservation of space for a view corridor and open space area within the central portion of the South Campus sector (the planned South Campus Green Corridor) which would enhance the aesthetic character and allow for additional views of Portage Bay.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area. Implementation of these development standards as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would minimize potential aesthetic impacts associated with increased density and increased building heights in the South Campus sector.

Views

Potential future development would modify views of the South Campus sector to reflect the increased density and building heights under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Potential development that would be located adjacent to the existing Portage Bay Vista would have a potential to change the view of the area adjacent to the vista; however, existing views through Portage Bay Vista towards the waterfront would be maintained as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. The allowance of more compact, taller development would also allow for the reservation of area for an additional view corridor through the central portion of the South Campus sector towards Portage Bay (the South Campus Green Corridor) which would provide enhanced opportunities for views of the waterfront area.
Distant views from existing landmarks to the south of the South Campus sector, beyond Portage Bay (i.e., Seattle Yacht Club, Montlake Bridge, and Montlake Community Center), would experience a change in views to reflect new development and increased density and building height in the South Campus sector. These changes in views are not anticipated to result in significant adverse impacts to the existing landmarks (refer to the Visual Simulations provided later in this Alternative 1 discussion).

Central Campus

Aesthetic Character

Approximately 0.9 million gsf of net new building space would be provided in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 1. Potential future development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would allow for maximum building heights that would be the same as those identified in the CMP Seattle 2003 (primarily 105-foot maximum heights with 160-foot maximum heights in the northeast corner and southwest corner and 65-foot maximum heights adjacent to Rainier Vista). Potential future development would increase the overall density in the Central Campus sector but would not substantially change the aesthetic character of the area due to the similar maximum building heights and the provision of development standards identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Existing open spaces within the Central Campus sector would also be preserved, including Rainier Vista, the Liberal Arts Quad, Red Square, Parrington Lawn and Denny Yard.

Views

Future development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is intended to preserve existing primary view corridors in the Central Campus sector, including Rainier Vista, Memorial Way NE, the Liberal Arts Quad, Olympic Vista (along NE Campus Parkway) and Portage Bay Vista. Potential development that would be adjacent to these view corridor areas would be considered to have a potential for view impacts. Potential development that is located adjacent to Memorial Way NE would have a potential to affect the view of the area adjacent to the view corridor; however, existing views to the north and south along Memorial Way would not be obstructed. Potential development located within the view shed area of the existing view corridor from the Paul G Allen Center towards Lake Washington would also have a potential to affect the views within this view corridor; however, development within this area would be limited to 65 feet in height to allow for continued views from the Paul G Allen Center.

Views from existing landmarks in the vicinity of the Central Campus sector (i.e., University Presbyterian building, Wilsonian Apartment building, and Sigma Kappa Mu building) would not change substantially with potential future development under Alternative 1. Potential development adjacent to the 15th Avenue NE scenic route would modify the character of views along 15th Avenue NE but would not obstruct views along this scenic route. The NE
45th Street scenic route is also located adjacent to the Central Campus sector but would not be affected by potential development due to the location of potential development sites and the retention of the existing vegetated buffer along the northern boundary of the Central Campus sector (refer to the Visual Simulations provided later in this Alternative 1 discussion).

**East Campus**

**Aesthetic Character**

Approximately 0.75 million gsf of net new building space would be provided in the East Campus sector under Alternative 1. Potential future development could replace a portion of existing surface parking areas (including the E1 and/or E18 lots) and would increase the density in the area; however, this increase would be substantially lower than in other areas of the campus. Maximum building heights in the East Campus sector would be similar to those identified in the existing CMP Seattle 2003, but increases in building height would be provided along Montlake Boulevard NE (maximum height of 130 feet). Due to the lower level of potential development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 1, it is anticipated that changes to the aesthetic character would not be significant.

**Views**

In general, views of the East Campus sector would not be anticipated to change substantially due to the lower level of development that is assumed for the area under Alternative 1. While no existing primary view corridors are located within the East Campus sector, views of Lake Washington are available from several areas in the East Campus sector and adjacent areas. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allows for the potential for an East Campus Land Bridge that would provide new open space area, as well as creating a view corridor from the bridge. Potential development sites have been situated to create a continuous view corridor from the bridge towards Lake Washington to provide enhanced views from the East Campus sector. Potential future development under Alternative 1 could have a potential to affect certain views of Lake Washington; however, with the lower amount of development assumed for the East Campus sector and provision of development standards and maximum building heights in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, it is anticipated that potential impacts to views would not be anticipated.

No existing landmarks are located in or adjacent to the East Campus sector that could have their views affected by potential future development. Views to the east along a portion of the NE 45th Street scenic route could be affected by potential future development within the East Campus sector. Taller buildings (potential future development up to 105 feet) could be located within the field of view from this scenic route towards Lake Washington and the Cascade Mountains and could modify the foreground views but would not obstruct views of the lake or mountains (refer to the Visual Simulations provided below).
Visual Simulations

Visual massing simulations were also prepared based on photographs of the site from selected viewpoints and photo simulations of potential development from these viewpoints. The identification of viewpoints for the visual analysis considered several factors, including City of Seattle viewpoints and scenic routes, the primary viewer groups in the area and the potential for development to impacts views. Seven viewpoints were selected as being most representative of area viewpoints and/or were determined to have the greatest potential for potential development to change the character of the view. To respond to public comments on the DEIS, the visual simulations have been updated to incorporate the existing condition photograph into each simulation and a second visual simulation (Viewpoint 4a) was added from Viewpoint 4 to reflect the visual conditions to the northwest of the University Bridge. These viewpoints are listed in Table 3.10-1 and shown on Figure 3.10-2.

Table 3.10-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viewpoint</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint 1</td>
<td>View from I-5 Southbound (Scenic Route)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint 2</td>
<td>View from I-5 Northbound (Scenic Route)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint 3</td>
<td>View from 7th Avenue NE and NE 40th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint 4</td>
<td>View from Peace Park (looking southeast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint 4a</td>
<td>View from the University Bridge at Peace Park (looking southwest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint 5</td>
<td>View from University Way NE and NE 40th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint 6</td>
<td>View from NE 45th Street Bridge (Scenic Route)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint 7</td>
<td>View from Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Based on these viewpoints, photo simulations of site redevelopment under the EIS Alternatives were prepared to represent massing based on assumed building elevations, locations, and heights. The visual analysis presented in this DEIS includes figures that incorporate the following:

- Photographs illustrating the existing visual condition as viewed from the respective viewpoints\(^4\).

---

\(^4\) Existing views from Viewpoints 1 and 2 are described via text. No existing conditions photographs are included for these viewpoints due to safety concerns associated with taking photographs on I-5.
Visual Simulation Locations

1. I-5 Southbound (Scenic Route)
2. I-5 Northbound (Scenic Route)
3. 7th Ave NE and NE 40th Street (Edge Condition)
4. Peace Park (Edge Condition)
4a. University Bridge at Peace Park (Edge Condition)
5. University Way NE and NE 40th Street (Edge Condition)
6. NE 45th Street Bridge (Scenic Route)
7. Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street (View Corridor)
Simulations of building massing envelopes representing the extent of building massing visible from the respective viewpoint, consistent with assumed total building square footage, setbacks, and maximum heights. The building massing envelopes are intended to represent the conceptual bulk and scale of potential development under each of the EIS Alternatives.

A description of the existing views to the site from the identified viewpoints are provided below, along with a description of the potential view from each location under Alternative 1.

**Viewpoint 1 – I-5 Southbound**

From **Viewpoint 1**, the existing view from Southbound I-5 includes a panoramic view of the University District, the University of Washington campus (including portions of all campus sectors), Portage Bay, and Capitol Hill. Distant background views of the east of Lake Washington (Bellevue/Kirkland) and the Cascade Mountains are also available from Southbound I-5 (see **Figure 3.10-3** for the existing views from this location under Alternative 1).

Under Alternative 1, views from Viewpoint 1 would continue to include views of the University District, the University of Washington campus (including portions of all campus sectors), Portage Bay, and Capitol Hill; green open space areas along the Portage Bay shoreline would also be visible. Assumed building development in the West Campus and South Campus sectors would be located prominently within the field of view; the proposed West Campus Green would also be prominently visible along the Portage Bay shoreline. Assumed buildings in the West and South Campus sectors would obstruct a portion of the views of existing development in the site vicinity (i.e. a portion of Husky Stadium could be obstructed from view). Views of Portage Bay and Capitol Hill, as well as background views of Bellevue/Kirkland and the Cascade Mountains would continue to be available (see **Figure 3.10-3** for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 1).

**Viewpoint 2 – I-5 Northbound**

Similar to Viewpoint 1, the existing view from **Viewpoint 2 – Northbound I-5** also consists of a panoramic view of Portage Bay, the University of Washington campus, and the University District; background views of the Bellevue/Kirkland area and the Cascade Mountains are also available (see **Figure 3.10-4** for the existing view from this location under Alternative 1).

---

Photographs are not provided from Viewpoint 1 due safety concerns associated with taking photographs on I-5.
Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Viewpoint 2: I-5 Northbound (Scenic Route)—Alternatives 1 and 2

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Views from Viewpoint 2 would include prominent views of potential development under Alternative 1 (primarily in the West Campus and South Campus sectors). New development would likely obstruct the views of certain existing buildings within the University District and University of Washington campus. Views of Portage Bay and the adjacent shoreline area would continue to be available from northbound I-5, along with the area reserved for the planned West Campus Green. Background views of the Bellevue/Kirkland area and the Cascade Mountains would also remain (see Figure 3.10-4 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 1).

**Viewpoint 3 – 7th Avenue NE and NE 40th Street**

The existing view from Viewpoint 3 is primarily comprised for the 7th Avenue NE and NE 40th Street intersection and associated street trees and landscaping adjacent to the roadways. Existing development in the West Campus sector (Benjamin D Hall Interdisciplinary Research Building) is located in the mid-ground view. Partial views of Portage Bay and the Eastlake/Capitol Hill area are located in the background within the view corridor created by the 7th Avenue NE right-of-way (see Figure 3.10-5 for a photo of the existing view from Viewpoint 3).

Under Alternative 1, the view from Viewpoint 3 would remain similar to the existing conditions. Potential future development in the West Campus sector would be visible within the left edge of the mid-ground view. Existing partial views to the south of Portage Bay and the Eastlake/Capitol Hill area would remain available from the 7th Avenue NE right-of-way (see Figure 3.10-5 for a conceptual illustration of the view from this location under Alternative 1).

**Viewpoint 4 – Peace Park**

From Viewpoint 4, the existing view from Peace Park is generally limited to views toward the southeast, due to the presence of existing trees and vegetation on and adjacent to the park. The view to the southeast primarily consists of the University Bridge, the Mercer Court Apartments (student residences), and adjacent existing trees (see Figure 3.10-6 for a photo of the existing view from Viewpoint 4).

The view to the southeast from Viewpoint 4 would remain generally similar with potential development under Alternative 1. The Mercer Court Apartments would continue to be the focal point of the views from this location. Potential future development in the West Campus sector would be adjacent to the apartment building and located within a portion of the background view as well. Potential development in the field of view would appear taller than existing development in the area from this location (see Figure 3.10-6 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 4 under Alternative 1).

---

6 Photographs are not provided from Viewpoint 2 due safety concerns associated with taking photographs on I-5.

Figure 3.10-5

Viewpoint 3: 7th Ave NE and NE 40th Street (Edge Condition)
—Alternatives 1 and 2

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Viewpoint 4a – University Bridge at Peace Park

The existing view from Viewpoint 4a looking to the south/southwest consists of the University Bridge, sidewalks, associated street landscaping, trees and vegetation. The University’s existing Mercer Court apartment buildings are located immediately east of the bridge in the mid-ground view. Background views to the south and southeast include commercial/residential buildings in the Eastlake neighborhood and I-5 (which is elevated above the bridge and Eastlake Avenue further to the south). A portion of existing development within the Downtown Seattle core is also visible in the background beyond I-5 (see Figure 3.10-7 for a photo of the existing view from Viewpoint 4a).

Under Alternative 1, the view from Viewpoint 4a would change to reflect development to the east and west of the University Bridge. Potential development to the east of the bridge would reflect taller and denser development and would obstruct the views of the existing Mercer Court buildings from this location, as well as background views of existing development in the Eastlake neighborhood. Potential development to the west of the bridge would also include taller building heights but the majority of development would be obstructed from view by existing trees located adjacent to roadways. Views further to the south (along the University Bridge) would remain and continue to include I-5 and a portion of development within the Downtown Seattle core (see Figure 3.10-7 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 4a under Alternative 1).

Viewpoint 5 – University Way NE and NE 40th Street

The existing view from Viewpoint 5 consists of the University Way NE right-of-way, associated street landscaping and adjacent existing buildings to the east and west; these existing buildings are primarily one- to two-stories in height with some taller buildings such as Gould Hall and the West Campus Utility Plant (three to four-stories). Background views to the south include the Portage Bay Parking Facility and views of Capitol Hill (see Figure 3.10-8 for a photo of the existing view from Viewpoint 5).

Under Alternative 1, the view from Viewpoint 5 would change to reflect taller, new development along the west side of University Way NE and in the background view. Potential development would change some of the aesthetic character of the view by replacing one- to two-story buildings with taller and denser development. The background views to the south along University Way NE would remain; however, a portion of the view of Capitol Hill would be obstructed by potential development to the south (see Figure 3.10-8 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 5 under Alternative 1).
Figure 3.10-7

Viewpoint 4a: University Bridge at Peace Park —Alternatives 1 and 2

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Figure 3.10-8

Viewpoint 5: University Way NE and NE 40th Street (Edge Condition)
—Alternatives 1 and 2

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Viewpoint 6 – NE 45th Street Bridge

From Viewpoint 6, the existing view includes panoramic views to the southeast of the East Campus sector, including surface parking lots, the golf driving range, athletic facilities (Husky Stadium, soccer and baseball fields and the Intermural Activities Center) and Montlake Boulevard NE. Views of Mount Rainier, the SR-520 Bridge and the Bellevue/Kirkland area are available in the background from this location (see Figure 3.10-9 for a photo of the existing view from Viewpoint 6).

The view to the southeast from Viewpoint 6 would remain generally similar to the existing conditions under Alternative 1. Panoramic views of the East Campus sector and background views of Mount Rainier, the SR-520 Bridge and the Bellevue/Kirkland area would remain from the NE 45th Street Bridge. Potential development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 1 would be located in the mid-ground view and would obstruct a portion of the view of Husky Stadium and the Intermural Activities Center from this location (see Figure 3.10-9 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 6 under Alternative 1).

Viewpoint 7 – Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street

The existing view from Viewpoint 7 consists of the Brooklyn Avenue NE/NE Pacific Street intersection and existing street trees along Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street. A portion of the John M. Wallace Building is visible beyond the existing street trees. No views of Portage Bay are currently available due to the presence of existing development and trees/vegetation (see Figure 3.10-10 for a conceptual illustration of the existing view from Viewpoint 7).

Under Alternative 1, the view from Viewpoint 7 would change to reflect the development of the planned West Campus Green and views of the water and shoreline area (views to Portage Bay currently obstructed by buildings would be afforded under Alternative 1). The view of the planned West Campus Green would potentially include green open space and views of Portage Bay and the shoreline area. Potential development would be located along the east side of Brooklyn Avenue NE, as well as within a portion of the West Campus Green. Background views of the Eastlake/Capitol Hill area would also be available from this location (see Figure 3.10-10 for a conceptual massing simulation of the view from Viewpoint 7 under Alternative 1).

Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.
Viewpoint 6: NE 45th Street Bridge (Scenic Route)—Alternatives 1 and 2

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Figure 3.10-10
Viewpoint 7: Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street (View Corridor)
—Alternatives 1 and 2

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Alternative 1 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. With the focus of development in the West Campus and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development under Alternative 1), potential development would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus sector) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus). Potential development would change the aesthetic character adjacent to these sectors and could result in a change in views from certain areas surrounding potential development sites.

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less potential for change in aesthetic character and views that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 1, distant views of development could be available from certain areas of the Secondary Impact Zone but would not be anticipated to result in aesthetic impacts to those land uses.

Development standards are identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and are intended to minimize potential aesthetic impacts of increased density and increased building height associated with potential development.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**

Alternative 2 reflects accommodation of the requested 6 million gsf of building area developed generally consistent with the CMP proposed allocation without the height increases proposed in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and assumed under Alternative 1; thus, the existing CMP height limits are assumed. Without the proposed height increases, the development capacity of the West Campus sector is limited and additional development sites would be required to approach the 3.0 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus sector identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and analyzed under Alternative 1. Given the developed nature of the West Campus sector, the opportunity for additional development sites in this sector is limited, and Alternative 2 assumes that additional development sites would be located in the area reserved for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1. Even with the additional development sites, the development capacity in the West Campus sector without the requested height increases is 2.4 million gsf of net new development (compared to 3 million gsf in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1) and the proposed CMP allocation for West Campus sector reflected in Alternative 1 cannot be achieved under Alternative 2. The approximately 0.6 million gsf of the net new development not accommodated by the West Campus sector
development capacity is shifted to the East Campus sector under Alternative 2 (see Figure 3.10-11 for an illustration of potential building massing under Alternative 2).

**West Campus**

**Aesthetic Character**

Under Alternative 2, potential future development in the West Campus sector would be more limited than under Alternative 1 because there would be no allowances for increased maximum building heights. Alternative 2 would include approximately 2.4 million gsf (compared with 3.0 million gsf under Alternative 1); however, since there would be no increase in maximum building heights on the campus, the development of less building space would actually require the use of more development sites, including building development within the area reserved for the potential West Campus Green that is included in Alternative 1. The aesthetic character of the West Campus sector would change to reflect increased development density in the area but building heights of the potential development under Alternative 2 would be similar to existing buildings in and around the West Campus sector. Compared to Alternative 1, the aesthetic character of West Campus sector under Alternative 2 would reflect shorter buildings with lesser amount of building modulation, reduction in north/south view corridors, and lesser amount of area reserved for open space.

**Views**

Due to the level of potential development density that would be provided under Alternative 2, potential impacts to views in the West Campus sector would be similar to Alternative 1 from certain locations in that existing view corridors within the campus would be preserved (i.e. NE Campus Parkway). Potential development under Alternative 2 would require the use of additional development sites in the West Campus sector when compared to Alternative 1, which would affect views from other locations on campus. For example, the potential building development within the area planned for the West Campus Green would result in a substantial reduction in view opportunities of Portage Bay and the shoreline area when compared with Alternative 1 and would result in a more limited view corridor to the south along Brooklyn Avenue NE (refer to the discussion on Visual Simulations provided later in this Alternative 2 discussion).

**South Campus**

**Aesthetic Character**

Development under Alternative 2 as part of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would include the same amount of building development as Alternative 1 (1.35 million gsf of net new building space). It is anticipated that the aesthetic character of the South Campus
Note: This illustration represents a conceptual plan and massing for development and areas reserved for planned open space. It is intended for EIS analysis purposes and is not intended to represent specific projects.
sector would reflect a similar level of development density to Alternative 1, but building heights would be lower under Alternative 2 and would feature larger building footprints than under Alternative 1.

Views

Potential development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would have a lower potential for impacts on views than under Alternative 1 due to the lower building heights. Potential development would not affect the existing Portage Bay Vista.

Views from existing landmarks to the south of the South Campus sector, beyond Portage Bay (i.e., Seattle Yacht Club, Montlake Bridge, and Montlake Community Center), would remain similar to the existing conditions (refer to the discussion on Visual Simulations provided later in this Alternative 2 discussion).

Central Campus

Aesthetic Character

Alternative 2 would include the same amount of development (approximately 0.9 million gsf of net new building space) and maximum building heights as Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1 substantial changes to the existing aesthetic character of the Central Campus sector would not be anticipated.

Views

The amount of development and maximum building heights under Alternative 2 is assumed to be the same as Alternative 1. Therefore, potential impacts to views in the Central Campus sector are anticipated to be the same as described under Alternative 1 (refer to the discussion on Visual Simulations provided later in this Alternative 2 discussion).

East Campus

Aesthetic Character

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of net new building space would be provided in the East Campus sector under Alternative 2, which would represent a substantial increase in building area when compared to Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf of net new building space). Potential future development would replace a portion of existing surface parking areas (including the E1 and/or E18 lots) and would represent a substantial increase the density of the area when compared to the existing conditions. Under Alternative 2, the aesthetic character of the East Campus sector would change from an area primarily comprised of athletic/recreation facilities and surface parking areas to new academic building space. Potential future development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be primarily located on existing surface parking lots and the majority of the existing athletic/recreation facilities
would remain (i.e., Husky Stadium, Hec Edmundson Pavilion, Chaffey Field, UW Soccer Field, Husky Outdoor Track, Intermural Activities Building, etc.).

Maximum building heights in the East Campus sector would be the same as those identified in the existing CMP Seattle 2003 (maximum heights of 37 feet within the areas identified for potential development under Alternative 2). While these building heights would be lower than Alternative 1, the amount of overall building density and bulk provided within this area would be greater under Alternative 2 and would create a substantial difference when compared to the existing surface parking areas.

**Views**

In general, views of the East Campus sector would change under Alternative 2 to reflect increased building development (1.35 million gsf of net new building space) along Montlake Boulevard NE. While no existing primary view corridors are located within the East Campus sector, views of Lake Washington are available from several areas in the East Campus sector and adjacent areas. Potential future development under Alternative 2 could have a potential to affect certain views of Lake Washington. The 2018 Campus Seattle Master Plan allows for the potential for an East Campus Land Bridge that would provide new open space area, as well as creating a new view corridor from the bridge. Potential development sites have been situated to create a continuous view corridor from the potential East Campus Land Bridge towards Lake Washington and to provide enhanced views from the East Campus sector. Development sites have also been located to maintain views of Lake Washington from the existing view corridor from the Paul G Allen Center along Snohomish Lane in the Central Campus sector.

No existing landmarks are located in or adjacent to the East Campus sector that could have their views affected by potential future development. Views to the east along a portion of the NE 45th Street scenic route could be affected by potential future development within the East Campus sector as taller buildings in the north and northwest portion of the East Campus sector could be within the field of view of the NE 45th Street scenic route. Potential future development in this area would have a medium potential for view impacts and could modify the foreground views. Views of the lake and mountains would continue remain available from that area (refer to the discussion on Visual Simulations provided below).
Visual Simulations

Visual massing simulations were also prepared for Alternative 2 based on photographs of the site from selected viewpoints and photo simulations of potential development from these viewpoints (see Table 3.10-1 for list of viewpoints and Figure 3.10-2 for a map of viewpoint locations). The following provides a description of the potential view from each location under Alternative 2.

Viewpoint 1 – I-5 Southbound

Under Alternative 2, views from Viewpoint 1 would continue to include views of the University District, the University of Washington campus (including portions of all campus sectors), Portage Bay, and Capitol Hill. Potential views would feature building development on an increased number of development sites than Alternative 1 and potential building heights would be more similar to existing development in the site vicinity. Views of existing development in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors would remain under Alternative 2, including views of Husky Stadium. Views of Portage Bay and Capitol Hill, as well as background views of Bellevue/Kirkland and the Cascade Mountains would also continue to be available. Compared to Alternative 1, the new buildings assumed under Alternative 2 would be less prominently visible. The view under Alternative 2 would reflect lower building heights, with less building modulation and tower setbacks than under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-3 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 2).

Viewpoint 2 – I-5 Northbound

Views from Viewpoint 2 would include prominent views of potential West Campus and South Campus development, similar to Alternative 1. However, development under Alternative 2 would be similar in height to existing surrounding development and would not obstruct the background views of certain existing buildings within the University District and University of Washington campus. Views of Portage Bay and the adjacent shoreline area would continue to be available from northbound I-5. Development within the planned West Campus Green area that is identified in Alternative 1 would also be visible and would create a more dense view of development in that area when compared to Alternative 1. Compared to Alternative 1, the new buildings under Alternative 2 would be less prominently visible (i.e. lower in height), although more individual buildings would be visible. The area reserved for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1 (which would be prominently visible along the Portage Bay shoreline under Alternative 1) would be in new buildings under Alternative 2. Under Alternative 2, the lower building heights would also reflect less building modulation and tower setbacks than under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-4 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 2).
Viewpoint 3 – 7th Avenue NE and NE 40th Street

Under Alternative 2, the view from Viewpoint 3 would remain similar to the existing conditions. Potential future development in the West Campus sector would be visible within the left edge of the mid-ground view and would feature lower building heights than Alternative 1. Existing partial views to the south of Portage Bay and the Eastlake/Capitol Hill area would remain available from the 7th Avenue NE right-of-way. Compared to Alternative 1, the lower building heights under Alternative 2 results in less visible building area from this viewpoint (see Figure 3.10-5 for a conceptual illustration of the view from this location under Alternative 2).

Viewpoint 4 – Peace Park

The view to the southeast from Viewpoint 4 would be generally similar with potential development under Alternative 1. The Mercer Court Apartments would continue to be the focal point of the views from this location. Potential future development in the West Campus sector would be adjacent to the apartment building and located within a portion of the background view to the north. The amount of new building area visible from this viewpoint under Alternative 2 would be similar to Alternative 1, with somewhat less building area visible (see Figure 3.10-6 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 4 under Alternative 2).

Viewpoint 4a – University Bridge at Peace Park

Under Alternative 2, the view from Viewpoint 4a would change to reflect potential development adjacent to the University Bridge; however, this development would feature lower building heights than Alternative 1. Potential development on the east side of the bridge would change the character of the view by increasing density and obstructing the majority of the view of the Mercer Court apartments, but these buildings would be lower in building height than under Alternative 1. Potential development on the west side of the bridge would also be lower than under Alternative 1 and would not be visible from this location (see Figure 3.10-7 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 4a under Alternative 2).

Viewpoint 5 – University Way NE and NE 40th Street

Under Alternative 2, the view from Viewpoint 5 would change to reflect taller, new development along the west side of University Way NE and in the background view when compared to the existing conditions. Potential development would change some of the aesthetic character of the view by replacing one- to two-story buildings with taller and denser development; however, this new development would feature shorter building heights than under Alternative 1. The background views to the south along University Way NE would remain. Compared to Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would reflect lower building heights with less potential for building modulation or tower setbacks than under Alternative
1 (see Figure 3.10-8 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 5 under Alternative 2).

**Viewpoint 6 – NE 45th Street Bridge**

The view to the southeast from Viewpoint 6 would reflect new development in the existing E1 surface parking area under Alternative 2. While this development would be visible within the mid-ground view, panoramic views of the East Campus sector and background views of Mount Rainier, the SR-520 Bridge and the Bellevue/Kirkland area would remain from the NE 45th Street Bridge. The amount of building development in East campus visible from this viewpoint under Alternative 2 would be substantially greater than under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-9 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 6 under Alternative 2).

**Viewpoint 7 – Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street**

Under Alternative 2, the view from Viewpoint 7 would change to reflect building development within the area identified for the planned West Campus Green under Alternative 1; the north/south view corridor to Portage Bay in West Campus sector provided under Alternative 1 would not be provided under Alternative 2. The view would include new building development along the east and west sides of Brooklyn Avenue NE and would include minimal views of Portage Bay and the shoreline area when compared with Alternative 1. Background views of the Eastlake/Capitol Hill area would be available from this location, but only along the Brooklyn Avenue NE corridor (see Figure 3.10-10 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 7 under Alternative 2).

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. With the focus of development in the West, South and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), potential development would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus sector), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to the East Campus sector). Potential development would change the aesthetic character adjacent to these sectors and could result in a change in views from certain areas surrounding potential development sites. Because of the lower building heights under Alternative 2, the potential for views to new buildings in the West and South Campus sectors from the Primary Impact Zone would generally be less than under Alternative 1. With the additional building area in East Campus, the potential for views to East Campus buildings from the Primary Impact Zone would generally be greater under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1.
Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2. As a result, there would be less potential for change in aesthetic character and views that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, development could be visible from certain areas of the Secondary Impact Zone but would not be anticipated to result in aesthetic impacts to those land uses.

Development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential aesthetic impacts of increased density and increased building height associated with potential development.

### Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density

Alternative 3 represents campus development with more density in the West and South Campus sectors than assumed under Alternative 1. This density under Alternative 3 would be consistent with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing increased density in campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6.0 million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 3 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan preferred allocation of building development presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the West Campus sector (3.2 million gsf versus 3.0 million gsf under Alternative 1) and South Campus (1.65 million gsf versus 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 1) sectors. The proposed increase in maximum building heights in the West, South and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1 are also assumed under Alternative 3 (see Figure 3.10-12 for a conceptual massing of Alternative 3).

### West Campus

#### Aesthetic Character

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development under Alternative 3 would change the aesthetic character of the West Campus sector which is primarily comprised of low- to mid-rise buildings (one- to six-stories in height), to a denser environment with taller buildings. Approximately 3.2 million gsf of development would occur in the West Campus sector and future development up to the maximum height limit would be similar to some of the tallest existing buildings within the University District area (i.e. the UW Tower, Hotel Deca, multifamily residential buildings, etc.).

Increased heights would represent an increase in building heights when compared to the majority of the current buildings in the area but would be consistent with the vision for potential future development that is identified for the University District. Increased building heights under Alternative 1 would allow for potential opportunities for more open space surrounding potential future building development, as well as, allow for retention of area
Note: This illustration represents a conceptual plan and massing for development and areas reserved for planned open space. It is intended for EIS analysis purposes and is not intended to represent specific projects.
for the potential five-acre West Campus Green that would connect with Portage Bay Park. The potential open space in the West Campus sector would enhance the aesthetic character of the area and provide new areas for recreation and gathering.

Similar to Alternative 1, development standards are identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area.

**Views**

Potential development under Alternative 3 would modify views in the West Campus sector to reflect the increased density and building heights, similar to Alternative 1. However, pursuant to development standard provisions identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*, new development would be intended to minimize visual impacts and preserve existing view corridors within the campus.

NE Campus Parkway is identified as a primary view corridor on the campus and potential development would have a high potential to affect the character of views along the scenic route. Territorial views to the west along NE Campus Parkway would be preserved under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. Development under Alternative 1 would also create an additional north-south view corridor along Brooklyn Avenue NE and through the planned West Campus Green which would provide additional views of Portage Bay and enhance the visual character of the West Campus sector.

Potential development along 15th Avenue NE would be intended to activate the street level within this area and would preserve the view corridor to the south associated with the existing scenic route designation. While potential future development in this area would have a high potential to impact the view corridor, provisions are identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* to maintain the views along these corridors and significant impacts would not be anticipated (refer to the Visual Simulation discussion provided later in this Alternative 3 discussion).

**South Campus**

**Aesthetic Character**

Development under Alternative 3 would include 1.65 million gsf of net new building space (compared with 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 1). Changes in aesthetic character would be similar to Alternative 1 and reflect the demolition of existing building and development of new buildings with increased open space. The provision of additional areas with building heights up to 240 feet would create the opportunity for the increased building density to be accommodated by compact, high density development which would free up additional campus areas for use as open space, circulation, landscaping and/or view corridors.
As under Alternative 1, development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area.

**Views**

Potential future development would modify views of the South Campus sector to reflect the increased density and building heights, similar to Alternative 1. Potential development that would be located adjacent to the existing Portage Bay Vista would have a potential to change the view of the area adjacent to the vista; however, existing views through Portage Bay Vista would be maintained. The allowance of more compact, taller development would also allow for the reservation of area for an additional view corridor through the central portion of the South Campus sector towards Portage Bay (the planned South Campus Green Corridor) which would provide enhanced opportunities for views of the waterfront area (refer to the Visual Simulation discussion provided later in this Alternative 3 discussion).

**Central Campus**

**Aesthetic Character**

Alternative 3 would include the same amount of development (approximately 0.9 million gsf of net new building space) and maximum building heights as Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1 substantial changes to the existing aesthetic character of the Central Campus sector would not be anticipated.

**Views**

The amount of development and maximum building heights is assumed to be the same as Alternative 1 and potential impacts to views in the Central Campus sector are also anticipated to be the same (refer to the Visual Simulation discussion provided later in this Alternative 3 discussion).

**East Campus**

**Aesthetic Character**

Approximately 0.25 million gsf of net new building space would be provided in the East Campus sector under Alternative 3 (compared with 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1). Potential future development could replace a portion of existing surface parking areas; however, this increase building development in the East Campus sector would be lower than under Alternative 1. Due to the lower level of potential development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 3, it is anticipated that changes to the aesthetic character would less than Alternative 1.
Views

In general, views of the East Campus sector would not be anticipated to change substantially due to the lower level of development that is assumed for the area under Alternative 3. Similar to Alternative 1, potential development sites have been situated to create a continuous view corridor from the potential pedestrian bridge towards Lake Washington to provide enhanced views from the East Campus sector. Potential future development could affect certain views of Lake Washington; however, potential impacts to views would be lower than under Alternative 1 (refer to the Visual Simulation discussion below).

Visual Simulations

Visual simulations were also prepared for Alternative 3 based on photographs of the site from selected viewpoints and photo simulations of potential development from these viewpoints (see Table 3.10-1 for list of viewpoints and Figure 3.10-3 for a map of viewpoint locations). The following provides a description of the potential view from each location under Alternative 3.

Viewpoint 1 – I-5 Southbound

Under Alternative 3, Viewpoint 1 would continue to include views of the University District, the University of Washington campus (including portions of all campus sectors), Portage Bay, and Capitol Hill; green open space areas along the Portage Bay shoreline would also be visible. Similar to Alternative 1, potential development in the West Campus and South Campus sectors would be located prominently within the field of view and would obstruct a portion of the views of existing development in the site vicinity. Views of Portage Bay and Capitol Hill, as well as background views of Bellevue/Kirkland and the Cascade Mountains would continue to be available (see Figure 3.10-13 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 3).

Viewpoint 2 – I-5 Northbound

Views from Viewpoint 2 would include prominent views of potential development under Alternative 3 (primarily in the West Campus and South Campus sectors). As under Alternative 1, potential new development would likely obstruct the views of certain existing buildings within the University District and University of Washington campus. Views of Portage Bay and the adjacent shoreline area would continue to be available from northbound I-5, along with the planned West Campus Green. Background views of the Bellevue/Kirkland area and the Cascade Mountains would also remain (see Figure 3.10-14 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 3).
Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
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Figure 3.10-13
Viewpoint 1: I-5 Southbound (Scenic Route)—Alternatives 3 and 4
Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Under Alternative 3, the view from Viewpoint 3 would remain similar to the existing conditions and Alternative 1. Potential future development in the West Campus sector would be visible within the left edge of the mid-ground view. Existing partial views to the south of Portage Bay and the Eastlake/Capitol Hill area would remain available from the 7th Avenue NE right-of-way (see Figure 3.10-15 for a conceptual illustration of the view from this location under Alternative 3).

**Viewpoint 4 – Peace Park**

The view to the southeast from Viewpoint 4 under Alternative 3 would remain generally similar to the existing conditions and Alternative 1. The Mercer Court Apartments would continue to be the focal point of the views from this location. Potential future development in the West Campus sector would be adjacent to the apartment buildings and would appear taller than existing development in the area from this location (see Figure 3.10-16 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 4 under Alternative 3).

**Viewpoint 4a – University Bridge at Peace Park**

Under Alternative 3, the view from Viewpoint 4a would be generally similar to Alternative 1. Potential future development would be located on the east and west side of the University Bridge and would change the character of views to reflect increased density and building heights (see Figure 3.10-17 for a photo of the view from Viewpoint 4a under Alternative 3).

**Viewpoint 5 – University Way NE and NE 40th Street**

Under Alternative 3, the view from Viewpoint 5 would change to reflect taller, new development along the west side of University Way NE and in the background view. Potential development would appear similar to Alternative 1 and would change some of the aesthetic character of the view by replacing one- to two-story buildings with taller and denser development. The background views to the south along University Way NE would remain; however, a portion of the view of Capitol Hill would be obstructed by potential development to the south (see Figure 3.10-18 for a photo of the view from Viewpoint 5 under Alternative 3).

**Viewpoint 6 – NE 45th Street Bridge**

The view to the southeast from Viewpoint 6 would remain generally similar to the existing conditions under Alternative 3 but would reflect a level of development in the East Campus sector that is lower than Alternative 1. Panoramic views of the East Campus sector and

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.

Figure 3.10-15
Viewpoint 3: 7th Ave NE and NE 40th Street (Edge Condition)
—Alternatives 3 and 4
Viewpoint 4: Peace Park (Edge Condition)—Alternatives 3 and 4

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Viewpoint 4a: University Bridge at Peace Park—Alternatives 3 and 4

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Viewpoint 5: University Way NE and NE 40th Street (Edge Conditions)  
—Alternatives 3 and 4

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
background views of Mount Rainier, the SR-520 Bridge and the Bellevue/Kirkland area would remain from the NE 45th Street Bridge. Potential development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 3 would be located in the background view similar to Alternative 1, but would not obstruct views of Husky Stadium and the Intermural Activities Center from this location (see Figure 3.10-19 for a photo of the view from Viewpoint 6 under Alternative 3).

**Viewpoint 7 – Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street**

Under Alternative 3, the view from Viewpoint 7 would change to reflect the development of the planned West Campus Green and views of the water and shoreline area. Similar to Alternative 1, the view of the planned West Campus Green would potentially include green open space and views of Portage Bay and the shoreline area. Potential development would be located along the east side of Brooklyn Avenue NE, as well as within a portion of the West Campus Green. Background views of the Eastlake/Capitol Hill area would also be available from this location (see Figure 3.10-20 for a photo of the view from Viewpoint 7 under Alternative 3).

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

As under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), potential development would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to the West Campus sector) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus), and would change the aesthetic character adjacent to these sectors and could result in a change in views from certain areas surrounding potential development sites.

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3. As a result, there would be less potential for change in aesthetic character and views that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 3, development could be visible from certain areas of the Secondary Impact Zone but would not be anticipated to result in aesthetic impacts to those land uses.

Development standards are identified in the **2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan** and are intended to minimize potential aesthetic impacts of increased density and increased building height associated with potential development.
Viewpoint 6: NE 45th Street Bridge (Scenic Route)—Alternatives 3 and 4

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Figure 3.10-20

Viewpoint 7: Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street (View Corridor)
—Alternatives 3 and 4

Note: These maps are intended to represent a conceptual plan and massing for EIS analysis purposes and are not intended to represent specific projects.
Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Alternative 4 includes a focus of campus development in the West and East Campus with increased density in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors when compared with Alternative 1. This density under Alternative 4 would be consistent with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing increased density in campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6.0 million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 4 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan preferred allocation of building development presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the Central Campus (1.1 million gsf versus 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 1) and East Campus (1.7 million gsf versus 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1) sectors (see Figure 3.10-21 for a conceptual massing of Alternative 4).

West Campus

Aesthetic Character

Development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 4 would include the same level of potential future development as Alternative 1 (3.0 million gsf) and the same increases in maximum building height limits. Therefore, potential changes to the aesthetic character of the West Campus sector are anticipated to be the same as those described under Alternative 1. Similar to Alternative 1, development standards are identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and are intended to minimize potential impacts of increased density and increased building height in this area.

Views

The amount of development and maximum building heights is assumed to be the same as Alternative 1 and potential impacts to views in the West Campus sector are also anticipated to be the same (refer to the Visual Simulation discussion provided later in this Alternative 4 discussion).

South Campus

Aesthetic Character

Development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4 would include approximately 0.2 million gsf of net new building space (compared with 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 1). The changes in aesthetic character would be substantially less than Alternative 1 due to the lower level of building development that is assumed for South Campus under Alternative 4.
Note: This illustration represents a conceptual plan and massing for development and areas reserved for planned open space. It is intended for EIS analysis purposes and is not intended to represent specific projects.
Views

Potential development that would be located adjacent to the existing Portage Bay Vista would have a potential to change the view of the area adjacent to the vista. However, when compared with Alternative 1, potential impacts to views in the South Campus sector would be much lower due to the lower amount of development that is assumed for the sector (refer to the Visual Simulation discussion provided later in this Alternative 4 discussion).

Central Campus

Aesthetic Character

Approximately 1.1 million gsf of net new building space would be provided in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 4 (compared to 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 1). Potential future development would allow for maximum building heights that would be the same as those identified in the CMP Seattle 2003 (primarily 105-foot maximum heights with 160-foot maximum heights in the northeast corner and southwest corner and 65-foot maximum heights adjacent to Rainier Vista). Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development would increase the overall density in the Central Campus sector but would not substantially change the aesthetic character of the area due to the similar maximum building heights and the provision of development standards identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Existing open spaces within the Central Campus sector would also be preserved, including Rainier Vista, the Liberal Arts Quad, Red Square, Parrington Lawn and Denny Yard.

Views

Similar to Alternative 1, future development is intended to preserve existing primary view corridors in the Central Campus sector, including Rainier Vista, Memorial Way NE, the Liberal Arts Quad, Olympic Vista (along NE Campus Parkway) and Portage Bay Vista. Potential development that would be adjacent to these view corridor areas would be considered to have a potential for view impacts. Potential development that is located adjacent to Memorial Way NE would have a potential to affect the view of the area adjacent to the view corridor; however, existing views to the north and south along Memorial Way would not be obstructed. Potential development located within the view shed area of the existing view corridor from the Paul G Allen Center towards Lake Washington would also have a potential to affect the views within this view corridor; however, development within this area would be limited to 65 feet in height to allow for continued views from the Paul G Allen Center.

Potential development adjacent to the 15<sup>th</sup> Avenue NE scenic route would modify the character of views along 15<sup>th</sup> Avenue NE but would not obstruct views along this scenic route. The NE 45<sup>th</sup> Street scenic route is also located adjacent to the Central Campus sector but would not be affected by potential development due to the retention of the existing
vegetated buffer along the northern boundary of the Central Campus sector (refer to the Visual Simulation discussion provided later in this Alternative 4 discussion).

**East Campus**

**Aesthetic Character**

Approximately 1.7 million gsf of net new building space would be provided in the East Campus sector under Alternative 4 (compared with 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1). Potential future development could replace a portion of existing surface parking areas (including the E1 and/or E18 lots) and would increase the development density and building heights in the area. Maximum building heights in the East Campus sector would be similar to those identified in the existing *CMP Seattle 2003*, but increases in building height would be provided along Montlake Boulevard NE (maximum height of 105 feet). The aesthetic character of the area along the north portion of Montlake Boulevard would change from the existing surface parking to reflect new academic building development and would feature similar or taller building heights when compared with existing campus development to the south and existing commercial development to the north (University Village shopping center).

**Views**

In general, views of the East Campus sector would change under Alternative 4 to reflect increased building development along Montlake Boulevard NE (1.7 million gsf of net new building space compared with 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1). While no existing primary view corridors are located within the East Campus sector, views of Lake Washington are available from several areas in the vicinity and potential future development under Alternative 4 could have a potential to affect certain views of Lake Washington. The potential East Campus Land Bridge would provide new open space area, as well as creating a new view corridor from the bridge, and potential development would be situated to create a continuous view corridor from the planned East Campus Land Bridge towards Lake Washington and to provide enhanced views from the East Campus sector. Development sites have also been located to maintain views of Lake Washington from the existing view corridor from the Paul G Allen Center along Snohomish Lane in the Central Campus sector.

Views to the east along a portion of the NE 45th Street scenic route could be affected by potential future development within the East Campus sector as taller buildings in the north and northwest portion of the East Campus sector could be within the field of view of the NE 45th Street scenic route (see the Visual Simulation discussion below for further details). Views of the lake and mountains would continue remain available from that area (refer to the Visual Simulation discussion below).
Visual Simulations

Visual simulations were prepared for Alternative 4 based on photographs of the site from selected viewpoints and photo simulations of potential development from these viewpoints (see Table 3.10-1 for list of viewpoints and Figure 3.10-3 for a map of viewpoint locations). The following provides a description of the potential view from each location under Alternative 4.

**Viewpoint 1 – I-5 Southbound**

Under Alternative 4, the view from Viewpoint 1 would be the same as under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-13 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 4).

**Viewpoint 2 – I-5 Northbound**

Under Alternative 4, the view from Viewpoint 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-14 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 4).

**Viewpoint 3 – 7th Avenue NE and NE 40th Street**

Under Alternative 4, the view from Viewpoint 3 would be the same as under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-15 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 4).

**Viewpoint 4 – Peace Park**

Under Alternative 4, the view from Viewpoint 4 would be the same as under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-16 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 4).

**Viewpoint 4a – University Bridge at Peace Park**

Under Alternative 4, the view from Viewpoint 4a would be the same as under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-17 for a conceptual illustration of the view from Viewpoint 4a under Alternative 4).

**Viewpoint 5 – University Way NE and NE 40th Street**

Under Alternative 3, the view from Viewpoint 5 would be generally similar to Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-18 for a photo of the view from Viewpoint 5 under Alternative 4).

**Viewpoint 6 – NE 45th Street Bridge**

The view to the southeast from Viewpoint 6 would be similar to Alternative 1 and includes panoramic views of the East Campus sector and background views of Mount Rainier, the SR-520 Bridge and the Bellevue/Kirkland area would remain from the NE 45th Street Bridge.
Potential development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 4 would be located in the mid-ground and background view and would obstruct a portion of the view of Husky Stadium and the Intermural Activities Center from this location (see Figure 3.10-19 for a photo of the view from Viewpoint 6 under Alternative 4).

**Viewpoint 7 – Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street**

Under Alternative 4, the view from Viewpoint 7 would be the same as under Alternative 1 (see Figure 3.10-20 for a conceptual illustration of the views from this location under Alternative 4).

**Summary of Impacts in Primary & Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. With the focus of development in the West, Central and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), potential development would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West and Central Campus), a portion of the residential neighborhood to the north of 45th Street NE (adjacent to Central Campus), and University Village and the Laurelhurst neighborhood (adjacent to the East Campus sector). Potential development under Alternative 4 would change the aesthetic character adjacent to these sectors and could result in a change in views from certain areas surrounding potential development sites.

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. As a result, there would be less potential for change in aesthetic character and views that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 4, development could be visible from certain areas of the Secondary Impact Zone but would not be anticipated to result in aesthetic impacts to those land uses.

Development standards are identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and are intended to minimize potential aesthetic impacts of increased density and increased building height associated with potential development.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of development would occur as under Alternatives 1 through 4, but the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place would not occur. As a result, it is anticipated that the aesthetic character and view impacts associated with potential building development under Alternative 5 would be similar to those analyzed...
under Alternatives 1 through 4 (see Figure 3.10-22 for an illustration of potential building massing under Alternative 5).

The retained portion of NE Boat Street that would not be vacated under Alternative 5 would separate the Portage Bay Park and the potential West Campus Green and the aesthetic character of these areas would not reflect the continuous open space area as under Alternatives 1 through 4.

The aesthetic character of the East Campus sector would also be different without the aerial vacation over NE Montlake Boulevard. Under this alternative, the planned East Campus Land Bridge would not occur and the associated view corridor and open space from this area would not be provided. Potential future development under Alternative 5 would have less open space and more limited view corridors than under Alternatives 1 through 4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

To the extent that potential future development of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan under Alternatives 1 through 5 occur in the vicinity of other development projects in the site area (i.e. University District, University Village, etc.), it could result in a cumulative change in the aesthetic character of the area. However, the existing campus and site vicinity are already highly developed, urban areas and significant cumulative aesthetic impacts would not be anticipated.

The 2015 University District Urban Design EIS indicates that overall, the development pattern in the University District would reinforce the highly urban visual character. To the extent that campus development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan contributes to growth in the University District, campus development could contribute to this visual character.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan and would complete a SEPA threshold analysis/determination for individual projects.
Note: This illustration represents a conceptual plan and massing for development and areas reserved for planned open space. It is intended for EIS analysis purposes and is not intended to represent specific projects.
Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.10-23), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For example, areas of campus that are located within or adjacent to identified view corridors/vistas are identified as having a “High” potential for aesthetics/view impacts, which areas that are located at a distance from those areas are identified as having a “Low” potential for impacts.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### 3.10.3 Mitigation Measures

The following measures would minimize potential aesthetic impacts that could occur with the implementation of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

#### Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- Potential future development projects would be consistent with the development guidelines and development standards identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.
- The University of Washington’s existing design review processes (architectural, landscaping and environmental review) would continue to review all building projects on campus and consider views as part of individual projects.

#### Additional Measures Applicable to Medium and High Potential Campus Areas

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located proximate to existing identified primary view corridors and vistas would require project-specific coordination to determine potential aesthetic/view-related issues associated with development on those sites, and could require additional aesthetics/view analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).
Aesthetics Sensitivity Map
3.10.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would result in changes to the aesthetic character of the campus, including increased density and building heights in the West Campus, South Campus, and East Campus sectors. With the implementation of general policies, development programs, and development standards in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, the changes to aesthetic character could be interpreted as positive changes and significant aesthetic impacts would not be anticipated.
3.11 RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing recreation uses and open spaces areas on the University of Washington campus and the surrounding off-campus area, and evaluates the potential impacts to recreation uses and open space areas that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Information added or changed subsequent to issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease identification of the added or changed information.

3.11.1 Affected Environment

University of Washington Campus

The University of Washington campus includes a diverse mix of open space features and recreational facilities on the campus. Open space areas are located throughout the campus and provide passive recreation space and areas for informal gatherings.

The majority of the active recreation facilities on the campus are located in the East Campus sector area (east of Montlake Boulevard NE) and are generally restricted for student and staff use. Four Intramural Activities (IMA) sports fields are located in this area and provide space for a variety of intramural sports leagues (softball, flag football, soccer, rugby, ultimate frisbee, etc.) as well as drop-in student use on a space available basis. The University’s IMA Building provides numerous recreation opportunities for students and staff, including a fitness center, five gyms (basketball, volleyball and badminton courts), a climbing center, a swimming pool, racquetball/handball courts, squash courts, fitness studios, cycling studios, personal training studios, and a jogging/walking track. The University golf driving range is also located in this area and is available for student and staff use, as well as use by the general public. The University’s climbing rock is located to the south of Husky Stadium and is also available for use by students, staff and the general public.

The intercollegiate athletic program generally involves organized spectator sports such as football, basketball, baseball, soccer, gymnastics, softball and track. Facilities include the Graves Building, Alaska Airlines Arena at Hec Edmundson Pavilion, Husky Stadium and, on occasion, the Intermural Activities (IMA) Building. These facilities are also used to host community and national athletic events.
The University of Washington campus is, in part, defined by significant landscaped open space. The primary existing significant landscapes and open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan are listed below.

- Archery Range
- Burke-Gilman Trail
- Campus Parkway
- Center for Urban Horticulture
- Denny Field
- Denny Yard
- Drumheller Fountain
- Forest Resources Courtyard
- Grieg Garden
- Hansee Hall Courtyards
- Hospital Glade
- HUB Yard
- Island Grove
- Liberal Arts Quad
- Medicinal Herb Garden
- Memorial Gateway
- Memorial Way
- Parrington Lawn
- Physics Courtyard
- Portage Bay Vista
- Rainier Vista
- Red Square
- Sakuma Viewpoint
- Showboat Beach
- Sol Katz Memorial Garden
- Sylvan Theater
- Union Bay Natural Area
- Whitman Court/Woodland Walk

**Surrounding Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Area**

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Several off-campus recreation uses are located in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus. The Burke Gilman Trail is a heavily used regional multi-use trail that connects the City of Seattle with the Cities of Kenmore and Bothell to the northeast. The approximately 20-mile trail travels through a portion of the University of Washington campus, including an approximately 1.75-mile stretch along the southern and eastern edge of University of Washington campus, as well as traveling through the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones to the east and west of the University of Washington campus. Identified off-campus recreation uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones include:

**Primary Impact Zone**

- University Playground
- University Heights Park
- Ravenna Woods Park
- Union Bay Boglands #1 and #2
Secondary Impact Zone

- East Montlake Park
- Montlake Playfield
- West Montlake Park

3.11.2 Impacts

Participation in active recreation activities and the use of intramural facilities would increase as the campus population increases. This anticipated increase in use could lead to demand for additional active recreational facilities and/or lead to a need for additional maintenance staff and equipment for existing facilities.

Under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, all existing significant landscaped open space would be preserved and respected. New development would allow for the potential development of new open space and/or the reconfiguration of existing open space. Opportunities to gain landscaped open space would also be pursued where possible. Potential areas reserved for potential new open space identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would primarily be located in the West, South and East Campus sectors, where the need for additional open space and recreational opportunities would be greatest.

In the West Campus sector, areas reserved for open space and passive recreational improvements under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would include a potential approximately 4.2-acre West Campus Green. This timeframe is consistent with the 10-year conceptual plan for the West Campus.

The West Campus Green would be completed co-terminus with the three million net new gross square feet of development. This timeframe is consistent with the 10-year conceptual plan for the West Campus.
connecting the City of Seattle Portage Bay Park\(^2\) on the Portage Bay shoreline with West Campus and the Seattle community to the north (the planned West Campus Green would extend to approximately NE 40\(^{th}\) Street). Other potential West Campus open space and passive recreational improvements would include potential open space improvements along NE Campus Parkway and potential pedestrian improvements along 11\(^{th}\) Avenue NE, 12\(^{th}\) Avenue NE and Brooklyn Avenue NE.

South Campus open space and passive recreational improvements would include areas reserved for the creation of a potential approximately 2.9-acre South Campus Green connecting NE Pacific Street with the waterfront\(^3\). Potential South Campus improvements would also include the Continuous Waterfront Trail providing numerous connections to the waterfront; this trail would also be located in the West and East Campus sectors\(^4\).

Potential East Campus improvements would include the Continuous Waterfront Trail which would provide pedestrian connections to the water. The University’s Climbing Rock would be retained, and replacement tennis courts to replace any courts displaced by development would be considered.

**No Action Alternative**

Under the No Action Alternative, the increase in campus population would primarily be related to the approximately 211,000 gsf of building development under the current 2003 CMP-Seattle. The approximately 211,000 gsf of building development would represent approximately three percent of the amount of development on campus assumed under Alternatives 1 through 5, and the potential for increased demand on the University of Washington campus recreational and open space uses would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1 through 5.

The open space and recreational uses proposed for the West, South and East Campus sectors of the University of Washington campus would not occur under the No Action Alternative.

---

\(^2\) The City of Seattle (Seattle Parks and Recreation) is developing Portage Bay Park on property owned by the City of Seattle on the University of Washington campus. The park is intended to serve the broader Seattle community, including the University of Washington.

\(^3\) The South Campus Green would be completed co-terminus with the development of sites S51, S53 and S54.

\(^4\) The Continuous Waterfront Trail would be completed in whole or in segments that are co-terminus with the development of three million net new gross square feet of development in the West Campus, co-terminus with the development of sites S51, S52, S53 and S54 in the South Campus, and co-terminus with the development of 750,000 net new gross square feet in East Campus.
Alternative 1 – Campus Development with West and South Campus Focus

Alternative 1 reflects the preferred allocation of building development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and includes development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space throughout the campus with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors and more limited development in the Central and East Campus sectors. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies 86 potential development sites on the campus. However, because future funding levels and program needs are fluid the individual sites to be developed have not been determined. Development could occur on any of the sites, but not all of the sites would be developed. Development under Alternative 1 is assumed to be as follows:

- **West Campus:** 3.05 million gsf
- **South Campus:** 1.35 million gsf
- **Central Campus:** 0.9 million gsf
- **East Campus:** 0.75 million gsf

Up to 7.1 acres would be reserved for new potential open space areas under Alternative 1. Potential opportunities for new open spaces would include the potential approximately 4.2-acre West Campus Green and the approximately 2.9-acre South Campus Green. The Continuous Waterfront Trail would enhance existing open space areas in the West, South and East Campus sectors. In addition, open spaces in the form of plazas and landscape areas would be provided with certain individual development projects. Existing passive recreational open spaces in the Central Campus sector would be retained.

Increased campus population under Alternative 1 would increase the demand for use of recreational facilities surrounding the University of Washington campus. Given the provision of potential new open spaces and passive recreational features on campus, however, the increase in demand would not be anticipated to result in significant impacts to off-campus recreation and open space uses.

**West Campus**

Approximately 3.0 million gsf of net new building space, representing approximately 50 percent of the total six million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1.

---

5 Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).
In the West Campus sector, the primary open space and passive recreational improvement under Alternative 1 (and in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) would include the potential new 4.2-acre West Campus Green connecting the City of Seattle Portage Bay Park on the Portage Bay shoreline with West Campus and the Seattle community to the north (the West Campus Green would extend to approximately NE 40th Street). Other potential West Campus open space and passive recreational improvements would include potential open space improvements along NE Campus Parkway and potential pedestrian improvements along 11th Avenue NE, 12th Avenue NE and Brooklyn Avenue NE. Potential West Campus improvements would also include the Continuous Waterfront Trail providing numerous connections to the waterfront. Additionally, open space opportunities could be provided with individual development projects in the West Campus sector.

The increased population associated with building development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1 (representing 50 percent of the Alternative 1 total) would increase the demand for use of recreation facilities surrounding the University of Washington campus. Given the provision of new open space and passive recreational features on campus, and within the West Campus sector, the increased demand would not be anticipated to result in significant on-campus impacts.

Existing recreational and open space facilities in the off-campus area in proximity to the West Campus sector include the University Playground, Gasworks Park and the Burke-Gilman Trail. Increased campus population in West Campus under Alternative 1 would contribute to use of these facilities, but would not be anticipated to result in significant impacts to these facilities. The West Campus Green and other open spaces in the West Campus sector would be available to the general public, including the University District, and would provide a new recreational opportunity in the area.

South Campus

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of net new building space, representing approximately 23 percent of the total 6.0 million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be added in the South Campus sector under Alternative 1.

In the South Campus sector, the primary open space and passive recreational improvement under Alternative 1 (and in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) would include the potential approximately 2.9-acre South Campus Green connecting NE Pacific Street with the waterfront. Potential South Campus improvements would also include the Continuous Waterfront Trail providing numerous connections to the waterfront; this trail would also be located in the West and East Campus sectors. Additionally, open space opportunities could be provided with individual development projects in the South Campus sector.
The increased population associated with building development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 1 (representing 23 percent of the Alternative 1 total) would increase the demand for use of recreation facilities surrounding the University of Washington campus. Given the anticipated provision of new open space and passive recreational features on campus, and within the South Campus sector, the increased demand would not be anticipated to result in significant on-campus impacts.

Existing recreational and open space facilities in the off-campus area in proximity to the West Campus sector include the West Montlake Park, East Montlake Park, Montlake Playfield and the Burke-Gilman Trail. Increased campus population in South Campus under Alternative 1 would contribute to use of these facilities, but would not be anticipated to result in significant impacts to these facilities. The South Campus Green would be available to the general public and would provide a new recreational opportunity in the area.

**Central Campus**

Approximately 0.9 million gsf of net new building space, representing approximately 15 percent of the total 6.0 million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the forecasted growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the Central Campus sector under Alternative 1.

In the Central Campus sector, the primary open space and passive recreational opportunity under Alternative 1 (and in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) would be the retention of the identified significant landscapes on campus, many of which are located in Central Campus (see the listing provided in the Affected Environment discussion above). Additionally, open space opportunities could be provided with individual development projects in the Central Campus sector.

The increased population associated with new building development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 1 (representing 15 percent of the Alternative 1 total) would increase the demand for use of recreation facilities surrounding the University of Washington campus. Given the retention of open space and passive recreational features on campus, and within the Central Campus sector, the increased demand would not be anticipated to result in significant on-campus impacts.

Existing recreational and open space facilities in the off-campus area in proximity to the Central Campus sector include the Ravenna Woods Park and University Heights Park. Increased campus population in Central Campus under Alternative 1 would contribute to use of these facilities, but would not be anticipated to result in significant impacts to these facilities.
East Campus

Approximately 0.75 million gsf of net new building space, representing approximately 13 percent of the total 6.0 million gsf of development anticipated to be needed to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space, would be provided by the East Campus sector under Alternative 1.

In the East Campus sector, the primary open space and passive recreational improvement under Alternative 1 (and in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) would include the Continuous Waterfront Trail providing numerous connections to the waterfront. The existing UW Climbing Rock would be retained, and replacement tennis courts to replace any courts displaced by development would be considered. Additionally, open space opportunities could be provided with individual development projects in the East Campus sector.

The increased population associated with new building development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 1 (representing 13 percent of the Alternative 1 total) would increase the demand for use of recreation facilities surrounding the University of Washington campus. Given the anticipated provision of new open space and passive recreational features on campus, and within the East Campus sector, the increased demand would not be anticipated to result in significant on-campus impacts.

Existing recreational and open space facilities in the off-campus area in proximity to the East Campus sector include the Union Bay Boglands #1 and #2, and Laurelhurst Park. Increased campus population in East Campus under Alternative 1 would contribute to use of these facilities, but would not be anticipated to result in significant impacts to these facilities. The East Campus sector open space and Continuous Waterfront Trail would be available to the general public, and would provide a new recreational opportunity in the area.

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Within the Primary Impact Zone identified in the City-University Agreement, it is anticipated that potential recreation and open space impacts under Alternative 1 would be as described for adjacent off-campus land uses above for each of the campus sectors and primarily include demand for off-campus facilities associated with increased campus population. The use of off-campus recreational and open space facilities would be anticipated to be similar to current conditions. New open space features on the campus under Alternative 1 would be available to the public, including to residents within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.
Due to the distance between the Secondary Impact Zone and the campus, potential impacts to the Secondary Impact Zone would be anticipated to be less than in the Primary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development Consistent with CMP and Existing Height Limits**

Alternative 2 reflects accommodation of the requested 6 million gsf of net new building area developed generally consistent with the CMP proposed allocation without the height increases proposed in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and assumed under Alternative 1; thus, the existing CMP height limits are assumed. Without the proposed height increases, the development capacity of the West Campus sector is limited and additional development sites would be required to approach the 3.0 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus sector identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and analyzed under Alternative 1. Given the developed nature of the West Campus sector, the opportunity for additional development sites in this sector is limited, and Alternative 2 assumes additional development sites in the area reserved for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1. Even with the additional development sites, the development capacity in the West Campus sector without the requested height increases is 2.4 million gsf of net new development (compared to 3 million gsf in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1) and the proposed CMP allocation for West Campus reflected in Alternative 1 cannot be achieved under Alternative 2. The approximately 0.6 million gsf of the net new development not accommodated by the West Campus sector development capacity is shifted to the East Campus sector under Alternative 2. The anticipated building development by campus sector under Alternative 2 is as follows:

- **West Campus**: 2.4 million gsf
- **South Campus**: 1.35 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 0.9 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 1.35 million gsf

**West Campus**

Under Alternative 2, development in the West Campus sector would be less than under Alternative 1 (approximately 2.4 million gsf compared with 3.0 million gsf) and the maximum building heights for the campus would remain (currently 37 to 105 feet). Because there would be no increase in maximum building heights, the development of 2.4 million gsf in the West Campus sector would actually require the use of more development sites within the West Campus sector and would result in building development within the area that was reserved for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1. This planned open space is intended, in part, to connect the West Campus sector, and the University District, to the waterfront would not be provided under Alternative 2.
The increased population associated with new building development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be less than under Alternative 1. Because the West Campus Green would not be provided, the increased population in West Campus would result in a greater demand than under Alternative 1 on on-campus open spaces, as well as on Portage Bay Park.

Existing recreational and open space facilities in the off-campus area in proximity to the West Campus sector include the University Playground, Gasworks Park and the Burke-Gilman Trail. Increased campus population in West Campus under Alternative 2 would contribute to use of these facilities at a greater level than under Alternative 1, but would not be anticipated to result in significant impacts to these facilities.

**South Campus**

Development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would include the same amount of development as Alternative 1 (approximately 1.35 million gsf of net new building space) and open space opportunities as described under Alternative 1 and potential impacts to on-campus and off-campus recreational resources would be similar to that under Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

Development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would include the same level of potential development as Alternative 1 (approximately 0.9 million gsf.) and open space opportunities as described under Alternative 1. Potential impacts to on-campus and off-campus recreational resources would be similar to that under Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

Under Alternative 2, lower building heights in the West Campus sector when compared with Alternative 1 would result in the need to develop additional areas of the East Campus sector in order to achieve 6 million gsf of development on the overall campus as identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Increased development in the East Campus sector would include approximately 1.35 million gsf of building space (compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1) which would represent approximately 23 percent of the total development anticipated to be needed to meet the anticipated growth in demand for building space.

As under Alternative 1, the primary open space and passive recreational improvement in the East Campus sector under Alternative 2 would include the planned Continuous Waterfront Trail providing connections to the water. The existing UW Climbing Rock would be retained. Replacement tennis courts to replace any courts displaced by development would also be considered. Additionally, open space opportunities could be provided with individual development projects in the East Campus sector.
The population in the East Campus sector would increase under Alternative 2 and would be greater than under Alternative 1 (1.35 million gsf of building space compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1). This increased population would be anticipated to result in a corresponding increase in the demand for use of recreation facilities surrounding the University of Washington campus when compared to Alternative 1. Given the anticipated provision of new open space and passive recreational features on campus, and within the East Campus, sector the increased demand would not be anticipated to result in significant on-campus impacts.

Existing recreational and open space facilities in the off-campus area in proximity to the East Campus sector include the Union Bay Boglands #1 and #2, and Laurelhurst Park. Increased campus population in East Campus under Alternative 1 would contribute to use of these facilities, but would not be anticipated to result in significant impacts to these facilities. The East Campus sector open space and Continuous Waterfront Trail would be available to the general public, and would provide a new recreational opportunity in the area.

**Primary and Secondary Impact Zones**

Within the **Primary Impact Zone** identified in the City-University Agreement, it is anticipated that potential recreation and open space impacts under Alternative 2 would be as described for adjacent off-campus land uses above for each of the campus sectors and primarily include demand for off-campus facilities associated with increased campus population. The use of off-campus recreational and open space facilities would be anticipated to be similar to current conditions. Many of the new open space features on the campus under Alternative 2 would be available to the public, including to residents within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Due to the distance between the **Secondary Impact Zone** and the campus, potential impacts to the Secondary Impact Zone would be anticipated to be less than in the Primary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Alternative 3 reflects development of the 6.0 million gsf of net new building space consistent with the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* but assumes that an increased amount of density would be provided in the West Campus and South Campus sectors, as follows:
West Campus

Under Alternative 3, development in the West Campus sector would feature a similar type and layout of land uses with the same maximum building heights as Alternative 1; however, Alternative 3 would include an increased amount of density within the West Campus sector compared to Alternative 1 (approximately 3.2 million gsf compared with 3.0 million gsf). With the assumed increase in allowable building heights, Alternative 3 includes the reservation of land for the 4.2-acre West Campus Green. As under Alternative 1, the Continuous Waterfront Trail would be provided West Campus under Alternative 3.

New population associated with new building development in West Campus sector would be greater under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1, with somewhat greater potential to increase demand for off-campus recreational facilities; however, significant impacts to off-campus open space and recreational facilities would not be anticipated. As under Alternative 1, the West Campus Green and Continuous Waterfront Trail would be available to the general public.

South Campus

Development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 3 would also feature a similar type and layout of land uses as Alternative 1 with the same maximum building heights, but would represent an increase in development density when compared with Alternative 1 (approximately 1.65 million gsf versus 1.35 million gsf of net new building space). As under Alternative 1, the South Campus Green and Continuous Waterfront Trail would be provided.

New population associated with new development in South Campus would be greater under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1, with somewhat greater potential to increase demand for off-campus recreational facilities; however, significant impacts to off-campus open space and recreational facilities would not be anticipated. As under Alternative 1, the South Campus Green and Continuous Waterfront Trail would be available to the general public.

Central Campus

Development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 3 would include the same level of potential development as Alternative 1 (approximately 0.9 million gsf) and open space opportunities as described under Alternative 1. Potential impacts to on-campus and
off-campus recreational resources under Alternative 3 would be similar to that under Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

Under Alternative 3, development in the East Campus sector would reflect a reduced amount of development within this campus sector. Approximately 0.25 million gsf would be provided under Alternative 3, compared with 0.75 million under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, the primary open space and passive recreational improvement under Alternative 1 (and in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*) would include the planned Continuous Waterfront Trail. The existing UW Climbing Rock would be retained. Replacement tennis courts to replace any courts displaced by development would be considered. Potential East Campus improvements would also include the Continuous Waterfront Trail.

**Primary and Secondary Impact Zones**

Within the **Primary Impact Zone** identified in the City-University Agreement, it is anticipated that potential recreation and open space impacts under Alternative 3 would be as described for adjacent off-campus land uses above for each of the campus sectors and primarily include demand for off-campus facilities associated with increased campus population. The use of off-campus recreational and open space facilities would be anticipated to be similar to current conditions. New open space features on the campus under Alternative 3 would be available to the public, including to residents within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Due to the distance between the **Secondary Impact Zone** and the campus, potential impacts to the Secondary Impact Zone would be anticipated to be less than in the Primary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**

Alternative 4 reflects development of the 6.0 million gsf of net new building space consistent with the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus, but an increased amount of density would be provided in the Central Campus and East Campus sectors when compared to Alternative 1.

- **West Campus**: 3.0 million gsf
- **South Campus**: 0.2 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 1.1 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 1.7 million gsf
West Campus

Development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 4 would include the same level of potential development as Alternative 1 (approximately 3.0 million gsf) and open space opportunities as described under Alternative 1. Potential impacts to on-campus and off-campus recreational resources under Alternative 4 would be similar to that under Alternative 1.

South Campus

Development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4 would represent a substantial decrease in development density when compared with Alternative 1 (approximately 0.2 million gsf under Alternative 4 versus 1.35 million gsf of net new building space under Alternative 1). Open space and recreational features in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4 would be as described under Alternative 1 and would include the South Campus Green and Continuous Waterfront Trail. Potential impacts to on-campus and off-campus recreational resources under Alternative 4 in the South Campus sector would be similar to or less than that under Alternative 1.

Central Campus

Under Alternative 4, development in the Central Campus sector would represent an increase in development density when compared with Alternative 1 (approximately 1.1 million gsf versus 0.9 million gsf of net new building space). As under Alternative 1, the primary open space and passive recreational initiative under Alternative 4 would be the retention of the identified significant landscapes on campus, many of which are located in Central Campus (see the listing provided in the Affected Environment discussion above).

New population in Central Campus would be greater under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1, with somewhat greater potential to increase demand for off-campus recreational facilities; however, significant impacts to off-campus open space and recreational facilities would not be anticipated. As under Alternative 1, the retained open space features of Central Campus would continue to be available to the general public.

East Campus

Development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 4 would provide an increased amount of development within this campus sector (1.7 million gsf versus 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1).

As under Alternative 1, the primary open space and passive recreational improvement in the East Campus sector under Alternative 4 would include the Continuous Waterfront Trail providing numerous connections to the waterfront. The existing UW Climbing Rock would
be retained. Replacement tennis courts to replace any courts displaced by development would be considered. Additionally, open space opportunities could be provided with individual development projects in the East Campus sector.

The population in the East Campus sector increase associated with new building development under Alternative 2 would be greater than under Alternative 1 (1.7 million gsf of building space compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1) would represent a corresponding greater increase the demand for use of recreation facilities surrounding the University of Washington campus. Given the anticipated provision of new open space and passive recreational features on campus, and within the East Campus sector, the increased demand would not be anticipated to result in significant on-campus impacts.

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Within the Primary Impact Zone identified in the City-University Agreement, it is anticipated that potential recreation and open space impacts under Alternative 4 would be as described for adjacent off-campus land uses above for each of the campus sectors and primarily include demand for off-campus facilities associated with increased campus population. The use of off-campus recreational and open space facilities would be anticipated to be similar to current conditions. New open space features on the campus under Alternative 4 would be available to the public, including to residents within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Due to the distance between the Secondary Impact Zone and the campus, potential impacts to the Secondary Impact Zone would be anticipated to be less than in the Primary Impact Zone.

Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1 through 4, although the assumed street vacation would not occur. Thus, the proposed vacation of NE Northlake Place in the West Campus sector would not occur.

The relationship between increased campus population and off-campus recreational and open space uses would be similar to those under Alternatives 1 through 4.

Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts

Development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would contribute to the amount of overall level of population in the area and, in combination with future new development in the
area, would contribute to demand on campus and off-campus open space and recreational uses.

Development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would contribute to the cumulative employment and population growth in the area surrounding the University of Washington campus. The University District Urban Design Draft EIS indicates that “growth in the neighborhood could out-pace the expansion of open spaces and recreational facilities,” and to the extent that University of Washington populations utilize off-campus facilities, growth under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan could add to this pressure. However, development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would include substantial acreage reserved for planned open space and passive recreational area on campus, many of which would be available for use by the general public (including increased growth in the University District), and potentially meeting a portion of the demand for open space and passive recreational use area associated with growth in the area surrounding the University of Washington campus.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low”, and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For recreation and open space, a portion of the East Campus sector where existing recreational facilities are located on identified potential development sites is identified as “High” potential to encounter sensitive recreational or open space conditions (see Figure 3.11-1).
Recreation and Open Space Sensitivity Map


Figure 3.11-1
For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### 3.11.3 Mitigation Measures

The following measures would minimize potential recreation and open space impacts that could occur with the implementation of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

#### Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- The *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* includes substantial areas that would be reserved for potential open space features, including the planned West Campus Green, South Campus Green, and Continuous Waterfront Trail.

- Additional maintenance staff and acquisition of equipment for existing recreational facilities could be needed to effectively address the increase in use of active and passive recreational resources.

#### Additional Measures Applicable to Medium and High Potential Campus Areas

- Replacement tennis courts to replace any courts displaced by development in East Campus would be considered.

### 3.11.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

With proposed mitigation measures, significant unavoidable adverse impacts to recreational and open space resources are not expected to occur.
3.12 CULTURAL RESOURCES

This section characterizes the cultural resources history of the region (including the area encompassing the University of Washington campus), identifies the areas on campus that have the highest potential to contain cultural resources, and identifies potential impacts that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. This section is based on the Archaeological Predictive Model report for the University of Washington campus prepared by Historic Research Associates, Inc. in March 2016 (Draft EIS Appendix D). Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.12.1 Affected Environment

Environmental Context

The following provides an overview of the cultural resources environment, including topography and geology, climate and fauna, and how these elements relate to cultural resources.

Topography and Geology

The University of Washington campus is located north of the Montlake Cut and east of the modern-day shoreline of Lake Union and west of the current shoreline of Lake Washington. Elevation of the campus ranges from approximately 30 to 60 feet (ft) above mean sea level (amsl).

The campus is located within the Southern Puget Sound Basin, within a portion of the Puget Trough. The north–south trough of the Puget Lowland separates the Olympic Mountains to the west from the Cascade Range on the east. The lowland was carved out during the last major glaciation of western Washington which ended approximately 16,000 years before present (B.P.). As glaciers retreated, they left thick sediment deposits. This sediment forms the parent material of many soils throughout this part of King County including the University of Washington campus. Sediments at the surface across the campus are glacially deposited, but also include historic fill especially in the eastern and southern portions of campus. As glaciers retreated, the land on which they rested began to rebound, and would have become available for colonization by plant and animal communities as the climate began to stabilize.
Climate

Between approximately 13,000 and 12,000 years B.P., the region had a cooler and drier climate, which supported an ecosystem characterized by lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), sedges (Cyperaceae sp.), sage (Artemisia), and a variety of grasses and herbs. After 12,000 years B.P., the climate warmed while continuing to dry, and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), and red alder (Alnus rubra) became evident. By around 6,000 years ago, the climate of the region cooled and moistened to levels comparable to today’s maritime regime, producing the current western hemlock vegetation zone. Presently, uplands are moderately to heavily forested with Douglas fir, western hemlock, and western red cedar (Thuja plicata). Red alder and big-leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) represent secondary species in forested habitats and are dominant in disturbed areas.

Fauna

During the late Pleistocene (from approximately 2 million to 11,700 years B.P.), western North America would have provided habitat for a number of animals not found in the region after about 11,000 B.P. These animals would have done well in the developing forested environment in the Puget Sound region, which would have provided food for both grazers and browsers and, in turn, food for large carnivores. Climatic changes undoubtedly reduced the habitat for these animals, which would eventually become extinct across North America.

Throughout the Holocene (approximately 11,700 years B.P. to present), and prior to extensive Euroamerican influence in the area, larger terrestrial mammals would have included elk (Cervus elaphus), deer (Odocoileus spp.), black bear (Ursus americanus), coyote (Canis latrans), and mountain lion (Felis concolor). Smaller mammals that inhabited the area included snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus), raccoon (Procyon lotor), and beaver (Castor canadensis). Avifauna found in the Puget Sound region include raptors such the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and waterfowl (Aix and Anas species). Freshwater fish including trout (Salmo sp.), suckers (Castomidae spp.), and minnows (Gila sp.) would have been readily available in in Lake Washington and Lake Union. Pacific salmon and trout (Onchorhynchus spp.), including land locked Kokanee (O. nerka), would have also been readily available in the region and in waterways near the current campus site. Freshwater mussels (Unionidea) are found in Lake Washington and Lake Union.

Cultural Context

The following provides a brief overview of nearly 14,000 years of human occupation in North America, focusing specifically on western Washington and the Puget Sound area where possible.
Precontact Background

The current understanding of Pacific Northwest precontact life is derived from the archaeological record, which is constantly changing as knowledge grows.

The chronological sequence is typically divided into three basic developmental periods: Paleoindian, Archaic, and Pacific. The archaeological evidence from these periods suggests a gradual shift from small nomadic groups relying on generalized hunting and gathering to larger sedentary groups with increased social complexity and specialized reliance on marine and riverine resources.

**Paleoindian (~12,500 B.C. to 10,500 B.C.)**

Evidence for Paleoindian occupation of western North America comes from a very small number of archaeological sites, including Paisley 5-miles Cave in Oregon and sites on California’s Channel Islands. Data from these sites have reinforced the idea that these first inhabitants of the region lived in small groups, were probably highly mobile, and followed the migration patterns of animals across the landscape.

The earliest sites in the Pacific Northwest are commonly associated with Clovis points, an iconic large spear point found across much of North America during this time. These sites are said to represent the remains of mobile hunting activities. Early western Washington sites dating to this period include the Manis Mastodon Site (45CA218) near Sequim, and 45KI839 on Bear Creek in Redmond. The Manis Site dates from roughly 11,800 B.P., and consists of the remains of a mammoth found in a peat bog with a human-made bone point lodged in a rib fragment. Site 45KI839 dates from approximately 10,000 to 12,000 B.P., and consists of a highly diverse stone tool kit. This site has been interpreted as a short term occupation site and has yielded evidence of mammal, fish, and plant exploitation. The Manis and Bear Creek Sites have demonstrated that the earliest inhabitants of western Washington were not simply big game hunters who used large stone tools to kill game. These sites demonstrate the implementation of diverse toolkits and subsistence strategies, signaling a working knowledge of the landscape and available resources.

**Archaic (10,500 B.C. to 4400 B.C.)**

Sites dating to the Archaic period, especially prior to 5000 B.P., are rare, in part because of natural processes such as sea-level rise, which have obscured sites that are currently underwater.

Lifeways during the Archaic period are thought to have changed little from the Paleoindian period. People are thought to have hunted game and lived in small highly mobile egalitarian groups, as foragers.

The most discussed sites dating to the Archaic period are often referred to as “Olcott” sites. These sites typically lack good absolute dates, are highly disturbed, are located near rivers,
and contain tools such as scrapers, flaked cobbles, and debitage\(^1\) in addition to large lanceolate and stemmed projectile points (refer to Draft EIS Appendix D for additional discussion).

A number of Archaic period sites have been recorded in King County. For example, the Marymoor site near Marymoor Park yielded a large array of Archaic period artifacts, including large projectile points, modified cobbles, and microblades. The earliest component of the West Point Sites (discussed below) also falls into the Archaic period. Additionally, projectile points that probably date to this period have been identified at Foster Island, just outside the current campus site (45KI1107).

**Pacific (4400 B.C. to A.D. 1775)**

Based on the archaeological record, the Pacific period is the most culturally dynamic precontact period in the Pacific Northwest. Over time, changing technologies and site locations suggest increased specialization in the use of particular environments and resources. During this period, shell middens (deposit of shells, animal bones, etc.) become a prominent site type across Puget Sound. After about 5000 B.P., populations on or near the Puget Sound coast grew and became more complex in organization. Technological organization and subsistence practices became increasingly complex during the Pacific period. During this period, there is apparent increasing emphasis on the use of plants including berries and root-vegetables. Social stratification and inequality, a hallmark of Northwest coast cultures, is thought to be less pronounced in the Puget Sound than in other parts of the Pacific Northwest; however, objects like labrets\(^2\), indicative of social stratification, appear early in the Pacific period in the Puget Sound at sites like West Point (45KI248). By shortly after 2500 B.P., a variety of bone, chipped stone, and groundstone artifacts represent coastal marine-oriented cultures and inland hunting/fishing/gathering cultures.

Shell midden sites dating to the past several thousand years have been recorded in and around the Puget Sound area. The most well studied shell middens are found around Seattle. The West Point Sites (45KI428 and 45KI429), located at Discovery Park in Magnolia, have been interpreted as long-term camping and food-processing activity areas. The West Point Sites also yielded a highly diverse tool kit, including bone as well as ground and chipped stone implements used for capturing and processing prey, including sea mammals, fish, terrestrial mammals, birds, and shellfish.

**Ethnographic Background**

The University of Washington campus site is located within the traditional territory of the Duwamish Indians, members of the Coast Salish cultural group that spoke Southern

---

1 Sharp-edged waste material left over creating a stone tool.
2 A small piece of shell, bone or stone that is inserted into the lip as an ornament.
Lushootseed. The Duwamish traditionally lived in winter villages on the shores of Elliott Bay, Salmon Bay, Lake Washington, and Lake Union, as well as along the Black, Cedar, and Duwamish.

Ethnographic and archaeological evidence suggests that the Salish Lushootseed-speaking Duwamish, whose name means “inside [the bay] people,” practiced their life way of hunting, fishing, and gathering for centuries before contact with white settlers. Duwamish settlement and subsistence were inextricably linked throughout the year.

The Duwamish, like other Coast Salish groups, spent the majority of the winter inside large longhouses made from cedar planks that had “shed” roofs. These houses could be massive, providing room for very large extended families and much of the food they would need for the cold months. The houses were often arranged into villages of two to five structures. The Duwamish occupied extended family villages and established a flexible system of intermarriage with the surrounding peoples, including the Sammamish and Snohomish. Winter was spent engaged in storytelling and ceremonial performances.

During spring, fall, and summer, people from the winter villages dispersed to hunt, fish, and gather plant foods for immediate consumption and winter storage. Summer camps usually consisted of small, temporary reed or grass-mat structures occupied by a single family, although several families might join together to build a larger mat house. Upland forested environment, not only attracted and supported deer and elk populations for hunting, but likely also provided a variety of plant resources such as berries, nuts, and root foods.

**Historic Background**

European visitation to the Puget Sound region began in 1792 when George Vancouver and his crew explored the region. Within the next 100 years, native populations would plummet due to repeated outbreaks of introduced diseases such as smallpox, influenza, and typhoid fever. Fort Nisqually, located approximately 40 miles southeast of the Duwamish River headwaters, was established as a trading post by the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1833. The Treaty of Washington in 1852 conveyed the territory to the United States, and the Donation Land Claim Act drew settlers into land occupied by the Duwamish and their neighbors. In 1855, members of the Duwamish and neighboring Puget Sound tribes signed the Treaty of Point Elliott, which provided for the removal of tribal members to reservations, including the Port Madison Reservation (Suquamish/Fort Kitsap). Some Duwamish people continued to live in and around Seattle, maintaining friendly relations, working for, and trading with incoming settlers. Many others relocated to the Port Madison Reservation, but due to undesirable conditions were compelled to leave. Many then attempted to return to their ancestral lands, and a few were able to claim or purchase land.

Tribal lands and fishing rights continued to be eroded through the late 1800s and 1900s, culminating, in the late 1900s, in a series of lawsuits and court cases that upheld certain
treaty rights. The Duwamish Tribe is not currently federally recognized, but continues to fight for this distinction.

**Predictive Model**

Archaeological sites are often expected to be found on particular topographic landforms and adjacent to specific resources, and predictive models have been developed that reflect these expectations. Typically, assumptions about potential locations of cultural resources have been derived from previous archaeological data, from ethnographic literature, and from field experience. These models rely on the understanding of past human behavior to select environmental variables such as slope, distance to water, land cover, geology, and proximity to previously mapped sites or historic features. Once pertinent context has been established, it is then determined which variables are most predictive for the occurrence of archaeological sites. The variables are then weighted toward those having the most influence on past human settlement patterns, resource acquisition locations and strategies, etc.

Sensitivity analysis is achieved through the use of environmental variables that, when assessed in conjunction with one another, indicate the likelihood of potential site locations within the campus to contain cultural resources (i.e., High, Medium, and Low potential for the discovery of cultural resources). See Draft EIS Appendix D for additional detail on predictive model methodology.

Below is a discussion of ethnographic locations and the potential for the discovery of cultural resources within the campus sectors and within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**West Campus**

Near the western extent of the campus, in the West Campus sector, is an ethnographic location in Lushootseed called *waßwaßab*, which translates to “like a frog.” At this location, a small creek drains into Portage Bay.

Based on the predictive model described above, substantial portions of the West Campus sector contain areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Areas with a Low potential generally contain buildings and other facilities, or are areas where substantial modification to the landscape have taken place. These areas are primarily located in the central and northern portions of the sector. Some isolated areas with High potential for containing cultural resources are located in West Campus, mostly in the southern and western portions of the sector (see Figure 3.12-1 at the end of this section for a map of these areas).
South Campus

An “Indian Trail” depicted on the 1865 GLO plat connected Lake Washington and Lake Union and was located in the vicinity of the modern day Montlake Cut, partially in the South Campus sector. The trail was recorded in Lushootseed as *sùac¢¨i¿*, or to lift a canoe/pull a canoe. This trail, along with one located slightly farther to the north in the Central Campus sector -- both likely canoe portage routes -- are evidence of the heavily used transportation corridor stretching between Shilshole Bay and Lake Washington, bringing people from various neighboring tribes into and through the area vicinity.

Based on the predictive model, the majority of the South Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. The areas with Low potential are largely located along the shoreline of Portage Bay and the Ship Canal, and generally contain buildings and other facilities, or are areas where substantial modification to the landscape have taken place (see Figure 3.12-1 later in this section).

Central Campus

Another “Indian Trail” depicted on the 1865 GLO plat connected Lake Washington and Lake Union and passed through the northern portion of Central Campus. As described under South Campus, the trail was recorded in Lushootseed as *sùac¢¨i¿*, or to lift a canoe/pull a canoe.

Based on the predictive model, the majority of the Central Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Areas with a Low potential generally contain buildings and other facilities, or are areas where substantial modification to the landscape have taken place. Some areas with High potential for containing cultural resources are present in this sector, primarily along the eastern boundary of the sector (see Figure 3.11-1 later in this section).

East Campus

A number of ethnographic locations have been identified in the East Campus sector, including:
• The “Indian Trail” known in Lushootseed as sùac¢¨i¿, or to lift a canoe/to pull a canoe, mentioned under South Campus, was partially located in the East Campus sector.

• Along the Portage Bay shoreline, a small promontory (now the location of the University of Washington Waterfront Activities Center) is known in Lushootseed as sçicqs, which translates to “down river promontory.”

• The marsh between Laurel Point and the University of Washington, now filled in, and the location of parking lots (including parking lot E-1) and athletic facilities, was known in Lushootseed as slu€wi¿, translated as “perforation for a canoe.” A village with at least five longhouses was located here, along with a fish weir.

• The small cove west of Laurel Point was referred to in Lushootseed as €adid(a), or “dear me/for gosh sakes.”

• Webster Point and Laurel Point on Lake Washington were referred to in Lushootseed as sabal€tù, which translates to “dry house.”

• The southernmost of the two promontories of Lake Washington that forms Union Bay was referred to in Lushootseed as b¢skwi€kwil, or “a place that has skate fish.”

Based on the predictive model, the northern approximately two-thirds of the East Campus sector is primarily in areas with High potential for containing cultural resources. Previous East Campus development of the parking areas and sports complexes has dramatically modified the precontact and historic-period landscape; however, given that a number of important ethnographic places are located in the vicinity, this portion of campus has a high potential for containing cultural resources. The southern approximately one-third of the sector is largely in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources, with pockets of High potential (see Figure 3.12-1 later in this section).

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS.

The Primary Impact Zone includes commercial areas (e.g. the University District and University Village) and residential areas, major highways (e.g., I-5 and SR 520), and water features (e.g., Portage Bay, the Ship Canal, and Union Bay). As mentioned previously, the Duwamish Indians, members of the Coast Salish cultural group that spoke Lushootseed, traditionally lived in winter villages on the shorelines of Lake Washington and Lake Union, within the Primary Impact Zone.

The Secondary Impact Zone includes commercial areas (e.g., in Wallingford) and residential areas, major highways (e.g., I-5 and SR 520), water features (e.g., Lake Union, Portage Bay,
the Ship Canal, and Union Bay), and open space (e.g., Ravenna/Cowen Park, Cavalry Cemetery, Laurelhurst Park, Foster Island, the Arboretum, and Montlake Playfield). Similar to the Primary Impact Zone, winter villages for the Duwamish Indians were located on the shorelines of Lake Washington and Lake Union, within the Secondary Impact Zone. Foster Island has been identified by numerous investigators through Native American testimony as an area of particular importance to Native American groups in the area. Foster Island holds special importance as the location of precontact and ethnographic period burials. The area is considered a Traditional Cultural Property, is held in high regard, and is thought of as sacred landscape.

### 3.12.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS describes the results of the predictive model and identifies how development under the EIS Alternatives relates to the cultural resources environment at the campus.

**No Action Alternative**

Under the No Action Alternative, potential impacts on cultural resources would primarily be related to the approximately 211,000 gsf of building development under the current 2003 CMP-Seattle. Given that the location and extent of development would be controlled by the provisions of the current 2003 CMP-Seattle, and that the amount of development would be approximately four (4) percent of the development assumed under Alternatives 1 through 5, the potential for cultural resources-related impacts on the University of Washington campus would be less than under Alternatives 1 through 5.

**Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases**

Alternative 1 matches the preferred allocation of building development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and includes approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and East Campus sectors. Development on the campus under Alternative 1 would result in the potential for impacts on cultural resources as described below.

**West Campus**

The West Campus sector is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 1 (3.0 million gsf of assumed development). This development could impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. However, substantial portions of the West Campus sector contain areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore,
assumed development in these areas would not be likely to impact cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. There are several isolated areas with High potential to contain cultural resources in the West Campus sector where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeology survey would be conducted as a part of any proposed project in these High potential areas.

**South Campus**

Similar to the West Campus sector, the South Campus sector is a focus area of development under Alternative 1 (1.35 million gsf of assumed development). This development could impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. However, the majority of the South Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore, assumed development in this sector would not be likely to impact cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. There is one pocket located along the Portage Bay shoreline in the South Campus sector with a High potential to contain cultural resources where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in this High potential area.

**Central Campus**

Less development is assumed in the Central Campus sector than in the West and South Campus sectors under Alternative 1 (0.9 million gsf assumed). As a result, this development would have less potential to impact cultural resources in this sector. Also, the majority of the Central Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources, further reducing the potential to impact cultural resources during development. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. Some areas with High potential for containing cultural resources are located in the Central Campus sector along the eastern boundary of this sector where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in this High potential area.

**East Campus**

Less development is assumed in the East Campus sector than in the West, Central, and South Campus sectors under Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf assumed). As a result, this development would have less potential to impact cultural resources in this sector.
However, the northern approximately two-thirds of the East Campus sector is primarily in areas with High potential for containing cultural resources (the southern one-third is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources). Therefore, even though less development is assumed in this sector, there would be a potential to encounter cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in the High potential areas.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this Final EIS.

Alternative 1 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. Any impacts to cultural resources that could be located in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be associated with land disturbing activities during construction.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development under Alternative 1), more development and associated potential for impacts on cultural resources would occur in proximity to the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located proximate to these sectors. The Duwamish Indians traditionally lived in winter villages on the shorelines of Lake Union in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors. Therefore, there would be a greater potential for impacts on cultural resources in these areas (e.g., in the University District along Portage Bay and in the Montlake neighborhood along the Ship Canal).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1. No shoreline areas are located in the Primary Impact zone adjacent to the Central Campus sector could be impacted by development. Shoreline areas along the Montlake neighborhood and along a small portion of the Washington Park Arboretum are located adjacent to the East Campus sector could contain cultural resources.

Winter villages of the Duwamish Indians located along Lake Union and Lake Washington shorelines are in the **Secondary Impact Zone**. Foster Island, which has been identified as culturally significant, is also located in this zone. Given the distance of potential cultural resources in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 1, construction activities associated with Alternative 1 development would not be anticipated to result in impacts on cultural resources in the Secondary Impact Zone.
Alternative 2 – Campus Development Consistent with CMP and Existing Height Limits

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central Campus sector. Existing building heights would be retained under this alternative.

**West Campus**

Similar to Alternative 1, the West Campus sector is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 2. Less development would occur in this sector than under Alternative 1 (2.4 million gsf compared to 3.0 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1). This development could impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. However, substantial portions of the West Campus sector contain areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore, assumed development in these areas under Alternative 2 would not be likely to impact cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. There are several isolated areas with High potential to contain cultural resources in the West Campus sector where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeology survey would be conducted as a part of any proposed project in these High potential areas.

**South Campus**

As under Alternative 1, the South Campus sector is a focus area of development under Alternative 2 (1.35 million gsf of assumed development, the same amount as under Alternative 1), this development could impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. However, the majority of the South Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore, assumed development in this sector would not be likely to impact cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. There is one pocket located along the Portage Bay shoreline in the South Campus sector with a High potential to contain cultural resources where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeology survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in this High potential area.

**Central Campus**

Similar to Alternative 1, less development is assumed in the Central Campus than in the West and South Campus sectors under Alternative 2 (0.9 million gsf assumed, the same
amount as under Alternative 1). As a result, this development would have less potential to
impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. Also, the majority of the Central
Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources,
reducing the potential to impact cultural resources during development. If a project
is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources,
then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. Some areas with
High potential for containing cultural resources are located along the eastern boundary of
this sector where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent
cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of
any project proposed in this High potential area.

East Campus

The East Campus sector is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 2. More
development would occur in this sector than under Alternative 1 (1.35 million gsf compared
to 0.75 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1) which could result in an
increased potential to impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. The
northern approximately two-thirds of the East Campus sector is primarily in areas with High
potential for containing cultural resources; the southern one-third is in areas with Low and
Medium potential for containing cultural resources. During development, there would be a
potential to encounter cultural resources, particularly in the northern portion of the sector.
Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a
part of any project proposed in the High potential areas. If a project is proposed in an area
identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, the project would
follow pertinent cultural resources regulations.

Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones were identified as part of the City-University
Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS.

Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of
Washington Seattle campus area. Any impacts to cultural resources that could be located in
the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be associated with land disturbing
activities during construction.

With the focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors (85 percent of
development under Alternative 2), more development and associated potential for impacts
on cultural resources would occur in proximity to the portions of the Primary Impact Zone
located proximate to these sectors. The Duwamish Indians traditionally lived in winter
villages on the shorelines of Lake Union in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these
sectors. Therefore, there would be a greater potential for impacts on cultural resources in
these areas (e.g., in the University District along Portage Bay, in the Montlake
As under Alternative 1, less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2. The Duwamish Indians traditionally lived in winter villages along the shorelines of Lake Union and Lake Washington. However, no shoreline areas are located in the Primary Impact zone adjacent to the Central Campus sector that could be impacted by development.

Winter villages of the Duwamish Indians located along Lake Union and Lake Washington shorelines are in the **Secondary Impact Zone**. Foster Island, which has been identified as culturally significant, is also located in this zone. As under Alternative 1, given the distance of potential cultural resources in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, construction activities associated with Alternative 2 development would not be anticipated to result in impacts on cultural resources in the Secondary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

**West Campus**

The West Campus sector is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 3. Slightly more development would occur in this sector than under Alternative 1 (3.2 million gsf compared to 3.0 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1). This development could impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. However, substantial portions of the West Campus sector contain areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore, assumed development in these areas under Alternative 3 would not be likely to impact cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. There are several isolated areas with High potential to contain cultural resources in the West Campus sector where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeology survey would be conducted as a part of any proposed project in these High potential areas.
South Campus

Similar to Alternative 1, the South Campus sector is a focus area of development under Alternative 3. Slightly more development would occur in this sector than under Alternative 1 (1.65 million gsf compared to 1.35 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1). This development could impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. However, the majority of the South Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore, assumed development in this sector would not be likely to impact cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. There is one pocket located along the Portage Bay shoreline in the South Campus sector with a High potential to contain cultural resources where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in this High potential area.

Central Campus

As under Alternative 1, less development is assumed in the Central Campus sector than in the West and South Campus sectors under Alternative 3 (0.9 million gsf assumed, the same amount as under Alternative 1). As a result, this development would have less potential to impact cultural resources in this sector. Also, the majority of the Central Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources, which would reduce the potential to impact cultural resources during development. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. Some areas with High potential for containing cultural resources are located along the eastern boundary of the Central Campus sector where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in this High potential area.

East Campus

Similar to Alternative 1, less development is assumed in the East Campus sector under Alternative 3. Slightly less development would occur in this sector than under Alternative 1 (0.25 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1). This development would have less potential to impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. The northern approximately two-thirds of the East Campus sector is primarily in areas with High potential for containing cultural resources; the southern one-third is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in the High potential areas. If a project is proposed in an area
identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations.

Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS.

Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. Any impacts to cultural resources that could be located in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be associated with land disturbing activities during construction.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), more development and associated potential for impacts on cultural resources would occur in proximity to the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located proximate to these sectors. The Duwamish Indians traditionally lived in winter villages on the shorelines of Lake Union in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors. Therefore, there would be a greater potential for impacts on cultural resources in these areas (e.g., in the University District along Portage Bay and in the Montlake Neighborhood along the Ship Canal).

As under Alternative 1, less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3, which would result in less potential for impacts on cultural resources. The Duwamish Indians traditionally lived in winter villages along the shorelines of Lake Washington. No shoreline areas are located in the Primary Impact zone adjacent to the Central Campus sector. Shorelines along a small portion of the Washington Park Arboretum are located adjacent to the East Campus sector that could contain cultural resources.

Winter villages of the Duwamish Indians were located along Lake Union and Lake Washington shorelines in the Secondary Impact Zone. Foster Island, which has been identified as culturally significant, is also located in this zone. As under Alternative 1, given the distance of potential cultural resources in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 3, construction activities associated with Alternative 3 development would not be anticipated to result in impacts on cultural resources in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the
West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

**West Campus**

As under Alternative 1, the West Campus sector is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 4 (3.0 million gsf of assumed development, the same amount as under Alternative 1). This development could impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. However, substantial portions of the West Campus sector contain areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore, assumed development in these areas under Alternative 4 would not be likely to impact cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. There are several isolated areas with High potential to contain cultural resources in the Central Campus sector where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any proposed project in these High potential areas.

**South Campus**

Considerably less development would occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1 (0.2 million gsf, compared to 1.35 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1). This development could result in less impacts on cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. The majority of the South Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore, assumed development in this sector would not be likely to impact cultural resources. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, then the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. There is one pocket located along the Portage Bay shoreline in the South Campus sector with a High potential to contain cultural resources where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in this High potential area.

**Central Campus**

Similar to under Alternative 1, less development is assumed in the Central Campus sector than in the West Campus sector under Alternative 4. Slightly more development would occur in this sector than under Alternative 1 (1.1 million gsf compared to 0.9 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1); this development could impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. However, the majority of the Central Campus sector is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources, which would reduce the potential to impact cultural resources during development. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, the
project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations. Some areas with High potential for containing cultural resources are located along the eastern boundary of the Central Campus sector where cultural resources could be encountered during construction. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in this High potential area.

**East Campus**

The East Campus sector is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 4. More development is assumed in the East Campus sector than under Alternative 1 (1.7 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf of assumed development under Alternative 1), which could result in a higher potential to impact cultural resources in this sector, if they are present. The northern approximately two-thirds of the East Campus sector is primarily in areas with High potential for containing cultural resources; the southern one-third is in areas with Low and Medium potential for containing cultural resources. Therefore, even though less development is assumed in this sector, there would be a potential to encounter cultural resources. Pertinent cultural resource regulations and an archaeologic survey would be conducted as a part of any project proposed in the High potential areas. If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium potential to contain cultural resources, the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Primary and Secondary Impact Zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS.

Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. Any impacts to cultural resources that could be located in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be associated with land disturbing activities during construction.

With the focus of development in the West, Central, and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), more development and associated potential for impacts on cultural resources would occur in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located proximate to these sectors. The Duwamish Indians traditionally lived in winter villages on the shorelines of Lake Union and Lake Washington in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to the West and East Campus sectors. Therefore, there would be a greater potential for impacts on cultural resources in these areas (e.g., in the University District along Portage Bay, the Montlake Neighborhood along the Ship Canal, and a small portion of the Washington Park Arboretum along Union Bay). No shoreline areas with potential cultural resources are located adjacent to the Central Campus sector.

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 3, which would result in less potential for impacts on cultural resources in the Primary Impact
Zone adjacent to this sector. The Duwamish Indians winter villages along Portage Bay were located adjacent to this sector (e.g., in the Montlake Neighborhood along the Ship Canal).

Winter villages of the Duwamish Indians were located along Lake Union and Lake Washington shorelines in the Secondary Impact Zone. Foster Island, which has been identified as culturally significant, is also located in this zone. As under Alternative 1, given the distance of potential cultural resources in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 4, construction activities associated with Alternative 4 development would not be anticipated to result in impacts on cultural resources in the Secondary Impact Zone.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1 through 4, although the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place in West Campus sector would not occur. Because construction associated with the potential street vacation would not entail a substantial amount of excavation beyond that anticipated under Alternatives 1 through 4, the potential for impacts to cultural resources under Alternative 5 would generally be similar to those identified under Alternative 1 through 4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

To the extent that the focus of any new development in the area would be the University District, and assuming that the majority of the University District has a Medium to Low potential of containing cultural resources, future off-campus development in the area would be anticipated to reflect a Medium to Low potential to encounter cultural resources.

All construction activities in the area would be required to follow applicable regulations, and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for
ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.12-1), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For example, for future projects on sites identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive cultural resource conditions, archaeological inventory work consisting of a survey would be provided.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

3.12.3 Mitigation Measures

The following measures would be available for development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

Inadvertent Discovery of Archaeological Resources

- In the event that archaeological deposits are inadvertently discovered during construction of at a potential development site, ground-disturbing activities would be halted immediately, and University of Washington shall be notified. The University would then contact DAHP and the interested Tribes, as appropriate, and as described in the recommended inadvertent discovery plan.

Discovery of Human Remains

- Any human remains that are discovered during construction at a potential development site would be treated with dignity and respect.
- If ground-disturbing activities encounter human skeletal remains during the course of construction, then all activity that may cause further disturbance to those remains must cease, and the area of the find must be secured and protected from further disturbance. In addition, the finding of human skeletal remains must be reported to the county coroner and local law enforcement in the most expeditious manner possible. The remains shall not be touched, moved, or further disturbed.

- The county coroner will assume jurisdiction over the human skeletal remains, and make a determination of whether those remains are forensic or non-forensic. If the county coroner determines the remains are non-forensic, they will report that finding to the DAHP. DAHP will then take jurisdiction over those remains and report them to the appropriate cemeteries and affected tribes. The State Physical Anthropologist will make a determination of whether the remains are Indian or non-Indian, and report that finding to any appropriate cemeteries and the affected tribes. The DAHP will then handle all consultation with the affected parties as to the future preservation, excavation, and disposition of the remains.

**Additional Measures Applicable to Medium and High Potential Areas**

- If a project is proposed in an area identified as having Medium Potential to contain cultural resources, the project should follow pertinent cultural resources regulations and project specific desktop analysis accompanied by a project site visit by a Secretary of Interior Qualified archaeologist and an inadvertent discovery plan prepared. The project site visit should be geared toward assessing and documenting obvious signs of landscape modification. An archaeological inventory may be needed if no obvious signs of landscape modification are observed.

- Noticing and coordination with Native American tribes will take place on projects conducted by the University of Washington as the lead agency under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and/or Governor’s Executive Order 05-05.

**Additional Measure Applicable to High Potential Areas**

- If a project is proposed in an area identified as having High Potential to contain cultural resources, the project would follow pertinent cultural resources regulations (as identified for low and medium potential areas) and additionally include archaeological inventory work consisting of a survey.
3.12.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Campus development under EIS Alternatives 1 through 5 would occur within the context of a campus with potential cultural resources. With implementation of the identified mitigation measures, no significant adverse impacts to cultural resources are anticipated.
3.13 HISTORIC RESOURCES

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing historic resources on University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity and evaluates the potential impacts to historic resources that could occur as a result of the *University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.13.1 Affected Environment

The University of Washington was established in 1861 by an act of the Territorial Legislature\(^1\). The University’s first campus was a 10-acre area\(^2\) in wilderness roughly six blocks north of what was then “downtown.” That site is now located near the center of downtown Seattle. Classes at the Territorial University began November 4, 1861—almost ten years exactly after the Denny party landed at what was to become Alki Point in West Seattle\(^3\), seven months after the first engagement of the Civil War\(^4\), and eight years before the City of Seattle was incorporated.\(^5\) The territorial University of Washington was the first public institution of higher learning on the West Coast. The campus consisted of a prominent 2-story structure, which contained classrooms; a two-story building for the University’s first president and a dormitory structure for men (women resided in the president’s house).

As a result of a combination of factors, by the late 1880s and early 1890s, it was concluded that the University’s location and facilities were no longer adequate and a much larger campus was needed—one removed from the early City’s encroaching “downtown.” Three sites were considered—Jefferson Park, Ft. Lawton and the present location. The present site of the campus was selected (roughly four miles north of the initial campus) and in 1893 the State Legislature authorized purchase of what was to become the present site (Johnston, 1995). A section\(^6\) of land was allocated and the first building on the University’s new campus began. By that time the City limits had been extended north to N. 85th St.\(^7\)

---

\(^1\) The University was a Territorial University because Washington had not been granted statehood; that would occur in 28 years.
\(^2\) The campus included an 8.5-acre parcel that was donated by Arthur Denny and a 1.5-acre parcel that was donated by Charles and Mary Terry and Edward Lander (Johnston, 1995). The boundaries of the 10-acre area extended roughly from what is now Union St. on the north to Seneca St. on the south and from the mid-block alley between Third and Fourth avenues on the west to the mid-block alley between Fifth and Sixth avenues on the east. The University has retained ownership of the land.
\(^3\) November 13, 1851
\(^4\) Ft. Sumter – Charleston, South Carolina, April 12, 1861
\(^5\) The City of Seattle was incorporated by an act of the Territorial Legislature on December 2, 1869.
\(^6\) 640 acres
\(^7\) Boundary expansion of June 1, 1891.
The University of Washington has been at its present location for approximately 120 years. A number of campus master plans have influenced the siting of buildings on campus and the landscaped open spaces between buildings. Early influences came from the 1891 Boone Plan, a 1900 Oval Plan, and the 1904 Olmsted Plan. Later influences came from such campus plans as the 1915 Regents Plan, the 1920 Bebb & Gould Plan, the 1935 Jones & Bindon Plan, a 1940 Plan, a 1948 Plan, the 1962 Thiry Plan, the 1963 Walker & McGough Plan, the 1983 Land Use Plan, the 1991-2001 General Physical Development Plan, the 1995 Southwest Campus Plan, the 1997 North Campus Sector Plan, and the 1997 East Campus Sector Plan.

Perhaps the largest event that shaped the character of the south portion of the Central Campus—and the siting of buildings and open spaces in that area—was the 1909 Alaska—Yukon—Pacific Exposition (AYP), which occurred on-campus from June 1, 1909 to October 16, 1909. Similar to other expositions that occurred around the turn of the century, the 1909 AYP Exposition was inspired by Chicago’s Columbia Exposition of 1893, which influenced town planning and architectural design. The focus of Seattle’s Exposition was to “showcase Seattle as an ambitious port city, the up-and-coming commercial center of the Pacific coast,” the port nearest to Japan and China, and the gateway to Alaska. Numerous cities, states and foreign governments sponsored exhibits. The AYP was attended by 3,740,551 people, including President Taft, as well as numerous foreign dignitaries (Warren, 1997). The site of the Exposition was chosen in 1906 and the layout of building sites, vistas and open spaces occurred, based on a 1909 Olmsted Brothers Plan for the Exposition. Most notable in Rainier Vista. Like most international expositions, the 1909 AYP Exposition included several permanent structures along with temporary buildings. Structures that have remained include the present Frosh Pond/Drumheller Fountain,Architecture Hall, Cunningham Hall, the Engineering Annex, and the Statue of George Washington (unveiled on Flag Day June 14, 1909). This plan served as the basis for subsequent construction, and set the Collegiate Gothic Character for architectural design.

Planning for the Magnuson medical complex in South Campus began directly after World War II on the site of the former golf course and training facilities. University enrollment swelled at the end of the war, and in 1949, the University opened the Health Sciences Building, the first of its sprawling medical complex. In 1959, the University Hospital was opened. The complex was renamed the Magnuson Health Sciences Center in 1978, when it was approximately a third of its current size.

---

8 Boswell & McConaghy, 1996
9 During the Exposition this was known as Geyser Basin. It was a focal point of what was the Arctic Circle, a six-“white” building complex located at the center of the A-Y-P Exposition. Drumheller Fountain was added in 1962.
Other buildings on the campus that were constructed after World War II were designed in a variety of Modern styles that emphasized new materials and expressive structural qualities. In the 1950s, a University Architectural Commission was established and a University architect appointed. Collegiate Gothic was replaced by modern architecture as the preferred style for new buildings.

For more than a century, the University of Washington Board of Regents has been the steward of the University of Washington campus. The Regents recognize the value of the campus to the University, the greater University area community, the City of Seattle, the state of Washington, and future generations. The campus provides a sense of permanency and place. It is a place of civic pride and beauty. The architecture and open spaces demonstrate and preserve the accomplishments of the past, while providing for the future and allowing for the development of architectural innovations.

While fostering continuous use, required improvements, and innovations for significant buildings, the University works to insure that historic significance, value, and association of the campus is preserved for the community, City, State and nation. To insure that this occurs on a project by project basis, the University utilizes a multi-step process involving several review points: the Capital Projects Design Review Board, the Campus Landscape Advisory Committee, the University Architectural Commission and the Board of Regents. Advice is sought from faculty with expertise on University campus history and architecture. While the University is particularly sensitive to historical structures over 50 years old, these same considerations are applied to all campus development through the University’s Design Review process.

The University prepares a Historic Resources Addendum (HRA) for any project that makes exterior alterations to a building that more than 50 old and for specific historic campus features over 50 years old. An HRA typically includes discussion of the historic context, architectural design, evaluation of historic significance, and recommendations regarding minimizing historic impact (if applicable). Approximately 196 of the University’s buildings are presently 50 years of age or older or will become 50 years of age during the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan planning horizon (through 2028).10

In addition, two buildings on the University campus and four buildings/structures proximate to the campus are listed on the National Register of Historic Places,11 seven campus structures are listed on the Washington Heritage Register,12 and various City of Seattle designated historical landmarks are located in the vicinity. In addition, as part of the

---

10 Data as of April 2016; includes 151 buildings 50 years of age or older as of 2015 and 45 buildings that would become 50 years of age or older during the timeframe of the Master Plan Update (2028).
12 The Washington Historic Register is a statewide listing of historic properties. It includes listings of structures/places of State significance, National Historic Landmarks, and listings of the National Register of Historic Places.
mitigation for the State’s SR-520 expansion project impacts on portions of the Arboretum, the University\(^\text{13}\) is participating in the process of completing an historic asset survey to identify the campus’ historic buildings, landscapes and cultural artifacts and identify resources that could be potentially eligible for listing on the National Register. This work is currently in progress. This section notes the eligibility opinions at the time of publication of this Final EIS and may be subject to change as the historic asset survey is completed. A description of these existing historic building/structures and potentially eligible buildings/structures is provided below according to campus sector.

**West Campus**

The West Campus sector contains one building that is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, “Ye College Inn” which is located immediately north of Gould Hall (4000 University Way N.E.). Additionally, 21 percent of the buildings 50 years and older are located in West Campus. According to the University’s recent historic asset survey, four buildings/structures in the West Campus could also be potentially eligible for listing on the National Register, including Condon Hall; the 3935 University Way NE building; the Fisheries Research Building; and, Schmitz Hall.

**South Campus**

There are no buildings/structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places nor the Washington Heritage Register located in South Campus. However, 14 percent of the buildings 50 years or older are located in this campus sector. According to the University’s recent historic asset survey, four buildings/structures in the South Campus could also be potentially eligible for listing on the National Register, including the Harris Hydraulics Laboratory; the Oceanography Building; the Oceanography Teaching Building; and the Marine Sciences Building.

**Central Campus**

The Central Campus sector contains a majority of the historic resources on campus, as many of the buildings constructed in the early years of the Territorial University are located in this sector. Seven campus structures located in Central Campus are listed on the Washington Heritage Register,\(^\text{14}\) they include Denny Hall, the Observatory, Lewis Hall, Clark Hall, Parrington Hall, Architecture Hall and the University of Washington Columns.

\(^{13}\) The steering committee for this survey includes representatives from the City of Seattle, Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation and the University of Washington.

\(^{14}\) The Washington Historic Register is a statewide listing of historic properties. It includes listings of structures/places of State significance, National Historic Landmarks, and listings of the National Register of Historic Places.
• **Denny Hall** – This is the oldest building on-campus and was the first building on the present campus of the University. Construction of Denny Hall\(^ {15} \) began with ceremonies on July 4, 1894 and the building was occupied in 1895. Denny Hall contains 85,667 sq.ft. of floor area (footprint is 19,794 sq.ft.) and has a building height of roughly 55 feet. The building was designed by Charles Saunders, one of Seattle’s leading architects, in the style of the “early French Renaissance chateaux of the Loire Valley” (Johnston, 1995). The building’s appearance is symmetrical, with a central entry flanked by two conical-capped towers, balanced placement of windows, a cupola located above the central portion of the building, and curved wings at each side of the building.\(^ {16} \) The exterior of Denny Hall is sandstone and brick and the roof is slate with copper. The cupola formerly housed Denny Bell,\(^ {17} \) which has been removed due to seismic concerns regarding the cupola. The bell is in storage until the seismic retrofit occurs.

• **Observatory** – The Observatory is the second oldest building on campus. This building contains 2,147 sq.ft. of floor area (footprint is 1,688 sq.ft.) and has a building dome height of roughly 25 feet; the remainder of the structure is about 15 feet high. Like Denny Hall, it was designed by Saunders, was completed in 1895, and has an exterior of sandstone. As noted by Johnston, “the telescope dome rotates on cannon balls left over from the Civil War”. The 6-inch telescope is one of the few such historical telescopes remaining in the United States and the only public telescope in Seattle.\(^ {18} \) The Observatory is still in use with viewing hours. Normal evening attendance is 10 – 25 people of all ages; during an eclipse, attendance is typically 400 – 500 people.

• **Lewis Hall** – Construction of Lewis Hall began in 1896 and was completed in 1899. The building was originally named Lyon Hall (1903). In 1909 the building was renamed Lewis Hall, in honor of Meriwether Lewis, co-leader of the Lewis & Clark Expedition. Lewis Hall contains 23,220 sq.ft. of floor area (footprint is 6,178

---

\(^{15}\) The original name of the building – Administration Building – was changed in 1910 to Denny Hall. Denny Hall is named for Arthur A. Denny and the Denny family. Arthur Denny donated 8.5 acres of the University’s original 10-acre site in downtown Seattle.

\(^{16}\) U.S. Department of the Interior; NPS, 1972

\(^{17}\) Denny Bell was originally located in the Territorial University downtown. The bell was fabricated in New York and transported to the downtown location by ship via Cape Horn. It was installed in the Territorial University in 1862 and has been rung for weddings, funerals, fog warnings and to alert the city of the Great Seattle Fire (1889). Now Denny Bell is used to announce autumn quarter’s homecoming. The sound of chimes that emanates from the cupola is the new digital carillon, installed in 1995.

\(^{18}\) Personal communication. Penny Buffo, Department of Astronomy (October 2, 1996)
The building was designed by the firm of Josenhans & Allan (Seattle). Representative of late Victorian architecture, the building is of brick construction with masonry walls that are 14 inches thick. Lewis Hall served as a 50-person dormitory for men until 1918 when it was converted to the women’s dormitory. Briefly during the Alaska—Yukon—Pacific Exposition, the building was used as a display hall. In 1936, the building was renovated to provide classrooms and office space (NPS, 1969).

- **Clark Hall** – Like Lewis Hall, construction of Clark Hall began in 1896 and was completed in 1899. This building was originally named Pierepont Hall and around 1917 the name of the building was changed to Clark Hall, in honor of the co-leader of the Lewis and Clark Expedition. Like Lewis Hall, it was designed by Josenhans & Allan and is of brick construction. This building contains 30,568 sq.ft. of floor area (footprint is 19,478 sq.ft.) and has a building height of roughly 52 feet. Clark Hall served as the women’s dormitory until 1936, as the University’s first Student Center between 1936 and 1952; and since 1952, the building has housed the University’s four R.O.T.C. programs.

- **Parrington Hall** – Originally named Science Hall, Parrington Hall was renamed for Vernon Parrington, a University professor of English (21 years) and Pulitzer Prize winner (1928). Like Lewis Hall, Parrington Hall was designed by Josenhans & Allan and was completed in 1902 (Ochsner, 1994). It contains 48,880 sq.ft. of floor area (footprint is 12,078 sq.ft.) and has a building height of roughly 57 feet. The building is red brick with sandstone trim and a shingle roof. Following the 1909 Alaska—Yukon—Pacific Exposition, the building’s façade was painted. Parrington Hall underwent restoration in 1996; part of which included removing the paint from the red brick exterior.

- **Architecture Hall** – This is the last permanent building remaining that was originally built for the 1909 Alaska—Yukon—Pacific Expansion. During the Exposition, it served as the Fine Arts Building. Architecture Hall was designed by Howard & Galloway and is of similar design and materials (cream-colored brick) as was used for the Exposition’s Auditorium Building (later the original Meany Hall). The building was originally designed to serve as the University’s chemistry building. Following completion of the Exposition, the name of the building became Bagley Hall and it was the University’s chemistry building. In 1937 the name of the building was changed to Physiology Hall, although other

---

19 For a period during World War I, women were housed off-campus and the building was loaned to the U.S. Navy for use as a hospital for Naval officers.
departments also occupied space in the building. In 1957, the name of the building was again changed to Architecture Hall. Architecture Hall contains 47,485 gross sq.ft. and has a footprint of 17,256 sq.ft. This building has undergone several restorations—the most notable occurring in 1987.

- **University Columns** – The four white columns located in Sylvan Theater are from the original University building when it was located in downtown Seattle.

Approximately 61 percent of the buildings on campus that are 50 years of age or older are located in the Central Campus sector. Several particularly noteworthy Central Campus buildings/structures include Memorial Way, Suzzallo Library, Glenn Hughes Penthouse Theatre, Cunningham Hall and University Club, below is a description of each.

- **Memorial Way** – This is the University’s ceremonial entrance to campus from NE 45th St. (an extension of 17th Ave. NE). While not a designated historic site, Memorial Way is historic from the standpoint that London Plane trees were planted to border both sides of this main entrance to the University, forming an allee’ to represent the 58 University students, faculty and staff that were killed during World War I.2021

- **Suzzallo Library** – Perhaps one of the most photographed buildings on-campus is Suzzallo Library. The building is named for Henry Suzzallo, the University’s fifteenth president. Originally designed by the firm of Bebb & Gould, construction of the building began in 1923 and the building was completed in 1926. It replaced a wood-frame structure, which served as the University’s library. That building was one of the “temporary” structures that were built for the 1909 Alaska—Yukon—Pacific Exposition. That early library facility provided seating for 300 – at a University with a population of roughly 6,600 (Johnston, 1995).

  Suzzallo Library was originally designed as an equilateral triangle (as viewed in plan view), consistent with the 1915 Regents Plan for the campus. The west-facing wing was the first portion of the building that was constructed. Design of that wing is collegiate-Gothic with brick, terracotta, and cast stone. One of the most-impressive features of this façade is the eleven 35-foot high Gothic-traceried stained-glass windows. In 1935, the south-facing component of the building was completed. The design of the addition is

---

20 Names of the deceased are listed on the pylons at the Memorial Way entrance to the University from N.E. 45th St.
21 Today there are 101 London plane trees along the one-quarter-mile segment of Memorial Way extending from N.E. 45th St. south to the campus flagpole.
also collegiate-Gothic with brick, terracotta, cast stone and Gothic-traceried stained-glass windows. The north-facing wing addition, which occurred in the 1960s, deviated from the original equilateral triangle design and the collegiate-Gothic style. The style of this wing is classic curtain wall, modeled on the work of Yanasaki. In the 1980s, a fourth addition to Suzzallo Library was added – the Allen Library. Although it is not collegiate-Gothic, it does reflect the form, scale, massing, texture, details and materials of other nearby campus buildings.

- **Glenn Hughes Penthouse Theatre** – The Penthouse Theater is located northeast of the Observatory. This building was originally located in the southwest corner of the Central Campus (present site of the Physics & Astronomy Building). The Penthouse Theatre contains approximately 14,000 sq.ft. of floor area\(^2\) (footprint is 7,082 sq.ft.) and has a building height of 15 – 25 feet. In 1991, it was moved to the present site to provide site area for the Physics & Astronomy building complex. While not a historic structure, the Penthouse Theatre is considered to be “architecturally significant.”\(^2\) Built in 1940, the building is considered the first “arena” style\(^2\) theatre in the nation. The Penthouse Theatre is “closely associated with the career of Glenn Hughes, the distinguished director and teacher\(^2\) who served as Northwest regional director of the Federal Theatre Project during the Great Depression”.

- **Cunningham Hall** – Besides the Engineering Annex\(^2\), Cunningham Hall is the sole remaining “temporary” building from the 1909 Alaska—Yukon—Pacific Exposition (AYP). It is located in the Central Campus sector immediately east of Architecture Hall. It is a wood-frame building (approximately 5,100 gross sq.ft.; 2,500 sq.ft. lot coverage) that was built as the Women’s Building for the Exposition. The original architects was Saunders & Lawton. After the Exposition, the building served many campus users. In 1974, it was recommended for demolition, however, instead the decision was made to rehabilitate the structure. Rehab was completed in 1979 (The Hastings Group), the building was named for Imogen Cunningham, the internationally known photographer and UW graduate, and the building was designed as the campus Women’s Center (Johnston, 1995).

---

\(^2\) Including basement area  
\(^2\) Boyle Wagoner, 1989  
\(^2\) Theatre-in-the-round  
\(^2\) University of Washington faculty member from 1919 to 1964  
\(^2\) This is a wood-frame building, built in 1909. It is located immediately east of the Mechanical Engineering Building.
• **University Club** - This building was constructed in 1960 as the University’s Faculty Club, from designs prepared by Seattle architects Paul Hayden Kirk & Associates with Victor Steinbrueck. It replaced the former Hoo Hoo House, designed by architect Ellsworth Storey for the AYP. The Faculty Club is considered a hallmark of the Pacific Northwest regional Modernism interpreted in steel and glass. It has generous eastern glazing offering near and distant vistas toward the lower campus, the Cascade Mountains, and the Evergreen Point Floating Bridge. Renovations designed by Victor, Eckbo, Dean and Williams were subsequently implemented. The University of Washington Club was placed in the National Register in November 2009.

According to the University’s recent historic asset survey, 32 buildings/structures/open spaces in the Central Campus could also be potentially eligible for listing on the National Register, including the Aerospace and Engineering Research Building; Anderson Hall; Art Hall; Bagley Hall; Bloedel Hall and courtyard; Drumheller Fountain; the Engineering Annex; Gerberding Hall; Gowen Hall; Guggenheim Hall; Hall Health; Hansee Hall; Hutchinson Hall; Johnson Hall; Kirsten Wind Tunnel; McMahon Hall and Garage; Miller Hall; More Hall; Music Hall; North Physics Buildings (3); Padelford Building and Garage; Raitt Hall; Roberts Hall; Savery Hall; Sieg Hall; Smith Hall; Thomson Hall; Wilcox Hall; the Wilson Ceramic Laboratory; and Winkenwerder Hall. The Central Campus may be eligible for a historic district designation.

**East Campus**

Approximately four percent of the buildings on campus 50 years of age or older are located in the East Campus sector. East Campus contains one building listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the University Shell House. The Naval Military Hanger-University Shell House—now known as the Canoe House; is located southeast of Husky Stadium at the entrance to the Lake Washington Ship Canal from Union Bay. The Canoe House was built in 1918 by the U.S. Navy to serve as a hanger for the Aviation Training Corps., but apparently was never used as such. It is a frame-constructed building with shingle siding; it contains 13,199 gross sq.ft. with a building footprint of 10,633 sq.ft. Eventually, the building was donated to the University and was used as the Shellhouse for the rowing team. According to the University’s recent historic asset survey, two buildings/structures (Graves Hall and the Pavilion Pool) in the East Campus could also be potentially eligible for listing on the National Register.

---
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Surrounding Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Area

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement. These zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones. Several buildings/structures in the campus vicinity have been deemed historic, they are described below according to proximity to the University of Washington campus.

Primary Impact Zone

Several City-designated historic landmarks are located in the Primary Impact Zone, including:

- Sigma Kappa Mu Chapter House
- Montlake Bridge and Montlake Cut.
- University Bridge (only listed on the National Register).
- University Methodist Episcopal Church.
- University Presbyterian Church.
- University Library
- Fire Station #17
- Neptune Theatre
- Seattle Yacht Club
- Benton’s Jewelers Street Clock

Secondary Impact Zone

The Secondary Impact Zone also contains several historic buildings/structures, including:

- The Chittenden Locks and Lake Washington Ship Canal Historic District running from Lake Washington (southeast of Campus) to the Puget Sound (southwest of Campus) are listed on the National Register of Historic Places.¹⁸
- The Sand Point Naval Air Station Landmark District, located in the Sand Point neighborhood northeast of Campus, is a City of Seattle designated historic landmark.
- Arboretum Sewer Trestle and Aqueduct.
- Montlake School
- Roanoke Park Historic District (National Register Historic District)
- Montlake Park Historic District (National Register Historic District)
- Battelle Research/Talaris Conference Center
- Laurelhurst Community Center

3.13.2 Impacts

Development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is not anticipated to result in significant impacts to historic resources – either to on-campus or off-campus structures. A comparison of potential development sites to the recognized historic structures indicates that no recognized historic structures would have the potential to be directly impacted (i.e. demolished). Several of the potential development sites on campus (primarily in Central Campus) are located in proximity to recognized historic structures, including:

- Glenn Hughes Penthouse Theater and Memorial Way;
- Denny Hall;
- Lewis Hall;
- Clark Hall;
- Suzzallo Library;
- Architecture Hall;
- Ye College Inn;
- University Bridge;
- Montlake Cut; and,
- Canoe House.

Construction of future development proximate to the University’s historic structures could be expected to result in temporary indirect impacts, which could impact those buildings including localized increases in suspended particulates (dust), noise, vibration, disruption of pedestrian and bicycle circulation and loss of surface parking.

As indicated in Section 3.13.1 of this section, the University is participating in the process of completing an historic asset survey to identify the campus’ historic buildings, landscapes and cultural artifacts and identify resources that could be potentially eligible for listing on the National Register. Refer to the Affected Environment discussion in Section 3.13.1 for summary of potentially eligible buildings, landscapes and cultural artifacts by campus sector.

As noted in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and in Chapter 2 of this Draft EIS, the University of Washington has identified the following as a guiding principle for campus development under the updated Master Plan:

- **Stewardship of Historic and Cultural Resources** – Continue responsible and proactive stewardship of University of Washington’s campus assets through preservation of its historic and cultural resources and managed strategy of property development.

The University’s planning process for capital projects involves Capital Projects Design Review, review by the University’s Architectural Commission, the Campus Landscape
Advisory Committee, and the Board of Regents. The Board of Regents is ultimately responsible for the stewardship of historic and cultural resources on the campus. In addition, advice is sought from faculty with expertise concerning University campus history and architecture. As noted earlier in this section, the University of Washington has several processes that ensure consideration of historic resources. Each review body is responsible for raising issues for consideration and balancing the desirability and means of protecting, enhancing and perpetuating historic, cultural, engineering and architectural campus resources in terms of buildings, spaces and elements of the environment.

It should be noted that the legislature has granted the University’s Board of Regents “full control of the University and its property of various kinds, except as otherwise provided by law” (RCW 28B.20.130). The University’s position is that the Regents’ authority supersedes any restrictions imposed by the City of Seattle’s Landmarks Preservation Ordinance (LPO) (SMC Ch. 25.12). Unlike other entities to which the LPO has been applied, state universities are encumbered with a public purpose that is essential to the future of the State, and this public purpose requires that the campus continue to be developed to meet the growing and changing education needs of the State.

While the University of Washington is particularly sensitive to historical structures over 50 years old, these same considerations are applied to all campus development. The University’s Design Review process is an important tool utilized by the University for early, continuous, consistent and documented consideration of the impact of a proposed development on historic features of the campus. The Design Review Board assesses the architectural context of the site location, its historic context, as well as environmental considerations, Master Plan guidelines, and landscape/open space context.

To further insure that historic resources are considered, the University would prepare an Historic Resources Addendum (HRA) for any project that makes exterior alterations to a building that is over 50 years of age, or is located adjacent to campus buildings or features over 50 years of age.

During the planning horizon of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, approximately 45 buildings would become HRA qualifying, and the total number of buildings 50 years of age or older would increase to approximately 196 buildings.

### No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, historic resources-related impacts would primarily be related to the approximately 211,000 gsf of building development under the current 2003 CMP. Given that the location and extent of development would be controlled by the provisions of the current 2003 CMP-Seattle, and that the amount of development would be approximately four (4) percent that under Alternatives 1 through 5, the potential for
The historic related impacts on of adjacent to the University of Washington campus would be less than under Alternatives 1 through 5.

**Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases**

Alternative 1 matches the preferred allocation of building development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and assumes development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space throughout the campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, with more limited development assumed in the Central and East Campus sectors. Assumed development under Alternative 1 would not result in demolitions or additions to any recognized historic structures on campus. Construction of future development proximate to the University’s historic structures could result in temporary indirect impacts such as dust, noise, and vibration (refer to Section 3.16, **Summary of Construction Conditions**, for a listing of mitigation measures). The establishment of new buildings in direct proximity to historic structures and features can affect the character of historic resources. A discussion of potential impacts to historic resources by campus sector is provided below.

**West Campus**

As indicated previously, the privately-owned “Ye College Inn” is the only listed historic building located in West Campus. Assumed development under Alternative 1 could result in indirect impacts during the construction phase, including localized increases in suspended particulates (dust), noise, vibration, disruption of pedestrian and bicycle circulation and loss of surface parking. With adherence to measures related to limiting dust, noise and vibration during construction, the potential for indirect impacts to historic resources in the West Campus sector is low.

Considering the amount of new development assumed for the West Campus sector under Alternative 1, new development could be located adjacent to historic structures (Ye College Inn) or to buildings 50 years old or older, and would follow the University of Washington HRA process to insure that historic resources are considered.

For potentially eligible resources in West Campus, development assumed under Alternative 1 would replace the 3935 University Way NE building, the Fisheries Research Building and Schmitz Hall with new buildings. New development proposed on these sites would follow the University of Washington HRA process.

**South Campus**

Indirect impacts to historic resources related to development of South Campus under Alternative 1 are not anticipated due to limited historic resources located in this campus sector. Given the potential for a substantial amount of building demolition, however, the
potential for buildings/structures 50 years or older located in South Campus to be directly impacted is high. Any new development located adjacent to buildings 50 years old or older would follow the University of HRA process to document historic features associated with these buildings, and identify mitigation, as appropriate.

For potentially eligible resources in South Campus, development assumed under Alternative 1 would replace the Harris Hydraulics Building, Oceanography Building and Oceanography Teaching Building with new buildings. New development proposed on these sites would follow the University of Washington HRA process.

Central Campus

As indicated earlier, the Central Campus sector represents the historic core of the University of Washington Seattle campus and contains the majority of recognized historic structures on campus. Although the amount of assumed building development in the Central Campus sector is limited to 0.9 million gsf (15 percent of total development) under Alternative 1, assumed development in the Central Campus sector has the highest potential to occur in proximity to recognized historic structures, and corresponding potential to result in indirect construction related impacts (including temporary localized increases in dust, noise and vibration). Historic resources that may be indirectly impacted include, Glenn Hughes Penthouse Theater and Memorial Way, Denny Hall, Lewis Hall, Clark Hall, Suzzallo Library and Architecture Hall. Adherence with measures related to limiting dust, noise and vibration during construction would limit the potential for indirect impacts to historic structures in Central Campus (refer to Section 3.16, Summary of Construction Conditions, for a listing of mitigation measures).

Considering the number of historic structures in Central Campus, the potential for new development in Central Campus to be located in proximity to historic structures is high. Any new development proposed adjacent to historic structures or to buildings 50 years old or older, would follow the University of HRA process to insure that historic resources are considered.

For potentially eligible resources in Central Campus, development assumed under Alternative 1 would replace the Engineering Annex, McMahon Hall, Padelford and Garage, Sieg Hall, Wilcox Hall, and the Wilson Ceramic Laboratory with new buildings. New development proposed on this site would follow the University of Washington HRA process.

East Campus

As indicated previously, the Canoe House is the only listed historic building located in the East Campus sector. Similar to impacts identified in the other campus sectors, the Canoe House could be affected by indirect construction impacts including temporary localized increases in dust, noise and vibration. Adherence with measures related to limiting dust,
noise and vibration during construction would limit the potential for indirect impacts to the historic structure (refer to Section 3.16, Summary of Construction Conditions, for a listing of mitigation measures).

Considering the relatively limited amount of new development assumed for the East Campus sector under Alternative 1, it is not anticipated that new development would be located in proximity to historic structures (Canoe House). However, any development located adjacent to buildings 50 years old or older would follow the University of HRA process to document historic features associated with these buildings, and identify mitigation, as appropriate.

For potentially eligible resources in East Campus, development assumed under Alternative 1 would replace the Pavilion Pool with a new building. New development proposed on this site would follow the University of Washington HRA process.

Surrounding Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Area

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

The potential for indirect impacts to identified off-campus historic resources is relatively low given the limited number of potential development sites located in proximity to the off-campus resources. Historic resources located within the Primary Impact Zone that could be affected by potential development include: the University Bridge, University Methodist Episcopal Church, University Presbyterian Church, University Library, Fire Station #17, and Neptune Theater (in proximity to West Campus development); the Montlake Cut (in proximity to South Campus development); the Montlake Bridge and Montlake Cut, and Benton’s Jewelers Street Clock (in proximity to East Campus development); and Sigma Kappa Mu Chapter House (in proximity to Central Campus). Under Alternative 1, given the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, there is a potential for development to occur in proximity to identified off-campus historic resources. However, all new construction on the University of Washington campus would be conducted consistent with measures identified to minimize indirect impacts to adjacent uses and structures (refer to Section 3.16, Summary of Construction Conditions, for a listing of mitigation measures) and the University of Washington HRA process.

Given the distance of historic resources in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 1, construction and operational activities associated with this alternative would not be anticipated to affect historic resources in the Secondary Impact Zone. Off-campus historic resources within the Secondary Impact Zone include the Lake Washington waterway, Arboretum Trestle and Aqueduct, Montlake School, Roanoke Park.
Historic District, Battelle Research/Talaris Conference Center and Laurelhurst Community Center located in the general vicinity of West, South and East Campus sectors.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**

Alternative 2 reflects accommodation of 6.0 million gsf of net new building area developed generally consistent with the CMP proposed allocation without the proposed allowable height increases in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* and assumed under Alternative 1; thus, the existing CMP height limits are assumed.

As under Alternative 1, assumed development under Alternative 2 would not result in demolition or additions to any recognized historic structure on campus.

**West Campus**

Because Alternative 2 assumes a lower level of of development for the West Campus sector than under Alternative 1 (2.4 million gsf compared to 3.0 million gsf under Alternative 1) the potential for indirect impacts to recognized historic structures (privately-owned Ye College Inn) would be less than under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, any development adjacent to historic structures, or to buildings 50 years old or older would follow the University of HRA process to insure that historic resources are considered.

The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in West Campus with new building development under Alternative 2 would be the same as described under Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

As under Alternative 1, indirect impacts to historic resources related to development of South Campus under Alternative 2 are not anticipated due to limited historic resources located in this campus sector. Given the potential for a substantial amount of building demolition, however, the potential for buildings/structures 50 years or older located in South Campus to be directly impacted is high under Alternative 2, similar to Alternative 1. Any new development located adjacent to buildings 50 years old or older would follow the University of HRA process to document historic features associated with these buildings, and identify mitigation, as appropriate.

The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in South Campus with new building development under Alternative 2 would be the same as described under Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

Because Alternative 2 assumes the same level of development in the Central Campus sector as under Alternative 1, potential impacts to historic resources in Central Campus would be as identified under Alternative 1.
As under Alternative 1, considering the number of historic structures in Central Campus, the potential for new development in Central Campus to be located in proximity to historic structures is high. Any new development proposed adjacent to historic structures, or to buildings 50 years old or older, would follow the University of HRA process to insure that historic resources are considered.

The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in Central Campus with new building development under Alternative 2 would be the same as described under Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

Because the amount of development assumed for the East Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 (1.35 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), the potential for indirect impacts to identified historic resources, such as the Canoe House would be greater than under Alternative 1. For example, because assumed development under Alternative 2 in East Campus assumes potential development south of Husky Stadium, there is a potential for indirect impacts to the Canoe House. Any development located adjacent to the Canoe House or to buildings 50 years old or older, would follow the University of HRA process to document historic features associated with these buildings, and identify mitigation, as appropriate.

The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in East Campus with new building development under Alternative 2 would be the same as described under Alternative 1.

**Surrounding Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Area**

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

The potential for indirect impacts to identified off-campus historic resources is relatively low given the limited number of potential development sites located in proximity to the off-campus resources. Historic resources located within the Primary Impact Zone that could be affected by potential development include: the University Bridge, University Methodist Episcopal Church, University Presbyterian Church, University Library, Fire Station #17, and Neptune Theater (in proximity to West Campus development); the Montlake Cut (in proximity to South Campus development); the Montlake Bridge and Montlake Cut, and Benton’s Jewelers Street Clock (in proximity to East Campus development); and Sigma Kappa Mu Chapter House (in proximity to Central Campus). Under Alternative 2, given the focus of development in the West, South and East Campus sectors, there is a potential for development to occur in proximity to identified off-campus historic resources. However, all new construction on the University of Washington campus would be conducted consistent with measures identified to minimize indirect impacts to adjacent uses and structures (refer
to Section 3.16, **Summary of Construction Conditions**, for a listing of mitigation measures) and the University of Washington HRA process.

Given the distance of historic resources in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, construction and operational activities associated with this alternative would not be anticipated to affect historic resources in the Secondary Impact Zone. Off-campus historic resources within the Secondary Impact Zone include the Lake Washington waterway, Arboretum Trestle and Aqueduct, Montlake School, Roanoke Park Historic District, Battelle Research/Talaris Conference Center and Laurelhurst Community Center are located in the general vicinity of West, South and East Campus sectors.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

As under Alternative 1, assumed development under Alternative 3 would not result in demolition or additions to any recognized historic structure on campus.

**West Campus**

Because the amount of development assumed for the West Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 (3.2 million gsf compared to 3.0 million gsf under Alternative 1), the potential for indirect impacts to identified historic resources, such as the privately-owned “Ye College Inn”, would be greater than under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, any development adjacent to historic structures or to buildings 50 years old or older would follow the University HRA process to insure that historic resources are considered.

The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in West Campus with new building development under Alternative 3 would be the same as described under Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

Similar to West Campus, the amount of development assumed for the South Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 (1.65 million gsf compared to 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 1), therefore, the potential for indirect impacts to identified historic resources would be greater than under Alternative 1. However, due to limited historic resources located in South Campus, impacts to historic buildings/structures are considered low. Any new development located adjacent to buildings 50 years old or older would follow the University of HRA process to document historic features associated with these buildings, and identify mitigation, as appropriate.
The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in South Campus with new building development under Alternative 3 would be the same as described under Alternative 1.

Central Campus

Potential impacts to historic resources in the South Campus sector would be similar to those identified under Alternative 1, as proposed development in this sector is assumed to be the same under both alternatives.

As under Alternative 1, considering the number of historic structures in Central Campus, the potential for new development in Central Campus to be located in proximity to historic structures is high. Any new development proposed adjacent to historic structures, or to buildings 50 years old or older, would follow the University of HRA process to insure that historic resources are considered.

The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in Central Campus with new building development under Alternative 3 would be the same as described under Alternative 1.

East Campus

Due to the decreased amount of development assumed for the East Campus sector under Alternative 3 (0.25 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1) the potential for indirect impacts to affect recognized historic structures would be less than under Alternative 1.

The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in East Campus with new building development under Alternative 3 would be the same as described under Alternative 1.

Surrounding Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Area

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

The potential for indirect impacts to identified off-campus historic resources under Alternative 3 is relatively low given the limited number of potential development sites located in proximity to the off-campus resources. Historic resources located within the Primary Impact Zone that could be affected by potential development include: the University Bridge, University Methodist Episcopal Church, University Presbyterian Church, University Library, Fire Station #17, and Neptune Theater (in proximity to West Campus development); the Montlake Cut (in proximity to South Campus development); the Montlake Bridge and Montlake Cut, and Benton’s Jewelers Street Clock (in proximity to East Campus development); and Sigma Kappa Mu Chapter House (in proximity to Central Campus). Under Alternative 3, given the focus of development in the West and South
Campus sectors, there is a potential for development to occur in proximity to identified off-campus historic resources. However, all new construction on the University of Washington campus would be conducted consistent with measures identified to minimize indirect impacts to adjacent uses and structures (refer to Section 3.16, **Summary of Construction Conditions**, for a listing of mitigation measures) and the University of Washington HRA process.

Given the distance of historic resources in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 3, construction and operational activities associated with this alternative would not be anticipated to affect historic resources in the Secondary Impact Zone. Off-campus historic resources within the Secondary Impact Zone include the Lake Washington waterway, Arboretum Trestle and Aqueduct. Montlake School, Roanoke Park Historic District, Battelle Research/Talaris Conference Center and Laurelhurst Community Center are located in the general vicinity of West, South and East Campus sectors.

**Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and East Campus sectors. Alternative 4 reflects an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

As under Alternative 1, assumed development under Alternative 4 would not result in demolition or additions to any recognized historic structure on campus.

**West Campus**

Potential impacts to historic resources in the South Campus sector would be similar to those identified under Alternative 1, as proposed development in this sector is assumed to be the same under both alternatives.

**South Campus**

Potential impacts to historic resources in the South Campus sector would be substantially less than those identified under Alternative 1 due to the decreased assumed development in South Campus under Alternative 4 (0.2 million gsf compared to 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 1), and the limited number of historic buildings/structures located in the South Campus sector.

Compared to Alternative 1 (which assumes replacement of three potentially eligible resources), assumed development under Alternative 4 would not replace any potentially eligible resources in South Campus with new development.
Central Campus

Potential impacts to historic resources in the Central Campus sector would be greater than those identified under Alternative 1 due to the increased development assumed in Central Campus under Alternative 4 (1.1 million gsf compared to 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 1). As previously indicated, many of the historic resources found on the University of Washington Campus are located in the Central Campus sector, some of the building/structures that could be indirectly impacted by development include, Glenn Hughes Penthouse Theater and Memorial Way, Denny Hall, Lewis Hall, Clark Hall, Suzzallo Library and Architecture Hall. Adherence with measures related to limiting dust, noise and vibration during construction would limit the potential for indirect impacts to historic structures in Central Campus (refer to Section 3.16, Summary of Construction Conditions, for a listing of mitigation measures).

Considering the number of historic structures in Central Campus, the potential for new development in Central Campus to be located in proximity to historic structures is high. Any new development proposed adjacent to historic structures, or to buildings 50 years old or older, would follow the University of HRA process to insure that historic resources are considered.

The potential to replace potentially eligible resources in Central Campus with new building development assumed under Alternative 4 would be the same as described under Alternative 1

East Campus

Because the amount of development assumed for the East Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 (1.7 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), the potential for indirect impacts to identified historic resources, such as the Canoe House would be greater than under Alternative 1. For example, because assumed development under Alternative 4 in East Campus assumes potential development south of Husky Stadium, there is a potential for indirect impacts to the Canoe House under Alternative 4. Any development located adjacent to the Canoe House, or to buildings 50 years old or older, would follow the University HRA process to document historic features associated with these buildings, and identify mitigation, as appropriate.

Compared to Alternative 1 (which assumes replacement of one potentially eligible resource), assumed development under Alternative 4 would not replace any potentially eligible resources in East Campus with new development.
Surrounding Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Area

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

The potential for indirect impacts to identified off-campus historic resources under Alternative 4 is relatively low given the limited number of potential development sites located in proximity to the off-campus resources. Historic resources located within the Primary Impact Zone that could be affected by potential development include: the University Bridge, University Methodist Episcopal Church, University Presbyterian Church, University Library, Fire Station #17, and Neptune Theater (in proximity to West Campus development); the Montlake Cut (in proximity to South Campus development); the Montlake Bridge and Montlake Cut, and Benton’s Jewelers Street Clock (in proximity to East Campus development); and Sigma Kappa Mu Chapter House (in proximity to Central Campus). Under Alternative 4, given the focus of development in the West, Central and East Campus sectors, there is a potential for development to occur in proximity to identified off-campus historic resources. However, all new construction on the University of Washington campus would be conducted consistent with measures identified to minimize indirect impacts to adjacent uses and structures (refer to Section 3.16, Summary of Construction Conditions, for a listing of mitigation measures) and the University of Washington HRA process.

Given the distance of historic resources in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 4, construction and operational activities associated with this alternative would not be anticipated to affect historic resources in the Secondary Impact Zone. Off-campus historic resources within the Secondary Impact Zone include the Lake Washington waterway, Arboretum Trestle and Aqueduct. Montlake School, Roanoke Park Historic District, Battelle Research/Talaris Conference Center and Laurelhurst Community Center are located in the general vicinity of West, South and East Campus sectors.

Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1 through 4, although the assumed street vacation would not occur. Thus, the proposed vacation of NE Northlake Place in West Campus would not occur. Because construction associated with the assumed vacation would not directly impact any recognized historic structures, and construction associated with the vacation is relatively minor, indirect impacts to historic resources under Alternative 5 would be similar to Alternatives 1 through 4. The potential for indirect impacts to identified off-campus historic resources would be as identified for Alternative 1 through 4.
Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts

Development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would contribute to the amount of overall construction in the area and, in combination with future new development in the area, would contribute to indirect construction-related impacts to historic resources including short-term, localized traffic congestion, noise and dust. To the extent that increased campus population and development increase the pressure for supporting development in the surrounding area (primarily in the University District), campus growth could contribute to historic resources related impacts in the area.

The No Action Alternative could result in more pressure for new construction in the surrounding area (primarily in the University District) to meet a portion of the building development necessary to accommodate increased campus population, potentially transferring a portion of the indirect historic resource-related impacts from the University of Washington campus to surrounding areas.

The University District Urban Design EIS identifies the University Bridge and privately-owned Ye College Inn as National Register of Historic Places, the University Methodist Episcopal Church as listed on the Washington Heritage Register, and identifies other structures in the University District that are on or eligible for other historic designations. The University District Urban Design EIS indicates that rezoning and associated population growth “could accelerate the real estate market pressures in the area and potentially impact the older character buildings, as well as the recognized historic buildings.” To the extent that the University of Washington development adds to market pressure in the University District, development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan could contribute to pressure to convert older buildings in the area.

All construction activities in the area would be required to follow applicable regulations, and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for
ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.13-1), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For example, areas of campus located in proximity to recognized historic resources are identified as having a “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive historic resources conditions, while areas of campus located at a distance from recognized historic resources are identified as having a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive historic resources.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

3.13.3 Mitigation Measures

The following measures would be available for development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan.

Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

- The University of Washington’s existing site selection and internal design review processes (architectural, landscape, environmental review, and Board or Regents) would continue to review and authorize major building projects in terms of siting, scale, and the use of compatible materials relative to recognized historic structures.

- The University of Washington would continue to follow the Historic Resources Addendum (HRA) process for all proposed projects that include exterior alterations to buildings over 50 years old, or are located adjacent to buildings or features over 50 years old. The HRA is intended to insure that important elements of the campus, its historic character and value, environmental considerations and landscape context are valued.
Figure 3.13-1
Historic Resources Sensitivity Map
• The University of Washington would follow the Historic Resources Addendum (HRA) process for all proposed projects located on sites identified as being potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

• In the event that potential development could impact a potentially eligible building/structure, the University would first consider options for preserving the building in place. If this does not meet the University’s mission, the University would consider preserving the most significant elements of the building’s façade or a DAHP Level II recordation would be conducted which consists of preparing a complete history of the building, collecting archival-quality historic and contemporary photographs and architectural drawings (if available), and sharing this data with local archives, libraries and/or historical societies.

• The potential for indirect impacts to on-campus and identified off-campus historic resources associated with construction noise, dust, and pedestrian/bicycle circulation distribution would be mitigated by the following the measures identified in Sections 3.2 (Air Quality), 3.6 (Environmental Health) and 3.16 (Transportation).

### 3.13.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Campus development under EIS Alternatives 1 through 5 would occur within the context of a campus with historic buildings and spaces. With implementation of the identified mitigation measures, no significant adverse impacts are anticipated.
This section of the Final EIS describes the existing public services (fire and police services) that serve the University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity and evaluates the potential impacts to public services that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. It is not anticipated that development associated with the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would have the potential to significantly impact area public and private schools, and analysis of schools is not included in this Final EIS. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.14.1 Affected Environment

Fire and Emergency Services

The Seattle Fire Department (SFD) provides fire prevention, education, fire suppression, medical services, and other related emergency and non-emergency services to the University of Washington. The SFD is staffed by approximately 981 uniformed personnel, with an on-duty strength of 207 staff members; all uniformed personnel are emergency medical technician (EMT) certified. SFD responds to University fire alarms, chemical spills and medical emergencies. The University of Washington is located within the Battalion 6 service area and units from five different stations are typically available to respond to the campus, including: Station 17 (1050 NE 50th Street); Station 22 (901 E Roanoke St.); Station 38 (4004 NE 55th St.); Station 9 (3829 Linden Ave. N); Station 16 (6846 Oswego Place NE). If the first assigned units are not available, backup units are dispatched accordingly.

Apparatus available at each of the stations that serve the campus, include:

- Station 9 – Engine 9
- Station 16 – Engine 16
- Station 17 – Engine 17, Ladder 9, Medic 16, Battalion 6
- Station 22 – Engine 22
- Station 38 – Engine 38

When special hazardous conditions warrant it, a hazardous response team is dispatched, as well as a full response team. The hazardous response team consists of an additional engine company, a ladder company, a Hazardous Materials Emergency Unit and a deputy chief.
The type of response assigned by the SFD’s alarm center is determined by the nature of the received emergency request. Approximate response time to the University ranges from three to five minutes. Table 3.14-1 provides a summary of city-wide emergency responses by the Seattle Fire Department from 2010 through 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medical Service (EMS)</td>
<td>64,107</td>
<td>64,595</td>
<td>69,082</td>
<td>71,948</td>
<td>75,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>13,395</td>
<td>12,709</td>
<td>12,651</td>
<td>13,388</td>
<td>14,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Calls</td>
<td>77,502</td>
<td>77,304</td>
<td>81,733</td>
<td>85,336</td>
<td>89,980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Seattle Fire Department, 2016.*

As noted in Table 3.14-1, calls for service for the Seattle Fire Department city-wide have increased by approximately 16 percent since 2010, with the greatest increase coming from the amount of EMS calls.

The University maintains a comprehensive fire safety program for the campus. Staffing includes fire protection engineers, fire safety specialist, environmental health and safety technologists, fire alarm control technicians, facilities operations maintenance specialists and a utilities maintenance staff. The fire safety engineers are fire safety specialists provide life safety consulting and monitoring services for the University, as well as review of documents for all fire systems and approval of installations.

Facilities operations maintenance specialists and Environmental Health and Safety staff are responsible for maintaining and testing all University fire suppression systems. Fire alarm control technicians test and maintain the fire alarm systems, and utility workers service portable fire extinguishers.

Most of the major buildings on campus are equipped with a monitored fire alarm system. Alarms are monitored by an approved central station as well as local monitoring system that is owned, operated and maintained by the University. The University of Washington Police Department (UWPD) operates a proprietary Central Communication Center to coordinate University Police, Environmental Health and Safety, and Facilities Services support to the SFD.

The University has historically built and maintained fire resistant buildings meeting, and in some cases exceeding, minimum code requirements. Fire loss history at the University is favorable.
Police

The University of Washington Police Department (UWPD) employs approximately 85 staff members. All commissioned members of the Department have completed training at the Washington State Criminal Justice Training Commission Academy. The Department has its own conflict management, firearm, and first aid instructions. UWPD maintains an executive division, operations division, professional standards and training division, security services and a technical services division. The entire campus is patrolled 24 hours a day by three patrol cars.

Table 3.14-2 summarizes the total crimes responded to by the UWPD between 2010 and 2014. The UWPD has responded to an increasing number of crimes on the University of Washington campus over the past five years and the number of total crimes responded to have increased by approximately 10 percent since 2010. As noted in the table, the majority of the crimes on campus are Part II Crimes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part I Crimes¹</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part II Crimes²</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Crimes</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>1,328</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>1,376</td>
<td>1,374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University of Washington Police Department, 2016.

¹ Part I Crimes include more serious crimes such as robbery, aggravated assault, rape, and motor vehicle theft.
² Part II Crimes include simple assault, vandalism, drug abuse violations, driving under the influence, and disorderly conduct.

The Seattle Police Department (SPD) provides backup service to the University Police Department for major emergencies and planned special events, such as Husky football games. The University of Washington Medical Center Hospital also maintains a security guard force of eight employees to provide security services for most hospital shifts. In addition, funding is being considered for four security guards to provide security service in the Health Sciences complex.

SPD currently has 1,388 sworn officer positions from the rank of police officer through police chief.¹ The University of Washington Campus is located within the North Precinct of

¹ Personal Communication with SPD, Captain Jim Dermody, Field Support Bureau, Data-Driven Policing Section Commander. Seattle Police Department. September 2015.
the SPD. The North Precinct headquarters is located approximately three miles to the northwest of the campus (located at 10049 College Way N). The North Precinct is divided into five sectors and 15 beats. The University of Washington campus is located within Sector U and Beats U2 and U3.

Table 3.14-3 illustrates the total Part I Crimes (homicide, robbery, assault, rape, arson, burglary, theft, and vehicle theft) responded to by SPD from 2011 to 2015. As indicated in the table, the North Precinct represents approximately 34 percent of the Part I Crimes that SPD responds to in a given year. Over the past year, Part I Crimes in the North Precinct have decreased by approximately five percent.

Table 3.14-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Precinct</td>
<td>10,993</td>
<td>10,653</td>
<td>12,473</td>
<td>13,823</td>
<td>13,181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total SPD</td>
<td>32,222</td>
<td>32,284</td>
<td>36,895</td>
<td>40,749</td>
<td>37,748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Precinct as a Percentage of SPD</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Seattle Police Department, 2016.

Existing Campus

For analysis purposes, the distribution of existing public service demand has been estimated based on the percentage of overall campus development that is located within each campus sector.

West Campus

The West Campus sector has approximately 3.8 million gsf of building space which equates to approximately 23 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 16.6 million gsf). The West Campus sector currently has the third highest percentage of building space behind the South and Central Campus sectors and would therefore be anticipated to have the third highest demand for public services. Calls for public services would typically be generated by existing student housing, academic and administrative uses in the West Campus sector.

South Campus

The South Campus sector currently contains approximately 4.2 million gsf of building space which equates to approximately 25 percent of the overall building space on campus. It currently has the second highest percentage of building space on the campus (behind the Central Campus) and is anticipated to have the second highest demand for public services.

---

2 City of Seattle Police Department. North Precinct Website http://www.seattle.gov/police/precincts/north/about.htm
Calls for service would be generated by existing health sciences, medical center and academic uses in the South Campus sector.

Central Campus

The Central Campus sector has approximately 7.1 million gsf of building space which equates to approximately 43 percent of the overall building space on campus. The Central Campus sector currently has the highest percentage of building space on campus and would therefore be anticipated to have the highest demand for public services. Calls for public services would typically be generated by existing student housing, academic and administrative uses in the Central Campus sector.

East Campus

The East Campus sector currently contains approximately 1.5 million gsf of building space which equates to approximately nine percent of the overall building space on campus. It currently has the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and is anticipated to have the lowest demand for public services. Calls for service would be generated by existing academic/student support, administrative and athletic facility uses in the East Campus sector. Although service calls in East Campus can spike during sporting events.

Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement. These zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones (see Figure 2-3).

Fire and emergency services for the Primary and Secondary Impact zone are also provided by the SFD. Police services for the Primary and Secondary Impact zones are provided by the SPD.

3.14.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies the potential impacts of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan on public services that could occur with development under the EIS Alternatives.

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that the approximately 6.0 million gsf of potential future development on the campus under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would not occur and that only the remaining development capacity under the CMP Seattle 2003 would be developed (approximately 211,000 gsf). Some level of increased campus population would occur under the No Action Alternative through the remaining
development under the *CMP Seattle 2003*, which would result in an increase in demand for public services. However, due to the lower level of development that would occur on campus when compared to Alternatives 1 through 5, it is anticipated that impacts to fire/emergency services and police service would be lower under the No Action Alternative.

**Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases**

Under Alternative 1, which reflects the preferred allocation of building development under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*, approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and East Campus sectors.

**Fire and Emergency Services**

Potential future development under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* would result in increased demand for fire and emergency services over the life of the plan. Over the 10-year planning horizon, construction projects on potential development sites would require fire department review for applicable project development permits and inspection services prior to occupancy. All development projects on the campus would be constructed in accordance with applicable City of Seattle Fire Code requirements and would include fire alarms and fire suppression systems in accordance with applicable standards. During construction of specific development projects, vehicle access through and surrounding potential development sites could be affected and require the implementation of detour routes, which could affect emergency vehicle responses times in the vicinity of potential development sites.

Under Alternative 1, the increase in building development and associated campus population would result in an incremental increase in demand and service calls for fire and emergency services over the 10-year planning horizon. Given that the amount of building space on campus is estimated increase by approximately 35 percent during this timeframe, it is assumed that the number of fire service and emergency medical service calls would also increase by approximately 35 percent; however, with the incorporation of fire suppression systems into new buildings, the increase in calls could be substantially less.

As development occurs, it is anticipated that SFD would have adequate staffing to serve the campus and greater Seattle area, and that increases in SFD staffing could be provided as necessary though the Department’s annual planning processes.
Police Service

Under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, potential future development under Alternative 1 and associated increases in campus population would result in an increased demand for campus security and police services. Similar to the existing conditions, UWPD would continue to provide campus security and police services for the University of Washington with SPD providing backup service for major emergencies and special events. Potential future building development and increases in campus population would occur incrementally over the 10-year planning horizon and would generate an incremental increase in demand for security services and calls for service for the UWPD and potentially the SPD North Precinct.

Under Alternative 1, potential future development would primarily occur in the West Campus and South Campus sectors and could generate the largest increase in demand for police services; however, the potential for police service calls would not be limited to one specific area and could occur throughout the campus over the life of the plan. As potential future development occurs and campus population increases, the UWPD would continue to serve the campus and any future increases in Department staffing levels could be provided, as necessary, as part of the UWPD planning processes.

Campus Sectors

West Campus

With potential development under Alternative 1, approximately 3.0 million gsf would be added to the West Campus sector. This sector would contain a total of approximately 6.8 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 30 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6 million gsf). Under Alternative 1, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for public services.

South Campus

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of development would be included in the South Campus sector under Alternative 1. In total, this sector would contain approximately 5.55 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 25 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 1, the South Campus sector would have the third highest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for public services.

Central Campus

With potential development under Alternative 1, approximately 0.9 million gsf of new development would be added to the Central Campus sector. This sector would have a total of approximately 8.0 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 35
percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 1, the Central Campus sector would have the highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the highest demand for public services.

**East Campus**

Approximately 0.75 million gsf of new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 1. In total, this sector would contain approximately 2.25 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 10 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 1, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for public services.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development under Alternative 1), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated increase in demand for public services on the campus, and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for public services in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 1, impacts from increased public service demand would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for public service impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development Consistent with CMP and Existing Height Limits**

Under Alternative 2, approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus under current allowable
building heights, with a focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central Campus sector. Existing building heights would be retained under this alternative.

**Fire and Emergency Services**

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development on campus under Alternative 2 would result in an increased demand for fire and emergency services, including fire department review for applicable project development permits and inspection services prior to occupancy as well as modified access routes during construction which could affect emergency vehicle responses times in the vicinity of potential development sites. Potential future development would create an incremental increase in demand and service calls for fire and emergency services over the 10-year planning horizon. Assuming that the calls for service would correlate to the amount of increased building space, the overall increase in calls for service would be similar to Alternative 1 and would represent an approximately 35 percent increase.

Development in the West Campus, South Campus and East Campus sectors could generate the largest increase in fire and emergency service demand; however, the potential for increased demand could occur throughout the campus and would not be limited to one specific area. As development occurs, it is anticipated that SFD would have adequate staffing to serve the campus and the greater Seattle area, and that increases in SFD staffing would be provided as necessary though the Department’s annual planning processes.

**Police Service**

Under Alternative 2, potential future building development and associated increases in campus population would occur incrementally over the 10-year planning horizon and would generate an incremental increase in demand for security services and calls for service for the UWPD, similar to Alternative 1. Under Alternative 2, potential future development would primarily occur in the West Campus, South Campus and East Campus sectors and these areas could generate the largest increase in demand for police services; however, the potential for police service calls would not be limited to one specific area and could occur throughout the campus. As described under Alternative 1, as potential future development occurs and campus population increases, the UWPD would continue to serve the campus and any future increases in Department staffing levels could be provided, as necessary, as part of the UWPD planning processes.

**Campus Sectors**

**West Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 2, approximately 2.4 million gsf would be added to the West Campus sector. This sector would contain a total of approximately 6.2
million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 27 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6 million gsf). Under Alternative 2, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for public services. However, the potential increase in demand for public services would be anticipated to be less than under Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

The amount of potential development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in public service demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

The amount of potential development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in public service demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of potential new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 2. In total, this sector would contain approximately 2.85 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 13 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 2, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for public services. However, the potential increase in demand for public services in the East Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.

With the focus of development in the West, South and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for public services on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to the East Campus sectors).
Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for public services in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, impacts from increased public service demand would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for public service impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density**

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle Campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

**Fire and Emergency Services**

Similar to Alternative 1, an increase in building development and associated campus population under Alternative 3 would result in an incremental increase in demand and service calls for fire and emergency services over the 10-year planning horizon. Given that the amount of building space on campus is estimated to increase by approximately 35 percent during this timeframe, it is assumed that the increase in demand and number of fire service and emergency medical service calls would also increase by approximately 35 percent.

**Police Services**

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development under Alternative 3 would primarily occur in the West and South Campus sectors and could generate the largest increase in demand for police services; however, the potential for police service calls would not be limited to one specific area and could occur throughout the campus over the life of the plan. Given that the amount of building space on campus is estimated increase by approximately 35 percent during this timeframe, it is assumed that the increase in demand and number of fire service and emergency medical service calls would also increase by approximately 35 percent.
Campus Sectors

West Campus

With potential development under Alternative 3, approximately 3.2 million gsf of net new development would be added to the West Campus sector. This sector would contain a total of approximately 7.0 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 31 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for public services. The increase in public service demand is anticipated to be greater than under Alternative 1 due to additional development density assumed in this sector under Alternative 3.

South Campus

Approximately 1.65 million gsf of development would be added in the South Campus sector under Alternative 3. In total, this sector would contain approximately 5.85 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 26 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the South Campus sector would have the third highest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for public services. But, the increase in demand under Alternative 3 would be greater than Alternative 1 due to additional development density assumed in this sector under Alternative 3.

Central Campus

The amount of potential development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 3 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in public service demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

East Campus

Approximately 0.25 million gsf of new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 3. In total, this sector would contain approximately 1.75 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately eight percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for public services. The potential increase in demand in the East Campus sector would be lower than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of development density assumed in this sector under Alternative 3.

Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.
With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for public services on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for public services in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 3, impacts from increased public service demand would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for public service impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

### Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of net new building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

### Fire and Emergency Services

Under Alternative 4, an increase in building development and associated campus population would result in an incremental increase in demand and service calls for fire and emergency services over the 10-year planning horizon, similar to Alternative 1. Given that the amount of building space on campus is estimated to increase by approximately 35 percent during this timeframe, it is assumed that the increase in demand and number of fire service and emergency medical service calls would also increase by approximately 35 percent.

### Police Services

Potential future development under Alternative 4 would primarily occur in the West and South Campus sectors and could generate the largest increase in demand for police services, similar to Alternative 1. The potential for police service calls would not be limited to one specific area and could occur throughout the campus over the life of the plan. Given that the amount of building space on campus is estimated to increase by approximately 35 percent...
percent during this timeframe, it is assumed that the increase in demand and number of fire service and emergency medical service calls would also increase by approximately 35 percent.

**Campus Sectors**

**West Campus**

The amount of potential development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 4 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in public service demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

Approximately 0.2 million gsf of development would be added in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. In total, this sector would contain approximately 4.4 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 20 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the South Campus sector would have the third highest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for public services. The increase in demand for public services under Alternative 4 would be less than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of potential development.

**Central Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 4, approximately 1.1 million gsf of new development would be added to the Central Campus sector. This sector would have a total of approximately 8.2 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 36 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the Central Campus sector would have the highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the highest demand for public services. The potential increase in demand for public services would also be greater than under Alternative 1 due to increased amount of development density under Alternative 4.

**East Campus**

Approximately 1.7 million gsf of potential new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 4. In total, this sector would contain approximately 3.2 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 14 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for public services. However, the potential increase in demand for public services in the East Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 due to the increased development density in the sector under Alternative 4.
Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.

With the focus of development in the West, Central, and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for public services on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus), the residential neighborhood north of NE 45th Street (across from the Central Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to the East Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for public services in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 4, impacts from increased public service demand would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for public service impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of development and associated increase in population would occur as under Alternatives 1 through 4; however, the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place would not occur. As a result, it is anticipated that the public service impacts under Alternative 5 would be similar to those analyzed under Alternatives 1 through 4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

To the extent that potential future development of the **2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan** under Alternatives 1 through 5 occur in the vicinity of other development projects in the site area (i.e. University District, etc.), it could result in a cumulative increase in demand for fire and emergency services from the SFD. Although the level, timing, and specific location of future development in the University District is not defined, it is possible that some level of concurrent and proximate development would occur on the University of Washington campus and in the University District, especially given the focus of development in the West Campus sector. The University of Washington and the University District are served by SFD...
Battalion 6 and fire service increases associated with growth in these areas would be considered through SFD’s annual planning process.

Cumulative increases in demand for police services from the SPD North Precinct could also occur, albeit at a lower level, due to provision of service by UWPD on the University of Washington campus.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the *2018 Campus Master Plan* and would complete a SEPA analysis/threshold determination on individual projects.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.14-1), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For public services (fire and police), the entire University of Washington campus is identified as having a “Low” potential for sensitive public service conditions, or result in impacts to public services.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

**3.14.3 Mitigation Measures**

The following measures would be available for development under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*. 
Figure 3.14-1
Public Services Sensitivity Map
Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low Potential)

- All potential future development under *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* would be constructed in accordance with applicable City of Seattle Fire Code requirements and would include fire alarms and fire suppression systems in accordance with applicable standards.

- During the construction process for potential future development, the SFD would be notified of any major utility shutdowns or campus street closures/detours.

- In the case of an emergency, during the construction process for potential future development, the UWPD could provide police escort services for fire and emergency service vehicles.

- The University of Washington would review the designs of specific development projects for potential life/safety and personnel security issues.

- The UWPD would increase its law enforcement staff capacity and expand operations, as necessary, to meet the increased security needs associated with development and increased population under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan*.

3.14.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Potential future development and the associated increase in campus population under the *2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan* would result in an increase in demand for fire and emergency services and police services on the University of Washington campus. With the implementation of mitigation measures identified above, significant unavoidable impacts to public services would not be anticipated.
3.15 UTILITIES

This section of the Final EIS provides discussion on the existing water, sewer, stormwater drainage and solid waste systems serving the University of Washington (UW) campus, and describes potential impacts that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.15.1 Affected Environment

Water Supply

Water for domestic use and fire suppression in the City of Seattle, including the University of Washington, is provided by Seattle Public Utilities (SPU). Primary sources of water for the SPU system include the Cedar River and Tolt River watersheds. Water from these watersheds is treated and delivered to Seattle via a number of large transmission mains. Smaller pipes branch off the transmission mains to water storage tanks and reservoirs located at higher elevation locations throughout the City; the reservoirs/tanks are located at higher elevations to allow water to the distributed from the reservoirs/tanks primarily by gravity. The SPU water distribution system is divided into approximately 45 pressure zones (PZ) that operate within a pressure range of approximately 30 to 130 pounds per square inch (psi), which is a pressure range that is suitable for drinking water and fire flow.

Water to the University of Washington campus and immediately surrounding area is provided from the Maple Leaf Reservoir located at Roosevelt Way and NE 83rd Street.

From the SPU supply system, the University of Washington campus is served through a series of meters located on and adjacent to campus. Refer to Figure 3.15-1 for map of the existing water distribution system on campus.

The University of Washington campus currently consumes approximately 198 million gallons of water annually and implements aggressive conservation methods. There are no known capacity issues associated with the water system serving the University of Washington campus.

It should be noted that the East Campus sector contains the majority of the University’s athletic facilities and that these facilities typically generate a temporary increase in water demand during sporting events (football games, basketball games, etc.)

---

1 Water service to the University of Washington is provided through a 20-inch main in NE 55th St., 32-inch mains in 7th and 10th Avenues NE, and 12- and eight-inch lines to the NE Pacific Street and NE 40th Street entrances. The 25th Avenue NE service line and the connection at Montlake and NE Pacific Street tie to the City’s 54-inch line to the Maple Leaf Reservoir.

2 Assumes 12 gallons per building square foot per year; this estimate is based on a sample of representative metered buildings.
**Sanitary Sewer**

**Overview**

Sanitary sewer service at the University of Washington campus is provided by a series of systems owned by the University, King County and the City of Seattle (see Figure 3.15-2 for a map indicating the University, City of Seattle and King County systems).

In general, the Central, South and East Campus sectors are served by the University of Washington system, with the West Campus sector served by a combination of the University and Seattle Public Utilities systems. All sewer flows generated on campus are directed via the various systems to the King County trunk line that follows Montlake Boulevard NE and NE Pacific Street.

The total existing amount of sewage generated on the University of Washington campus is illustrated in Table 3.15-1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Campus Building Square Footage</th>
<th>Annual Gallons Produced(^1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16,500,000</td>
<td>181,500,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Assumes 11 gallons per building square foot per year based on a sample of available water meter data and known irrigation demands.

Sanitary sewer systems can generally be categorized as either combined or dedicated sanitary piping systems. In a dedicated sanitary system, wastewater flows to a dedicated sanitary sewer piping system then to a trunk line and eventually to a wastewater treatment facility prior to outfall to a water body; stormwater runoff is directed to a separate drainage piping system. A combined system collects stormwater and wastewater in the same piping system and transports the combined flows to a trunk line and eventually to a treatment facility. At certain times, including certain large rainfall events, combined stormwater/wastewater flows can exceed the system capacity, and combined overflow can be discharged via a combined sewer overflow pipe to a nearby water body.

A more detailed discussion of the sewer systems serving the University of Washington campus is provided below, followed by a summary of how the sewer systems relate to the campus sectors.
As indicated in the sanitary sewer distribution map included in Figure 3.15-2, the University of Washington owns and operates the majority of the sanitary sewer system on the campus. The University of Washington system ties to either the King County trunk sewer or the City of Seattle collection system (described later in this section), with treatment and disposal at King County’s West Point sewage treatment facility located next to Discovery Park approximately, three miles west of the University of Washington campus.

As indicated in Table 3.15-1, total daily sewage flows generated on the University of Washington campus is estimated to total approximately 182 million gallons annually, or approximately 500,000 gallons per day on average.\(^3\)

For campus area north of NE Pacific Street and west of Montlake Boulevard NE (i.e. central and northern portions of West Campus), piping generally follows natural gradients and generally gravity flows to the south and southeast to the 138- to 108-inch diameter King County -Northlake trunk sewer that follows Montlake Boulevard NE and NE Pacific Street. Given the lower elevation of the South Campus sector and portions of the East Campus sector, and the West Campus sector south of NE Pacific Street, sanitary flows are collected and lifted to the King County trunk sewer by means of a series of lift stations.

As indicated in Figure 3.15-2, the majority of the University of Washington campus (approximately 90 percent of the campus area) is served by dedicated sanitary systems. Because the Central Campus sector contains the historic core of the University of Washington campus, the Central Campus sector contains the oldest stormwater and sewer piping systems on campus, including some combined sewer/stormwater piping; approximately 35-acres of the Central Campus sector is currently served by remnant combined piping, representing approximately 10 percent of the campus. In an effort to reduce the volume of combined flows generated on campus, the University of Washington is working to convert the older combined systems to dedicated sanitary systems as an element of individual development projects. (Refer to the Campus Area Sewer System Summary discussion later in this section for additional detail.)

There are no known capacity issues associated with the University of Washington sewer piping system or lift stations except for the SPU-owned lift station at Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Boat Street (also see the discussions related to the King County and City of Seattle systems below).

Seattle Public Utilities-Owned System

As indicated in Figure 3.15-2, Seattle Public Utilities owns and operates the majority of the sewer system in the West Campus sector. Consisting of both sanitary and combined systems,
sewage drains to the King County trunk line by gravity where possible. Otherwise, sanitary flows are collected and lifted back into the King County trunk sewer in NE Pacific Street by means of the SPU-owned University South Campus sewage lift station located at Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Boat Street. The Seattle Public Utility sanitary sewer system is considered adequately sized to meet current demands, except for the sewage lift station at Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Boat Street.

**King County-Owned System**

King County is responsible for treating wastewater in the City of Seattle. Wastewater from the University of Washington campus (and surrounding area) is routed to the West Point Treatment.

King County owns and operates the 138- to 108-inch diameter King County -Northlake trunk sewer that follows Montlake Boulevard NE to the south and NE Pacific Street to the west. This trunk sewer transmits flows to the West Point Treatment Plant. King County also owns and operates the 84-inch diameter combined sewer overflow pipe to Portage Bay.4 All campus sewer flows are eventually directed to the King County-Northlake trunk line (see the Campus Area System Summary discussion later in this section).

The King County trunk line is considered adequate to accommodate current sewer flows from the University of Washington. However, as indicated earlier, at various times (including following certain large rainfall events), combined flows within the King Country line can exceed capacity, and combined overflow is discharged to Portage Bay via the 84-inch diameter combined sewer overflow pipe.

A summary of the sewer systems serving each of the campus areas is provided below.

**Campus Sewer System Summary**

The following describes the relationship of the campus sewer systems to the various campus sectors:

**West Campus**

The sewer piping system serving the West Campus sector consists of City of Seattle sewer mains with University of Washington lateral lines serving individual buildings. Flows in the West Campus sector north of NE Pacific Street gravity flow to the King County trunk line in NE Pacific Street, while flows in the area south of NE Pacific Street flow to the City of Seattle lift station at NE Boat Street and Brooklyn Avenue NE before connecting to the King County trunk line. There are no known capacity issues associated with the existing West Campus piping. However, the SPU-owned lift station is currently inadequately sized for future

---

4 Valves, remotely controlled by King County, within the King County Regulation Station are used to control the diversion of flow from the Metro trunk line to the 84-inch diameter overflow pipe.
development. According to SPU, the pump capacity in this lift station is adequate (800 gpm), however, storage is the limiting factor. Ideally SPU would like four hours of storage capacity, with one hour being the minimum.

South Campus

The sewer system serving the South Campus sector is owned and operated by the University of Washington. The system consists of dedicated sanitary sewer pipes and a series of five lift stations with connections to the King County trunk line in NE Pacific Street. The King County trunk combined sewer outfall pipe also travels through South Campus to Portage Bay. There are no known capacity issues associated with the existing South Campus piping and lift station system.

Central Campus

The sewer piping system serving the Central Campus sector is owned and operated by the University of Washington. The majority of the Central Campus system consists of dedicated sanitary system pipes. Because the Central Campus sector contains the historic core of the University of Washington and contains the oldest sewer piping on campus, Central Campus contains isolated areas of combined piping (see Figure 3.15-3 under Stormwater Drainage for an illustration of these areas). Sewer flows in Central Campus gravity flow to the southeast and south to the King County trunk line in Montlake Avenue NE and NE Pacific Street.

In an effort to reduce the volume of combined flows generated on campus and directed to the King County trunk line, the University of Washington works to convert combined systems to dedicated sanitary systems as an element of individual development projects.

Other than the combined stormwater/wastewater conditions, there are no known capacity issues associated with the existing system serving Central Campus.

East Campus

The sewer system serving the East Campus sector is owned and operated by the University of Washington. Given the dispersed nature of development in the East Campus sector, East Campus can be described as containing two separate systems.

One system, associated with the athletic facilities generally located south of NE Wahkiakum Road, largely consists of piping and five lift stations directing flows to the King County trunk system in Montlake Boulevard NE.

The other system is associated with the facilities along NE Clark Road and Mary Gates Memorial Drive NE (including Golf Driving Range, Environmental Safety buildings, Laurel Village, and the Center for Urban Horticulture), and generally consists of piping and four lift stations directing flows to the City of Seattle main line in Mary Gates Memorial Drive NE, and eventually to the King County trunk line.
There are no known capacity issues associated with the existing East Campus piping and lift station system.

It should be noted that the East Campus sector contains the majority of the University’s athletic facilities and that these facilities typically generate a temporary increase in sewer demand during sporting events (football games, basketball games, etc.).

**Stormwater Drainage**

**Stormwater Control**

Stormwater runoff on the University of Washington campus is collected from street and sidewalks, surface parking areas, building rooftops, plazas, lawns, planters and other areas of hard and pervious surfaces by catch basins, with stormwater carried by a combination of dedicated stormwater and combined sewer piping systems; the combined sewer system is described in the Sanitary Sewer discussion above.

Stormwater runoff from the UW campus eventually discharges to Portage Bay or Union Bay, except for the combined sewer. Portage Bay and Union Bay are defined as Designated Receiving Waters in the City of Seattle Stormwater Manual, and therefore, are exempt from flow control requirements (ie, storm detention). Combined sewers, however, are considered capacity constrained and require flow control facilities.

Table 3.15-2 illustrates the amount of hard surfaces on the University of Washington campus in 2015 and Table 3.15-3 summarizes the amount of pervious surfaces on campus. As indicated in the below table, the University of Washington campus contained approximately 340 acres of hard surfaces in 2015 (representing approximately 53 percent of the 635-acre campus).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Streets</th>
<th>Surface Parking</th>
<th>Building Area</th>
<th>Paths/Walkways</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Sasaki Architects, 2016.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lawn</th>
<th>Planter Beds</th>
<th>Tree Canopy</th>
<th>UBNA</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: UW Forest Management Plan 2016*

UBNA: Union Bay Natural Area
Figure 3.15-3 illustrates the stormwater systems serving the University of Washington campus. In general, the stormwater drainage systems for the South, East and majority of the Central Campus sectors are managed by the University of Washington, and the system for the West Campus sector and portions of the Central Campus sector adjacent to 15th Avenue NE are managed by Seattle Public Utilities. Table 3.15-4 tabulates the individual basin areas per outfall as shown on Figure 3.15-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.15-4</th>
<th>STORM DRAINAGE BASIN AREAS PER OUTFALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIN NAME</strong></td>
<td><strong>AREA (Acres)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42° SAN JUAN OUTFALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ1</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ2</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*PGHS</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTAGE BAY &amp; STADIUM OUTFALLS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS3</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGHS</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48° UNION BAY OUTFALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB1</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB3</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB4</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB5</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>103.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGHS</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST CAMPUS OUTFALLS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>88.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>176.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGHS</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KING COUNTY OVERFLOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC2</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGHS</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pollution Generated Hard Surface (PGHS)


The following describes the relationship of campus stormwater drainage systems to the campus sectors:
West Campus

Stormwater in the West Campus sector is collected and controlled by SPU via a dedicated stormwater system. Stormwater collected by the SPU system in West Campus is conveyed to two separate outfalls to Portage Bay with the majority of the West Campus draining to the 48-inch outfall in Brooklyn Avenue NE. Note that the West Campus is part of a larger City storm drainage basin that extends north just beyond NE 45th Street. Figure 3.15-B1 and Figure 3.15-B2 of Appendix C show the existing storm drainage system draining to the Brooklyn Outfall to Portage Bay with and without 2018 Seattle CMP development.

South Campus

Stormwater in the South Campus sector is collected and controlled by the University of Washington via a dedicated stormwater system (i.e. no contribution to combined stormwater/sewer flows). Stormwater from the majority of the South Campus sector is directed the Ship Canal and/or Portage Bay via five separate outfalls.

Stormwater from an approximately 17-acre portion of the South Campus sector adjacent to Montlake Boulevard and NE Pacific Street is directed to the 84-inch King County combined sewer overflow (CSO) pipe to Portage Bay (see Figure 3.15-3), which is one of the five outfalls mentioned above. Note that the campus storm runoff is connected to the 84-inch overflow pipe downstream of the CSO Regulator Station. Therefore, the campus storm drainage from this basin does not contribute to combined sewer overflow events.

A 42-inch UW owned storm outfall in San Juan Road serves an approximate 18-acre portion of the South Campus as well as a 17-acre portion of the Central Campus. The remaining portions of the South Campus south of NE Columbia Road discharge directly to Portage Bay via three smaller outfalls.

Figure 3.15-C1 and Figure 3.15-C2 of Appendix C show the existing storm drainage system draining to the outfalls to Portage Bay noted above with and without 2018 Seattle CMP development.

Central Campus

Stormwater runoff in the Central Campus sector is collected and conveyed by systems operated by the University of Washington to systems operated by UW, Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) and King County. Approximately one-half of the Central Campus sector drains to UW-owned storm outfalls in Portage Bay and Union Bay; approximately one-quarter of the this sector drains to SPU-owned outfalls in Portage Bay and the University Slough; and the remaining areas draining to the King County 84-inch CSO overflow outfall or CSO trunk sewer (see Figure 3.15-3). Except for the storm runoff directed to the King County trunk sewer, the Central Campus does not contribute to CSO events.
The Central Campus sector contains the historic core of the University of Washington and accordingly contains the oldest stormwater and sewer systems on campus. Thus, the University of Washington system serving the Central Campus sector consists of a remnant of combined sewer/storm piping systems, approximately 35 acres (approximately 10 percent of the total campus area discharging off-campus to the SPU combined sewer system or King County trunk line. As indicated in Figure 3.15-3, the largest areas of Central Campus served by combined system consists of two 10 acre areas; one generally bounded by NE 45th Street on the north, Memorial Way on the west, Klickitat Lane on the east, and Stevens Way on the south; and the other generally bounded by Stevens Way, King Lane, Denny Hall and Thomson Hall/Communications Building. Other Central Campus areas served by University of Washington combined systems include: the Forest Science buildings west of the Rainier Vista; an area that includes Drumheller Fountain, Mary Gates Hall and Johnson Hall; and, an area bounded by Stevens Way, Mason Road, the Steam Plant and More Hall (refer to Figure 3.15-3).

The University of Washington is working to reduce the campus area served by combined stormwater/sewer systems and strives to separate older systems as development projects (and associated funding) occur in areas with combined systems. Previous projects in recent years have contributed to this separation effort. These projects include Paccar Hall, Dempsey Hall and the Rainier Vista/Montlake Triangle. When completed, the North Campus Housing and Computer Science Engineering II projects will further separate storm drainage from sewer service.

Stormwater from an approximately 17-acre area including the Montlake Triangle, the Rainier Vista and areas immediately east of the Vista is directed to the 84-inch King County CSO overflow pipe to Portage Bay (see Figure 3.15-1). Similar to the South Campus, this campus stormwater is connected downstream of the King County CSO Regulator Station, thus not contributing to CSO events.

Figures 3.15-B1 through Figure 3.15-D2 of Appendix C show the existing storm drainage system within the Central Campus draining to the various outfalls in Portage Bay and Union Bay with and without 2018 Seattle CMP development.

**East Campus**

Stormwater in the East Campus sector is collected and controlled by University of Washington via a dedicated stormwater system. Stormwater collected by the University of Washington system in East Campus is conveyed either directly to Union Bay, or to the University Slough and then to Union Bay. Stormwater conveyance and discharge is conducted consistent with applicable regulations.
Figures 3.15-C1 through Figure 3.15-E2 of Appendix C show the existing storm drainage system within the East Campus draining to the various outfalls in Union Bay and the University Slough with and without 2018 Seattle CMP development.

### Stormwater Quality

In general, stormwater runoff can contain contaminants such as suspended sediment, nutrients, heavy metals, pathogens and other pollutants. Stormwater runoff can carry pollutants to nearby bodies of water.

The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and State Waste Discharge General Permits regulate discharges from municipal systems, including public entities located within municipalities. The University of Washington stormwater discharges fall under these regulations, and University stormwater discharges are regulated under a Phase 1 Municipal Stormwater Permit (Secondary Permittee). As a Phase 1 Secondary Permittee, the University of Washington develops and implements a Stormwater Management Program (SWMP). The University of Washington SWMP, which is designed and implemented to reduce the discharge of pollutants from stormwater, includes provisions for the following: Public Education and Outreach; Public Involvement; Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination; Construction Runoff Control; Post-Construction Stormwater Management; and, Pollution Prevention.

The University of Washington stormwater system also must comply with all relevant ordinances, rules and regulations, including the City of Seattle Stormwater, Grading, and Drainage Control Code (Chapter 22.800) and the 2016 City of Seattle Stormwater Manual. The University of Washington is Salmon-Safe certified and follows Low Impact Development (LID) practices as a matter of policy and standard practice to reduce stormwater runoff and improve water quality associated with new construction, major renovations, and other projects.

Per the Stormwater Manual, stormwater runoff from pollutant generating hard surfaces (PGHS) and pollutant generating pervious surfaces (PGPS) must be treated prior to entering adjacent receiving waters. Examples of PGHS include areas subject to vehicular use such as roadways and surface parking lots (including permeable pavement); certain industrial activities; outdoor storage of erodible or leachable materials, wastes, or chemicals. Examples of PGPS include lawns, landscaping areas, golf courses, parks, cemeteries, and sports fields (natural and artificial turf). Metal roofs are considered a PGHS unless coated with an inert, non-leachable material (e.g., baked-on enamel coating).

Stormwater treatment facilities previously implemented on campus for PGHS generally consist of proprietary cartridge type filter systems because they are effective and space efficient. Because many PGHS on campus were developed prior to current stormwater treatment requirements, there are many roads, parking lots and service access areas that are untreated.
As noted above, University of Washington is Salmon-Safe certified so their landscape maintenance practices, such as limited use of fertilizers, reduce the PGPS on campus.

Roof runoff from copper roofs can contain dissolved copper, which is a pollutant that can be conveyed via the stormwater system to the Lake Washington and Puget Sound system. Campus buildings containing copper roofing include the Ocean Teaching Building and the Marine Sciences Building; cupulas associated with Denny Hall and Ocean Sciences Building also contain copper. In November 2015, the University of Washington conducted sampling and analysis of roof runoff from the Ocean Teaching and Marine Sciences buildings which indicated that runoff contained relatively high levels of dissolved copper, although the receiving body (Lake Union) met the freshwater criteria for copper. The University of Washington has identified potential measures in regards to copper roofs, including additional sampling and prohibitions on additional and/or new copper roofing on campus.

While approximately 90 percent of the campus is separated into sanitary and stormwater systems, the remaining approximately 10 percent is combined and flows to the King County Northlake trunk combined sewer. As indicated in the Sanitary Sewer discussion above, during certain times, including periods of considerable stormwater runoff, the King County Northlake trunk sewer overflows sanitary sewage into Portage Bay5. As indicated earlier, the University of Washington is working to reduce the campus area served by combined stormwater/sewer systems and strives to separate older systems as development projects (and associated funding) occur in areas with combined systems.

Solid Waste

The University’s current solid waste management system consists of several different programs that handle both disposal and recycling of solid waste. Most of the mixed solid waste generated on-campus is collected by the University’s solid waste collection service. The University’s Recycling & Solid Waste Office (Division of Building Services) manages both programs. In addition, some campus facilities have their own trucks and haul waste generated on an occasional basis, such as for special events or for special projects. Most of this waste is taken to the North Transfer Station (N 34th Street).

The waste collected from those campus facilities that generate large quantities of waste and require larger containers and special equipment for loading and unloading the containers is handled by private contractors and hauled to a private transfer station or a City of Seattle approved transfer facility, and then to Columbia Ridge Landfill in Arlington, Oregon; some types of waste requiring special handling are hauled directly to the landfill. The University’s collection services transport waste from numerous campus facilities that generate smaller

---

5 Valves, remotely controlled by King County, within the King County Regulator Station are used to control the diversion of flow from the Metro trunk line to the 84-inch diameter overflow pipe. Note that areas discharging to combined sewers are exempt from providing water quality treatment.
quantities of waste to the City of Seattle’s North Transfer Station for disposal. The City then hauls its waste to the Columbia Ridge Landfill in Arlington, Oregon.

The University has reduced solid waste generation by promoting recycling and composting. Starting in 1973 with the recycling of paper, the recycling program has evolved into a campus-wide collection of multiple recyclable waste products. In addition to paper products, the University recycles used motor oil, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, aluminum, glass, plastic, cardboard and batteries. The University also has an extensive compost program. Food waste, compostable packaging, landscape debris/yard waste, and clean wood are hauled on a weekly basis by a contracted vendor. Some leaves are composted on-campus for use on planting beds, and branches are reduced to chips and used in planter areas. Weekly pickup of waste and recycled products occurs in all major buildings. University solid waste and recycling volumes from 2010 to 2015 are shown in Table 3.15-5. As shown, the percentage of waste that is recycled has increased from 55 percent in 2010 to 66 percent in 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Landfill Solid Waste (tons)</th>
<th>Recycled Waste</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volume (tons)</td>
<td>Percent of Total Waste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5,183</td>
<td>7,726</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>4,901</td>
<td>6,417</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>4,934</td>
<td>6,547</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>4,790</td>
<td>6,621</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4,802</td>
<td>7,360</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>4,504</td>
<td>8,569</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


It should be noted that the East Campus sector contains the majority of the University’s athletic facilities and that these facilities typically generate a temporary increase in solid waste generation during sporting events (football games, basketball games, etc.)

3.15.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies the potential impacts to water, sewer, stormwater and solid waste utilities under the EIS Alternatives.
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, utility-related conditions would primarily relate to the approximately 211,000 gsf of building development under the current 2003 CMP. The approximately 211,000 gsf of building development would represent approximately three percent of the amount of development on campus assumed under Alternatives 1 through 5, and the potential for utility-related impacts on the University of Washington campus would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1 through 5. For example, the increase in water and sewer demand under the No Action Alternative would be approximately one (1) percent compared to an approximately 26 percent increase under Alternatives 1 through 5.

Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1 reflects the preferred allocation of building development and building heights under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and includes the development of 6.0 million gsf of building area throughout the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central and East Campus sectors.

Water Supply

Assumed development under Alternative 1 would result in increased demands on the water supply and distribution system. The University of Washington has maintained a commitment to reduce water usage on campus and it is anticipated that new development on the campus would include efficient plumbing fixtures; water-conservation landscaping and water reuse opportunities that would meet current standards/regulations and could reduce water demand. The water distribution system on the University of Washington campus is considered adequately sized to meet current and anticipated future demands under Alternative 1.

Under Alternative 1, long-term operations under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would generate additional demands on the water supply. Water demand would increase by an estimated 36 percent; Table 3.15-6 shows the projected increase in water consumption by 2028.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Net Increase in Sq. Ft.</th>
<th>Annual Gallon Increase</th>
<th>Percent Increase over 2015 levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0 million</td>
<td>72.0 million(^1)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Assumes 12 gallons per building gsf per year at buildout in 2028.

The water distribution system on the University of Washington campus is considered adequately sized to meet current and anticipated future demands. Taps connecting new facilities to the existing system would be required as construction occurs.

**Sanitary Sewer**

Campus development under Alternative 1 would result in greater demands on the sewer systems serving the University of Washington campus. Given the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors, increased sewer demands would be relatively equally distributed between the Seattle Public Utility system serving the West Campus (3.0 million gsf) and the University of Washington system serving the South, Central, and East Campus sectors (3.0 million gsf).

As indicated in **Table 3.15-7** below, a total increase in sewage outflow of approximately 66.0 million gallons annually (increase of approximately 36 percent over existing flows) is assumed under Alternative 1 by 2028.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase in Campus Building Area (GSF)</th>
<th>Annual Gallon Increase</th>
<th>Total Annual Gallons Generated on Campus</th>
<th>Percent Increase over 2015 levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0 million</td>
<td>66.0 million</td>
<td>247.0 million</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: University of Washington Capital Projects Office, 2016.*

1. Assumes 11 gallons per building square foot per year at buildout in 2028.

New development assumed under Alternative 1 would connect to the current sanitary sewer systems owned and operated by the University of Washington and Seattle Public Utilities. The existing systems serving the University of Washington campus are considered adequately sized to meet current and anticipated future demands (except for the lift station at Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Boat Street), although specific improvements could be required when individual projects are proposed.

Consistent with current University of Washington policy, as individual development projects in areas currently containing combined sewer/stormwater piping systems, the combined systems would be converted to separated sewer and stormwater systems, as feasible. As indicated in **Figure 3.15-4** (presented later in this section), portions of the Central Campus sector contain combined sewer/stormwater piping systems and the feasibility of separating the combined systems would be considered as elements of individual projects within those areas.
Stormwater Drainage

Stormwater runoff is directly related to the amount of hard surfaces in a given area. As indicated in Table 3.15-8, under Alternative 1 development would result in an overall increase in hard surfaces associated with buildings and paths/walkways; however, there would be a reduction in hard surfaces associated with streets and surface parking areas. The overall increase in hard surfaces compared to 2015 conditions would be approximately two (2) percent, which is negligible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Streets</th>
<th>Surface Parking</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
<th>Paths/Walkways</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015 Conditions</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt. 1 Conditions</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Calculations for Alternative 1 reflect conditions with increases in maximum building heights.

The University of Washington and Seattle Public Utilities stormwater drainage systems are anticipated to have adequate capacity to accommodate the small increase in hard surfaces and associated increase in stormwater runoff under Alternative 1. Development may require that new taps to the system(s) be established as construction occurs.

Additionally, the separation of a portion of the combined sewer and stormwater systems throughout campus would occur as described under Sanitary Sewer. Any retrofits or changes to the current system would be undertaken according to City of Seattle standards.

Solid Waste

Solid waste generation rates associated with development under Alternative 1 would be anticipated to be consistent with current trends. It is estimated that approximately 60 percent or more of campus solid waste would continue to be recycled. Given the trend of increased percentage of recycled material, the amount of solid waste transferred to a landfill with campus development under Alternative 1 could be less on a proportional basis than the proportional increase in campus building area.

Campus Sectors

West Campus

With potential development under Alternative 1, approximately 3.0 million gsf would be added to the West Campus sector. This sector would contain a total of approximately 6.8
million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 30 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6 million gsf). Under Alternative 1, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for water, sewer and solid waste service. Increase in stormwater demand would be negligible given the area is currently hard surfaces and development would simply connect to the existing SPU Public Storm Drain system. In addition, stormwater quality would improve as existing parking lots are replaced with buildings.

Utilities serving new development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 1 include the following: water – University of Washington conveying water from SPU; sewer – combination of University of Washington and SPU systems; stormwater – SPU; and, solid waste – University of Washington.

**South Campus**

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of development would be included in the South Campus sector under Alternative 1. In total, this sector would contain approximately 5.55 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 25 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 1, the South Campus sector would have the third highest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for water, sewer, stormwater and solid waste. Increase in stormwater demand, however, would be negligible given the area of future development is currently hard surface, which discharges directly to Portage Bay.

Utilities serving new development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 1 include the following: water – University of Washington conveying water from SPU; sewer – University of Washington; stormwater – primarily University of Washington along with King County and direct discharge; and, solid waste – University of Washington.

**Central Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 1, approximately 0.9 million gsf of new development would be added to the Central Campus sector. This sector would have a total of approximately 8.0 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 35 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 1, the Central Campus sector would have the highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the highest demand for water, sewer, stormwater and solid waste.

Utilities serving new development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 1 include the following: water – University of Washington conveying water from SPU; sewer – University of Washington; stormwater – primarily University of Washington along with SPU and direct discharge; and, solid waste – University of Washington.
As indicated above, because the Central Campus sector contains the historic core of the University of Washington and contains the oldest sewer piping on campus, Central Campus contains isolated areas of combined piping (refer to Figure 3.15-3). As individual development projects in portions of the Central Campus sector containing combined systems are proposed, the combined systems would be converted to separate sewer and stormwater systems, as feasible. The resulting sewer and stormwater systems would be sized consistent with applicable standards, and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

**East Campus**

Approximately 0.75 million gsf of new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 1. In total, this sector would contain approximately 2.25 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 10 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 1, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for water, sewer, stormwater and solid waste. It should be noted that the East Campus sector contains the majority of the University’s athletic facilities and these facilities typically generate a temporary increase in water and sewer demand, as well as solid waste generation, during sporting events (football games, basketball games, etc.). Development under Alternative 1 would not generate any additional events beyond the existing conditions.

Utilities serving new development in the East Campus sector under Alternative 1 include the following: water – University of Washington conveying water from SPU; sewer – University of Washington; stormwater – University of Washington; and, solid waste – University of Washington.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Primary and Secondary Impact zones were identified as part of the City-University Agreement and these zones are included for discussion and analysis in this EIS. The University of Washington is centrally located within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development) under Alternative 1, these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated increase in demand for utilities on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sector under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for utilities in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.
Given the distance of land uses and associated utilities in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 1, the potential for increased utility demands on campus to affect utilities would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for utilities impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits**

Under Alternative 2, 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with a focus of development in the West, South, and East Campus sectors, and lesser levels of development in the Central Campus sector. Existing building heights would be retained under this alternative.

**Water Supply**

As under Alternative 1, assumed development under Alternative 2 would result in increased demands on the water supply and distribution system. It is anticipated that new development on the campus would include efficient plumbing fixtures, water-conservation landscaping and water reuse opportunities that can reduce water demand. The water distribution system on the University of Washington campus is considered adequately sized to meet current and anticipated future demands under Alternative 2.

**Sanitary Sewer**

As under Alternative 1, assumed development under Alternative 2 would result in increased demands on the sewer systems on campus at similar levels as under Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, existing systems serving the University of Washington campus would be adequate to serve Alternative 2 sewer demands.

**Stormwater**

Stormwater runoff conditions under Alternative 2 would be generally similar to those under Alternative 1. However, it is anticipated that the amount of hard surface area would increase when compared to Alternative 1 (i.e. no area reserved for the potential West Campus Green and additional potential development would occur in that area), and, accordingly, the amount of stormwater runoff generated by development would be greater. Even with this increase in hard surface area, the stormwater drainage systems are anticipated to have adequate capacity to accommodate the small increase in hard surfaces and associated increase in stormwater runoff.
Although Alternative 2 assumes more development in the East Campus sector (0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1 compared to 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 2), the amount of hard surface in the East Campus sector would not substantially increase given the current hard surface nature (i.e., parking area E1) associated with the majority of the potential development sites identified for the East Campus sector.

**Solid Waste**

Solid waste conditions under Alternative 2 would be similar to those under Alternative 1.

**West Campus**

With potential development under Alternative 2, approximately 2.4 million gsf would be added to the West Campus sector. This sector would contain a total of approximately 6.2 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 27 percent of the overall building space on campus (approximately 22.6 million gsf). Under Alternative 2, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for utilities. However, the potential increase in demand for utilities would be anticipated to be similar to or slightly less than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of potential development density. However, because the area reserved for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1 would be in hard surfaces under Alternative 2, the amount of stormwater runoff would be greater than under Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

The amount of potential development in the South Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in utility demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

The amount of potential development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in utility demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1. The amount of new development in the Central Campus sector that could result in the separation of currently combined sewer and stormwater piping systems under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

Approximately 1.35 million gsf of potential new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 2. In total, this sector would contain approximately 2.85 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 13 percent of the overall
building space on campus. Under Alternative 2, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for utilities. However, the potential increase in demand for utilities in the East Campus sector would greater than under Alternative 1 due to the increased amount of development. It should be noted that the East Campus sector contains the majority of the University’s athletic facilities and these facilities typically generate a temporary increase in water and sewer demand, as well as solid waste generation during sporting events (football games, basketball games, etc.). Development under Alternative 2 would not be anticipated to generate any additional events beyond the existing conditions.

Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.

With the focus of development in the West, South and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for utilities on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent West Campus), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to East Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the West Campus sector under Alternative 2. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for utilities in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector.

Given the distance of land uses and associated utilities in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, the potential for increased utility demands on campus to affect utilities would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for utility impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density

Under Alternative 3, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus, with an increase in development in the West and South Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.
Water Supply

Assumed development under Alternative 3 would result in increased demands on the water supply and distribution system, similar to Alternative 1. It is anticipated that new development on the campus would include efficient plumbing fixtures, water-conservation landscaping and water reuse opportunities that can reduce water demand. The water distribution system on the University of Washington campus is considered adequately sized to meet current and anticipated future demands under Alternative 3.

Sanitary Sewer

Assumed development under Alternative 3 would result in increased demands on the sewer systems on campus at similar levels to Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, existing systems serving the University of Washington campus would be adequate to serve Alternative 3 sewer demands.

Stormwater

Stormwater runoff conditions under Alternative 3 would be similar to those under Alternative 1.

Solid Waste

Solid waste conditions under Alternative 3 would be similar to those under Alternative 1.

Campus Sectors

West Campus

With potential development under Alternative 3, the approximately 3.2 million gsf would be added to the West Campus sector. This sector would contain a total of approximately 7.0 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 31 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the West Campus sector would have the second highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the second highest demand for utilities. The increase in utility demand is anticipated to be greater than under Alternative 1 due to additional development density under Alternative 3.

Given that area would be reserved for the potential West Campus Green under Alternative 3, the amount of hard surface and corresponding stormwater runoff in the West Campus sector would be similar to or less than under Alternative 2 which assumed development of the area reserved for the West Campus Green.

South Campus

Approximately 1.65 million gsf of development would be included in the South Campus sector under Alternative 3. In total, this sector would contain approximately 5.85 million gsf of
building space, which would equate to approximately 26 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the South Campus sector would have the third highest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for utilities. But, the increase in utility demand under Alternative 3 would be greater than Alternative 1 due to additional development density.

**Central Campus**

The amount of potential development in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 3 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in utility demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1. The amount of new development in the Central Campus sector that could result in the separation of currently combined sewer and stormwater piping systems under Alternative 3 would be the same as under Alternative 1.

**East Campus**

Approximately 0.25 million gsf of potential new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 3. In total, this sector would contain approximately 1.75 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately eight percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 3, the East Campus sector would have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for utilities. The potential increase in utility demand in the East Campus sector would be lower than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of development density.

It should be noted that the East Campus sector contains the majority of the University's athletic facilities and that these facilities typically generate a temporary increase in water and sewer demand, as well as solid waste generation during sporting events (football games, basketball games, etc.), but that development under Alternative 3 would not be anticipated to generate any additional events beyond the existing conditions.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for utilities on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus)
Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sector under Alternative 3. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for utilities in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Given the distance of land uses and associated utilities in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 3, the potential for increased utility demands on campus to affect utilities would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for utility impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1.

**Water Supply**

Similar to Alternative 1, assumed development under Alternative 4 would result in increased demands on the water supply and distribution system. It is anticipated that new development on the campus would include efficient plumbing fixtures, water-conservation landscaping and water reuse opportunities that can reduce water demand. The water distribution system on the University of Washington campus is considered adequately sized to meet current and anticipated future demands under Alternative 4.

**Sanitary Sewer**

Assumed development under Alternative 4 would result in increased demands on the sewer systems on campus at similar levels to Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, existing systems serving the University of Washington campus would be adequate to serve Alternative 4 sewer demands.

**Stormwater**

Stormwater runoff conditions under Alternative 4 would be similar to those under Alternative 1.

**Solid Waste**

Solid waste conditions under Alternative 4 would be similar to those under Alternative 1.
Campus Sectors

West Campus

The amount of potential development in the West Campus sector under Alternative 4 would be the same as Alternative 1. Potential increases in utility demand would also be the same as under Alternative 1.

South Campus

Approximately 0.2 million gsf of development would be included in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. In total, this sector would contain approximately 4.4 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 20 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the South Campus sector would still have the third highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the third highest demand for utilities. However, the increase in demand for utilities under Alternative 4 would be less than under Alternative 1 due to the lower amount of potential development.

Central Campus

With potential development under Alternative 4, approximately 1.1 million gsf of new development would be added to the Central Campus. This sector would have a total of approximately 8.2 million gsf of building space which would equate to approximately 36 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the Central Campus sector would have the highest percentage of building space on campus and would be anticipated to have the highest demand for utilities. The potential increase in demand for utilities would also be greater than under Alternative 1 due to increased amount of development density under Alternative 4. The amount of new development in the Central Campus sector that could result in the separation of currently combined sewer and stormwater piping systems under Alternative 4 would be greater than under Alternative 1.

East Campus

Approximately 1.7 million gsf of potential new development would be added to the East Campus sector under Alternative 4. In total, this sector would contain approximately 3.2 million gsf of building space, which would equate to approximately 14 percent of the overall building space on campus. Under Alternative 4, the East Campus sector would still have the lowest percentage of building space on the campus and would be anticipated to also have the lowest demand for public services. However, the potential increase in demand for utilities in the East Campus sector would be greater than under Alternative 1 due to the increased development density under Alternative 4.

It should be noted that the East Campus sector contains the majority of the University’s athletic facilities and these facilities typically generate a temporary increase in water and sewer demand, as well as solid waste generation during sporting events (football games,
basketball games, etc.). Development under Alternative 4 would not be anticipated to generate any additional events beyond the existing conditions.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area.

With the focus of development in the West, Central, and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 4), these sectors would have the greatest increase in development and associated potential increase in demand for utilities on the campus and would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent to West Campus), the residential neighborhood north of NE 45th Street (across from Central Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to East Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. As a result, there would be less potential for increased demand for utilities in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to this sector.

Given the distance of land uses and associated utilities in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 2, the potential for increased utility demands on campus to affect utilities would be anticipated to be lower in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing University regulations and codes, and those of local agencies, would minimize the potential for utility impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1 through 4, although the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place in West Campus would not occur. Alternative 5 would not result in an increase in building area compared to Alternatives 1 through 4, and utilities demand conditions under Alternative 5 would be similar to those identified under Alternatives 1 through 4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

Development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would contribute to the amount of overall utility demand (water, sewer, stormwater control and solid waste) in the area and, in combination with future new development in the area, would contribute to the overall utility systems. To the extent that increased campus population and development increase the pressure for
supporting development in the area (primarily in the University District), campus growth could contribute to utility demands in the area.

The No Action Alternative could result in more pressure for new construction in the surrounding area (primarily in the University District) to provide building development to accommodate a portion of anticipated demand, potentially transferring a portion of the utility demands from the University of Washington campus to surrounding areas.

Potential changes in the zoning and development capacity of the University District could result in increased development and associated utilities demand in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus. Although the level, timing and specific location(s) of future development in the University District is not defined, it is possible that some level of concurrent development, and associated utility demand, would occur over a concurrent timeframe and in proximity to development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, especially given the proposed focus of development in the West Campus sector under Alternatives 1 through 5. The University District Urban Design EIS indicates that “development under any of the alternatives would create additional load on the utility infrastructure in the U District”. The University District Urban Design EIS also indicates that “no significant unavoidable adverse impacts to utilities are anticipated.”

All construction activities in the area, both on the University of the Washington campus and in the campus vicinity, would be required to follow applicable regulations, and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts. The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects under the 2018 Campus Master Plan and would complete a SEPA analysis/threshold determination on individual projects.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.15-4), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined.
For example, utilities issues associated with combined sewer/stormwater overflow associated with combined piping, the portions of the University of Washington campus served by combined sewer/stormwater piping system is identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive utilities conditions. Areas of campus served by separated piping systems are identified as having a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive utilities conditions. For water, the entire University of Washington campus is considered to have a “Low” potential to encounter sensitive utilities conditions.

For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### 3.15.3 Mitigation Measures

The proposed 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan includes goals and objectives to create a more sustainable environment. These policies would guide future campus development and would indirectly relate to the overall utilities demand. In addition to compliance with applicable regulations related to construction and operations, the following potential measures are intended to further reduce the potential for utility demand impacts.

#### Measures Applicable to All Campus Sectors (Low and High Potential)

**Water Supply**

- Use of low- or no-flow fixtures and other water saving devices would be utilized as feasible.

- Collection and re-use of stormwater for non-potable uses (i.e. irrigation, toilet flushing, etc.) would be utilized as feasible to reduce public water supply demand.

- Drip watering or low precipitation systems would be utilized as feasible for irrigation, and types of ground cover that requires less irrigation could continue to be utilized.

**Sanitary Sewer**

- The University of Washington would coordinate with Seattle Public Utilities regarding capacity constraints associated with the lift station at Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE Boat Street.
Stormwater

General Recommendations

• The City of Seattle Stormwater Manual is written for projects implemented by disparate property owners with no relationship to other properties or projects. The University of Washington campus is unique to this Manual in that the campus is developed and maintained by one owner with a clear mission of stewardship, and considering the campus as a whole is an effective way to meet the requirements of the City’s Stormwater Code than strictly applying the “parcel” requirements in the Manual. Examples of this include:

  - Assessing the existing pervious and hard surface coverage of the entire campus and keeping that in balance with the requirements of the Manual.

  - Implementing basin-sized regional water quality facilities.

  - Monitoring UW storm outfalls to verify compliance with the Stormwater Code for protecting receiving waters.

• The University and City could begin a dialogue on how the Stormwater Manual requirements can be best implemented with a campus versus a “parcel” paradigm as described below.

- **Conveyance** - Given the overall negligible increase in hard surface (two percent or less) for all campus sectors under the 2018 Seattle CMP, the existing pipe distributive network would not require upsizing with the exception of the Central Campus Sector areas currently served by combined sewer. As the storm drainage is separated from the combined system, existing storm infrastructure would be evaluated for capacity to accept the increased runoff.

  In general, some pipe infrastructure may need to be replaced due to normal wear and tear during the course of this timeline. Both the UW and SPU have maintenance and replacement programs to address pipe aging.

- **Flow Control Strategy** - Campus stormwater runoff is conveyed through various systems to Portage Bay and Union Bay with the exception of some areas connecting to remnant combined sewers. According to Section 2.3 of the Seattle Stormwater Manual, Portage Bay and Union Bay are defined as **Designated Receiving Waters** with the capacity to receive drainage discharges without flow control facilities. Therefore, storm detention is not required for the development of the campus discharging to separate storm drainage systems. Combined sewers, however, are considered capacity constrained and require new flow control facilities prior to discharging to a combined
sewer for projects exceeding 10,000 SF of new or replaced hard surface. Because combined sewers on campus will be phased out, it is not anticipated that flow control will be needed.

- **Water Quality Strategy** - According to Section 5.4.2.4 of the Seattle Stormwater Manual, stormwater collected from pollutant generating surfaces that drain to Lake Union and Lake Washington require Basic Treatment. **Basic Treatment** requires a drainage control facility designed to reduce concentrations of total suspended solids in drainage water. All new campus projects with greater than 5,000 SF of new or replaced pollutant generating hard surfaces (PGHS) or ¾ acres of new pollutant generating pervious surfaces (PHPS) require basic water quality treatment. Water quality treatment is not required for stormwater runoff to combined sewers.

Water quality facilities can be implemented on a project-by-project basis or given the flexibility of the campus and the control of property UW has near the storm outfalls to Portage Bay and Union Bay, basin-sized regional water quality systems for certain stormwater outfalls is feasible (see **Appendix C** for further details on potential water quality strategies).

### Onsite Stormwater Management Strategy

- Onsite stormwater management strategies would be implemented on a project-by-project basis as development occurs under the **2018 Seattle CMP** (see **Appendix C** for further details on potential onsite stormwater management strategies).

### Solid Waste

- University efforts to encourage the recycling of solid waste materials would continue to be implemented in the construction and operation of new facilities. The University Facilities Services Department would to implement recycling programs on the campus, including paper recycling, paper towel composting, food waste composting, electronic media recycling, Husky Football Recycling Outreach, waste collection solar kiosks, and special event recycling programs.

### Measures Applicable to High Potential Campus Sectors

#### Sewer and Stormwater

- As potential development sites in Central Campus sector currently containing combined sewer/stormwater piping systems are proposed for development, the combined systems would be converted to separate sewer and stormwater systems, as feasible.
3.15.4 **Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts**

With implementation of the identified mitigation measures, no significant unavoidable adverse utility impacts are anticipated.
3.16 TRANSPORTATION

This section of the Final EIS describes the existing transportation system on the University of Washington campus and in the site vicinity and evaluates the potential impacts to the transportation system that could occur as a result of the University of Washington 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, through the 10-year planning horizon, as assumed under the Draft EIS alternatives.

The Transportation Discipline Report (Transpo Group, July 2017) includes data, methods, and analysis results to support this section of the EIS. The transportation system analysis encompasses the various transportation modes utilized by campus population, including the students, faculty, staff, and visitors to the campus. This report is in Appendix D of this EIS. Information added or changed subsequent to issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease identification of the added or changed information.

3.16.1 Affected Environment

Overview

This section describes the current transportation system that serves the University of Washington in Seattle. This system extends beyond the Major Institution Overlay (MIO) boundary and connects the students, faculty, staff, and visitors to homes and other destinations.

To evaluate impacts of an updated Campus Master Plan, this analysis explores the potential impacts consistent with the City University Agreement (CUA), which defines the primary and secondary impact zones. Evaluation and monitoring of the transportation related impacts of the University will be conducted within these zones. Thus, the primary and secondary impact zone boundaries serve as the project study limits. As the names suggest, growth at the University of Washington is expected to have greater impacts in the primary impact zone with lesser impacts in the secondary impact zone. For this reason, the analysis conducted in

---

CUA (City University Agreement) An agreement between the City of Seattle and the University of Washington, that among other things defines maximum parking and peak period trip

Major Institution Overlay (MIO): The Major Institution Overlay is a boundary defined by the City of Seattle Land Use and Zoning Code, noting the extents of the University of Washington.

---

1 1998, amended November 29, 2004
Like most large campuses, the University of Washington has a large resident student population living in residence halls or in nearby housing that can easily walk to campus. As a major institution in a large dense urban city, the University of Washington relies on a well-developed, multi-modal transportation system to support mobility. This well-developed transportation system, described in this section, includes opportunities for students, faculty and staff to have access many transportation choices – regional trails, expansive and well-connected sidewalks and bicycle networks, light rail, frequent and regional bus service, a well-developed grid of arterial streets, and close access to interstate and state highways.

For its part, the University has encouraged optimization of this transportation system for its student, faculty, and staff population with the implementation of a robust Transportation Management Plan that includes the U-PASS and monitors utilization of the system through regular surveys conducted by the University of Washington Transportation Services (UWTS). Through transportation demand management and operation programs like the U-PASS, the University maintains an exceptionally low drive-alone access mode, which results in a more efficient and sustainable use of the transportation system.

This section describes the current transportation system utilized by the University population of students, faculty, and staff including vehicle and bicycle parking. Because effects of growth on the transportation system are tied to the modes used, the proportion of students, faculty and staff using specific modes of travel is described in detail. This section is organized by major modes of travel, consistent with the UWTS Mode Hierarchy triangle (right). Based on information found in the 2014 UWTS Climate Action Strategy for Transportation, mode hierarchy is determined from average emissions of travel modes. Travel modes with lower carbon emissions—including walk, bicycle, and telecommute modes—are included at the top of the hierarchy, while higher-carbon travel modes such as driving alone are included at the bottom of the hierarchy. For each mode of access, a description of the system and how that system is used today including demand, capacity, safety, and overall operations follows.
Drive Alone Mode or Mode Split

A key element of the transportation analysis relies on mode of access, or how the students, faculty and staff choose to travel to and within the MIO. The University of Washington supports various transportation choices, allowing students, faculty, and staff opportunities to choose transit, rideshare, and non-vehicle transportation options. Transportation mode choices for commuters traveling to and from campus are traditionally measured through an annual representative survey and using traffic counts conducted by the University of Washington. Current modes for campus populations of students, faculty, and staff include driving alone, carpooling, taking transit, walking, and riding bicycles. Student, faculty, and staff campus populations differ in transportation mode choice; students heavily favor pedestrian and transit modes, while faculty and staff drive alone in addition to utilizing transit. Over time, with the addition of the U-PASS program, non-SOV (single occupant vehicle) travel has increased for all population groups, while driving alone has declined. The mode split for the campus suggests that in 2015 approximately 20% of the campus population travels by drive alone vehicles (based on 2015 survey data of modes). This 20% mode split had been a constant since the 1990s and is assumed for this as a conservative mode split. In March 2016, Link light rail opened near the University of Washington Husky Stadium to connect the University to Capitol Hill, the Downtown Commercial Core, and Sea-Tac Airport. Link light rail provides fast, reliable, high-capacity access to these destinations and other areas connecting to Downtown Seattle. The most recent annual survey (University of Washington 2016 Transportation Survey) suggests that drive-alone mode split is now lower (17%) with increased transit ridership as noted below.
Another illustration of this composition of a majority of trips by modes other than drive alone to campus is provided as a proportional graph showing the most recent mode split survey from 2015 by population. By size, it reflects the high student population (as compared to faculty and staff). As shown, considering all trips that access the campus today, over 50% of the total campus trips are low impacting walk and transit trips (28% of all trips are student walk and 25% of are trips are student transit). This is due in large part to the University of Washington’s aggressive and successful actions to promote lower impacting modes of travel.
How Does the University of Washington Compare? The University of Washington performs very well locally compared to other urban neighborhoods and to peer institutions. As compared to other City of Seattle neighborhoods, the University of Washington has one of the most successful programs for limiting drive alone vehicular demand. Figure 3.16-4 provides a comparison of the University of Washington mode splits to other neighborhoods in the City of Seattle. As shown, the campus operates with the lowest drive alone percentage (just 17%) as compared to these neighborhoods. Only the Downtown Commercial Core compares with a drive alone mode of 17%.

![Figure 3.16-4 Existing Neighborhood Mode Share Comparison](image)

Source: Commute Seattle Center City Commuter Mode Split Survey, 2016 and University of Washington, 2016

The University of Washington also compares well to large peer universities in urban cities with developing transit systems as shown in Figure 3.16-5. Compared to nearby Seattle University, another university in an urban neighborhood of Seattle, University of Washington has maintained a much lower drive alone percentage. For example, in 2007, Seattle University reported a 39% drive alone percentage as compared to 23% reported at University of Washington for the same year.
Background Improvements

For each of the transportation system elements, the analysis considers the existing and future facilities and volumes. The impacts of the development alternatives are measured based on a comparison of No Action conditions to conditions under the development alternatives. The degree of the impacts as reported inform the nature and level of mitigation that may be necessary to offset significant impacts. Where significant impacts cannot be mitigated, those are identified as significant unavoidable adverse impacts.

The Campus Master Plan reflects a 10-year planning horizon with a base year for development to begin in 2018 and extending to 2028. A general list of the City and regional investments anticipated between today (2016) and 2028 are noted below. These investments are considered as part of the background conditions for the different transportation modes.
Table 3.16-1
BACKGROUND IMPROVEMENTS BY 2028

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Improvements</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pedestrians          | • New multiuse trail across the Montlake Cut connecting the University of Washington with the Washington Park Arboretum as part of the Move Seattle Levy.  
                        • Continued modifications of the regional Burke-Gilman trail through the University of Washington.  
                        • Green streets, are intended to enhance and expand public open space and give priority to pedestrian circulation and open space over other transportation uses. Green streets use treatments that may include sidewalk widening, landscaping, traffic calming, and other pedestrian-oriented features. Brooklyn Avenue, NE 43rd Street, and NE 42nd Street are designated green streets in the University District. The Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan identifies gaps and defines systems such as Green Streets but does not define funded improvements in the area. |
| Bicycles             | • As part of the Move Seattle Levy, protected bicycle lanes on 15th Avenue, N 50th Street and 35th Avenue NE and bicycle lanes on Brooklyn Avenue N are proposed but are not funded and cannot be assumed to be in place by 2028. Other routes and improvements have been identified in the Seattle Bicycle Master Plan but are currently not funded. |
| Transit              | • The Seattle Transit Master Plan (TMP) identifies Multimodal Transit Corridor enhancements along Roosevelt Way NE/11th Avenue NE/Eastlake Avenue NE, 15th Avenue NE/NE Pacific Street/23rd Avenue NE (extension of Montlake), and Market Street/NE 45th Street.  
                        • Completion of Sound Transit 2 (ST2) extension of Link light rail from the University of Washington Station to Lynnwood, including an additional light rail station near campus (University District at Brooklyn Avenue). Completion of other Link extensions to Overlake and Kent as part of ST2 by 2023 and to Federal Way and Redmond as part of ST3 in 2024. ST3 also identifies development of BRT along SR 522 in 2024 which would improve speed and reliability for bus service between the University Campuses.  
                        • Expansion of King County Metro Express, Frequent/RapidRide, and Local service identified in METRO CONNECTS, the King County Metro Long-Range Plan by 2025. Is assumed as a logical service plan; however, this plan is not fully funded. |
| Vehicle              | • A second Montlake Boulevard Bascule Bridge has been identified as part of the SR 520 Bridge Replacement project, which is funded as part of the Connecting Washington Partners Projects and expected to be completed by 2027.  
                        • The Seattle Freight Master Plan includes designation of a network prioritized for use by freight. This plan identifies NE 45th Street, Pacific Street, Montlake Avenue, and the Roosevelt Way/11th Avenue NE couplet as Minor Truck Streets. No freight investments are identified in the project area. |

Source: State Route 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Project High Capacity Transit Plan (2008), King County Metro Draft Long-Range Plan Summary (2016), Sound Transit 2 (2008), City of Seattle Draft Pedestrian Master Plan (2016), City of Seattle Bicycle Master Plan (2015), City of Seattle Transit Master Plan (2016), and City of Seattle Draft Freight Master Plan, U District Green Streets Concept Plan (2015)
Guiding future City infrastructure investments, the City of Seattle has also developed modal plans (Pedestrian Mobility Plan, Bicycle Mobility Plan, Transit Mobility Plan, and Freight Mobility Plan) that identify projects and corridor needs. These plans support an aspirational, long-range, often 20-year, horizon and may not include implementation timelines or details on how infrastructure could change. Where details are provided on implementation of investments, for example lane designations or modifications, those changes have been reflected as part of the background analysis and carried forward in the analysis of alternatives.

**Anticipated Background and Proposed Growth**

The City has published a draft 2035 Comprehensive Plan (the “City 2035 Plan”) as well as a U District Rezone Proposal that identifies increased density and heights in the University District surrounding the University District Station. The City 2035 plan includes an increase of 120,000 residents and 115,000 jobs, citywide by 2035. The U District Urban Design process suggests a potential increase in building heights over the Seattle 2035 Comprehensive Plan levels. The Comprehensive Plan measures traffic impacts using screenlines that aggregate growth across key screenlines. The two screenlines from the Comprehensive Plan that apply to the Primary Impact Zone are noted in Table 3.16-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screenline</th>
<th>Screenline Volume</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>V/C</th>
<th>LOS Standard V/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.16 – Ship Canal, University and Montlake Bridges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>3,340</td>
<td>3,850</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>3,615</td>
<td>3,850</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.13 – East of I-5, NE Pacific Street to NE Ravenna Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>3,245</td>
<td>6,100</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>3,620</td>
<td>6,100</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NACTO, Seattle Comprehensive Plan Update EIS, and Transpo Group, 2016

**Pedestrian Facilities**

According to the UWTS survey, roughly one-third of trips accessing the campus are walking trips. The system of pedestrian facilities serving the University of Washington consists of a network of pathways and sidewalks throughout campus. The pathways have been designated as Major or Minor in the Campus Master Plan. Major pathways for pedestrians include the
Burke-Gilman Trail, Stevens Way, Memorial Way NE/17th Avenue NE, and NE Campus Parkway, as well as connecting pathways through Red Square, Rainier Vista, and the Quad, among others. The Burke-Gilman Trail—although under City of Seattle jurisdiction in other neighborhoods—is owned and maintained by the University of Washington within the MIO boundary. Minor pedestrian pathways function as connections between major routes, including pedestrian pathways between the HUB and Drumheller Fountain, and sidewalks along 19th Avenue NE and in the vicinity of Husky Stadium, among others.

Central Campus is separated from other subareas of campus by a series of barriers including 15th Avenue NE, NE Pacific Street and Montlake Boulevard NE as well as topographical and ADA barriers. Some of these barriers are noted in Figure 3.16-6. The City of Seattle’s Draft Pedestrian Master Plan Update identifies locations within the City with missing sidewalks, with widely spaced crosswalks and safety concerns; however, no specific projects have been identified to correct those barriers at this time.

Source: Sasaki Architects, July 2017 CMP

**Figure 3.16-6**  Barriers and Existing Edge Conditions
Pedestrian connectors function as sidewalks and pathways less traveled than major and minor routes. For example, sidewalks along 18th Avenue NE and pedestrian pathways along Snohomish Lane and Walla Walla Road are classified as pedestrian connectors. The network of existing pedestrian facilities within the campus are shown in Figure 3.16-7. The pedestrian network outside the campus is also well developed and serves the pedestrians commuting from nearby residential areas, generally north and west. Standard city sidewalks are provided along the major arterials in the area.

Source: Sasaki Architects, July 2017 CMP

**Figure 3.16-7  Existing Pedestrian Facilities Classifications**

Bridges and pedestrian connection points provide pedestrian access throughout campus. Existing pedestrian bridges provide grade separated access with no vehicle conflicts over the arterials surrounding the campus. Across Montlake Boulevard pedestrian bridges are located at NE Pacific Place, Snohomish Lane N or Hec Ed bridge, Wahkiakum Road, and the E1 parking area. These pedestrian bridges provide access to Husky Stadium, Alaska Airlines Arena, and other University of Washington athletic facilities, as well as the University of Washington Link Light Rail Station. Pedestrian routes between campus and University Village, the Center for
Urban Horticulture, and neighborhoods east of Montlake Boulevard utilize these pedestrian bridges. Across NE Pacific Street, pedestrian bridges at the T-Wing overpass and the Hitchcock overpass connect the campus and Burke-Gilman Trail with the University of Washington Medical Center. Aside from these connections there is only one at-grade crossing of NE Pacific Street for pedestrians. Across 15th Avenue NE there is one pedestrian bridge at approximately Campus Parkway connecting Red Square and the Henry Art Gallery with Schmitz Hall. Other at-grade crossings of 15th Avenue NE occur at signal controlled intersections at Pacific/Burke-Gilman Trail, mid-block near Guthrie Annex, NE 40th/Stevens Way, NE 42st Street, NE 42nd Street, NE 43rd Street and NE 45th Street. Pedestrian volumes were collected at many locations including along the edges of campus crossing 15th Avenue NE, NE 45th Street, Montlake Boulevard and Pacific Street. There is currently adequate capacity for pedestrians crossing these arterials even if the pedestrian bridges were removed; however, these pedestrian bridges provide direct and unimpeded access across these busy arterials. Additionally, pedestrians use the sidewalks along these edge arterials and Stephens Way to wait for transit at transit stops. Currently, have adequate room to accommodate high volumes of waiting transit patrons.

Through an evaluation of the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and the Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) information, there were 49 collisions that involved pedestrians. This results in an average of 16 per year for this 8-year period. Of the pedestrian collisions, 4 were reported at the Brooklyn Avenue NE/NE 50th Street, Roosevelt Way NE/NE 45th Street, and 11th Avenue NE/NE 45th Street intersections, and 6 were reported at the Brooklyn Avenue NE/NE 45th Street intersection. Continued focus on pedestrian safety through implementation of the City Pedestrian Master Plan and Vision Zero will continue to improve the existing conditions.

**Bicycle Facilities**

The existing University of Washington bicycle system includes designated streets and pathways as well as end-of-trip facilities such as short-term bicycle parking, secured and covered bicycle parking and shower/changing facilities.

**Figure 3.16-8** shows the existing bicycle network, including protected and unprotected bicycle lanes, shared lanes, and greenways and trails. NE Campus Parkway, NE 40th Street, and Roosevelt Way NE include protected bicycle lanes, while 11th Avenue NE, parts of Brooklyn Avenue NE, and parts of University Way NE include unprotected bicycle lanes. Stevens Way NE, Pend Oreille Road NE, and NE 45th Street have shared marked lanes for bicyclists, and the Burke-Gilman Trail provides a paved, flat route for bicyclists to travel throughout campus. The Burke-Gilman Trail is part of a regional trail and carries high volumes of bicyclists, and pedestrians. It serves as access for the recently opened Link light rail station and University of Washington’s Husky Stadium. The University has completed studies and has developed plans for expanding capacity of the trail, planning for future expansion. A section
of the trail was recently opened west of Rainier Vista with separate pedestrian and bicycle paths which will meet capacity needs into the future. Plans for the section east and north of Rainier Vista are planned but not funded.

Figure 3.16-8 shows current bike facilities near or serving the campus. Bicycle facilities on campus are a priority. Stevens Way connects the protected bicycle lanes of NE Campus Parkway with the Burke-Gilman Trail, and provides a key opportunity for improving campus bicycle connectivity. Separating bicycle riders from other travel modes, as is done with protected bicycle lanes, can reduce vehicle- and pedestrian-involved collisions.

Bicycle parking supply and accessibility provides an additional opportunity to support and encourage bicycle travel throughout the campus network. Existing (2016) bicycle rack locations and secure bicycle houses and lockers are located throughout the campus and are further described in the Transportation Discipline Report.
Figure 3.16-9 shows bicycle parking utilization trends from 1995 to 2016. The increase in bicycle parking utilization between 2009 and 2011 reflects adjustments for real-world rather than theoretical capacity. In general campus-wide, utilization has not exceeded 60%. Since then, the University of Washington has increased capacity by roughly 1,500 spaces. At the same time, utilization has dropped by about 20 percent from its peak. These statistics demonstrate how the University has effectively managed ongoing needs by ensuring that bicycle parking supply outpaces demand.

The biennium transportation telephone survey of students, faculty, and staff, suggests that 30 percent of these populations do not use the bicycle racks provided by the University of Washington. The survey indicates that, overall, an estimated 82 percent of campus bicycle riders use bicycle storage facilities provided by the University. Of this number, some 70 percent use bicycle racks throughout campus and 12 percent use bicycle lockers. This data, in combination with other survey results, seems to indicate an ongoing desire for more secure bicycle storage on campus. The University is working to address this issue, especially as part of new construction. Bike parking such as racks; however, are available and are not oversubscribed.
Transit Facilities

The transit network throughout the University of Washington campus and surrounding University District incorporates King County Metro, Sound Transit, Community Transit, and the recent University of Washington Link Light rail station at Husky Stadium. Figure 3.16-10 shows existing transit facilities throughout the University of Washington campus, including University of Washington shuttles and public transit. Figure 3.16-10 also includes walksheds from the existing University of Washington Link Light rail station at Husky Stadium. Currently, the University of Washington Station operates as an end-of-line station and requires integration with all modes of travel to campus and surrounding neighborhoods.

Transit travel times along arterials, at stops and bus crowding suggest that buses are currently well used to access the campus. Transit buses are delayed in the same peak period congestion that impacts all of the arterial streets used by buses.

Figure 3.16-10 Existing Transit Network and Light Rail Walkshed

Shuttles serve as auxiliary transit, providing direct connections between University properties largely for staff, patients, and faculty. The University of Washington shuttle system extends...
throughout the Seattle campus, providing access to University of Washington Medical Center facilities on campus and in South Lake Union. Shuttles also travel between the University District and Seattle Children’s Hospital as well as Harborview Medical Center. The University of Washington Shuttle system is fare free, with multiple funding partners.

**Vehicle Facilities**

Shared use private car sharing services such as Car2Go and Zipcar and Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) including Uber and Lyft operate in the study area and provide an alternative to private auto use and parking for campus communities. In the future these car sharing and livery services can provide options that lessen reliance on cars and provide options for first and last mile access to transit.

The street system in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus is comprised of different classes of roadways serving multiple functions. City of Seattle roadways are classified as principal arterials, minor arterials, collector arterials, and local access streets while University of Washington owned roadways do not have separate functional classifications but are generally similar in nature to local access streets. Broader regional access to the University of Washington campus is provided via Interstate 5 (I-5) to the west and State Route 520 (SR 520) to the south with connections between the campus and these regional facilities generally provided via principal arterials.

*Figure 3.16-11* shows the City’s street classification in the study area and also identifies University owned roads. Specific characteristics of major corridors within the study area (principal and minor arterials) including each roadway’s functional classification, speed limit, number of lanes, parking, and general characteristics of non-motorized facilities are noted in Appendix D the Transportation Discipline Report. The City also designates streets with freight, pedestrian, and transit classifications. The current classifications for the streets included in the project study area are also noted in *Figure 3.16-11*.

In addition to functional classification, the City also classifies roadways as truck streets (Major and Minor), Greenways, and Green Streets. Major and Minor truck streets typically serve freight movement through the City between major freight traffic generators and the regional freeway network. Greenways are roadways parallel to arterials that include features to help make bicycles and pedestrians feel safer. Green Streets are roadways where pedestrian circulation and open space are prioritized over other transportation uses through design and operational features. Within the study area, NE Pacific Street, and Montlake Boulevard south of NE Pacific Street are designated as major truck routes. Several Neighborhood Green Streets are located within the study area and include Brooklyn Avenue NE, NE 43rd Street, and NE 42nd Street.

To enhance safety on City roadways, the City of Seattle recently adopted lowering speed limits by 5 miles per hour.
Existing Vehicle Traffic Operations

To evaluate operations throughout the study area, 79 intersections in the primary study area were evaluated. Intersection levels of service (LOS) are shown for all study area intersections for the weekday PM peak hour. Intersection summary tables for LOS results are included in Appendix C of the TDR. Detailed level of service worksheets are provided in the Transportation Discipline Report, Appendix D of this EIS. The number of intersections within the study area that are operating at LOS C or better, LOS D, LOS E, or LOS F is also summarized in Figure 3.16-12.
All study area intersections currently operate at LOS D or better, with the exception of the intersections that operate at LOS E or F which are noted below:

- 16. 9th Avenue NE (South)/NE 45th Street
- 31. Roosevelt Way NE/NE 43rd Street (West)
- 46. Roosevelt Way NE/NE 41st Street
- 47. 12th Avenue NE/NE 41st Street
- 49. University Way NE/NE 41st Street
- 51. 7th Avenue NE/NE 40th Street
- 57. 6th Avenue NE/NE 40th Street
- 71. Montlake Boulevard NE/Wahkiakum Road
- 78. Montlake Boulevard NE/SR 520 WB Off-Ramp
- 79. Montlake Boulevard NE/E Lake Washington Boulevard/SR 520 EB Ramps

In the secondary impact zone, Weekday PM peak hour intersection traffic operations under existing conditions at seven intersections in the Secondary Impact Zone are shown in Table 3.16-3. Complete intersection LOS summaries are provided in the Transportation Discipline Report in Appendix C.
### Table 3.16-3
INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY – SECONDARY IMPACT ZONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>Existing LO$^1$</th>
<th>Delay$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Meridian Avenue N/N 45th Street</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Meridian Avenue N/N 50th Street</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Roosevelt Way NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 12th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. 15th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. 25th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. 47th Avenue NE/Sand Point Way NE</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Volume exceeds capacity and Synchro could not calculate the delay.
1. Level of service.
2. Average delay per vehicle in seconds rounded to the whole second.

As shown in **Table 3.16-3** the secondary impact zone intersections are anticipated to operate at LOS D or above with the exception of the 15th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street and 25th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street intersections. The 15th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street intersection is anticipated to operate at LOS F with approximately 133 seconds of delay, and the 25th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street intersection is anticipated to operate at LOS E with approximately 78 seconds of delay.

Operations of key corridors for travel times and speeds collected in the field and used to calibrate analysis models. Resulting travel times and speeds from operational models are shown in **Table 3.16-4**.
## Arterial Operations

Table 3.16-4
EXISTING FACTORED WEEKDAY PM PEAK HOUR ARTERIAL TRAVEL TIMES AND SPEEDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corridor</th>
<th>Travel Time (m:ss)</th>
<th>Average Speed (mph)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>11th Avenue NE between NE Campus Parkway and NE 50th Street</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>4:19</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15th Avenue NE between NE Boat Street and NE 50th Street</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>6:58</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>6:03</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Montlake Boulevard NE between E Lake Washington Boulevard and NE 45th Street</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>5:32</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>11:01</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NE 45th Street between 5th Avenue NE and Union Bay Place NE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>8:25</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>7:51</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NE Pacific Street (NE Northlake Way) between 6th Avenue NE and Montlake Boulevard E</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>4:32</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roosevelt Way NE between NE Campus Parkway and NE 50th Street</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>5:21</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stevens Way NE between 15th Avenue NE and 25th Avenue NE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>7:38</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>5:26</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Existing factored model output is Synchro output data that has been adjusted to account for existing field measurements and takes into account operational impacts such as mid-block crosswalks and parking maneuvers.
2. m:ss = minutes and seconds.
The weekday PM peak travel speeds take into account free-flow travel times and intersection delay. Speeds along Stevens Way, which serves transit through the campus is very low speed which is appropriate for a high pedestrian and bicycle corridor. Overall the travel times and speeds indicate existing congestion in both directions along Montlake Boulevard, but particularly so in the southbound direction. With the addition of further traffic growth, all directional travel times would increase and travel speeds would decrease. An arterial analysis was performed using the Synchro 9 software and determines arterial LOS based on travel speed between points. The results are summarized in Table 3.16-5. Detailed arterial LOS calculations are included in Appendix C of the TDR. Traffic conditions worsen when extreme congestion on I-5 and SR 520 constrains access onto the freeway.

### Table 3.16-5
EXISTING PM PEAK ARTERIAL LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corridor</th>
<th>Existing PM Peak Hour</th>
<th>Speed²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NE 45th Street, Eastbound (5th Avenue NE to Union Bay Place NE)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE 45th Street, Westbound (5th Avenue NE to Union Bay Place NE)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street (NE Northlake Way), Eastbound (6th Avenue NE to Montlake Boulevard E)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street (NE Northlake Way), Westbound (6th Avenue NE to Montlake Boulevard E)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th Avenue NE, Northbound (NE Campus Parkway to NE 50th Street)</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roosevelt Way NE, Southbound (NE Campus Parkway to NE 50th Street)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE, Northbound (NE Boat Street to NE 50th Street)</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE, Southbound (NE Boat Street to NE 50th Street)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Boulevard NE, Northbound (E Lake Washington Boulevard to NE 45th Street)</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Boulevard NE, Southbound (E Lake Washington Boulevard to NE 45th Street)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Way NE, Eastbound (15th Avenue NE to 25th Avenue NE)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Way NE, Westbound (15th Avenue NE to 25th Avenue NE)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1 Level of service.
2 Average speed in miles per hour
As shown in Table 3.16-5, three arterials analyzed currently operate at either LOS D or better during the weekday PM peak hour conditions. The following arterials operate at LOS E or worse:

- 11th Avenue NE in the northbound direction (LOS E)
- 15th Avenue NE northbound (LOS E)
- Montlake Boulevard NE northbound (LOS E)
- Montlake Boulevard NE southbound (LOS F)
- Stevens Way NE eastbound (LOS F)
- Stevens Way NE westbound (LOS F)

These arterials serve as the main routes to/from I-5 and the University of Washington campus and experience congestion during the peak periods resulting from heavy commuting traffic volumes.

For this analysis, background growth was interpolated from the 2035 Comprehensive Plan traffic volumes, which were developed using the City developed travel demand model, to reflect the 2028 horizon year. Land use and traffic as part of the approved U District Rezone are assumed as part of the background analysis. In addition to vehicle traffic, the travel demand model used for the City 2035 Comprehensive Plan provides background growth related to transit, pedestrians, and bicycles.

**Existing Parking**

This parking analysis focuses on the current supply of parking under the University’s Parking cap described herein as this captures the supply available to accommodate campus growth. **Figure 3.16-13** illustrates the number of managed parking spaces for each sector totaling 10,667 today.
City University Agreement – Trip and Parking Caps

With the introduction of the U-PASS program in 1991, and continuing attention to U-PASS and other measures identified in the existing Transportation Management Program (TMP), the University of Washington has maintained compliance with the vehicle trip cap goals every year since 1990, despite growing 35 percent in campus population. The trip caps can be changed in a new Master Plan.
Vehicle Trips. The University has a program of monitoring, evaluating, and reporting transportation conditions through data collection and survey. Through an annual telephone survey, students, faculty, and staff provide a basis for annual calculations of vehicle trips subject to limits (caps), and reported in the Annual CMP Monitoring Report. Table 3.16-6 illustrates the 2015 and 2016 campus surveys of students, faculty and staff results for peak period travel compared to the trip caps which reflect 1990 impact levels.

Table 3.16-6
TRIP CAP SUMMARY – 2015 and 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location/Peak Period</th>
<th>Trip Cap (vph)</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UW Campus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Peak Period Inbound (7:00-9:00)</td>
<td>7,900</td>
<td>3,997</td>
<td>6,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Peak Period Outbound (3:00-6:00)</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>7,562</td>
<td>6,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University District</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Peak Period Inbound (7:00-9:00)</td>
<td>10,100</td>
<td>4,988</td>
<td>7,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Peak Period Outbound (3:00-6:00)</td>
<td>10,500</td>
<td>9,329</td>
<td>7,577</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016
Note: 2016 Annual Report for 2015, UWTS.

Figure 3.16-14 illustrates the historical compliance with the University District trip caps dating back to 2009.
Parking Caps. In addition to the trip cap, which is monitored annually, the University has maintained a cap of 12,300 spaces of total parking supply for student, faculty, and staff commuter parking. This parking space cap does not include handicapped or visitor spaces, service and load zones, cycle spaces, accessory off-campus leased spaces, and spaces associated with student housing. UW currently has 10,667 spaces included in the most recent parking cap calculation for CUA compliance.

3.16.2 Impacts

The evaluation of impacts on the transportation systems was conducted in accordance with University of Washington and City of Seattle SEPA standards and analyzes impacts on the following transportation elements:

- Pedestrians (safety, connectivity, capacity)
- Bicycles (safety, connectivity, parking)
- Transit (connectivity and capacity)
- Traffic Operations (intersection and corridor operations)
- Traffic Safety (collision history, trends)
- Parking (demand vs. supply)
- Freight/Service (operations, patterns, locations)
Impacts are disclosed both in terms of the comparison to the identified No Action Alternative and also to the trip and parking caps as required by the City-University Agreement.

The campus is a unique environment where a large number of students live near and on campus. General distribution patterns for students, faculty, and staff were estimated based on the City Travel Demand Model and campus surveys.

Survey data from the University of Washington indicates that many trips, especially those made by students, come from nearby. Currently, more than half of the students and over 10% of the employees (faculty and staff) live within 2 miles of the campus, as shown in Figure 3.16-15. These amounts increase to almost 75% for students and almost half of employees when the distance increased to 5 miles. The 2035 City of Seattle travel demand model provides distribution patterns based on regional growth, changing modes and expansion of transit.

Source: Transpo 2016.

**Figure 3.16-15  Proportion of Students and Employees within 5 Miles of Campus**

Other assumptions that support this transportation analysis are also discussed in greater detail in Appendix D, the Transportation Discipline Report Appendix to this EIS. Key assumptions include:

- **Peak Analysis Period** – Data collected from traffic counts at area intersections indicates that the peak period for the study area is during the PM peak (as opposed
to the AM peak) for most of the study area. This time coincides with the end of classes and the work day for much of the University as well as people travelling through the area. As a result, the PM Peak period was analyzed for all transportation operations.

- **Mode Split** – The mode split, or proportion of trips using a particular mode, is an important factor in evaluating the effects of growth. It is desirable to have travel made by students, faculty and staff use lower impacting and more sustainable modes such as walking, biking or taking transit. The University of Washington has a strong record of achieving an aggressive mode split with drive alone trips to the campus accounting for just 20 percent of all trips. This is significantly lower than other areas, employers, and communities. The drive alone percentage has stayed near 20 percent for several years and decreased to 17% in 2016. While mode split could fluctuate with the increased access to rail transit or other emerging trends, for the purposes of the Transportation Discipline Report (Appendix D) and this EIS, mode split is assumed to remain a conservative 20 percent drive alone trips through the year 2028 and for all alternatives. However, the University has committed to a new SOV goal of 15% by 2028 in the 2018 Seattle CMP.

![Figure 3.16-16 Existing (2015) Mode Split](source: University of Washington Transportation Services and Sasaki Architects, July 2017 CMP)

- **Emerging Trends: Shared Use and Transportation Network Companies** – Anticipated trends in transportation that could affect the analysis of transportation for the Campus Master Plan include Transportation Network Companies like Lyft and Uber, and shared use transportation providers such Car2go, Reach Now, and Zipcar. While use of TNCs for travel is increasing, use and trend data for TNC companies is not broadly available. In the longer term, autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles, driving trends and intelligent signal systems could influence travel behavior and mode
choice. The Transportation Discipline Report (Appendix D) and this EIS includes information related these trends to the extent that is available.

- **Impact Analysis and Performance Measures** – Impact to transportation systems is generally assessed as a comparison between the No Action Alternative with permitted development and background growth and each action alternative (Alternatives 1-4). The CMP action alternatives consist of up to 6.0 million gross square feet of net new development allocated to different sectors of the campus as shown in Figure 3.16-17. Even though the amount of development is the same between all action alternatives, the impacts may vary for transportation depending on where on campus development occurs (i.e. depending on sector development). The City has a variety of measurements for assessing impact including screenlines as part of concurrency and the comprehensive plan. Performance measures applied in this analysis are noted in Table 3.16-7.

**Performance Measures**

**Primary and Secondary Impact Zones** – The CUA identifies a Primary and Secondary Impact Zone to be monitored related to campus growth and development. The Primary Impact zone includes within it an area also defined as the Major Institutions Overlay or MIO. The impact zones suggest that impacts dissipate as you get farther away from the campus. It is expected that there will be greater impacts identified in the Primary Impact zone and thus more fine-grained analysis is conducted within this area. In the Secondary Impact zone impacts are expected to dissipate and thus more aggregate analysis is applied.

**Thresholds** – For some performance areas there are defined and established measures of impact or thresholds such as intersection operational analysis and parking utilization. Thresholds specific to the University are described in the MIO (Major Institution Overlay): The Major Institution Overlay is a boundary defined by the City of Seattle Land Use and Zoning Code that notes the extents of the University of Washington Seattle campus. It is shown below in reference to the primary and secondary impact zones.
CUA and include maximum allowable caps for vehicle trips to the University facilities in the MIO (University Cap), to University area facilities (U District Cap) and University parking facilities in the MIO (Parking Cap). Where this is the case the thresholds are noted.

**Table 3.16-7**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transportation Mode</th>
<th>Measure of Effectiveness</th>
<th>What it Measures?</th>
<th>Base Assumptions (see details in Appendix Transportation Discipline Report)</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian</td>
<td>Proportion of Development within 1/4 mile of multifamily housing</td>
<td>How likely are students, faculty, and staff able to live in proximity to the University campus and walk to school/work?</td>
<td>GIS mapping</td>
<td>Recently approved U District Upzoning means more multifamily housing opportunity in proximity to the University to support an improved job-housing balance within the U District and support high walk modes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion of Development within 1/4 mile of University of Washington residence halls and multifamily housing available in the U District</td>
<td>How likely are students able to live in proximity to the University campus and walk to school?</td>
<td>GIS mapping</td>
<td>Current assumed campus residential is more multifamily housing in proximity to the University, which supports an improved job-housing balance within the U District and supports high walk modes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of Pedestrian Environment</td>
<td>What is the quality of the walking environment inside and outside the campus area (secondary impact zone) and how will it change with growth?</td>
<td>Review of the existing conditions, Pedestrian Master Plan gaps, and visual / qualitative assessment of major pedestrian corridors in the secondary impact zone.</td>
<td>Qualitative analysis shows gaps from Mobility Plans that may impact connectivity in the secondary impact zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Mode</td>
<td>Measure of Effectiveness</td>
<td>What it Measures?</td>
<td>Base Assumptions (see details in Appendix Transportation Discipline Report)</td>
<td>Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian Screenline Demand and Capacity</td>
<td>Is there enough capacity for pedestrians to cross the roadways, including crosswalks and skybridges, around the edge of the campus to accommodate growth?</td>
<td>2016 pedestrian counts at all crossings. Include transit trips that start as pedestrian. Add background growth associated with Brooklyn Station. Pedestrians are apportioned by subarea growth. Maintain existing ped bridges. Transit Cooperative Research Methods 165.</td>
<td>There is adequate capacity for pedestrian growth to cross the arterial roadway edges within crosswalks at intersection, mid-block crosswalks, and sky bridges. Adequate capacity is available even without sky bridges.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian Transit Station/Stop Area LOS</td>
<td>Is there enough space at transit stop areas to accommodate growth in pedestrians and transit riders at transit stops/station areas?</td>
<td>Existing counts at busiest stops. Background growth of 12%. Stop area measurements from the field excluding walk ways. Methods in the Transit Cooperative Research Program 165.</td>
<td>Current transit stop areas are adequate to accommodate increased growth overall. Stops at NE Pacific Street/15th Avenue NE (under pedestrian bridge) and at NE 42nd Street/15th Avenue NE fall below LOS D with the addition of development-related growth. The stops could be expanded.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Mode</td>
<td>Measure of Effectiveness</td>
<td>What it Measures?</td>
<td>Base Assumptions (see details in Appendix Transportation Discipline Report)</td>
<td>Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ped/Bicycle</td>
<td>Burke-Gilman Trail Capacity</td>
<td>Is there adequate capacity along the Burke-Gilman Trail to accommodate background and campus growth in pedestrian and bicycle travel?</td>
<td>Burke-Gilman Study from 2011. Add projections and increase with background and CMP growth.</td>
<td>In 2011 the University completed a plan for the Burke-Gilman Trail defining the need for separated trails. With the separation, the trail meets future demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>Bicycle Parking &amp; Utilization</td>
<td>Is there adequate bicycle parking on campus to help encourage and meet the needs of those choosing bicycling now and into the future?</td>
<td>Current bicycle utilization.</td>
<td>Adequate capacity exists today with only 60-70% of available racks utilized. As new development occurs, the amount of bicycle racks will increase accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bikeshare Utilization and Distribution</td>
<td>How has bikeshare worked to promote alternative modes of transportation? How can future bikeshare serve to promote alternative modes?</td>
<td>Data was collected from Pronto on popular stations and routes within the area.</td>
<td>Pronto bikeshare ended in March 2017. Future plans for bikeshare are uncertain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Mode</td>
<td>Measure of Effectiveness</td>
<td>What it Measures?</td>
<td>Base Assumptions (see details in Appendix Transportation Discipline Report)</td>
<td>Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Bicycle Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td>What is the quality of the riding environment inside and outside the campus area (secondary impact zone) and how will it change with growth?</td>
<td>Review of the existing conditions and plans. Visual assessment of major pedestrian corridors in the secondary impact zone.</td>
<td>Qualitative analysis shows planned improvements provide additional connectivity where gaps are present today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of Development within 1/4 mile of RapidRide routes</td>
<td></td>
<td>How likely are campus students, faculty, and staff in new developments able to be in proximity (within 1/4 mile) to new regional RapidRide transit corridors?</td>
<td>Anticipated development within a 1/4 mile distance (as the crow flies).</td>
<td>Most new development would be within 1/4 mile of RapidRide routes and stops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of Development within 1/2 mile of Light Rail</td>
<td></td>
<td>How likely are campus students, faculty, and staff in new developments able to be in proximity (1/2 mile) to existing and proposed light rail stations?</td>
<td>Anticipated development within a 1/2 mile distance (as the crow flies) from Link stations.</td>
<td>Most new development would be within 1/2 mile of planned light rail stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit Stop Capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td>How will growth in transit riders and planned service impact capacity at key transit stops</td>
<td>Counts at key stops. Physical features at stops and transit patron growth.</td>
<td>Current transit stops are adequate to accommodate anticipated transit volumes, with the exception of the NE Pacific St/15th Ave NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Mode</td>
<td>Measure of Effectiveness</td>
<td>What it Measures?</td>
<td>Base Assumptions (see details in Appendix Transportation Discipline Report)</td>
<td>Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>serving the campus?</td>
<td>Current transit speeds and speed differential between transit and vehicles and increased delays due to growth in transit patrons.</td>
<td>Transit travel speeds decrease with No Action and Action Alternatives development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transit Travel Times and Delay</td>
<td>How would increased growth in transit passengers and vehicle traffic impact transit travel time?</td>
<td>Current transit patrons at key screenlines. Background growth. All CMP transit growth assigned to key transit stops.</td>
<td>University Way NE (the Ave) and 11th Ave NE transit loads may exceed capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transit Loads at Screenlines</td>
<td>How would growth in transit riders impact ridership and transit loads on planned service?</td>
<td>Background growth. All CMP transit growth assigned to key transit stops.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial Corridor Operations</td>
<td>How will growth in vehicle traffic impact key corridor travel speeds?</td>
<td>Volumes and intersection data. Synchro delays and corridor travel times. Existing travel times.</td>
<td>Increases in travel times at some corridors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection Operations</td>
<td>How will growth in vehicle traffic impact individual intersection operations?</td>
<td>Volumes and intersection data. Synchro intersection delays.</td>
<td>Some signalized and unsignalized intersections meet an impact criteria of 10% development trips, and poor LOS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Plan Screenline Volumes</td>
<td>How will growth in vehicle traffic impact estimated comprehensive plan screenlines?</td>
<td>Intersection and link volumes.</td>
<td>Comprehensive plan screenlines would not be exceeded.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Impact Zone Analysis</td>
<td>How will growth in vehicle traffic impact individual intersection volumes in the secondary impact zone?</td>
<td>assigned Intersection and turn movement volumes and signal timing. Background growth from travel demand model.</td>
<td>Intersection operations at seven key intersections within the secondary impact zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Mode</td>
<td>Measure of Effectiveness</td>
<td>What it Measures?</td>
<td>Base Assumptions (see details in Appendix Transportation Discipline Report)</td>
<td>Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Synchro delays. Alternatives to proposed parking facilities for growth for each alternative.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Cap¹</td>
<td>How will growth in vehicle traffic impact the University trip cap?</td>
<td>Mode split 20% drive alone. Growth projections.</td>
<td>May exceed the AM cap in 2025; however, a lower mode split would not break the cap.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U District Cap¹</td>
<td>How will growth in vehicle traffic impact the U District trip cap?</td>
<td>Mode Split 20% drive alone. Growth projections.</td>
<td>May exceed the AM cap in 2025. A lower mode split would not break the cap as in prior result.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking Supply &amp; Utilization</td>
<td>How will growth in vehicle traffic and visitors impact parking for different growth scenarios? Are some parking areas overcapacity?</td>
<td>Campus-wide data from survey.</td>
<td>Overall utilization would not be exceeded.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking Cap¹</td>
<td>How will growth in vehicle traffic impact the parking cap?</td>
<td>Mode Split 20% drive alone.</td>
<td>Parking cap would not be exceeded.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freight Corridor Impact</td>
<td>How will growth impact freight/services-related traffic?</td>
<td>Qualitative analysis on the anticipated impacts on freight routes.</td>
<td>Discussion of anticipated results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Caps as defined by the CUA agreement
For the purposes of the transportation analysis, campus growth reflective of increased building square footage is translated to trips related to the various campus population groups, specifically students, faculty, and staff. As noted previously, all Action Alternatives result in expanded development on campus of 6 million net new gross square feet (and remaining square footage in the 2003 Campus Master Plan) by the plan horizon year of 2028. **Table 3.16-8** below provides a summary of the growth in campus population resulting from this level of development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Existing (2014) Headcount¹</th>
<th>No Action 2028</th>
<th>Growth over Existing with No Action Alternative</th>
<th>All Action Alternatives 2028²</th>
<th>Growth over Existing with Action Alternatives²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>45,213</td>
<td>46,152</td>
<td>939</td>
<td>54,183</td>
<td>8,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>7,951</td>
<td>8,117</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>9,528</td>
<td>1,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>17,333</td>
<td>17,693</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>22,462</td>
<td>5,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Population</strong></td>
<td><strong>70,497</strong></td>
<td><strong>71,962</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,465</strong></td>
<td><strong>86,173</strong></td>
<td><strong>15,676</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. (2014 was the most recent available information)
2. Population numbers include No Action growth (consistent with the 2003 CMP)

An in-depth discussion and details related to the development of background growth, growth related to CMP development alternatives, and parking estimates analysis are provided in the Methods and Assumptions, Appendix B of the TDR (Appendix D of this EIS).

As shown, total growth in development for all alternatives related to the 6 million square feet of growth results an increase in population of approximately 15,676 people over population from 2014. This growth includes remaining gross square footage permitted under the current (2003) Campus Master Plan. That square footage is assumed in the No Action Alternative.

**Headcount:** A quantifiable count of individuals within the University of Washington population. Headcount differs from a Full Time Equivalent (FTE) count, which converts actual campus enrolled and employed students, faculty, and staff to a full time equivalency based on eight-hour days and 40-hour work weeks.
### Table 3.16-9
EXISTING (2014) AND ESTIMATED FUTURE (2028) UNIVERSITY POPULATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>2014 (Actual)</th>
<th>2028 (Estimated)</th>
<th>Growth (Estimated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>45,213</td>
<td>54,183</td>
<td>8,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>7,951</td>
<td>9,528</td>
<td>1,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>17,333</td>
<td>22,462</td>
<td>5,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70,497</td>
<td>86,173</td>
<td>15,676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In general, this transportation analysis evaluates the growth in campus population for—students, faculty and staff to fully analyze transportation impacts. This method takes into account that each university population (students, faculty, and staff) have different travel behaviors. Analysis methods, and details of results are further described in the Transportation Discipline Report (Transpo Group, July 2017).

### Alternatives

The allocation of the 6 million square feet assigned to the sectors is shown in Figure 3.16-17.
**Trip Generation**

The following provides a summary of the anticipated trip generation for pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and vehicle trips to campus. The trip generation methodology used for assessing the increase in trips under Alternative 1 is consistent with that previously described in the No Action Alternative. The increase in trips anticipated with Alternative 1 is compared against the No Action forecasts to determine the net increase associated with the population growth.

**Population Assumptions for Alternatives:**
No Action Alternative assumes a population increase of 1,465 people. All of the Action Alternatives (Alternatives 1-5) assume an additional 6 million net new gsf of development and a population increase of 15,676 people (including the 1,465 anticipated with No Action).
Weekday daily, AM, and PM peak hour vehicular trip generation including single occupant vehicles and carpools is summarized in Table 3.16-10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip Type</th>
<th>Daily Trips</th>
<th>AM Peak Hour</th>
<th>PM Peak Hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>8,710</td>
<td>1,485</td>
<td>635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>6,880</td>
<td>1,465</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>12,260</td>
<td>3,190</td>
<td>1,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total No Action</strong></td>
<td><strong>27,850</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,140</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,635</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future 2028 (Alt 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>10,390</td>
<td>1,775</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>8,230</td>
<td>1,750</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>14,860</td>
<td>3,860</td>
<td>1,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Future</strong></td>
<td><strong>33,480</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,385</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,170</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net New Trips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1,680</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Net New Trips</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,630</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,245</strong></td>
<td><strong>530</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

Weekday daily, AM, and PM peak hour vehicular trip generation is summarized in Table 3.16-11.


### Table 3.16-11

**ALL ACTION ALTERNATIVES ESTIMATED NET NEW FUTURE VEHICLE TRIPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip Type</th>
<th>Daily Trips</th>
<th>AM Peak Hour</th>
<th></th>
<th>PM Peak Hour</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net New Trips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1,680</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Net New Trips</td>
<td>5,630</td>
<td>1,245</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>1,775</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitors (10%)</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total UW Trips</td>
<td>6,195</td>
<td>1,370</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>1,955</td>
<td>805</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

Table 3.16-12 summarizes trip generation by mode, including transit, walk, bicycle, and other trips.

### Table 3.16-12

**ESTIMATED 2028 ALL ACTION DAILY TRIPS BY MODE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip Type</th>
<th>Transit</th>
<th>Walk</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Action Alternative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>34,550</td>
<td>28,270</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>2,990</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>1,680</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>11,790</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>2,110</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total No Action</td>
<td>49,330</td>
<td>30,230</td>
<td>9,290</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>40,480</td>
<td>33,120</td>
<td>6,440</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>3,450</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1,930</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>15,460</td>
<td>1,470</td>
<td>2,760</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Alternative 1</td>
<td>59,390</td>
<td>35,550</td>
<td>11,130</td>
<td>1,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net New Trips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>5,930</td>
<td>4,850</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>3,670</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Net New Trips</td>
<td>10,060</td>
<td>5,320</td>
<td>1,840</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

As shown in Table 3.16-12, the proposed campus development is anticipated to generate 10,060 net new daily transit trips, 5,320 walking trips, 1,840 bicycle trips, and 320 other trips.
Details of the background transportation conditions for each mode are summarized below and provided in greater detail in the Transportation Discipline Report (Appendix D of this EIS). Impacts for each performance measure are summarized below for all alternatives and organized by mode. Discussion of the impacts for each alternative within the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones are discussed after the modal performance summaries.

Pedestrian Operations

Pedestrian Background Conditions

Future enhancements to improve the pedestrian transportation system in the study area are planned by the City of Seattle and University of Washington. The City has recently published their Pedestrian Master Plan that includes policies and programs for improving pedestrian circulation. The Plan supports the development and designation of Green Streets. A Green Streets is a right of way that gives priority to pedestrian circulation and open space. The U District Urban Design Framework identifies Brooklyn Avenue and NE 42nd and NE 43rd Streets as Green Streets. These Green Streets are noted in Figure 3.16-18. Other pedestrian transportation investments will be incorporated within other Move Seattle capital investments such as the proposed Roosevelt High Capacity Transit Corridor improvements. In developing the University of Washington Link light rail station, local agencies coordinated to develop pedestrian improvements to support the station area including a new pedestrian/bicycle bridge over Montlake Avenue that connects the station with the campus, new bus stop improvements and signal timing at the intersection of Montlake Avenue and Pacific Street. Similar investments are planned to support the University District Station, planned to be opened in 2021. As part of the SR 520 improvements at Montlake, an additional trail crossing for pedestrians and bicycles is planned to cross the Montlake cut. The University of Washington recently completed construction of the Burke-Gilman Trail improvements on campus to create a separate bicycle and pedestrian pathways, greatly increasing the capacity of the trail. The University will also improve adjacent sidewalks as new campus buildings come on line. Other campus improvements are noted in the mitigation section.

Pedestrian Performance

Encouraging pedestrian travel, especially for students, will help maintain the current high pedestrian mode split. Performance measures applied to the campus reflect the effectiveness of the pedestrian network in providing safe and easy access to pedestrian destinations, specifically housing. Comparisons of future conditions with each alternative are provided for the development proximity within 1/4-mile of University District area multi-family housing and University of Washington residence halls is provided in Table 3.16-13.
### Table 3.16-13

**NO ACTION AND ALL ACTION ALTERNATIVES PROPORTION OF DEVELOPMENT WITHIN 1/4-MILE OF MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING AND UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON RESIDENCE HALLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,200,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>809,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>589,985</td>
<td>723,460</td>
<td>645,884</td>
<td>972,832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0 gsf</td>
<td>897,964</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>3,589,985</td>
<td>4,021,424</td>
<td>3,845,884</td>
<td>4,782,222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Proportion of development within 1/4 mile of Multi-Family Housing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,200,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>809,390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>589,985</td>
<td>723,460</td>
<td>645,884</td>
<td>972,832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>0 gsf</td>
<td>897,964</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>3,589,985</td>
<td>4,021,424</td>
<td>3,845,884</td>
<td>4,782,222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Proportion of development within 1/4 mile of University of Washington Residence Halls**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,200,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>249,344</td>
<td>249,344</td>
<td>332,215</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>798,357</td>
<td>723,460</td>
<td>788,727</td>
<td>972,747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>750,000</td>
<td>1,350,000</td>
<td>206,691</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>4,797,701</td>
<td>4,722,804</td>
<td>4,527,632</td>
<td>5,872,747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quality of Pedestrian Environment**

The quality of pedestrian travel would largely remain unchanged under the No Action Alternative. Pedestrian travel to/from and around the Link light rail U District Station would be expected to increase. Sound Transit plans to improve pedestrian capacity immediately adjacent to the station along Brooklyn Avenue NE and NE 43rd Street. Improvements to pedestrian travel to/from and across the SR 520 bridge will also be improved with completion of the bridge replacement project.
According to the City of Seattle’s Pedestrian Master Plan updated in Spring 2017, additional locations are planned to become Neighborhood Greenways within the primary and secondary impact zones. In addition to the existing 12th Avenue NE Neighborhood Greenway, several new Neighborhood Greenways are proposed within the primary impact zone. These include a southern extension of the 12th Avenue NE Greenway, Walla Walla Road, NE Boat Street from NE Pacific Street to 15th Avenue NE, 20th Avenue NE north of NE 45th Street, NE 47th Street west of 20th Avenue NE, and NE Clark Road. The NE Boat Street Neighborhood Greenway will improve pedestrian connectivity from the Cheshiahud Lake Union Loop to the University of Washington campus. The 20th Avenue NE and NE 47th Street Greenways will increase pedestrian connectivity to the secondary impact zone and connect to planned greenways, including 11th Avenue NE, NE 55th Street, and NE 62nd Street. In the east section of the of the secondary impact zone, new Neighborhood Greenways are planned along 5th Avenue NE, NE 46th Street, and Keystone Place N. Planned improvements on the west side of the secondary impact zone include NE Surber Drive and NE 50th Street.

**Pedestrian Screenline Demand and Capacity**

Anticipated increases in pedestrian travel with background growth and with each alternative growth should not exceed the capacity of crosswalks, and pedestrian bridges surrounding the campus. As shown in Table 3.16-14, level of service crossing these major arterials on the edge of the campus should be more than adequate to address demand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screenline</th>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Boulevard NE</td>
<td>14,770 A</td>
<td>17,008 A</td>
<td>17,948 A</td>
<td>16,437 A</td>
<td>17,588 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street</td>
<td>3,744 A</td>
<td>4,918 A</td>
<td>4,780 A</td>
<td>5,092 A</td>
<td>4,524 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE</td>
<td>12,078 A</td>
<td>16,629 A</td>
<td>15,744 A</td>
<td>16,882 A</td>
<td>16,684 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE 45th Street</td>
<td>2,272 A</td>
<td>2,614 A</td>
<td>2,614 A</td>
<td>2,614 A</td>
<td>2,681 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: TCRP Report 165: Transit Capacity & Quality of Service Manual, 3rd Edition Level of Service A is noted as free flowing with minimal crowding.
Pedestrian Transit Station/Stop Area LOS

Space available for pedestrians at transit stops will also remain adequate into the future to meet background growth and growth from each alternative. One location along Pacific Street may experience crowding as a result of increased background demand and alternative growth; however these stops can be expanded.

Table 3.16-15

PEAK HOUR TRANSIT STOP PEDESTRIAN SPACE AND LEVEL OF SERVICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stop Location</th>
<th>Stop ID Number</th>
<th>No Action Alternative</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pedestrian Space (ft²/person)</td>
<td>Level of Service (LOS)</td>
<td>Pedestrian Space (ft²/person)</td>
<td>Level of Service (LOS)</td>
<td>Pedestrian Space (ft²/person)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street Bay 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street Bay 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street at 15th Avenue NE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE at Campus Parkway</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE at NE 42nd Street</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE at NE 43rd Street</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Boulevard Bay 4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Boulevard Bay 3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>64.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Way at Pend Oreille Road</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Way at Benton Lane</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bicycle Operations

Bicycle Background Conditions

Future enhancements to the bicycle system include investments proposed in Move Seattle and included on the Bicycle Master Plan. Planned bicycle network improvements included proposed protected bicycle lanes on Roosevelt Way, NE Campus Parkway, University Bridge, and Ravenna Place. As noted above, the University of Washington recently expanded the Burke-Gilman Trail to create separate pathways for pedestrians and bicycles. Availability of convenient bicycle parking is another consideration for encouraging bicycle use. Current data and surveys suggest that availability of bicycle parking is often a consideration for encouraging bicycle use. Surveys also suggest that currently there is adequate bicycle parking. The University of Washington provides roughly twice the number of bicycle parking spaces as required by City of Seattle (SMCU 23.54.015.K.1). The University continues to add parking, especially parking that is covered and includes security features. As new buildings come on line and are developed, the University will continue to assess bicycle parking needs to meet anticipated demand.

Pronto Bike Share

Pronto was a bicycle share program managed by the City of Seattle with eleven stations in the University District including on the University campus. This program ended in March 2017.

Future Burke-Gilman Trail

Bicycle traffic along the Burke-Gilman Trail is anticipated to increase with the No Action Alternative, due to citywide growth and growth in travel to and from the Link light rail University of Washington station as ridership of the system increases. Local pedestrian traffic along and across the Burke-Gilman Trail is also anticipated to increase but by a lesser amount.
As pedestrian and bicycle volumes increase, the operations along the trail are expected to become more congested along segments which have not been upgraded to separate pedestrian and bicycle travel. According to analysis from the Burke-Gilman Trail Corridor Study, without separating pedestrians and bicyclist, level of service for both pedestrians and bicyclists will operate poorly (LOS F) regardless of the width of the joint use trail. The study recommends separation of the trail into pedestrian and bicycle only facilities. A 2012 study (Burke-Gilman Trail Concept Design, Alta 2012) provided design options and recommendations for the trail. The University of Washington has completed expansion of two segments: a portion of the Neighborhood Reach from the University Street Bridge to Nordheim Court and the Campus Reach from 15th Avenue to Rainier Vista, which was completed in summer 2016. The University is continuing to expand the trail to meet future campus and other regional growth within their 1.7-mile ownership of the trail.

The City also supports establishing Greenways through neighborhoods. Greenways generally are one street off of main arterials with low volumes of cars going slowly enough so that people who walk or ride bicycles feel safe and comfortable. The proposed bicycle network is shown in Figure 3.16-18.
Bicycle Performance

Three bicycle related performance measures have been identified to assess and compare alternatives; Bicycle parking, Burke-Gilman trail capacity and quality of the bicycle environment.

Bicycle Parking

Currently, bicycle parking in racks and secured parking are provided throughout the campus. Surveys of bicycle parking indicate that bicycle parking is adequate (under 60% utilized). As development occurs and buildings permitted, additional racks will be provided to meet needs. Desire for secured parking has been noted in camps-wide surveys and more will be provided as practicable.
Burke-Gilman Trail Capacity

Once completed the Burke-Gilman Trail is anticipated to operate at a good level of service for both pedestrians and bicyclists in the future and, will accommodate anticipated background increases in use anticipated from the new Light rail station (University of Washington Station) as well as anticipated bicycle and pedestrian growth in use related to the Campus Master Plan. Greater detail on bicycle and pedestrian growth is provided in Appendix D, the Transportation Discipline Report and appendices.

Quality of the Bicycle Environment

Improvements to the bicycle environment associated with City and WSDOT investments are expected along with growth in bicycle travel demand associated with expanded Link light rail access and citywide growth. Improvements to bicycle travel, including upgrades to bicycle facilities along NE 40th Street and 11th Avenue NE, will be completed by SDOT before 2020, with additional investments possible thereafter. These investments will expand connectivity of facilities for all ages and abilities, especially in West Campus. Completion of the SR 520 HOV and Bridge Replacement Project will also improve regional bicycle travel to the Eastside, improve bicycle travel in the Montlake neighborhood, and provide new connectivity between the University, Capitol Hill, and Eastlake neighborhoods.

As mentioned in the Quality of Pedestrian Environment performance measure, additional Neighborhood Greenways are planned within the study area. Neighborhood Greenways accommodate both pedestrians and people riding bicycles. These Greenways will improve bicycle connectivity throughout the study area, especially between the primary and secondary impact zones.

The recently installed protected bike lane running north-south along Roosevelt Way NE highlights bicycle connectivity improvements within the primary impact zone. Protected bike lanes are also planned by the City along 11th Avenue NE, 12th Avenue NE, and along NE 40th Street, west of Brooklyn Avenue NE. This would connect with the existing cycling infrastructure on NE 40th Street and improve connectivity to campus.

In addition to bicycle improvements within the primary impact zone, improvements are planned within the secondary impact zone. A new protected bike lane along Ravenna Place NE will provide a direct connection between the Burke-Gillman Trail and Ravenna Park. In addition, a protected bike lane along 36th Avenue NE will increase bicycle connectivity in the north/south directions to the secondary impact zone. A planned Neighborhood Greenway along Fairview Avenue E will increase the bicycle rider connection to campus from the south.
Transit Operations

Background Transit Conditions

Planned transit improvements in the coming years will dramatically alter the transit system framework in the University District. Sound Transit recently completed the extension of Link light rail to the University of Washington in the spring of 2016 and plans to extend north, completing a segment to Northgate in 2021 that includes a station near the campus on Brooklyn Avenue. Other funded extensions include extensions north to Lynnwood, east to Redmond and Bellevue, and South to Federal Way by 2024. These extensions dramatically increase access to the campus via frequent and convenient Link light rail for students, faculty, staff and visitors and should help the University maintain or increase the proportion of trips that arrive by transit into the future. Just after opening of Link light rail, transit ridership saw a 13% increase in transit use via the U-PASS. Additionally, King County Metro recently published their Metro Connects plan that proposes RapidRide service through the University District on 15th Avenue, Montlake Avenue, 11th Avenue, NE 45th Street, and Pacific Street as part of the 2025 plan. Finally, the City of Seattle identifies Transit Priority Corridors in their Transit Master Plan along these same corridors that would provide amenities and capital investments such as transit lanes and transit signal priority to help transit function effectively. The proposed transit network and walksheds to light rail are shown in Table 3.16-16
Ensuring convenient access to transit service for campus development is important to help the University maintain or improve their high transit ridership. Impacts of action alternatives were measured in two performance measures: the proportion of development within 1/2-mile of RapidRide and the proportion of development within 1/2-mile of Light rail.

**Proportion of development within 1/4-mile of RapidRide and 1/2-mile of Link light rail**

This measure, as well as the next measure, assesses proximity of campus development to high capacity transit service including RapidRide and Link light rail. This measure was calculated by determining the ratio of each sector within a 1/4-mile walk of a RapidRide stop. For future years the 2025 Draft King County Long Range Plan service network was used to determine the location of RapidRide routes and stop locations were inferred based on existing high-ridership stops, Link station locations and desired stop spacing. The CMP...
identifies potential building sites within each sector. The ratio of the sector within 1/4-mile of RapidRide stops were estimate within the 1/4-mile buffer. With the advent of RapidRide in the future, generally all of the proposed growth in No Action and Alternative 4 have access to RapidRide within a 1/4-mile buffer area as shown in Table 3.16-16. Similarly, the proportion of development within a 1/2-mile buffer of Link light rail was measured to include both planned stations at University of Washington (currently operational) and University District (planned to open in 2021).

Table 3.16-16
NO ACTION, ALTERNATIVE 1, 2, 3, AND 4 PROPORTION OF DEVELOPMENT WITHIN 1/4-MILE OF RAPIDRIDE AND 1/2-MILE OF LIGHT RAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>2,400,000</td>
<td>3,200,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1,350,000</td>
<td>1,350,000</td>
<td>1,650,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>750,000</td>
<td>1,350,000</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proportion of development within 1/2 mile of Link light rail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>2,680,232</td>
<td>2,160,729</td>
<td>2,880,973</td>
<td>2,680,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1,350,000</td>
<td>1,350,000</td>
<td>1,650,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>750,000</td>
<td>452,036</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>727,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>5,680,232</td>
<td>4,862,766</td>
<td>5,680,973</td>
<td>4,707,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transit Stop Capacity

This measure evaluates the number of buses that a transit stop can process in an hour. This analysis was performed for four pairs of stops on key transit corridors around the University of Washington: 15th Avenue NE, NE 45th Street, Montlake Boulevard and Pacific Street. As noted, the stops can handle the proposed future demand. The transit stop capacity and demand do not change by alternative and would be the same as No Action.
## Table 3.16-17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stop</th>
<th>Capacity (buses/hour)</th>
<th>Existing Demand (buses/hour)</th>
<th>No Action Alternative Forecast Demand (buses/hour)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15th Ave NE at NE 42nd St (northbound)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Ave NE at NE 43rd St (southbound)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE 45th St &amp; University Way (eastbound)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE 45th St &amp; Brooklyn Ave NE (westbound)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific St &amp; 15th Ave NE (southeast bound)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific St &amp; 15th Ave NE (northwest bound)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Blvd NE &amp; Pacific Pl (northbound)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Blvd NE &amp; Pacific Pl (southbound)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transit Travel Times and Delay

Table 3.16-18 shows a summary of comparative transit travel speeds along key corridors served by transit buses. These buses operate in congested corridors. Travel times also increase due to delays when picking up passengers. As shown in Table 3.16-18, all Alternatives operate the same for this measure as transit stops will remain the same throughout the campus and transit passengers are assumed to the same for all Alternatives.

## Table 3.16-18

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corridor</th>
<th>Existing Transit Speed (mph)</th>
<th>No Action Transit Speed (mph)</th>
<th>Alternative 1-4 Transit Speed (mph)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NE 45th Street Eastbound</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE 45th Street Westbound</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street Eastbound</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street Westbound</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th Avenue NE Northbound</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roosevelt Way NE Southbound</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE Northbound</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE Southbound</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Boulevard NE Northbound</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Way NE Eastbound</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Way NE Westbound</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transit Loads at Screenlines

Transit loads are defined as the amount of passengers in all buses crossing specific locations, or screenlines. The number of passenger demand currently and with future growth is compared to the available bus capacity include seats and standing areas. This comparison for current conditions and with alternatives is provided in the following tables. All alternatives operate similarly with regard to transit, therefore the last table reflects conditions with all alternatives. Transit capacity noted reflects assumed expansion of transit as part of METRO CONNECTS, and ST 2 and 3. As noted there is available transit capacity today and with No Action. With the Alternatives, demand increases and in the aggregate (Bus Total and Transit) totals can be accommodated.

Table 3.16-19
EXISTING TRANSIT SCREENLINE DEMAND AND CAPACITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screenline #</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>Existing D/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NE 45th Street West of Mary Gates Drive</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NE 45th Street West of Brooklyn Avenue NE</td>
<td>2,240</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Roosevelt Way NE South of NE 45th Street</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11th Avenue NE South of NE 45th Street</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15th Avenue NE South of NE 43rd Street</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>University Way NE South of NE 43rd Street</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Campus Parkway East of Brooklyn Avenue NE</td>
<td>1,810</td>
<td>1,110</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NE Pacific Street East of 15th Avenue NE</td>
<td>4,400</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Stevens Way NE at Pend Oreille</td>
<td>1,810</td>
<td>1,049</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Montlake Bridge</td>
<td>2,190</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>University Bridge</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bus Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19,970</strong></td>
<td><strong>8,153</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>41%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Link A:
- U District Station (opens 2021) 
- Capacity: 8,550
- Demand: 1,400
- Existing D/C: 16%

Link B:
- University of Washington Station 
- Capacity: 8,550
- Demand: 1,400
- Existing D/C: 16%

**Link Total**: 8,550
**Grand Total**: 28,520
**Demand**: 9,553
**Existing D/C**: 33%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screenline Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>No Action D/C (Demand to Capacity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passengers</td>
<td>Change from Existing</td>
<td>Passengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NE 45th St west of Mary Gates Drive</td>
<td>2,430</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NE 45th &amp; Roosevelt Way NE</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>-690</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Roosevelt Way NE south of NE 45th St</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>-195</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11th Ave NE south of NE 45th St</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>-195</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15th Ave NE south of NE 43rd St</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>University Way NE south of NE 43rd St</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>-390</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Campus Pkwy east of Brooklyn Ave NE</td>
<td>1,210</td>
<td>-600</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NE Pacific St east of 15th Ave NE</td>
<td>4,140</td>
<td>-520</td>
<td>969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Stevens Way at Pend Oreille</td>
<td>1,860</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>1,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Montlake Bridge</td>
<td>2,270</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>University Bridge</td>
<td>1,380</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Montlake Blvd NE</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Bus Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19,830</strong></td>
<td><strong>-410</strong></td>
<td><strong>8,103</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Link A</strong></td>
<td><strong>23,400</strong></td>
<td><strong>23,400</strong></td>
<td><strong>16,275</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link B</td>
<td><strong>University Station</strong></td>
<td><strong>23,400</strong></td>
<td><strong>14,850</strong></td>
<td><strong>16,275</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Link Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>46,800</strong></td>
<td><strong>38,250</strong></td>
<td><strong>32,550</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>66,630</strong></td>
<td><strong>37,840</strong></td>
<td><strong>40,654</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.16-21

**TRANSIT SCREENLINE DEMAND AND CAPACITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screenline Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Alt 1-4 Capacity</th>
<th>Alt 1-4 Demand</th>
<th>Change from No Action</th>
<th>Alt 1-4 D/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NE 45th St W/O Mary Gates Drive</td>
<td>2,430</td>
<td>983</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NE 45th &amp; Roosevelt Way</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Roosevelt Way S/O NE 45th St</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11th Ave NE S/O NE 45th St</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15th Ave NE S/O NE 43rd St</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>1,591</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>University Way S/O NE 43rd St</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Campus Pkwy E/O Brooklyn Ave</td>
<td>1,210</td>
<td>1,159</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Pacific St E/O 15th Ave NE</td>
<td>4,140</td>
<td>1,354</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Stevens Way at Pend Oreille</td>
<td>1,860</td>
<td>1,216</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Montlake Bridge</td>
<td>2,270</td>
<td>1,447</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>University Bridge</td>
<td>1,380</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Montlake Blvd</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bus Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>19,830</strong></td>
<td><strong>10,245</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,088</strong></td>
<td><strong>51%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link A</strong></td>
<td>U-District Station</td>
<td>23,400</td>
<td>17,305</td>
<td>1,030</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link B</strong></td>
<td>UW/Stadium Station</td>
<td>23,400</td>
<td>16,864</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>46,800</strong></td>
<td><strong>34,169</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,619</strong></td>
<td><strong>73%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>66,630</strong></td>
<td><strong>44,360</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,707</strong></td>
<td><strong>67%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vehicle System Operations and Parking**

Performance for the vehicle system was measured including a cordon volume analysis, individual intersections, arterial corridors, screenlines, parking and compliance with the CUA.

The evaluation of traffic operations within the study area included an analysis of intersection LOS (level of service) and arterial travel speeds and associated LOS. The methodologies are described in the Transportation Discipline Report including the assumed background investments.
Cordon Volume Analysis

To understand the volumes associated with the University of Washington Campus Master Plan growth, related to background volumes under the different Alternative scenarios, a cordon volume analysis was conducted. The cordon volume analysis focuses on the major roadways leading to and from the University. Volumes are shown in Table 3.16-22 and indicate an increase in peak hour trips of 9-10 percent.

### Table 3.16-22
PM PEAK HOUR CORDON VOLUME ANALYSIS SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Action</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inbound Cordon Volume</td>
<td>9,160</td>
<td>9,996</td>
<td>10,027</td>
<td>9,983</td>
<td>10,023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase over</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outbound Cordon Volume</td>
<td>10,975</td>
<td>12,154</td>
<td>12,181</td>
<td>12,138</td>
<td>12,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase over</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cordon Volume</td>
<td>20,135</td>
<td>22,150</td>
<td>22,208</td>
<td>22,121</td>
<td>22,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Increase over</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual Intersection Operations

**Methodology** – The methodology used in assessing intersection and corridor LOS is described in the Transportation Discipline Report.

**Intersection LOS** – Weekday PM peak hour intersection traffic operations for the year 2028 are analyzed for the intersections shown in Figure 3.16-20. The year 2028 geometry for all of the study-area intersections were assumed to remain the same as baseline No Action conditions except when modifications are expected as part of the alternative. For example, existing traffic was rerouted when impacted by the proposed street vacation. Additionally, signal timing splits and offsets were optimized for all alternatives.

**Cordon**: An imaginary line used to evaluate traffic in and out of the University area and measure the change or increase in traffic associated with the proposed alternatives.
Figure 3.16-20 compares the intersection operations for each alternative noting the number operating at acceptable (LOS A-C), poor (LOS D and E), and failing (LOS F) levels of service. As noted, the No Action case has the fewest number of intersections operating poorly at LOS F and the most operating with an acceptable LOS (A-C). Figure 3.16-21 compares No Action and Alternatives 1-4 intersection operations at intersections where operations are expected to be LOS D or worse.
Figure 3.16-21 Comparison of Intersection Level of Service
Table 3.16-23 compares the intersection operations for each poorly operating intersections in the study area for each alternative showing intersections that operate at LOS E or F in any scenario.

Table 3.16-23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>No Action</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16. 9th Ave NE (North) / NE 45th St</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. 9th Ave NE (North) / NE 45th St</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Montlake Blvd NE / Mary Gates Memorial Dr NE</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Roosevelt Way NE / NE 43rd St (East)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>793</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Roosevelt Way NE / NE 43rd St (West)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Roosevelt Way NE / NE 41st St</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. 12th Ave NE / NE 41st St</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. University Way NE / NE 41st St</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. 7th Ave NE / NE 40th St</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57. 6th Ave NE / NE 40th St</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63. 6th Ave NE / NE Northlake Way</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67. 15th Ave NE / NE Pacific St</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69. 15th Ave NE / NE Boat St</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71. Montlake Blvd NE / Wahkiakum Rd</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>343</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>3,022</td>
<td>3,022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72. Montlake Blvd NE / IMA exit</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Volume exceeds capacity and Synchro could not calculate delay.

**Bolded LOS/Numbers** indicate intersection where delay increases by more than 10 seconds.

*Italicized LOS/Numbers* indicate intersections where alternatives contribute more than 20% percent of the total trips

1. Level of service.
2. Average delay per vehicle in seconds rounded to the whole second.

**Intersection Operations—Secondary Impact Zone**

Table 3.16-24 summarizes the existing and no action intersection operations in the secondary impact zone for the seven key intersections. Table 3.16-24 compares these intersections for each alternative.
### Table 3.16-24
INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE NO ACTION SUMMARY – SECONDARY IMPACT ZONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>Existing</th>
<th>No Action</th>
<th>Change in Delay (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOS(^1)</td>
<td>Delay(^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Meridian Avenue N/N 45th Street</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Meridian Avenue N/N 50th Street</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Roosevelt Way NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 12th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. 15th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. 25th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. 47th Avenue NE/Sand Point Way NE</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Level of service.
2. Average delay per vehicle in seconds rounded to the whole second.

### Table 3.16-25
INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY – SECONDARY IMPACT ZONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>No Action</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Change in Delay (sec)</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Change in Delay (sec)</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Change in Delay (sec)</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
<th>Change in Delay (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Meridian Avenue N/N 45th Street</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Meridian Avenue N/N 50th Street</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Roosevelt Way NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 12th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. 15th Avenue NE/NE 65th Street</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arterial Corridors

Arterial travel times and speeds along NE 45th Street, Pacific Street, 11th Avenue NE, Roosevelt Way NE, 15th Avenue NE, and Montlake Boulevard NE were evaluated with the addition of project generated traffic, consistent with the previously described methodology for existing and future No Action conditions. This includes the application of the adjustment factors described in detail in the Transportation Discipline Report. Study area corridors are shown in Figure 3.16-22.
### Table 3.16-26
FUTURE NO ACTION AND ALL ACTION ALTERNATIVES WEEKDAY PM PEAK HOUR ARTERIAL OPERATIONS SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corridor</th>
<th>No Action</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOS φ Speed φ</td>
<td>LOS φ Speed φ</td>
<td>LOS φ Speed φ</td>
<td>LOS φ Speed φ</td>
<td>LOS φ Speed φ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th Avenue NE between NE Campus Parkway and NE 50th Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>F 5.0</td>
<td>F 3.9</td>
<td>F 4.0</td>
<td>F 3.9</td>
<td>F 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Avenue NE between NE Boat Street and NE 50th Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>E 8.0</td>
<td>E 7.2</td>
<td>E 7.3</td>
<td>E 7.1</td>
<td>E 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>D 9.2</td>
<td>F 7.0</td>
<td>E 7.1</td>
<td>E 7.2</td>
<td>F 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlake Boulevard NE between E Lake Washington Boulevard and NE 45th Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>E 11.5</td>
<td>F 9.9</td>
<td>F 9.7</td>
<td>F 10.0</td>
<td>F 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>F 8.5</td>
<td>F 8.5</td>
<td>F 8.4</td>
<td>F 8.6</td>
<td>F 8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE 5th Street between 5th Avenue NE and Union Bay Place NE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>D 12.0</td>
<td>D 12.0</td>
<td>D 11.9</td>
<td>D 12.0</td>
<td>D 11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>D 11.6</td>
<td>D 10.6</td>
<td>D 10.6</td>
<td>D 10.7</td>
<td>D 10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Pacific Street (NE Northlake Way) between 6th Avenue NE and Montlake Boulevard E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>C 18.3</td>
<td>E 11.6</td>
<td>E 11.1</td>
<td>F 10.0</td>
<td>E 11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>C 21.9</td>
<td>C 20.7</td>
<td>C 20.6</td>
<td>C 20.6</td>
<td>C 20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roosevelt Way NE between NE Campus Parkway and NE 50th Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>D 10.4</td>
<td>E 8.8</td>
<td>E 8.9</td>
<td>E 8.8</td>
<td>E 8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Way NE between 15th Avenue NE and 25th Avenue NE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>F 3.6</td>
<td>F 3.5</td>
<td>F 3.5</td>
<td>F 3.5</td>
<td>F 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>F 3.1</td>
<td>F 2.3</td>
<td>F 2.3</td>
<td>F 2.2</td>
<td>F 2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Level of service.
2. Average speed in miles per hour.

**Screenlines**

The following section describes the screenline analysis completed for two designated screenlines within the study area. In this study, screenlines were selected to count vehicle traffic entering and exiting the University of Washington Primary and Secondary Impact Zone. As part of the Mayor’s Seattle 2035 Comprehensive Plan (City of Seattle, 2016), two screenlines are identified within the vicinity of the University of Washington, as shown in Figure 3.16-23. Screenline 5.16 is an east-west screenline, measuring north-south travel, and extending along the ship canal to include the University and Montlake Bridges. Screenline 13.13 is a north-south screenline, measuring east-west travel, and extending east of I-5 between NE Pacific Street and NE Ravenna Boulevard.
The screenline analysis includes volume to capacity (V/C) calculations for the vehicles traversing the screenlines using future (2028) Alternatives 1-4 traffic volumes and roadway capacity estimates. Roadway capacity for the 2028 future horizon year was interpolated using 2016 capacity estimates and 2035 capacity estimates referenced in the May 2016 Seattle Comprehensive Plan Update Final EIS. Future (2028) roadway capacity estimates are shown in Table 3.16-27 below. Detailed screenline volumes and volume to capacity calculations are included in Appendix D, the Transportation Discipline Report.

**Table 3.16-27**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screenline</th>
<th>Future (2028) Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.16 – Ship Canal, University and Montlake Bridges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>4,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>4,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.13 – East of I-5, NE Pacific Street to NE Ravenna Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>6,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>6,119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016
Level of service standards for the screenline analysis are based on the volume to capacity ratio of a screenline. As described in the Seattle Comprehensive Plan Update EIS, the LOS standard volume to capacity ratio for Screenline 5.16 and Screenline 13.13 are 1.20 and 1.00, respectively. For this study, screenline volume to capacity ratios that do not exceed the LOS standard are acceptable. The screenline analysis for the No Action and all Action Alternatives is included in Table 3.16-28. Detailed screenline analysis calculations are included in the Transportation Discipline Report.

Table 3.16-28
FUTURE ALTERNATIVE SCREENLINE VOLUME AND VOLUME TO CAPACITY (V/C) ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screenline</th>
<th>No Action</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>V/C</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.16 – Ship Canal, University and Montlake Bridges</td>
<td>3,835</td>
<td>4,210</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>4,045</td>
<td>4,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.13 – East of I-5, NE Pacific Street to NE Ravenna Boulevard</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>4,210</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>4,522</td>
<td>4,210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Capacity volumes NACTO*

**Parking**

**Supply**

Similar the other Action Alternatives, it was assumed that parking supply would be increased or decreased within each Sector to achieve an 85 percent utilization without exceeding the parking cap for Alternative 4. Alternative 4 parking cap supply would be 10,240 spaces. The location of parking and strategies used to maintain the existing CUA parking cap would be consistent with those outlined for Alternative 1.

**Demand**

Overall parking demand for all Alternatives would be the same for all Action Alternatives. On-campus parking demand and utilization was reviewed by sector to provide context on where parking demand would occur (see Table 3.16-29). Allocation of parking demand by sector was
based on projected development as documented in Appendix D, the Transportation Discipline Report. The evaluation assumes that on-street parking would be allocated to on-campus facilities given the increases and reallocation of parking supply to achieve an 85 percent utilization. In some cases, the 85 percent threshold for circulation may be exceeded by sector and parking would have to be encouraged in other sectors.

**Table 3.16-29**

**FUTURE PEAK PARKING DEMAND COMPARISON FOR ALL ALTERNATIVES BY SECTOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Future Cap Parking Supply</th>
<th>Parking Demand</th>
<th>No Action</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>1,623</td>
<td>2,203</td>
<td>2,462</td>
<td>2,397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>1,470</td>
<td>1,187</td>
<td>1,623</td>
<td>1,720</td>
<td>1,252</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>3,580</td>
<td>2,689</td>
<td>2,980</td>
<td>1,545</td>
<td>3,044</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>2,370</td>
<td>1,464</td>
<td>1,706</td>
<td>2,979</td>
<td>2,013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,240</td>
<td>6,768</td>
<td>8,706</td>
<td>8,706</td>
<td>8,706</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1. On-campus parking demand for No Action based on projected increase in population. This does not include on-street parking demand increases noted in the previous table since these would not be parking within the Sectors.
2. Growth in parking demand based on projected increase in population for Alternative 4.

As the table above reflects, reallocation of parking would result in a parking supply under the existing cap and an 85 percent utilization by sector and for the campus as a whole. The additional parking and reallocation of parking supply would provide a better relationship between localized supply and demand and thus reduce the likelihood of parking beyond the University facilities (i.e., within the neighborhoods).

**Secondary Parking Impacts**

Parking outside the primary impact zone surrounding the campus would likely continue with all Action Alternatives. This would include vehicles parking within transit served areas with unrestricted parking and then using transit to travel to campus. As the campus grows, this could occur at higher levels compared to the No Action Alternative.

**Vehicle Trip Caps**

Table 3.16-30 summarizes the potential trip cap compliance. Historic SOV mode splits are between 18 and 20 percent (2014-2015) and 17% in 2016 with the opening of University of
Washington Link light rail station. Anticipated expansion in 2021 of light rail in the
University District would suggest 20 percent, the percent assumed in this analysis, is
reasonable if not conservative for drive alone (SOV) modes. As shown from the summary, all
Action Alternatives are not expected to exceed the set vehicle trip caps, even with this
conservative 20 drive alone mode split. The University will continue to find ways through
the Transportation Management Plan demand management strategies to evolve and
further reduce the amount of single occupant vehicles that are generated during the critical
peak periods subject to the caps. The 2018 Seattle CMP goal is 15% SOV by 2028.

Table 3.16-30
FUTURE VEHICLE TRIP CAP SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location/Peak Period</th>
<th>Trip Cap (vph)</th>
<th>All Action Alternatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UW Campus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Peak Period Inbound (7:00-9:00)</td>
<td>7,900</td>
<td>8,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Peak Period Outbound (3:00-6:00)</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>8,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University District</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Peak Period Inbound (7:00-9:00)</td>
<td>10,100</td>
<td>10,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Peak Period Outbound (3:00-6:00)</td>
<td>10,500</td>
<td>10,275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As described in Affected Environment, forecast 2028 trip cap outcomes are reflected as forecast illustrations only, and have no actual standing in the determination of compliance. They assume no change in mode split from 2015 levels, and thus may be considered conservative and worst case assumptions given the planned Link light rail expansions from the University of Washington to Northgate by 2021 and Lynnwood by 2023. When completed, these rail expansions greatly enhance access for students, faculty, and staff to reach the University by convenient transit and could reduce the overall proportion of drive alone travel to the University. While the approach is conservative and does not factor in the potential benefits of increased future light rail access, the University will continue to maintain compliance with the trip caps as part of their overall management effort, consistent with UW history, and implemented through the TMP. Assuming the more conservative 20 percent mode split would result in exceeding the

Transportation Management Plan (TMP): A transportation management program provides strategies for limiting traffic impacts and promoting active communities by managing vehicle trips and parking, as well as accommodating transit and non-motorized travel modes.
University District cap in about 2025. A sensitivity analysis with lower drive alone mode split is included in Appendix B of the Transportation Discipline Report. As noted previously, growing trends in transit use for campus populations indicate this 20 percent drive alone mode split may be conservative. As the University has committed to a lower mode split percentage of 15% by 2028 in its 2018 Seattle CMP, these caps would not be exceeded. The mode split reported in the 2016 UPASS survey was 17.3%.

Parking Caps

Depending on the amount of new parking constructed to replace displaced parking and to provided additional parking more-proximate to actual new campus buildings, the on-campus parking supply would be managed to assure maintenance of the 12,300 total parking supply cap. This could require temporary or permanent elimination of some parking spaces, or repurposing the spaces during weekday conditions while maintaining their availability for use during major sporting events at Husky Stadium.

Summary of Impacts by Alternative

No Action

The No Action Alternative assumes up to 211,000 net new gross square feet are developed in the West Sector of the campus. This results in a slight increase in campus population over the current (2014) student, faculty, and staff population. At the current, conservative mode split, that assumes 20% of this increased population access the campus through single occupant vehicles the anticipated increase in vehicle traffic and trips of other modes are noted in Table 3.16-31 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip Type</th>
<th>Daily Trips</th>
<th>AM Peak Hour</th>
<th></th>
<th>PM Peak Hour</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Action Trips</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitors (10%)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total UW Trips</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016
Table 3.16-32  
ESTIMATED NET NEW NO ACTION DAILY NON-VEHICLE TRIPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip Type</th>
<th>Transit</th>
<th>Walk</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Trips</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group 2016

Impacts on the pedestrian, transit and bike system from this level of development are expected to be minimal as there is adequate capacity in these systems to accommodate this level of growth including the new green streets, the expanded Burke-Gilman Trail, a new light rail station and Rapid Ride Transit, and expanded and better connected bike lanes and greenways.

With increased background traffic and general area wide growth seven intersections operate poorly (with LOS E of F) and with a worse level of service in 2028 with the No Action Alternative as compared to existing conditions. The greatest change in operations occurs at the unsignalized intersection of Roosevelt Way and NE 41st Street.

Table 3.16-33  
FUTURE NO ACTION INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>Existing</th>
<th>No Action</th>
<th>Change in Delay (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOS¹</td>
<td>Delay²</td>
<td>LOS¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Montlake Blvd NE / Mary Gates Memorial Dr NE</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Roosevelt Way NE / NE 43rd St (East)</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Roosevelt Way NE / NE 41st St</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. 12th Ave NE / NE 41st St</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. 7th Ave NE / NE 40th St</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63. 6th Ave NE / NE Northlake Way</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72. Montlake Blvd NE / IMA exit</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other operational performance measures were evaluated including arterial travel time, cordon volumes entering the study area and screenline volumes as a measure in the secondary impact zone. For all of these measures the No Action Alternative is similar to the existing conditions. More details on these operations are included in Appendix D, the Transportation Discipline Report.

Table 3.16-34
COMPARISON OF EXISTING AND FUTURE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PEAK PARKING DEMAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vehicles Parked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Campus</td>
<td>1,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Street</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1. Demand by population and parking destinations based on 3-year average of University of Washington 2012-2014 Transportation Surveys consistent with Affected Environment.
2. Existing parking demand based on University of Washington 2015 parking counts.
3. No Action forecasts based on projected increase in population.

As shown in Table 3.16-34, a parking demand of less than 50 additional vehicles is expected from the development of the remaining building under the existing Campus Master Plan entitlements. With an increase in parking supply, the No Action Alternative parking utilization for the overall campus would be slightly less than existing conditions, and would not result in a significant adverse impact.

The No Action on-campus parking demand and utilization was also reviewed by Sector to provide context on where parking demand would occur. Allocation of No Action parking demand by Sector was based on projected growth by Sector. It was assumed that under the No Action scenario on-street parking would continue to occur.
Table 3.16-35
ON-CAMPUS NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PEAK PARKING DEMAND BY SECTOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Future Cap Parking Supply</th>
<th>Parking Demand</th>
<th>% Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Existing¹</td>
<td>No Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Growth²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1,524</td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>+48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>1,139</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>3,129</td>
<td>2,689</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>4,853</td>
<td>1,464</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,903</td>
<td>6,720</td>
<td>+48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1. Existing parking demand based on University of Washington 2015 parking counts.

2. On-campus parking demand for No Action based on projected increase in population. This does not include on-street parking demand increases noted in the previous table since these would not be parking within the sector lot.

As indicated in the table above, the added parking demand with the new West Campus development under No Action conditions would result in an 85 percent parking utilization. West Campus would continue to have a 94 percent parking utilization consistent with existing conditions; however, given the parking utilization in other Sectors portions of this demand could be accommodated elsewhere on campus if it becomes difficult to find parking in West.

With the No Action Alternative, the campus as a whole would continue to have the ability to accommodate the total future parking demand within the existing parking supply and parking could be managed within the established parking cap constraints.

Secondary Parking Impacts

Parking outside the Primary Impact Zone surrounding the campus would likely continue with the No Action Alternative. This would include students, faculty, and staff parking their vehicles within transit served areas with unrestricted parking and then using transit and the U-PASS to travel to campus. Given the minimal growth of the No Action Alternative, it is likely that parking levels would be similar to existing conditions.

Impacts During Construction

During any construction as part of the remaining development in the current (2003) Campus Master Plan, potential construction impacts could include temporary closures of pathways.
and streets, reallocation or removal of bike and auto parking, increased truck traffic, or other temporary disruptions. While temporary in nature, potential mitigation for construction would include TMP strategies to minimize impacts.

**Vehicle Trip Caps** – As described in Affected Environment, the University overall travel demand is subject to maintaining compliance with the trip caps consistent with 1990 UW vehicle demand levels. **Table 3.16-36** summarizes the trip cap summary for the No Action Alternative. No Action assumes that campus population growth would be limited to that associated with the completion of the existing 2003 Campus Master Plan, which would reflect a very minor increase in campus-generated traffic above existing levels. As shown the trip cap would continue to be met, assuming current (2015) mode splits are maintained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location/Peak Period</th>
<th>Trip Cap (vph)</th>
<th>2028 No Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UW Campus AM Peak Period Inbound (7:00-9:00)</td>
<td>7,900</td>
<td>7,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UW Campus PM Peak Period Outbound (3:00-6:00)</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>7,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University District AM Peak Period Inbound (7:00-9:00)</td>
<td>10,100</td>
<td>8,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University District PM Peak Period Outbound (3:00-6:00)</td>
<td>10,500</td>
<td>8,750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parking Caps.** New parking would be provided only to replace parking removed for buildings.

**Alternative 1 2018 CMP with Requested Height Increases**

Alternative 1, would include the development total of 6,000,000 gross square feet of gross floor area throughout the campus with a focus of this development in the West and South Campus sectors and more limited development in the Central and East Campus sectors. Approximately 3,000,000 square feet of development is proposed in West Campus and 1,350,000 square feet are proposed in South Campus. The remaining development would be located in Central and East Campus, approximately 900,000 gsf and 750,000 gsf, respectively.
As noted in Table 3.16-9 Alternative 1 will result in an increase of roughly 15,676 people over the current student, faculty, and staff campus population. Assuming the conservative current mode split of 20% drive alone trips, the modes by population are shown in Table 3.16-10 and Table 3.16-12.

Generally, all the Action Alternatives have the same trip generation and mode split; however, they are applied at different sectors depending on where development is proposed to occur.

Pedestrian System Operations

Location of development in relation to multi-family housing and University of Washington residence halls are indicators of how well the alternative will be able to continue to have a strong pedestrian mode of travel. Table 3.16-13 indicates that 60 percent of the Alternative

---

As noted in Table 3.16-9 Alternative 1 will result in an increase of roughly 15,676 people over the current student, faculty, and staff campus population. Assuming the conservative current mode split of 20% drive alone trips, the modes by population are shown in Table 3.16-10 and Table 3.16-12.

Generally, all the Action Alternatives have the same trip generation and mode split; however, they are applied at different sectors depending on where development is proposed to occur.

Pedestrian System Operations

Location of development in relation to multi-family housing and University of Washington residence halls are indicators of how well the alternative will be able to continue to have a strong pedestrian mode of travel. Table 3.16-13 indicates that 60 percent of the Alternative
1 development is within 1/4-miles of multi-family housing and 80 percent within 1/4-mile of University of Washington residence halls. This Alternative would provide several quality enhancements to pedestrian travel within the MIO where development occurs. This alternative includes reserving land for a potential new open space area in West Campus with many new pedestrian facilities in and surrounding this area. The CMP identifies a new ADA accessible east-west connection between the potential West Campus open space to Central Campus, improving accessibility and providing an alternative route to the currently heavily used NE 40th Street/Grant Lane route. Pedestrian demand in and around West Campus would increase with added campus uses.

The CMP also identifies a number of new pedestrian connections in South Campus, better connecting Portage Bay with Central Campus by replacing the Medical Center. Compared to the No Action Alternative, this Alternative would greatly improve pedestrian circulation.

Even with increased development, pedestrian facilities such as crossing the arterial edges that include pedestrian bridges, and transit stops the available facilities are adequate to meet future demand.

### Bicycle System Operations

The quality of bicycle travel associated with this alternative generally improves in areas with development. This primarily includes new or improved dedicated bicycle facilities in West Campus and South Campus, or in the case of East Campus, improved access to the Burke-Gilman Trail. South Campus could see the largest improvement in internal circulation and improved access to Portage Bay. Bicycle parking will be provided as buildings develop including secure spaces.

In general, bicycle travel demand will increase throughout these areas as well as on regional bicycle facilities to/from them, however capacity constraints are not anticipated. Bicycle travel on Central Campus would grow but by a relatively small amount compared to existing travel demand, and limited improvements in dedicated bicycle facilities in Central Campus would be expected.

With future expansion of the Burke-Gilman Trail and separation of pedestrian and bicycle facilities, this alternative will not impact trail operations.

### Transit System Operations

Planned improvements to the transit system adjacent to the campus include a new light rail station (U District) and implementation of RapidRide on the adjacent corridors and service planned in METRO CONNECTS. As shown in Table 3.16-16, all of the Alternative 1 development is located within 1/4-mile of proposed RapidRide Corridors, while 89% is located within 1/2-mile of Light rail stations.
All action Alternatives increase transit demand on buses. Proposed and planned bus and light rail service is adequate to meet future passenger loads. Increased passenger volumes increase dwell times at stops and increase overall transit travel times. Increased planned and proposed service will not exceed the available capacity at bus stops.

Vehicle System Operations

As shown in Figure 3.16-21 Alternative 1 has slightly fewer intersections operating well with a LOS A-C and more operating poorly at LOS D, E, and F. As shown, all of the Action Alternatives result in an increase of intersections operating poorly (LOS E and F) as compared to No Action. This is particularly true of all-way or two-way stop controlled intersections. As shown in Table 3.16-26, Alternative 1 has three corridors that operate with a worse level of service than No Action. Notably, Pacific Avenue eastbound in the PM peak hour would worsen from LOS C in the No Action case to F with Alternative 1. As compared to other Action Alternatives, Alternative 1 has a slightly better corridor speed and level of service for the 11th Avenue northbound corridor. Like the other Action alternatives, Alternative 1 operates well within the screenline capacity noted in Table 3.16-28.

Parking

Supply

The identification of parking impacts is determined by evaluating the assumed parking supply in the development would be increased or decreased within each Sector to achieve an 85 percent utilization without exceeding the parking cap. Alternative 1 parking cap supply would be 10,250 spaces. An 85 to 90 percent utilization reflects a level where drivers are typically able to find parking without difficulty and circulation through the parking areas while searching for parking is minimized.

Additional parking would be constructed on one or more of the identified parking sites reflected in Figure 3.16-25. Any increases in parking supply would be phased such that the existing CUA parking cap would be maintained. Strategies to maintain the parking cap could include:

- Factoring in the parking demand and the implications on the parking cap when determining phasing of development
- Removing parking in sectors that are underutilized so that parking can be constructed in more desirable locations consistent with parking demand projections
- Shifting modes to reduce the overall parking needs for the campus to minimize the amount of new parking needed
Figure 3.16-25 Potential Sites for Campus Parking

Demand

Alternative 1 would develop 6 million square-feet on-campus. Table 3.16-37 provides a summary of the resulting increase in parking demand by population with Alternative 1. The evaluation assumes that with the changes in campus parking supply potential on-street parking demand would occur within the campus.
Table 3.16-37
COMPARISON OF FUTURE NO ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE 1 PEAK PARKING DEMAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Students (^1)</th>
<th>Faculty (^1)</th>
<th>Staff (^1)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Action (^2)</td>
<td>Alt 1 (^3)</td>
<td>No Action (^2)</td>
<td>Alt 1 (^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Campus</td>
<td>1,857</td>
<td>2,298</td>
<td>1,096</td>
<td>1,358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential On-Street</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,991</td>
<td>2,435</td>
<td>1,146</td>
<td>1,408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1. Demand by population assumes a SOV at 20 percent for the campus.
2. No Action forecasts based on projected increase in population.
3. Approximately 3% of the total parking demand is anticipated to be generated by the proposed partner development (500,000 square feet of development in West Campus).

As shown in the table, compared to the No Action, Alternative 1 would add a parking demand of approximately 1,660 vehicles assuming a 20 percent SOV for the campus. From the perspective of the campus as a whole, the Alternative 1 parking demand would continue to be accommodated within the existing parking supply and would not impact the CUA parking cap.

Similar to the No Action Alternative, the Alternative 1 on-campus parking demand and utilization was also reviewed by Sector to provide context on where parking demand would occur (see Table 3.16-37). Allocation of Alternative 1 parking demand by sector was based on projected development as documented in Appendix B of the TDR in the parking methodology. The evaluation assumes that on-street parking would be allocated to on-campus facilities given the increases and reallocation of parking supply to achieve an 85 percent utilization.
### Table 3.16-38

**ALTERNATIVE 1 PEAK PARKING DEMAND BY SECTOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Parking Supply Cap</th>
<th>Parking Demand</th>
<th>No Action¹</th>
<th>Alternative 1 Growth²</th>
<th>Alternative 1 Total</th>
<th>% Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>2,397</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>1,910</td>
<td>1,187</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>1,623</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>3,510</td>
<td>2,689</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>2,980</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>2,010</td>
<td>1,464</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>1,706</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,250</td>
<td>6,768</td>
<td>1,938</td>
<td>8,706</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1. On-campus parking demand for the No Action Alternative is based on the projected increase in population. The analysis does not include on-street parking demand increases noted in the previous table since these would not be parking within the sectors.

2. Growth in parking demand for Alternative 1 is based on the projected increase in population.

As shown in Table 3.16-37, reallocation of parking would result in a parking supply under the existing cap and an 85 percent utilization by Sector and for the campus as a whole. The additional parking and reallocation of parking supply would provide a better relationship between localized supply and demand and thus reduce the likelihood of parking beyond the University facilities (i.e., within the neighborhoods).

#### Secondary Parking Impacts

Parking outside the primary impact zone surrounding the campus would likely continue with Alternative 1 similar to the No Action Alternative. This would include vehicles parking within transit served areas with unrestricted parking and then using transit to travel to campus. As the campus grows, this could occur at higher levels compared to the No Action Alternative.

CUA vehicle trip caps are considered campus-wide and would not materially change between proposed alternatives.

#### Impacts During Construction

During construction of all Action Alternatives, potential construction impacts could include temporary closures of pathways, and streets, reallocation or removal of bike and auto parking, increased truck traffic or other temporary disruptions. While temporary in nature, potential mitigations for construction would include TMP strategies, outreach, and coordination to minimize impacts.

### Alternative 2 2018 CMP with Existing Height Limits

The following summarizes the evaluation of Alternative 2 with respect to the transportation related elements identified in the Affected Environment section of this report. The proposed
University of Washington Development under Alternative 2 is anticipated to be primarily located in West, South and East Campus, with less development assumed for West Campus because the same level of development cannot be accommodated with existing height limits. The technical analysis of Alternative 2 focuses on the weekday PM peak period.

Alternative 2 would include the development total of 6,000,000 net new square feet of gross floor area of which approximately 2,400,000 gsf are located in West Campus, 1,350,000 gsf are located in South Campus, 900,000 gsf are located in Central Campus, and 1,350,000 are located East Campus, as shown in Figure 3.16-26.

![Figure 3.16-26 Alternative 2 Development Allocation](image)

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 2 will result in an increase of roughly 15,676 people over the current student, faculty, and staff campus population. As noted, all of the Action Alternatives have the same trip generation and mode split; however, they are applied at different sectors depending on where development is proposed to occur.

**Pedestrian System Operations**

Location of development in relation to multi-family housing and University of Washington residence halls are indicators of how well the Alternative will be able to continue to have a strong pedestrian mode of travel. Table 3.16-13 indicates that 67% of the Alternative 2 development is within 1/4-mile of multi-family housing and 79% is within 1/4-mile of University of Washington residence halls.

This Alternative would provide a number of enhancements to pedestrian travel within the MIO where development occurs. Improvements in West Campus would primarily include improvements to sidewalks and a new ADA accessible pedestrian connection between West and Central Campus. Pedestrian demand in and around West Campus would increase with added campus uses.
The new pedestrian connections in South Campus, would improve access to Portage Bay; however, improved access and connectivity could be less than Alternative 1. South Campus would see increase in pedestrian travel, although not on the same scale as West or East Campus.

Even with increased development, pedestrian facilities such as crossing the arterial edges that include pedestrian bridges, and transit stops the available facilities are adequate to meet future demand.

**Bicycle System Operations**

Change to bicycle travel associated with this alternative is similar to Alternative 1, however added bicycle travel demand would be lower in West Campus and greater in East Campus.

With expansion of the Burke-Gilman Trail and separation of pedestrian and bicycle facilities, this alternative will not impact trail operations.

**Transit System Operations**

Planned improvements to the transit system adjacent to the campus include a new light rail station (U District) and implementation of RapidRide on the adjacent corridors. As shown in Table 3.16-16, all of the Alternative 2 development is located within 1/4-mile of proposed RapidRide Corridors, while 90% is located within 1/2-mile of Link light rail stations.

Other transit measures including transit travel speeds, transit loads at screenlines and bus stop capacity are similar to Alternative 1.

**Vehicle System Operations**

As shown in Figure 3.16-20 and compared to No Action, Alternative 2 has slightly fewer intersections operating well, with a LOS A-C and more operating poorly at LOS D, E, and F. As shown, all of the Action Alternatives result in an increase of intersections operating poorly (LOS E and F) as compared to No Action. This is particularly true of all-way or two-way stop controlled intersections. As shown in Table 3.16-26, Alternative 2 has four corridors that operate with a worse level of service than No Action. Notably, Pacific Avenue eastbound in the PM peak hour would worsen from LOS C in the No Action case to F with Alternative 1. Notably, the NE Pacific Street corridor westbound would operate with a slightly better LOS and speed as compared to No Action and Alternative 1.

Like the other Action alternatives, Alternative 2 operates well within the screenline capacity noted in Table 3.16-2.
Parking

Supply

Similar to Alternative 1, it was assumed that parking supply would be increased or decreased within each Sector to achieve an 85 percent utilization without exceeding the parking cap for Alternative 2. Alternative 2 parking cap supply would be 10,250 spaces. The location of parking and strategies used to maintain the existing CUA parking cap would be consistent with those outlined for Alternative 1.

Demand

Overall parking demand for Alternative 2 would be the same as Alternative 1. Alternative 2 on-campus parking demand and utilization was reviewed by sector to provide context on where parking demand would occur (see Table 3.16-39). Allocation of Alternative 2 parking demand by sector was based on projected development as documented in Appendix B of the TDR. The evaluation assumes that on-street parking would be allocated to on-campus facilities given the increases and reallocation of parking supply to achieve an 85 percent utilization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Future Cap Parking Supply</th>
<th>Parking Demand</th>
<th>% Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No Action</td>
<td>Alternative 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Growth^2</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2,590</td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>1,910</td>
<td>1,187</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>3,510</td>
<td>2,689</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>2,240</td>
<td>1,464</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,250</td>
<td>6,768</td>
<td>+1,938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1. On-campus parking demand for No Action based on projected increase in population. This does not include on-street parking demand increases noted in the previous table since these would not be parking within the Sectors.
2. Growth in parking demand based on projected increase in population for Alternative 2.

As the table above reflects, reallocation of parking would result in a parking supply under the existing cap and an 85 percent utilization by Sector and for the campus as a whole. The
additional parking and reallocation of parking supply would provide a better relationship between localized supply and demand and thus reduce the likelihood of parking beyond the University facilities (i.e., within the neighborhoods).

**Secondary Parking Impacts**

Parking outside the primary impact zone surrounding the campus would likely continue with Alternative 2 similar to the No Action Alternative. This would include vehicles parking within transit served areas with unrestricted parking and then using transit to travel to campus. As the campus grows, this could occur at higher levels compared to the No Action Alternative. CUA vehicle trip caps are considered campus-wide and would not materially change between proposed alternatives.

**Alternative 3 Campus Development with Increased West & South Campus Density**

The following summarizes the evaluation of Alternative 3 with respect to the transportation related elements identified in the Affected Environment section of this report. The proposed University of Washington development under Alternative 3 is anticipated to be primarily located in West and South Campus. The technical analysis of Alternative 3 focuses on the weekday PM peak period.

Alternative 3 would include the development total of 6,000,000 square feet of gross floor area throughout the campus with a focus this development in the West and South Campus sectors and more limited development in the Central and East Campus sectors. Approximately 3,200,000 square feet of development is proposed in West Campus and 1,650,000 square feet are located in South Campus. The remaining development would be located in Central and East Campus, approximately 900,000 gsf and 250,000 gsf, respectively. A summary of the Alternative 3 development allocation is provided in Figure 3.16-27.

![Figure 3.16-27 Alternative 3 Development Allocation](image-url)
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 will result in an increase of roughly 15,676 people over the current student, faculty, and staff campus population. As noted, all the Action Alternatives have the same trip generation and mode split; however, they are applied at different sectors depending on where development is proposed to occur.

**Pedestrian System Operations**

Location of development in relation to multi-family housing and University of Washington residence halls are indicators of how well the alternative will be able to continue to have a strong pedestrian mode of travel. Table 3.16-13 indicates that almost 64% of the Alternative 3 development is within 1/4-miles of multi-family housing and 76% of the development is within 1/4-mile of the University of Washington residence halls.

The impacts of this Alternative are similar to those of Alternative 1. The primary difference is less development in East Campus, resulting in fewer connections and a less developed pedestrian network. Even with increased development, pedestrian facilities such as crossing the arterial edges that include pedestrian bridges, and transit stops the available facilities are adequate to meet future demand.

**Bicycle System Operations**

**Burke-Gilman Trail Capacity**

It is anticipated that this alternative would generally have the same impact on the pedestrian and bicycle demand on the Burke-Gilman Trail as Alternative 1, however due to the larger concentration of growth in West and South Campus, high travel demand would be anticipated in these areas along and crossing the Burke-Gilman Trail. It is anticipated that East Campus would see the least growth in demand. Planned expansion of the Burke-Gilman Trail separating pedestrian and bicycle uses will provide adequate capacity to meet CMP demands.

**Quality of Bicycle Environment**

This alternative would be expected to include the same general improvements to bicycle travel on campus as in Alternative 1, but with a greater concentration of added bicycle travel in the West and South Campus areas and less bicycle travel in East Campus.

The Burke-Gilman Trail is anticipated to experience increased demand in the West Campus and South Campus sectors. The focus on development in West Campus with Alternative 3 could result in trail facility improvements, similar to those in the Mercer Court area. Increased cross traffic and travel along the newly updated trail segment is anticipated in South Campus with Alternative 3 development. The Burke-Gilman Trail would provide better circulation from the southwest to the northeast areas of campus. Cross traffic and travel along the older segment of the trail would increase in East Campus. Existing Pronto travel patterns indicate the East Campus bicycle travel may increase, as the Burke-Gilman Trail provides a flat and direct route from East Campus to the South Campus and West Campus sectors.
Transit System Operations

Planned improvements to the transit system adjacent to the campus include a new light rail station (U District) and implementation of RapidRide on the adjacent corridors. As shown in Table 3.16-16, all of the Alternative 3 development is located within 1/4-mile of proposed RapidRide Corridors, while 90% is located within 1/2-mile of Link light rail stations. Other transit measures would be similar to Alternative 1.

Vehicle System Operations

As shown in Figure 3.16-21 and compared to No Action Alternative 3 has slightly fewer intersections operating well, with a LOS A-C and more operating poorly at LOS D, E, and F. As shown, all of the Action Alternatives result in an increase of intersections operating poorly (LOS E and F) as compared to No Action. This is particularly true of all-way or two-way stop controlled intersections. As shown in Table 3.16-26, Alternative 3 has four corridors that operate with a worse level of service than No Action. Notably, Pacific Avenue eastbound in the PM peak hour would worsen from LOS C in the No Action case to F with Alternative. Notably, the NE Pacific Street corridor westbound would operate with a slightly better LOS and speed as compared to No Action and Alternative 3.

Like the other Action alternatives, Alternative 3 operates well within the screenline capacity noted in Table 3.16-2.

Parking

Supply

Similar to the other Action Alternatives, it was assumed that parking supply would be increased or decreased within each Sector to achieve an 85 percent utilization without exceeding the parking cap for Alternative 3. Alternative 3 parking cap supply would be 10,240 spaces. The location of parking and strategies used to maintain the existing CUA parking cap would be consistent with those outlined for Alternative 1.

Demand

Overall parking demand for Alternative 3 would be the same as the other Action Alternatives. Alternative 3 on-campus parking demand and utilization was reviewed by sector to provide context on where parking demand would occur (see Table 3.16-40). Allocation of Alternative 3 parking demand by sector was based on projected development as documented in Appendix B of the TDR. The evaluation assumes that on-street parking would be allocated to on-campus facilities given the increases and reallocation of parking supply to achieve an 85 percent utilization.
Table 3.16-40
ALTERNATIVE 3 PEAK PARKING DEMAND BY SECTOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Future Cap Parking Supply</th>
<th>Parking Demand</th>
<th>% Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No Action¹</td>
<td>Alternative 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Growth²</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2,900</td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>1,034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>2,020</td>
<td>1,187</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>1,820</td>
<td>1,464</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>2,689</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,240</td>
<td>6,768</td>
<td>1,938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1. On-campus parking demand for No Action based on projected increase in population. This does not include on-street parking demand increases noted in the previous table since these would not be parking within the Sectors.
2. Growth in parking demand based on projected increase in population for Alternative 3.

As the table above reflects, reallocation of parking would result in a parking supply under the existing cap and an 85 percent utilization by Sector and for the campus as a whole. The additional parking and reallocation of parking supply would provide a better relationship between localized supply and demand and thus reduce the likelihood of parking beyond the University facilities (i.e., within the neighborhoods).

Secondary Parking Impacts

Parking outside the primary impact zone surrounding the campus would likely continue with Alternative similar to the No Action Alternative. This would include vehicles parking within transit served areas with unrestricted parking and then using transit to travel to campus. As the campus grows, this could occur at higher levels compared to the No Action Alternative.

CUA vehicle trip caps are considered campus-wide and would not materially change between proposed alternatives.

Alternative 4 Campus Development with Increased Central & East Campus Density

The following summarizes the evaluation of Alternative 4 with respect to the transportation related elements identified in the Affected Environment section of this report. The proposed
University of Washington Development under Alternative 4 is anticipated to be primarily located in West and East Campus. The technical analysis of Alternative 4 focuses on the weekday PM peak period.

Alternative 4 would include the development total of 6,000,000 net new square feet of gross floor area of which approximately 3,000,000 square feet are located in West Campus and 1,700,000 square feet are located in East Campus. The remaining development would be in South and Central Campus, approximately 200,000 gsf and 1,100,000 gsf, respectively as shown in Figure 3.16-28.

![Figure 3.16-28 Alternative 4 Development Allocation](image)

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 4 will result in an increase of roughly 15,676 people over the current student, faculty, and staff campus population. As noted, all of the Action Alternatives have the same trip generation and mode split; however, they are applied at different sectors depending on where development is proposed to occur.

**Pedestrian System Operations**

Location of development in relation to multi-family housing and University of Washington residence halls are indicators of how well the alternative will be able to continue to have a strong pedestrian mode of travel. Table 3.16-13 indicates that 80% of the Alternative 4 development is within 1/4-miles of multi-family housing and 98% within 1/4-miles of University of Washington residence halls.

This alternative would provide a number of enhancements to pedestrian travel within the MIO where development occurs. Improvements in West Campus would mirror those of Alternative 1 with new pedestrian facilities in the waterfront green space and accessible connections to Central Campus. South Campus would see little change in the pedestrian environment, maintaining the currently disconnected and impermeable Medical Center. Even
with increased development, pedestrian facilities such as crossing the arterial edges that include pedestrian bridges, and transit stops the available facilities are adequate to meet future demand.

**Bicycle System Operations**

**Burke-Gilman Trail Capacity**

This Alternative would concentrate growth in East and South Campus resulting in the largest growth in pedestrian and bike demand in East Campus among the Alternatives. This Alternative would likely create the largest change in pedestrian and bicycle travel patterns along the Burke-Gilman Trail because it would diversify uses on East Campus away from surface parking. Planned expansion of the Burke-Gilman Trail separating pedestrian and bicycle uses will provide adequate capacity to meet CMP demands.

**Quality of Bicycle Environment**

The quality of bicycle facilities and demand anticipated with this alternative would be similar to Alternative 1 in West Campus. In South Campus limited changes in facilities and demand would be expected. Compared to other alternatives, growth in bicycle travel demand within East Campus, would likely be largest under this Alternative. Due to the scale of development in East Campus, proximity to the Burke-Gilman Trail, flat terrain, existing bicycle travel patterns and longer walking distance to transit, this Alternative could result in the largest growth in bicycle travel.

**Transit System Operations**

Planned improvements to the transit system adjacent to the campus include a new light rail station (U District) and implementation of RapidRide on the adjacent corridors. As shown in **Table 3.16-16**, all the Alternative 4 development is located within 1/4-mile of proposed RapidRide Corridors, while 89% is located within 1/2-mile of Link light rail stations. Other transit measures would operate similar to Alternative 1.

**Vehicle System Operations**

As shown in **Figure 3.16-21** and compared to No Action, Alternative 4 has slightly fewer intersections operating well, with a LOS A-C and more operating poorly at LOS D, E, and F. As shown, all of the Action Alternatives result in an increase of intersections operating poorly (LOS E and F) as compared to No Action. This is particularly true of all-way or two-way stop controlled intersections. As shown in **Table 3.16-26**, Alternative 4 has four corridors that operate with a worse level of service than No Action. Notably, Pacific Avenue eastbound in the PM peak hour would worsen from LOS C in the No Action case to F with Alternative 1. Notably, the NE Pacific Street corridor westbound would operate with a slightly better LOS and speed as compared to No Action and Alternative 1.
Like the other Action alternatives, Alternative 4 operates well within the screenline capacity noted in Table 3.16-2.

**Parking**

**Supply**

Similar the other Action Alternatives, it was assumed that parking supply would be increased or decreased within each Sector to achieve an 85 percent utilization without exceeding the parking cap for Alternative 4. Alternative 4 parking cap supply would be 10,240 spaces. The location of parking and strategies used to maintain the existing CUA parking cap would be consistent with those outlined for Alternative 1.

**Demand**

Overall parking demand for Alternative 4 would be the same as the other Action Alternatives. Alternative 4 on-campus parking demand and utilization was reviewed by sector to provide context on where parking demand would occur (see Table 3.16-41). Allocation of Alternative 4 parking demand by sector was based on projected development as documented in Appendix B of the TDR. The evaluation assumes that on-street parking would be allocated to on-campus facilities given the increases and reallocation of parking supply to achieve an 85 percent utilization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Future Cap Parking Supply</th>
<th>Parking Demand</th>
<th>% Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No Action¹</td>
<td>Alternative 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Growth²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>1,470</td>
<td>1,187</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>3,580</td>
<td>2,689</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>2,370</td>
<td>1,464</td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,240</td>
<td>6,768</td>
<td>1,938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Transpo Group, 2016

1. On-campus parking demand for No Action based on projected increase in population. This does not include on-street parking demand increases noted in the previous table since these would not be parking within the Sectors.
2. Growth in parking demand based on projected increase in population for Alternative 4.
As the table above reflects, reallocation of parking would result in a parking supply under the existing cap and an 85 percent utilization by Sector and for the campus as a whole. The additional parking and reallocation of parking supply would provide a better relationship between localized supply and demand and thus reduce the likelihood of parking beyond the University facilities (i.e., within the neighborhoods).

**Secondary Parking Impacts**

Parking outside the primary impact zone surrounding the campus would likely continue with Alternative 4 similar to the No Action Alternative. This would include vehicles parking within transit served areas with unrestricted parking and then using transit to travel to campus. As the campus grows, this could occur at higher levels compared to the No Action Alternative.

CUA vehicle trip caps are considered campus-wide and would not materially change between proposed alternatives.

### 3.16.3 Mitigation Measures

**Overview**

The 2028 CMP development would accommodate up to 6 million net new gross square feet of new development. As part of this development, improvements such as new and wider sidewalks and bikeways, bicycle lockers, and loading areas are anticipated, as well as replacing parking. The following table summarizes improvements by campus sector and travel mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedestrian</th>
<th>South Campus</th>
<th>East Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Mid-block connections south of Gould Hall</td>
<td>• Connection between Central Campus and waterfront along East Campus lawn</td>
<td>• Improved pedestrian network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Walkways adjacent to West Campus Green</td>
<td>• Connection along Continuous Waterfront Trail and Waterfront green</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvements along NE Campus Parkway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mid-block connector east from West Campus Green</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>South Campus</th>
<th>East Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Connection between West Campus Park and Burke-Gilman Trail</td>
<td>• Improved bicycle parking facilities</td>
<td>• Improved bicycle parking facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improved bicycle parking facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved bicycle network and Burke-Gilman Trail access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As described earlier, the University has successfully maintained traffic levels that fall well below the agreed-upon traffic and parking caps, which hold University of Washington traffic and parking impacts at and below 1990 levels. The University has accomplished this, despite a campus population that has grown by more than 35 percent since 1990, by successfully reducing the percentage of student, faculty, and staff commuters who choose to drive alone as their commute mode. Implementation of the University’s transportation management plan (TMP), within which the U-PASS program exists, has been the means through which all primary and supporting strategies have been implemented. The Transportation Management Plan is included as a chapter within the CMP and describes updated strategies that the University will apply to meet these two goals:

- Limit the proportion of drive-alone trips of students, staff and faculty, to and from the campus to 15% by 2028.
- To reinforce the University’s commitment to limiting auto travel, the University will continue to cap the number of parking stalls available to commuters within the Major Institution Overlay boundary to 12,300. This parking cap has remained unchanged since 1984.

The TMP describes monitoring including annual surveys to assess these goals. As noted in the TMP within the CMP, strategies to meet these goals are described within 8 programmatic areas.

1. U-PASS Program
2. Transit
3. Shared-Use Transportation
4. Parking Management
5. Bicycle
6. Pedestrian

Transportation Management Plan (TMP): The University’s transportation management plan that provides strategies for limiting traffic impacts and promoting active communities by managing vehicle trips and parking, and accommodating transit and non-motorized travel modes.
A history of the caps and how they are calculated is included in the Appendix B Methods and Assumptions of the TDR. As described in Chapter 3 of the Transportation Discipline Report, the University has been successful at meeting the TMP goals and has not exceeded these goals even though the University has grown. It is notable that the University is committing to a drive alone goal of 15% by 2028, which is lower than the 20% drive alone rate conservatively assumed for this analysis. If this is achieved, impacts associated with the proposed campus development would be less than described.

The University will continue to mitigate transportation impacts through implementation of their TMP to ensure that 1990 trip and parking caps are not exceeded, despite ongoing growth. Specific strategies will continue to be refined annually, subsequent to the annual transportation survey and publication of the CMP annual monitoring reports. The TMP also includes ongoing coordination with agency partners through a quarterly transit Stakeholders committee meeting.

The Link light rail University of Washington Station at Husky Stadium is already resulting in substantial changes in the way commuters and visitors access campus. Additionally, anticipated extensions of Link light rail to Northgate in 2021 and to Lynnwood, Redmond, and Federal Way in 2024 will improve the opportunities and access to transit for University students, faculty, staff, and visitors.

**Pedestrian Operations**

Facilities for pedestrians will be adequate to meet the needs of a growing Campus. Potential impacts may occur at bus transit stops which may require expansion to meet a comfortable waiting space. Space is available to make these adjustments within the University right of way.

**Transit Operations**

Increased anticipated transit service including extensions of light rail and new RapidRide will encourage transit use for students, faculty, and staff. Impacts to transit for all development alternatives and as noted, transit service may be slowed in some corridors due to background and campus increased transit travel. Potential mitigation includes accommodating all door boarding to reduce delays caused by boarding. This can be done with off-board fare payment that is part of RapidRide systems. Additionally, improvements in transit speed and reliability including strategies like queue jumps and exclusive bus lanes can further enhance transit operations.
**Intersection Operations**

Improving overall intersection operations through Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) consistent with the City ITS Next Generation plan could enhance and improve overall traffic operations, particularly during peak periods. The University supports implementation of City ITS system enhancements in the University District. Other specific mitigation measures were considered for the signal-controlled intersections anticipated to operate at LOS E or F and experience a 5 second or greater increase in delay with any of the development alternatives:

29. Montlake Boulevard NE/Mary Gates Memorial Drive NE (signalized)

32. 11th Avenue NE/NE 43rd Street (signalized)

67. 15th Avenue NE/NE Pacific Street (signalized)

With limitations in right-of-way at current signal-controlled intersections, potential mitigation measures could include modifications to signal timing, such as phasing, offsets, and cycle length. While such modifications could decrease delay at these intersections, they wouldn’t decrease the delay to at or near forecasted the No Action Alternative conditions.

### 3.16.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Development of the University of Washington to a Campus Master Plan (CMP) maximum with 6 million net new gross square footage by the year 2028 is anticipated to result in increases of trips in all travel modes—pedestrian, bicycle, transit, vehicle, and freight. While the University has been extremely successful at reducing overall single driver travel through their Transportation Management Plan (TMP), overall, the level of growth identified in this 10-year planning horizon (2018–2028) could have significant impacts on pedestrian conflicts. Specifically, such conflicts could occur at new Link light rail stations and local arterial crossings, for parking within the University District (U District), and with overcrowding on transit. In addition to the University of Washington, local agency partners like the City of Seattle, King County Metro, and Sound Transit have plans to increase transportation facilities and services. These plans include expanding the Burke-Gilman Trail, completing pedestrian and bicycle networks, and expanding the frequency, capacity, and travel time of transit. The University will be working to enhance connectivity and circulation with each development. Lastly, the University of Washington, through their City-University Agreement (CUA), continues to annually monitor parking and trips. The University also conducts annual surveys of mode splits.

With access to light rail at the University of Washington Station that opened in March 2016, the campus is already seeing a significant (roughly 13 percent) increase in transit ridership. With the opening of another light rail station serving the U District, scheduled for 2021, access
to expanded RapidRide and new regional trail connections across Montlake will give students, faculty, staff, and visitors more reliable transportation alternatives to driving alone. Also, with planned construction of affordable and multifamily housing nearby, drive alone trips may continue to decline as students, faculty, and staff will have more choices for living near campus.
3.17 CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

This section of the Final EIS describes and evaluates the potential impacts associated with the assumed construction under the EIS Alternatives. Construction-related impacts associated with air quality, greenhouse gases, noise, and vibration are analyzed in this section. This section consolidates discussion on conditions associated with construction and some construction conditions discussion in this section reflects discussion presented in Sections 3.2 Air Quality and 3.5 Environmental Health. A discussion on transportation conditions (vehicle circulation, pedestrian circulation and parking) during construction and operations is included in Section 3.16 Transportation. Information added or changed subsequent to the issuance of the Draft EIS is shaded to ease in the identification of added or changed information.

3.17.1 Affected Environment

The University of Washington Seattle campus reflects a variety of uses, including buildings, roads, paved and unpaved walkways, parking areas, landscaping, natural open space, and bulkhead and natural shoreline. Within the campus boundaries, the University of Washington has approximately 307 permanent and temporary buildings\(^1\) that total an estimated 17 million gross square feet (gsf). These buildings vary in size from approximately 300 gsf to 500,000 gsf. They also vary in age from 121 years (Denny Hall and the Observatory) to the present. The buildings on campus generally contain instructional, research, medical, manufacturing, athletic, housing and/or office use.

Direct vehicular access to the University of Washington campus is provided by a local roadway network accessed from I-5 and SR-520, including: NE 45th Street, Montlake Boulevard NE, NE Pacific Street, and 15th Avenue NE. Primary roadways internal to the University of Washington campus include Stevens Way in Central Campus, Columbia Road in South Campus, Brooklyn Avenue/University Avenue/Campus Parkway in West Campus, and Walla Walla Road in East Campus.

For descriptive and planning purposes, the campus has been divided into four (4) campus areas which are described further as follows.

\(^1\) The University of Washington also operates approximately 10 buildings outside of the campus boundaries.
West Campus

The West Campus sector is generally bounded by NE 41st Street to the north, 15th Avenue NE to the east, NE Pacific Street to the south, and the University Bridge and Roosevelt Way NE to the west. This sector of campus has the strongest connection with the adjacent University District neighborhood and, as such, existing campus uses reflect that relationship with the adjacent area.

Existing campus uses primarily include instructional and administrative uses, as well as several recently constructed student housing buildings (Elm Hall, Poplar Hall, Alder Hall, Lander Hall, etc.). Instructional and administrative uses are generally located south of NE Pacific Street and along 15th Avenue NE and University Way NE. Student housing uses are generally located west of University Way NE and north of NE Pacific Street.

South Campus

The South Campus sector is bounded by NE Pacific Street to the north, Montlake Boulevard to the east, Portage Bay to the south, and 15th Avenue NE to the west. This sector is generally characterized by existing development associated with the University of Washington Medical Center and the Magnuson Health Sciences Center; instructional uses, including William H. Foege Hall, Hitchcock Hall and the Ocean Sciences Building are also located near 15th Avenue NE. To the south of Columbia Road, the sector also includes administrative and research uses, as well as shoreline open space and piers associated with Oceanography and Marine Sciences uses.

Central Campus

The Central Campus sector represents the original core and surrounding central perimeter of the University of Washington campus, and is generally bounded by NE 45th Street to the north, Montlake Boulevard to the east, NE Pacific Street to the south, and 15th Avenue NE to the west. The sector is comprised of numerous campus core buildings, including instructional/research (i.e., Denny Hall, Architecture Hall, Bagley Hall, Parrington Hall, etc.), administrative (i.e., Gerberding Hall, the UW Club, student housing (i.e., McMahon Hall, Hansee Hall, etc.), and student support uses (i.e., Suzzallo Library, Odegaard Library, the HUB, etc.). It is also characterized by several important open spaces, including the Liberal Arts Quadrangle, Denny Yard, Memorial Way, Rainier Vista, the HUB Yard, Parrington Lawn, and the Central Plaza (Red Square).

East Campus

The East Campus sector is bounded by NE 45th Street to the north, Union Bay to the east, the Lake Washington Ship Canal to the south, and Montlake Boulevard to the west. The
existing character of the East Campus is primarily defined by athletic facilities/recreational uses, surface parking and open space/natural areas. Development is primarily located in the south portion of the sector, along Montlake Boulevard, and includes Husky Stadium, Alaska Airlines Arena at Hec Edmundson Pavilion, the Intermural Activities Building, the golf driving range, and several sports fields; the existing E1 parking area also comprises a large portion of the sector along Montlake Boulevard. Instructional/research uses are located along the eastern boundary of the sector, as well as student housing (Laurel Village) and the Union Bay Natural Area.

### Surrounding Area

The area surrounding the campus contains a variety of single-family and multifamily residential, commercial, educational, service and semi-industrial uses. The University of Washington is a dominant land use in the area (see Figure 3.6-1 in Section 3.6 Land Use for map of existing surrounding land uses).

The land use pattern of the area surrounding the University of Washington campus is reflective of both natural and built features. The primary natural features in the area are Union Bay, Portage Bay and the Lake Washington Ship Canal that form the southern and eastern boundaries of the campus. These waterways also separate the University of Washington campus, the University District and the Laurelhurst neighborhood from the neighborhoods to the south (Mountlake, Broadmoor and Capitol Hill neighborhoods). The neighborhoods to the north of the Ship Canal and Portage Bay (University of Washington, University District, and Laurelhurst) are connected to the neighborhoods to the south by the Montlake Bridge and University Bridge.

### 3.17.2 Impacts

This section of the Final EIS identifies potential impacts associated with air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, noise, vibration and vegetation that could occur with construction under the EIS Alternatives.

#### No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, construction-related impacts would primarily be related to building development that would be constructed under the current 2003 Seattle CMP. The No Action Alternative assumes approximately 211,000 gsf of building development with approximately 53,000 cubic yards of excavation. Temporary construction activities could also include demolition, vegetation removal, equipment operation, truck trips, and street/sidewalk closures. The potential for construction related impacts on the University of Washington campus would be substantially less than under Alternatives 1 through 5.
Alternative 1 – CMP Proposed Allocation with Requested Height Increases

Alternative 1 reflects the preferred allocation of building development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and includes development of 6.0 million gsf of net new building space throughout the campus with a focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors and more limited development in the Central and East Campus sectors. The 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan identifies 86 potential development sites on the campus. However, since future funding levels and program needs are fluid the individual sites to be developed have not been determined. Hence, development could occur on any of the sites, but not all of the sites would be developed. Development under Alternative 1 is assumed to be as follows:

- **West Campus**: 3.02 million gsf
- **South Campus**: 1.35 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 0.9 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 0.75 million gsf

**Construction Activities**

Construction activities associated with assumed development under Alternative 1 would occur throughout the campus and would include: the demolition of existing buildings, pavement and landscaping; excavation and grading; and, construction of approximately 6.0 million gsf of building space. It is anticipated that construction activities would occur throughout the 10-year planning horizon.

The primary construction access to the campus would be via the surrounding roadway system. It is possible that some construction activities could occur in the evening hours in order to reduce the duration of the overall construction period. This is also due to the fact that the City of Seattle requires certain construction activities to be carried out at night to reduce impacts to pedestrians and vehicles during the day.

Demolition activities would include the demolition and removal of existing buildings on the campus. Depending on the potential development sites developed to achieve the 6.0 million gsf of net new building space, up to approximately 3,000,000 gsf of building space could be demolished under Alternative 1. Demolition of any buildings would be conducted in accordance with applicable local, state and federal regulations. Equipment utilized to demolish buildings could include truck-mounted demolition machines, excavators, and loaders.

---

2 Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).
In addition to buildings, existing pavement could be demolished and transported from the campus to a permitted regional recycling facility. Existing landscaping would also be removed from the campus to accommodate construction; new landscaping would be provided for many of the individual development sites.

Grading (cut, fill and site regrading) assumed under Alternative 1 would total approximately 1,500,000 cubic yards. A portion of the excavated material (approximately 20 percent) could be reused on campus as backfill (on individual sites). It is anticipated that the remaining approximately 80 percent would be transported to undetermined approved off-campus disposal sites. In addition, fill material for site preparation and landscaping could be imported to the campus during development of the potential development sites.

Construction staging area and construction parking plan would be provided for each development project and would be coordinated between the general contractor/construction manager (GCCM) and the University of Washington prior to development on a site. Construction vehicle traffic routes would also be coordinated between the GCCM and the University of Washington, as well as approved by the City of Seattle as part of the permit process, and would be intended to minimize disturbance to the extent feasible, while also protecting pedestrian and vehicle safety in the area.

Based on future project funding, it is possible that some construction projects could occur concurrently and in proximity to each other. Temporary construction activity associated with any development projects will occur in compliance with applicable University of Washington, City of Seattle, and other relevant regulations. Significant cumulative construction-related impacts are not anticipated because each project would have its own separate construction schedule and haul routes that are specific for each project site. Additionally, each project will prepare a Construction Management Plan (CMP) to control and mitigate potential issues during the construction process.

**Air Quality**

The development of 6.0 million gsf of building space on the University of Washington Seattle campus would result in localized short-term increases in particulates (dust) and equipment emissions (carbon monoxide) in the vicinity of construction sites. Key construction activities causing potential impacts include: removal of existing pavement and/or buildings, excavation, grading, stockpiling of soils, soil compaction, and operation of diesel-powered trucks and equipment (i.e., generators and compressors) on the individual potential development sites.

Demolition of existing structures would require the removal and disposal of building materials, some of which could contain asbestos. If this proves to be the case, demolition
contractors would be required to comply with EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and disposal of any asbestos-containing materials.

Construction would require the use of heavy trucks, excavators, graders, cranes, pile drivers, and a range of smaller equipment such as generators, pumps, and compressors. Emissions from existing transportation sources (primarily vehicular traffic) around the development areas would very likely outweigh any emissions resulting from construction equipment. Pollution control agencies are nonetheless now urging that emissions from diesel equipment be minimized to the extent practicable to reduce potential health risks.

Although some construction could cause odors, particularly during paving operations that involve the using tar and asphalt, any odors related to construction would be short-term and localized (and in some areas located within a busy traffic area where such odors would likely go unnoticed). Construction contractor(s) would be required to comply with PSCAA regulations that prohibit the emission of any air contaminant in sufficient quantities and of such characteristics and duration as is, or is likely to be, injurious to human health, plant or animal life, or property, or which unreasonably interferes with enjoyment of life and property.

With implementation of the controls required for the various aspects of construction activities and consistent use of best management practices (BMPs) to minimize emissions, construction activities under Alternative 1 would not be expected to significantly affect air quality.

**Greenhouse Gas Emissions**

As described in Section 3.2, *Air Quality*, it is estimated that assumed development under Alternative 1 would generate GHG emissions associated with construction activities (including demolition and production/extraction of construction materials), as well as energy consumption from construction and operation, and vehicle emissions from associated vehicle trips. **Table 3.2-2** of the *Air Quality* section shows the anticipated lifespan GHG emissions and estimated annual GHG emissions associated with development of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan under Alternative 1 (6,272,882 MTCO₂e and 100,366 MTCO₂e, respectively). Construction-related GHG emissions would equate to approximately four percent of those estimated emissions.

**Noise**

Potential noise impacts associated with Alternative 1 would occur during the construction of individual development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the individual sites and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site.
The increase in sound levels would depend upon the type of equipment being used, the duration of such use, and the proximity of the equipment to the property line. Sound levels within 50 feet of construction equipment often exceed the levels typically recommended for residential and institutional land uses. Table 3.5-3 (Section 3.5, Environmental Health) provides a summary of noise levels from various types of construction equipment.

Depending on the location of construction activity, construction noise could result in temporary annoyance and possible increased speech interference near the potential development sites. Such noise could impact teaching and research activities or disturb student housing uses that are in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas (residential and commercial uses) would also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses.

**Vibration**

Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites and adjacent areas. Operation of heavy construction equipment during construction, such as drilling rigs, excavators and haul trucks, would create waves that radiate along the surface and downward into the earth; the waves dissipate with distance from the source. These surface waves can be felt as ground vibration and create the potential to affect sensitive research uses that employ highly sensitive equipment.

Construction activities on potential development sites that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment (identified in Section 3.5.1, Environmental Health). Construction activities in the West, South and Central Campus sectors that would be located in the vicinity of existing sensitive research uses would have the potential to result in vibration impacts due to their proximity to these uses. Potential future development near these sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites.

The remaining development sites (i.e. those not proximate to sensitive uses) in the West, South, Central, and East Campus sectors would have a low potential to result in vibration impacts due to their distance from existing sensitive research uses. However, existing research equipment and/or activities could be relocated to other facilities or discontinued in their current location. It is also possible that new vibration-sensitive uses could be established in other buildings on campus over the life of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. As such, future development projects should verify existing surrounding uses as part of the planning process to determine if new or relocated vibration-sensitive uses are in the site vicinity.
Vegetation

Construction activities associated with potential future development under Alternative 1 could result in temporary disturbance to lawns, trees, and shrubs, including both native and ornamental species. Under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan would be preserved and area reserved for new planned open space. Landscape areas could also be provided on individual development sites.

Transportation

During construction of all Action Alternatives (Alternatives 1 – 5), potential construction impacts could include temporary closures of pathways, and streets, reallocation or removal of bike and auto parking, increased truck traffic or other temporary disruptions. While temporary in nature, potential mitigations for construction could include TMP strategies, outreach, and coordination to minimize impacts. Specific impacts and mitigations for development would be addressed as part of SEPA review for each individual project.

Below is a discussion of potential construction-related impacts under Alternative 1 by campus sector.

West Campus

Construction Activities

The 3.0 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus under Alternative 1 would result in approximately 750,000 cubic yards of excavation, which would relate to the construction associated with development of approximately 16 Potential Development Sites and approximately 4.2 acres of planned open spaces. Up to 693,000 gsf of existing building space could also be demolished under Alternative 1. Construction-related earth impacts include short-term localized traffic congestion, noise, dust, erosion and increased street maintenance requirements associated with the removal of dirt tracked onto campus streets. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in West Campus.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Existing uses sensitive to dust and equipment emissions generated during construction in this area could be affected in the short-term under Alternative 1, including student housing and academic uses in West Campus. Demolition activities at the West Campus would require adherence to applicable EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and
disposal of any asbestos-containing material and significant air quality impacts associated with demolition would not be anticipated. Assumed development under Alternative 1 is estimated to generate an additional 3,136,441 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 50,183 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in the West Campus. Construction-related emissions would account for approximately four percent of the total GHG emissions in the West Campus.

**Noise**

Potential noise impacts associated with Alternative 1 development in the West Campus would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. Such noise could impact instructional, administration and/or student housing uses that are in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas could also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses. Because the West Campus is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 1 (3.0 million gsf of assumed development), more noise would be generated during construction and operation in this sector than in the Central and East Campus sectors.

**Vibration**

Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites in the West Campus and on adjacent areas. Construction activities on potential development sites that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. Construction activities in the West Campus sector that would be located in the vicinity of the existing sensitive research use would have the potential to result in vibration impacts due to their proximity to this use. Potential future development near sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites.

Because the West Campus is one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 1, more vibration would be generated during construction activities in this sector than in the Central and East Campus Sectors. Only one vibration-sensitive use has been identified in this sector at this time. However, additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future.

**Vegetation**

Potential future development in the West Campus under Alternative 1 could result in temporary disturbance to lawns, trees, and shrubs, including both native and ornamental
species. Construction could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs, regrading, and subsequent replanting.

South Campus

Construction Activities

The 1.35 million gsf of net new development in the South Campus under Alternative 1 would be anticipated to result in up to approximately 337,500 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon related to the construction associated with building development and approximately 2.9 acres of planned open spaces. Up to approximately 1.75 million gsf of existing building space could also be demolished. Construction-related earth impacts include short-term localized traffic congestion, noise, dust, erosion and increased street maintenance requirements associated with the removal of dirt tracked onto campus streets. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in South Campus.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

The South Campus is also one of the focus areas of Alternative 1 (1.35 million gsf of building area). Existing uses sensitive to dust and equipment emissions generated during construction in this area could be affected in the short-term, including medical and dental uses in the South Campus. Demolition activities would require adherence to applicable EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and disposal of any asbestos-containing material and significant air quality impacts associated with demolition would not be anticipated. Assumed development under Alternative 1 is also estimated to generate an additional 1,411,398 MTCO2e of lifespan and 22,582 MTCO2e of annual GHG emissions in the South Campus. Construction-related emissions would account for approximately four percent of the total GHG emissions.

Noise

Potential noise impacts associated development in the South Campus would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. Such noise could impact instructional and research uses that are in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas could also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses. As one of the focus areas of development under Alternative 1 (3.0 million gsf of assumed development), more noise would be generated
during construction and operation in the South Campus sector than in the Central and East Campus sectors.

**Vibration**

Construction activities on potential development sites that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses (including, but not limited to, the 12 buildings identified in Section 3.5.1 - Affected Environment) would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. Construction activities in the South Campus that would be located in the vicinity of existing sensitive research uses identified in Affected Environment would have the potential to result in vibration impacts due to their proximity to these uses. Potential future development near sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues and measures to limit vibration associated with development on those sites.

**Vegetation**

Potential future development in the South Campus under Alternative 1 could result in temporary disturbance to lawns, trees, and shrubs, including both native and ornamental species. Construction could result in temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs, regrading, and subsequent replanting.

**Central Campus**

**Construction Activities**

Alternative 1 assumes that the Central Campus would contain 0.9 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 225,000 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon. Up to approximately 500,000 gsf of building space could also be demolished in the Central Campus. Construction-related earth impacts include short-term localized traffic congestion, noise, dust, erosion and increased street maintenance requirements associated with the removal of dirt tracked onto campus streets. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in Central Campus.

**Air Quality and GHG Emissions**

Dust and equipment emissions associated with construction under Alternative 1 in the Central Campus would have the potential to impact academic and student housing uses. However, given the lower amount of construction assumed for the Central Campus, the potential for air quality impacts would be less than in the West and South Campus sector.
Assumed development under Alternative 1 is estimated to generate an additional 940,932 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 15,055 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in the Central Campus. Construction-related emissions would account for approximately four percent of the total GHG emissions.

**Noise**

Potential noise impacts associated with Alternative 1 development in the Central Campus would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. Such noise could impact instructional, support, administration, and housing uses that are in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas would also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses. Because less development would occur in the Central Campus under Alternative 1 (0.9 million gsf of assumed development), less noise would be generated during construction and operation in this sector than in the West and South Campus sectors.

**Vibration**

Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites in the Central Campus and on adjacent areas. Construction activities on potential development sites that are located in proximity to sensitive research uses (including, but not limited to, the 15 buildings identified in Section 3.5.1 - Affected Environment) would generate vibration that could impact sensitive research uses and/or equipment. Construction activities in the Central Campus sector that would be located in the vicinity of the existing sensitive research uses identified in Affected Environment would have the potential to result in vibration impacts due to their proximity to existing sensitive research uses. Because less construction activities would occur in the Central Campus under Alternative 1, less vibration would be generated in this sector than in the West and South Campus sectors. Potential future development near these sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues and associated measures to limit vibration impacts to the sensitive uses.

**Vegetation**

Potential future development in the Central Campus under Alternative 1 could result in temporary disturbance to existing lawns, trees, and shrubs, including both native and ornamental species. Construction could require temporary impacts such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs, regrading, and subsequent replanting.
East Campus

Construction Activities

Alternative 1 assumes that the East Campus would contain 0.75 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 187,500 cubic yards of excavation associated with building development. Up to approximately 27,000 gsf of building demolition would be anticipated in the East Campus. Construction-related earth impacts include short-term localized traffic congestion, noise, dust, erosion and increased street maintenance requirements associated with the removal of dirt tracked onto campus streets. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in East Campus.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Given the relatively limited amount of construction assumed for the East Campus under Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf of building area) and relative lack of sensitive uses in the East Campus sector (i.e., limited academic and housing uses), the potential for air quality impacts during construction in the East Campus would be low. Alternative 1 is estimated to generate an additional 784,110 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 12,546 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in the East Campus. GHG emissions from the East Campus would be the least of all the campus sectors, and construction-related GHG emissions would account for approximately four percent of the overall emissions.

Noise

Potential noise impacts associated with development in the East Campus would primarily occur during the construction of individual development projects. During construction, localized sound levels would temporarily increase in the vicinity of the site and streets used by construction vehicles accessing the construction site. However, at this time there are no noise-sensitive uses located in East Campus in the vicinity of potential development sites. Construction activities located adjacent to off-campus areas would also result in temporary construction noise impacts to those adjacent land uses (e.g., the Laurelhurst neighborhood). Because less development would occur in the East Campus under Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf of assumed development), less noise would be generated during construction and operation in this sector than in the South and West Campus sectors.

Vibration

Construction activities associated with new development under Alternative 1 would generate vibration on potential development sites in the East Campus and on adjacent
areas. No vibration-sensitive uses have been identified in the East Campus at this time. However, vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future. Because less construction activities would occur in the East Campus under Alternative 1, less vibration would be generated in this sector than in the South and West Campus sectors.

Vegetation

Because the majority of potential development sites are located within surface parking lot area, assumed development in the East Campus under Alternative 1 would have little potential to impact lawns, trees, and shrubs, including both native and ornamental species.

Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas

Alternative 1 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential temporary impacts on uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to noise, dust, equipment emissions, vibration and localized traffic congestion.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (73 percent of development under Alternative 1), more construction-related impacts would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 1. As a result, there would be less construction impacts that would affect adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone adjacent to these sectors.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 1, development would result in minimal to no construction-related impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including air quality and noise regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Alternative 2 – Campus Development with Existing Height Limits

Alternative 2 reflects accommodation of the requested 6.0 million gsf of building area with the existing CMP height limits. Without the Alternative 1 proposed height increases, the development capacity of the West Campus is limited and additional development sites
would be required to approach the 3.0 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan and analyzed under Alternative 1. Given the developed nature of the West Campus, the opportunity for additional development sites in this sector is limited, and therefore, Alternative 2 assumes additional development sites in the area reserved for the West Campus Green under Alternative 1. The development capacity in the West Campus without the requested height increases is only 2.4 million gsf of net new development. The approximately 0.6 million gsf of the net new development not accommodated by the West Campus development capacity is shifted to the East Campus under Alternative 2. The assumed building development by campus sector under Alternative 2 is as follows:

- **West Campus**: 2.4\(^3\) million gsf
- **South Campus**: 1.35 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 0.9 million gsf
- **East Campus**: 1.35 million gsf

### West Campus

**Construction Activities**

It is anticipated that construction activity in the West Campus would be somewhat less under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1. Alternative 2 would result in less excavation in the West Campus (600,000 cubic yards compared to 750,000 cubic yards under Alternative 1). Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in West Campus.

### Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Assumed development of 2.4 million gsf of net new building space in West Campus under Alternative 2 is slightly less than under Alternative 1 and resultant air quality conditions during construction would be slightly less as well. To accommodate 2.4 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus sector without the proposed allowable building height increases, 3 additional potential development sites would be required with more limited open space improvements than assumed under Alternative 1. Given that more potential development sites would be developed under Alternative 2 without the proposed allowable building height increases, the potential for air quality impacts associated with demolition and site preparation would be slightly greater than Alternative 1.

---

\(^3\) Net increase over existing gsf (i.e. net increase does not include new development replacing an equivalent amount of demolished space).
Alternative 2 would generate slightly less GHG emissions in the West Campus than Alternative 1 because of the amount of development assumed to occur in this area. However, the West Campus would generate more GHG emissions than any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 2.

Noise

To accommodate 2.4 million gsf of net new development in the West Campus without the proposed allowable building height increases, three additional potential development sites would be required with more limited open space improvements than assumed under Alternative 1. Given that more potential development sites would be developed under Alternative 2, the potential for noise impacts associated with demolition and site preparation would be similar to or greater than under Alternative 1.

Vibration

Assumed development in West Campus under Alternative 2 is slightly less than under Alternative 1. However, to accommodate new development in the West Campus without the proposed allowable building height increases, three additional potential development sites would be required with more limited open space improvements than assumed under Alternative 1. Given that more potential development sites would be developed under Alternative 2, the potential for vibration impacts associated with demolition and site preparation would be somewhat greater than under Alternative 1.

Vegetation

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development in the West Campus under Alternative 2 could result in temporary disturbance to vegetation such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs, regrading, and subsequent replanting. Disturbance to existing vegetation would be greater under Alternative 2 since more potential development sites would be developed.

South Campus

Construction Activities

Given the same amount of grading activities, the potential construction activities and earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) are anticipated to be similar under Alternative 2 in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.
**Air Quality and GHG Emissions**

Air quality and GHG emissions under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1, because assumed development would be the same (1.35 million gsf).

**Noise**

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar amounts of noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration**

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar amounts of vibration and associated potential impacts in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.

**Vegetation**

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar disturbance to vegetation in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.

**Central Campus**

**Construction Activities**

Given that the assumed building development and grading activities would be the same, the potential construction activities and earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) are anticipated to be similar under Alternative 2 in the Central Campus as described for Alternative 1.

**Air Quality and GHG Emissions**

Air quality and GHG emissions under Alternative 2 would be the same as under Alternative 1, because assumed development would be the same (1.35 million gsf).

**Noise**

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar amounts of noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.
Vibration

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar amounts of vibration and associated potential impacts in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.

Vegetation

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate similar disturbance to vegetation in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.

East Campus

Construction Activities

Alternative 2 assumes that the East Campus would contain 1.35 million gsf of net new development (compared to 0.75 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 337,500 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 187,000 under Alternative 1). As a result, the potential for construction earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) are anticipated to be greater under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1 in the East Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in East Campus.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Development of approximately 1.35 million gsf of building area in East Campus under Alternative 2 would represent more development than under Alternative 1, and would result in greater potential for localized increases in dust and equipment measures. However, given the relatively low number of sensitive uses (housing, academic, research) in the East Campus sector, the potential for air quality impacts during construction in the East Campus is low. Assumed development under Alternative 2 is estimated to generate an additional 1,411,398 MTCO2e of lifespan and 22,582 MTCO2e of annual GHG emissions in the East Campus. Given that assumed building development in East Campus is greater than under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 is estimated to generate more GHG emissions in the East Campus than Alternative 1.

Noise

Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 2, potential noise impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development, operation of building systems
and increased traffic levels in the East Campus. Given that more building development is assumed in East Campus than under Alternative 1 (1.35 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 2 would generate more noise and associated potential impacts in this sector.

**Vibration**

Similar to under Alternative 1, under Alternative 2, potential vibration impacts would be primarily associated with construction of new development in the East Campus. These activities could impact vibration-sensitive uses. However, no vibration-sensitive uses have been identified in the East Campus at this time. Additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future, which could be impacted by Alternative 2 development. Given that more building development is assumed in East Campus than under Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would generate more vibration and associated potential impacts in this sector.

**Vegetation**

As under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the East Campus would be preserved under Alternative 2, and the overall amount of area available for vegetated open space on the University of Washington campus would increase.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential impacts on uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to noise, dust, equipment emissions, vibration and localized traffic congestion.

With the focus of development in the West, South and East Campus sectors (85 percent of development under Alternative 2), more construction activities would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus), a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus) and the Laurelhurst neighborhood and University Village (adjacent to the East Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central Campus sector under Alternative 2. As a result, there would be less potential for construction activities that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.
Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 2, development would result in minimal to no construction-related impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including air quality and noise regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

Alternative 3 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and South Campus Density

Alternative 3 represents campus development with more density in the West and South Campus sectors than assumed under Alternative 1. This density under Alternative 3 would be consistent with provisions identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan allowing increased density in campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6.0 million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon. Alternative 3 reflects the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan preferred allocation of building development presented in Alternative 1 with allowed sector increase in the West and South Campus Sectors, as follows:

- West Campus: 3.2 million gsf
- South Campus: 1.65 million gsf
- Central Campus: 0.9 million gsf
- East Campus: 0.25 million gsf

West Campus

Construction Activities

Alternative 3 assumes that the West Campus would contain 3.2 million gsf of net new development (compared to 3.0 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 800,000 yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 750,000 under Alternative 1). The potential construction earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) are anticipated to be somewhat greater under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1 in the West Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in the West Campus sector.
Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Given that one of the focus areas of Alternative 3 development and associated construction is the West Campus sector, existing uses sensitive to dust and equipment emissions in this area (primarily student housing and academic uses) could be affected in the short-term. Assumed development of 3.2 million gsf of net new building space under Alternative 3 is slightly more than under Alternative 1 and resultant air quality conditions during construction would be slightly more as well.

As shown in Table 3.2-4 (Section 3.2, Air Quality), assumed development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate an additional 3,345,537 MTCO$_2$e of lifespan and 53,529 MTCO$_2$e of annual GHG emissions in the West Campus. Alternative 3 is estimated to generate slightly more GHG emissions in the West Campus than Alternative 1 because slightly more development is assumed to occur in this area. The West Campus would generate more GHG emissions than any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 3.

Noise

Similar to under Alternative 1, potential construction-related noise impacts would occur in the West Campus under Alternative 3. Given that assumed building development in West Campus under Alternative 3 is greater than under Alternative 1 (3.2 million gsf of assumed development compared to 3.0 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 3 would generate more noise and associated potential impacts in the West Campus than described for Alternative 1.

Vibration

Similar to under Alternative 1, potential vibration impacts under Alternative 3 would be primarily associated with construction of new development in the West Campus. Only one vibration sensitive building has been identified in the West Campus at this time (Henderson Hall). Additional vibration-sensitive uses could be developed in this area in the future, which could be impacted by Alternative 3 development. Given that assumed building development in West Campus is more than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate somewhat more vibration and associated potential impacts in the West Campus than described for Alternative 1.

Vegetation

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development in the West Campus under Alternative 3 could result in temporary disturbance to vegetation such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs, regrading, and subsequent replanting.
South Campus

Construction Activities

Alternative 3 assumes that the South Campus would contain 1.65 million gsf of net new development (compared to 1.35 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 412,500 yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 337,500 under Alternative 1). The potential construction earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) are anticipated to be greater under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1 in the South Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in South Campus.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Assumed South Campus development under Alternative 3 would be slightly more than under Alternative 1 (1.65 million gsf compared to 1.35 million gsf under Alternative 1). A substantial amount of demolition of existing buildings could occur. As under Alternative 1, demolition activities at the South Campus would require adherence to applicable EPA and PSCAA regulations related to the safe removal and disposal of any asbestos-containing material. As shown in Table 3.2-4, assumed development under Alternative 3 is estimated to generate an additional 1,725,043 MTCO2e of lifespan and 27,601 MTCO2e of annual GHG emissions in the South Campus. Alternative 3 is estimated to generate slightly more GHG emissions in the South Campus than Alternative 1 because of the amount of development assumed to occur in this area.

Noise

Similar to under Alternative 1, potential construction-related noise impacts would occur in the South Campus under Alternative 3. Given that assumed building development in South Campus under Alternative 3 is greater than under Alternative 1, it is anticipated that Alternative 3 would generate more construction noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus.

Vibration

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is slightly greater than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate slightly more vibration and associated potential impacts in the South Campus than described for Alternative 1. As under Alternative 1, potential future development under Alternative 3 that occurs near sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration sensitive users to determine...
potential vibration-related issues and measures to limit vibration associated with construction.

Vegetation

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development in the South Campus under Alternative 3 could result in temporary disturbance to vegetation such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs, regrading, and subsequent replanting.

Central Campus

Construction Activities

Given that the assumed building development and grading activities would be the same, the potential construction activities and earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) are anticipated to be similar under Alternative 3 in the Central Campus as described for Alternative 1.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Air quality and GHG emissions under Alternative 3 would be the same as under Alternative 1, because assumed development would be the same (1.35 million gsf).

Noise

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate similar amounts of noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.

Vibration

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate similar amounts of vibration and associated potential impacts in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.

Vegetation

Given that assumed building development in Central Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate similar impacts to vegetation in the South Campus as described for Alternative 1.
East Campus

Construction Activities

Alternative 3 assumes that the East Campus would contain 0.25 million gsf of net new development (compared to 0.75 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 62,500 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 187,000 under Alternative 1). The potential for construction earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) is anticipated to be lower in the East Campus under Alternative 3 than under Alternative 1.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Development of approximately 0.25 million gsf of building area in East Campus would result in the potential for localized increases in dust and equipment measures. However, given the relatively low number of sensitive uses (housing, academic, research) and much less development in the East Campus sector than in the other sectors under Alternative 3, the potential for air quality impacts during construction in the East Campus is low. Given that assumed building development in East Campus is less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 is estimated to generate much less GHG emissions in the East Campus than Alternative 1. The East Campus would generate much less GHG emissions than any of the other campus sectors under Alternative 3.

Noise

Given that assumed building development in East Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1 (0.25 million gsf compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 3 would generate much less noise and associated potential impacts in the East Campus than described for Alternative 1.

Vibration

Given that assumed building development in East Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would generate much less vibration and associated potential impacts in the East Campus than described for Alternative 1.

Vegetation

As under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the East Campus would be preserved under Alternative 3, and considering that new landscape open space opportunities would be provided in
currently impervious area, the overall amount of area available for vegetated open space on the University of Washington campus would increase.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential impacts on uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to noise, dust, equipment emissions, vibration and localized traffic congestion.

With the focus of development in the West and South Campus sectors (81 percent of development under Alternative 3), more construction activities would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the **Primary Impact Zone** located adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus) and a portion of the Montlake neighborhood (across the Ship Canal from South Campus).

Less development is assumed to occur in the Central and East Campus sectors under Alternative 3. As a result, there would be less potential for construction activities that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the **Secondary Impact Zone** from development assumed under Alternative 3, development would result in minimal to no construction-related impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including air quality and noise regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 4 – Campus Development Reflecting Increased West and East Campus Density**

Under Alternative 4, approximately 6.0 million gsf of building area would be developed on the University of Washington Seattle campus. The focus of development would be in the West and East Campus sectors, with an increase in development in the Central and East Campus sectors compared to Alternative 1. This increased density would be consistent with provisions identified in the **2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan** allowing increased density in campus sectors while maintaining the overall 6 million gsf of net new development for the campus during the planning horizon.

- **West Campus**: 3.0 million gsf
- **South Campus**: 0.2 million gsf
- **Central Campus**: 1.1 million gsf
• **East Campus**: 1.7 million gsf

**West Campus**

**Construction Activities**

As under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 assumes that the West Campus would contain 3.0 million gsf of net new development, with a resulting amount of up to 750,000 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon. The potential construction earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) are anticipated to be the same under Alternative 4 as that assumed under Alternative 1 in the West Campus.

**Air Quality and GHG Emissions**

Assumed development of 3.0 million gsf of net new building space under Alternative 4 is the same as under Alternative 1 and resultant air quality conditions and GHG emissions during construction would be the same as well.

**Noise**

Given that assumed development in West Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate similar levels of noise and associated potential impacts in the West Campus as described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration**

Given that assumed development in West Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate similar levels of vibration and associated potential impacts in the West Campus as described for Alternative 1.

**Vegetation**

Given that assumed development in West Campus is the same as under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate similar disturbance to vegetation in the West Campus as described for Alternative 1.

**South Campus**

**Construction Activities**

Since the assumed building development in South Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate a lower amount of construction activities than described for Alternative 1. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including
review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in South Campus.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Since the assumed building development in South Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate much less construction and GHG emissions in the South Campus than described for Alternative 1.

Noise

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate much less noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus than described for Alternative 1.

Vibration

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate much less vibration and associated potential impacts in the South Campus than described for Alternative 1.

Vegetation

Given that assumed building development in South Campus is considerably less than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate much lower disturbance to vegetation in the South Campus than described for Alternative 1.

Central Campus

Construction Activities

Alternative 4 assumes that the Central Campus would contain 1.1 million gsf of net new development (compared with 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 275,000 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon. The potential construction earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) under Alternative 4 are anticipated to be greater than under Alternative 1 in the Central Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts.

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

Slightly more net new development is assumed for the Central Campus under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1 (1.1 million gsf under Alternative 4 compared to 0.9 million gsf
under Alternative 1). As a result, the air quality emissions would be slightly more than under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1. Assumed development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate an additional 1,150,028 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 18,400 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in the Central Campus. Alternative 4 is estimated to generate slightly more GHG emissions in the Central Campus than Alternative 1 because of the amount of development assumed to occur in this area.

**Noise**

Since the assumed building development in Central Campus is slightly more than under Alternative 1 (1.1 million gsf compared to 0.9 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 4 would generate slightly greater noise and associated potential impacts in the South Campus than described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration**

Given that assumed building development in the Central Campus is slightly more than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate slightly greater vibration and associated potential impacts in this sector than described for Alternative 1.

**Vegetation**

Similar to Alternative 1, potential future development in the Central Campus under Alternative 4 could result in temporary disturbance to vegetation such as removal of lawns, trees, and shrubs, regrading, and subsequent replanting.

**East Campus**

**Construction Activities**

Alternative 4 assumes that the East Campus would contain 1.7 million gsf of net new development (compared to 0.75 million gsf of net new development under Alternative 1), with a resulting amount of up to 425,000 cubic yards of excavation over the planning horizon (compared to 187,000 under Alternative 1). The potential construction earth-related impacts (dust, noise, etc.) are anticipated to be greater under Alternative 4 than under Alternative 1 in the East Campus. Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including review and approval of truck haul routes and compliance with stormwater and noise regulations would minimize potential impacts in East Campus.

**Air Quality and GHG Emissions**

Development of approximately 1.7 million gsf of building area in East Campus would be more development than under Alternative 1 (0.75 million gsf assumed under Alternative 1),
and would result in greater potential for localized increases in dust and equipment measures. However, given the relatively low number of sensitive uses (housing, academic, research) in the East Campus sector, the potential for air quality impacts during construction in the East Campus would be low. Assumed development under Alternative 4 is estimated to generate an additional 1,777,317 MTCO₂e of lifespan and 28,437 MTCO₂e of annual GHG emissions in the East Campus (beyond the 1,528,492 MTCO₂e lifespan and 24,456 annual GHG emissions in this sector under existing conditions). Alternative 4 is estimated to generate more GHG emissions in the East Campus than Alternative 1 because of the amount of development assumed to occur in this area.

**Noise**

Given that considerably greater building development is assumed in East Campus than under Alternative 1 (1.75 million gsf as compared to 0.75 million gsf under Alternative 1), Alternative 4 would generate more noise and associated potential impacts in this sector than described for Alternative 1.

**Vibration**

Since considerably greater building development is assumed in East Campus than under Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would generate much more vibration and associated potential impacts in the East Campus than described for Alternative 1.

**Vegetation**

As under Alternative 1, the existing significant landscape open spaces identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan in the East Campus would be preserved under Alternative 4, and considering that new landscaped open space opportunities would be provided in currently impervious area, the overall amount of area available for vegetated open space on the University of Washington campus would increase. Significant impacts to plant communities under Alternative 4 would not be anticipated.

**Summary of Impacts in Primary and Secondary Impact Zone Areas**

Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would contribute to the overall amount of development in the University of Washington Seattle campus area. During construction, potential impacts on uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones would largely be due to noise, dust, equipment emissions, vibration and localized traffic congestion.

With the focus of development in the West, Central and East Campus sectors (97 percent of development under Alternative 3), more construction activities would occur in proximity to residential, commercial and other uses in the portions of the Primary Impact Zone located...
adjacent to these sectors, including the University District (adjacent the West Campus), a portion of the residential neighborhood to the north of NE 45th Street (adjacent to the Central Campus), and University Village and the Laurelhurst neighborhood (adjacent to the East Campus.

Less development is assumed to occur in the South Campus sector under Alternative 4. As a result, there would be less potential for construction activities that would impact adjacent land uses in the Primary Impact Zone.

Given the distance of land uses in the Secondary Impact Zone from development assumed under Alternative 4, development would result in minimal to no construction-related impacts in the Secondary Impact Zone.

Compliance with existing regulations and codes, including air quality and noise regulations, would minimize the potential for impacts on land uses in the Primary and Secondary Impact Zones.

**Alternative 5 – No Street, Alley or Aerial Vacations**

Under Alternative 5, the same amount of building square footage would be developed as assumed under Alternatives 1 through 4, although the assumed street vacation of NE Northlake Place in West Campus would not occur. Because a substantial amount of construction activities are not anticipated to be associated with street or aerial vacations, it is assumed that construction impacts under Alternative 5 would be similar to those identified under Alternatives 1 through 4.

**Potential Indirect/Cumulative Impacts**

Development under Alternatives 1 through 5 would contribute to the amount of overall construction in the area and, in combination with future new development in the area, would contribute to indirect construction-related impacts including short-term, localized construction activities, dust, emissions, noise, vibration and vegetation removal. To the extent that increased campus population and development increase the pressure for supporting development in the area (primarily in the University District), campus growth could contribute to construction-related impacts in the area. Any development outside of the MIO boundary would comply with City of Seattle code requirements.

The No Action Alternative could result in more pressure for new construction in the surrounding area (primarily in the University District) to meet a portion of the building development necessary to accommodate increased campus population, thus, potentially transferring a portion of the construction-related impacts from the University of Washington campus to surrounding areas.
Potential changes in the zoning and development capacity of the University District could result in increased development and construction in the vicinity of the University of Washington campus. Although the level, timing and specific location(s) of future development in the University District is not defined, it is possible that some level of concurrent development, and associated construction activities, would occur over a concurrent timeframe and in proximity to development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan, especially given the proposed focus of development in the West Campus under Alternative 1 through 5. There would be the potential for indirect cumulative construction-related impacts (i.e., construction activities, dust, emissions, noise, vibration, etc.) associated with concurrent construction activities on the University of Washington campus and in the University District.

All construction activities in the area, both on the University of the Washington campus and in the campus vicinity, would be required to follow applicable regulations, and significant impacts would not be anticipated.

**Potential to Encounter On-Campus Sensitive Conditions**

As indicated in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires decision-makers to consider the environmental consequences of proposed actions, and to consider ways to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

The approval of the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan is classified under SEPA as a non-project (also referred to as programmatic) action. A non-project action is defined as an action that is broader than a single site-specific project, and involves decisions on policies, plans, or programs. An EIS for a non-project proposal does not require site-specific analysis; instead, the EIS addresses conditions at a more general level (see WAC 197-11-442 for details). As the SEPA Lead Agency, the University of Washington would be responsible for ensuring SEPA compliance for potential future development projects and would complete a SEPA threshold analysis/determination for individual projects.

Based on the programmatic analysis in this Final EIS, the potential for a future site-specific project (i.e., specific proposals on potential development sites or other improvements identified in the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan) to encounter sensitive environmental conditions is identified as “High”, “Medium” or “Low” (see Figure 3.17-1), and the need for additional studies or mitigation associated with specific areas on campus (if any) are defined. For example, areas of campus that contain existing vibration-sensitive uses are identified as having a “High” potential to generate construction-related vibration impacts, while areas of campus located at a distance from those vibration-sensitive uses are identified as having a “Low” potential to result in construction-related vibration impacts.
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Figure 3.17-1
Construction Sensitivity Map
For areas of campus identified as having a “Low” or “Medium” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, it is anticipated that standard best practices and code compliance would be adequate. For areas of the campus identified as having a “High” potential to encounter sensitive conditions, site-specific study and/or additional mitigation measures may be appropriate as a part of SEPA compliance.

### Mitigation Measures

The following measures would be available for development under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan. Mitigation measures that are identified below in italics are also included in their respective environmental element discussions as well (i.e., Section 3.1, Earth; Section 3.2, Air Quality; Section 3.3, Wetlands, Plants and Animals; Section 3.5, Environmental Health; and, Section 3.16, Transportation).

#### Measures Applicable to All Campus Areas (Low, Medium and High Potential)

**Construction Activities**

- All earthwork and site preparation on the University of Washington Seattle Campus would be conducted in compliance with relevant Grading Code criteria of the Seattle Municipal Code (Sections 22.170 and 22.802).

- All earthwork and site preparation activities on the University of Washington Seattle campus would be conducted in compliance with applicable Stormwater Code criteria of the Seattle Municipal Code and manual (SMC 22.800-808).

- Any development located within a City of Seattle mapped Environmentally Critical Area is subject to SMC 25.09, including Liquefaction-Prone Areas (SMC 25.09.100); Peat Settlement-Prone Areas (SMC 25.09.110); Steep Slope Areas (SMC 25.09.180); and, Abandoned Landfills (SMC 25.09.220); a soils report evaluating site conditions and recommendations for safe construction would be provided for specific development projects.

- Liquefaction prone areas within 1,000 feet of a methane-producing landfill area would comply with applicable provisions of the Seattle Building Code.

- The following Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control (TESC) measures would be implemented, as appropriate for the individual site, as part of code compliance to reduce the risk of construction-related erosion:
- The ground surface in the construction area would be sloped and sealed to reduce water infiltration, to promote rapid runoff, and to prevent water ponding.

- To prevent soil disturbance, the size or type of construction equipment may have to be limited.

- No soil would be left uncompacted and exposed to moisture. A smooth-drum vibratory roller, or equivalent, would be used to seal the ground surface.

- Work areas and soil stockpiles would be covered with plastic. Bales of straw and/or geotextile silt fences would be used as appropriate to control soil erosion.

- During periods of wet weather, excavation and fill placement would be observed on a full-time basis by a geotechnical engineer (or engineer's representative) experienced in wet weather earthwork to determine that unsuitable materials are removed and that suitable compaction and site drainage is achieved.

- Excavation slopes would be protected from infiltration and erosion by directing water away from excavations and covering slopes with impermeable membranes, such as plastic sheeting.

- Excavated materials, stockpiles, and equipment would be placed away from the top edge of excavations a distance equal to at least the depth of the excavation.

- To prevent an accumulation of dust and/or mud on campus during construction activities, the tires of construction equipment and trucks could be washed before they leave construction sites and streets could be swept as necessary.

- Site specific geotechnical recommendations would be provided as individual projects are proposed. Typical measures that could be implemented as part of code compliance, based on the specific conditions at the individual sites, include:

  - Excavations greater than four feet in height would be adequately sloped or braced to prevent localized sloughing and spalling.

  - Temporary shoring would be implemented during construction and would consist of a conventional soldier pile and lagging system.
- All soil excavated from the site would be tested for contamination. All soil would be disposed of consistent with applicable University of Washington, State and local regulations.

- Soldier piles and/or other slope stability techniques could be used as necessary in areas of unstable soils.

- Structures could be designed with structural systems capable of supporting code-required floor loading and resisting lateral forces generated by earthquakes and wind.

- Whenever possible, construction could be scheduled to minimize overlapping of excavation periods for projects planned for construction in the same biennium.

- As individual projects are proposed, coordination with educational or research uses in the immediate vicinity that could be sensitive to vibration during construction would be conducted to determine appropriate measures to minimize the potential for disruption (see Section 3.5 – Environmental Health—for additional discussion and mitigation).

Air Quality and GHG Emissions

- During construction, applicable best management practices (BMPs) to control dust, vehicle and equipment emissions would be implemented. The University of Washington would coordinate with adjacent sensitive users to temporarily duct and protect air intakes to minimize the potential for the intake of fugitive dust and exhaust fumes.

- Building construction and demolition would be conducted in compliance with Seattle Municipal Code Section 15.22.060B which provides criteria related to suppression of dust-generating activities.

- Where appropriate, temporary asphalt roadways would be provided on Potential Development Sites to reduce the amount of dust and dirt that would be generated.

- As applicable, a Construction Management Plan would be prepared for each individual construction project to establish parking areas, construction staging areas, truck haul routes, and provisions for maintaining pedestrian and vehicle routes. These measures are intended to, among other things, minimize traffic delays and associated vehicle idling.
As applicable, control measures in the Washington Associated General Contractors Guide to Handling Fugitive Dust form Construction Projects would be used, including:

- Use only equipment and trucks that are maintained in optimal operational condition;
- Require all off-road equipment to have emission reduction equipment (e.g., require participation in Puget Sound Region Diesel Solutions, a program designed to reduce air pollution from diesel, by project sponsors and contractors);
- Implement restrictions on construction truck and other vehicle idling (e.g., limit idling to a maximum of 5 minutes);
- Spray exposed soil with water or other suppressant to reduce emissions of PM and deposition of particulate matter;
- Cover all trucks transporting materials, wetting materials in trucks, or providing adequate freeboard (space from the top of the material to the top of the truck bed), to reduce PM emissions and deposition during transport;
- Provide wheel washers to remove particulate matter that would otherwise be carried off-site by vehicles in order to decrease deposition of particulate matter on area roadways; and
- Cover dirt, gravel, and debris piles as needed to reduce dust and wind-blown debris.

**Noise**

- Construction activities would comply with the City of Seattle Noise Ordinance (SMC 25.08.425) which allows for temporary increases in the maximum permissible sound levels based on equipment type.

- The University of Washington also has additional conditions/considerations that project-specific campus contractors meet the following noise control criteria:
  - The sound pressure level of construction noise inside adjacent buildings and/or rooms cannot exceed 60 dBA (with windows closed) between the hours of 8 AM and 5 PM on week days. Barriers can be erected between construction activities and such interior areas, or equipment noise attenuators can be provided.
  - The use of electric equipment and machinery is preferred. If noise levels on any equipment or device cannot reasonably be reduced to criteria levels, either that equipment or device will not be allowed on the job or use times will have to be scheduled subject to approval.
  - The sound pressure level of each piece of equipment cannot be greater than 85 dBA at a distance of 50 feet. Rubber-tired equipment is to be used
whenever possible instead of equipment with metal tracks. Mufflers for stationary engines are to be used in the hospital areas. Construction traffic should be routed through nearest campus exit.

- Air compressors are to be equipped with silencing packages
- Jack hammers and roto hammers may be used where no other alternative is available; core drilling and saw cutting equipment is preferred.
- Specific scheduling of construction-related noise activities is required at the University of Washington Medical Center.

**Vibration**

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan should verify the existence of vibration-sensitive uses located in proximity to the development site and if necessary, work to provide mitigation in the project design.

**Transportation**

- Potential impacts associated with construction-related transportation disruptions would be mitigated by the implementation of the TMP, including outreach and project coordination.

**Additional Measure Applicable to Medium and High Campus Areas**

**Noise**

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located in areas that are proximate to noise-sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent noise-sensitive users to determine potential noise-related issues associated with development on those sites and could require additional noise analysis and mitigation measures (if necessary).

Vibration

- Potential future development projects under the 2018 Seattle Campus Master Plan that are located in areas that are proximate to vibration-sensitive uses would require project-specific coordination with adjacent vibration-sensitive users to determine potential vibration-related issues associated with development on those sites and could require additional mitigation measures (if necessary).

- The University will work with Sound Transit prior to on-campus construction to resolve how monitoring should occur for sensitive surrounding receptors during construction.
3.17.4 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

During construction activities, some temporary construction-related impacts would occur, including short-term, localized construction activities, dust, emissions, noise, vibration, traffic and vegetation removal. However, with the implementation of the mitigation measures identified above, no significant unavoidable adverse impacts would be anticipated.
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